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Preface
The 18th International Conference on Flexible Automation and Intelligent
Manufacturing, FAIM2008, is hosted at First Hotel Billingehus in Skövde, beautifully
located on top of table hill Billingen, offering a stunning view over the surrounding
countryside (on a clear day as far as Lake Vänern) and with bountiful nature just around
the corner. A former Viking refuge can be found at just a short walk from the hotel. The
1st International FAIM conference in 1991 resulted from collaboration between the
University in Limerick (UL) and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Prof. Munir Ahmad
(then UL), and Prof. Bill Sullivan (then Virginia Tech.) have been central to the
development of the Conference since its inception. Since 1991 FAIM has been hosted in
many prestigious Universities on both sides of the Atlantic:
1991 University of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland
1992 Virginia Tech (in Washington DC), USA
1993 University of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland
1994 Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, USA
1995 University of Stuttgart, Germany
1996 Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA
1997 University of Teesside, Middlesbrough, UK
1998 Portland State University, Portland, Oregon, USA
1999 Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands
2000 University of Maryland, Maryland, USA
2001 Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland
2002 Dresden University of Technology, Dresden, Germany
2003 University of South Florida, Tampa, USA
2004 Ryerson University, Toronto, Canada
2005 University of Duesto, Bilbao, Spain
2006 University of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland
2007 Penn State Great Valley, Philadelphia, USA
This year, the FAIM conference is organized by the University of Skövde, Sweden.
Papers were accepted from authors from 33 countries. All accepted 172 papers for this
year’s conference proceedings were rigorously peer reviewed and carefully selected from
over 200 papers submitted, which resulted from more than 300 abstracts from 35
countries submitted to the Conference. The topics covered in the papers include:
• Bio-Engineering
• Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR)
• CAD/ CAM
• Change Management
• Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM)
• Concurrent Engineering
• E-manufacturing
• Engineering for Sustainability
• Environmental Engineering
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Flexible Manufacturing
Global Manufacturing
Health and Safety
Human Factors and Human Resources in Manufacturing
Industrial Automation and Process Control
Industrial Engineering and Operations Management
IT and Internet Applications
Lean & Agile Manufacturing
Manufacturing Education and Training
Manufacturing Processes and Technology
Manufacturing Systems
Materials Technology
Modelling & Simulation
Product Design/ Design for Manufacture/ Assembly (DFM/DFA)
Product Development
Quality Control
Quality Management and Total Quality Management (TQM)
Rapid Prototyping
Service & Maintenance Strategies
Supply Chain Strategies and Management

The 18th International Conference on Flexible Automation and Intelligent Manufacturing
(FAIM2008) focuses on current research, best practices and future trends within the areas
of global competitiveness, and rapidly advancing technologies in flexible automation,
information management, and intelligent manufacturing. This year’s special theme
focuses on decision making in manufacturing, services and logistics. The conference
provides a forum for both researchers and practitioners in the above fields to share the
latest research, developments and practices in the areas of the conference scope. This
tradition will be continued next year in Middlesbrough, UK where The University of
Teesside will host the next FAIM conference.
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Richard A. Wysk
Leonhard Chair in Engineering
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ABSTRACT
The presentation looks at the uses and motivation for rapid prototying (RP) of physical parts. The presentation
begins with a brief introduction to RP and then begins to examine both the technologic constraints and then the
economic motivation for RP. An economic model driving the uses of RP is developed. Using this economic
model, the attraction of disposition techniques is first presented. The use and limits of traditional layered
deposition techniques is then discussed followed by RP developments using CNC techniques. Two new CNC
rapid manufacturing techniques will be presented noting their use and limitations.
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ABSTRACT
There has been a significant growth in research and applications of product recovery and recycling over the last
two decades, in particular with the view of recent product take-back legislation which has extended the
responsibility of manufacturers to include the recovery and safe disposal of their products. However, at present
the global scale of product recovery applications is significantly disproportional to the total manufacturing
output. Hence, to achieve the idealistic goal of “zero landfill”, there is a need to significantly improve and
extend both the scale of product recovery activities and the range of manufacturing applications in which such
activities have yet to be implemented. This paper examines a range of barriers, drivers and challenges in
research and development of the next generation of product recovery initiatives. A range of existing applications
and cases studies have been used to analyse issues related; to the need for improvement and expansion of current
legislation on Producer Responsibility, product take-back and reverse logistic models for collection of used
products, knowledge-based approaches for end-of-life considerations during the design phase, improved
technologies and increased automation in pre and post fragmentation recycling processes, and most importantly
the requirement for sustainable business models for establishing value recovery chains which can be based on
the provision of services rather than products. The paper concludes by summarising the results of this analysis to
bridge the gap between existing and future sustainable solutions for product recovery.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainability will be one of the cores themes of the 21st century and presents a truly global challenge for
product developers to make additional considerations within their designs regarding material consumption and
resource utilisation. Increasing world population, depleting natural resources and the emerges of newly
industrialised nations, all highlight the necessity to develop new and innovative products to bridge the gap between
current consumer trends and the goal of long-term sustainability. It is often argued that a paradox exists between
the ideals of sustainability and those associated with the growth of free-markets and global consumerism. To do
more with less, increase a product’s durability or even taking it back for recycling or refurbishment at the end of its
useful life, traditionally goes against the grain of a producer’s business model which typically aim to encourage
increased consumption. However, with the advert of prescriptive take-back legislation, combined with increasing
consumer pressure and ‘greener’ corporate responsibility, the consideration for end-of-life product recovery and
recycling is increasingly being included within the scope of a company’s product development process. With this
inclusion comes an increased need to improve the interaction between upstream manufacturing and downstream
recovery activities, and has generated a number of competing market drivers and convoluted stakeholder
relationships.
Product recovery and recycling has historically been undeveloped within the UK, with typical resource
consumption far out stripping that of material recycling, see Figure 1 [1].
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Figure 1: UK Domestic Material Consumption (DMC) versus UK Material Recycling (per capita)

This highlights that increasing the number of the product sectors considering end-of-life recovery and improving
the efficiency of those that already adopted retirement models, will be critical in achieving the longer-term
sustainability of recycling activities. This paper discusses the results from a number of research projects looking at
the inclusion of end-of-life product recover within various product sectors, and highlights some of the shortcomings
associated with existing producer responsibility and product recovery models. The reported research utilises a
systematic approach to discuss a range of issues that are most influential and problematic in achieving the next
generation of sustainable product recovery models, as depicted in Figure 2. These issues include an appreciation for
the legislative impacts on product recovery, complexities in establishing appropriate reverse logistic models and
willingness by manufacturers to approve their design based on sustainable business models that safe-guards their
long-term prosperity.

Figure 2: Overview of issues relating to the achieving the next generation of sustainable product recovery models
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2. DRIVERS: EU DIRECTIVES AND ASSOCIATED NATIONAL LEGISLATION
EU has formulated a number of prescriptive directives encompassing the design, production and treatment of a
range of industrial and consumer products. All the directives have the philosophy of “Extended Producer
Responsibility” (EPR) at their core [2], which aims to promote end-of-life considerations within the product design
process, and the reduction of a product’s overall ecological impact. Manufacturers have traditionally seen the remit
of their responsibility ending at the termination of the product’s warranty period, with ownership (and ultimately
accountability) of the product being passed to the user/consumer. However, the introduction of EPR aims to change
this, necessitating a rethink of their traditional product life-cycle to encompass more end-of-life considerations, in
the hope of promoting more sustainable closed-loop recovery and recycling. With this escalation in environmental
regulation comes an increase in costs associated with the collection, treatment and processing of the end-of-life
products, and a lack of distinction as to the stakeholder responsible to cover these additional burdens. Despite the
producer responsibility focus which many of the European Directives advocate, numerous country specific
transpositions of EPR legislation have demonstrated variation within their interpretation. The following sub-sections
provide an overview of these transpositions based on a range of consumer and business-centred levies, along with
the use of end-of-life product value to economically support end-of-life recovery activities.
2.1. ENVIRONMENTAL LEVIES FOR THE CONSUMER AT POINT OF SALE
Automotive Recycling Netherlands (ARN) adopted this method when implementing the End-of-Life Vehicles
(ELV) Directive. A €45 waste disposal fee was placed on all first time vehicle registrations from 1st January 2004
[3], and indirectly made consumers to pay the cost of recovery and disposal when initially purchasing the vehicle.
The benefits of this approach is that it allowed end-of-life operators to pro-actively invest in end-of-life processing
technology and gave them the resources necessary to investigate fringe recycling methods that they would otherwise
have discounted due to their economic feasibility. The disadvantages of the approach is that it also assisted in
creating a number of artificial material markets, for which end-of-life operators were removing materials from
ELVs based on their “subsidised” not “true” market value. Other more recent examples of this approach can be seen
within other product sectors. The textile ‘eco-tax’ introduced in France in 2007, which proposes a charge 0.05 €/kg
on new leather and shoes products to cover the costs of reuse and recycling, is a prime example of post-consumer
disposal costs covered by point of sale levies. Subsequent debate has raised questions as the legality of passing the
cost burden of product recovery and recycling onto the consumer given the producer responsibility advocated
within many of the European directives, and pro’s and con’s will continue to be discussed as other manufacturers in
different sectors look at ways of financing their legislative commitments.
2.2. TAKE-BACK LEVIES FROM MANUFACTURERS
This is an approach similar to that adopted within the packaging and electronics recycling sector, whereby
quantities of ‘product recovery notes’ would be purchased by manufacturers from recyclers based on their market
share. This then removes the reverse logistical costs associated with own brand (“own marque”) product collection.
In this approach, each end-of-life recycler can agree to accept waste packaging or consumer products from any
source irrespective of the original producer, which reduces the need for duplicated processing facilities and
minimises the carbon miles associated with brand specific collection sites (as seen within the automotive recovery
sector within the UK). Therefore, the major strengths of this approach is that it attributes direct (economic) producer
responsibility and assists in the process of recovery by creating an opportunity for large-scale recycling of generic
product groups (e.g. TVs, mobile phones, fridges, etc.). This is important as it means that local council refuge sites
are more than willing to accept these additional waste types, as they not only generate revenue but make it easier for
consumer to associate product recycling with their normal disposal activities. The pitfalls with this type of approach
is the danger that these levies will ultimately be absorbed within the recommended retail price and borne again by
the consumer, giving little incentive to the producers to make pro-active environmental improvements in their
product design. Also, given the relative infancy of recycling technology associated with the end-of-life processing
of products such as consumer electronics, the current “recovery note” system within the UK is geared towards
percentage weights recovery, with no economic advantage for those manufacturers that do include “design for
recycling” consideration (such as easier disassembly for de-pollution) within their products.
2.3. LANDFILL TAXATION
One the strongest catalyst for increased end-of-life product recovery and recycling in the UK has been the steep
increase in the cost of landfill. The standard landfill tax rate is currently set at €35 per tonne, and from 1st April
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2008 the annual rise will increase from €4 per tonne per year to €11 per tonne per year [4]. This tax has become an
increasingly influential economic instrument, forcing end-of-life processors to make proactive investments based on
their financial bottom-lines as opposed to requests from manufacturers to assist in fulfill legislative commitments.
Recently, many examples of such technology investment by end-of-life operators to expand their abilities to process
more diverse materials have been reported [5].
2.4. FREE-MARKET AND END-OF-LIFE VALUE
In recent years, a fourth economic model to fund the activities of end-of-life product recovery has emerged in
the UK, and concerns the use of encapsulated material value to provide the financial resources needed to process the
retired product. The transposition of the ELV directive is a good example of this approach. The directive requires
vehicle manufacturers to provide free take-back and treatment for all its own vehicles post 2006, and meet stringent
recycling and recovery targets of 85% and 95% by 2006 and 2015 respectively. It was widely believed that of the
three options available, namely “last owner pays”, “exchequer (i.e. government) pays” or “producer pays” [6], the
vehicle manufacturers would be the ones fiscally liable for implementing “own brand” vehicle recovery, using the
existing savage industry in the UK. Yet, during the establishment of these vehicle collection system, it became
apparent that no direct financial support would be given to the salvage industry due to the substantial intrinsic value
that ELVs possessed at the time of the legislative negotiations [7]. Hence, the high market values for ELVs (mainly
due to their metallic content) is currently offsetting the costs of legislative conformance, but has ultimately left the
vehicle salvage industry in an economically precarious position should the main drivers that underpin it
significantly change, i.e. a collapse in the price of scrap steel and revenue from parts resale [8].
2.5. FUTURE LEGISLATION
The previous sections have highlighted the varied options available to finance the EPR legislation currently
affecting manufacturers, and the lack of direct attribution of responsibility. Environmental levies at point-of-sale
passes the cost burden to the consumer, and although it is suggested this method has been the most effective in so
far as raising the funds to deal with the retired products, it does not attribute direct producer responsibility to the
manufacturer in question. Equally, the use of business-centred levies and the creation of ‘product recovery notes’
has the potential for indirectly passing the cost burden onto the consumer, and does not incentivise environmental
improvements for those manufacturers that pro-actively develop their products to be more easily processed at endof-life. End-of-pipe taxation is a good method of ensuring waste management companies improve their
effectiveness, but ultimately this economic instrument has little influence on product manufacturers. While the use
of end-of-life product value to fund the retirement processes again disassociates recoverer from manufacturer. The
review of these methods of legislation conformance costing clearly highlights an essential need to develop more
cohesive and intelligent ways of instigating producer responsibility, to encourage manufacturers to invest in the
environmental improvements of their products.

3. BARRIERS: REVERSE LOGISTICS
The activity of collection and returning the product at end-of-life to a recycling centre can be one of the most
cost intensive parts of the recovery process, both from a financial and environmental perspective (carbon-miles).
The economics of implementing a product collection network very much depend on the model adopted and the
consumer’s willingness to support that model. In terms of available infrastructure four possible reverse logistic
scenarios can be identified for the return of end-of-life products:
a) Curb-side collection:

This utilises the existing municipal waste collection infrastructure currently in
place, and allows product to be recovered via traditional waste collection channels.
Curb-side collection can also extend to the recovery of much larger consumer
products (such as fridges, washing machines, sofas, etc.) should agreement be
reached with the local district in charge of household waste management.

b) Recycling Point Centres:

Geographically distributed product collection site, either at super-markets or via
existing waste refuge sites, act as hubs at which various product types are returned
by the last-owner. These collection points tend to be owned and maintained by 3rd
party companies, which have business models established to collect and
reuse/recycle generic product types (cathode ray tubes, footwear, clothing, etc.).
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c) Return at Shop Outlets:

A number of large retailers have started to offer return facilities at the point of
original sale, allowing consumers to return their end-of-life products while visiting
a store to make a new purchase.

d) Postal Returns:

A number of organisations currently offer free-post return envelopes for high-value
consumer goods such as mobile phones to facilitate the recovery process.

The appropriateness and applicability of these four reverse logistic models for a specific product sector are very
much dependant on the logistical costs associated with each model and the capabilities of the existing infrastructure
in place to deal with the variation in retired products. Social aspects such as consumer awareness and apathy can
also be additional barriers as to the extension of existing product collection activities, and present an argument that a
cohesive and consist message should be sent consumers regarding the benefits end-of-life product retirement before
any additional investment is made within infrastructure and technology. Figure 3 provides an overview of the
suitability of the four models in relation to two of the main technical and social aspects of end-of-life product
returns.

4. BARRIERS: ESTABLISHMENT OF VALUE RECOVERY CHAINS FOR RECYCLED MATERIALS

Product Size

One of the most critical issues regarding the viability of product recycling is the availability of markets for the
recovered materials. Historically, products composed mainly of metallics have been mostly recovered, due to the
availability of established reprocessing technologies and global second-use demand. These ferrous and non-ferrous
materials also more closely approximate the ideal goals of sustainable product recovery by having the potential to be
used in a more “closed-loop” applications (i.e. the steel from a retired automobile can be used within the
manufacture of a new vehicle). Whereas, many of the plastics available at end-of-life are not only lacking in
commercial desirability, but are rarely suitable for closed loop recycling, with the majority being down-graded for
use within less visable and structurally critical areas of new products. The following sub-sections present discussion
as to the technical and social reasoning behind these issues.

Figure 3: Selection of an appropriate product return model based on technical feasibility and social concerns
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4.1. ESTABLISHING END-OF-LIFE RECYCLED MATERIAL MARKETS
In applications where the availability and value of virgin material is comparable to that of recycled material,
establishing a sustainable end-of-life market can simply be infeasible. For example, despite the rapid growth in the
recycling of post-consumer plastic packaging, there are still significant challenges related to the recovery of
engineering plastics (used within higher specification applications). At present minimal dismantling of plastic
components from consumer products are undertaken at the majority of end-of-life processors. This can be attributed
to a number of reasons; problematic high volume and low weight ratio of plastics [9], the lack of cheap and accurate
material analysis equipment, and the perceived high effort versus low return for plastics removal. Therefore, the
recovery of engineering grade plastics within some consumer products, with their increased mechanical properties
when compared to those of packaging plastics, are yet to attract extensive investment and consideration by end-oflife operators. Bellman and Khara [10] refers to this as the “chicken and the egg” situation, where investment and
commitment to the recovery of recyclates will only be undertaken if there is a market for the re-processed materials,
a sentiment echoed in Ambrose et al. [11] and Mark and Kamprath [12]. These authors all identify the need to
establish a “pull” recycling infrastructure, in which supplier demand for cheaper plastic recyclates can establish a
market. Surprisingly, this supplier demand may ultimately be strengthened by the very thing that recycled materials
are trying to conserve. For example, plastic and adhesives costs are playing an increasingly significant part within
product manufacturing (€224-€269 in a typical four-door saloon vehicle [13]), and with oil prices hitting record
highs in recent years ($111.80/bbl, 17th March 2008), the need for a cheaper alternative may ultimately facilitate the
establishment of stronger recyclate markets.
4.2. CONSUMER PERCEPTION OF RECYCLED MATERIALS
It is generally accepted that sustainability requires the cohesion of three main elements to make it work. The
activity needs to prove its environmental performance, its technical and economical viability, and its ability to be
widely accepted and adopted within today’s society. Consumer perception of the materials recycled during product
reclamation fits into the latter of those three bands, but is as vitally important when trying to move from a “push” to
a “pull” recycling market. Examples of end-of-life product materials that have historically failed due to this
consumer perception can be seen in the problems the tyre re-treading industry has faced within the automotive
sector. Retread sales have fallen from 7.5 million units in 1995 to 1.3 million in 2001 [14], due to public fears
regarding retread safety. From a sustainable standpoint, a typical retread cycle for a commercial vehicle tyre saves ≈
60kg of materials plus an inherent energy saving of ≈ 37.4 kWh [15], making it by far the most environmentally
sound processing route. Yet, despite a counter marketing campaign to reassure retread customers and the
introduction of compulsory quality standards, the UK’s retread market is still in free fall.
This public perception regarding quality and safety issues is becoming increasingly prevalent within other endof-life material streams, no more abundantly so than in the plastics recycling sector. The bad publicity regarding
material quality that many reprocessed plastics have, despite the evidence to the contrary [11] [16] [17], is another
example of the prejudicial perception that sustainable practices must overcome. Strangely, these quality perceptions
do not extend to other more robust metallic materials, with 40% of current steel production coming from End-ofLife products [18].
These issues are further compounded by an expectation from consumers to pay less for products manufactured
from recycled materials, thus providing another barrier to the establishment higher-value market values for recycled
materials.
5. CHALLENGES: KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH FOR END-OF-LIFE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The intended aim of upstream manufacturer design considerations is to utilise the critical leverage point of the
product design process to facilitate in-service and end-of-life disposal activities that occur further downstream.
Making these allowances not only assists with the economics of product recovery (as it makes activities such as depollution and dismantling easier) but it can also tailor product attributes to favor a particular end-of-life recycling
strategy. The following sub-sections discusses the barriers relating to the encapsulation of end-of-life value through
design and the difficulties producers face when choosing an appropriate ‘Design for X’ paradigm to implement.
5.1. MANUFACTURES RESISTANCE TO IMPROVE DESIGN FOR END-OF-LIFE RECOVERY
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Decisions made within the product development phase have the greatest bearing on the available environmental
treatment options at end-of-life. Figure 4 provides an overview as to the environmental choices that each
stakeholder can make within a product’s life-cycle relating to material use, conservation and collection.

Figure 4: Manufacturer design influence on the environmental pyramid for end-of-life product

Many manufacturers face the difficult choice as to how much of a role they play within the recovery of their
own products. A great quantity of research has highlighted the possibility of manufacturers “vertically integrating”
into the product recovery chain and the benefits this would have in terms of potential product reuse, available
information exchange and ‘design for’ disciplines. Yet, recent examples of product recovery have tended to move
away from this model, and utilise the existing technologies and salvage industry already in place. This lack of
cohesion, combined with an absence of any historic collaboration between these two stakeholders, has created a
complex situation. The manufacturer can determine how much value is placed within a product, and how easy it is
liberate that value at end-of-life (through its various material choices and design initiatives), but it does not benefit
economically from making any of these additional design improvements. This therefore poses the question; why
should manufacturers adopt a “design for end-of-life value recovery” approach and to promote sustainable product
recycling, if other stakeholders are ultimately reaping the economic benefits of their design practices?
5.2. SELECTION OF AN APPROPRIATE ‘DESIGN FOR X’ APPROACH
Sustainable end-of-life product recovery can only be achieved if designers have an appreciation for the current
technologies and market trends driving the reclamation sector, both in terms of recycling practices and the market
values of recycled materials and sub-assemblies. Designing for end-of-life value recovery based on widely available
disposal scenarios has the potential to drastically improve the sustainability of products by releasing more of their
encapsulated value. Some may argue that this practice has been in effect for many years with the use of numerous
“design for disassembly” and “design for recycling” methodologies in many higher-value consumer products. Yet,
the reality for many developed nations is that the labour costs that underpin the manual disassembly of products
cannot be justified when compared to the large-scale automated techniques based on fragmentation and separation
technologies, currently preferred by many product recyclers. Hence, the focus should be on manufacturers to gain
an appreciation for the main separation requirements of these preferred post fragmentation technologies and gain a
firm understanding of the problematic material combinations and contaminations. These issues can then be
subsequently incorporated within the product development phase, with the aim of encapsulating enough economic
end-of-life value within the product to justify more comprehensive and sustainable recovery once it is retired.
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This use of end-of-life recovery knowledge within the design phase is obviously a two way process. From an
end-of-life perspective a better understanding of encapsulated value would facilitate greater economic transparency
of current end-of-life activities and allow operators to make more effective processing decisions based on more
reliable information. This could be as basic as the release of manufacturer teardown databases and technical
information systems, to the more widespread availability of product compositional data to assist in value realisation.
Conversely, a more comprehensive understanding of downstream product recycling technologies and industry
direction, would assist manufacturers in selecting more appropriate “design for X” initiatives, namely ‘design for
shredding’ [7], ‘design for gasification’, etc.
Issues regarding the selection of a suitable design paradigm to support end-of-life value recovery is ultimately
dependent on the processing technology available to liberate encapsulated value at the time of eventual retirement,
and the market value of the materials within the product considered. Designers of products with relatively long-life
spans (i.e. 13 years for a natural end-of-life vehicle) would find it difficult to justify selection of a particular ‘design
for X’ paradigm at the early stages of development, given the changes in end-of-life processing technologies during
an extended period of time. Hence, “design for end-of-life value recovery” should be targeted at products that have
short use phases, which encapsulated enough value to justify recovery of core materials and sub-assemblies. The
time horizon for designing for value based on material market prices is even shorter, as the prices of many material
groups can vary substantial over a short period of a few months and give contradictive messages to designers
regarding material selection. Therefore, improvements in product design to support end-of-life value recovery
should be primarily be based on those recycling technologies that are well established, and design decisions based
on material values should only be used for product with extremely short-life spans.
5.3. KNOWLEDGE BASED END-OF-LIFE VALUE RECOVERY
Effective end-of-life value realisation is essential when trying to shift the opinion of used product from a waste
management problem to an environmental beneficial resource, but this will only be achieved if certain requirements
are fulfilled and changes made at various stages of the product’s life-cycle. To date producer responsibility
legislation has been the main driver to effect change, attempting to force the manufacturers to focus on more
downstream recovery issues. Whereas the end-of-life legislation has been a catalyst for self-regulated improvement
based on the introduction of industry environmental standards and disposal taxations. Figure 5 provides an overview
as to the challenges effecting end-of-life value recovery, and highlights the influence of legislation that has tried to
effect change at each of the life-cycle stages. In addition the current requirements needed to provide homogeneity
between stakeholders across the product value chain are then outlined, before highlighting the beneficial
contribution this would have in terms of life-cycle knowledge and future product sustainability if better synergy
could be achieved.

Figure 5: Sustainable product reclamation through effective knowledge-based value realisation
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6. CHALLENGES: SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODELS
The scarcity of natural resources, legislative pressures and consumer demand have resulted in a number of
fundamental questions about the long-term viability of traditional manufacturing business models based on the
‘mass production and consumption of cheaply produced goods’. The current consumerist attitudes (e.g. everchanging fashion, must-have technology) which are the main drivers in many contemporary product development
initiatives are diametrically oppose to the ideas of manufacturing sustainability and product longevity. As such
great quantities of products are disposed of each year with little or no control over their end-of-life processing
routes. In addition, there is a fundamental shift in post-consumer waste management responsibility from users and
local governments towards manufacturers, distributors, and retailers. In recent years the responsibility of
manufacturers in a number of industrial sectors has been extended to cover the entire life of their products. This
means that the manufacturers must accept the financial responsibility for the cost of collection, recycling and safe
disposal of their products at the end of their functional life. Furthermore, it is commonly reported that in order for
product recovery to be economically viable and recycling schemes to be successful, there must be sustainable endmarkets for recyclable materials. These factors highlight the need to investigate new business models for design,
production, consumption and disposal of product that meets the consumer needs as well as legislative,
environmental and ethical standards whilst safeguarding the future prosperity of manufacturing companies. One
such business model has been proposed based on the concept of ‘product service system’ in which the ownership of
the product is retained by the manufacturer, and the revenue is generated through provision and selling of services
to potential customers.
6.1 PRODUCT SERVICE SYSTEMS
Traditional business models have been based around product ownership, but there is now a paradigm shift,
especially with regard to high value items, towards product leasing and service based business models. Product
Service Systems (PSS) represents a step change in the way the customer interacts with the producer with the focus
on developing services to meet the needs of the consumer without actually selling them the physical object. For
example, a PSS approach to personal mobility would be to sell the consumer a leased car, providing the ability to
travel over a certain time period with protection against them paying maintenance costs. Where as within the
traditional approach the consumer would be sold a vehicle and accept all the responsibility associated with
ownership. In short PSS try to align the goals of the producer with the needs of the consumer, for mutual economic
and environmental benefit.
The consumerist attitudes (fashion, technology) on which many product groups develop are often mutually
exclusive to the ideas of sustainability and product longevity, and as such a great quantity of products are disposed
of each year with little or no control over their end-of-life processing routes. The issues discussed early within the
paper, created via the traditional model of consumer ownership and manufacturer responsibility, clouds the issue of
who owns the right to dispose of the product and who is ultimately accountable for its end-of-life processing. PSS
addresses these problems by clear attributing responsibility to the producer by allowing them to retain the ownership
of the products they create. This approach has a number of consequential benefits;
•

Greater control over product returns, before in terms of timing and volume.

•

The value of end-of-life ‘design for X’ paradigms can be exploited by the manufacturers
(refurbishment, remanufacturing, recycling, etc.).

•

The use of design knowledge to support end-of-life processing have less confidentiality issues, as it is
up to the manufacturer donate the products and contract a 3rd party company if they are unwilling to
deal with the product themselves.

•

In-service (RFID tagging data) and end-of-life data can be more effective incorporated within the
design of subsequent products.

•

Product durability and life-extension have more of a central focus in the product development process
to reduce the longer-term costs associated with manufacturer maintenance.

•

Less material products created, reducing the overall environmental load of the approach.
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Currently, PSS has only being considered within complex high-value products (jet engines, automobiles, etc.)
but its applicability and extension to general consumer goods is yet to become well established. Large hurdles still
exist regarding the willingness of both manufacturers and consumers to accept these new ideas of product
ownership and use, highlighting the need for more detailed research in this area to assess the global impact of such
new business models within both developing and developed countries.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has considered some of the main issues relating to the establishment of a sustainable product
recovery and recycling, and highlighted the main market drivers and barriers in a number of key areas. The review
of legislation and the economic models available to fund EPR has highlighted the need for the development of more
cohesive and intelligent ways of instigating producer responsibility, to more effectively align the goals of
sustainability with those of the product development processes in various manufacturing sectors.
The establishment of end-of-life value chains, particularly in the area of post-consumer plastics, has been
identified as one of the divers in increasing the applications of recovery and recycling among wider product sectors.
The establishment of such value chain will be strongly dependent on reverse logistical models, with a number of
environmental, technical and social aspects influencing the selection of the most appropriate model for a product
recovery scenario.
The active involvement of manufactures through implementation of environmental improvements at the design
phase is of paramount importance in long-term sustainability of product recovery and recycling applications. This
requires a cross stakeholder collaboration throughout the product life cycle to create more effective information and
knowledge sharing activities to support a ‘design for end-of-life value recovery’ approach in product recovery and
recycling applications. Such new design approaches to increase value recovery, in addition to a more tradition
emphasis on ‘design for disassembly’, should also focus on the specific requirement of fragmentation and separation
processes through the concepts for ‘design for shredding’, as within specific applications this would provide the
most environmentally and economically viable option for product recovery and recycling.
Finally, one of the most significant challenges in this area relates to development of sustainable business models
that underpin the long term viability of product recovery and recycling applications. In this respect the potential
benefits offered through the implementation of product service systems could support the establishment of such
sustainable business models, but requires further investigation into their applicability in general consumer goods
sectors and the willingness of both manufacturers and consumers to accept these new ideas of product ownership.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, various researchers have come up with different ways and means to integrate CAD and CAM.
Automatic feature recognition (AFR) from a CAD solid model for down stream applications like process
planning and NC program, greatly contribute to the level of integration. When generating G&M codes from CAD
DXF file, it leads to the loss of geometric information and the user is to edit and fills the details of the lost data.
STEP is an international standard for geometric and non geometric data transfer between CAD, CAE and CAM
and it replaces the IGES and DXF. For that reason this paper proposes an automatic feature recognition
methodology to develop a feature recognition system using STEP file.

The proposed methodology is developed for 3D prismatic parts that are modeled in ST-Developer environment
by defining EXPRESS entities in VC++ to generate part 21 (STEP) file. A java program is used to implement the
geometric data extraction algorithm, which has been developed for extracting the geometric information from the
STEP file. A feature recognition algorithm is used to recognize the different features of the part such as slot,
pocket, hole etc based on geometric reasoning approach by taking B-rep data base as input. Finally this paper
also presents an example to demonstrate the application of the proposed methodology.

1. INTRODUCTION
Feature recognition is the ability to automatically or interactively identify and group topological entities, such as
faces in boundary representation (B-rep) solid models into functionally significant features such as holes, slots,
pockets, fillets, ribs etc. In order to integrate CAD and CAM an interface for neutral (mostly geometric) data
exchange is needed between CAD and CAM. Many data exchange formats have been developed in the past, their
primary purpose is to exchange geometric data. Most widely used data exchange formats like IGES, DXF and
PDES will transfer only the geometric information and they may not support the data throughout the life cycle.
Most promising solution to these problems is development of a new standard that will support the data throughout
product life cycle. STEP is such a standard which gives the explicit and complete representation of the product data
throughout the life cycle, independent of any particular system.
The integration of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) has received
significant attention in the recent years according to the development of faster computing power tools. However, the
actual integration between CAD and CAM, for the downstream applications such as process planning, can be
achieved only when the manufacturing information can be obtained directly from 3D solid model and hence
automate the process planning functions [1]. This automatic extraction of manufacturing information from CAD
1 Corresponding author: Tel.: (0870) 2462332; E-mail: sreeram_india9@yahoo.com
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systems play an important role to facilitate the concurrent engineering concept in order to achieve the link between
the design and manufacturing activities. This successful link can be considered as fundamental step to automate the
product development from the design stage all the way to manufacturing and shipping stages. Hence, the total life
cycle of the product can be reduces dramatically. [2]
The proposed methodology is developed for 3D prismatic parts that are modeled by ST-developer software
package to generate part 21 file (STEP file). The system takes a part 21 file format as input and translates the
information in the file into manufacturing information using java program. The boundary (B-rep) geometrical
information of the part design is analyzed by a feature recognition program that is created specifically to extract the
features from the geometrical information based on a geometric reasoning approach by using object oriented design
software which is included in C++ language.
2. RELATED WORK
There have been considerable researches on the feature recognition systems. Automated feature recognition has
been an active research area in solid modeling for many years and is considered to be a critical component for
integration of CAD and computer-aided manufacturing. Mike Pratt [3] gave an overview on the three major
algorithmic approaches for feature recognition and mentioned several drawbacks of them also proposed several
open research areas. JungHyun Han [4] made a survey on feature recognition and merits of several algorithms of
feature recognition: graph pattern matching, cell based decomposition, convex hull decomposition and Hint based
reasoning. In graph-based approach, boundary representation of the part is converted into a graph which involves a
set of nodes and their attributes. Joshi and Chang [5] developed a graph named the Attribute Adjacency Graph
(AAG) to represent features in which each face of the part is represented as a node, and each edge or face adjacency
is represented as an arc. Sashikumar Venkataraman [6] presented a graph based frame work for feature recognition.
The feature recognition step involved finding similar sub graphs in the part graph. The novelty of this framework
lied in the usage of a rich set of attributes to recognize a wide range of features efficiently. W.F. Lu [7] gave an
approach to recognize features from a data exchanged part model. A litany of algorithms for the identification of
design and machining features are proposed. A.F.M. Anwarul Haque [9] explained manufacturing feature
recognition of a rotational component using DXF file. In this work geometric information of a rotational part is
translated into manufacturing information through a Data Interchange Format (DXF). Emad S. Abouel Nasr [8]
discussed a methodology for extracting manufacturing features from CAD system. The system takes a neutral file in
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format as input and translates the information in the file to
manufacturing information. The boundary (B-rep) geometrical information of the part design is then analyzed by a
feature recognition program that is created specifically to extract the features from the geometrical information
based on a geometric reasoning approach.
3. MODELING OF 3D PRISMATIC PART IN STEP ENVIRONMENT
In this paper 3D prismatic part has been modeled in STEP environment by using ST-Developer software
package. ST-Developer from STEP Tools Inc., is a set of Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools that
reduce the effort required in implementing STEP applications. ST-Developer includes programming libraries for
working with EXPRESS information models and EXPRESS-defined data sets. ST-Developer tools can be used for
information modeling, application development, and conformance checking for STEP files. ST-Developer contains
programming environments that can be used to build software that works with STEP data in object-oriented
databases, relational databases, and traditional files. An important component of ST-Developer is the ROSE C++
library. This library makes it possible for application programs to read, write, create, and manipulate STEP digital
product information. This library has been used to develop the AP214, AP224 functionality of the system.
3.1 MODELING OF 3D PRISMATIC PART
EXPRESS is a powerful object oriented data model descriptive language and independent of any platform.
EXPRESS language is a formalized information modeling language of the STEP standard. It is also the foundation
of developing engineering database and sharing the product data. EXPRESS entities are used to model a part in STDeveloper.
The use of an object-oriented approach i.e. VC++ has been used for modeling prismatic part in ST-Developer
environment. In ST-Developer it is necessary to represent the EXPRESS entities in Visual C++ then pre-defined
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libraries will convert these EXPRESS entities in to P21 (STEP) file. Objective flow diagram for generating part 21
file is shown in Figure1.

EXPESS

Geometric
Representation in
Visual C++

AP 203
P21 File

OOPS
Concepts

Figure 1. Objective Flow Diagram

The product being modeled in the STEP environment contains both geometric and technical data providing
complete information of the part. The use of an object oriented approach in a product model that can evolve as a
standard mature, since the resulting product model compatible with STEP APs, this means that those CAPP/CAM
system make use of this product model will be able to read data files from CAD vendors who adopt the STEP
standard.
3.2 STRUCTURE OF STEP FILE
The STEP file structure is language based and is described by an unambiguous context free grammar to facilitate
parsing by software. The grammar is expressed in Wirth Syntax notation [10]. The information contained with the
file is in free format and thus not column dependent. The STEP file is begun by the keyword ISO-10303-21and is
terminated by keyword END-ISO- 10303-21, and in similar fashion sections are delimited by keywords. The
contents of the sections are limited to the entity instances, i.e., the description of the object of interest.
Briefly the data format is as follows. Each entity instance has an identifier of the form #N. where N is a unique
integer. Each individual entity has a name. The data for an entity instance follows the type name and is enclosed in
parentheses. A datum can be either “primitive” like integer, real or string, etc., or it may be a reference to another
entity instance within the file. Such a reference has the form #N where N is the entity number of the reference
instance. Entities may be referenced before they are defined within the file.
A STEP file consists of three types of data [11] namely: Descriptive, Geometrical and Topological, and is
divided into two major sections: Header section and Data section. The information about the STEP translator
version and the type of CAD software used to build the model is included in the Header section. The Data section
consists of geometrical entity definitions and topological elements like faces, loops and bounds. Reference between
elements is provided by instance ids or pointers (which may be nested). These instance ids or pointers by
themselves have no semantic meaning except to identify an instance in a STEP file. The sequence of instances in a
STEP file is not specified by the standard. The STEP standard consists of many parts. The entire model is
represented by a variety of geometrical entities and topological elements arranged in, the data section. A brief
description of some of the important STEP data elements are given below.
Closed-Shell: A collection of one or more faces which bounds a region in three dimensional space and divides the
space into two regions, one finite and the other infinite.
Face-Surface: A type of face in which the geometry is defined by the associated surface, boundary and vertices
Face-Bound: A loop used for bounding a face.
Edge-Loop: A path in which the start and end vertices are the same.
Oriented-Edge: An edge constructed from another (original) edge and containing the direction (orientation)
information. The ORIENTED-EDGE will be equivalent to the original edge if the orientation information is not
included.
Edge-Curve: A type of edge which has its geometry fully defined.
Vertex-Point: A point defining the geometry of a vertex.
Cartesian-Point: Address of a point in Cartesian space.
The hierarchy of the different elements of STEP file starting from Closed_Shell to move towards the
Cartesian_Point is shown in Figure2.
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CS

AF

FB

Cy/P

A

EL

D

OE

EC

VP

CP

VP

CP

OE

EC

OE

EC

OE

EC

L/C

CP

V

CP

D

CS- Closed Shell
FS- Advanced Face
FB- Face Bound
EL- Edge Loop
Oriented Edges
Edge Curve
VP- Vertex Point
CP- Cartesian Point
Direction
L- Line
Axis
V- Vector
CY – Cylinder
P - Plane

OEECDA-

D

Figure 2. Structure of STEP file

4. GEOMETRIC DATA EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
After a thorough study of the STEP file an attempt has been made to develop an algorithm to extract the
geometric information (B-Rep database) from the STEP file. The algorithm will determine the type and orientation
of each face using the B-Rep data base including all topological and geometrical information for the object and the
B-rep data base is modified accordingly. Algorithm for extracting the geometric information from STEP file is
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shown in Figure 3. A generalized java program has been written to extract the geometric information from STEP
file of any part which has been modeled on any platform.
Start

CS

AF

FOB

FB

Type
of

EL
P

OE

Cy

Co

To

R,CP,D1,
D2

R,CP,D1,
D2

R, r,
CP D1 D2

EC

C
CP,D1,D2

L

VP

CP,D1,D2

CP,D1,D2

B-rep Data Base

STOP
Figure 3. Algorithm for extracting the geometric information

5. METHODOLOGY USED TO IDENTIFY THE FEATURES
The methodology used in this paper for the feature extraction is primarily based on the principle of concave
decomposition of edges [12]. The root faces of a form-feature are extracted by decomposing the object at concave
edges is the basic principle of the proposed heuristics. The heuristic similarly implies that a face whose all
neighboring faces are at convex angle does not form part of a feature. The boundary faces of the feature are also
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recognized as well as root faces. Once the boundary and root faces associated with each feature on the object are
identified, it is not too difficult to determine titles and characteristics of the features. The input to the system is a BRep data base. Algorithm for find out the convex/concave faces from the B-rep data base obtained from geometric
data extraction algorithm is shown in figure 4. Java program has been written to implement this algorithm.
START

Read BRep
Database

NO

If
F=P
YES
Find Normal of the Plane (ni)

Find Edge Direction of Plane
(Ek)

Store VPs of Es of P to Find CE

NO

Is there
any CE

YES
Ek

ni x nj

ni x nj==
Ek

Zero

NO

YES
Convex (1)

Concave (-1)

STOP

Figure 4. Algorithm for find out the convex/concave faces
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This algorithm will determine the relational topology which is basically converted with adjacency relationships
between faces and edges. The attributes used for face and edge are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
Table 1. Face attributes
Type of Face

Attributes

Plane (between same faces)

0

Convex

1

Concave

-1
Table 2. Edge attributes

Type of Edge

Attributes

Non-adjacent

2

Convex

1

Concave

-1

These attributes and relationship between all faces and edges of the given object are converted in to relation
matrix. This is well explained in the next section with example.
6. METHODOLOGY VIA EXAMPLE
The example part with different feature which has been modeled in ST-Developer with the face numbers are
shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Example part with different features
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The algorithm given in the section 4 will determine the type and orientation of each face using the B-Rep data
base including all topological and geometrical information for the object and the B-rep data base is modified
accordingly.
B-rep Data base extracted for the above part from its STEP file (for the first three faces only) is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: B-Rep database for the example part
Face No

1

2

3

Plane Details

Edge No

Edge Details

Direction 1

Direction 2

Edge1

Axis

Normal

Edge Direction

x1

y1

z1

x2

y2

z2

-Y

-j

+X

1

0

0

0

100

0

0

2

100

0

0

100

0

50

3

100

0

50

0

0

50

4

0

0

50

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

50

2

0

0

50

0

50

50

3

0

50

50

0

50

100

4

0

50

100

0

100

100

5

0

100

100

0

100

0

6

0

100

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

100

0

0

2

100

0

0

100

100

0

3

100

100

0

0

100

0

4

0

0

0

0

100

0

-X

-Z

-i

-k

+Z

+Y

Edge 2

The algorithm given in the section 5 will determine relational topology which is basically concerned with the
adjacency relationships between the faces and edges are then determined.
By using the attributes obtained from the convex/concavity algorithm for face and edges and the relations
between all faces and edges of the object are converted into a relation matrix. The relation matrix derived for the
example part is given in Table 4.
FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM THE RELATION MATRIX
The feature extraction session is performed by scanning this matrix starting from the first row. The first negative
entry starts the feature extraction cycle. There are two alternatives; a negative entry in an off-diagonal cell and a
negative entry in a diagonal cell. In the first case (the negative entry in a off-diagonal cell (i,j)), the faces Fi and Fj
are defined as the root faces of the current (candidate) feature. Any of column for face having an off-diagonal (-1)
entry in the ith row is also flagged as the root faces, while columns for face having an off-diagonal (1) entry in the
ith row is also flagged as the boundary faces. The cycle is finished when no new root face is found. As an example,
for the slot as shown in, the root faces are found as; 8, 9, 10 and 11.
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Different features identified from relation matrix and their attributes are shown in Table 5
Table 4: Relation matrix
Face No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

1

1

0

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

4

1

2

1

0

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

5

1

1

2

1

0

-1

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

6

2

1

2

1

-1

0

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

7

2

1

2

2

2

1

0

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

8

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

0

-1

2

-1

1

2

2

2

2

2

9

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

-1

0

-1

-1

1

2

2

2

2

2

10

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

-1

0

-1

1

2

2

2

2

2

11

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

-1

-1

-1

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

12

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

0

2

2

2

2

2

13

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

-1

2

-1

-1

14

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

-1

0

-1

2

-1

15

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

-1

0

-1

-1

16

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

-1

2

-1

0

-1

17

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

-1

-1

-1

-1

0

Table 5. Feature identified from Relational Matrix
S.No

Feature

Root Faces

1

Step

2
3

Attributes
X

Y

Z

5&6

50

50

50

Slot

8, 9, 10 & 11

20

40

20

pocket

13, 14, 15, 16 & 17

20

20

20

7. CONCLUSIONS
Feature recognition plays a key factor toward achieving the integration of design and manufacturing. Although
many researchers have been dealt with feature recognition problems, it is still need to further improvement the
previous methodologies found in the literature. The methodology discussed in this paper has several advantages
over other methods suggested in the literature. First, by using the object oriented approach, 3D prismatic part has
been modeled by using EXPRESS has the ability to provide a good a generic representation of the simple and
compound product data in which the feature, geometry, topology, and manufacturing data are associated. Second,
the proposed methodology is flexible to the variations of the STEP file format from different vendors that offer
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different CAD systems. The algorithm for geometric data extraction from STEP file gives the full details of the
geometry including the normal and edge direction of the plane, which reduces the complexity while finding the
concavity relation between different faces.
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ABSTRACT

In today’s global economy, the various components of a product are typically designed, manufactured and
assembled at geographically diverse locations. During this process, computer numerically controlled (CNC)
manufacturing is employed extensively in production of prismatic, cylindrical and complex metal components. In
an enterprise with access to various CNC manufacturing resources, selecting suitable machines for each
component is a major activity in the preliminary stages of process planning. Various techniques including tool
approach direction and visibility cone analysis are being employed to ascertain the suitability of a specific
machine to manufacture a specific component. While these techniques provide the foundations for machineability
determination, they are not comprehensive. Issues such as machine bed size or axis limitations are very difficult
to express in terms of mathematical models and therefore it is complicated to consider these issues in the existing
approaches. In this paper a novel object-oriented system for DEtermination of COmponent MAchineability
(DECOMA) is designed, implemented and evaluated. DECOMA employs an ISO10303 compliant resource model
and by correlating the machine data model with the product and process data models using various algorithms,
determines the machineability of components on a specified machine. The product and process data are read
from a STEP-NC (ISO14649) compliant file. An implementation of DECOMA using Java and an ISO14649
compliant object library is presented in the paper. The novel features of DECOMA and the unique advantages of
its application are then demonstrated using test components and the representations of a number of CNC
machines.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years manufacturing paradigms have shifted from mass production to customized and personalized
rapid production of complex products. This paradigm shift has made the task of process planning intricately
complicated. When considered on the two levels of macro and micro planning, a major step in creating an effective
process plan is resource selection. Traditionally an engineer should identify the capabilities of the available
resources to find one that satisfies the requirements of the job at hand. Several factors need to be considered at this
stage and after compiling a list of feasible resources, the most economically viable option is chosen by the engineer.
Researchers have attempted various techniques to derive algorithms, methodologies and frameworks for
automatic determination of machineability of a component on a given machine. These efforts, however, have been
carried out in a resource dependant manner, where the chosen method is closely tied to the manufacturing process
that is supported by the intended manufacturing resource. On the other hand, by having a true representation of a
manufacturing resource together with a semantically descriptive part process plan it is theoretically possible to
ascertain machineability in a general manner.
In this paper a previously presented unified manufacturing resource model is utilized to develop a
comprehensive method for determination of machineability on CNC machine tools. In the following sections, first
an overview of the existing machineability determination techniques will be provided followed by a brief
introduction to the unified manufacturing resource model. A tool, workpiece position determination formula based
on the kinematics of the manufacturing resource is then derived and based on this formula, a framework for
determination of component machineability (DECOMA) is specified and designed. A prototype implementation of
the framework is then developed in the form of a Java program. Finally a number of test cases and resource
configurations will be utilized to demonstrate the effectiveness of the prototype.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+44) 01225-385366; E-mail: A.Nassehi@bath.ac.uk
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2. MACHINEABILITY OF COMPONENTS USING MANUFACTURING RESOURCES
Process planning aims to define the details and the sequence of the processes that are required to manufacture a
product according to a given set of specifications and tolerances. A major element of process planning is resource
selection [1]. This step is usually utilized to examine the feasibility of a process plan with a given set of resources.
Machineability can be defined as the ability of a machine tool to manufacture all part surfaces in one set-up
without lack of workspace [2]. Determining machineability of a part using a specific machine tool provides the
fundamental ability for manufacturing resource selection in machining.
Over the years numerous approaches to address this problem have been proposed by researchers. Su and
Mukerjee [3] started the research by providing a method for determining the machineability of a component on a 3axis milling machine. The paper used a polyhedral approximation of the part together with visibility techniques to
ascertain the number of setups and machineability of the product on a three axis mill.
Kang and Suh [2] proposed the novel notion of a binary spherical map based on the visibility cones to create an
algorithm for determining machineability of parts using two specific configurations of five-axis machines. The
research focuses on surfaces and ball nose machining. Yean et al. [4] conducted a study on machineability on
surface patches. The study was done using a commercial CAM package and enabled machineability analysis on
textured surface patches.
Tang et al. [5] extended the research into 4-axis numerical control machining workpiece setup based on
machineability. The work was addressed as an optimization problem invoking the concepts of VMaps and spherical
polygons. Ong and Chew [6] evaluated the manufacturability of machined parts with a wider perspective and
considered fixturing and surface finish in their calculations.
Yin et al. [7] presented an approach for machineability determination based on visibility cones. The visibility
cone was calculated by identifying C-obstacles in Configuration Space with a general algorithm using visibility
culling. Radzevich and Goodman [8] used Gaussian Maps of tools and machined surfaces to ascertain the optimal
orientation of sculptured parts in 5-axis machines.
Faraj [9] identified features as the key factor in determining a 2.5D component’s machineability. A part’s
machineability was verified through feature interaction accessibility. Chung and Peng [1] developed an extensive
platform for selection of tools and machines in a web based manufacturing. Their research was focused on
cylindrical components produced by turning machines. Anotaipaiboon et al. [10] presented a least-squares
optimization procedure to find the optimal setup parameters of a five-axis machine. The setup consists of position
and orientation of the workpiece in relation to the machine table. They used an inverse kinematic model of the
machine to provide an analytic solution.
The Inverse Kinematic models of machine tools have also been used to develop generic post-processors. The
axis movement instructions generated by these post-processors together with valid ranges for the axes provide
sufficient information for machineability in terms of work area, although machineability in terms of collision
detection would not be addressed. Lee and She [11] developed a postprocessor capable of generating machine
control data based on cutter location data. Their approach was based on the inverse kinematics definition of five-axis
machine tools. The kinematics for three types of five-axis machines was analyzed to derive the appropriate
algorithm. Jung et al. [12] did similar research for table-rotating and tilting five-axis machines. She and Chang [13]
extended this research and devised a generic postprocessor based on generalized kinematics of five-axis machine
tools.
The research into machineability has so far had a narrow scope in terms of resources (i.e. specifying the type of
five-axis machine). This paper presents a method for determining machineability in general through creating a
kinematic model of the machine based on a “Unified Manufacturing Resource Model”. The kinematic model is then
analyzed numerically to verify the machineability of the component on a specific resource.
3. THE UNIFIED MANUFACTURING RESOURCE MODEL
The Unified Manufacturing Resource Model presented by Vichare et al. [14] provides the basis for creating a
kinematic model of machine tools. The machine tool model is based on a chain of mechanical_machine_element
entities connected to the machine_tool data element. The relationship between the entities can be seen in figures 1a
with the machine_tool and 1b with the mechanical_machine_element entities.
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Its_child_mechanical_machine_element
S[0:?]
Its_child_auxiliary_device
S[0:?]

chuck
tool_changing_
arm
tool_holder_unit
tool_magazine

its_id
its_manufacturer
identifier

its_name
its_manufacturer

label
table
robotic_arm

label
its_placement

its_reference_point_placement

axis2_placement_3d

axis2_placement_3d

machine_tool
its_mechanical_machine_elements S[0:?]

mechanical_machine
auxiliary_device
its_axis S[0:?]
_element
1

(ABS)mechanical_
machine_element

auxiliary_device

its_machining_tool S[0:?]

its_axuliary_devices S[0:?]

tool_locator
swarf_removal_
system

1
axis

conveyer
machining_tool
general_machine
_element
barfeeder

(ABS)auxiliary_device
its_workpiece S[0:?]

workpiece
turret

machine_spindle

(a) UMRM Machine_tool Entity

tailstock

(b) UMRM Mechanical_machine_element Entity

Figure 1- EXPRESS-G representation of UMRM machine tool data model
Furthermore the model allows various types of axes to be represented in axis entities as shown in Figure 2.
max_speed
rotary_drive
its_id

min_speed

rot_speed_measure

identifier
max_speed
rotary_feed

its_direction

(ABS)rotary_
axis

direction

rotary_index
(ABS)axis

its_servo_drive

min_speed

rot_speed_measure

1
its_index_speed

speed_measure

max_angle

servo
rotary_swing

min_angle

plane_angle_measure

rapid_movement
1

feed_movement

BOOLEAN

max_rapid_speed
linear_axis

max_feed_speed

speed_measure

max_travel_range
min_travel_range

length_measure

Figure 2- EXPRESS-G representation of UMRM axis entity

4. FORMULATION OF TOOL-WORKPIECE COORDINATE CONVERSION
To perform the machineability check it is necessary to create a mathematical model of the machine tool. The
manufacturing resources are represented as a hierarchy of mechanical machine elements. Each machine element can
be modelled as a transformation matrix. Furthermore linear and rotation axes can also be represented by
transformation matrices. In UMRM a mechanical machine element is placed using an Axis2_placement_3D entity.
This entity constitutes a single Cartesian point for location together with two vectors to represent a Cartesian
coordinate system.
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Let P represent the Cartesian point and R and D the reference (i.e. X axis) and direction (i.e. Z Axis) vectors.
The vectors that are required to form the transformation matrix representing the coordinate conversion between the
space represented by the parent mechanical machine element and the child mechanical machine element can be
calculated as follows.
𝒁=𝑫
𝑿= 𝑹− 𝑹∙𝑫 𝑫
𝒀=𝒁×𝑿

(1)

And the transformation matrix can then be formed as:
𝑻𝑴𝒆𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍𝑴𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒆𝑬𝒍𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 =

𝑿
0

𝒀
0

𝒁
0

𝑷
1

(2)

The linear axes are represented utilising a vector (V) and a value (A). The transformation matrix for each linear
axis can consequently be formed as:
3
𝑻𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓𝑨𝒙𝒊𝒔 = 𝐼
0

𝑽∙𝐴
1

(3)

A rotary axis revolves around a normal vector. The axis can therefore be modelled using the vector and an
angular value as parameters. Let N=(Nx, Ny, Nz) be the unit normal vector representing the axis of rotation and θ the
angle of rotation. The rotation can be modelled as a 3×3 matrix:
𝑁𝑥2 1 − cos 𝜃 + cos 𝜃
𝑹𝒐𝒕 = 𝑁𝑥 𝑁𝑦 1 − cos 𝜃 + 𝑁𝑧 sin 𝜃
𝑁𝑥 𝑁𝑧 1 − cos 𝜃 + 𝑁𝑦 sin 𝜃

𝑁𝑥 𝑁𝑦 1 − cos 𝜃 − 𝑁𝑧 sin 𝜃
𝑁𝑦2 1 − cos 𝜃 + cos 𝜃
𝑁𝑦 𝑁𝑧 1 − cos 𝜃 + 𝑁𝑥 sin 𝜃

𝑁𝑥 𝑁𝑧 1 − cos 𝜃 − 𝑁𝑦 sin 𝜃
𝑁𝑦 𝑁𝑧 1 − cos 𝜃 − 𝑁𝑥 sin 𝜃
𝑁𝑧2 1 − cos 𝜃 + cos 𝜃

(4)

For consistency rotary axes are also represented using a 4×4 matrix:
𝑻𝑹𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒚𝑨𝒙𝒊𝒔 =

𝑹𝒐𝒕 0
0
1

(5)

Let TTool represent the transformation matrix from the tooltip to machine coordinate system. T tool can be found by
the following formula:
𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 =

𝑇𝑖

𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛

(6)

ToolChain represents an ordered list of machine element and axes that form a direct relationship between the
tooltip and the machine frame. That is, element i is either a child element of element i+1 or an axis attached to
mechanical machine element with the lowest index higher than i. In this list the first element is always the tool and
the last element is the machine frame.
A similar definition can be used to represent WorkpieceChain; a semantically ordered list of elements and axes
from the workpiece to the machine frame. Consequently TWorkpiece, the transformation matrix from the workpiece to
the machine frame can be calculated using:
𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒 =

𝑇𝑗

𝑇𝑗 ∈ 𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛

(7)

Utilising these transformations it is possible to formulate the transformation matrix from the tooltip to the
workpiece. This is essentially the part programming space that is used to defined tooltip movements to produce a
part in an NC part programme. The transformation is:
−1
𝑇 ∗ = 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 ∙ 𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒

(8)
*

Finally considering that T is a function of machine axes values, the relationship between the programmed
coordinates of the tooltip within the workpiece coordinate system and various axes of the machine can be
formulated. Let PG present a Cartesian point at the desired location of the tooltip within the part coordinate system
and U the normal vector representing the tool orientation at PG. The mathematical model of the resource can be
defined by:
𝑼
0

0
𝑷𝑮
0
∗
=𝑻 ∙
1
1
0

0
0
0
1

(9)
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By solving the equation for axes values and checking the obtained values against the predefined limits for the
axes specified in the UMRM model, it is possible to ascertain theoretical machineability of the desired point at the
given orientation.
Figure 3 shows a simple 3-axis machine together with the UMRM model.
ZAxis

Machine Tool 1
P: 0, 0, 0
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

YA
xis
Z Spindle
Y
X
Y ZX
xis
XA
Workpiece
Z
Y
X
Table

Spindle 1
P: SpindleX, SpindleY, SpindleZ
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

Tooltip
P: 0, 0, -TLength
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

Linear Axis
V: Xaxis
D: 1, 0, 0
TR: -TableLength/2, +TableLength/2

Linear Axis
V: Zaxis
D: 0, 0, 1
TR: -SpindleZ,0

Table 1
P: 0, 0, 0
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

Workpiece 1
P: WrkX, WrkY, WrkZ
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

Linear Axis
V: Yaxis
D: 0, 1, 0
TR: -TableWidth/2, +TableWidth/2

Figure 3 – Representation of a 3-Axis Vertical Milling CNC machine
The following calculations can be derived from the model to determine the relationship between the axis values
to the programmed coordinates of the tooltip.
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦
=
× 𝑇𝑍𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 ×
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 − 𝑇𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ + 𝑍𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
1
1 0 0 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑥 + 𝑋𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
0 1 0 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑦 + 𝑌𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐 𝑒
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐 𝑒1
𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙 𝑒1
𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜1𝑙1 = 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙 𝑒1
× 𝑇𝑋𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 × 𝑇𝑌𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 × 𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜
𝑙1 =
0 0 1
𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑧
0 0 0
1
1 0 0
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑥 − 𝑋𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
0 1 0
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑦 − 𝑌𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙1
𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙1
𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙1
𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒
= 𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜
=
𝑙1 × 𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐 𝑒1
1
0 0 1 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 − 𝑇𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑧 + 𝑍𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
0 0 0
1
𝑋𝐺
0
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑥 − 𝑋𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 𝑋𝐺
𝑌𝐺
0
𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙1
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑦 − 𝑌𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 𝑌𝐺
= 𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒 1 ×
→
0
𝑍𝐺
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 − 𝑇𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑧 + 𝑍𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 𝑍𝐺
1
1
𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙1
𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜
𝑙1

𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙
𝑇𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙1 𝑒1

𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙 𝑒1
𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜
𝑙1

1
0
=
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

The calculations show that for a 3-axis machine the system of equations is linear. Figure 4 illustrates a simple 5axis machine with tilting spindle together with its UMRM representation.
Machine Tool 1
P: 0, 0, 0
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

Spindle 1
P: SpindleX, SpindleY, SpindleZ
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

ZAxis

Tooltip
P: 0, 0, -TLength
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

A

B
Ax

Ax

is

is

YA
xis
Z Spindle
Y
X
xis
Y ZX
XA
Workpiece

Y

Table 1
P: 0, 0, 0
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0

Workpiece 1
P: WrkX, WrkY, WrkZ
D: 0, 0, 1
R: 1, 0, 0
Linear Axis
V: Xaxis
D: 1, 0, 0
TR: -TableLength/2, +TableLength/2
Linear Axis
V: Yaxis
D: 0, 1, 0
TR: -TableWidth/2, +TableWidth/2

Z
X
Table

Figure 4 – Representation of a 5-Axis Milling CNC Machining Centre
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V: Zaxis
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TR: -SpindleZ,0
Rotary Axis
V: Aaxis
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TR: -Pi/2,Pi/2
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Similar to the 3-axis machine, the transformation calculation can be carried out as follows:
𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙

𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙

𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙 𝑒

1
1
1
𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙 1 = 𝑇𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙 𝑒1 × 𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 × 𝑇𝐵𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 × 𝑇𝑍𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 × 𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙 1

(14)

cos 𝛽
sin 𝛼 sin 𝛽
=
− cos 𝛼 sin 𝛽
0

0
cos 𝛼
sin 𝛼
0

(15)

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐 𝑒
𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜1 𝑙1

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐 𝑒1
𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙 𝑒1

=

𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙 1

𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐 𝑒1
𝑈𝑥
𝑈𝑦
𝑈𝑧
0

𝑃𝐺 𝑥
𝑃𝐺 𝑦
𝑃𝐺 𝑧
1

sin 𝛽
− cos 𝛽 sin 𝛼
cos 𝛼 cos 𝛽
0

𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 cos 𝛽 + (𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 + 𝑍𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 ) sin 𝛽
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦 cos 𝛼 − sin 𝛼 ( 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 + 𝑍𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 cos 𝛽 − 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 sin 𝛽)
−𝑇𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ + 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦 sin 𝛼 + cos 𝛼((𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 + 𝑍𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 ) cos 𝛽 − 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 sin 𝛽)
1

× 𝑇𝑋𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 × 𝑇𝑌𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 ×

𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙

𝑇𝑎𝑏 𝑙𝑒1
𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜
𝑙1

1
0
=
0
0

0
1
0
0

0 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑥 + 𝑋𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
0 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑦 + 𝑌𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠
1
𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑧
0
1

𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙 1

1
= 𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑐 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑜
𝑙 1 × 𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐 𝑒1

𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝑙

1
= 𝑇𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒
×
1

0
0
1
0

(16)

(17)

0
0
0
1

(18)

𝑈𝑥 = sin 𝛽
𝑈𝑦 = − cos 𝛽 sin 𝛼
𝑈𝑧 = cos 𝛼 cos 𝛽
𝑃𝐺 𝑥 = 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑥 − 𝑋𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 cos 𝛽 + 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑧 + 𝑍𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 sin 𝛽
𝑃𝐺𝑦 = 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑦 − 𝑌𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 cos 𝛼 − sin 𝛼 ( 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑧 + 𝑍𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 cos 𝛽 − (𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑥 − 𝑋𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 ) sin 𝛽)
𝑃𝐺 𝑧 = −𝑇𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ + (𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑦 − 𝑌𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 ) sin 𝛼 + cos 𝛼((𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑧 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑧 + 𝑍𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 ) cos 𝛽 − 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑥 − 𝑊𝑟𝑘𝑥 + 𝑋𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 sin 𝛽)

(19)

The calculations result in (19), a system of nonlinear equations that can be used to determine machineability.
5. FRAMEWORK FOR DETERMINATION OF COMPONENT MACHINEABILTY (DECOMA)
In order to ascertain machineability of a component on a certain manufacturing resource, a number of aspects
should be checked. Axes limits, tool axis direction, collision avoidance, fixturing and tool geometry interference are
examples of these aspects. The mathematical model in section 4, supports a theoretical check of tool axis direction
and axes limits. A component failing the check is definitely impossible to produce on a given machine therefore it
can be utilised as an early rejection algorithm to limit the amount of effort that is spent on determination of
component machineability. DECOMA is developed to perform this first-level test in order to identify unmachineable
components on a specific resource as shown in Figure 5.

DECOMA
Machine
Data

Component
Data

UMRM

STEP-NC

Machine
Data

Component
Data

Figure 5 – Overall view of DECOMA
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In order to implement a prototype of DECOMA in Java, a STEP-NC compliant software platform [15]. The
platform entitled Integrated Platform for Process Planning and Control (IP 3AC) is utilised to provide access to the
component data expressed in ISO14649 [16] format as well UMRM [14] formatted resource data. To solve the
nonlinear system of equations Mathematica[17] is linked via J/Link[17] to DECOMA. Figure 6 shows a screenshot
of DECOMA determining the machineability of a component using its STEP-NC presentation on a 5-axis cnc
machine.

Figure 6 – Screenshot of DECOMA providing analysis for machining of a part on a five-axis CNC machine
6. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The work presented in this paper, represents the initial phase of application of the Universal Manufacturing
Resource Model [14] to machineability determination. Through the implementation of the DECOMA framework it
would be possible to determine machineability of any component represented in a STEP-NC compliant format in
accordance with the UMRM representation of manufacturing resources. The presented prototype however, only
investigates machineability from the perspective of tool access directions and axis movement limits. The extensible
nature of the framework however, allows further algorithms to be added to consider aspects such as collision
detection, tool and fixture shapes and additional machine capabilities.
The prototype relies on the mathematical capabilities provided by Mathematica to solve the resulting nonlinear
equations from the transformations in DECOMA. This approach could be improved by creating specific algorithms
for solving the inverse kinematic models resulting from these transformations.
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ABSTRACT
Impeller machining strategies cannot be easily formalised due to the complex, overlapping and twisted shapes that
form impeller blades. Skilful machining process planners may generate appropriate machining strategies based on
their experiences and previous machining data. However, in practice most shop floor data for impeller machining
is not well-structured and it cannot be used effectively by process planners to produce the required machining
strategies and process plans. This paper reports the development of a case-based impeller machining strategy
support system (CBIMS) that employs case-based reasoning to obtain an efficient machining strategy for an
impeller by using the existing machining strategies from the shop floor. The CBIMS generates impeller machining
strategies through a stepwise reasoning process considering the similarities of the blade shapes and machining
regions between existing impellers and a new one. The method can provide a process planner with machining
strategies such as tool specifications, machining area partitioning, and the machining parameters. A case study is
provided to demonstrate that the CBIMS can generate useful machining strategies while ensuring that it can be
effectively used to support the process planner.

1. INTRODUCTION
An impeller is a type of high-speed rotor that is used to compress, or transfer, fluid under high-speed and pressure
at high temperatures. The impeller is composed of an axial hub and several blades attached along the hub. The weight
and shape of an impeller must be balanced, otherwise the imbalances can cause noise and vibration, which can lead to
the breakage of the impeller blades during operation. Thus, the hub and blades of an impeller are commonly machined,
in a 5-axis NC machine, to obtain the required surfaces. But, the impeller machining strategy or process plan cannot be
easily formalised due to the complex, overlapping and twisted shapes of the impeller blades. Thus, according to
machining strategies, there can be various types of tool paths that can be taken in the 5-axis numerically controlled
(NC) machining of an impeller.
The machining strategies significantly influence the quality of the machined parts, as well as the machining time
taken to produce the impeller. The 5-axis NC machining of an impeller, typically, is performed by using ball and
tapered end mills. Thus, it is difficult to determine the tool paths to avoid collision between the tool and the impeller
blades, compared to 3-axis or 4-axis machining of other mechanical parts. Among many factors that influence the NC
machining, the feed rate of the tool is the most important factor that affects the productivity of a machine, as well as the
machinability of a part.
The impeller machining industry belongs to the so called 3D (dirty, difficult, and dangerous) industrial sector. It is
difficult to find experts who can successfully build the required machining process plans and most shop floor data for
the machining of impellers is not well-structured; hence it is difficult to effectively provide a process planner with
good data so that effective machining strategies and process plans can be produced. Hence, this study presents a
*
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case-based impeller machining strategy support system (CBIMS) that can provide unskilled process planners with
standardised, effective machining strategies for process planning, by employing a case-based reasoning (CBR)
process. The method uses a database, and/or a knowledge base, that systematically stores and maintains up to date
shop floor data such as planning, machining and product data.
2. RELATED RESEARCH
2.1. MACHINING OF AN IMPELLER
Several research studies have been performed on impeller machining in recent years, and these can be classified
into three main areas, namely, the selection of the tool axis vector, machining region partitioning, and, rough
machining. In the studies related to the selection of the tool axis vector, a method has been proposed to determine the
tool centre by removing the interference between the tool and the impeller body by using a modified Z-map after
maintaining the horizontal state of the tool axis vectors to the rolling line of the blades [1]. Another method determines
the tool axis direction vector on the tool path by linearly blending the tool vectors of both blades [2]. However, this
does not compare with leading edge machining where it is easy to result in breakages during the finish machining.
Morishige [3] introduced a rough machining plan that had no interference on the basal plane of a three dimensional
geometric model by using the proposed machining strategy. A two dimensional C-space, designated with two
parameters, was used to detect the existence of any interference at all tool positions, and the optimal tool position was
determined at arbitrary points on the machining surface.
2.2. CASE-BASED REASONING
CBR has many similar features to those of problem solving methods used by human beings. The general process of
CBR is as follows: first, similar cases are extracted from a case database to solve a new given problem. Then, the
extracted solutions are modified to fit the new problem. Finally, the modified, new solution is stored into the updated
case database for future use [4].
The CBR method is different from other techniques in artificial intelligence or search heuristics and it is popularly
used in the area of forecasting and for making recommendations within the management discipline, since it uses
empirical knowledge associated within certain situations. Most expert systems using rule-based reasoning infer
desired knowledge by employing the so-called IF-THEN rules to knowledge bases. On the contrary, the CBR method,
as a data mining method, can be effectively used when the rule-based reasoning is not applicable, simply by storing
new cases into the knowledge base. It has shown outstanding performances regardless of the number of cases that it
deals with. CBR has been applied to many applications; these include stock foresting, account auditing, goods
selection and recommendations, ERP introduction planning, and software quality control.
Much work has been performed in the area of CBR; some important contributions are the following: 1) Virkki and
Hatakka’s study [5] is well known as an engineering based research to apply CBR for the effective selection of
engineering equipments; 2) Schmidt [6] employed CBR to create systematic production plans; 3) Haque [7] developed
a type of decision support system through CBR, namely PPSS (Project Planning Support System), by using concurrent
engineering for product development processes and 4) Kwon [8] introduced an XML-based CBR system that provides
preliminary plans for ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning).
3. MACHINING PROCESS PLANNING FOR AN IMPELLER
3.1. CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IMPELLER
Turbo machinery parts, which improve the energy consumption efficiency in power engines, are widely used in the
automobile, aircraft, and shipbuilding industries and they are even used in jet engines and launch rockets. Thus, many
research studies on high performance and high efficiency turbo machinery parts have been carried out. An impeller,
composed of a hub body and several blades, is a high-speed rotor used to compress or transfer fluid in high speed, high
pressure, and high temperature environments. Figure 1 shows the two types of typical impellers: a splitter and a
non-splitter types. The hub and blade surfaces of an impeller are conventionally machined by a 5-axis NC machine, as
the weight and shape imbalance of the impeller often causes noises and vibrations which can lead to blade breakage
[9].
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(a) Splitter type

(b) Non-Splitter type
Figure 1: Types of an impeller

However, it is very difficult to generate 5-axis machining data because of the geometric and mechanical
characteristics of the impeller and for the effective teaching of 5-axis NC machines. Furthermore, it takes more than a
week to set up a 5-axis NC machine for actual impeller machining, as well as to prepare the machining process plans.
Therefore, it is essential to develop a good decision support system that can be used to reduce the set up and planning
times, based on the existing machining experiences and available experimental data. The system has to support a
network-based web environment, which various workers, such as, designers, process planners, production and quality
engineers, and even sales staff, can access, at their convenience, any time and place, reflecting the globally
competitive market of modern commercial enterprises.
3.2. IMPELLER MACHINING PROCESS PLANNING
The 5-axis machining of an impeller starts from the user input associated with raw materials and the final product
shape through a CAD database (see Figure 2). Based on this input, detailed machining plans are normally performed
by using hub, shroud, and boundary curves of an impeller body and blades. Three common types of input methods can
be used, namely, 1) a direct CAD drawing, 2) a neutral data format such as IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Standard),
and 3) a point data format considering characteristic curves of an impeller. When the input data are given by the first
and the second methods, curves required for NC machining are produced by extracting point data from the
characteristic curves of the drawing data, or by generating curves directly through CAD software. A curve fitting
process is performed to derive the required curves from the point data in the third method.
Based on these curves and point data, key-hole machining is first tried to grip an impeller through the turning
operation of the cylindrical blank, as well as 3-axes milling. Then, 5-axes NC machining is performed to obtain a
practical impeller shape as shown in Figure 1. Finally, machined products are measured in the CMM (Coordinate
Measurement Machine) to inspect the important, characteristic points of the impeller blades (see Figure 2).
4. IMPELLER MACHINING PROCESS PLANNING USING CASE-BASED REASONING
4.1. CASE-BASED REASONING FOR MACHINING STRATEGIES
A CBR method is utilised in this study to support the building of the machining strategies. The characteristic
curves of an impeller are provided in advance as described in the previous section. Then, the characteristic points and
features of the impeller are automatically determined, and the CBR module functions, as shown in Figure 3, to search
referable, past cases by imposing weight values on the computation of similarity between the existing cases and the
current case being considered.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the impeller machining process
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Figure 3: Generation of the machining strategies in CBIMS

A process planning engineer should input blade, boundary, and leading edge point data of an impeller into the
CBIMS. When a splitter type of impeller exits, the blade and leading edge point data of the splitter have to be keyed in.
These input data are used for the automatic computation of the Euclidian distance of the similarity function that was
established, in advance, in the CBR. After the CBR process has been completed, appropriate machining strategies are
generated via the decreasing order of the similarity values. From this, the engineer can then create a new solution,
based on these alternative machining strategies.
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4.2. REPRESENTATION OF CASES
Each machining strategy or case should be appropriately represented for the CBR process in advance. The
machining process plans are to be derived based on this case representation. Thus, if a set of impeller shape features is
given in the CBR process, several machining strategies are usually generated as alternative solutions.
lnBetweenTopDownBlade

lnLeadingEdge

angBetweenBlade
lnBetweenTopUpBlade

lnHeight

lnShortTopWidth
lnTrailingEdge

lnBetweenBottomDownBlade

lnBottomWidth

lnBetweenBottomUpBlade

Figure 4: Shape features of an impeller

For the representation of the current case being considered, the characteristic shape features of an impeller shape
are defined as shown in Figure 4. The big diameter of the impeller body (hub) and the small diameter of the hub are
used for these characteristic features, including the height of the impeller blank and the length of a leading edge. For a
blade, both the upper and the bottom distances of two facing, neighbouring blades are used for these features, and the
blade length and the angle between the blades. A blade volume is also used for the comparison of similarity function
values.

Figure 5: CBR of the machining strategies by using shape features

Furthermore, to determine the solutions of CBIMS, the machining strategies for the rough machining of impeller
blades and a hub, as well as the finish machining of blades, leading edges and hub surfaces, need to be provided,
together with machining history data, with information of any product defect which occurred in the machining process.
Herewith, tool information such as tool diameters, and tapered tools, need to be produced. The machining conditions
such as feed rate, RPM, cutting depths, and cut clearances are also provided (see Figure 5). Note that rough machining
strategies may have one or several alternatives according to the partitioning methods of a rough machining area
between the blades.
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The CBR enables a process planner to share the machining strategies of past, similar parts, by parsing
characteristic data, namely machining strategies, associated with the impeller’s shape features, as shown in Figure 5.
The CBIMS in this study can finally produce NC codes that are suitable for a specific NC machine, considering the
machining strategies informed by the selected cases through the CBR.
4.3. CASE-BASED SEARCH
A case-based search is a process to screen similar cases from a case database or knowledge base, selecting the best
matching cases in terms of the similarity value between the existing cases and the new given case that needs to be
solved.
4.3.1 SIMILARITY ESTIMATION FUNCTION
A similarity estimation function and a similarity index for the case-based search in this study are defined as
follows:
Similarity Estimation

Max{Obi } = SI11W1 + SI12W2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ SI ijWi , 0 ≤ Obi ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

Similarity Index

SI ij =

Weight Values

W =

a − Eij
a−b

,

0 ≤ SI ij ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

n

∑W

i

= 1,

1≤ i ≤ n

(1)
(2)
(3)

i =1

Notations

V NC : j th shape feature value of a new case
j
V C : j th shape feature value of the i th case
ij
E

ij

= V NC − V C
ij
j

Max  E  = a ,
 ij 

Min  E  = b
 ij 

A nearest neighbour (NN) method is used to define a similarity estimation function, which selects the best similar
entity from the stored entities in the database by comparing the attributes of the entities. The NN Method has been
popularly used in various applications such as text mining, cluster analysis, and search engines, recently even in
machine learning [7]. It is often known as an NN-identification rule where, Wi is the ith weight value and the sum of
these weight values become 1, a in the similarity index SIi denotes the biggest shape feature difference between the ith
shape feature values of the existing cases and that of the current one. On the contrary, b denotes the smallest shape
feature difference in this sense. SIi has a value of 1 if an existing case exactly matches the one being considered. After
the CBR process, the system lists the cases in turn by the order of the best case first in terms of the similarity estimation
value.
4.3.2 WEIGHT VALUE
The weight values are imposed based on the users’ intent and these vary according to the relative importance of the
shape features of an impeller. The value of each shape feature can be changed by reflecting the user’s intent on the
shop floor. The default weight values are basically pre-determined by the CBIMS system but, in general, a Boolean
operation based search does not consider the value of the weight.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF CBIMS

Figure 6: CBIMS interface screen

Figure 7: Creation of a new rough machining strategy

The proposed CBIMS system runs on a Windows XP platform, using an IIS web server supporting Windows XP.
Active X of Visual Basic is used for the graphical encoding of the system on the web, while C++ is used for the
generation of the tool trajectories. For the web page coding and CGI functions, PHP 4.XX compatible with IIS has
been employed. Finally, a graphic library OpenGL 1.1 is used for the simulation of the tool paths and tool
configuration, while a server version of MySQL 5.0 is used for the entire system implementation.
The preparation of the impeller machining strategies and NC code generation by the proposed CBIMS is as
follows: Step 1; Input the design information into the CBIMS system such as the basic shape features of an impeller.
Step 2; Search similar cases by using CBR with weight values reflecting user’s search intents, as shown in Figure 6.
Step 3; Select a specific case from the listed search results, considering the characteristic features of an impeller. Step
4; Create a stepwise, new machining strategy suitable for the current case, based on the selected machining strategy.
6. SUMMARY
The paper has presented a case-based impeller machining strategy support system (CBIMS) for the effective NC
machining process planning of an impeller, which can be applied in the network-based, geographically distributed
e-manufacturing environment. Existing machining strategies can be shared, regardless of time and place, through the
CBIMS, and a new machining strategy can be generated quickly by using this cooperation-based, e-manufacturing
framework of CBIMS.
The characteristics of CBR, compared to Boolean-based search methods, or case-based search methods by
geometric shapes, are as follows: firstly, the machining features in each machining stage are defined by a template
format, in advance, from the aspects of impeller machining and its characteristic shape features. This can give a more
exact, similar case search among existing machining strategies, which facilitates fast process planning such as rough
machining planning, as well as consistent machine assignment planning in the downstream processes. Furthermore,
the formal shape features of an impeller can assist engineers to build standardised machining process planning and to
perform pre-designated, more reliable machining operations.
Secondly, a decision support system has been implemented, which provides the machining strategies for the 5-axis
NC machining process planning for an impeller by using the so-called CBR, a type of variant-based alternative
solution generation method. Production skill information, widely spread in a shop floor, can be fed into a data-based
system in order to save and maintain the machining strategies for the CBR, as well as to establish the shape features of
an impeller. Further, new machining strategies are suggested through the CBR, which are used in the process planning
for rough machining, leading edge, blade and hub machining of an impeller. Furthermore, this cooperation-based
e-manufacturing environment enables the cooperation of each department through e-communication in the process
planning stages.
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ABSTRACT
STEP (ISO 10303: STandard for the Exchange of Product model data) defines a new CNC programming

language that defines a richer interface for data transfer between CAD/CAM programming systems
and CNCs: STEP AP-238. Architectures based on this emerging standard will facilitate distributed, and

intelligent manufacturing systems. But these advanced machining systems will demand a rich set of new
information content “from and to the CNC” to fully exploit their capabilities. This paper addresses the work
done up-to-date to integrate some of these new information requirements in next edition of the STEP AP-238
standard. Based on the STEP-NC nc_functions architecture, this paper explains the proposed solution to
automate and integrate process monitoring and manufacturing traceability tasks in STEP-compliant CAD, CAM
and CNC environments. The proposed model also provides a solution to hold and communicate data recorded
during CNC machining process between heterogeneous systems that will allow collaborative engineering systems
to gain a more complete knowledge about what has happened on production, and accomplishing objectives like
quality control or machine optimization or error compensation tasks which are key requirements for smart
machining systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
CAD, CAM and NC (numerical controller) systems are nowadays extensively used in the manufacturing
industry. During last decade, most of the emphasis in collaborative manufacturing has been placed to improve the
collaboration between design engineering and manufacturing engineering. This has leaded to significant advances in
CAD/CAM domains, by defining shared and harmonized product models to allow the integration of manufacturing
and process design knowledge. But extending this collaboration into the shop-floor has been difficult by the use of
“G-codes” as NC program interface. STEP AP-238 [1], informally known as STEP-NC, overcomes CAD/CAM to
“G-codes or ISO 6983 [2]” CNC bottleneck, defining a richer interface or information model for data transfer
between CAD/CAM programming systems and CNC’s [3]. However, using STEP-NC is not only a matter of
change in NC programming language: STEP-NC makes available higher information content to the CNC [4] with
information describing not only how to make the piece but also about what to make [5][6].
As CAD/CAM/CNC manufacturing systems and processes are becoming increasingly complex, better
information gathering and analysis techniques are needed to enable the future development of intelligent
manufacturing systems. Requirements for these systems include process monitoring and manufacturing traceability
[7]. The first is necessary to supply data to develop dynamic and global optimization tools and methodologies. The
second is necessary to support off-line quality control, long-term manufacturing data storage, etc. To integrate new
information requirements for processes like traceability it is needed to make the corresponding shop-floor produced
information available and understandable upstream in the manufacturing chain. This implies setting up bidirectional
data paths to ensure the corresponding data flows and agreeing on data models between collaborating systems.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (++34) 986-812610; Fax: (++34) 986-814014; E-mail: jgarri@uvigo.es
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The main problem for upstream integration of shop-floor data has been to couple machine and process
observations with actual executed machining workingsteps [8]. The approaches for process data feed back in STEPNC that have been described in the literature and includes descriptions of extended STEP data models for shop-floor
data representation [9][10], and proposals for implementing data acquisition systems with embedded STEP-NC
information [11].
This paper describes a proposal to integrate and automate manufacturing traceability (information requirements
and processes) in a STEP-enabled manufacturing environment [12]. A feature-based approach is used to integrate
traceability information with other CAD product and CAM process information [13]. The paper shows how the
feature-based approach enables downstream to upstream traceability automation. The proposal takes advantage of
the new STEP-NC programming language to map CAD/CAM level traceability information requirements into
directly interpretable machining tasks. The paper shows how the new approach simplifies traceability integration in
emerging DABA (design anywhere build anywhere) manufacturing systems [14][15].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the ISO STEP AP-238 architecture. Section 3 describes the
proposed traceability nc_functions information model extension and an extended unit of functionality to hold
traceability data. Finally, Section 4 contains the discussion and conclusions.
2. INTO STEP NC AND STEP AP-238 ARCHITECTURE.
STEP-NC (STEP AP-238) extends STEP [16] standard to cover the information requirements needed for NC
programming within several machining technologies. In STEP-NC these information requirements are organized
into several Units of Functionality (UOFs) covering geometric information (workpiece, geometric tolerances,
toolpath, manufacturing features…), control structures for the program execution (executable), technological
information (process data for milling, tools for milling…) and other data (management) [17] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: STEP AP-238 Express-G model architecture

STEP AP-238 programmes can be described as a set of complex and structured tasks (workingsteps) to machine
the features of a workpiece. This task organization is modelled by the “executable” UoF, shown in Figure 2
(EXPRESS-G diagram). The “executable” UoF specifies the information requirements needed to describe the
control flow of a machining program, as well as some non machining actions that may be performed by a NC. Its
base entity is the “Executable” entity from which other kind of executables objects describing actions that can be
initiated or executed on a machine are derived. These derived entities can be classified in three types of objects:
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−
−
−

Workingsteps describe manufacturing or handling operations which involve axis interpolation. They must
be executed in conjunction with (over) a workpiece and they are the essential building blocks for NC
programs.
NC functions on the other hand describe switching operations or other non-interpolating machine
functionality like singular events.
Program Structures are used to build logical blocks for structured programming of the manufacturing
operations. These program structures have the authority over the actual manufacturing sequence, and the
most important of them is the WorkPlan, which allows combining several workingsteps and NC functions
in a linear order.

Figure 2 shows an EXPRES-G diagram for the STEP-NC executable. The recursive nature of Figure 2 can be
better explained starting from the workplan entity, which is a list of structured executable elements: these can be
workingsteps, nc_functions or even other workplans. As shown there are several types of program structures for
arranging different types of manufacturing sequences. The diagram also lists the nc_functions included in the first
edition of STEP AP-238.

Figure 2: The AP-238 executable UoF ARM
3. EXTENDED AP238 MODEL FOR TRACEABILITY AND MONITORING
The implementation of traceability and monitoring activities in CAD/CAM/CNC manufacturing scopes would
result in an “extended data workflow” characterized by a bidirectional data flow between CAD/CAM or higher
enterprises levels and CNC shop-floor level (Figure 3). Through the downstream data flow, traceability
configuration (requirements) will be communicated from qualified data sources to shop-floor. These requirements,
if correctly interpreted, will result in shop-floor automated data collection. This data could be communicated back
following an inverse upstream data path to configuration levels.
In the proposed feature-based traceability approach shown in Figure3, traceability configuration data
(information requirements) are linked to shape features during CAD/CAM design phases. Feature data (shape
features) is processed by CAM systems to create feature-based process data (AP-238 files), traceability
configuration (information requirements) can be specified at CAM level to be processed by traceability-enabled
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CAM systems modules. These traceability modules will translate these information requirements into workingstepbased traceability tasks to be done during CNC machining (traceability-extended AP-238 files). Traceability
automation could be achieved by translating feature-based traceability requirements into workingstep-based
traceability tasks or operations. In other words, creating traceability operations to be performed during the execution
of all workingsteps needed to machine a particular feature. The proposed method to do this into AP-238 programs is
to parameterize these traceability tasks as AP-238 “traceability nc_function” entities.
As result, requirements are communicated to the CNC by inserting new traceability nc_functions into the AP238 executable structure (upper part of Figure 3). At the shop-floor, the CNC executes the traceability nc_functions
(middle part of Figure 3) and the collected data can be communicated back to the CAM/CAD systems to perform
closed loop tasks or they can be logged into new files (bottom part of Figure 3).

Figure 3: Traceability data flow requirements for STEP CAD/CAM/CNC environments
AP-238 nc_functions are machining operations completed by the NC-controller but which do not imply
machine axis movements. New nc_functions for traceability are pproposed and can be categorized in two groups.
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The functions in the first group are used to describe non concurrent data collection tasks like: get the current CNC
time, the current tool positions, and so on, while functions in the second group are designed for continuously
monitor manufacturing variables while machining. For each thing that can be traced there would be an on NC
function and an off NC function. While the function is on a curve will be made recording the start and end time for
the machining of each line or arc (and the other geometry in the future). Time, the operator, spindle power, axis
deviations and so on would be things that can be traced.
Figure 4 describes one of the proposed nc_functions, part of a more complete and “under development”
traceability set. These functions are switching functions that can be used to turn off/on a monitoring process of some
machining parameters as for example the tool tip temperature, the different CNC motor currents and so on. ARM
model includes OPTIONAL Attributes, and depending on the presence or not of this attributes, to extend
functionality to test a specified “condition” and perform some actions depending on the tested condition (and data
storage is also optional).

Figure 4: ARM model example for “start_measuring_maximum_deviation_position_along_toolpath”
This is the generic model, where:
−
−
−

maximum_deviation_values L[0:?] is used to store in a AP-238 bounded curve the series of collected
values (per toolpath and following the same parametrization as the corresponding workingstep toolpath).
its_threshold_value is used only if nc_function acts as a group II extension function to specify a threshold
value for a triggering condition.
its_actions is an alternative workplan (a series of actions) to be done in case the specified condition is
fulfilled.

Figure 5 illustrates how one of these pair of functions is inserted in the execution sequence. When a start
function is found by the NC Controller (start_measuring_maximum_deviation_position_along_toolpath), it activates
the corresponding concurrent data monitoring process. This process remains active until the counterpart stop
function is found in the program (stop_measuring_maximum_deviation_position_along_toolpath). These functions
put their results into a data structure compatible with he bounded curve of a tool path so they can be analyzed offline by an application that will read the bounded curve sensor data and make comparisons with the corresponding
tool path. This results_data structure has two attributes: one is measured_for which is a link to the specific
tool_path. The second, measured_results, is a bounded_curve data structure were the monitored value is stored for
each segment of the tool path. The bounded curve entity must have the same parametrization than the curve path,
which means they must start and stop their composite curve segments at the same time, although the type of the
curve in the segment does not have to be the same. For example, when the path curve is an arc, the measured_results
curve is a polyline with one point where in the x attribute is stored the measured maximum deviation of the
monitorized variable along the arc. The functions and the data structure are designed to keep a limited amount of
data. Functions do not save all the monitored values but just the maximum monitored value for each segment.
The traceability data flow scenario shown in Figure 3 has been implemented to test and validate the proposed
approach. A set of CAT (Computer Aided Traceability) tools have been developed to cover traceability
configuration at CAM level, traceability data recording at CNC level, and traceability data review again at CAM
level.
The configuration tool insert new traceability nc_functions into an existing AP-238 file. Traceability data
collection is performed by a manufacturing simulation tool working with AP-238 file, and to perform traceability
data analysis, audit and review, after manufacturing a data review tool has been also implemented using graphical
user interfaces. The implicit linkage between traceability data and shared CAD-CAM-CAPP-CNC product data
simplifies these tasks: and makes it possible to identify the collected data with any product characteristics or process
defined at CAD/CAM manufacturing levels. Figure 6 shows a sample traceability report.
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Figure 5: ARM model example for “get_maximum_deviation_position_along_toolpath”

Figure 6: Traceability Report
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
AP-238 is a full international standard since 2007. Although there are several some commercial and research
software implementing AP-238, there isn’t any commercial CN controller working directly with it. Most
implementations are based on postprocessors to convert AP-238 files into existing technologies as G-codes. The
ISO TC24/SC4 WG3 T24 committee is developing a new version of the AP-238. Several model extensions are
proposed and they are validated in periodic demonstrations using these postprocessors. However, there are propose
functionalities which are difficult or almost impossible to achieve with current CN controller architectures and
programming functions. For instance, today controllers have many on-line information about machining process
variables but these are rather internal and not always easy to extract without interfere the process. These limitations
shouldn’t imply, however, having to renounce to incorporate the new functionalities in the standard. By the
contrary, they should be another important reason to push the CN controller companies to develop a brand new
generation of controllers based on the STEP AP-238 with advanced services.
The traceability and monitoring extended model presented here (new nc_functions and data structures) are
being examined by the ISO TC184/SC4 WG3 T24 STEP-Manufacturing committee for possible inclusion in the
second edition of ISO 10303 STEP AP-238.
The proposed model provides a solution to hold and communicate data recorded during CNC machining
process between heterogeneous systems that will allow collaborative engineering systems to gain a more complete
knowledge about what has happened on production, and accomplishing objectives like quality or machine
optimization or error compensation tasks which are key requirements for smart machining systems.
However, it is important to remind that information requirements could be enormous, and if not limited or
parameterized almost impossible to cover by any standard. The exact number of traceability nc_functions and the
modelling data they can collect is still a future and under standardization question.
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ABSTRACT
An impeller is normally manufactured through several processes such as turning for the contour profiling,
drilling for a 3-axis key-hole, and milling for the blade and hub machining. A series of machining strategies are
required to determine the variables and parameters of the machining processes, including the machining area
partitioning, tool selection, cutting condition specification, and tool path patterns. Considerable time is expended
in building these strategies, especially in the rough cut planning involved in the rough machining area
partitioning, and machining data production and verification. The machining time and surface quality are the two
major factors in the rough cutting planning. Thus, this study presents a hybrid rough cut machining plan for
manufacturing an impeller which combines 3-axis and 5-axis numerical controlled (NC) machining based on the
cutting volume and tool diameter. In this plan, 3-axis NC machining on unit machining regions (UMRs) is first
tried in order to significantly reduce the overall machining time, followed by the 5-axis machining on the last
layer of each UMR to secure the required surface quality for the finish-cut. A simulation study for a specific
impeller is presented to compare the conventional 5-axis rough cut time with the proposed one.

1. INTRODUCTION
An impeller, composed of a hub body and several blades, is a high-speed rotor used to compress or transfer fluid
in a high speed, high pressure, and high temperature environment. The hub and blade surfaces of an impeller are
conventionally machined by a 5-axis numerically controlled (NC) machine, because the weight and shape imbalance
of the impeller often causes noise and vibrations which can lead to blade breakage. The final shape of an impeller is
obtained from a cylindrical blank, through rough and final-finish machining. However, much of the machining time
of the impeller, approximately 60 percent, is expended in the rough cut stage where unnecessary stock materials are
removed. Thus, it is necessary to build NC tool path plans to ensure that they can decrease the rough machining time,
but still meet the specified surface quality for the final-finish machining. In the rough machining with a 5-axis NC
machine, the appropriate partitioning and layering of a machining area is very important since it determines the
number of tool change, and the resulting overall machining, time. Recently on the other hand, in order to reduce the
rough machining time, a 3-axis simultaneous rough machining plan with an advanced machine bed setup has been
introduced. Although this plan can generate efficient tool paths in terms of machining time, it does not support the
surface quality required for the finish cut. The cutting marks on the rough machined surfaces affect the finish
machining processes, especially in the case of the flank milling of impeller blades. Hence, this study presents a
rough-cut machining plan (RMP) that combines 3-axis and 5-axis machining together, so that the plan can generate
efficient rough-cut tool paths with acceptable surface quality for the final finish cut.
Much research has been carried out on impeller machining in recent years. However, this was mostly focused on
the effective tool path generation of a 5-aixs NC machine without bringing any collisions between the tool body and
the impeller blades [1-4]. Several works have been introduced to provide efficient RMPs for the decrease of the
*
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machining time in the initial machining stage. Morishige and Takeuchi [4] first presented the rough-cut issue
associated with an impeller, and generated the 5-axis RMP cutter location (CL) data of an impeller-like shape.
Balasubramaniam et al. [5] suggested a general method of generating 5-axis RMPs directly from tessellated
geometric entities, including impeller shaped parts. Nevertheless, these studies did not make use of the properties of
the ruled surfaces of blades in RMP. Furthermore, their tested impeller had only 6 blades making their proposed
RMP difficult to be applied to other typical impellers having more than 10 blades.
Young et al. [6] developed a 5-axis rough machining module of an impeller by focusing on RMP generation in
the narrow and deep machining area of a deep die cavity. They suggested an iso-parametric method to mill
machining sections on the blades, considering the residual tool path to prevent the blade from over-cutting.
Furthermore, they considered the minimisation of the change in cutting forces in a rough machining process by
using the concept of constant scallop height and uniform depth of cut. However, their study did not consider the
efficiency of their RMP in terms of overall machining time. Especially, the parametric cutting method for the
machining of blade surfaces is likely to decrease the rate of metal removal since it has to control all the five axes
coordinately to trace the CL data in the RMP.
In previous research, a RMP method was proposed by authors [7], which differed from conventional RMPs. Tool
paths, using all the five axes, are iso-parametrically produced based on the given characteristic curves such as a
shroud curve and a hub curve. A rough-cut machining area between the two impeller blades is divided into several
sub-areas considering the tool size at each sub-area. Instead, we partitioned a rough machining area, first, into
several unit machining regions (UMRs), as shown in Figure 2, so as to secure certain machine bed setup postures,
while avoiding any collisions between the tool and neighboring blades. The partitioning is conducted based on the
shroud and hub curves of a blank and a finished impeller, dividing the rough machining area into a certain number
of UMRs. Thus, the final cutter location (CL) paths for the rough machining of the impeller blade and hub surfaces
are found by using the 3-axis RMP method. The rough machining of an impeller can be completed at high speed by
using the efficient, simultaneous, 3-axis control instead of the conventional, simultaneous, 5-axis control in a 5-axis
NC machine.
However, the authors did not consider the surface quality of the rough machined area that is machined through a
simultaneous, 3-axis control of a 5-axis NC machine with an advanced, fixed machine bed setup. The impeller blade
or hub surfaces are likely to suffer from cutting marks which, consequently, affect the finish machining processes.
Thus, the RMP should be devised so that it does not influence the finish machining stage by applying the 5-axis NC
machining into a few of the UMRs that are on the bottom of the blade and/or hub surfaces. These UMRs are
appropriately partitioned by considering the cutting diameters. Hence, in this study, the proposed machining strategy
is refered to as a hybrid RMP (H-RMP), since it combines 3-axis and 5-axis machining, that partitions the rough
machining area first by using the characteristic curves of an impeller and the projection graphs of the curves. The HRMP can generate efficient rough-cut tool paths with acceptable surface quality for the final finish cut.

(a) Characteristic geometric shapes

(b) CAD drawing

Figure 1: Typical impeller configurations
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2. ROUGH MACHINING AREA PARTITIONING
2.1 HYBRID ROUGH MACHINING PLANNING
As shown in Figure 1, the impeller surfaces can be divided into the hub surface, and blade surfaces consisting of
the pressure surface, suction surface, leading edge, and the trailing edge. Pressure and suction surfaces are
constructed by the ruled surfaces derived from a hub curve and a shroud curve, respectively [8]. However, a rough
machining area cannot be easily removed because the blades are twisted and geometrically overlapped, as shown in
Figure 1. Thus, conventional 5-axis NC machining is indispensable for the rough and finish machining of the
impeller blades (see Figure 2 (left)), so as to secure collision-free, safe tool postures during the machining process as
described in above. However, although the 5-axis machining could be used for the rough machining of the impeller,
it is not efficient in terms of machining time since it has to control all the machining axes simultaneously during the
milling process, as demonstrated by Kim et al. in previous research [7]. Thus, it is more economical to take
advantage of the 3-axis machining approach for the rough machining, even though 5-axis machining should be
employed in the second stage of the rough machining. In this study this hybrid, rough machining strategy is referred
to as H-RMP.
The first stage of H-RMP is performed by the 3-axis machining of the impeller blade. Here, a rough-cut
machining area between two impeller blades has to be partitioned into several sub-areas, namely the unit machining
regions, as shown in Figure 2 (on the right), so as to secure certain machine bed setup postures that support
collision-free tool motions between the tool and its neighboring blades during the machining in each unit machining
region. In addition, a tool diameter in each UMR has to be considered for the effective metal removal as well as the
collision avoidance. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the size of the tool diameter is limited as the tool moves from the
trailing edge to the leading edge, and also from the shroud surface to the hub surface. Thus, appropriate tools should
be chosen by taking into consideration the interval between the neighboring blades in the vicinity of the leading
edge.
The entrance area in the leading edge side of two facing blades, when viewed from the hub axis direction, is
relatively narrower than the trailing edge side. Thus, when 3-axis machining is employed, a tool with the smallest
diameter in the available tool set should be chosen first in the leading edge side, so as not to be affected by the tool
collision, while a tool with the biggest diameter is chosen for the machining of the trailing edge side. Note that the
tools in the available tool set are pre-determined by considering the relationship between the tool and the geometric
features of the impeller.
However, when 5-axis machining is employed as the second stage of the H-RMP for the rough machining of the
deep cavity in the vicinity near the hub body, the biggest tool in the 5-axis tool set is chosen first to improve the
machining efficiency, as well as to reduce machining time. Note that the tool diameters for the 5-axis machining are
smaller than those for the 3-axis machining in the available tool set. Of course, there is no need to adjust the
machine bed set up at this time. Furthermore, a tapered end mill instead of a ball end mill is chosen so as to prevent
the engaged tool from breaking, as the tool approaches near to the hub (bottom) surface. Thus, in the 5-axis
machining planning, the tool size and the tool configuration have to be considered for determining the 5-axis tool
axis vector without causing any collisions between the tool and impeller blades.

Figure 2. Conventional rough cut plan (left) vs. proposed partitioning of a machining area (right)
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2.2 PARTITIONING OF A ROUGH MACHINING AREA
The partitioning for 3-axis NC machining is performed, based on the ruling lines of the blade surfaces of an
impeller, to ensure that a tool can successfully access the entire ruling lines of the machining area, while the rotating
and tilting axes in a machine bed are fixed in each UMR to keep the approach vector of a machine tool constant. The
representative ruling vectors of pressure and suction surfaces are used to determine the rotating and tilting angles (α
and β) of a machine bed (Figure 3-(a)). An arbitrary ruling vector can be selected on a ruled surface of a blade to
coincide with the tool axis (or approach) vector. Then, the feasible region accessed by the fixed tool axis can be
determined by the projection curves obtained through a few rotation transformations as detailed in Kim et al. [7].
After these transformations, two pairs of hub and shroud curves are projected onto the XY-plane. Figure 3-(b) shows
that the shaded area is the collision-free region, in which the cutter, having a fixed tool axis vector, can move on the
hub surface without any collision with the blades of the impeller. At this time, the rotating and tilting angles of a
machine bed can be determined by the transformation angles, α and β, respectively.

(a) ruling vectors of blade surfaces

(b) projected blade curves

Figure 3: Projection of blade curves onto XY-plane

3. PARTITIONING METHODS
The rough machining of an impeller is first performed by dividing an entire rough machining area into a 3-axis
machining area and a 5-axis machining area. Alternatively, this division can be conducted by separating the 3-axis
machining area first. The 3-axis machining area is determined by partitioning an initial machining area into several
UMRs as discussed here. The partitioning method can vary according to the size of an impeller, the geometric
configuration of a blade, the number of blades, tool diameters, and tool configuration. Thus, it is essential to find
efficient partitioning methods, or alternatives, for the H-RMP by considering the blade and tool information.
3.1 PARTITIONING ALTERNATIVES
Most manufacturing companies usually use pre-determined, available tools in the shop floor, following the predesignated cutting conditions in the recommended tool tables of tool manufacturing companies. In this sense, a set
of available tools is assumed such as ball end-mills of 12φ, 10φ, and 8φ, for 3-axis machining, and tapered end-mills
of 6φ and 4φ for the 5-axis machining. Note that the tool diameters for 3-axis machining are bigger than those for 5axis machining. Then, a rough machining area is divided into 3-axis UMRs (UMR3) and 5-axis UMRs (UMR5). The
UMR3 can be further partitioned into UMR3i (i = 1,… I), and UMR5 into UMR5j (j = 1, … J), respectively, as shown
in Figure 4.
The partitioning process for the 3-axis machining is as follows: (1) Determine, in advance, a tool set T3 for the 3axis machining. (2) Choose the smallest tool in the T3, and locate a feasible UMR from the leading edge side, where
the feasible UMR means that a given tool can remove materials in a UMR by 3-axis machining without any
collisions. (3) Determine the ith unit machining region, UMR3i, which can be machined without changing the tool
posture in the region by moving the tool toward the trailing edge. If a collision happens in the current tool posture,
change the machine bed set up so that 3-axis machining will be feasible, and establish the next region, UMR3(i+1).
Note that a possible collision can be found in advance by using the projection graphs of the shroud and hub curves
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(see Figure 3(b)). (4) Select the next smaller tool in the tool set T3 and repeat step (3), until the tool reaches the
trailing edge. If there is no more area to cut using the 3-axis machining manner, stop the partitioning process.

WL : shortest distance between two facing blades at an arbitrary point in the leading edge.
DT :

tool diameter
CD 3 : depth of cut in the leading edge side for the 3-axis machining
CD

5

: depth of cut in the leading edge side for the 5-axis machining

Wt : shortest distance between two curves on a hub surface

Figure 4: Illustrative example of UMR3 and UMR5

The machining area partitioning process for the 5-axis machining part is composed of the following steps: (1)
Arrange the tools in T5 by the order of largest first as this will be the first to be used. (2) Determine the depth of cut
with the selected tool from the leading edge side. At this point, select a tapered end mill when the tool approaches
the deep side of the blade. (3) Start the partitioning of the UMR5 as the tool moves towards the trailing edge. At this
point, if Wt is larger than βDT , where β is constant and DT is a tool diameter (see Figure 4), define a new region
UMR5(j+1). (4) Select the next tool from T5 and perform the next partitioning process. Repeat this step over the entire
UMR5.
Several partitioning alternatives can be obtained by applying the partitioning process over available tool sets.
Namely, three alternatives exist if there are three available tool sets, such as [{( T3 ),( T5 )}] = [{(12 φ ), ( 10 φ , 8 φ ,
6 φ , 4 φ ) }, {(10 φ , 12 φ ), ( 8 φ , 6 φ , 4 φ ) }, {( 8 φ , 10 φ , 12 φ ), (6 φ , 4 φ ) }].

3.2 EVALUATION OF PARTITIONING ALTERNATIVES
Machining time and the roughness of the machined surfaces are used normally for evaluating the efficiency of
the partitioning alternatives. The machining time can be measured by computing the entire machining distance over
a feed rate, while the surface roughness can be measured by simulating the machining. However, it is particularly
difficult to generate entire tool paths, as well as to apply machining simulations over all the unit machining regions.
Thus, this study proposes an evaluation method that utilises the cutting volumes to measuring the machine time and
the surface roughness.
As shown in Figure 5, UMRs can be transformed into their matching right-angled hexahedra, reflecting their cut
volumes. Then, the machining time can be determined by computing the time needed for machining the hexahedra.
The machining time for a hexahedron, shown in Figure 6(a), is easily determined if the feed rate is available. In this
way the machining times for the whole partitioning alternatives can be obtained. To secure uniform cusp heights in
the last layer of the UMR5, the path intervals are controlled as shown in Figure 6(b). Then, the uniformity of
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machined surfaces, namely the uniform cusp height, can be obtained rather than using the surface roughness for the
evaluation of machined surfaces.

⇒

Figure 5: UMRs and their matching hexahedra

(a) Machining paths of a hexahedron

(b) Uniform path interval in the last layer

Figure 6: Partitioning alternative evaluations by using UMRs and tool paths

3.3 DISCUSSION ON THE MACHINING TIME
To compare the performance of simultaneous, 3-axis rough machining plan with that of the conventional 5-axis
rough-cut plan, the machining time were experimentally measured for a 16-blade impeller with a height of 48.45
mm, an inner radius of 57.84 mm and an outer radius of 99.99 mm. The blank material was aluminum and the blades
were twisted counterclockwise. Based on the characteristic curves of the impeller, the rough machining module
partitioned the machining area into four UMRs and computed the rotating and tilting angles of the machine bed to
support 3-axis machining in each UMR. The final tool paths of rough machining involved in the UMRs were
verified by using the cutting simulation function of Vericut®. Ball end mills with diameters of 10, 8, 6, and 4 mm
were used successively in each UMR. A part program for the generation of the tool paths was firstly written by a
conventional part programming language, Automatically Programmed Tools (APT). However, this program had to
be transformed by post-processing into a machine-specific code for a 5-axis machining center, HU50A of MITSUI
SEIKI Co.
Table 1 shows the experimental rough-cut times of a machining area between two neighboring blades of the
impeller using the proposed simultaneous, 3-axis control and the simultaneous, 5-axis control. Note that the entire
machining area was divided into 4 partitioned regions (UMRs) for the proposed method, compared to 5 regions in
the simultaneous, 5-axis machining method. This was because the machining area is conventionally divided into five
UMRs in real machining, so as to avoid any collisions between cutters and blades and to alleviate machining loads
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on the tool. This also indicates that at least 5 cutters have to be changed when 5-axis control, rough machining is
employed, compared to only 4 in the proposed method. Rough machining times were measured at feed rate of 1,000
mm/min. The nominal rough machining time was determined based on the APT codes, and the actual machining
time by the post-processed machine codes. Thus, the nominal machining time was obtained by dividing the total NC
block length by the feed rate. Of course, the actual machining time denotes an actual time in performing the rough
machining using the post-processed codes.
In the experiment, the NC block length of the simultaneous, 5-axis machining method was 1.19-fold larger than
that of the simultaneous, 3-axis machining with two fixed axes. Thus, the nominal machining time of the former was
also 1.19-fold larger than the latter. However, in terms of actual machining time, the former took more than twice as
long as the latter at the test feed rate (see Table 1). Furthermore, the proposed method took 7.6 hours less than the
existing 5-axis, roughing method when all the machining areas between all the blades, i.e., 16 areas/64 UMRs, were
machined at the given feed rate. Thus, the simultaneous, 3-axis rough-cut method outperformed the conventional, 5axis control, rough-cut method. However, machining times by H-RMP has not been experimentally demonstrated
yet. The authors expect that H-RMP can surely decrease the impeller rough machining time based on the above
experimental result.

Table 1. Comparison of machining times

3-axis machining with fixed rotating and tilting
axes
Machining
Region

Vericut

Simultaneous 5-axis machining
Vericut

Actual
time(min)

Length

Nominal

(mm)

Time(min)

5.2

4.917

7,204.8

7.205

7.9

16.967

4.964

6.0

5.700

5,377.3

5.377

6.1

13.217

3,136.5

3.136

6.0

4.133

3,701.2

3.701

4.8

8.900

UMR 4

6,186.2

6.186

7.1

6.783

4,729.7

4.730

5.8

9.317

UMR 5

-

-

-

-

898.1

0.898

1.5

1.700

Total

18,431.5

18.431

24.3

21.533

21,911.1

21.911

26.1

50.101

Length

Nominal

(mm)

Time(min)

simulation
time(min)

UMR 1

4,144.8

4.145

UMR 2

4,964.0

UMR 3

Actual
simulation time(min)
time(min)

4. CONCLUSION
Much of the impeller machining time is expended in the rough cut, where the unwanted stock materials are
removed. However, conventional 5-axis rough machining requires considerably more time than 3-axis machining as
it has to control all the machine axes simultaneously at each CL point. Thus, this study has presented a hybrid rough
machining plan that effectively removes the unwanted materials from a blank, employing the simultaneous 3-axis
machining first, and removes the remaining materials by the simultaneous 5-axis machining with almost uniform
path intervals, to meet the requirements for the final surface quality.
The RMP of an impeller is complicated since it is influenced by the configuration, size, and number of the tool
and the blade surface. Thus, the rough machining of an impeller is performed by partitioning of the machining area
into several smaller UMRs. Yet, a process planner cannot partition the rough machining area purely by the observed
shape features of an impeller. Instead, the process planner has to rely on the systematic procedure of partitioning, as
addressed in this study. The driving force behind this study is that a wrong RMP may cause considerable
manufacturing time delays in the downstream processes.
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This research has assumed pre-determined, available tool sets and tool tables having machining conditions, so as
to build an efficient RMP that combines 3-axis and 5-axis NC machining. The rough machining area is first divided
into a 3-axis machining area and then a 5-axis machining area. Over these two divided areas, major partitioning
processes are conducted to get the unit machining regions. However, there are a number of partitioning alternatives
according to the available tool sets. Thus, to find an efficient partitioning alternative, each UMR has to be
transformed into a volume-equivalent right-angled hexahedron. Then, the rough machining time, as well as the
machined surface uniformity, can be easily obtained to ensure that an efficient rough machining strategy is
determined.
On the other hand, machining times by H-RMP has not been experimentally demonstrated. However, the authors
expect that H-RMP can surely decrease the impeller rough machining time based on the experimental result and the
final result would be provided in the conference day. Moreover, further studies are required to verify the
performance of the proposed H-RMP application into the shop floor.
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ABSTRACT
Spiral Bevel Technology Group (SBTG) has been engaged in design and manufacturing of spiral bevel gears.
SBTG cooperates with Polish industry to customize calculations and to work on prototypes of spiral bevel gears.
Computer programs as developed by SBTG are the base for CAD/CAM system. In this system environment, the
special computer application generates solid or surface models of gears by cutting simulation. Independently of
virtual tooth contact development, to quality valuation of gears it is necessary to check kinematics ratio
variation which is represented by a motion graph. In this paper an application of Motion Module (Solid Works
system) to generation of the spiral bevel gears motion graph is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Development of spiral bevel and hypoid gears require special applications of computer programs [8], [9] .One of
the programs which support designing process (geometrical, bending & stress and technological calculations) is our
own system KONTEPS belonging to CAD/CAM group. KONTEPS cooperates with Unigraphics system in which
the special applications (written in Grip lenguage) generates 3D solid models of pinion and gear. Generating process
of solid models is based on teeth cutting simulation [2]. After virtual assambling in Unigraphics environment the
process is lead by a tooth contact checking [3]. The shape, size and orientation of tooth contact are important factors
which determine the quality of the estimation of bevel gears. In this computer designing process the first, second and
third order changes are introduced allowing to get correct tooth contact. From theory and practical applications it is
known that the correct tooth contact does not give assurance of noiseless, uniform, and smooth gear running.
Therefore, it is neccesseary to check the kinematics ratio, which is a variable for each gears. The quantity of
kinematics ratio errors determine quality of gears. One of the methods that reduce noise level is tooth profile
modification, which is connected with kinematics ratio. Ratio changes generate vibrations and have an effect on
dynamics and total efficiency of gears. Ratio changes are called ratio error and many researchers consider, that is the
main determining factor of vibration activity of gears. For this quantity estimation the authors propose to use the
COSMOSMotion module of SolidWorks system. Designing and testing process in this phase is lead in computer
environment. During the manufacturing process the occurrence of other factors such as cutter errors, fixture errors,
kinematic errors, specific rigity of arbor and machine, and many other variables will change the correct tooth contact
and the kinematics ratio. However, the method presented here assists in getting better quality of gears and helps to
reduce manufacturing costs. Moreover, described in this paper method is the first new trial of kinematics ratio
inspection, which utilize computer environment of CAD systems.

* Corresponding author: Piotr Skawinski Tel.: (+48 ) 22 234 86 81; Fax: (+48) 22 234 82 66; E-mail: psk@simr.pw.edu.pl
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2. GENERATION OF SOLID MODELS
The simulation process is made on a virtual machine (Unigraphics environment) which is identical to a real
milling machine. The setup of virtual machine is based on technological calculations from KONTEPS system. One
setup for the gear (alternate cutter head – both flank in one cut) and two setups for the concave (cutter head with
outside blades) and the convex side (cutter head with inside blades) of pinion are presented on the attached figures
(figure 1a and 1b). After virtual assembling in mounting distances the tooth contact is checked including its shape,
size and orientation. If the tooth contact is not correct, the proportional changes are added to technological
calculations and the 3D solid models are generated again. Virtual tooth contact development is repeated (changes in
technological calculations, sometimes in geometrical calculations or in set up of virtual machines) as long as its size,
shape and orientation parameters are satisfied and they perform accordingly to the technical requirements. This is
typical and recognized manufacturing procedure in engineering projects but in this phase of designing process is lead
in the computer environment. Algorithm and procedures of 3D models generating and tooth contact development had
been described precisely in earlier publication [4], [5]. In this case which is described in the paper, for gears ratio
9:40 (Formate gears – SFM Gleason method – Spiral Formate Modified roll method: gear is cut by plunging and
pinion is generated with modification ratio of roll), had been got correct tooth contact and it was the base to analyses
of the kinematics ratio.

Figure 1: 3D solid models of gear and pinion

Figure 2: Assembling of gears
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3. KINEMATICS RATIO ANALYSIS
Kinematics ratio analysis were done in SolidWorks COSMOSMotion module, instead of the Unigraphics Motion
module. The assembled gears were imported to COSMOSMotion module of SolidWorks program. The pinion was
automatically rotated when a collision between pinion and gears had been detected. The pinion was the driver and
the rotation speed of pinion was fixed as 1 degree per 1 second. Total rotation time of gear pair was 100 seconds, it
means that the teeth were inspected on distance more than contact line. The concave side of pinion was active and it
was one side meshing of teeth. The backlash between convex side of pinion and the concave side of gear guarantees,
that there will not any interference. The gear was rotated according to ratio 9:40 and its motion was damped. The
analysis concerns only kinematics ratio, but do not admit any pitch errors and manufacturing errors. The process was
run in computer environment (Unigraphics, SolidWorks) but the errors were the results of earlier technological
calculations in KONTEPS system. During rotation the successive angular position of gear were saved in the
computer file. This file was imported to MS Excel. Figure 3 shows the angular displacement of gear for constant
rotation of the pinion. Graph on figure 3 was created by SolidWorks. The small displacement on horizontal axis
means cancellation of backlash before meshing. Visible on figure 3 non linear displacement represented by the graph
shows the changes in the kinematics ratio. Generally, the kinematics gear ratio can be recognized as acceptable
because observed changes are relatively small not exceeding 0.06 degree (3.6 minutes). These small displacements
signify changes in dynamics of gears. However, very important are the ratio changes observed in micro scale, these
are the differences of angular displacements (figure 4). The differences were calculated in MS Excel as the results of
subtraction theoretical and real value of ratio. As shown on figure 4, negative value of displacement means reverse
movement of gear, that is retardation (delay) of gear.
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Figure 3: Angular displacement of gear
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This situation exists when the next tooth begins meshing and the gear torque causes it to move back. It means, that it
is necessary to do changes in the tooth geometry and tooth profile. Because of the influence of the geometry of
involutes on uniform rotation and smoothly running of gear pair it is necessary to inspect the involute profile. This
change needs correction of the roll ratio during cutting process. In this phase of the designing process it means to
generate 3D pinion solid model with greater ratio of roll (for example ∆i = 0.03). The new 3D solid models do not
need geometrical and technological calculations by system KONTEPS. Based on the nominal ratio of roll from
earlier calculation and by putting new ratio of roll as an input data, Unigraphics application creates the next solid
model of pinion. After virtual assembling in SolidWorks environment, in its Motion module, with the same limits as
before (revolution of pinion 1 degree per 1 second, damped gear motion) the new analysis of kinematics ratio is
completed.
Figure 5 from COSMOSMotion (SolidWorks) show relation between pinion rotation and angular displacement of
gear for new ratio of roll. Dashed line represents theoretical ratio of gears and the continuous line represents real
ratio. Generally, graphs on figure 3 and 5 are very similar but there are differences in technical details. The ratio of
roll changes are the first order changes conducted on the machine by operator. This correction changes also tooth
contact. Hence, if the new ratio of roll allows to minimize the value of the differences of kinematics ratio, it is
necessity to choice another way to tooth contact correction, for instance an integrated second order changes. These
changes give possibilities to compensate the disadvantageous changes. The graph (figure 5) generally shows proper
character of ratio changes but for designer is very important to know, how teeth are meshing on contact line.
The calculation sheet and graph in MS Excel (figure 6) show very accurately all ratio differences (errors) on the
contact line. Maximum amplitude of ratio error does not exceed 0.05 degree, (3 minutes) and does not intersect time
axis (horizontal). It means that the changes of kinematics ratio or the ratio errors are smaller than before. The
smaller ratio errors mean more uniform teeth meshing on the contact line and more uniform pinion rotation. It means
also decreasing of the noise level, decreasing of the gears vibration and more smoothly transmission torque.
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Figure 4: Differences of angular displacement of gear
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Figure 5: Angular displacement of gear (∆i = 0.03)
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6. SUMMARY
Presented above method is a new way to quality estimation of spiral bevel gears in aspect of kinematics
inspection. System KONTEPS + Unigraphics and designing process included tooth contact analysis, had been
enriched in kinematics analysis which can be provided in one of popular CAD system SolidWorks and its module
COSMOSMotion. These analysis are very important when is necessary to describe the dynamics of transmission
gears. Proposed method requires an investigation in practice. It is the next step to increase quality of gear and also
reduce manufacturing time and costs.
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with comprehensive study of the various developments relating to web based manufacturing and
an attempt to explore the real benefits of web based manufacturing considering available recourses at CNC
laboratory of National Institute of Technology, Warangal, India. A practical methodology is developed using the
composite-part concept with 30-different features for a family of turned components. A master program is
developed in AutoLisp that assist the user in selecting required features from the composite-part. The obtained
model can be transferred to shop floor by existing networking technologies. Using SINUTRAIN which is a CNC
simulation package, compatible with all Siemens controllers on which a Master part program, is developed and
this program accompanies a sub program, which can be obtained directly from the saved dxf model. SINUTRAIN
had network facilities.

1. INTRODUCTION
This is the era of information technology. Information technology has influenced every realm of society, and
dramatically impacted on the traditional industry. Current industries are facing the new challenges, quick response to
business opportunity has been considered as one of the most important factors to ensure company competitiveness;
manufacturing industry is evolving toward digitalization, network and globalization. As one of the most popular
Internet tools, the Web aims to provide a light-weight and an operating system-independent platform for users to
search, browse, retrieve and manipulate information disseminated and shared remotely. Based on the Web, design
models can be dynamically shared and updated in an Internet environment and conveniently accessed and
manipulated by remotely located people from the design team, management, marketing, maintenance and customers
for efficient design collaboration, design process monitoring, product pre-review and evaluation.
Realizing the merits of the Web technology, researchers and developers have been actively exploring and
developing Web-based design and manufacturing systems, many web-based manufacturing systems allow different
users at different locations to have their designs manufactured at remote locations by expensive manufacturing
equipment such as CNC centers, robots, and rapid prototyping machines. In the cyber cut system developed by
Smith and Wright (1996), designers can use web-browsers to design components, send the process plans to a remote
controller, and execute the process plans on a three-axis milling machine. Jiang and Fukuda (1999) and Jiang and
Fukuda (2000) developed a web-based rapid prototyping (RP) system, called tele RP for remote part submitting,
queuing and monitoring. Luo et. al. (2001) developed a system to combine Rapid Prototyping (RP) preprocessing,
RP machine, and the Internet into a telecontrolled manufacturing system. The user sends a 3D CAD model (STL.le)
via the internet into a telecontrol server, which transforms the CAD model into RP machine LCD photomask
display. Sun et. al. (2001) Introduced strategies and algorithms to decompose the overall task of the freeform surface
machining into the operations of roughing, finishing for the bottom surface, tapering and corner rounding. These
algorithms are integrated into a rapid-manufacturing service for web-based machining Wang et. al. (2001) studied
the product data management and information integration issues by taking a case of remote manufacturing
implementation in a robot manufacturing company.
This paper deals with the comprehensive study of the various developments relating to web based manufacturing
and an attempt to explore the real benefits of
web based manufacturing taking into consideration of the available
resources at CNC Laboratory of National Institute of Technology, Warangal, India. A practical methodology is
developed using the composite-part concept with 30-different features for a family of turned components. A master
program is developed in AutoLisp that assist the user in selecting required features from the composite part. The
*1 Corresponding author: Tel.: (0870) 242332; E-mail: subhash_2020@yahoo.com
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obtained model can be transferred to shop floor by existing networking technologies. Using a SINUTRAIN a CNC
simulation package, compatible with all Siemens controllers, a master part program, is developed and this program
accompanies a sub-program, which can be obtained directly from the saved .dxf model.
2 SINUTRAIN
Sinutrain is operating and programming software for milling and turning machines that makes easy
to operate the machine and program.
Important Features of the Software are:
Setting up the machine: Special measurement cycles make it easier to gauge the tools and the work piece.
Creating a program: The three different program variants to chosen are
• G-Code programs for mold making applications from any CAD/CAM systems.
• G-code programs directly at the machine console with all the technology cycles are available to us
when we are programming.
• Process step programs that we create directly at the machine, and no effort is involved in programming
the work piece because graphical techniques are used and no knowledge of G-codes is required, and
the shop turn displays the program as a clearly understandable process plan and presents the individual
cycles and contour elements in a dynamic graphic.
These are the functions which make programming and machining easier. A powerful contour calculator
allows any contours to be specified.
• A stock removal cycle with detection of residual material saves unnecessary machining.
• A swiver cycle makes multiface machining and machining inclined surfaces easier, whatever the
machine kinematics.
EVALUATING A PROGRAM: The user can edit and execute the programs using 3D simulation to check corrections
of the program, interaction of the tool with the other parts of machine and conveniently trace the machining of the
work piece at the machine.
TOOL MANAGEMENT: Shopturn module of SINUTRAIN save the tool data and also manage the data for tools that
are not in the magazine. Effective management of tools can be done using this module.
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: Programs can be created simply by copying and modifying similar programs, there is
no need to start again from the scratch, with shopturn, multiple clamping of equal or different work pieces is
possible to optimize the tool sequence, and networking and the floppy disk given access to external programs.
REMOTE DIAGNOSIS: We can also switch from shop turn into the CNC-ISO operator interface; here it is possible
to active remote diagnosis that allows the machine to be operated via an external computer.
WORKSTATION: A shopturn workstation comprises on operator panel and a machine control panel in addition to
the turning machine compute with a CNC – positioning control which is shown in Figure 1.
Shopturn on a single-slide turning machine with three axes, one main spindle, one tool spindle and
one counter spindle.

Operating Panel
Turning

Figure 1: Workstation Layout
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Control: Shopturn runs on the sinumerik 840D/840Di/840D CNC with Pev20 & Pev50.
Operating Panel: Communication with shopturn takes place via the operator panel.
Machine Control Panel: Turning/Milling machine is controlled using the machine control panel.
Co-ordinate System: When a workpiece is machined on a turning machine, a rectangular co-ordinate system is
assumed. This comprises the three co-ordinate axes X, Y and Z parameters to the machine axes. It is not essential
that co-ordinate axis Y is setup. The spindle axis Z, which can be rotated through any angle, is a separate axis of
rotation and designated as C, the position on the co-ordinate system and machine zero depend on the type of
machine used.
Operator Panels: Operator panels available for the Preview are.
0P010
0P010 C
0P010S with OP 0325 fuel CNC keypad.
0P012
0P015 with 15" fuel CNC keyboard.
Machine Control Panel: Turning machine is equipped with a Siemens machine control panel or with a special
machine control panel supplied by the machine manufacturer. This is used to initiate actions on the turning machine
such as traversing on axis or starting the machining of a workpiece, when functions are active, the LEDs on the
corresponding keys on the machine control panel light up.
SINDNC: SINDNC is a module of the “IT solutions for machine tools” software blocks with “IT solutions of
rmachine tools”, Siemens is providing modular software solutions that integrate the SINUMERIK 840Di and
order generation PLCs in an efficient, interconnected automation system.
With SINDNC, numerical control programs can be requested and uploaded from a network drive and/or
from the DNC NT-2000 (NC data archive), on the SINUMERIK operator panel. SINDNC comprises two modulus,
(i)
SINDNC–FS which controls MC data communication between the SINUMERIK PLC and any file
system in the network.
(ii)
SINDNC–DB with SINDNC-DB, numerical control programs arc transferred between sinumeric
810Di and any file system in the network.
SINDNC – FS provides an economical networking option between a file system and MMC/PCU data
management to supply the SINUMERIK controls with NC data.
From a local MMC/PCU system, the machine operator on request or upload to the network file system, NC
data located in any network directory, for example on an NC programming system. The file information used in the
Windows Standard, such as file name or MC data name, file length and storage data arc also held in MMC/PCU data
management. With SINDNC-FS, NC data is downloaded from a network directory into Sinumerik data management
(or) uploaded from Sinumerik to a network directory on the MMC/PCU operator panel.

Internet

Siemen’s
810D

FIGURE-2: SCHEME OF WEB-ENABLED MANUFACTURING
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3. COMPOSITE PART
This paper explains the research conducted in order to explore the advantages of integration of various
stages of product development. The objective was achieved by integrating AutoCAD, and sinutrain. The ubiquitous
nature of the Internet can be leveraged to develop a design and analysis environment in which the participants are
not bound by geographical boundaries. The Internet based design and manufacturing environment extended into
collaborative environments by which various resources of an industry can be shared. The work is concentrated on
automobile components, which are generally manufactured on modern multi axis CNC machines. A composite part
concept has been exploited in the present work. A program is written in autolisp, which allows the user to delete
some features of composite part and could generate the profile of his choice and also could edit the geometric and
other relevant dimensions of the part. The part thus generated would be transferred to CAD READER module of the
sinutrain to generate part program for the part after necessary editing for tools, tool setup and blank dimensions etc.
The part programs thus generated are transferred to CNC lathe with Siemens 810 controller via intranet facility
available in the manufacturing engineering section of the NIT Warangal. The framework of the present work is
shown in the Figure 3.

Sinutrain

AutoLisp Program
COMPOSITE PART MODEL

Turning
with
Simple Tools

Feature
Selection

CAD Reader

Siemen 810D
Controller

Custom
Dimensioning

SINDNL
PART
Manufacturing

Figure 3: Modular Frame Work

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL SELECTED
To explain the concept and show the advantages of the integration of product development the model chosen was a turning
component with straight features only. The model is designed taking into consideration about of twelve different turning
parts. The dimensions taken are the common ones to most of the components all together the composite turning component
consists of 30 features, forming 18 distinct shapes as shown in Figure 4.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

FACING OPERATION
STRAIGHT TURNING
STRAIGHT TURNING
GROOVING
TAPER TURNING
STRAIGHT TURNING
TAPER TURNING
STRAIGHT TURNING

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

TAPER TURNING
STRAIGHT TURNING
TAPER TURNING
GROOVING
STRAIGHT TURNING
GROOVING
STRAIGHT TURNING
TAPER TURNING
GROOVING

Figure 4: Model of the Turning Component

Figure 5: Part with Dimensioning
The part shown in Figure 4 has 17 distant shapes, it is stepped to both ends without any internal and curved features.
However the same concept is applicable to internal and curved features as well. Any typical turned component with
straight feature would be drawn from this composite part. (Figure 5 & 6)
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE AUTOLISP PROGRAM
In this program the user can delete any of the features so that desired profile can be selected. The final obtained
profile can be edited for dimensions according to the requirement. The developed programme would consist of
the following steps.
The algorithm will be as follows.
Step-1
Generate the shape taking into general dimensions into consideration.
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Step-2
Step-3
Step-4
Step-5
Step-6
Step-7
Step-8

Put the points in a list as plist
Select a line to delete
Get the lines starting (q1) and end points (q2).
Now compare the obtained points with the point in the plist
Note position of the points in as temp1 and temp2.
Find the difference between the x coordinates as dx and y coordinates as dy.
Now draw the lines put to temp1 position of the plist (their won't be an change in the shape of profile
before the starting point of the selected line)
Step-9 Now move every point from the end point of the line i.e q2 to the distance equal to dx and dy.
Step-10 Redraw the lines.
Step-11 Continue the steps 3 to 10 until the desired profile is developed
Step-12 Do the dimensioning of every feature
Step-13 Continue steps 3 to 6
Step-14 Find the difference between the x-coordinate and y coordinates.
Step-15 Find the angle of the line as angle 1 and calculate cosine and sin angles cosang and sinang respectively.
Step-16 Now obtain the desired dimension as ndim.
Step-17 Put the points from p 1 to test1 in plist.
Step-18 From test2 point follow the step until the last point.
Step-19 Test whether the line is a horizontal, vertical or inclined line.
Step-20 If the line is horizontal add the dimensions ndim to x coordinate of each element
Step-21 If the line is vertical add the dimensions ndim to the vertical coordinated of each element.
Step-22 If the line is an inclined one add dimensions ndim*cosang to x coordinate and ndim * sinang to y coordinate
Step-23 Put the point in the plist
Step-24 Redraw the lines through all the points of the plist.
Step-25 Do dimensioning.
Step-26 Now continue the steps 13 to 25 until the desired dimensioning is obtained
Step-27 Do final dimensioning.

Figure 6: Profile generated in AutoCAD
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6. DESCRIPTION OF PART PROGRAM
The part program is developed in using Turning with tool management module of the sinutrain training software.
This program can be used directly on the Siemens 810D controller. The program consists of a main program in
which the tools, roughing cycle, finishing cycle all are defined. The profile that has to be manufactured is called by a
subprogram contour. This subprogram can be obtained directly using CAD reader that is one of the module of the
sinutrain. The completed programs can be transferred to the machine from the networked systems using SINDNC.
FOLLOWING IS THE MAIN PART PROGRAM FROM WHICH THE SUB PROGRAM CONTOUR
CORRESPONDING TO PROFILE IS CALLED. THE TOOLS USED ARE TO BE CHANGED ACCORDING TO
THE PROFILE AND WORKING CONDITIONS.
%-N-MAINPART-MPF
;$P A TH=I-N- WKS-DIR/ -N-MAINP ART -WPD
;*** PROGRAM FOR COMPOSITE PART ***
N100 WWP
; SUB PROGRAM FOR INITIAL POINT N200
T="ROUGHINGTOOL1" Dl
;ROUGHNG TOOL
N300 G96 S230 LIMS=3000 M4 M8
N400 G90 G54 G18 G0 X74 Z2.2 F0.32
;COUNTUR TURNING
N500 T= “ROUGHINGTOOL1” Dl
N600 PLANEN P2
;SUB PROGRAM FOR FACING
;STOCK REMOVING CYCLE
N700 CYCLE95("CONTOUR”,3,0.5,0.2,0.3,0.3,0.2,0.3,1,0,0,1 )
N800 WWP
;FINISHING PROGRAM
N900 T="FINISHINGTOOL1” Dl
;FINISHING TOOL
N1000 G96 S300 LIMS=3000 M4 M8
Nl100 G90 G54 G18 G0 X5 Z4 FO.07
N1200 G0 G42 X0
N1300 G0 Z2
N1400 CONTOUR
N1500 G0 G40 X76
N1600 WWP
N1800 G96 S200 LIMS=3000 M3 M8
N1900 G90 G54 G18 G0 X34 Z5
N2000 CY CLE97 (3.5,30,0,-25,60,60,5,5,2.15,0.1 ,0,0,5,1,3,1 )
N2100 G0 X34
N2200 WWP
N2300 M17
;END OF THE PROGRAM
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Using CAD-Reader

Figure 7: Profile generated in AutoCAD is transferred to CAD-Reader

Next step is to select the profile as shown in fig 7 and Save the profile in the name of contour.
Selection of tools: The tools selected here are not standard tools,they are e selected so that they can
be suited for turning of even the smallest section of the composite part. But in real time that configuration may not
be available. So their must be a proper adjustment in the offsets to suit the profile.
Once the tools are properly matched the simulation of the program is seen to check whether the desired machining
takes place or not.
Fig.8 presents the final profile simulation window of sinutrain

Figure 8. the final profile in simulation mode
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Once the simulation shows the safe machining conditions. The .wks file is transferred to the Siemens 810d
controller using the SINDNC. In the same way as shown in figure 9.

Figure 9. The pgrogram is transferred to shop-floor through file system management
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The programs written in sinutrain turning are compatible with the SIEMENS8IOD controller. So the WKS directory
can be directly sent to the machine console. Firstly it must be checked in the SINGLE BLOCK MODE. Once the
machining is approved it can run in AUTO MODE. This last step acts as real time verification of the proposed
methodology.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper the authors made an attempt to development of CNC Programs using AutCAD and Sinutrain
programs using a composite part concept and made the program web-enabled so as to transfer programs with ease to
any CNC Machine connected to web.The present work can be readily applied in the auto components industries
where usually the components are manufactured in a single pass in CNC Machines. Since in general such
components requires frequent model changeovers with a little change in shapes mostly dimensions. So by using this
concept an program can be developed in which this change of dimensions can be accomplished. The authors have
developed several programmes using the proposed method and they found that there is about 60-80% of save of
developmental times. Moreover the proposed method envisage the execution of program over internet. This may
further give leverage for ease of development of programs for any Siemen’s Controlled CNC Machine.
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ABSTRACT
Regarding the ascending significance of Computer aided process planning in applied progress of CIM, in this
survey, an applied automation of rotational part’s process planning has been suggested. In this research after
effective causes to process planning generation are pinpointed, modeling of these effects are presented in order
to automate the process planning. These causes will be categorized and examined in two groups which are
effective in machining methods selection and also machining operations sequencing. Material removal volume,
dimensional tolerance and surface quality are the factors that effect on machining methods and geometrical
tolerance is a factor which is effective on machining operations sequencing. Beside the direct effective
parameters on machining methods, there are some indirect effective parameters on process planning of parts.
The most important of them are the capability of machine tool, cutting tools and machinability of forms by these
tools. A prototype computer software system based on the algorithm has been developed. The practical test shows
good adaptation with manufacturing process plans of mentioned parts that produced in the factory. The
developed algorithm presents all of the valid process planning's of the part for the further downstream
optimization problem such as optimum process planning and scheduling in job-shop.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important parts of product realization in a job-shop is to generate the manufacturing process
planning which often needs practical experience in machining. There is an intensive variety of parts in job-shop and
process planning of the parts is the bottleneck of the most shops and it is the main reason for high production cycle
time in most cases. Manufacturing process planning includes all essential machining operations that used to transfer
raw material to the finished part. One of the main aims of product realization is to guarantee and prepare the part
characteristics that apparently referenced on ISO /TS 16949 standard [1].
The aim of the essay is to pinpoint and specify that how part and production process characteristics can
influence each other. The characteristics include depth of cut, dimensional and geometrical tolerances and surface
quality, which will be concerned in two groups:
-parameters influence on machining operation such as: dimensional tolerance, surface quality, depth of cut and
some extra analysis as surface machine ability, clamping and datum using restricts.
-parameters influence on machining setup and operation sequence termed as geometrical tolerance and
machining knowledge.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+98) 411-3355874; Fax: (+98) 411-3355874; E-mail: ghaemi@iaut.ac.ir
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS
Alting and Zhang [2] have reported about 156 process-planning systems, which have been created until 1988.
More than 50 artificial intelligence and knowledge base systems have been developed and referenced in Kiritis [3]
and Cay and Chasspis [4] has listed about 170 computer aided process planning systems.
These researches can be classified in two major approaches termed as design and optimization. Two design
approaches are traditionally recognized, the variant approach and generative approach. The variant approach based
on using the group technology, which has been tried to classify and formulize the existing experience on part
process planning. Removal volumes are decomposed to predefined features, and the related manufacturing methods
are chosen as process plan. Jiang[5] developed an automatic process planning system based on group technology.
He has performed special approach based on combination of group technology and knowledge base intelligent
system in order to achieve optimum process planning. Yeo [6] also introduces a rule based system termed as
computer aided machining system which tries to cover all steps of process planning. Younis [7] developed a system
by combination of group technology principles and expert system for rotational parts.
In optimization approaches, process planning is examined in detail and the input of these systems is the same as
the output of the process planning design system. The aim of the optimization systems is to optimize operation’s
configuration or to select proper tools in order to decrease the production costs. These systems usually have not
included part design section, and therefore they usually have feature recognition system. Li [8] created a feature
recognition approach for rotational parts and Kim [9] completed this approach by combination of feature
recognition and turning operations principles for rotational part process planning.
Oral and Cakir [10] have developed a generative process planning system for rotational part using Li [8] and
Kim’s [9] approaches for automatic tool selection and optimum operation sequencing. This approach, optimum
operation sequencing, minimizes the number of tool change in order to decrease machining time. One of the
considerable subset of the system is the determining clamping methods of part, which have been determined based
on machining knowledge [11].
Majority of these researches, are concerned with an unreal condition in sense of practical manufacturing
resources such as tools and machine tools so, scheduling and its restrictions on the process planning are ignored.
Also simplifying the manufacturing process consists of some predefined steps, caused practically encounter the
application of these systems with some restriction. In this paper an automatic generation of process plan has
represented in order to have an optimum approaches and comprehensive systems, it can be more flexible toward
scheduling restrictions and it can fulfill the real conditions of job-shops.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHMS
An automated operation definition and process plan have been introduced in this research work. The proposed
algorithms consist of the following four sections;
o
o
o
o

System input includes the drawing of raw and finished parts.
Extend of machining features and related machining types based on machining allowance, dimensional
tolerances and surface quality.
Determine the machining setups.
Classify the machining features and determine setup details regarding technological restrictions and
geometrical tolerances.

The machining type means finishing, rough and semi-rough machining which is the main criterion on tool
selection and also the required pre-machining steps. These four main sections are categorized in three modules: preprocessing, processing and post processing. The database of system is integrated these modules which provide the
essential data for each module, for instance to select a tool; the available data on tools database will be used.
At the pre-processing module, raw and the finished geometrical models of the part are decomposed and
compared. System analyzes raw and finished geometrical models of the part based on the predefined features (using
drawings data base as a feature recognition module) and will acquired the essential technological and general data
by some user interfaces, and it adds the new acquired extra data to the drawing database.
The material removal volumes are the output of pre-processing module. From the output of the pre-processing
module, primitive features could be extracted and primitive feature networks will be created. By using the rules on
its knowledge database about relation and limitation of material removal volume, dimensional tolerances and
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surface quality to machining type, the feature network will be revised and if it is necessary some intermediate
features will be added. Finally based on tools database machine-ability of each feature and valid machining feature
network will be determined.
In post-processing module, setups and details of each setup (machining sequence) determined by analyzing the
geometrical tolerances and their restrictions, and also by analyzing for clamping and datum surface selection.

4. PRE-PROCESSING
The drawings of raw and finished part accompanying all complement data including technological and general
data, are the input of the developed system. The System used pattern-matching method in order to extract the
feature’s specifications from drawing database. In fact, the features are the redefined form of simple geometrical
shapes, which they have been defined based on the system designer’s opinion and their technological and
geometrical definitions. Features data could also include manufacturing data beside geometrical data, for instance a
hole machining feature data may includes its machining method. This data may also be added to feature data after a
geometrical data processing of the feature.
In this module, the recognized features have the geometrical data only and the machining data have to be added
to them. Separation of manufacturing and geometrical data of features caused low variety of primitive features. In
addition, it eliminates the necessity of using feature based design systems. Four primitive geometrical elements
termed as diagonal, horizontal, vertical and arc have been used in feature recognition part of this algorithm. But Li’s
[8] developed system includes, 24 types and Oral and Canker’s [10] systems, have 12 types of predefined features.
Due to explicit relation between dimensional tolerances and a feature, some of the information like dimensional
tolerances must be processed by user and the final result should be added to the drawing database. Some specific
parameters have to be concerned in order to unify the feature recognition such as the tool approach based on the
direction of part and rotation axis.
5. PROCESSING
5.1. MACHINING TYPE DETERMINATION
5.1.1. ANLYSIS OF DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCE
Dimensional tolerances are not corresponding with the detail of part geometry; therefore an user interactive
system is used to assign the dimensional tolerance on geometrical features. When the effects of dimensional
tolerance on machining method are applied, usually it is noticeable that for specific range of dimensional tolerance,
the special machining approaches are advised.
The relation of dimensional tolerance and machining approach are shown in Table 1. The data of the table have
extracted through practical experiences in job-shops and machining handbooks [11]. But definitely it isn’t accurate
and a lot of causes are involved indirectly to fulfill the dimensional accuracies. As an example the role of capability
and accuracy of machine tool, homogenized material and controllable machining condition can be refereed. So such
a system would have the ability to change the limit of range values by permitting the user to determine the type of
machining based on dimensional tolerance ranges.
Table 1 : Analysis of dimensional tolerance and surface quality on machining method
Dimensional Tolernace
Range

D. tolerance > ±0.128

±0.128 ≥ D. tolerance ≥ ±0.086

Surface Quality Range

Surface Quality > 3.2

3.2 ≥Surface quality ≥ 1.6

Machining Method

Rough Turning

Semi Rough Turning
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±0.086 > D. tolerance
1.6 > Surface Quality
Finishing
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5.1.2. SURFACE QUALITY ANALYSIS
Surface quality just like dimensional tolerance is considered based on machining methods, although it is also
depend on other instances. Usually, a specific range of surface quality can be achieved by special and relevant
machining methods, as it shown in Table 1. General surface quality is determined by the direct correlation of the
value of the surface quality and geometrical element and any particular surface quality can be added by the user.
The system would refine the data about surface qualities and determine the machining methods by comparing them
with a predefined table like Table 1.
5.1.3. MATERIAL REMOVAL ANALYSIS
Material removal is one of the effective and important parameters on determination of machining operation need
for raw material and mid production. In this stage the amount of material removal, and its distribution on the work
piece, will be specified by transition and matching of the raw and finished models.
To match the raw model and finished one, the system utilizes by definition of matching center in the midpoint of
symmetrical axis for raw and finished models. In order to calculate maximum and minimum amount of material
removal of features, parent feature must be specified in raw model for every feature of the finished model. It is not
necessary each feature has a parent in its own type in the raw part or in previous stage, but the system has to
nominate a parent for each feature.
To realize the mentioned task, horizontally and vertically sweep lines have been used on the start and end points
of features on matched model of finished and raw parts. The distance between intersection of these lines on raw and
finished models, are determined the amount of removal material and it is obvious that by comparing the amount of
that at the start and end of the elements, the minimum and maximum values could be achieved. In order to achieve
this purpose, the predefined element will be examined in three groups: horizontal or diagonal lines with the slope
less than 45 degree, vertical or diagonal lines with the slope more than 45 degree and arcs. In each group a specific
algorithm has been used to sweep the raw and finished collated models to specify the amount of removal material.
An example of this producer is shown in Fig.1.

(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Material removal analysis using Raw part model (a) , Finished part model (b) and matched model(c)

After this step by using a predefined table, it would be possible to determinate the machining method.
Dependence of machining methods in amount of maximum and minimum material removal is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 : Dependence of machining methods and amount of minimum and maximum R.M. (removal material )
Machining method
Minimum R.M. (mm)
Maximum R.M. (mm)

Rough Turning

Semi Rough Turning

Finishing

0.8
1.5

0.4
0.8

0.05
0.4

5.1.4. CREATING THE FEATURES NETWORKS
The feature’s network actually is a chart which process planning will be generated by the classification of
features through on. In this stage for each feature three machining methods are generated which they are predicated
based on dimensional tolerance, surface quality and amount of material removal. But they have been minimized on
two methods which have been represented as machining methods based on finished part and raw material. The
machining method based on finished part, is based on the most critical machining method between the machining
methods predicated on dimensional tolerance and surface quality.
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Machining method based on raw material clarify the need of feature pre-machining which has been extracted
and saved in order to utilize it as a helpful tool to identify the necessity or dispensability of creating the mid-stages
for feature pre-machining. In the other words whenever the machining method based on the finished part and raw
model differed from each other, a middle stage must be created. Therefore, one of the main tasks of processing
module is to determine the machining method of each feature and necessity for definition of feature pre-machining.
5.2. MACHINING SETS DETERMINATION
It is better to introduce the structure of cutting tools database before the elaboration of machinability, and
machining methods because the machinability is depended on structure of cutting tool database.
5.2.1. CUTTING TOOLS DATABASE
Tools are classified in five main groups based on special profile for each of machining approach (internal and
external machining). These main groups termed as longitudinal machining, profiling and longitudinal machining,
chamfering and facing, parting and grooving and finally threading tools. Each group has own subsets which
includes elaborative information from each tool. The classification of tool’s subsets is based on three parameters
termed as geometrical shape of insert, entrance angle and copy angle. User in tool definition will determine the
subsets of primitive features, which can be machined by each tool. Tool subsets include left and right hand tools that
their information in the different groups and separately from each other are recorded and saved. Database is
designed on the same structure as used in the turning tool catalogs of the most machine tool industries [12-13], so
the user can correspond easily with database and fulfill its essential information by using the simple and practical
interfaces.
5.2.2. FEATURES MACHINABILITY
Machinability of all of the primitive features in each layer of network should be studied and specified.
Presumably for each turning stage, two directions of machining will be supposed which are symmetrical to each
other. This goal is preformed by a query on tools database and applying geometrical restrictions, in other word, this
module is a tool selection module and if for a feature could be found a machining tool then the machinability of
feature is possible.
5.2.3. CLAMPING SURFACES ANALYSIS
In this stage all of the possible surfaces for clamping the work piece on two setups, termed as positive or
negative setups, are examined. Predefined rules are used for setup determination. These rules are resulted from
geometrical restrictions, which include features type, the reach ability of surface or feature, dimensional and
technological limits. These rules could be summarized as follows:
1. The utilized surface must be horizontal type or diagonal one with a slope less than 5 degree.
2. Reach ability: if this special feature becomes the external type, there mustn’t be a bigger diameter and if it
becomes the internal type, there mustn’t be a smaller diameter before it to prove accessibility for feature.
3. Dimensional limitations: if the surface is an internal one, the geometrical specifications must permit to use
chucks regarding the defined thickness of chuck’s jaw and if the surface is an external one, the geometrical
specifications must fit in the defined range of chuck’s motion for selected type of three-jaw chuck.
4. Technological limitations: the projected length of this surface must be qualified to provide the minimum
required force to clamp the work piece regarding the pressure of chuck and the surface of chuck’s position.
The above rules are defined as the basic rules for selecting and specifying the clamping surfaces of work piece.
The suitable surfaces for clamping the work piece in positive and negative setups are determined based on these
rules. A user through an interactive interface could select any feature as clamping surface regarding his experience
or any other special reasons beside the module results.
5.2.4 DATUM SURFACE ANALYSIS
Datum surfaces, just like clamping surfaces, are examined based on a set of rules which consist of geometrical
availability and technological rules. The geometrical availability rules are related to geometrical restrictions
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including the type of surface and availability. The main geometrical availability rules for selecting the datum
surfaces can be elaborated as following:
1. Only vertical or diagonal surfaces with angle more than 85 degree can be used as datum surface.
2. There should be accessibility to the surface without any intersection with work piece.
Just like the determination of machinability and clamping surface in this case the examination of the positive
and negative setups, is performed and finally the related information is saved as a feature’s class. All of the surfaces
have been examined as a candidate for clamping and datum surface in the positive and negative setups.
5.2.5. DETERMINATION CLAMP-DATUM SETS FOR SETUPS
For assigning valid machining setups in two separate sections, first the valid clamping-datum sets will be
specified and then for each set, the machinability of feature based on the restrictions of selecting the clamping and
datum surfaces will be reviewed.
In the first section, for determining the valid and allowable sets of clamping and datum surfaces, a technological
set of rules has been used. These rules have been specified based on machining experiences, executed and verified
worksheets, and existent information on machining references. Most important rules for selection of proper set of
clamp-datum surfaces are as follows:
1. The set must be selected in a way that the length of hard jaw’s scale to height of soft jaws should be equal.
2. The selected diameter for clamping must be bigger than the maximum diameter which will be machined.
3. The work piece possibly should be placed at the nearest surface to chuck.
In the second section for assigning the machining sets, two kinds of data will be used termed as machinability of
features and machining restriction from geometrical analysis. By using these data, features machinability will be
reviewed and finalized for each setup. All of the valid machining sets are the input of post process module and the
post-processing module duty is to select proper sets through these sets in which they can fulfill the geometrical
tolerances restrictions.
6. POST- PROCESSING
In this stage, one or several machining methods must be chosen from achieved sets for not only covering all
machining shapes but also fulfilling the geometrical tolerances restrictions.
6.1. GEOMETRICAL TOLERANCES ANALYSIS
In this analysis, the role and influence of geometrical tolerances must be considered as a parameter for selection
of desired sets. These tolerances can be categorized in 5 main groups and 14 subdivisions [14]. In this research, the
classification of tolerances is predicated based on their effects on manufacturing technologies. Some of them make
restrictions for machining parameters and the others do the same for machining methods and sequences of them. In
order to simplify the effects of all types of tolerances, they will be categorized in two groups, independent and
dependent tolerances.
Independent tolerances usually make some limitations on machining parameters and clamping methods of work
piece. For example, circularity and straightness are the independent tolerances which selection of machining sets
(prior stages) has no influence on them. To clarify the influence of these tolerances, it can be referred to their
definition, testing methods, and their measurement in the standard references [15-16]. For example the most
important elements in the circularity tolerances, are the elastic behavior of the substance and method of work piece
clamping.
In the machining references have been represented valuable information about elastic behavior of materials
during machining. Also some simplified algorithms have been arranged by using the definition of criterion based on
the dimensions of work piece like the biggest diameter on overall height ratio [10].
The subject of the dependent tolerances is some how complicated. In order to consider the dependent tolerances
on machining sets selection, their influences are modeled by predefined rules in the database. These rules would
determinate the correlation of features which have used to define the geometrical tolerances. General form of rules
can be summarized as followings:
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If tolerance is type of ---------- and its value includes --------------- until--------------, the dependent surfaces must
be machined under condition of----------------.
The range of tolerances’ values and related conditions to machining surfaces were accomplished from practical
experiences in job-shops and standard definition of tolerances. The conditions, which are used for dependent
tolerances, clarified as followings:
- Simultaneous features machining
-To use the tolerance datum as a clamping surface of work piece
-No any special limitation
6.2. SEARCHING AND PROCESS PLANNING
The search is done among the valid machining sets, it consists of two separate sections, primary search, and the
post-processing and re-searching. Because it is possible to have no proper sets, which can fulfill all constraints, so
there should be a post-processing. This post-processor module by using the subdivision of constraints’ value
correction and recovering the set of constraints increases the possibility to find the proper machining sets based on
limitations of recovered constraints. Constraint type change, when the constraint leads to inaccessibility, is also one
of the used methods to maximize the system flexibility. In the change of inaccessible constraints to substitution
constraints, the numerical value of tolerance is very significant.
After the post-processing, the re-searching will be done in the machining sets for covering the restrictions
caused by constraints and the valid set concluded. It should be considered that this system selects some of the
machining sets only based on estimated constraint of geometrical tolerances.
7. IMPLEMENTATION
In order to examine the performance of suggested algorithms, the results of applying the algorithm to the
sample part (bevel gear of PAYKAN) is represented. Fig.2 shows the raw and finished model of the sample. To
better supposition of actual dimensions of work piece, it should be considered that the biggest diameter of this part
is 75 millimeters and its total height is 28 millimeters.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2 : Raw (a) and finished (b) model of sample

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3 : Raw material model (a) , 1st side (b) and 2nd side (c) machining drawings based on algorithm results

Generated process plan by the developed algorithm, tested using CNC machine tools and all part characteristics
satisfied by generated process plan. Comparing executed worksheets, which used for manufacturing of this part
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before our test and the work sheets based on algorithm results, shows that our algorithm in this stage is not fully
automatic and for acceptable resulting needed to interact by user in some sections. Expert knowledge base
machining methods definition is also uncompleted and is under further development.
8. CONCLUSION
This algorithm is automatically capable to plan most important sections of manufacturing process for rotational
parts including turning operations.
The system’s efficiency is the automatic determining of machining methods and the setup’s details and finally
the process planning in order to fulfill characteristics of product. The output of this system can be used in
combination of optimization systems and scheduling. Not only indicates some of advanced product quality plan
(APQP) documentary as drawings, work sheets, control plan and inspection plans, but also could show the effect of
scheduling on process planning.
The most important advantage of such approach is to provide a process planning without unreal presupposition
which mostly cause to invalidate the process planning system in the real conditions and job-shop floors. This system
presents an unfixed plan to the user which it can be finalized based on the manufacturing resource designation. The
network layers are the features of distinguished groups which should be machined, but the optimization of
production planning’s constraints states how the sets will be finalized by their sequencing or details when the
production resources and tools will be assigned.
One of the disadvantages of this system in current status, is not extended yet for other type of machining features
like drilling, tapping and threading, which system for a perfect collection with real situations should advance in
order to cover the set of features related to different manufacturing processes.
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ABSTRACT
Standard information representation in the manufacturing business has always focused on products with
information relating to their design, geometry and required processes. However there is no standardized
information model available to represent the manufacturing equipment used to produce such products. This
equipment contributes as a significant investment in setting up a CNC manufacturing facility and is considered
as a major asset of the business. Thus the authors see a need for an effective model to represent such equipment
particularly the most expensive assets namely CNC machining systems. Such a model could represent the
machine resource and also its additional auxiliary devices such as workpiece and cutting tool changing
mechanisms, bar feeders, pallet/gantry systems and robotic arms. These devices can function with a CNC only
when the controller’s resource data model can represent their functionality. Currently every machine tool and
auxiliary device manufacturer promotes their own resource data models; resulting in a plethora of
representation methods which are bespoke and incomplete in terms of representing the entire system’s resources.
This paper proposes a Unified Manufacturing Resource Model termed UMRM. UMRM not only has the novel
capability to provide the information to define the various elements of the CNC machining system, but also has
the added capability to provide support for automation of process planning decision making.

1. INTRODUCTION
In general, a Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) machining system consists of a number of elements such as
CNC machining centers, automated material handling systems, loading and unloading stations, tool inventories and
other auxiliary devices. CNC manufacturing can be defined as the result of manufacturing and supporting activities
of a range of multi-purpose machine tools capable of performing subtractive or additive processes in converting raw
material into finished products. Material handling systems such as robotic arms, gantry and pallet changing systems
carry workpieces or cutting tools to different CNC manufacturing workstations. Typically at the loading and
unloading station, each part is clamped on a fixture which is mounted on a pallet. The part is then processed on the
machines while loaded on the pallet. When operations are complete, the part is unloaded at the loading and
unloading station. Auxiliary devices are the supplementary accessories to the workstation, namely bar feeders, tool
magazines, and tool changing arms. The process capability of the CNC machining system is provided by these
elements functioning coherently inside the system. Thus, unifying the representation of these individual elements is
indispensable for representing a CNC machining system in its entirety.
The representation of CNC resources is vital for making efficient and economic manufacturing decisions. These
decisions are dependent on the information related to manufacturing resources. This manufacturing resource
information and its data structure are considered as a fundamental basis for various manufacturing activities
including process planning, resource allocation, facility design [1]. This basis is also essential for creating an
integrated, exchangeable and data sharing manufacturing information environment for collaboration between
multiple organizations [2]. A manufacturing resource model aims to capture information related to the
manufacturing situation of a company in terms of its manufacturing facility and capabilities [3]. This is done by
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+44) 01225-384049; E-mail: P.Vichare@bath.ac.uk
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utilizing a data model that provides a consistent data structure for representing the various manufacturing system
resource elements. In addition, the resource model provides a wide variety of purpose oriented viewpoints like
geometric information, kinematic specifications, tool path representation etc.
There are numerous manufacturing resource models reported in the literature together with a few commercial
tools for representing CNC machining systems. However, there has been no generic methodology for representing
the enormous diversity in machine tool configurations and auxiliary devices. These modeling tools are either
machine vendor specific or limited in their scope to represent some specific machine tool resource elements.
Various manufacturing resource modeling approaches for representing CNC machining systems are reviewed in the
following section of the paper. A data model of UMRM is proposed in section 3. EXPRESS-G diagrams [4] for the
various resource elements are specified and outlined. The paper concludes with the discussion of the use of UMRM
to support various manufacturing decisions.
2. ROLE OF THE MANUFACTURING RESOURCE MODELS
The existing manufacturing resource information models provide representations of available CNC machining
system resources. However, these models do not have a comprehensive methodology to derive the capability of the
existing resources. The authors have not found any research reported that provides a unified resource model which
integrates the various types of resources for enabling decision making [5, 6].
2.1. MANUFACTURING RESOURCE MODELS AND VIEWPOINTS
The majority of the literature considers the machine tool resource as an integral part of the manufacturing
resource model. Hence, reviewing various manufacturing resource modeling approaches is very important to
understand the necessity of the machine tool in the manufacturing system.
The representation of various manufacturing resource capabilities has been identified as the most important
viewpoint of the existing manufacturing resource models [7-9]. This viewpoint enables the selection of the available
resources for generating an optimized and resource dependent process plan. The existing resource modeling
methodologies are unable to derive the resource capabilities on the basis of the available manufacturing resource
elements. These approaches can describe the capabilities of the resource, but unable to answer how to derive that
capability.
Fixturing is one of the most important aspects in the manufacturing system. Significant research has been
conducted on developing the computer-aided fixture design systems [10, 11, 5]. The need for information exchange
between the fixture design domain and other manufacturing domains has not been thoroughly explored. Workpiece
location and clamping representation issues are addressed by Paris and Brissaud [11]. This highlights the critical
relationships in interlinking the product requirements on the available fixturing resources.
Although some research work on workpiece and tool handling system representation [7, 12, 13] has been
undertaken, synchronizing these representations with a machine tool requires a unified data model which can
represent machine tools as well as the attached auxiliary devices. Other auxiliary devices such as pallet changers,
tool magazines, tool bank inventories and workpiece changers are essential elements in the manufacturing system to
represent a unified functionality of the manufacturing facility. These material handling systems carry work to the
machines on pallets so that work-machine registration is accurate, rapid and automatic. It makes the CNC machining
system capable of processing a variety of different part styles simultaneously at various workstations. In addition,
the mix of part styles and quantities of production can be adjusted in response to agile market demand.
Manufacturing resource representation of these high-tech CNC machining systems is a major challenging task, and
is widely reported in the literature [14-16].
2.2. ROLE OF MANUFACTURING RESOURCE MODELS IN THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
The prevailing supply chain network for the manufacture of products such as aerospace components, automobile
parts etc. involves a number of production facilities that address regional market demands [17]. In this regard, these
manufacturers recruit regional vendors to support their production targets with strict time constraints [12]. In such
cases, the decision of facility selection is preliminary dependent on the manufacturing capability of the facility.
Without the availability of information corresponding to the CNC machining system resources, it is very difficult
for manufacturers to automate the decision making process and the process planning of the manufacturing activities.
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Hence, manufacturing resource models must have a consistent data model that can represent the large variety of the
CNC machining system elements of such discrete production facilities.
2.3. MANUFACTURING RESOURCE DATA MODEL FOR CNC CONTROLLERS
Every machine tool, auxiliary device or workpiece handling system has a data model embedded inside its
controller. Different machine tool and auxiliary device manufacturers promote their own resource data models;
resulting in a plethora of manufacturing resource representation methods and contemporary non-interoperable
controllers. The necessity for machine tool resource data representation was addressed by Suh [18] in the STEPManufacturing meeting held in Funchal, Portugal in 2007. There he proposed a New Work Item Proposal (NWIP),
‘Machine tool data model for general manufacturing processes’. This part of the machine tool data model is known
as Part 110 of ISO 14649 [19]. This model constitutes the different machine elements such as spindles, slides,
swivel tables, columns, tables, cross slides, bases, column bases and beds. However, using this model [20] for
process planning would require more machine specific information such as maximum feed limits and swing angle of
the swivelling head of the machine tool. The process planning activity also needs information relating to the
simultaneous axis engagement for multi-tasking machine tools. Another comprehensive machine tool resource
model has been proposed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) which considers the
majority of standard machine elements including specification of the NC controller. The machine description in this
NIST model follows a hierarchical classification [6], with machine tools being classified into milling and turning
types. One concern with this approach is that it may limit the model validity and could not be used for complicated
multi-tasking/process machining centers which are no longer bound by process identifiers i.e. milling, turning.
2.4. ABSENCE OF A NEUTRAL FILE FORMAT FOR REPRESENTING MACHINE TOOL RESOURCES
Computer-interpretable representations of manufacturing resources are employed within a variety of
manufacturing software applications. These applications perform activities such as process planning, manufacturing
simulation, tool selection, manufacturing cost estimation, and NC part programming. Manufacturing enterprises use
various vendor specific software systems. These systems requires access to different representation of the resource
used by that facility. This results in generation of unnecessary resource data in multiple formats that increases
redundancy in data storage.
Software, such as the VNC from Delmia [21], VERICUT from CGtech [22], Machine Tool Builder and
Synchronization Manager in Unigraphics NX3 [15], and ESPRIT [23] have been developed in the recent years for
representing virtual machine tools and robots. The main focus of these systems is to represent CNC machine tool
resources and enable a NC simulation for a collision free toolpath with an optimized sequence of operations to
reduce the machining cycle time. Very few of these can model an entire automated manufacturing cell with
integrated machining centres. Mazak Corporation [16] provide different software modules to simulate virtual
machines with workpiece and tool handling systems attached to the machine tool. However, these resource models
are bespoke and only compatible with Mazak’s machines. The disadvantage of the above commercially available
systems is that the information relating to the machine tool resource functionality is not exchangeable. Each system
basically utilizes a geometric CAD model for every element of the machine. There is no standard or universally
accepted methodology among these software systems to represent machine tool elements, and exchange the
knowledge of the machine tool functionality. This again advocates the requirement of a versatile data model which
can represent the vast diversity of the machine tool configurations and associated auxiliary devices.
3. THE UNIFIED MANUFACTURING RESOURCE MODEL (UMRM)
The Unified Manufacturing Resource Data Model (UMRM) represents auxiliary devices along with the parent
machine or machines. The use of the entities mechanical_machine_element (Figure 1a) and machine_tool (Figure
1b) for representing various configuration of the CNC machine tools can be found in Vichare et al. [6]. A
mechanical machine element is identified by its name and inherits its functional machine element like turret, table,
chuck, tool clamping unit, or tool locater as shown in Figure 1a. The entities have common attributes such as a set
of its_child_mechanical_machine_elements, set of axes attached, placement of the presentation point
(axis2_placement_3d) [24], and the set of machining tools (i.e. cutting tools) and workpieces. The major advantage
of using the entity mechanical_machine_element is to preserve the flexibility of the resource model to represent any
customized manufacturing resource element.
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This paper is concerned with the representation of auxiliary devices. Figure 1c illustrates an EXPRESS-G
diagram for the entity auxiliary_device. This is a subtype of mechanical_machine_element and inherits its various
attributes. The kinematic aspects of the auxiliary device can be represented by using the entity axis, as shown in
Figure 2, which is associated with its parent entity mechanical_machine_element. Attaching individual axes to the
mechanical machine elements enables the representation of various degrees of freedom. As shown in Figure 2, these
axes can be subdivided in to rotary and linear types. When several axes are attached to a mechanical machine
element, a machine element capable of moving in different directions to perform the intended manufacturing
operations is represented. For example a whole robotic arm assembly can be modeled in this manner to represent its
movement and work space configuration.
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Figure 1: EXPRESS-G representation of the entities (a) mechanical_machine_element (b) machine_tool (c) auxiliary_device
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The most common machine tool magazine types are chains, drums, or disks which are usually equipped with a
double arm tool changer. Some machining centers have their tool changing position directly on the tool magazine
without using a tool changing arm. The tool holding spindle approaches a tool changing position mounted in the
tool magazine to grab or release a programmed tool. Usually the tool change proceeds as follows: as the machine
stops, the tool changer arm grips the tool in the spindle, removes it, turns 180°, loads a new tool onto the spindle
and the spindle starts. The machine tool resource information for modeling the tool magazine and tool changing arm
is provided in the EXPRESS-G diagram shown in Figure 3. There are two major important positions considered in
the modeling of the tool magazine namely, the active_tool_changing_position and spindle_tool_changing_position.
The large majority of tool magazines(ie. drum, disk and chain) carry tools in a tool conveyer. This tool conveyer
trajectory can be described with the entity representation_item [24]. Figure 3c represents the actual tool magazine
and tool changing position with tool conveyer trajectory.
The workpiece handling systems such as gantry loaders and pallet changers can be modeled as assemblies of
conveyers and robotic arms as shown in Figure 4. This is illustrated in the EXPRESS-G diagram of an entity
conveyer, with the conveyer trajectory being represented by the entity representation_item.
Another important element of the machine tool resource is an automatic bar feeding mechanism. UMRM
considers the bar feeder as an auxiliary device attached to the parent machine tool. Single spindle turning centers
typically employ a bar feeder with a single opening, whereas multi-spindle turning centers use multiple bar holders
arranged in a bar feed mechanism as shown in Figure 5. An entity barfeeder as been used to represent the bar feed
mechanism with a set of bar holders mounted on the bar feeder.
As discussed in section 2, the STEP-NC standard [25] provides a data model for representing manufacturing
information. It provides the necessary entities to represent product geometry information with the feature catalogue,
milling and turning type cutting tools and technological details for different manufacturing processes. This
information content can be categorized into product model, process model and resource model as shown in Figure 6.
At present, STEP-NC compliant process plans are considered resource independent and generic in nature due to the
absence of machine tool and associated auxiliary device information in the resource model. The proposed UMRM
can represent the remaining manufacturing resources such as machine tools and associated auxiliary devices to
enable complete representation of the CNC machining system. Thus, the pre-established STEP-NC product and
process model with UMRM, as shown in Figure 6, can be used to develop resource dependent process plan for a
component.
4. DISCUSSION
The entities defined in the STEP-NC EXPRESS schema can offer a static representation. These can only
represent a single instance of the resources. This static representation can provide an answer to the question: “What
resources are available in the CNC machining system”. However, the functionality or behavior of these resource
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elements can not be modeled due to the limitation of the EXPRESS modeling methodology. The vision of the future
research relating to UMRM is to use this static representation for rendering the behavior of the entire CNC
machining system. Hence, it is inevitable to use a data modeling methodology that can model the functionality of
these resource elements. Figure 6 presents the requirements for developing the behavior representation aspect of the
UMRM. The purpose behind developing this aspect in UMRM is to assist in developing resource specific process
plans. The behavior model will then be able to answer questions such as “How are the resources available in the
CNC machining system functioning?” The proposed vision initiates with generating the static representation of the
CNC machining system resources using the data model of UMRM. This is followed by modeling the behavior of
the system using Unified Modeling Language (UML) [26] for developing representations of the resource element
functionalities using entities from the Product model, Process model and UMRM to assist process planning decision
making system.
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Figure 3: EXPRESS-G representation of the entities (a) tool_changing_arm (b) tool_magazine (c) tool conveyer trajectory
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Figure 6: Requirements of the UMRM for rendering
behavior of the resource elements

Figure 5: Bar feeder and EXPRESS-G
representation of the entities barfeeder and
bar_holder

5. CONCLUSION
The potential of UMRM has been explored in presenting various CNC machining system resource elements
using its data model. This novel data modeling approach provides a consistent representation of every
manufacturing resource element, which is of primary importance in developing manufacturing resource specific
process plans. In addition, UMRM is flexible enough to model the wide spectrum of the machine tool resource
diversity and associated auxiliary elements. A manufacturing decision support system, which can provide
manufacturing alternatives in the case of an unexpected resource failure, can be developed by using the UMRM.
Such a system can make an effective use of resource data and support the process planning engineer by giving
multiple options to manufacture a single product. In addition, the authors believe this research forms the basis for a
major breakthrough in developing a universal CNC controller for integrating a control of various CNC machine
tools along with attached auxiliary devices due to its unified resource modeling methodology.
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ABSTRACT
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a tool that has long been used at various stages of the product
life cycle but is most commonly used in the engineering design and manufacturing planning stages. Some work
has been done on conceptual design stages but very little, if any, research has been conducted to
understand how FMEA might be used during the service of the product. Furthermore, the feedback of
performance knowledge (in the form of FMEA data) from the in-service product use to conceptual and
engineering design is a potentially valuable but un-exploited activity. This can be seen as a possible
method of implementing Design for Service. Diagnostic service tools (manuals, computer diagnostics, etc)
are usually created as a post-production activity, but reuse of FMEA knowledge generated during design
could be used in a concurrent activity. Additional benefits are gained from improved accuracy of the
FMEA and the maintenance of up-to-date product knowledge. A system for computerised interactive
FMEA generation from FMEA elements has been created from the research. An object-oriented FMEA
model has been adopted and expanded to generate the FMEA elements and diagnostic FMEA. The use of
an object-oriented FMEA environment and FMEA object libraries promotes the reuse of existing
information and has increased data availability for the diagnostic tool development. The Diagnostic
Service Tool (DST) is an extended application from the automated FMEA generation. Existing failure
mode data is used to determine further characteristics of parts failure. As a result, a tool in the form of
diagnostic software is created which is practical for real life use. The prototype software was evaluated in
a field service application using four automatic transmission problem cases. The results showed that there
was significant difference in repair times between the conventional repair manuals and DST. The research
has demonstrated that the prototype software is successful in providing effective field service centered
tools to the Field Service and in turn a method of providing feedback to the Designer. Hence, knowledge
sharing between Engineering and Field Service can be carried out continuously to provide a significant
improvement in product development.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing tendency for manufacturing companies to provide the services of their products rather
than the products themselves. For example Rolls-Royce sell power over a period of years rather than selling an
engine [1]. Product serviceability issues are therefore even more strongly influencing product design and
manufacture and are perhaps considered very much earlier in the design process than would have traditionally been
the case. This in turn drives the need for an integration of the knowledge aspects of design and maintenance and a
consequent sharing of knowledge right across the product life-cycle.
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a methodology to determine potential failure modes, the effects
of these failures and uses severity measures and probability to prioritise the handle the failures. This provides
knowledge which could be extremely valuable if reused in downstream diagnostic systems that are designed to use
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (44) 1509-227654; Fax: (44) 1509-227648; E-mail: K.Case@lboro.ac.uk
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reasoning to determine the reasons of malfunction of products in the field. Diagnosis has been described as a
process of Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery [2], and diagnostic tasks may be represented in two parts [3];
detection of symptoms and determination of failure.
Automated FMEA has been used for diagnosis [4], and the reuse of FMEA information in diagnostic systems to
integrate design and service information across supply chains has been demonstrated [5]. Recent work [6] has
focused on the conceptual design stage and could generate product and process FMEA from sparse knowledge
using formal methods of structural modeling, functional modeling and reasoning techniques. It is the deployment of
these techniques in creating diagnostics models that span the product life-cycle by knowledge reuse and sharing that
forms the central core of the research described here. The method used was to (i) establish an FMEA model (ii)
generate diagnostic failure data from automated FMEA software, (iii) build a prototype Diagnostic Service Tool
based on the generated diagnostic data and field service information and (iv) evaluate the proposed Diagnostic
Service Tool.
The functional model describes the design intent (function) and how the structure achieves the function
(behaviour) [7,8]. Hirtz et al [9] developed a comprehensive list of generic functions and Teoh [6] adapted these for
the functions required in this kind of work. Table 1 shows an extract from the complete list.
Table 1: Generic Functions [6]
Class
Branch

Channel

Connect

Control
Magnitude

Convert
Provision

Signal

Support

Active
separates

Passive
separated from

divides

divided from

extracts
removes
distributes
inputs
outputs
transports
transmits

extracted from
removed from
distributed to
input to
output from
transported to
transmitted to

guides
conducts
conveys
joins

guided to
conducted to
conveyed to
joint to

assembles
links

assembled to
linked to

mixes
actuates

mixed with

regulates
increases
decreases
chances
amplifies
reduces
stops
generates
stores
contains
collects
supplies
senses
recognise
measures
indicates
processes
stabilizes
secures
positions

generated to
stored to
contained in
collected to
supplied to
sensed by
recognised by
indicated to

secured to
positioned to

Descrintion
to separate an operand into components in the forms which
are distinct from the original
to separate an operand into components in the same form
as the original operand
to forcefully pull out
to take away a part of operand from the original
to cause operand to break UP
to bring an operand from outside into the system
to send an operand from the system out
to move a material from one place to another (no fixed path)
to move energy or signal from one place to another (no
fixed oath)
to direct a material with specific path
to direct signal or energy with specific path
to fix the movement in linear direction
to bring together two or more operands, but they can still be
distinguished from each other
to join with a predetermined manner
to couple two or more operands with an intermediate
operand
to combine two operands into a single homogeneous mass
to enable an operand to commence an action based on a
control signal
to adjust the operand based on a control signal
to enlarge an operand in response to a control signal
to reduce an operand in response to a control signal
to adjust the operand in a predetermined manner
to enlarge an operand in a predetermined manner
to reduce an operand in a predetermined manner
to cease an action of an operand
to change from one form to another
to accumulate an operand
to keep an operand within limits
to bring operands together
to provide an operand from storage
to become aware of an operand
to identify an operand
to determine the magnitude of an operand
to make known about an operand
to submit information for a process
to prevent an operand from changing course or location
to firmly fix an operand
to hold an operand in a specified location
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2. THE FMEA MODEL
The FMEA Model is based on the transformation system [10] where an operand at the input is transformed to a
required state at output. This is used as the basis for generating component libraries, function units, functional
diagrams and cause and effect propagation. A causal reasoning technique adapted from the “knowledge fragment”
reasoning approach of Kato et al [11] is used. The knowledge is divided into precondition and postcondition in the
form of “operator failure state” and “operand failure state”. The FMEA model forms the framework for knowledge
collection and organization in order for FMEA generation to take place.
The modelling is illustrated using an automatic transmission powertrain. Engine torque is transferred to the
torque converter through the drive plate, which is attached to the engine crankshaft. Torque, which has been
transferred to turbine vanes in the torque converter through the medium of Automatic Transmission Fluid, is then
transferred through the input shaft to the rear clutch retainer or the multi-plate clutch. It is then carried through the
sun gear (forward and reverse sun gear) and the annulus gear in the planetary gear set to the transfer shaft. It is
delivered through the transfer shaft and the differential drive gear to drive the CV-joint by the differential assembly
and finally the wheels. Figure 1 shows an automatic transmission system and the power train components. Figure 2
shows the operating configuration in 1st gear and figure 3 shows the corresponding Transformation System.
Rear clutch
Kick down
band brake
Torque
converter

Input shaft
Low/reverse
brake

Differential
gear set
End clutch

Transfer shaft
Front clutch

Figure 1: Sectional View of KM series Automatic Transmission.
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Carrier
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Front clutch
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Idler gear

Rear clutch

Reverse sun gear
One-way clutch

Figure 2: Operating Elements in 1st Gear
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A function unit is the relationship of a generic function between an operator and an operand so that in figure 3
the long pinion (operator) interacts with the annulus gear (operand) through the generic function “rotates”. The
operator and operand are both sub-classes of a higher level entity, and accordingly an operator in one situation can
become an operand in another. The forward sun gear is an operand in the function unit, “input shaft rotates forward
sun gear” and is an operator for a different function unit “forward sun gear rotates long pinion”. The remainder of
the functional units for the power train system can be derived to form a functional diagram from the transformation
system and a functional diagram shown as figure 4.
The FMEA Model proposed by Teoh [6], uses a cause and effect propagation method based on the functional
diagram to simulate the actual behaviour. A state change in one entity of a functional model will affect the status of
the inter-related entities. The engine torque from the torque converter will be conveyed to the sun gear through the
input shaft by the action of the clutches and brakes. The clutches and brakes will have a state change from “not
activating” to “activating”. This state of change will trigger a change to the input shaft from “not conveying” to
“conveying” and in turn trigger a change to the sun gear from “not conveying” to “conveying” and so forth until the
final gear ratio output.

Human
System

torque
convertor

forward
sungear

conveys

one-way
clutch

rear
clutch

input
shaft

input torque

Active
Environment

Technical System:
Ist Gear Power Train

annulus
gear
short & long
pinion

conveys

conveys

conveys

1st drive gear
torque

Technical Process

Figure 3: Transformation System for Power Train System in 1st Gear

State changes will propagate until the last boundary of the system. A series of preconditions and postconditions
creates a causal change for a particular state change event. The cause and effect propagation created for the power
train system is as shown in Figure 5. The precondition and postcondition gain knowledge fragments through
historical data extracted from the FMEA. For a particular function unit, the operator state and the behaviour of a
failure event form a set of preconditions. The behaviour and the state of the operand form the postcondition of the
same event. The failure cause and effect is defined by the operator and operand states of a function unit, while the
failure mode is defined by failure behaviour of the generic function. This discussion has been concerned with the
development of an FMEA model based knowledge reasoning where static knowledge is confined to the entities and
their functions, and not to the function units. During reasoning, new knowledge can be created by matching the
precondition and postcondition knowledge with similar failure behaviour, leading to new knowledge synthesis
based on minimum information.

3. DIAGNOSTIC FMEA
Diagnostic FMEA Generation (DFMAG) is an extension to the original automatic FMEA generation to generate
Diagnostic FMEA (DFMEA) information that is used within the Diagnostic Service Tools (DST). The additional
requirements include the creation of diagnostic trees using the information in the FMEA model with the
corresponding symptoms and effects from cause and effect chains.
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Figure 5: Cause and Effect Propagation for Power Train system

The DFMEA generation process is based on FMAG and functional analysis leads to the IDEF3 functional
diagram in Figure 6. In the DFMAG application, the cause and effect building is based on the field failure reports
which typically contain the failures, the causes of failure and the solutions to the failures. FMEA generation can
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either be used just as a conventional report or as the basis for developing the diagnostics (extensions to cause and
effect chains). An example of a FMEA item for the end clutch is as shown as table 2.
Pressure

Power flow

Activate
clutch

Power flow

Power flow

Generate
motion

Locks and
unlocks gears

Power flow

Power flow

2

Torque
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Input
Torque
1
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3
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Torque

6

7
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Transfer
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actuates
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activates

transfers

transfers

transfers

transfers

Clutch

Kick down
brake

Torque

Torque

Torque

Output
torque

Figure 6: Function and Structure Mapping (Based on FMAG Approach [6])
Table 2: Example of a Generated FMEA for End Clutch

4. DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE TOOL
The Diagnostic Service Tool (DST) is an extended application of DFMEA that identifies suitable actions for
specific part failures. It uses failure mode data from FMEA/DFMEA to determine further characteristics of part
failures. Apart from having general limited information on the part failure, the user can also specify extended
symptoms. DST acquires information from the FMEA database which is used by both the “Diagnostic Tree Tool”
and the “Diagnostic Tree Wizard” module. Before the DST can be used, information on part failures has to be built
by using the Diagnostic Tree Tool (DTT) that collects information from the DFMEA database. The user can select
any related object to specify the detailed problem. DTT will permit the creation of additional characteristics of the
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part failure, specify recommended actions and link to the repair procedure. The repair information module enables
the creation of repair procedures for specific items having corresponding problems to assist DST users in selecting
the proper action on the specified failure. The repair information contains a list of repair procedures that can be
linked with the DST. The components in the repair procedure include the symptoms, causes of failure and repair
procedures. An example of a repair procedure created for the study from the symptoms of “No Forward Gear”
results from the sun gear component (Figure 7). The repair actions suggested come directly from real field service
information gathered for this research. All the data on repair information is stored in the Repair Procedure table, and
can be retrieved and modified by users.

Figure 7: Repair Procedure for Sun Gear

5. EVALUATION
Evaluation was based on real automatic transmission problems from the Proton service centre in Malaysia. The
DST methodology was tested theoretically and in practical situations. Sixty-nine students undertaking the Diploma
in Automotive Maintenance participated in the evaluation. These students had one year exemption from a three year
course due to their working experience and had already passed at least Malaysian Skills Certificate Level 2 and
Institute of Motor Industry United Kingdom (IMI) Certificate Level 1. Four major KM series transmission problems
were used for the evaluation. The subjects were required to determine the possible causes of each fault, extract the
troubleshooting procedure and explain briefly the required rectification, repair or replacement action.
100.0

Time (mins)

80.0
60.0

Manuals

40.0

DST

20.0
0.0
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Figure 8: Diagnosis Performance with Manuals and DST
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In the first session repair manuals were used and then the same task was performed using the DST only. Details
can be found in [12]. The subjects were divided into 3 groups (novices, partly trained and fully trained). For level 1
technicians the hit rate rose from 29.8% when using manuals to 81% when using the DST. Level two figures were
60.5% and 93.4% respectively and level three achieved 84.1% and 97.7%. Average hit rate using the DST was
significantly better than using just the technical repair manuals. (Hit Rate is defined as the percentage of correctly
diagnosed and repaired problems [13]). DST presented the technician with a focused and precise course of action
and also resulted in a reduction in false part replacements. On the other hand, the technicians had to devise a
troubleshooting strategy independently by using the repair manuals. In all the evaluations, the time taken decreased
as the technician (skill) level increases and the overall repair time improved when using DST (figure 8).

6. CONCLUSION
The evaluations have demonstrated the DST’s capability of assisting in diagnosis and have also shown that the
repair time has improved. The most noticeable time improvement is the diagnosis time which has shortened by
60.5%. on average for all cases. The parts repair procedure and reported transmission problems database will grow
with time. Hence experience from the technician knowledge will be gathered and documented. This precious
knowledge can then be use by junior technicians as a reference and for training purposes. Thus it will allow
immediate reuse of information not only by the repair technicians but by the designer as well. On a wider front it is
believed that designers will be able to directly reuse this actual failure knowledge to improve existing product
design or for a new design. A mechanism is provided for sharing knowledge between the two important lifecycle
activities of design and maintenance providing a method of practical implementation of design for service.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to develop methodologies and a framework for distributed and collaborative
process planning. Facilitated by a real-time monitoring system, the proposed methodologies can be applied to
integrate with functions of dynamic scheduling in a distributed environment. A function block enabled
collaborative process planning approach is proposed to handle dynamic changes during process plan generation
and execution. This paper focuses mainly on distributed and collaborative process planning, particularly on the
development of a function block designer that can encapsulate generic process plans into function blocks for
runtime execution. As function blocks can sense environmental changes on a shop floor, it is expected that a sogenerated process plan can adapt itself to the shop floor environment with dynamically optimized solutions for
plan execution and process monitoring.

1. INTRODUCTION
The manufacturing processes are complicated, especially at machining shop floors where a large variety of
products are handled dynamically in small batch sizes. The dynamic environment usually has geographically
distributed shop floor equipment. It requires a decentralized system architecture that enables collaborative shop
floor planning, dynamic resource scheduling, real-time monitoring, and remote control. It should be responsive to
unpredictable changes of distributed production capacity and functionality. An ideal shop floor should be the one
that uses real-time manufacturing data and intelligence to achieve the best overall performance with the least
unscheduled machine downtime. However, traditional methods are inflexible, time-consuming and error-prone if
applied directly to this dynamic environment. In response to the needs, a collaborative process planning approach is
proposed to achieve the adaptability during process planning and its execution control.
Our research objective is to develop methodologies and a framework for distributed collaborative process
planning and dynamic scheduling, supported by a real-time monitoring system. Within the context, the monitoring
system is used to provide runtime information of shop floor devices from bottom up for effective decision-making
at different levels. Compared with the best estimation of an engineer, this approach assures that the correct and
accurate decisions are made in a timely manner, collaboratively. The ultimate goal of the research is to realize both
the flexibility and dynamism of shop floor operations that meet the shop floor requirements. In this paper, the focus
is on a function block designer for generic process plan encapsulation.
Following a brief literature review and description of the entire research, this paper presents principles of
function blocks, internal structure and execution control chart of the function blocks, as well as details of
architecture design and implementation. Finally, it is validated through a case study on how a generic process plan
can be generated and encapsulated in the function blocks.

2. BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW
From design to manufacturing of a product, a series of tasks must be accomplished, including machining
operation selection and sequencing, setup planning, machine/cutter selection, cutting parameter optimization, tool
path planning, and NC code generation. As commonly referred to as process planning, the tasks are knowledge
intensive, complex and dynamic in nature, which make process planning intricate and difficult.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (519) 430-7084; Fax: (519) 430-7090; E-mail: lwang35@uwo.ca
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There are many factors that affect process planning task. Part geometry, tolerance, surface finish, raw material,
lot size, and the available resources all contribute to the decision-making during process planning. It is complicated
and time-consuming due to the variety of resource and operation selections together with their combinations.
Maintaining the consistency of all process plans and keeping them optimized are usually difficult, especially for job
shops. In the past, a number of approaches have been reported in the literature, trying to solve problems in process
planning. Recent efforts include object-oriented approach [1], Petri net-based approach [2], artificial neural
network-based approach [3], knowledge-based approach [4], genetic algorithm-based approach [5], and featuredriven approach [6]. These reported approaches and their combinations have been applied to several specific
problem domains, such as setup planning [7], process sequencing [8], tool selection [9], cutting parameter selection
[10], and tool path planning [11]. Although various efforts have been devoted to the process planning, their
adaptability to unpredictable changes on shop floors remains insufficient. Most commercial process planning
systems available today are centralized in architecture, and off-line in data processing. It is difficult for a centralized
off-line system to make adaptive decisions, in advance, without knowing actual run-time status of machines on shop
floors. To be responsive to sudden changes, a distributed and adaptive approach is considered suitable for handling
the dynamic situation that is the norm in today’s machining shop floors.
Our approach to addressing uncertainty in job shop operations relies on combining IEC-61499 function blocks
[12] with a DPP (distributed process planning) concept. Function blocks are defined as an IEC standard for
distributed industrial process measurement and control systems, particularly for PLC control. One major use of
function block is in the system design of a distributed autonomous system with intelligent control components.
Some early research efforts utilizing function blocks include holonic control [13], reconfiguration of real-time
distributed systems [14], function block oriented engineering support systems [15], and Web based engineering and
maintenance of distributed control systems [16]. Other researchers focused their efforts on implementation of IEC61499 in the process control systems. For example, Olsen et al. introduced their implementation of a real-time
distributed control model [17] using a Java based platform. A control application was distributed across two devices
by the support of a MANAGER function block which can provide device management services. Strasser et al.
implemented a function block library for close-loop control [18]. Hussanin and Frey reported how IEC-61499 can
model a flexible and reconfigurable distributed application, including the introduction of network-enabled hardware
called NETMASTER and a software platform [19]. The work presented in [20] focused on real-time execution of
IEC-61499 applications, described all execution elements of IEC-61499 within a device and discussed different
implementation and scheduling approaches for function block control application. Additionally, a research group at
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign developed a rapid prototyping design and simulation environment
(EMBENCH) at different machining control levels (numerical control systems, flexible manufacturing work cell
and flexible manufacturing system) using IEC-61499 as a means for modularization and reuse of implemented
control services [21]-[23]. The system allowed users to issue various commands to the controller at different layers,
from the simple joint servo to complex manufacturing cell.
From the literature survey, it is clear that the research and applications of IEC-61499 function blocks target the
lower process control level for PLCs. There is no attempt of applying function blocks to process planning and CNC
machining. However, the function block concept is relevant to the CNC control and DPP (distributed process
planning) in machining data encapsulation and process plan execution. Once applied to CNC machining, the eventdriven model of a function block gives an NC machine more intelligence and autonomy to make decisions on how
to adapt a process plan to best utilize a specific machine. It also enables dynamic resource scheduling, execution
control, and process monitoring. More details on function block utilization in DPP are discussed in the next section.

3. DISTRIBUTED PROCESS PLANNING
Process planning is the task that transforms design information into manufacturing processes and determines
optimal sequence for machining. However, most process planning systems available today are centralized, static,
off-line systems. It is difficult for a centralized off-line system to make adaptive decisions and to deal with
unpredictable events regularly challenging manufacturing shop floors, such as job delay, urgent job insertion,
fixture shortage, missing tool, and even machine break-down. Moreover, process planning is largely relevant to
resource scheduling and execution control. It is required to develop an integrated system with seamless information
flow among them. In this research, distributed process planning (DPP) takes place in a shared cyber workspace as
shown in Figure 1. The shared cyber workspace is designed to provide users with a web-based and sensor-driven
intuitive environment where distributed process planning, dynamic scheduling, real-time monitoring, and execution
control are undertaken. Within the workspace, each machine is a node and a valuable resource in the information
network. A direct connection to sensors and machines is used to continuously monitor, track, compare, and analyze
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production parameters. This enables real-time manufacturing intelligence to be applied to decision-making during
process planning in a timely manner, and to ensure that machines are operating within the defined expectations. As
a constituent component in manufacturing supply chain, an e-ShopFloor links a physical shop floor with the upper
manufacturing systems. Similar to the e-manufacturing and e-business, the four major planning and control tasks
can be accomplished in the cyber workspace.
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1

Cyber Workspace
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Figure 1: Distributed process planning in a shared cyber workspace
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Figure 2: Architecture design of distributed process planning

Within the context, DPP is to generate adaptive process plans that can also be integrated with dynamic
scheduling. The ultimate goal of DPP is to improve flexibility, responsiveness, agility, adaptability, and real-time
manufacturing intelligence of shop floors. A process plan generally consists of two parts: generic data (machining
method, machining sequence, and machining strategy) and machine-specific data (tool data, cutting conditions, and
tool paths). A two-layer hierarchy is considered suitable to separate the generic data from those machine-specific
ones in DPP. As shown in Figure 2, the tasks of DPP are divided into two groups and accomplished at two different
levels: shop-level supervisory planning and controller-level operation planning. The former focuses on product data
analysis, machining feature decomposition, setup planning, machining process sequencing, jig/fixture selection, and
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machine selection. The latter considers the detailed working steps for each machining operations, including cutting
tool selection, cutting parameters assignment, tool path planning, and control code generation. Between supervisory
planning and operation planning, scheduling functions can be integrated with DPP by means of function blocks.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DESIGN
The concept of function blocks is described in the IEC-61499 specification [12], as an IEC standard for
distributed industrial processes and control systems, particularly for PLC control. It is based on an explicit eventdriven model and provides for data flow and finite state automata-based control. As mentioned earlier, it is relevant
to the process planning in machining data encapsulation and process plan execution. The event-driven model of a
function block gives an NC machine more intelligence and autonomy to make decisions collaboratively on how to
adapt a process plan to match the actual machine capacity and dynamics. It also enables dynamic resource
scheduling, execution control, and process monitoring. Because of their potential benefits to NC machining,
function blocks are adopted in our research to encapsulate process plans and to enable adaptive machining during
process plan execution. Three types of function blocks are designed for the distributed process planning: 1)
machining feature function block, 2) event switch function block, and 3) service interface function block. These are
the basic function block types for adaptive process plans creation and their execution control. The events among
function blocks are also used for triggering machining process monitoring through embedded algorithms, including
current cutting conditions, cutter location, and the machining feature in process.
4.1. MACHINING FEATURE FUNCTION BLOCK
Machining features are commonly used to facilitate manufacturing processes from product design through
process planning to NC machining. They are the standard shapes (such as hole, slot, pocket etc.) that can be
machined by the known machining technology and available machines. Each machining feature can be mapped to
one machining feature function block (MF-FB). In this paper, we use a 4-side pocket machining feature to
demonstrate the function block design process. Figure 3(a) gives the graphical definition of the function block.
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Figure 3: Definition of a machining features function block

EMT is the estimated machining time based on suggested machining data, which is accumulated and relayed
along an MF-FB chain; MT is used to store accumulated machining time during function block execution; MAC_ID
passes the selected machine tool ID to the MF-FB for machine-specific local optimization; OPER tells the MF-FB
the type of machining operation such as roughing, semi-finishing or finishing; FB_EXE is a vector storing a
function block’s execution status and cutting parameters for monitoring; and CC_UPD is another vector that can be
used by an operator to override the auto-generated cutting conditions (or cutting condition update). Based on the
external variables and embedded internal variables (not shown in Figure 3(a), such as machining feature ID,
workpiece material), the four defined algorithms can provide needed functions upon request (triggered by events for
runtime execution). Figure 3(b) shows the execution control chart (ECC) of the 4-side pocket MF-FB, describing
detailed behavior of the function block. The essential of execution control is a finite state machine. The START state
is an initial idle state ready for receiving event inputs. EI_INI triggers the state transition from START to INI, and
when state INI is active, algorithm ALG_INI is being executed for initialization (tool change, last-minute
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optimization, and control code preparation etc.). Upon its completion, ALG_INI will fire an event EO_INI indicating
the success of initialization. Similarly, for other state transitions to RUN, UPDATE and MON, different internal
algorithms ALG_RUN (MF-FB execution), ALG_UPDATE (cutting condition update), and ALG_MON (MF-FB
monitoring) are triggered, correspondingly. An event “1” means a state transition is always true. That is to say, the
state will transit back to START state and be ready for receiving the next event input. The sequence of event
EI_RUN of function blocks determines the sequence of machining operations.
4.2. EVENT SWITCH FUNCTION BLOCK
In our approach, a generic process plan consists of machining sequences of critical and non-critical machining
operations. Only critical operations are sequenced based on datum references and manufacturing constraints. The
non-critical operations remain parallel in sequence at this stage and will be further sequenced before execution by
an NC controller. The operations sequencing is thus treated as the sequencing of machining features [24]. An event
switch function block (ES-FB) is designed to deal with the event flows of those parallel features in Figure 4(a)
when they are mapped to a function block chain, and to switch operations properly when a sequence is determined
at run-time. The ES-FB can also be applied to parallel setups, each of which may consist of several MF-FBs. This
feature is important to dynamic machining sequence optimization. As shown in Figure 4(b), an ES-FB is inserted to
the function block chain after the five machining features in Figure 4(a) are mapped to MF-FBs. When a sequence
of “342” is given, the ES-FB can fire events accordingly to execute appropriate MF-FBs, and thus add flexibility
and adaptability to a process plan during its execution.
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(a) Parallel machining features
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Figure 4: Definition of an event switch function block

4.3. SERVICE INTERFACE FUNCTION BLOCK
A service interface function block (SI-FB) is designed to facilitate execution control and process monitoring
during function block execution. It is plugged to a group of MF-FBs (a setup) with the following assigned duties: 1)
collects runtime execution status of an MF-FB including FB id, cutting parameters, and completion rate, etc.; 2)
collects machining status (cutting force, cutting heat, and vibration, etc.) if made available; and 3) reports any
unexpected situations including security alarm and tool breakage, etc. As shown in Figure 5, an SI-FB is chained
with other MF-FBs while interfacing and sharing runtime data with a dedicated machine and an execution control
module. In other words, the SI-FB is to facilitate runtime information retrieval from machines and communicating
the information with the execution control module of DPP (see Figure 2). The runtime data is of vital importance for
dynamic re-scheduling in case of a machine failure, in addition to facilitating machine selection, function block
dispatching and process monitoring.
5. FUNCTION BLOCK DESIGNER IMPLEMENTATION
A Function Block Designer is implemented in Java to facilitate process plan generation. The sequence diagram
shown in Figure 6 represents the interactions between different objects in the system, through message-passing
among process planners (web browsers), an application server (Servlet controller), and databases. For the ease of
debugging, our proof-of-concept prototype is first developed as a standalone Java application.
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Figure 6: Sequence diagram of object interactions

The Function Block Designer consists of a basic function block designer, a composite function block designer, a
function block network designer, and a machining process planner. As the name suggests, each designer performs a
specific function. The data sharing between the four co-designers are realized through interfaces, with special
functions for data communication. Figure 7 shows a 4-side pocket MF-FB being designed by using the basic
function block designer. It is done by entering required data in the left pane, whereas the function block in the right
pane can be updated automatically.
6. CASE STUDY
A test part shown in Figure 8(a) is chosen to demonstrate the function block designer. In this case, 14 machining
features can be grouped into two setups, each of which consists of two or more machining features by applying the
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Figure 7: Designing a basic function block

(a) A test part

(b) A composite function block of Setup1

Figure 8: Machining feature sequencing and function block generation

five geometric reasoning rules defined in DPP [24]. Within the context, each setup is mapped into a composite
function block, where each machining feature is an MF-FB. Figure 8(b) depicts the final result of Setup1 after being
mapped to a composite function block, which represents a generic process plan with embedded internal algorithms
for adaptive execution. Rather than sending G-code to a machine, our approach enables an (open architecture) NC
controller to call the embedded algorithms at runtime for process plan execution. Because of the last-minute
optimizations of tool path and cutting parameters, it makes adaptive machining possible in turbulent job shop
operations. Moreover, the event-driven machining process monitoring facilitates dynamic job/resource scheduling
and process plan execution control. In the meantime, function block execution is being tested in an open
architecture controller. Until they can be accepted by commercial machine tools, our function blocks can also
generate G-code right before machining to best utilize legacy machines. Details on function block execution and
monitoring are beyond the scope of this paper and will be reported separately.
7. SUMMARY
This paper introduces the concept of a distributed process planning system supported by function blocks and a
real-time monitoring system. Details are given to the design and implementation of function blocks and a function
block designer. The function block designer is implemented in Java and tested through a case study. It is
demonstrated that an adaptive process plan can be generated by converting machining features to function blocks
using the function block designer. A so-generated process plan can adjust its machining parameters to best fit a
selected machine during execution. They can also be used for process monitoring and dynamic scheduling.
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ABSTRACT
A reconfigurable machining system is usually a modularized system, and its configuration design concerns the
selections of modules and the determination of geometric dimensions in some specific modules. All of its design
perspectives from kinematics, dynamics, and control have to be taken into considerations simultaneously, and a
multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) tool is required to support the configuration design process. This
paper presents a new MDO tool for reconfigurable machining systems, and it includes the following works. (i)
The literatures on the computer-aided design of reconfigurable parallel machining systems have been reviewed
with a conclusion that the multidisciplinary design optimization is essential but no comprehensive design tool is
available to reconfigurable parallel machining systems. (ii) A class of reconfigurable systems called
reconfigurable tripod-based machining system has been introduced, its reconfiguration problem is identified, and
the corresponding design criteria have been discussed. (iii) Design analysis in all of the disciplines including
kinematics, dynamics, and control have been taken into considerations, and design models have been developed
to evaluate various design candidates; in particular, the innovative solutions to direct kinematics, stiffness
analysis for the design configurations of tripod-based machines with a passive leg, and concise dynamic
modelling, have been provided. (iv) A design optimization approach is proposed to determine the best solution
from all possible configurations. Based on the works presented in this paper, a computer-aided design and
control tool has been implemented to support the system reconfiguration design and control processes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the saturation of production capacity and ever-increasing cost-saving demand, today’s manufacturing
environment characterised by business globalisation and outsourcing becomes competitive and turbulent. Customers
are demanding for products with higher quality and longer durability at lower price, with personalised appearance
and in a shorter delivery time. As a result, manufacturing companies are pressured to deliver more variations of new
products in an increasing pace in order to be competitive, and manufacturing systems need high flexibility and
versatility to deal with any changes and uncertainties [1][2].
The changes and uncertainties from the external environment have to be dealt with by the changes within a
manufacturing system. To bring such changes into a manufacturing or a machine system, the system itself must be
designed to be an integral flexible system, a modular system, or a combination of the both [3]. An integral flexible
system is a dedicated system with a fixed number of components. Some of the components are adjustable, and their
functions can be varied with system requirements. An example of such an integral flexible system is the flexible
assembly system [4]. In contrast to an integral flexible system, a modular system is open to have a varying number
and types of components. Under a modularised architecture, the system can generate a large number of system
configurations by changing the number and types of the modules, and by changing the topologies and permutations
when these modules are assembled. Each configuration is capable of fulfilling a specified task, optimally [5][6]. A
reconfigurable system takes the advantages of both flexible and modular systems. It integrates adjustable modular
components under a modularised architecture. Its system adaptability for changes can thus be maximised. At
component level, the system is flexible to manipulate its adjustable modules; whereas at system level, the system is
flexible to generate different configurations by selecting the right types and number of the components and
assembling them in a varying topology and permutation.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (519) 430-7084; Fax: (519) 430-7090; E-mail: lwang35@uwo.ca
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 presents the system
architecture. The developed methodology for dynamic design is reported in Section 4. In Section 5, an integrated
toolbox is introduced, which includes all the implemented tools needed for designing this reconfigurable system.
Finally, in Section 6, the paper is concluded with a summary of our contributions.

2. BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW
Most conversional machine tools are designed based on an open kinematic chain that brings the following
disadvantages to a system: (i) the difficulty of achieving high accuracy since the system accumulates the individual
errors of sequentially-linked components, (ii) the higher energy cost since heavy actuators are installed on the
moving components, and (iii) the limited machining speed since system stiffness is relatively low, and the vibration
and instability occur easily at a higher speed. It is expensive to alleviate these disadvantages. A parallel kinematic
machine (PKM) uses closed-loop chains, and it has great potentials to overcome the disadvantages, cost-effectively.
A PKM can be more accurate since the components are not carried with each other and the errors of the components
are not accumulated; it can be stiffer since the same end-effector platform is simultaneously supported by a set of
kinematic chains; it has a lighter moving mass since all of actuators are mounted on the base; it can work at high
speed due to high precision and small moving mass.
However, the deployment of a PKM would reduce the volume of workspace and the degree of flexibility. As a
result, available PKMs have limited adaptability for different tasks. It becomes important and meaningful for a
PKM-based machine system to be reconfigurable, so that one system can generate a number of different system
configurations to accomplish many tasks in an ever-changing environment.
To develop such a system, a systematic tool is essential to evaluate design candidates in all disciplines, including
kinematics, kinetics, dynamics, monitoring and control. Available design tools mostly target open-chain robots or
dedicated PKMs. The software tools, such as Robcad (Tecnomatix), IGRIP (Delmia Inc.), and RobotStudio (ABB
Inc.), are designed for industrial robots. If using these tools, a PKM has to be dealt with a set of open-loop chains
with consideration of kinematic constraints. Other efforts have been made in developing new robotic simulation
tools, but for special purposes. For example, Das et al. [7] developed a software package called Robot Computer
Aided Analysis and Design (RCAAD) for robotic planetary rovers and landers. Corke [8] implemented a robotic
toolbox in the MATLAB® environment. Leger [9] presented an automatic design system for modular robots.
Kovacic et al. [10] introduced a tool called FlexMan for computer-integrated system design and simulation. All of
the systems focused on the open-chain robots. Only a few of them are developed for PKMs. Bianchi et al. [11]
proposed a virtual environment to evaluate both kinematic and dynamic performance of a PKM; however, actual
design analysis and synthesis are performed by the commercially-available tool ADAMS. Falco [12] incorporated a
suite of modelling and simulation tools for hexapod systems. Dong et al. [13] developed an emulation tool interface
for the Tricept. Their main contribution is a user-friendly interface with the consideration of the characteristics of
PKMs. These systems allow designers to access available commercial analysis tools, e.g. ADAMS and IGRIP.
However, the commercial tools pose restrictions on the functions of the design tools. To freely explore solutions
without restrictions, Wang et al. [14] proposed a Java 3D based approach to embedding a tripod machine in a Java
model with behavioural controls. This approach has been implemented for remote monitoring. Although a lot of
efforts have been devoted to machine design, a comprehensive design tool for reconfigurable PKM-based machine
systems is still missing.

3. DESIGN OF RECONFIGURABLE TRIPOD MACHINE TOOLS
We have been convinced that with a set of core joint modules and some customised link modules, a number of
tripod machines can be configured to accomplish various tasks. As shown in Figure 1, the core modules include
linear actuators, spherical joints, and universal joints. The customised modules include base platforms, end-effector
platforms, link modules, passive legs, and revolute joints. The core modules are used in every system configuration;
they can be reused in a new machine tool after a task is accomplished and the obsolete tripod tool is disassembled.
The customised modules are designed and optimised for a specific task. They can be easily fabricated, but may
become obsolete when the corresponding task is accomplished. Figure 2 shows a typical application scenario: (a)
given a task requirement, the system employs its design tool to find the optimised geometric parameters for all
customised modules; (b) the customised modules are fabricated in a short period of time; (c) the chosen
configuration is assembled and calibrated; (d) the configuration is released to fulfil the given task; and (e) the
configuration is disassembled and all of the core modules are ready for the next task.
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A tripod machine has a base platform B1B2B3 and an end-effector platform E1E2E3. These two platforms are
connected by three symmetrical legs DiEi (i = 1, 2, 3) by a spherical joint at Ei and a universal joint at Di, and each
leg is driven by a linear actuator. A tripod machine can include a passive leg between the middle platform M1M2M3
and the end-effector platform to restrict the translational motion of the end-effector platform along the same
direction. A typical structure is shown in Figure 3(a) and its structural parameters are illustrated in Figure 3(b). A
tripod machine tool is usually symmetrical and can be described with the following parameters: the angle αi (i = 1,
2, 3) between ObBi and xb, the angle βi (i = 1, 2, 3) between OeEi and xe, the radius of the base platform lb, the radius
of the end-effector platform le, the direction of a guide-way γ, and the length of an active leg li.
4. DYNAMICS OF TRIPOD SYSTEM
The dynamics studies the relationship between the forces/torques of the joints and external forces/torques. A
dynamic model has been developed based on the Newton-Euler method. As shown in Figure 4, a tripod machine
tool is decomposed into a set of modular components. Equilibrium equations are written for each component. The
dynamic model of the entire PKM is then assembled and solved. To solve the dynamic model, the following general
procedure is needed: (i) Newton’s law and Euler’s equation are applied in calculating inertia forces and moments,
and the equilibrium equations are built for each body; (ii) the dynamic model of the entire tripod configuration is
assembled from the equilibrium equations of all the bodies; and (iii) the dynamic model is solved to obtain the
forces/torques of the joints.
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Figure 4: Decomposition, mass centres and force analysis

4.1. INERTIA FORCES AND MOMENTS
In Figure 4, the coordinate systems {Oe–xe ye ze}, {Fi–xi yi zi}, {Di–xdi ydi zdi}, and {Op–xp yp zp} are assumed to be
the inertia coordinate systems of the end-effector, support bar i, slide i, and the passive leg, respectively. According
to Newton’s law and Euler’s equation, their inertia forces/moments could be calculated individually. For the endeffector,
⎫
⎬
ne = I e R ε + Re−1ωe × I e Re−1ωe ⎭

(

h = m e Re−1a e

e
−1
e
e

) (

) ( (

(1)

))

where, he and ne are the inertia force and moment of the end-effector, respectively; me and Ie are the mass and the
mass moments of inertia tensor of the end-effector, respectively.

Re = [xe

ye

ze ]

ωe, εe, ae are the angular velocity, angular acceleration, and linear acceleration of the mass centre of the endeffector. For the support bar i,
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⎫
hi = ml Ri−1a Fi
⎬
−1
−1
−1
ni = I l Ri εi + Ri ωi × I l Ri ωi ⎭

(

) (

) ( (

))

(i = 1,2,3)

(2)

where, hi and ni are the inertia force and moment of the support bar i, respectively; ml and Il are the mass and the
mass moments of inertia tensor of the support bar i, respectively.

Ri = [ xi

yi

zi ]

ωi, εi, aFi are the angular velocity, angular acceleration, and linear acceleration of Fi of the support bar i. For the
slide i,
hd i = ms Rd−i1a d i ⎫⎪
⎬
nd i = 0
⎪⎭

(i = 1,2,3)

(3)

where, hd and nd are the inertia force and moment of the slide i, respectively; ms and ad are the mass and linear
i
i
i
acceleration of the slide i.
⎡− sα i
Rd i = ⎢⎢ cα i
⎢⎣ 0

− sγcα i
− sγsα i
cγ

cγcα i ⎤
cγsα i ⎥⎥
sγ ⎥⎦

For the passive leg,
hP = m p ae ⎫
⎬
np = 0 ⎭

(4)

where, hp, np, and ae are the inertia force, the moment, and linear acceleration of the passive leg, respectively.
4.2. FORCE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
It is now ready to build equilibrium equations for the rigid bodies. At this moment, the coordinate systems {Oe–
xe ye ze}, {Fi–xi yi zi}, {Di–xdi ydi zdi}, and {Op–xp yp zp} are the reference coordinate systems to build the equilibrium
equations for the end-effector, support bar i, slide i, and the passive leg, respectively. For the end-effector,
3
⎫
f t + ∑ Re−1 f ei + f e + me Re−1 g = he ⎪
⎪
i =1
⎬
3
−1
⎪
×
⋅
+
+
=
r
R
f
µ
µ
n
∑
i
e
ei
e
t
e
i =1
⎭⎪

(

(5)

)

where, ft and µt are the given external force/torque with respect to {Oe–xe ye ze}; g is the gravity acceleration; fe is the
reaction force from the passive leg to the end-effector; µe = (0, 0, µez)T is the reaction torque from the passive leg to
the end-effector; and fe is the unknown force from the support bar i. For the support bar i,
i

f di − Ri−1 fei + ml ( Ri−1 g ) = hi

( i = 1,2,3)

(6)

µ d − rd e × (Ri−1 f e ) + rd f × ml (Ri−1 g ) − rd f × ml (Ri−1a f ) = ni
i

i i

i

i i

i i

i

(

where, rd f = l c (0,0,1)T , rd e = li (0,0,1)T and µ d = 0,0, µ d
i
iz
i i
i i

(7)

) ; fdi is the unknown force from slide i with respect to
T

{Di–xi yi zi}.
Note that Eq. (7) for the equilibrium of the moments is established with respect to {Di–xi yi zi}, so that fdi will
not be involved. The derived dynamic model is a set of linear equations with a minimum number of unknowns.
Both {Di–xi yi zi} and {Fi–xi yi zi} are attached on the support bar i, but with the originals of Di, and Fi, respectively.
For the slide i,

(

)

− Rd−i1 Ri f di + f d ' + m s Rd−i1 g = hd i
i

(i = 1, 2, 3)

(8)

where, fdi’ is the unknown driving force from the base with respect to {Di–xdi ydi zdi}.
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As a result, the driving force of prismatic joint i is projected on the motion axis,
ξ i = f d ' ⋅ z di
i

(i = 1, 2, 3)

(9)

where, ξ i is the driving force of prismatic joint i. For the passive leg,

(− f

e

+ fq + m p g − hp ) ⋅ zP = 0

(10)

where, f q = ( f qx , f qy ,0 ) is the reaction force from the base platform to the passive leg with respect to {Op–xp yp zp},
and z p = (0, 0, 1)T .
4.3. DYNAMIC MODEL AND SOLUTION

The combination of Eqs. (5), (7), and (10) gives a set of 16 linear equations with 16 unknowns, i.e. 3×3
parameters for fei (i = 1, 2, 3), 3 parameters for fe, 3 parameters for µdi (i = 1, 2, 3), and one parameter for µe. This
set of the linear equations can be solved easily. When fe is known, forces fd and fdi’ can be calculated from Eqs. (6)
i
i
and (8), sequentially. Finally, Eq. (9) is used to calculate the driving forces of the active prismatic joints.
5. INTEGRATED DESIGN TOOLS

The integrated toolbox presented in this section is a suite of design tools for the development of tripod machine
tools. As shown in Figure 5, these design tools include modelling, analysis, simulation, optimisation, and
monitoring developed from the kinematic and dynamic models. The toolbox can be applied in designing various
tripod machine tools. It also allows design tools to access heterogeneous development kits such as MATLAB®.
Users can specify their design requirements and the toolbox will produce the results of design analysis and synthesis
through a user-friendly GUI (Figure 6), allowing a user to import the needed information and view the result by
applying a design tool. Its layout has five areas. MainMenu allows selecting a design tool among modelling,
analysis, simulation, optimisation, and monitoring. SubMenu provides more options when a design tool is chosen.
In addition, ViewMenu allows the user to control for visualisation. GraphicDisplay and TextDisplay are used to
display graphic and textual results, respectively.
The modelling tool has dual purposes: (i) to define the environment parameters such as the background and unit
of dimensions; and (ii) to define the parameters of the PKM under consideration. Various tripod machines with 3DOF are analysed in the current implementation. Depending on the design phase of a tripod machine, different
geometric models are used. A parametric model is used during its conceptual design. The geometric and kinematic
parameters are of the main concern. A solid model is used when the conceptual design is finalised and the CAD
model has been created. The physical model is used at the application phase. After the prototype has been fabricated
and calibrated, tools of dynamic calculation and real-time monitoring are in need. Due to the versatility of the Javabased platform of the toolbox, a solid model can be loaded directly from a CAD model in a format such as IGES,
VRML, or STEP. In loading a solid CAD model, the tripod is dealt with as an assembly of the rigid bodies. A
reference coordinate system is defined in each body so that the rigid body can be assembled correctly.

Development Kits
Java, Java 3D, JNI, ProEngineer,
MATLAB, C, C++…

Design Tools

Input
Tripod Type
Design parameters
Joint positions
Tool positions
Optimal preferences
View control
Calibrations
Sensor feedbacks…

Modelling, analysis,
simulation, optimisation,
calibration, monitoring

Graphic User Interface (GUI)
Tripod-Based PKM Model
Parametric, solid, physical models

Figure 5: Architecture of an integrated toolbox
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Figure 6: GUI design of integrated toolbox

The analysis tool possesses the functions to determine workspace, manipulability, stiffness and for dynamic
analysis. To calculate the workspace, the extreme positions along all motion axes are found and the inclusive space
is discretised into small units. Each unit is represented by its central position. A forward or inverse kinematic
problem is solved to validate whether or not the corresponding unit is in the workspace. Figure 7 shows one
example of the task workspace where the end-effector platform has the motion of x and y rotations, Rx and Ry (also
known as θx and θy), and z translation, Tz (or ze). Figure 8 shows another example of the joint workspace where only
55% of the joint workspace can be reached with a feasible forward kinematic solution.

Tz
Rx

Ry

J3
J2

J1

Figure 7: Task workspace

Figure 8: Joint workspace

Stiffness is the measurement of the capability of a PKM to resist the external force applied in the Cartesian axes.
It is one of the most important criteria for a PKM. System stiffness is evaluated based on a kinetostatic model. To
display the stiffness distribution, the stiffness over the workspace is evaluated over cross-sections. Corresponding to
each cross-section, the stiffness on each motion axis can be displayed. Figure 9 shows the stiffness distributions on
three translational motion axes. The cross-section corresponds to the home position of the tripod machine tool
where all of the actuated joints are in the middle of their motion ranges. By specifying the dynamic parameters of
system components, the end-effector trajectory and the external load along this trajectory, a user can determine the
required forces of the actuated joints and the reaction forces involved in a passive joint or other links.
The simulation tool, optimisation tool, and monitoring tool are used to facilitate the design and manipulation of
a tripod machining system. Due the page limit, further details of these tools are excluded in this paper.
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Figure 9: Distributions of translational stiffness

6. SUMMARY

In this paper, a reconfigurable tripod machine system is presented. The generated tripod machine has a hybrid 3DOF motion. It is a highly versatile, multi-functional platform. The size and working volume can be tailored based
on the requirements of a specific application. From a functional viewpoint, it can be used to increase speed, load, or
precision of a motion mechanism. From a structural viewpoint, it can be applied in three ways: (i) as a component
of an integrated system, (ii) as a micro component of a macro/micro machine, (iii) as a modular element of a
reconfigurable system. It can be applied to machining, tracking and positioning. A toolbox for tripod machine
design, simulation, optimisation and monitoring has also been presented. The toolbox is a suite of design tools,
which have been integrated through a Java-based platform. Together with the conventional machine tools, the tripod
machine system contributes to the advanced manufacturing.
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ABSTRACT
Recent developments in wireless technologies have created opportunities for developing reconfigurable
manufacturing systems with real-time traceability, visibility and interoperability in shop floor planning, execution
and control. This paper proposes to use workflow management as a mechanism to facilitate reconfigurable
manufacturing system. The workflow of production processes is modelled as a network. Its nodes correspond to the
work (process), and its edges to flows of control and data. The concept of agents is introduced to define nodes and
the concept of messages to define edges. As a sandwich layer, agents wrap manufacturing services (e.g. machines,
RFID devices and tools) and their operational logics / intelligence for cost-effectively collecting and processing
real-time manufacturing data. A referenced framework for shop-floor Gateway is presented where three key
components (Workflow management tools, MS-UDDI and Agent-based manufacturing services management tools)
are integrated. By means of web service technologies, each Agent can be registered and published at MS-UDDI as
a web service which can be easily reused and reconfigured as a workflow node according to the workflow of a
specific production processes through work flow management to server for reconfigurable goals. The
methodologies and technologies proposed in this paper will allow manufacturing enterprises to improve shop-floor
productivity and quality, reduce the wastes of manufacturing resources, cut the costs in manufacturing logistics,
reduce the risk and improve the efficiency in cross-border customs logistics and online supervision, and improve
the responsiveness to market and engineering changes.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing competitiveness and globalization of today's business environment, enterprises have to face a
new economic objective: manufacturing responsiveness, i.e. the ability of a production system to respond to
disturbances which impact upon production goals, and consequently, its ability to adapt to changing production
conditions of shop floor level. Therefore, it is essential to adapt advanced manufacturing technologies and approaches
(both software and hardware) to cope with the highly dynamic manufacturing requirements. In the recent decades,
rapid developments in wireless sensors, communication and information network technologies (e.g. radio frequency
identification-RFID or Auto-ID, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, and infrared) have nurtured the emergence of Wireless
Manufacturing (WM), Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS) as core Advanced Manufacturing Technology
(AMT) in next-generation manufacturing systems (NGMS).
RMS was introduced in the mid-nineties as a cost-effective response to market demands for responsiveness and
customization. RMS has its origin in computer science in which reconfigurable computing systems try to cope with
the inefficiencies of the conventional systems due to their fixed hardware structures and software logic. Here,
reconfiguration allows adding, removing or modifying specific process capabilities, controls, software, or machine
structure to adjust production capacity in response to changing production demands or technologies.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (852) 2859-2591; Fax: (852) 2858-6535; E-mail: gqhuang@hku.hk
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In order to utilise RMS, manufacturers must learn to operate effectively in dynamic production environments,
which are characterised by unpredictable market demands and by the proliferation of product variety, as well as rapid
changes of product and process technologies. The initial idea of reconfigurable computing systems dates from the
1960s as in [1]. This innovative paradigm dissolved the hard borders between hardware and software and joined the
potentials of both. Reference [2] considered a RMS as a manufacturing system in which a variety of products required
by customers are classified into families, each of which is a set of similar products, and which correspond to one
configuration of the RMS. Reference [3] proposes five key characteristics: modularity, integrability, convertibility,
diagnosability, and customization for RMSs. Reference [4] describes a modular structure to accommodate new and
unpredictable changes in the product design and processing needs through easily upgrading hardware and software
rather than the replacements of MS elements such as machines
Real-time visibility and interoperability have been considered core characteristics of next-generation
manufacturing systems as in [5]. Pilot projects have recently been implemented and reported (see various whitepapers
and reports at http://www.autoidlabs.com/ research archive/ for more descriptions). The progress of Wireless
Technologies such as RFID and AutoID applications in the “manufacturing scenario” has been noticeable although
limited. As early as in early 1990s, Reference [6] has discussed the roles of Auto ID as a real-time data capture tool in
a computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) environment. Early RFID manufacturing applications have been briefly
quoted as in [7] and further promoted as in [8]. Reference [9] provides a general overview on how Auto ID technology
can be applied in manufacturing. Several relevant whitepapers have been prepared to provide roadmap for developing
and adopting Auto ID-based manufacturing technologies as in [10] and [11]. More recently, the Cambridge Auto ID
Lab has launched an RFID in Manufacturing Special Interest Group (SIG) (http://www.aero-id.org/). However,
further investigations are needed if an integrated solution is to be delivered.
The concept of agent has been widely accepted and developed in manufacturing applications because of its
flexibility, reconfigurability, and scalability as in [12] and [13]. An agent based concurrent design environment as in
[14] has been proposed to integrate design, manufacturing and shop-floor control activities. Some mobile agent-based
systems as in [15] have been applied to the real-time monitoring and information exchange for manufacturing control.
Reference [16] proposed an architecture where many facilitator agents coordinate the activities of manufacturing
resources in a parallel manner. Reference [17] applied the MAS paradigm for collaborative negotiation in a global
manufacturing supply chain network. Besides, in various kinds of applications such as distributed resource allocation
as in [18], online task coordination and monitoring as in [19], or supply chain negotiation as in [20], the agent-based
approach has played an important role to achieve outstanding performance with agility.
However, it becomes particularly challenging to integrate the advantage of RMS, wireless technologies and agent
based methods. On one hand, wirelessly networked sensors facilitate the automatic collection and processing of
real-time field data in the manufacturing processes, and reduce and avoid the error-prone, tedious manual activities.
On the other hand, agent-based system enables relevant activities more flexible, intelligent and collaborative
especially in distributed networked environment for building RMSs. Therefore, a concept of agent-based workflow
management, using agent theories to wrap manufacturing services, is proposed and applied to reconfigure the
production elements according to changing demands of an agent-based and RFID-enabled real-time RMS. This
RFID-enabled real-time RMS is a new paradigm for production systems that addresses the need for introducing
greater flexibility into the high production environment in which changes in product volumes and types.
The rest sections are organized as follows. Section 2 systematically describes the real-time reconfigurable
manufacturing infrastructure. A referenced framework of shop-floor gateway is proposed in Section 3. Section 4
presents the concept of agent-based workflow management and its key enabling technologies. A case for shop-floor
assembly line is designed and demonstrated in Section 5. Conclusions and discussions are given in Section 6.
2. OVERVIEW OF REAL-TIME RECONFIGURABLE MANUFACTURING
The aim of the research reported here is to apply RFID technologies and develop an easy-to-deploy and
simple-to-use shop-floor information infrastructure for manufacturing companies to achieve real-time and seamless
dual-way connectivity and interoperability between application systems at enterprise, shop-floor, work-cell and
device levels. RTM-Gateway performs two-way functionality as shown in Fig.1. From low-level shopfloor operations
to high-level enterprise decision, RTM-Gateway collects real-time shopfloor data and processes the data into useful
contents in mutually understandable formats for EASs. Along the reverse direction, RTM-Gateway receives plans and
schedules from EASs and processes these production data into the right contents and formats such as work orders
suitable for consumption by shopfloor operators and devices.
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Generally speaking, a manufacturing factory consists of shopfloor manufacturing processes / lines. Each process
consists of work-cells. Each work-cell is composed of a variety of manufacturing objects such as operators, machines,
materials, various containers, etc. Shopfloor-level processes and operations are configured from lower-level activities
and tasks according to specific manufacturing requirements. Corresponding to these three levels, the real-time
manufacturing gateway system (RTM-Gateway in short) proposed in this project is composed of the following three
core components, as shown in Figure.
The proposed infrastructure is consistent with the manufacturing hierarchy. That is, a manufacturing factory hosts
one or more shop-floor production lines. Each production line consists of work-cells and each work-cell is involved of
a variety of manufacturing objects such as operators, machines, materials etc. and different production lines are often
designed to enable different production processes. According to the manufacturing hierarchical structure, the
proposed RTM infrastructure includes the following core components:
z

Shop floor Gateway: The Shop-floor Gateway (SF-Gateway) is at the center of the overall RTM-SII. Its
architecture is based on the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). SF-Gateway includes three main
components, i.e. workflow management tools, MS-UDDI and agent-based manufacturing services
management tools, which will be introduced in next chapter in details.

z

Work-cell gateways: Work-cell Gateway (WC-Gateway) acts as a server that hosts and connects all
RFID-enabled smart objects of the corresponding work-cell. A WC-Gateway has a hardware hub and a suite
of software systems. The hub acts as a server that hosts and connects all RFID-enabled smart objects of the
corresponding work-cell. Smart objects are represented as software agents in the WC-Gateway operating
system within which they are “universal plug and play (UPnP)” and interoperable.

z

RFID-enabled smart objects: Smart objects are those physical manufacturing objects that are made “smart”
by equipping them with RFID devices. Those with RFID readers are active smart objects. Those with RFID
tags are passive smart objects. Smart objects interact with each other through wired and/or wireless
connections, creating what is called an intelligent ambience. In addition, smart objects are also equipped with
their specific operational logics, and with data memory and processing functions. Therefore, smart objects
are able to sense, reason, act/react/interact in the intelligent ambience community.

In this paper, we focus mainly on shop floor gateway and its workflow management.

Figure 1: Architecture of real-time manufacturing gateway
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3. OVERVIEW OF SHOP-FLOOR GATEWAY
The shopfloor gateway (SF-Gateway) is at the centre of the overall Real-Time Manufacturing Gateway
(RTM-Gateway). Fig.2 shows the overview framework of the SF-Gateway. Following the Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA), Enterprise Application Systems (EASs), Shopfloor Application Systems (SASs), equipments
and smart object services (SOSs) in a manufacturing company can all be considered as manufacturing services.
SF-Gateway manages the lifecycle of these manufacturing services. At the definition stage, all manufacturing services
are deployed and installed on their servers and then registered at the SF-Gateway MS-UDDI, readily available for the
next lifecycle stage – Configuration. Process planners use SF-Gateway’s configuration facilities to search and set up
the suitable WASs and SOSs for configuring a specific manufacturing process. The result from the configuration stage
is a manufacturing process represented as a workflow between work-cells, ready for the next lifecycle stage –
Execution. While the actual execution of work-cell application systems is carried out at their gateway servers,
SF-Gateway provides tools for shopfloor managers to monitor and control the status and progress of the execution of
the manufacturing process. Real-time data are handled centrally at the SF-Gateway repository. SF-Gateway is
composed of three major components, which are described as follows.
3.1. WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
This component includes four modules, which are (a) definition, (b) reconfiguration, (c) execution and (d)
repository.
z

Definition model is responsible for defining the workflow according to a specific production processes.

z

Process planner use reconfiguration module to search and choose the suitable agents (e.g. work-cell) through
MS-UDDI for producing a specific production processes. And the data configuration operator between
output data and input data of chosen agents are also executed in this module.

z

Execution module provides tools for shop floor managers to monitor and control the status and progress of
the execution of the manufacturing process while the actual execution of agents are carried out at their
manufacturing services.

z

The data generated from these lifecycle stages are maintained in the repository. Real-time data are handled
centrally at the repository. At each lifecycle stage, the SF-gateway provides services (facilities) for target
users and service consumers.

3.2. MANUFACTURING SERVICES UDDI
Manufacturing Services UDDI (MS-UDDI) performs functions similar to those of standard UDDI (Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration), which is a platform-independent framework for describing services,
discovering businesses, and integrating business services through Internet. MS-UDDI includes four main modules,
which are (a) publish and search, (b) business model, (c) service model and (d) tModel.
z

Publish module is used to issue agents as web services which can be easily found and communicated by using
WSDL and SOAP while Search module is a web-based GUI (Graphic User Interface) for users to discover
web services published at MS-UDDI and perform the services according to the WSDL documents and
binding information.

z

Business module is contained in a businessEntity structure which contains information about the business
that has published the service, such as business name, description, contacts and identifiers.

z

Service module describes a group of web services which are contained in a businessService structure. The
businessService contains information about families of technical services. It groups a set of Web services
related to either a business process or group of services. Each businessEntity might hold one or several
businessServices.

z

tModel module describes the specifications for services. To invoke a Web service, you must know a service's
location and the kind of interface the service supports. The bindingTemplate indicates the specifications or
interfaces a service supports through references to specification information. Such a reference is called a
tModelKey, and the data structure encapsulating the specification information is called a tModel.

3.3. AGENT-BASED MANUFACTURING SERVICES
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This component includes four modules, which are (a) definition, (b) function model, (c) data model and (d) bind
model.
z

Definition module is responsible for defining the corresponding agents to wrap the manufacturing services
deployed and installed on each WC-Gateway’ server and then their general information are published in a
standard format at the MS-UDDI. When an agent is defined and published, the agent represents the behavior,
activity and function of the manufacturing services. Generally, the manufacturing services of WC-gateway
include hardware and software, e.g. equipment, workstation, smart objects and corresponding software
(driven of smart object, shop floor and enterprise software).

z

Function module is used to implement the behaviour of the WC-Gateway which is wrapped by its agent. In
this project, each function includes one activity. Accordingly, the behaviour of each manufacturing service is
a logic and sequence relationship among these functions. E.g. for a RFID smart manufacturing service, a
“write string ‘x’ to tag ‘0001’ ” behaviour of its agent will be (1) read tags, (2) find tag ‘0001’ and (3) write
‘x’ to this tag, here read tags, find tag and write tag are functions of the RFID smart manufacturing service.

z

Data module describes the basic input and output data standard of the WC-Gateway which is wrapped by its
agent. The data model is adopted XML-based schema that can be easily edited, transformed and extended. It
is stated that this data model only define the static structure of the input and output of agents. The dynamic
output data is stored for sharing at the shop floor gateway when the agent is running.

z

Bind module provides information required to invoke a web service (agent) published at the MS-UDDI.
Once the agent has been configured to the production process, the bind model will automatically record the
relationship between the agent and the process. This bind model is useful for reconfiguring various
production processes.
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Figure 2: Overview of shop-floor gateway

4. AGENT BASED WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
4.1. WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT MODEL
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As opposed to the conventional process model, the agents-based workflow management (WFM) model is the
processes and manufacturing resources used by the workflow are not assigned to actual objects. The agents-based
WFM model for SF-Gateway is simply a series of production processes flow which can be executed in the correct
agents according to the actual situation.
Fig.3 shows the agents-based WFM framework, which is used to plan and control the flow of production
processes, data and control, and execute any process node of the workflow from the optimal agent in the registered
agents. There are two basic elements in the agent-based WFM model: process and agent. A process corresponds to a
generic piece of production task, which can be assigned to the certain manufacturing resource. As mentioned above,
the agent wraps the corresponding function of the specific manufacturing resource, e.g. a work cell, which can execute
and finish the specific production process. That is each agent can be regards as a manufacturing resource, e.g. work
cell.
In the level of SF-Gateway, the WFM is mainly concerned with the co-ordination of distributed agents of
work-cells. Several features are incorporated. First, the production process network model is adopted as the workflow
model. The process nodes represent complex processes or simply process, and the logical nodes represent the trigger
condition. Edges represent the logical relationships between production processes, i.e. the flows of control and data.
Second, the proposed system builds on the concept of agents proposed in the preceding section. An agent represents
the work package in the workflow. All the agents involved in a workflow share the same repository and the repository
becomes a common working memory. This sharing information ensures the traceability of the decisions at different
stages by recording them in a decision tree in terms of the contents of the decisions, the decision-makers, and
precedence decisions, etc. Finally, all interactions are delegated to their agents. Agents are only one of the two main
constructs in the workflow network model. That is, agents are only used to define the work as nodes of the network
model of production process workflow. Relationships between nodes are separately defined in terms of flows.
Without flow definitions, agents still do not know where inputs are obtained from and outputs are sent to. The
separation of flow definition from work definition provides opportunities to reuse agents for different production
projects once they are defined for RTM. No further changes are necessary when agents are used for other production
projects. What the project team needs to do is to choose the agents according to the different production project and
define the flows of control and data between agents to suit specific requirements.
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Figure 3 Agents-based workflow management model

4.2. WORKFLOW DEFINITION
At the workflow definition stage, two work modes are needed. One is the editing mode where the process planner
defines the agent-based workflow for a specific production project. The other is the executing mode where the
manager monitors and controls the progress of executing a production workflow. Workflow definition in turn
involves the “work” definition and the “flow” definition.
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A production project consists of a number of processes or activities. Each process is defined by an agent. This
agent can be selected from pre-defined agents in the MS-UDDI. Alternatively, a new agent may be defined and
published for this specific work package using agent definition facilities of MS-UDDI. MS-UDDI is also contacted to
manage the definition details of agent templates.
Two types of flow are identified in this WFM. They are flow of precedence and flow of data. The flow of
precedence and logic node between work-cell agents defines their dependencies. For example, supposing a simple
hypothetical product consists of two components, B and C. The component B is an outsourcing and the component C
is produced at work-cell 2. Finally, component B and C are assembled to form Product A at work-cell 3. Accordingly,
the production of A is decomposed into three production processes which can be depicted by the directional
network-topology mode. Here, Agent 1 represents a “delivery A” work, Agent 2 represents a “producing B” work and
Agent 3 represents an “assembling C” work. As shown in Fig.4, Agent 3 can only start its work after Agent 1 and 2
complete their works under the and logical condition. Agents 1 and 2 may work simultaneously.
The flow of data refers to the situation where agents share their property data. Some outputs from an agent may be
the inputs to other agents. Such relationships can be easily defined in a similar way that relationships are defined
between data tables in a relational database. Flows of data can be compared to messages widely used in multi-agents
system (MAS) for communication. And the message configuration tool configures where inputs are obtained from and
outputs are send. E.g. Fig.4 combines some output items of Agents 1 and 2 as the one input item of Agent 3 according
to the real requirements.
Flows of data, or message passing, are triggered by the flow of precedence and logical condition. For example,
during the “and” condition, if Agents 1 and 2 have not finished with its work, flows of data associated with Agent 3
will not be processed.
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Execution
Input

Input

Output

Flow of Precedence (dependencies)

Output
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Figure 4 Two types flow of work: control flow and data flow

4.3. WORKFLOW EXECUTION
Once the workflow is fully defined, it can be executed as seen in Fig.5. During the execution, nodes in a workflow
are translated to the corresponding agents. And each agent will invoke its manufacturing services (e.g. work-cells,
smart objects, etc.) of the real manufacturing environment to enable their intelligent management of the manufacturing
process. Explorers are provided to operators, managers and supervisors for monitoring and controlling the workflow
execution lifecycle. The users can simply follow the logic and execute the production project. At the SF-Gateway, the
shop floor manager as a user can have a clear overview of the progress of a production project; while at the
WC-Gateway, the operators of work-cells can use this facility to check if the conditions of their tasks are met so that
they can be started. The general procedure of executing a workflow is as follows:
z

The Agents use SOA framework to connect to the Web server where SF-Gate is deployed;

z

XML-Based workflow is then automatically downloaded to and manually activated at the corresponding
Agents;

z

Repository is contacted to retrieve the workflow model defined in advance;
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z

The first agent in the workflow is activated. The agent is executed according to the procedure discussed in the
preceding section. Its incoming messages defined as flows of data associated are fired. Therefore, this agent
knows from where its input data come;

z

After preparing its input data, repository is contacted to save the input/output and other data of the agents;

z

Execution engine notifies all agents about the changes;

z

The agent is prompted if the output is accepted or a backtracking is necessary;

z

Upon completion, the control is passed over to subsequent agents; and

z

This process repeats until the last agent in the workflow is completed.
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Figure 5 Agent-based execution of a workflow model

5. CASE STUDY
Figure 6 shows two facilities, Agents and Execution explorers, which serve for production operators and their
supervisor respectively. Assembly operators use Agent Explorer to obtain his task schedules for the shift, task
instructions, status of concerned workstations, report on the status of assembly tasks, and communication with other
operators through the system, while production supervisor uses the Execution Explorer to oversee the WIP statuses of
all workstations and WIP inventories.
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Figure 6 Overview of assembly execution and control: Agent Explorer and Execution Explorer

Figure.7 outlines an overview of assembly execution and control facilities. At the workstation level, the operators
are mainly responsible for both executing and controlling the operations taking place at their corresponding
workstations. Once the Agents of the workstation are started from the SF-Gateway, production operators can use
Agent explorer to execute assembly plans and schedules at the level of individual workstations shown in Figure.7 (a).
In contrast, the shop-floor manager or line supervisor is responsible for monitoring and controlling the assembly
operations at the line and workstation levels. The Execution Explorer provides facilities mainly for information
display and also acts as interface with corresponding EAA (Enterprise Application Agent, e.g. ERP decision support).
Therefore, its main function is to organize the real-time information captured from the Agents of assembly line to
serve different purposes. As the user interface, the Execution explorer is where the line supervisors can sense the
shop-floor changes and disturbances. The supervisors can then take corrective actions by manually using
corresponding explorers. As shown in Figure.7 (b), the Execution explorer provides facilities for the
manager/supervisor to monitor production status of a selected shift, inventories of WIP materials, conditions of
critical tools and equipment process reliability and quality records etc. of the assembly line.
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Figure 7 Sample screens of agent and execution explorers
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6. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
This paper has presented an easy-to-deploy and simple-to-use SF-gateway framework which integrates the
concept of agents into workflow management. And RFID technologies are used to achieve real-time manufacturing
data collection, and enable the dual-way connectivity and interoperability between high-level EASs and SASs, and
create real-time visibility and traceability throughout the entire enterprise. The proposed methodologies and
framework develop advanced applications of enterprises for real-time and reconfigurable manufacturing.
There are two important contributions in our research. One important contribution is using the concept of agent to
warp the manufacturing services and their operational logics / intelligence for cost-effectively collecting and
processing real-time manufacturing data; the other important contribution is the integration of the agent concept into
workflow management. Production processes at the shop-floor level are represented as workflows. At the workflow
definition stage, the shop-floor manager achieves Reconfigurable Manufacturing by configuring agents for a
production process. At the workflow execution stage, Real-Time Manufacturing is achieved by detecting events and
processing data of smart objects at all work-cells according to the business and operational rules captured in the
workflows.
The agent-based workflow management presented in this paper only solves the control and flow from a macro
perspective, i.e. Shop floor level, and future research work would focus on the micro workflow management of the
agent to manage the whole lifecycle of all kinds of the manufacturing services. E.g. the micro workflow management
of the agent should be developed to manage the lifecycle (definition, configuration and execution) of manufacturing
services of all levels (Work-cells, EASs, SASs, WASs, and SOSs). It is implemented with innovative combination of
advanced techniques including multi-agent system (MAS), UDDI, and workflow management.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a system for full automation of free-form-fabrication of fully dense metal structures using
robotized laser melting of wire. The structure is built of beads of melted wire laid side by side and layer upon
layer governed by synchronized robot motion. By full automation is here meant that the process starts with a
product specification of a component, and ends in a geometrically validated dense metal component fulfilling
industrial material requirements. Due to the complexity of this flexible manufacturing system, a number of
different disciplines are involved. This paper discusses mainly the system design, which includes how off-line
programming is used for automatic generation of code and how feedback control is used for on-line adjustment of
parameters based on desired building properties. To meet industrial needs, the project is carried out in a close
cooperation between research and development activities in academy and industry.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a strong need for novel efficient and flexible manufacturing techniques, and this paper contributes to the
field by describing a solution for "full automation" of Robotised Laser Metal-wire Deposition (RLMwD). Metal
deposition (MD) in this context implies that metal is melted and deposited as beads side by side and layer upon layer
in a desired pattern to build a component or part with desired shape fulfilling specified material integrity. This
introduction presents what so far has been done in the field and motivates the solution in this paper. The main driving
forces for RLMwD are cost reduction and flexibility, and further a desire to reduce the amount of material losses that
result from machining of components to obtain a final part shape. Worth mentioning is that the technology described
here is most suitable for manufacturing of short series and/or for repair of tools and components.
A power source is needed for the metal melting, and often welding technology is used. A laser welding source is
to prefer to e.g. gas metal arc welding (GMAW) in order to avoid unnecessary heat of the surroundings and thereby
the part deformation. Laser cladding is the most often used term when a laser source is used together with added
metal powder, see e.g. the LENS-system from the Sandia Laboratories in e.g. [1], [2], [3]. Other terms that are used
for similar systems are Direct light fabrication (DLF) [4], Selective laser melting (SLM) [5], Laser metal deposition
shaping [6] and alike.
The added metal can be in form of powder or wire. Most equipment available today use special nozzles to
distribute powder into the arc or the laser beam to be melted. When laser is used, the nozzle most often distributes
the powder coaxial with the laser beam, see e.g. [6], hence enabling path independent deposition. If metal powder is
combined with an electron beam acting as the heat source it is possible to build complex hollow components, see e.g.
the ARCAM-system [7]. Here, an electron beam is distributed over a layer of metal powder; either with high energy
to melt the powder, to build the component when cooling down, or lower energy to just sinter the powder to act as a
support for new layers. This sintered material can afterwards be removed, thus facilitating to build hollow
components. Although powder feeding systems have several interesting features, such as the ones mentioned above,
the cost of such equipment is considerably larger than for a wire feeding system. Furthermore, systems like the
ARCAM-system in [7] are not suitable for manufacture of large scale components or repair of existing components.
The specific pattern that is to be deposited can be obtained through manual moving of the power source relative
to the object, but this paper considers automatic movement of the power source relative to the work object. In special
machines this is often obtained through some kind of x-y-table, but to be more generic also industrial multi-axis
robots are used, see e.g. [8, 9].
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Although laser cladding (MD with powder) has been introduced several decades ago, only a few attempts to
introduce feedback control to such systems have been made throughout the years. For example, Mazumder and his
colleagues developed a phototransistor-based height detector for use in a closed-loop DMD process, see [1]. They
showed that the height of the component can be controlled by switching the laser beam on and off for specific
durations. The switching of the laser was controlled using the feedback signal from the height detector in such a way
that whenever excessive height was detected the laser was turned off. As a result, no powder was deposited in that
region. Similar principle was used by Fearon and Watkins [10] in a non-feedback layer height controller. Here a
specially designed nozzle enabled sharp reduction in the catchment efficiency of the powders (i.e. ratio between
melted and scattered powders) whenever the underlying layer was not at focus point of the powder stream. In Bi et
al. [11] the influence of the main process parameters on the IR-temperature signal from the weld pool was studied by
cladding single tracks using a laser/powder system. As a result, correlation between the measured temperature signal
(obtained through a Ge-photodiode) and the dimensions of the clad could be found. In Bi et al. [12] the IRtemperature signal from the weld pool was used to control the laser power in order to maintain stable weld pool
temperature. It resulted in improved homogeneity of the microstructure and better dimensional accuracy of the
deposited samples. Similar approach was also conducted by Hu and Kovacevic in [13] where instead a coaxially
mounted camera was used together with an IR-filter to examine the weldpool characteristics for feedback control.
The first two approaches mentioned above utilize one of the features that are specific for powder feeding systems,
namely the fact that not all powders are melted in a deposition process. This means that there is waste material and
additional costs and problems associated with handling of the waste. Different catchment efficiencies for powder
feeding systems are reported in the literature depending on the system used, while there is in general no waste when
wire is used. Using wire as the additive material is on the other hand more demanding from a process point of view.
Good process knowledge and closed-loop control is required in order to maintain stable process outputs such as the
height and the width of the deposited beads. For example, if the wire speed is too low, droplets will form which will
hit the substrate discontinuously leaving large un-deposited regions in between. It is therefore of most importance to
monitor and control the process parameters otherwise the component might easily be destroyed. To achieve this,
process conditions must be measured on-line, either by measuring the width and the height of the beads directly, or
e.g. by weld pool IR-measurements as was done in [12] and [13]. A feedback controlled wire feeding system results
in a faster and cleaner process than existing powder feeding systems. Experience so far have also shown that
components manufactured with metal wire deposition have better metallurgical properties than corresponding
components manufactured through casting, which is the most common production technique used today.
Comparisons of powder and wire feeding systems are further reported in [14].
The level of automation varies in existing MD-systems. This paper aims in presenting an idea for full automation
of the metal deposition, starting with CAD-data, and ending up in a geometrically validated component fulfilling the
CAD-data. By full automation is here meant that the operator mainly supervises a control board with vital
information presented and only intervenes when really needed. Earlier experience has shown that the robotized
metal-wire deposition needs manual corrections of process parameters during entire operation in order to build
correctly. This paper presents means to avoid manual interventions and at the same time store all vital information in
a database in order to assure quality, i.e. assure that all operations taken by the system are approved from a process
point of view. The database gives further a fruitful tool for increased knowledge of the entire process.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the overall concept and the industrial applications; Section
3 presents more details on used equipment and methodology; Section 4 presents results and finally Section 5
concludes and discusses future work.
2. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
2.1. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
The system can in short be described according to Figure 1 and in more detail in Section 3:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The starting point is a desire to manufacture a component according to a CAD-drawing. In Figure 1, the
task is to perform hardfacing, i.e. to apply abrasion resistant metal on the surface of softer material in order
to increase wear properties. The final product is then a punching die.
The CAD-drawing is imported to an Off-Line programming tool (OLP) where the component is "sliced" each slice corresponds to one layer of deposition using a certain set of process parameters.
The OLP further calculates the robot paths to be made to fill the layers.
The robot paths are imported to a robot simulation program. The robot paths are then simulated to assure
that the motions are allowed by the equipment.
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Figure 1. Concept description (see the text for explanation)

5.

The generated program is downloaded to the real robot and weld equipment with nominal process
parameters, and the program is run in reality. A control system monitors vital sensor information, and
makes corrections to process parameters when needed.
6. The component is built (and post-machined if necessary).
7. Finally 3D-scanning is performed for validation of geometry.
The research questions are mainly related to generalization of the integrated automation, since laser welding
technology with added wire is well known. It is worth mentioning that ordinary welding equipment is used, which
facilitates for a variety of tasks to be performed in the cell - not only metal deposition.
2.2. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
In the stamping tool shop of the Saab Automobile division of General Motors, manual metal deposition using
various weld sources has been used for many years. The main applications are die repair and die changes. Using an
automatic metal deposition system like RLMwD would potentially yield a fully controlled metal deposition process
that deposits an optimized/minimum amount of metal. This means that a minimum amount of material needs to be
milled off. The RLMwD-process also achieves the correct geometry in one try, compared to manual metal
deposition, where there is no real-time feedback of the amount of metal deposited except visual/ocular. This often
results in that too little metal has been deposited or too much which creates extra milling time.
Component specialization within Volvo Aero are aircraft engine structures, large static components that act as
casings and attachments for the moving parts of aero engines. For many years, these structures have been
manufactured as one-piece castings, large cylinders in which parts like the attachments (bosses) and openings for
cables and pipes, flanges, reinforcements are parts of the casting. There are only a few suppliers in the world of large
one-piece castings and it is almost a monopoly situation. To manufacture these structures more cost effectively, e.g.
potential to more suppliers of material, potential to lighter components, shorter leadtimes, increased in-house
refinement, Volvo Aero has been driving developments in order to use an alternative manufacturing technology.
Instead of using large one-piece castings, the concept involves fabricating the components - producing the structures
by combining small castings, forgings and sheet metal. An automated RLMwD process has a great potential in
production of these fabrications in building geometries mentioned above (bosses, flanges, and reinforcements). Other
areas where the process is of great interest for similar components as above are product development and repair.
3. RLMWD SETUP – EQUIPMENT AND METHODOLOGY
3.1. EQUIPMENT
The project has access to the following equipment:
• A 6kW fiber laser from IPG. Initial experiments have shown that the 2kW Nd:YAG-laser that was available
at project start was not powerful enough to obtain material integrity. A collimated optics generates a several
mm wide spot of top-hat shape.
• A modified weld tool/seam-tracker from Permanova Lasersystem is used for geometry measurements.
• Temperature measurement equipment (thermocouplers, pyrometers, IR-camera).
• A Fronius wire feeding equipment with controlled wire feed rate.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A 6-axis industrial ABB robot with manipulator. The robot tool position is used by the control system.
A chamber with argon gas and oxygen sensor to ensure oxygen free atmosphere.
An industrial fieldbus (PROFIBUS) for signal exchange between system parts
A database (MySQL) for storing all data of importance on-line and off-line.
An RLMwD-control system implemented in LabVIEW.
A number of cameras, monitors and computers for operator communication with the system, since the high
power laser does not allow the operator to be in the building room.

3.2. OFF-LINE PROGRAMMING AND STRATEGIES FOR AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF ROBOT CODE
When complex-shaped parts are to be manufactured there is need for a method to program the entire system. To
automatically generate a robot program for metal deposition of a component from a 3D-CAD specification various
methods can be considered, and the following strategy is proposed in this paper, see illustration in Figure 2:
1.

Fetch input data regarding desired process window and type of pattern from operator interface. Also
import the CAD-geometry and data from the material data-base.
2. Calculate the geometric bounding box around the component
3. Slice the component inside the previously calculated bounding box
4. Calculate a piecewise linear contour for each slice (both outer and inner if holes)
5. Calculate the curvature of the contour and reduce number of points in the contour description if possible
6. With respect to the contour and process/robot constraints, fill each slice with a valid robot path
7. Analyze if some leftover areas are wider than the seam width and fill them with a straight line pattern
8. Determine start, stop, and intermediate locations for the robot path in each layer
9. Add locations for approach and retracting of each path – see right part in Figure 2.
10. Apply nominal process parameters to each location, e.g., weld speed, power etc.
11. Simulate each path to determine robot configuration and detect collision situations
12. Generate a robot program and control system parameters to be downloaded to the RLMwD-cell
Slicing the CAD geometry into adequate number of slices gives a set of 2D sections of the 3D-CAD geometry;
see two examples in Figure 5. Each section represents a specific build height and the contour of the geometrical
boundary at that specific layer. Each slice is then filled with a preselected pattern. The pattern used will affect the
material and geometrical properties of the final fabricated part, see e.g. [15]. Three basic patterns where selected for
implementation: Straight line-, Zigzag- and Onion pattern. No limitation regarding geometries has been considered,
i.e. all types of geometries are accepted and internal cavities and holes should be handled correctly. To be able to do
full off-line programming of a real robot a commercial robot simulation tool was used, Robcad. Since Robcad itself
does not include the needed functionality a new module has been developed which facilitates for automatic code
generation. The pattern algorithm needs to know some basic data before the automatic generation can start, such as;
Layer height, determines number of slices that the component should be divided into; Seam width, specifies the
width of each single weld; Step-over, used to compensate for the roundness in one single seam; Type of pattern to be
preselected; and finally Process data.
The Straight line and Zigzag pattern algorithms are based on the same principle: Create a straight line inside the
boundary of the CAD geometry from a start location. Then calculate all intersection points between the line and the
piece-wise linear contour of the slice. Each intersection point is later used either as start, stop or intermediate
location. The next seam is laid at a certain distance apart determined by a process dependent step-over parameter.
The algorithm needs to consider situations when it is not possible to continue, e.g. locations where the weld seam is
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Figure 2 Left: Steps for automatic code generation; Right: Path specific details
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Retract point

Contours

Figure 3 Left: An illustration of two different patterns for one slice, one filled with a straight line pattern and one with an onion
like pattern. Right: Illustration of the ”neck” problem for an onion-like pattern.

wider than the width of area to fill. These situations are usually found in “sharp” corners (small angles) of a
component. Thereafter a new starting point is calculated and the algorithm starts over until the entire slice is filled
with a pattern. The curved top shape of each weld seam causes small variations in the surface even if correct step
over is considered as reported in [15]. To compensate for this the next layer can be laid at a certain angle relative to
the former. This change of welding direction prevents that several layers share the same position for “tops and
valleys”. The onion pattern algorithm utilizes the linearised contours. It starts by picking a contour and calculates a
positive direction that keeps the path inside the solid part of the component, and such that a closed curve is obtained.
Then an offset curve is created in the positive direction with a suitable step-over. All new curves must be analyzed
for different types of intersections and “sharp” corners. The intersections that can appear are pure self intersections
due to necks and notches, but also intersections with a contour. If a neck intersection occurs as to the right in Figure
3, all remaining areas are divided into sub areas called children and the last path that caused the neck is removed.
The onion pattern algorithm is then applied to each child.
3.3. SENSORS AND AUTOMATION – FOR MONITORING AND ON-LINE FEEDBACK CONTROL
See Figure 4 for an illustration of the system used for control of the RLMwD process. Here the robot control
system controls the robot motion, the wire feeder and the laser power according to the nominal program that is
generated by the OLP. All real systems are subject to unforeseen disturbances and therefore vital process parameters
are measured on-line and fed back to the control system. The main issues are the built height and width of the bead at
each moment, as well as the metal temperature. The width and height-measurements are performed by image
processing of the light that is seen by cameras in the optics. The actual built width and height are compared with
desired values from the OLP-system, and if they differ the RLMwD control system modifies the process parameters.
WELD TOOL AND HEIGHT/WIDTH MEASUREMENTS
The weld tool used in this project is a seam tracker manufactured by Permanova Laser System in Sweden, and it
is illustrated in the right part of Figure 4 It consists of a set of optic components for focusing the high power laser
beam, a CCD camera for height- and width measurements, a CMOS camera for weld pool monitoring, and a wire
feeder nozzle. A pyrometer for temperature measurements is also attached on the tool according to Figure 4. The
particular placement of the cameras is chosen to avoid excessive heat radiation from the process. The weld pool area

Figure 4. Left: System overview from a feedback control point of view. Right: The seam-tracking sensor system
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is observed through the focusing lens. A semitransparent mirror is placed between the cameras and the focusing lens.
It protects the cameras from the high power fiber laser wavelength that can be reflected from the process back into
the focusing lens. The mirror is non-reflective for visible light which enables the cameras to observe the process.

Figure 5. Left two parts show the image of the weld pool and projected laser lines captured by the CCD-camera. Third part
shows the height measured by triangulation. Fourth part shows the operator view of the weld process.

In seam tracking a thin low-power red laser stripe is projected on the seam which is seen by the CCD camera at
the intersection between the red-laser stripe and the seam to be followed. During welding this mark is found by
image processing and hence the seam position can be calculated. A narrow pass-band filter corresponding to the red
laser wavelength is used to filter out disturbances from the weld. During deposition the red-laser stripes are used for
calculation of the bead height before and after the weld pool. The image processing software is reprogrammed to
calculate the horizontal distance between the starting point of the laser stripes and the point of the most sideways
deviated bright pixel, corresponding to the highest point on the intersection between the laser stripe and the bead, (h1
and h2 in Figure 5). The calculation of the actual height is made by using the triangulation principle, utilizing the
known angle of the projected laser stripe and the tilt angle of the viewing camera (αC and αD in Figure 5). The width
of a newly formed bead is obtained by simply extracting the width of the weld pool in the acquired image (w in
Figure 5). The CMOS camera is used for monitoring the area around the weld pool. These images are presented to
the operator during deposition and are also stored in the database for evaluation. The images are useful for detecting
disturbances in the process. For safety reasons two external cameras are also installed in the welding room, one
viewing the chamber and one viewing the entire welding room.
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Experience has shown that the final shape of the component, along with its material properties, is very much
affected by the component temperature during the manufacturing process. Different problems like e.g. cracks
between layers may occur if certain temperature requirements are not fulfilled at all times during the deposition.
Without comprehensive process knowledge, which can be utilized to set appropriate process parameters, it is thus
necessary to monitor and control the temperature during deposition. For this purpose, a pyrometer is added to the
welding tool, as shown in the right part of Figure 4.. Investigations are currently ongoing regarding the relationship
between the temperature log of the component during deposition and the resulting geometrical and material
properties. The temperature feedback signal will then be used to either control the laser power to maintain stable
weld pool temperature, or simply to impose a pause in the deposition or to shorten any pre-programmed pauses in
order to maintain component temperature within a certain interval.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The automation system is based on an industrial fieldbus Profibus, see Figure 6. The PLC-block acts as a
Profibus-master, while all the other functions act as slaves. The RLMwD-automation algorithms are implemented in
LabVIEW, and without this block the cell works as a normal laser welding cell. All data that is communicated over
the bus is logged in a database to facilitate for full access of data for off-line analyses.

Figure 6 Illustration of the structure of the automation system (database not included here)
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4. RESULTS
The system is integrated with full capability for further process- and automation development. Earlier
publications are found in [16-18].
Process development: Process development has been performed for both aerospace alloys and tool steel. There
is a strong need to have a relatively wide process window, since the RLMwD-control system has the role of
modifying the process parameters. The process development gives the control system limits to work within.
Modelling Work for width and height: For the materials in question there is need to know how a change in
inputs affect the system outputs. It has been found that the built height mainly is affected by the wire feed rate and
the built width mainly by the laser power, both provided constant robot speed. A number of static and dynamic tests
are performed, and it is found that around an operating point - a set of process parameters - the relations between
width/height and laser power/wire feed rate are linear, and further that a first order dynamic model is useful, see
Figure 7, where time constants can be estimated (signals are taken from the database). These modelling results are
the basis for design of feedback controllers.

Figure 7 Illustration of the modelling work. Right plots show static relations for bead width and height. Left plots show
measured and model output responses on step changesin laser power and wire feed rate respectively.

RLMwD applied to tool repair: To show the system capability a punching tool is repaired with tool steel
deposited on mild steel base. Figure 8 illustrates first how a cutting edge can be repaired using the technology, and
then real results on a punching tool. The tool has after RLMwD-repair successfully punched at least 80,000 details.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The system functionality described in this paper shows encouraging results, and is a basis for further
development. The results are promising for both academic and industrial continuation. The development continues
with refining and retuning the functionality, especially the integration of the different parts. The system has so far
shown its generality in that different materials have been deposited as well as normal welding and metal deposition
in the same equipment (however different optics). The integrated environment with data logging of all data that is
exchanged in the system during deposition facilitates for increased process knowledge and for parameter tuning.

Figure 8. First 3 images illustrate the use of RLMwD for a cutting edge. Last 2 images show a punching tool with hard top made
by the RLMwD-system, and the punched component with the removed part lying aside.
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ABSTRACT
When the desired shape is fabricated using a Solid Freeform Fabrication system that employs SLS process, the
effort to improve deviation of form is continued steadily through improvement of correctness of original data,
verification of slicing data and laser scanning control algorithm development etc,. In the case that beam spot size is
fixed in Solid Freeform Fabrication system that uses existing SLS process, the sintering inside of data is performed
appropriately. However, in the case of sintering the complex shape, the sintering phenomenon is complicated due
to the spread of heat energy until when the next layer becomes sintered after the laser exposing and the large beam
spot size causing additional area sintering when exposing boundary area. Therefore, it is difficult to achieve the
desired shape accuracy. In order to overcome these problems, this study attempted to minimize the spread of heat
energy for one section sliced and to change the size of laser beam spot to improve the shape accuracy for boundary
part. In this paper, Digital Mirror System which is a new concept has been developed using the motor embedded
type beam expander instead of existing fixed type beam expander for the beam spot variation. The optimal process
development has been performed based on the developed system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, SFF (Solid Freeform Fabrication) system has been introduced greatly in various industries. This system
provides high efficiency and convenience to the developers for product design and development. These SFF systems
are divided into SLA (Sterolithography), 3DP (3 Dimensional Printings), LOM (Laminate Object Manufacturing),
SLS (Selective Laser Sintering) etc. Among these, SLS has an excellent accuracy and characteristic and does not
require support for developing a part. [1].
Recently, due to fast manufacturing and improvement in accuracy in SFF system especially in SLS system, it is
being widely used in today’s competitive market by reducing the product development time and achieving high
quality.
For this researchers are continuously working to reduce the manufacturing time and increase the accuracy of the
product such as path generation and velocity control of irradiated laser, sintering temperature control, development of
new material.
The SLS process, also known as solid freeform fabrication (SFF), creates 3D object, layer-by-layer, using powder
materials with the help of heat generated by a CO2 laser. With SLS process, prototypes have been produced by using
various materials like thermoplastic, metal composite and ceramic composite powder etc. SLS system is consist of
various elemental technique such as the powder laminate for control of build room and feed room position, control of
roller velocity, powder sintering for control of temperature, scan path generation etc. [2][3][4][5]
However, in the existing SFF system using a SLS process, occasion of scanning the wide inside part had no
problem because laser beam spot size was fixed.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (82)42- 868-7152; Fax: (82) 42-868-7176; E-mail: kds671@kimm.re.kr
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But in the case of complex part, after irradiating with the laser, sintered powder will be exposed by the heat until
the next layer sintered completely.
During this time, sintered powder will have a lot of heat energy than the non-sintered powder. Due to this, sintering
happens to parts that should not be sintered by Heat transfer. Also, when laser irradiates boundary parts, because beam
spot size, the extent of additional parts are examined which are escaping the boundary line. Due to these reasons, the
existing system has a shortcoming that shape accuracy for microscopic part becomes low.
Therefore, in this paper a new mechanism has been suggested for quick and accurate manufacturing of complex
parts. To present this mechanism, correlation of laser path generation and velocity control, correlation of sintering
temperature and laser power were studied to conduct the research.
Especially, the process by changing the laser beam spot size; using large spot size to sinter on the hatching part of
cross section sinters, and using small spot size to sinter the outer boundary part.
Through this system (Digital Mirror System), application availability and optimal process condition is going to be
found.

2. DIGITAL MIRROR SYSTEM
The developed digital mirror system can change the laser beam spot to the suitable size. In the existing system
instead of the zoom beam expander to obtain the equal beam spot size, the variable beam expander which can be able
to adjust a laser beam spot size has been installed, which controls the magnification with the help of two build-in
motors. It is a new conceptual system to increase the accuracy and the manufacturing speed. That is, using large spot
size for sintering the hatching part of cross section, and using small spot size to sinter the outer boundary part sinters.
2.1. OPERATION PRINCIPLE
Digital Mirror system is a system using beam spot size, scan spacing and scan speed in the scan area which have
different sizes and complexities. The change in the size of the beam spot controls the scan space and the scan speed on
each beam spot size through the Variable Beam Expander, and finally performs the sintering and manufacturing
process.
The scan mirror and the expander are initialized after the digital mirror system receives the scan path and
information for sliced section such as a scanner, an expander, a laser size is determined. According to the determined
data, the hatching layer and boundary get sintered in turn and as the existing process the signal for spreading powder
is sent to bed controller and is waited for a completion signal. At this time, the following layer is processed after the
mirror is located to home and arranged. Fig. 1 displays the flowchart about the operation principle of the digital mirror
system. Fig. 2 illustrates the laser part which is composed of the digital mirror system.
Initialize scanning mirror and Expander

Reflection
Mirror

For (every scanning path)

CO2 Laser

Input parameter (Scanner, Expander, Laser)

Beam
Expander
Select Layer
(Boundary of Hatching)

Motorized
Zoom Beam
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Galvano
Mirror
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Focusing lens

Send signal to Expander and bed controller

Scanning Laser
Hatching
Current Process
Boundary
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Fig. 1 Flowchart for Digital Mirror System

Fig. 2 Laser part of Digital Mirror System
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2.2. SPOT SIZE MEASUREMENT AND APPLICATION EXPERIMENTAL
To construct Digital Mirror System, an important element that should be preceded is confirming directly whether
Laser Beam spot size is detected in required magnification. Therefore, the comparison between theoretical calculation
and measured data through actual equipment was made.
2.2.1 SPOT SIZE MEASUREMENT
Spot size measurement is, basically, confirmed whether required spot size is detected and whether some result is
deduced in powder base. And then, finally, two methods were progressed to find the optimum condition for DMS
application.
Whole measuring method, after controlling the variable beam expander program with desired magnification, is
then set the station part and laser control program in order. The spot size is observed through microscope according to
each magnification.
When the laser spot size measured, various films were used to minimize the heat transfer by laser beam energy. As
a result, SH-71S (Coating film) brought the optimal result from the other films and selected for the research. Fig. 3
shows spot size measuring method when using Coating Film.
Also, we suggest the spot size measuring device for powder base. Fig. 4 illustrates the actual picture of the spot
size measuring device (a) and displays the mechanism of the spot size measurement (b). And Fig. 5 displays the result
that is gotten through measuring in the Coating Film and powder base.
Table.1 displays, the result that compares theoretical data and actual measured data (Coating Film). After
comparison, it was realized that there is little difference within ± 20um's error range and confirmed that it is possible to
apply it to the Digital Mirror System.[6]

<Beam Expander Control Program>

<Station Control Program>

499 ㎛
499 ㎛
499 ㎛

<Spot Size Measurement>

<Laser Control Program>

Fig. 3 Measurement Sequence (Coating Film)

(a) Spot size Measurement device

(b) Measurement Sequence

Fig. 4 Spot size Measurement (Powder Base)
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(a) Result (Coating Film)

(b) Result (Powder Base)

Fig. 5 Result of spot size measurement
Table 1 Comparison of Data
Mag.

Laser power(W)

Scan speed(m/s)

X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8

30
30
30
30
30
30

0.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.5

Scan
Space(mm)
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Cal. Data(㎛)

Result(㎛)

Difference

833.4
625
500
416.6
357.2
312.6

855.2
641.2
499
410.9
377.6
333.2

+21.8
+16.2
-1.00
-5.70
+20.4
+20.6

2.2.1 SPOT SIZE MEASUREMENT
When manufacturing a model using DMS, even if it is manufactured in detail and quickly, however, it is an
important parameter to measure the mechanical strength of parts manufactured by each spot. Therefore, tensile
specimens about of each spot size were manufactured and were examined. Table 2 and Fig. 6 show experimental
condition and fabricated sample, respectively.
In the experiment, laser power and layer thickness was fixed, on the other hand, scan speed and scan space was
controlled, as shown in Table.2, to keep the laser density about each magnification. The specimens were manufactured
through this process. INSTRON 5583 tester was used to measure the tensile strength of the manufactured specimens
and the measured result, as shown in Fig. 7.
From the result, the minimum tensile strength was 0.5kN was measured, which is our research’s goal. We
confirmed that it is applicable to the Digital Mirror System. Also, optimal scan space and scan speed for each spot size
was obtained.
Table 2 Experimental condition
Spot size(㎛)/Mag.

Scan speed(m/s)

300/x8

7

500/x5

5

800/x3

2

Layer thickness(㎛)

Laser power(W)

100

18
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Scan space(mm)
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.8
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3

300µm - 0.2
300µm - 0.3
500µm - 0.3
800µm - 0.5
800µm - 0.6
800µm - 0.8

Stress (kN)

2

1

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

Displacement (mm)

Fig. 6 Fabricated Specimens

Fig. 7 Tensile Test

3. DMS APPLIED EXPERIMENT
3.1. DMS’S EFFICIENCY
While the laser is irradiated and powder is sintered, when applying DMS, sintered area will be located in high
temperature than the surrounding. Due to this, heat will transfer through convection and radiation to the surrounding
and causes sintering to the neighboring powder. These phenomena will happen until the temperature of sintered area
versus temperature in chamber or surrounding powders reach the equilibrium.
Therefore, to realize high precision and high speed by applying DMS, when the sintered area by laser density or
non-sintered area is exposed at each spot size, the interrelation with the exposing time should be focused.
Especially, the change of the sintering rate after the laser is irradiated must be focused. That is because as the
irradiating of the laser takes longer time, the exposing time to surroundings will be longer. So, the strength of the
fabricated model might be weaken or transformed.
This factor can be summarized by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
Eq (1) shows energy q that radiates to the surrounding, where hc is the heat transfer coefficient for convection, hr
is the heat transfer coefficient from radiation transmission, and Ts and Ta depict each chamber’s temperature and
temperature of the sintered bed, respectively. This heating radiation will continue until the chamber temperature and
temperature of sintered part become same. [7][8]
Because thermal radiant energies in Eq.(1) are emitted to the surrounding until the temperature of chamber and the
temperature of sintered part become same, it affects sintering rate of the part where laser is not scanned by heat. The
sintering rate increases according to the time expender, when energy is given as a function, as mentioned in Eq. (2).
[8].
q = A (h
s

c

+ h )( T
r

s

− T )

(1)

a

⎡ h h − h∞ ⎤
ln ⎢ ( 0
)⎥ = k ' t
⎣ h0 h − h∞ ⎦

(2)

This means that when the scanning time in the simple scan path generation method is prolonged, there is a
possibility that the strength of area interval plane became weak or be distorted by the heat distribution.
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3.2. SCAN PATH ALGORITHM
To apply DMS to the industrial SFF system using SLS process, a new scan path generation algorithm is needed
due to the necessity of changing the spot size of the laser beam.
Therefore, area division algorithm was developed which is classified into 3 algorithms according to the complexity
about the sliced section.
Especially, area division algorithm reduces unnecessary scan paths as compared to the existing simple zigzag laser
scan algorithm. So it can improve the scan efficiency by minimizing the laser’s transfer section. Fig. 8 shows the scan
path of the simple zigzag pattern. In the figure, there are many unnecessary jump sections on a sliced section because
of many unnecessary transfers.
However, division area scan algorithm which is displayed in Fig. 9 can create a new arranged scan path. This
happens by rearranging the scan path on each scan area centering around the area which is divided into region1, 2, 3,
and 4. By storing the scan area again in order of ‘region1→ region 2→ region 3→ region 4.’ As shown in Fig. 9, the
jump section was reduced remarkably in the created scan path. This generation of the scan path can be decided simply
by the number of the scanning line which is on the straight line. Fig. 10 displays the scan path generation algorithm
based on the area division. First, the mark number from one most boundary block to the other side was distinguished
and area was created following this number. [9].
The scan ray was rearranged by the situated order and was stored with the changed order, and rests of the jumps
were erased. Also, the minimum value of areas was limited to prevent overly small areas being divided.

Fig. 8 Simple Scan path

Fig. 9 Reconstructed Scan path

Marking Number

Mark=1

No

Marking Division
Area

Region of N

Yes
In Division Area

No

Unnecessary Jump
elimination

Yes
Rearrangement

Move to start position
following region

Basic Algorithm

Fig. 10 Area Division Flow chart
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3.3. DMS APPLICATION
A laser scan program was developed by applying interrelation of the sintering rate according as the laser
irradiating time. Application of DMS is divided into 3 levels by area division scan path algorithm.
First, the smallest part is classified by comparing the size and task of comparing the complexity to make them in
order was taken. The area divided by these 3 levels will be scanned by different beam spot size, spacing, and speed at
each area. These procedures shorten the processing time, and increase the accuracy and process efficiency through
equilibrating the heat between each area.
We fabricated an actual model using the newly developed program. To evaluate the performance of DMS, the total
processing time when applying basic algorithm, DMS (fixed scan speed), and DMS (variable scan speed) was
compared. Fabrication shape was a key model such as Fig. 11. The thickness of the key model was 5mm and layer
thickness was 100㎛. Table 3 shows each experimental conditions and results of the compared total processing time.
Thus, when fabricating key model that has 5mm of thickness, more than 2 times of processing time was saved than
the basic algorithm and 4 seconds were gained per 1 layer. Fig.12 shows the model which is fabricated by conditions
of Table.3. From the left side, there are basic algorithm, DMS (fixed scan speed) and DMS (variableness scan speed).
From the result, they have characteristics as followings, of course; differ according to models’ kind, Occasion of
basic algorithm, surface roughness and strength is excellent but the processing time increased. In case of DMS (fixed
scan speed), the total processing time was reduced than basic algorithm but strength of the produced part was low.
Lastly, when applying DMS (variableness scan speed), strength of the produce parts was high, and the total
processing time was reduced than basic algorithm and DMS (fixed scan speed) as 4sec/layer, 2sec/layer respectively,
but surface roughness was not good. Table 4 shows the summarized result.
With the preceding described result, more complex model was fabricated to estimate the performance of DMS.
The fabricated model was a mission cover which was 70% of a real CAD model. The condition of fabricating is shown
on Table. 5 and the fabricated model are shown on Fig. 13.

Fig. 11 Laser Control Program

Fig. 12 Fabricated Key model according to algorithm, respectively

Table 3 DMS Application process data
Basic Algorithm
Spacing (spot size)

0.3(0.5) mm

Speed
Total processing time

5m/s
390198ms

DMS application (Fixed)
0.3(0.3)mm
0.3(0.6)mm
0.6(0.8)mm
5m/s
211881ms
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DMS
application(Variableness)
0.3(0.3)mm
0.3(0.6)mm
0.6(0.8)mm
6, 5, 4m/s
189063ms
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Table 4 Comparison of process characteristics for key model

Processing time
Strength
Surface roughness

Temperature
Scan speed
Spot size (Magnification)
Scan space
Laser power
Layer thickness

Basic Algorithm

DMS application (Fixed)

Long
High
Excellence

Mid
Low
Good

DMS
application(Variableness)
Short
Mid
Bad

Table 5 Fabricated conditions
Specialty part
Mid part
176℃
6m/s
5m/s
0.3mm (x8)
0.5mm (x5)
0.3 mm
18 W
100 ㎛

Hatching part
4m/s
0.8 (x3)

Fig. 13 Fabricated model Mission cover using the Digital Mirror System
4. CONCLUSION
In this study, it was confirmed that by applying the Digital Mirror System, which is newly suggested to the
industrial SFF system using SLS process, the optimum process parameter can be achieved. The following conclusion
was gained.
1) The experimental setup was made to conduct the study the concept of Digital Mirror System
2) To verify the beam spot size, the coating film (SH-710) which has thermal resistance was used and compared
with the theoretical data.
3) The efficiency of DMS was evaluated by producing the sample and conducting the strength tests of the sample.
4) To improve the efficiency of laser scan in SFF system, the method to generate scan path was developed by
employing three algorithms.
5) The efficiency to manufacture complex model was also improved by optimizing heat equilibrium and
decreasing the area and processing time by applying area division scan path to DMS.
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ABSTRACT
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) has the advantages of producing prototypes with high strength and good
accuracy suitable for functional purposes. The quality of the FDM part is crucial and very much depended on the
selection of numerous processing variables during the building of the part. The ability to select the optimal
processes parameters has been a major concern for part quality improvement. This work was undertaken to
determine the optimum parameters in fabricating quality part using a FDM Waterworks Soluble Support (WSS)
system. The effect of these parameters on the FDM performance or responses were also investigated and the
optimum conditions of those responses were established. Design of Experiments (DOE) was used to perform the
experiments and results were analysed using the Minitab software to obtain the significant parameters and to
optimize the setting. Pareto Chart, Analysis of Variance(ANOVA), Main Effect Plot and Regression were
employed to determine the significant parameters and to generate recommendations of process variable setting
and associated predict build outcomes for the FDM process. Finally, validation tests were conducted to verify the
model of responses against the actual results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid prototyping (RP) is a process in which a part is produced using layer by layer deposition of material. It
has the potential of reducing between 30 to 50 % of the manufacturing lead time of the product even the product
complexity is very high [1]. The RP cycle consists of creation of geometric model using a solid modeler,
determination of suitable deposition orientation, slicing, generation of material deposition paths, part deposition and
the post processing operations. Most of the steps in RP are automatically driven; however part deposition
orientation is selected manually among the few options provided by the RP software. Previous study has shown that
orientation of a part deposition on RP machine platform has a significant effect on many key characteristics which
determined the final quality and cost of the prototype [2].
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) is one of the major technique in developing rapid prototypes or models.
The FDM machine builds the part by extruding a semi-molten filament through a heated nozzle in a prescribed
pattern onto a platform. A second nozzle may extrude a second material usually the support material if required.
When the first layer is completed, the platform move downwards by one layer thickness and the building process
repeats all over again. Once completed, the build model is removed from the platform and removal of the support
materials is done manually of chemically to obtain the final part.
There are profoundly numerous possible parameters that can affect the final quality of part using FDM. These
parameters include the machine parameters setting, file transfer format, part orientation etc. Some researchers
focused on slicing methods and its effect on the accuracy and “staircase effect” which was inherent in layer
manufacturing. Warpage, shrinkage and dimensional accuracy are some quality issues that were investigated by
* Omar Mohd Faizan: Tel.: (607) 4537738; Fax: (607) 4536080; E-mail: mdfaizan@uthm.edu.my
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many researchers. Beside the slicing method, statistical tool such as DOE was used to obtain the optimal setting
parameters for build time and surface quality [3].
R C Pennington [4], investigated the dimensional accuracy of parts produced by FDM Stratasys 2000
machine. A full factorial experimental design was used to evaluate the effect of part size, work envelope
temperature and part position on the dimensional accuracy of part. Results indicated that the part size, location in
the work envelope and envelope temperature had a significant effect on the dimensional accuracy.
Weiyin Ma et. al. [5] developed a slicing algorithm to obtain an accurate and smooth part surface. A selective
hatching strategy was employed to further reduce the build time by solidifying the kernel regions of a part with the
maximum allowable thick layers while solidifying the skin areas with adaptive thin layers to obtain the required
surface accuracy. They developed new adaptive slicing and selective hatching algorithm for tackling compromising
issue of building speed and surface accuracy. Part developed with water soluble material and can be easily melted
off in special liquid solution after model production. Azanizawati et. al. [6] found that size of the nozzle tip was the
significant factor that influenced the dimensional accuracy. However, the normal probability plot showed that there
were no specific parameters seem to influence the accuracy of the dimensions. Similar results were reported by
Ahmad [7] which found that there was no significant parameters influencing the dimensional accuracy of the part.
Zieman et. al. [8] reported that the position of the prototype in the work envelope was the significant factor affecting
the dimensional accuracy. They used DOE approach and FDM2000 in their study. The envelope temperature was
also included in the investigation. They concluded that other significant factors, which were not considered during
their study, might influence the accuracy of the part.
It was observed that most of earlier studies were focused on producing better part quality using FDM with
Breakaway Support System (BSS). Not much works were reported on the FDM using Water Soluble Support
(WSS) system. Therefore, this work was undertaken to evaluate the effect of part deposition orientation on the
dimensional accuracy of the part using the FDM with WSS system. Design of Experiment (DOE) approach was
adopted to investigate the influence of numerous parameters setting on the part quality and eventually optimum
setting conditions were proposed accordingly. DOE is a very important quality tool in current use and it is a generic
statistical method which guides in analyzing the experiments in order to find the cause and effect relationship
between “response” (output) and factors (inputs).

2. METHODOLOGY
In this study, all the important factors which may significantly influence the responses were identified. Each
factor was varied at different settings using the 4 two – level factors as shown in Table 1. Other factors such as
build orientation, tip size, fill pattern, support structure and filament feed rate were kept constant.
Table 1: Level of design factors
Level

Design Factor
1

2

Layer thickness , LT[mm]

0.1778

0.3302

Raster angle , RA [degree]

0

70

Base oversize , BO [mm]

0.5

2.00

0.3632

0.5048

Road width , RW [mm]

The full factorial design consists of 2 4 = 16 experiments. However, by using DOE approach, only a small
fraction of all possible conditions was tested. In this study, fractional factorial design was used whereby only 8
experiments were conducted by using 1/ 4 fractional design (2(4-1) = 23 = 8). For two level design, there is a risk of
missing a curvilinear relationship. Inclusion of center points is an efficient way to include the curvature without
adding a large number of extra runs. Table 2 shows the experimental layout of fractional design run including the
center points
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Table 2: Experimental Layout
Design Factor

Exp.
No.

LT[mm]

RA[degree]

BO[mm]

RW[mm]

1

0.2540

35

1.25

0.4048

2

0.1778

70

0.50

0.5048

3

0.3302

70

2.00

0.5048

4

0.3302

0

0.50

0.5048

5

0.1778

0

0.50

0.3048

6

0.1778

0

2.00

0.5048

7

0.1778

70

2.00

0.3048

8

0.2540

35

1.25

0.4048

9

0.3302

70

0.50

0.3048

10

0.3302

0

2.00

0.3048

11

0.2540

35

1.25

0.4048

LT : Layer Thickness
RA : Raster Angle
BO : Base Oversize
RW : Road Width

Product design in 3D solid model was created with Unigraphics Software, NX2 version. The product
covers most of the design features such as pyramid, cylinder, rectangular, nurbs, face and hole as shown in Figure
1(a). Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) with digitizing capabilities was used to determine the dimensions of
the related features of the prototype. Carl Zeiss Calypso CMM machine with an accuracy of ± 1 x 10-6 mm was
used. The dimensions of the parts were measured and then compared with the actual dimension in the CAD data. A
total of eleven measurement were taken which include linear, angular and diameter as shown in Figure 1(b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Part design and measurement of the feature dimensions

Prototypes or parts were fabricated using a Stratasys FDM Prodigy Plus. This RP system incorporates the WSS
system on the Prodigy platform, and is further enhanced by the InSight software. The patented waterworks process
facilitates easy removal of the supports from the completed prototype by simple immersion into a water-based
solution.
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. DESIGN FACTORS ANALYSIS
It was found that factors C and D which represent the base oversize factor and the road width respectively were
the significant factors affecting the dimensional accuracy where the magnitude of this effect was beyond the
decision line as shown in the Pareto chart in Figure 2.

Pareto Chart of the Standardized Effects
(response is DA, Alpha = .10)
A:
B:
C:
D:

C

LT
RA
BO
RW

D

A

AB

AC

AD

B

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 2: Pareto chart for dimensional accuracy

However, from Table 3, it was found that only base oversize with P value 0.02 was the significant factor for the
dimensional accuracy while road width with P value 0.071 was not significant. Based on these results, it may be
appropriate to suggest that only oversize was the main factor that influenced the dimensional accuracy.
Table 3: ANOVA analysis for dimensional accuracy
Fractional Factorial Fit: DA versus LT, RA, BO, RW

Term
Constant
LT
RA
BO
RW
LT*RA
LT*BO
LT*RW
Ct.Pt
Source
Main Effects
2-Way Interactions
Curvature
Residual Error
Pure Error
Total

Coef

SE Coef

T

0.11349
0.002397
47.34
0.00579
0.002397
2.41
0.00241
0.002397
-1.01
0.01691
0.002397
7.06
0.00851
0.002397
3.55
0.00564
0.002397
2.35
0.00391
0.002397
1.63
0.00384
0.002397
-1.60
0.03979
0.004590
-8.67
Analysis of Variance for DA (coded units)
DF
Seq SS
Adj SS
Adj MS
F
4
0.00318248 0.00318248 0.00079562 17.31
3
0.00049452 0.00049452 0.00016484
3.59
1
0.00345392 0.00345392 0.00345392 75.13
2
0.00009194 0.00009194 0.00004597
2
0.00009194 0.00009194 0.00004597
10
0.00722287

P
0.000
0.137
0.420
0.020
0.071
0.143
0.244
0.251
0.013
P
0.055
0.226
0.013

3.2. PREDICTION OF THE OPTIMUM CONDITION
The main effect plot for dimensional accuracy was developed using ANOVA analysis as shown in Figure 3. It
can be observed that with increase of base oversize, the dimensional deviation also increases. Thus it was advisable
to set a lower value for base oversize in order to obtain better accuracy on the features of the parts.
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Main Ef f ects Plot (data means) f or DA
Centerpoint

0 .5

2.0

0.128
0.116
DA

0.104
0.092
0.080
BO

Figure 3: Main effect plot for dimensional accuracies

Result in Table 4 indicates that the R-sq has a lower value and only represents 31.7% contribution to the
dimensional accuracy. The accuracy results did not demonstrate a strong relationship between the response and the
significant parameters.
Table 4: Regression analysis for dimensional accuracies
Regression Analysis: DA
The regression equation is

versus LT, RA, RW, BO

DA = 0.0744 + 0.0226 BO
Predictor
Constant
BO
S = 0.02342
Source
Regression
Residual Error
Total

Coef
0.07445
0.02255

SE Coef
0.01550
0.01104

T
P
4.80 0.001
2.04 0.071

R-Sq = 31.7%
DF
1
9
10

R-Sq(adj) = 24.1%
Analysis of Variance
SS
MS
F
0.0022883
0.0022883
4.17
0.0049346
0.0005483
0.0072229

P
0.071

3.3. VALIDATION OF DOE ANALYSIS
Validation of results was carried out by comparing the experimental results with verification run model
obtained from the regression analysis. The following equation is used to determine the dimensional accuracy (DA)
values of the part;
DA = 0.0744 + 0.0744 + 0.0226(BO)

(1)

Considering the Base Oversize of 0.5,
DA = 0.0744 + 0.0226(0.5)
= 0.0857mm
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Table 5 shows the validation results between prediction model and experimentation. Results revealed that
that the percentage error was 27.12% for the dimensional accuracy. From the regression analysis, the R-square
value was slightly lower to represent the accuracies of part. Nevertheless the percentage of error can still be
accepted and considered satisfactory. Therefore it can be suggested that regression model is valid for the range of
parameters investigated.
Table 5: Result Validation
Criteria of
Responses

Predicted

Actual

% of Error

Dimensional
Accuracies (DA)

0.086

0.118

27.12%

4. CONCLUSION
Information on the significant parameters allows the user to make the necessary improvement on the product
during the development stage. Optimization of process parameters during part deposition is very essential in
producing low cost and good quality FDM parts. The vital contribution of this study is the establishing of
mathematical models to predict the dimensional accuracy of FDM part through the use of DOE. This will assist the
user to select the appropriate settings in producing more accurate prototype according to the objectives specified.
Based on the results obtained on part deposition orientation for FDM WSS system, the factor base oversize
significantly affected the dimensional accuracy of the part. However its influence was lower based on the regression
analysis. It may be recommended that the optimum setting in achieving better accuracy of FDM part is by
decreasing the base oversize.
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a virtual prototyping system for modelling and optimization of rapid prototyping (RP)
process. The system aims to reduce the manufacturing risks of prototypes early in a product development cycle,
and hence, reduce the number of costly design-build-test cycles. It involves modelling and simulation of RP
system, which facilitates visualization and testing the effects of process parameters on the part quality. Modelling
of RP is based on qualifying the measures of part quality, which includes accuracy, build-time of the selective
Laser Sintering (SLS) process. The model incorporates various process parameters like layer thickness, hatch
space, bed temperature, laser power and sinter factor, etc. It has been integrated with the virtual simulation
system to provide a test-bed to optimize the process parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid prototyping (RP) or layer manufacturing (LM) refers to fabrication of parts layer-by-layer. It involves
adding raw material successively, in layers, to create a solid of a predefined shape. These parts are used in the
various stages of a product development cycle. Figure 1 shows the flow of a typical RP process. The first step is to
validate the 3D CAD model of a part, i.e. to ensure it is a solid, which must be repaired otherwise. The valid model
is then oriented with respect to the build chamber, by considering the build-time and the surface quality. A few
models may either be merged into a one-build assembly or nested for efficient utilization of the machine and the
material.
Based on the process requirement, support structures may be added to the model, if necessary. It is then sliced
with a set of horizontal planes. Each horizontal plane yields a planar slice contour, which is cross-hatched to
determine the laser trajectories to control the sintering/solidification process. By scanning one layer over another,
the part grows incrementally to its final shape. Thus main steps for process planning include orientation, support
structure generation if necessary, slicing and selection of process parameters.
Process planning is performed to select the process parameters and to generate the control instructions to
fabricate a part. In general, the designer carriers out process planning by studying the part and quality requirements,
which is indeed very time-consuming. Therefore, there is a need to automate the process. This can be achieved by
linking the designer’s understanding and decision making with the physical process to create parts of the desired
quality. Automation of process planning is also one of the fundamental aims of RP [1], which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To build arbitrarily complex 3D shapes
To use a generic fabrication machine which does not require part-specific fixturing or tooling
To generate a process plan automatically, based on a CAD model
To minimize human intervention

RP facilitates fulfillment of the fist two aims mentioned above. However, it requires a significant amount of
human intervention to produce an optimal part. The optimality depends on the functional requirements, which
include accuracy, build-time, strength and efficiency. The quality requirements, however, vary from visual aids to
master patterns for secondary processes. Hence, a significant degree of expertise is required to produce parts of
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +91-870-2462349; E-mail: raviykumar@yahoo.com
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consistent quality. The process is, therefore, very costly and of a trail-and-error basis. The objectives of this paper
are to quantify the requirements for optimization of RP and to simulate the process.

Figure 1: Rapid Prototyping Process

2. RELATED WORK
Dai and Gobel [2] discussed the advantages of virtual prototyping (VP) over physical prototyping. The
considered VP as the integration with product design and simulation, and listed the constraints of computer graphics
that have to be solved for effective implementation of VP. They suggested the use of electronic prototyping as an
alternative to physical prototyping. However, this is not yet feasible with the present technology due to the
weakness of the link between CAD systems and CAE components like FEA, kinematics and dynamics systems.
Few researches have combined the advantages of VP with RP technologies. Gibson et al. [3] investigated a more
efficient product development in ergonomic, aesthetic and functional aspects of design. They suggested the use of
VP as a complementary technology to RP with an interface accommodated through a CAD system.
Automation of control code generation for the desired requirements is an emerging research aspect of RP.
Diane et al. [4] classified RP process parameters into nuisance, constant and control parameters. Nuisance
parameters include age of laser, beam position accuracy, humidity and temperature, which are not controlled in the
experimental analysis but may have some effect on a part. Constant parameters normally include beam diameter,
laser focus and material properties, etc. The control parameters will affect the output of the process and are
controllable in a run. These include layer thickness, hatch space, scan pattern, part orientation, shrinkage of the
material and beam width compensation, etc.
Zhou and Hersovici [5] accuracy problem in SLA process, and established that layer thickness, hatch space,
overcure, gap and the position on the build-plane of the SLA process are control factors of accuracy. They
employed Taguchi method to find the functional relationships between different combinations of control factors and
part quality for standard surface features. However, extrapolation of these results to complex RP part surfaces is
very difficult. Thomson and Crawford [6] chose build-time, surface finish and part strength for manufacturing
requirements and developed numerical methods to quantify the requirements with respect to the part orientation for
the selective laser sintering (SLS) process.
A genetic algorithm was developed by Woodzaik et al. [7] to automatically place multiple parts in a workspace
to reduce build-time, and thereby, increase efficiency. The parts are enclosed in rectangular boxes and are rotated
900 about the z-axis to aid part packing, without considering the surface accuracy and the support structure
requirements. Anne et al. [8] presented an integrated software system for process planning for LM under
development at University of Michigan.
Ablani and Bachi [9] developed a software system to find preferred orientations. It rotates a part in increments
about the designer-supplied axes and slices the part to evaluate the errors due to the stair-step effect. However, they
considered rotations of the part in the range from 0 to 3600, which is not entirely necessary for the estimation of
surface accuracy. Due to the complexity involved, most research work has been focused on the optimization of a
single requirement or parameter. For example, in the case of packing parts in the workspace, consideration is given
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only to minimizing the build-time. Such algorithms are useful for solving a single requirement or optimization of a
parameter. However, they lack the flexibility for multiple requirements or tuning a few parameters according to the
desired quality.
3. MODELLING AND OPTIMIZATION OF RAPID PROTOTYPING PROCESS
This paper proposes a virtual prototyping system for modeling and optimization of RP process. Figure 2 shows
the flow chart of the proposed approach. It provides a test-bed for optimizing various requirements of an RP
process. The designer starts with building a 3D model of a part, and subsequently performs simulation of the RP
process to optimize the control parameters. When the desired requirements are met, they can be used for physical
fabrication. If the fabrication is to be carried out by a service bureau or another department, the designer can
perform simulation with the control parameters. This facilitates feedback for design improvement. Once the desired
quality is obtained physical fabrication of the part may follow. This approach will consequently reduce the time
required to communicate, as well as the number of iterations. The designer may build and break as many parts as
required more quickly at a relatively low cost. Thus, simulation of RP parts will help reduce, if not eliminate, the
number of physical prototypes required to produce a part. The designer may conveniently realize and validate the
intended part before committing to manufacture.

Figure 2: Proposed VP-based RP Approach

3.1. PARAMETERS VERSUS REQUIREMENTS
Build-time, surface accuracy and efficiency requirements of an RP process are largely determined by orientation,
layer thickness and hatch space parameters. The orientation of an RP part affects accuracy and build-time.
Orientating a part in the optimal direction will give a relatively smaller angle between facets and the build-direction,
resulting in a higher surface accuracy. The build-time of a part is proportional to its z-height in the build-direction.
Orientating a part with the minimum z-heights will result in fewer slices, and hence a reduction in build-time. Layer
thickness affects the surface accuracy and build-time. The surface accuracy will be improved when a part is build
with a smaller thickness, but the build-time will increase inversely. On the other hand, a part will be build faster
with a larger thickness that results in decreased accuracy, particularly in high curvature regions. Hatch space refers
to the distance between the parallel vectors used to solidify the layer surface. A large hatch space reduces build-
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time. However, if it is too large, part of the material in the layer may not be sintered. Hence, it is important to set the
hatch space as such that the build-time will be minimum possible while the layer is properly sintered.
3.2. REQUIREMENT QUANTIFICATION
Developing a mathematical model that incorporates the behaviour of RP will allow the designer to estimate the
part quality. This requires a detailed understanding of the effect of the control parameters on a specific process. The
influences of the control parameters on the requirements vary from one process to another. As an initial step, it will
be useful to start with relatively simple mathematical models, which incorporate process-independent parameters
only and subsequently enhanced with the characteristics of individual processes. There are different approaches to
quantifying the requirements with regards to the control parameters. The following sections discuss the
measurement of each requirement.
3.2.1 ACCURACY
Surface accuracy can be defined as the deviation of the geometry from the progenitor CAD model to the part.
The loss of accuracy is mainly due to (1) Pre-process errors (2) Process planning errors and (3) Post-process errors.
3.2.1.1 PREPROCESS ERRORS
These errors are inherent due to the representation of a part in a CAD system for data exchange purposes. The
part surface is normally represented in the STL format, which is a collection of tessellated triangular facets. To
generate a STL model, a tolerable chordal error has to be set, as shown in Figure 3. Thus, to represent highly cured
surfaces accurately, a small tolerance value is needed. This result in an increased number of facets, and hence, the
file size which may have to be compromised with the accuracy of the part surface.

Figure 3: The stair-step effect due to layer thickness

3.2.1.2 PROCESS PLANNING ERRORS
In RP, each layer is generated as an extrusion of a planer contour by processing the material on the interior of a
2D slice. A slice is generated by the intersection of a horizontal plane with a faceted STL model. Extrusion of a
slice to form a layer results in stepped approximation of the boundary of the original CAD model. Consequently, all
parts generated by RP exhibit a “stair-step” effect, as shown in Figure 3, and such effect becomes more obvious on
slanted and cured surfaces. This error can be quantified by cusp height, which is the distance between the intended
and approximated surface at each facet. For each facet, the surface normal indicates the angle that the facet makes
with the build-direction. If the surface normal is not perpendicular to the build-direction, the facet will exhibit some
stair-step effect. For a given facet, with (a-c) as vertices as shown in Figure 3, the error can be evaluated as

where, hc = cusp height in ‘mm’, bc = layer thickness in ‘mm’, θ = angle between the build direction and facet
normal, Nf = total number of facets, hci= cusp height of each facet, i = facet number.
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The average cusp height represents the mean of the linear deviations of all facets, while the maximum cusp
height is the maximum linear deviation among the facets. The average cusp height is adopted for measuring the
surface accuracy. Post process error includes process, shrinkage and warpage errors. Process errors are mainly due
to laser delivery mechanism and the induced angle with the part surface. Shrinkage error is mainly due to
solidification of the part. Shrinkage error is mainly due to solidification of the part. For RP processes that employ
heat energy to solidify/sinter the material, the subsequent prototypes tend to shrink after cooling, resulting in
dimensional deviations from the original design. Warpage is another kind of inaccuracy caused by uneven
distributions of heat energy and the resultant binding force. These dimensional errors vary with the part geometry
and the characteristics of RP processes. Indeed, shrinkage and warpage are complex thermal process, which are
beyond the scope of the present work. However, when thermodynamics and binding force models for estimation of
shrinkage and warpage become available, they may be incorporated into the system to enhance the overall surface
accuracy of prototypes.
3.2.2 BUILD-TIME
Build time can be defined as the time required for building a physical part. STLtime [10] estimates build-time
based on the part volume, height and surface area. Kamesh and Flyn [11] developed a build-timer that evaluates
build-time as a function of the total scan length and the laser speed. They derived the laser speed from statistical
observations, which can predict build-time approximately. As the speed is derived statistically, the influence of
process parameters is not incorporated. Thus, these models have inadequacies in analyzing the effects of process
parameters on build-time. For SLS, the laser velocity derived from [12] is shown in Equation (4).
The build-time of a part can be obtained by summing up the time taken for each layer, as shown in the Equation
(8), which is derived from Equation (5). The time taken for building a layer can be divided into the scan time and
the set-up time. The set-up time can be obtained from the machine manual, and it is normally constant for all layers.
The time required for scanning a layer varies along the z-axis and can be obtained as a ratio of the scan distance to
scan velocity from Equation (6). The total scan distance within a layer can be obtained from the hatch file. The
velocity can be estimated based on the process. For example, it can be estimated from Equation (4) for the SLS
process.

where, Pl = laser power in ‘W’, R = reflectivity of the mirror, ρ = material density in ‘g/mm3’, db = laser beam
diameter in ‘mm’, lm = machine layer thickness in ‘mm’, cp= specific heat in J/g K, Tm = melting temperature in
‘K’, Tb = bed temperature in ‘K’, k = sinter factor, Lh= latent heat in ‘J/g’, Tl = scan time of a layer in ‘s’, Ts =
setup time of a layer in ‘s’, Nl = total number of layers, Ld = laser scan distance in ‘mm’, Lv = laser scan velocity in
‘mm/s’.
Set-up time refers to the time that the SLS machine takes to spread a thin and even layer of powder to be
sintered for the next slice. It refers to everything the machine does when it is not sintering. The set-up time for SLS
is shown in Equation (7).

where, twd = time required for the work-bed to move down in ‘s’, td = material deposition time in ‘s’, twr = time
required for the work-bed to rise up in ‘s’, th = time required to heat the material in ‘s’, h = total height of the part in
‘mm’, lm = machine layer thickness in ‘mm’, l = layer thickness in ‘mm’, Nl = total number of layers, Lv = laser scan
velocity in ‘mm/s’, ds = scan distance of a layer in ‘mm’.
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The present algorithm is a useful step in developing a build-time estimator for SLS machine. Unlike the
previously available algorithms, the present one includes the material properties, process parameters like layer
thickness and hatch space and the machine parameters like work-bed temperature, power and laser reflectivity.
3.2.3 ORIENTATION EFFICIENCY
In an RP process, the work-bed is lowered and the material is deposited on it before the laser starts scanning.
The preparation time and the material deposited for each layer is always constant, regardless of the number of parts
being build and the area of the work-bed used. Efficiency may be obtained as a ratio of volume of the parts with the
total volume of the workspace. However, as packing along the z-axis is in general not necessary; the volume in use
should be considered instead of the total workspace volume. Figure 4 illustrates the volume and the height of
material deposition, and that of the workspace of the RP machine. This relative orientation efficiency is given in
Equation (9). It presents the designer with the maximum material utilized for the part in the given orientation. This
is difficult from other measures, which consider efficiency as the total workspace utilization. Orientation efficiency
signifies the material utilized for a single part or for a number of parts nested or packed in the workspace volume.
Hence, it provides a better estimation of material consumed and the cost involved fabricating the part.

Figure 4: Comparison of total volume and volume in-use

where, Vp = enclosing box volume of a part in ‘mm3’ , hm = maximum material height in ‘mm’, Aw = surface area of
workspace in ‘mm2’, Np = total number of parts.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
A system that simulates the layer building process of a part to estimate the surface accuracy and build-time has
been developed. It reads a product model in STL format and adopts uniform slicing. Through some new
developments such as adaptive slicing and direct slicing has been reported, most RP machines still support only
uniform slicing of STL files. The present system consists of following modules, which includes: (1) model display;
(2) orientation and slicing; (3) layer processing; and (4) virtual fabrication. The system is developed on a Pentium
IV 1.66 GHz PC with Windows XP, OpenGL, and Visual C++.
4.1. MODEL DISPLAY
The model display module reads a product model represented in STL format and displays it in a virtual
environment. A STL file approximates the model with triangles, and each triangle consists of three vertices and a
normal vector describing its orientation. The module reads in all the triangles of the model and constructs a
bounding box of it. The bounding box is used for translation and scaling purposes to display the model in the
middle of the virtual environment. Interface utilities have been developed to facilitate the designer to view a model
from different perspectives, and hence, analyze it by inspecting both the external geometry and the interior
structure.
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4.2. ORIENTATION AND SLICING
This module orients a part in STL format in a direction such that the desired requirements can be achieved. The
optimum build-orientation is determined based on either the build-time or the surface accuracy criterion. The
algorithm reads the STL part on a facet-by-facet basis and determines the minimum and the maximum x-, y- and zcoordinates of the part. These minimum and maximum coordinates are used to build a bounding box around the
part. In the present work, the part is sliced with a constant layer thickness, so the minimum part height along the
build-direction results in the minimum number of layers.
The slicing algorithm slices a STL part into a number of layers of a uniform thickness specified by the designer.
By determining the intersecting points of the slicing plane and the facets, the contours of each layer are generated.
All these layer contours are stored in a data file, which will be further processed to represent the virtual system. The
layer thickness can be regarded as the resolution of an RP part, and may be varied to optimize its surface accuracy
and build-time.
4.3. LAYER PROCESSING
This module is used to process the layer data file generated by slicing algorithm for display in the virtual
system. A layer is formed by extrusion of the contour polygon. A contour file is an unordered list of contours. Any
two contours selected at random within the layer may form the following combinations, namely (1) external-andexternal, and (2) external-and-internal.
In the external-and-external case, both contours are independent of each other, i.e. disjoint. The external-andinternal case occurs when a given contour is either contained or surrounded by the other one. The algorithm stores
the internal and the external contours separately, by considering the arrangement of the contour points. External
contours are clockwise, while internal contours are anti-clockwise. Each external contour is checked with all the
internal contours to find whether they are contained or disjoint. If they are contained, the points of an internal
contour are inserted into the external contour to form a closed loop with imaginary lines linking various contours.
The algorithm employees the forward-trace and backward-trace processes to rearrange the data and integrate the
contours to form a single polygon. This new contour is again checked for the remaining internal contours to find
other internal contours. If no more internal contour remains, the process is repeated for the next external contour.
After arranging the contours, the next step is to generate a layer. A layer is formed by the extrusion of the contours
to the desired thickness. Each external contour with its internal is treated as child node within the layer node.
4.4. VIRTUAL FABRICATION
This module simulates layer fabrication process in a virtual environment. The designer can view the building of
a single layer or multiple layers. The algorithm calculates the average surface/contour deviation and the maximum
surface deviation based on the cusp heights. Visual representation of the apart along with the numerical values of
the surface accuracy gives the designer a better illustration of the stair-step effect. The average and the maximum
surface deviations represent the mean and the largest surface inaccuracies of the part, respectively. If these values
are desired, the part may be fabricated. Virtually fabricating the part helps avoid manufacturing bottlenecks and
facilitates tuning the control parameters for physical fabrication. This reduces the manufacturing costs and the
development time involved. It increases the designer’s responsiveness, i.e. the ability to respond to customer
demands is significantly enhanced.
5. METHODOLOGY
The proposed algorithms have been checked with the different primitives. To demonstrate the application of the
system, fabrication of standard primitives on a Sintersation 2500plus machine with DuraForm PA (polyamide) was
simulated, and the result is shown in Figure 5. The laser diameter was 0.004 mm, while the hatch space and the
layer thickness were both set as 0.1 mm. The component has different features like a hollow cylinder and several
freeform surfaces around it. Depending on the distribution of the facets, the surface accuracy, build-time and
efficiency could be different for different orientations. Tables 1 and 2 indicate the surface accuracy, build-time,
orientation efficiency and the number of layers when the part was rotated about the x- and y-axies, respectively. The
surface accuracy was mainly dependent on the cosine of the angle between the facet normal and the build-direction.
Thus, it was only necessary to rotate the part between 0 and 900. The part at orientation of 900 gave the minimum
build-time of 2.03 h and the surface accuracy of 0.0096 mm.
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Figure 5: Virtual fabrication of component

The possibilities of reducing the build-time while achieving the best surface accuracy possible at this
orientation were, thus, further considered. Simulations were also performed to reduce the build-time by increasing
the layer thickness to 0.2 mm and the hatch space to 0.2 mm while keeping all the other values constant. The
simulation results are shown In Table 3. It was observed that a change in the layer thickness has no effect on the
efficiency. The surface accuracy changed from 0.0096 to 0.02002 mm. However, the build-time was reduced to
2.03 h to 0.4 h. It is as expected, even the no of layers are same for both cases the area of cross section to be
scanned is decreased. A change in the hatch space did not affect the surface accuracy and efficiency. However, it is
evident that an increase in hatch space reduces the total scan distance and hence the build-time.
A limitation of the present system is that there is a decrease in the speed when it processes layer contours for
simulation of relatively large and complex models. To improve this, effort is now devoted to developing a
methodology to simplify the contour hierarchy of complex layers. Another possible improvement of the system is
the incorporation of shrinkage and warpage effects to enhance accuracy estimation. Such a virtual prototype may,
thus provide a convenient vehicle to model the energy density and the binding force distribution based on the heat
dissipation, which facilitates subsequent prediction of shrinkage and warpage. By predicting these effects, it would
be possible to modify the model design to compensate for the dimensional changes. Consequently, fabrication of
high precision prototypes would become possible.
Table 1: Simulation results of the component at various orientations about the x-axis
0
10
20
Orientation (0)
Layer thickness (l) = 0.1 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.1 mm
850
857
899
Number of layers (Nl)
0.03
0.036
0.044
Surface accuracy, ACH (mm)
1.45
1.56
1.68
Build-time (h)
63
56
50
Efficiency, η (%)
Layer thickness (l) = 0.15 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.15 mm

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

921
0.049
1.65
44

926
0.05
1.86
41

919
0.046
1.47
39

883
0.042
1.96
41

821
0.036
2.37
45

734
0.023
2.73
53

625
0.009
3.07
63

Number of layers (Nl)

566

571

599

614

617

612

589

547

488

417

Surface accuracy, ACH (mm)

0.034

0.043

0.054

0.059

0.058

0.054

0.05

0.042

0.028

0.014

Build-time (h)

0.64

0.69

0.74

0.73

0.82

1.1

1.31

1.49

1.66

1.81

Efficiency, η (%)

63

56

50

44

41

39

41

45

53

63

460

462

459

441

410

367

312

Layer thickness (l) = 0.2 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.2 mm
Number of layers (Nl)

425

428

449

Surface accuracy, ACH (mm)

0.036

0.048

0.059

0.065

0.064

0.06

0.055

0.047

0.032

0.018

Build-time (h)

0.36

0.39

0.42

0.41

0.46

0.62

0.74

0.84

0.93

1.00

Efficiency, η (%)

63

56

50

44

41

39

41

45

53

63
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Table 2: Simulation results of the Component at various orientations about the y-axis
0

Orientation (0)

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Layer thickness (l) = 0.1 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.1 mm
Number of layers (Nl)

849

963

1166

1345

1496

1616

1700

1744

1748

1712

Surface accuracy, ACH (mm)

0.03

0.03

0.029

0.029

0.03

0.03

0.029

0.026

0.021

0.015

Build-time (h)

1.45

1.32

1.27

1.17

1.08

1.11

1.23

1.35

1.48

1.6

Efficiency, η (%)

63

54

45

40

37

37

40

45

54

63

Layer thickness (l) = 0.15 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.15 mm
Number of layers (Nl)

566

642

777

897

998

1077

1133

1162

1165

1141

Surface accuracy, ACH (mm)

0.034

0.034

0.035

0.035

0.036

0.036

0.034

0.031

0.025

0.018

Build-time (h)

0.64

0.58

0.56

0.52

0.48

0.49

0.54

0.58

0.66

0.71

Efficiency, η (%)

63

54

45

40

37

37

40

45

54

63

Layer thickness (l) = 0.2 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.2 mm
Number of layers (Nl)

425

480

583

672

748

808

850

872

874

856

Surface accuracy, ACH (mm)

0.036

0.037

0.038

0.038

0.039

0.039

0.038

0.035

0.029

0.02

Build-time (h)

0.36

0.33

0.32

0.29

0.27

0.28

0.3

0.33

0.37

0.4

Efficiency, η (%)

63

54

45

40

37

37

40

45

54

63

Table 3: The result when the layer thickness and hatch space were varied
Number of
layers (Nl)

Surface accuracy,
ACH (mm)

Buildtime (h)

Efficiency,
η (%)

Layer thickness (l) = 0.1 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.2 mm
(oriented about X-axis 90 deg)

625

0.00966

2.03

63

Layer thickness (l) = 0.2 mm, hatch space (dh) = 0.2 mm
(oriented about Y-axis 40 deg)

748

0.03939

0.27

37

856

0.02002

0.40

63

Optimized result considering both min. build time and
min. cusp height Layer thickness (l) = 0.2 mm, hatch
space (dh) = 0.2 mm (oriented about Y-axis 90 deg)

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a virtual system to aid a designer to select process parameters for RP. It reads in an STL
model and builds a virtual prototype layer-by-layer. The virtual prototype may realistically represent the
characteristics of the prototype for analysis of the product design. The system adopts surface accuracy, build-time
and orientation efficiency as the key manufacturing requirements. Part orientation, layer thickness and hatch space
were identified as the key control parameters that influence the requirements significantly. A mathematical model
was developed to relate the requirements with key control parameters. Preliminary implementation of the system
has been completed. The system facilitates evaluation of surface accuracy and build-time. It also provided utilities
for the designer to visualize and analyze the surface accuracy to perform a number of trails with the control
parameters for a given part. Thus, the VP system facilitates design validation in product development, and helps
reduce the number of physical prototypes. As a result, both the lead-time and product development cost can be
significantly reduced.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the two stage method of manufacturing feature recognition for CAPP (Computer Aided
Process Planning) system. After the presentation of the basic information about the manufacturing features, the
definition and the methods of feature acquisition, including the advantages and disadvantages of the particular
methods, the analysis of the information flow in process planned-oriented product modeling system were carried
out. On the basis of these analysis, the function FT for the transformation of the CAD data into manufacturing
feature-oriented product model and the function FR for the refinement of manufacturing features are developed.
The latter part contains the example for the proposed approach. The paper focuses mainly on the reasons to use
the two stage method, without the detailed discussion of the algorithms for the recognition of geometry data.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aspect of the development of the appropriate models, including the model of the product, was very
adequately characterized in the work [3]: "One of the basic conditions for the successful development and
implementation of the Concurrent Engineering concept is the coherence and the integration of the structural and
geometric model describing the product [...]. It is also the main mark of the modern production engineering, in
which the product models, manufacturing process models and manufacturing resource models are integrated. These
models are of course stored with the use of various CAx techniques in the electronic format." The subject of this
work is the integration of the design and manufacturing/assembly phases with the manufacturing feature-oriented
product model (Fig. 1).

c)

b)
a)

Figure 1: Examples of workpiece decomposition into:(b) B-Rep elements, (c) manufacturing features

Manufacturing features are commonly accepted means for CAD/CAPP (Computer Aided Process
Planning)/CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) integration. The feature technology is the subject of many
research works, both abroad [2,4,7,10,11,12] as well as in Poland [3,6]. Especially high number of works deals with
the algorithms for the feature recognition. The common denominator of these work is the fact that manufacturing
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+48) 12-628-3266; Fax: (+48) 12-374-3202; E-mail: jpobozniak@onet.pl
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features are recognized in one stage, which does not allows to use the developed feature-oriented model by the
systems operating on the different set of features. The one stage recognition does not allows also to take into the
consideration the information available at the moment of manufacturing process planning, because the recognition
is already finished. In the proposed two stage approach to the recognition of manufacturing features, at the first
stage the feature-oriented workpiece model is created, and at the second stage the features are refined according to
the actually available control information (manufacturing engineer's decision, manufacturing resources, selected
machining methods, etc.).
The features are the constituent element of the product. The same workpiece can be decomposed into the
different constituent elements. To illustrate, the workpiece shown on Fig. 1 was decomposed into various elements.
The basic geometric elements used in the Boundary Representation method (Fig. 1b) like surfaces and the
boundaries limiting these surfaces, although contain the full information about the product geometry can not be
directly used for the manufacturing process planning. Fig. 1c presents the basic constituent elements used by
manufacturing engineer during the process planning i.e. manufacturing features. The following features were
distinguished: rectangular stock, two through slots with different orientations and dimensions and one through hole.
Such decomposition is the most convenient one from the point of view of automated process planning because the
distinguished elements (features) are also the information units used during the process planning. The
manufacturing features can be treated as "units" of the workpiece distinguished in view of the manufacturing
process planning.
The following definition of the manufacturing feature was formulated for the use during the development of the
product modeling system. “Features is the unit of information about the workpiece, containing both geometric and
non-geometric characteristic, having different degree of complexity and hierarchy, used during the design, process
planning or other engineering tasks”.

2. THE METHODS OF FEATURE ACQUISITION FOR CAPP SYSTEMS
The selected methods of feature acquisition determine the functionality of the whole system and the difficulty of
its implementation. Fig. 2 presents the most popular methods of the feature acquisition, and the selected method is
marked by the shadow area.

CSG
modeling

Design featureoriented modeling

Fig. 2 The methods of feature acquisition
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2.1 MANUFACTURING FEATURE-ORIENTED MODELING
In view of CAD/CAPP integration, the most favorable situation is the design with the manufacturing features.
The designer models the product through the selection of the manufacturing features from the database and the
defining of their attributes. The product modeled in such a way can be directly used as the source of data for CAPP
system. The additional advantage of such solution is that the designer uses the same information units as the
manufacturing engineer during the process planning. It significantly increases the manufacturability characteristics
of the design, facilitates the selection of the solutions beneficial from the point of the manufacturing system and
increases the standardization of the design, because different designers use the same database of elements during the
modeling.
The main disadvantage of the manufacturing feature oriented modeling is the necessity to change the way of
thinking. Designers must not only model the required characteristics of the product, but also view this product from
the manufacturing point of view. This method necessitates the change of the design routines and limits the design
freedom.
Additional, very severe disadvantage of the manufacturing feature-oriented modeling is the necessity to detaily
know the whole database of the available manufacturing features. In real engineering practise, the library of features
used by the designer is very wide. Because of this, the efficiency of designing, measured in the term of timeconsumption, and even the possibility to model the given product depend on the familiarness of the whole database
of manufacturing features.
It also cannot be guaranteed that the manufacturing features selected by designers are the correct ones from the
manufacturing process point of view.
2.2 AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION AND MANUAL IDENTIFICATION OF MANUFACTURING FEATURES
From the user point of view and functionality of the whole system, i.e. because of the factors deciding about the
acceptance of the complete solution by the industrial environment, it is more beneficial to design the product using
the commercial CAD system. In such a solution, it is necessary to group the basic geometric elements into the
manufacturing features. This task can be accomplished through the manual, interactive identification or automatic
feature recognition.
Manual, interactive feature identification is simpler for the implementation, but it is not automated solution. It
adds the additional activity for the manufacturing engineer before the start of the process planning. In case of
complex products, this task is very tedious and time-consuming. Additionally, the results depend on the personal
experience of the manufacturing engineer. Because of this, such solution is not preferred.
There are several methods of feature recognition for the most popular geometry representations. The detailed
description of the feature recognition methods is given in [9].
The main disadvantage of the feature recognition is the difficult implementation caused by the necessity to
analyze the drawing database of the CAD system organized to secure the fast processing of data and not to ease the
interpretation of its contents. The feature recognition requires a large amount of numerical calculations based on
complicated algorithms.
2.3 TRANSFORMATION OF DESIGN FEATURES INTO MANUFACTURING FEATURES
The partial simplification of the manufacturing feature acquisition was brought by the new generation,
commercial CAD systems oriented on design features. SoildEdge, SolidWorks or Catia can be enumerated as the
examples. Because the set of design features is different from the set of manufacturing features, the transformation
is needed [9] (Fig. 3).

3. INFORMATION FLOW IN THE PROCESS PLANNING-ORIENTED MODELING SYSTEM
The starting point for the development of the process planning-oriented product modeling system was the
analysis of the information flow. The information flow in such system is shown on Fig. 4.
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M anufacturing fe ature
:
external contour

Ge ome tric fe ature
:
rotational extrusion

M anufacturing fe ature
:
internal contour

Fig. 3 Transformation of one design feature into two manufacturing features

Control information

CAD
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Manufacturing feature-oriented
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Return
messages

Odpowiedzi na komunikaty

Komunikat

Messages
y

Fig. 4 The information flow in the process planning-oriented product modeling system

Input information is the model created in CAD system and covering all data about the product for which the
manufacturing process plan will be developed. Because of the way the non-geometric data are represented in the
nowadays CAD systems, the geometric data must be complemented with the some non-geometric information,
which is detaily described in [9].
With some simplification, the output data from the traditional CAD system are the drawings interpreted by
human beings. This is illustrated by interpreting the CAD acronym as "Computer Aided Drafting". Such form of
output information is not acceptable in the case of the process planning-oriented product modeling system, because
this system does not communicate with human beings but with other computer systems working in the Concurrent
Engineering environment, such as the CAPP system. The systems using the product model send the messages.
Messages are the requests for information about the product or commands to execute some operations on the
product data. The output information are Answer messages. Because of the communications with other CAx
system, they must be stored in the form suitable for further, automatic processing. Taking into account the use of the
manufacturing features as the means for the integration of various CAx systems it was decided that the Answer
messages must be also manufacturing feature-oriented.
The transformation of CAD data into Answer messages depends on the number of control information, for
example:
•
•
•
•

manufacturing knowledge,
manufacturing resources,
type of stock,
database of manufacturing features and recognition algorithms.
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•

The control information decides about the manufacturing features extracted from the CAD data (the
number, type, etc.)

4. FEATURE REFINEMENT
The process planning-oriented product modeling system working in the Concurrent Engineering environment
communicates with various CAx systems. Each of these systems can be responsible for different manufacturing
method. On the other hand, the manufacturing features can be divided into different sets because of the
manufacturing methods. The features for the different manufacturing methods can create separate or partially
overlapping sets. It is obvious that most manufacturing methods have the specific features.
Because of the above relationships, there may be a need to transform the extracted set of manufacturing features
into the different set fulfilling the requirements imposed by the particular manufacturing method or process
planning task.
Even within the boundaries of one manufacturing method and single process planning system there may be a
need to refine the manufacturing features, for example for set-up planning functions. The manufacturing resources
have certain processing capabilities and allow for example for simultaneous machining of many features, thus
determining the number of set-ups or the number of machining stages (in view of accuracy). The selection of
particular manufacturing resource on the process planning stage or during the modification of the process plan
forced by the resource failure may necessitate the refinement of already extracted features. For example, the
counterbored hole can be machined with two tools, first with the reamer and next with the counterbore or can be
machined at once, using one tool (Fig. 5 ). The information about the manufacturing methods is not known at the
moment of the transformation of design features into the manufacturing features, and because of this, the procedures
for the refinement of manufacturing features are needed.
a)

b)

Cecha technologiczna
Manufacturing feature:
Po głeb ie nie c zo łowe
counterbore

Cecha technologiczna
Manufacturing feature:
Otwór prze loto wy
counterbored hole
z pogłębie nie m czoło wym

Cecha
technologiczna
Manufacturing
feature:
Otwór
prze hole
loto wy
through

Fig. 5 Refinement of manufacturing features: a) machining with one tool, b) machining with two tools

Not all control information (manufacturing method, available tools, manufacturing resources, etc.) is known at
the time of the transformation of CAD data into the manufacturing model. Because of this, two functions were
separated:
FT -

function for the transformation of CAD data into the manufacturing feature-oriented product model,

FR -

function for the refinement of manufacturing features.

Function FT (Fig. 6) converts the CAD data into the manufacturing feature-oriented model. The difference in
comparison with function FR lies in the control information being used. This function used only the database of the
manufacturing features and the recognition algorithms as the control information. It is responsible for the creation of
the manufacturing feature-oriented product model. The product model so received can be composed of different
features than actually required, because of the control information which is not known at this stage. As already
mentioned, the geometric information about the product are modelled using the CAD system. For the
implementation, CATIA CAD/CAM system by Dassault Systemes was selected. This system uses the B-Rep
representation for the geometric data storage. Apart from this representation, it is also possible to retrieve the design
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features oriented representation. The function FT uses the recognition algorithms to transfer the B-Rep/design
feature oriented representation into the manufacturing oriented feature model. As this research work was not
focused on the development of such algorithms, the widely known algorithms were adopted. For the recognition of
non-rotational features, the AAG (Attributed Adjacency Graph) method developed by Joshi [8] was adopted. As the
recognition of rotational features is much easier, own algorithms were developed [9]. Because the part data includes
also non-geometry information like surface roughness, dimension tolerances, etc., the special algorithms for
modelling of such non-geometry entities and linking them with the geometry objects were developed. The
algorithms were implemented in CAD system environment [9]. The outcome of FT functions, the manufacturing
features oriented model, contains both the feature data, as well as the spatial and dimensional relations between
them. This model is stored in the object oriented database implemented with the Delphi For Windows programming
language.

Manufacturing
feature database

CAD
data

Recognition
algorithms

Function FT for the
transformation of CAD data into
manufacturing feature-oriented
product model

Manufacturing featureoriented product model

Fig. 6 Function FT

Function FR (Fig. 7) is executed optionally, as needed. It is responsible for the refinement of manufacturing
features. The input information is the feature-oriented product model with the set of features CI, and the output
information is the product model with the set of features CII. The refinement process in initiated by the CAx systems
using the process planning-oriented product modeling system. All process planning related control information are
delivered to these CAx systems. These systems analyze the control information and send the messages asking to
check the occurrence of some features in the product model. If it is possible to extract the requested feature through
the transformation of the existing features, the function FR is invoked.

Manufacturing
knowledge
database

Set of
features
CI

Manufacturing
resources

Manufacturing
feature database

Recognition
algorithms

Function FR for manufacturing feature refinement

Messages
Fig. 7 Function FR
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All manufacturing features in feature oriented product model are represented by objects. As it is known, every
objects consist of the data and the methods (functions and procedures) processing this data. The function FR is
implemented as the methods of the objects. The algorithm for the FR depends on the type of the object. For example,
function FR for object representing the external contour knows how to check, if the other sub-features, like
rectangular grooves or continuously decreasing sub-contours are present. Function FR for object representing the
complex hole is able to extract the sub-hole for the machining in single setup or a sub-hole for the machining with
the special tool. Because the given set of manufacturing features can be transformed into many different sets of
other manufacturing features, the scope of the transformation one by function FR is limited to the request sent be the
application using the product database, for example Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) system. The objects
representing the manufacturing features communicate through the messages. If the given object is not able to
process the message, sends it to the other object. The path for the message routing is determined using the relations
between features. Apart from retrieving the new features from the given manufacturing features, function FR can
also combine the simple features into more complex manufacturing features. The object oriented approach was used
both on the level of modelling as well as on the level of implementation. The detailed description of the object
model, the details of the implementation of the FR function, and the mechanism for the message routing and
processing are given in [8].

CAD
data

Function FT
Product model with
the set of features CI

Feature: external contour

Function FR
Product model with
the set of features CII

Feature: external contour

Feature: external pocket

Fig. 8 Data transformation with the function FT and FR
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5. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
To illustrate the use of functions FT and FR, the example is presented on Fig. 8. The CAD data are processed by
function FT and as the result, the process planning-oriented product model is created. The product model contains
the feature external contour. Let assume that the CAPP systems asks about the pockets in external contour. There is
no such feature in the set of features CI. However it was found that the set of features CI can be transformed in to the
set CII containing the searched pocket feature. In this case, the feature refinement function FR transforms the
external contour feature into two features: external contour and pocket. So, function FR makes the changes on the
level of the logic structure of the product.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The manufacturing features are commonly respected means for the design and manufacturing phases integration
in the product life cycle (PLM). Especially high number of works deals with the algorithms for the feature
recognition. Nevertheless, there is no works stressing the need for the feature refinement during the process
planning stage. The proposed two stage feature recognition approach, where the already recognized features are
refined on the second stage, if needed, has the following characteristics.
•
•
•

the feature oriented product model can be used by different CAx systems operating even on not overlapping
sets of features,
the feature set being used is refined after the already finished recognition process to reflect the process
planning decisions,
the feature set is refined to the actually available manufacturing resources.

The presented, process planning-oriented product modelling system forms one of the modules in the larger
project on the Computer Aided Process Planning system using the semi-generative method and working in the
Concurrent Engineering environment [5]. The proposed approach was successfully verified during the testing of this
CAPP system.
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ABSTRACT
Integration between design and manufacturing systems is usually done within tightly implemented suite of
CAD/CAM applications with focus on geometric algorithms. However, there is a need to integrate these
applications into a wider framework in which manufacturing knowledge is incorporated into planning tasks. This
paper proposes an integrative framework in which setup planning is performed using a combination of geometric
and knowledge-based algorithms. The basis for this approach is existence of feature based CAD model with
corresponding operations for each feature created in CAD/CAM package. These operations/toolpaths are
exported into setup planning module. The setup planning module generates setups using three phase approach:
data transfer, geometric analysis, and knowledge-based procedure. Data transfer creates a neutral object
oriented model of manufacturing features and operation, geometric analysis combines features and their
operations into setups using detailed geometric data for operations and their features, faces and/or edgesFor
each generated setup, knowledge-based procedure applies sequencing algorithms to sequence operations within
setups and to sequence setups for the process plan and transfers the final sequence back to CAM system, which
then performs postprocessing and NC code generation. The current results in implementing the prototype which
supports proposed methodology and few test cases of integrative framework are also described.

1. INTRODUCTION
Process Planning is a very important phase in Computer Integrated Manufacturing. It is a complex, data rich
process that can produce multiple solutions that meet the requirements. It includes activities like selection of
machining operations, sequencing of machining operations, selection of cutting tools, determining setup
requirements, calculation of cutting parameters, tool path planning and NC Code generation [12]. Among them
process sequencing (sequencing of machining operations) is one of the significant activities that determine the cost
and time of manufacturing.
However, most of these activities in CAD/CAM packages are performed by user interactions and selection order
generate tool-paths for various features in the part and these tool paths are used to generate NC code. This order of
machining of features, developed in NC code, corresponds to the order of creation of tool paths in the CAM
module. During tool path generation, if operations sequence and setup clustering is not taken into consideration, the
resultant NC code generated may lead to unnecessary setup changes and increased process times. Increase in
process times may also be caused by user inconsistency. This paper describes procedure for automated generation of
setups using both geometric data and manufacturing knowledge. Section 2 describes the previous work in this area.
Section 3 explains the methodology of the integrated procedure which is followed by the description of the
prototype in Section 4. Section 5 describes preliminary results obtained on testing the present work with several
examples, and Section 6 provides conclusions.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
Research in process planning and its components has been very luminous with many approaches and prototypes
in last few decades. We will limit our discussion to papers that focus on setup planning and integration. Most of the
modern CAM Systems are used to create operations for geometric designs. The geometric data in design are used to
generate machine independent tool paths. These tool paths are postprocess to generate NC code to manufacture the
part. So the order in which these operations are created decides the efficiency of the NC Code. There is no
* Corresponding author: Tel.: 1-740-593-1545; Fax: 1-740-5930778; E-mail: sormaz@ohio.edu
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guarantee that the operations created, in a CAM System for features, are in an optimal order to ensure efficiency.
Optimality constraint may be time or cost. Present CAM Systems provides users with the flexibility to change the
sequence of already created operations to get the optimal sequence. But this approach of directly sequencing the
operations by the user is advisable and effective only for small number of operations and simple parts.
Oral and Cakir’s [9] described a system that automatically selects the tools required to manufacture rotational
parts. An optimization method based on “Rank Order Clustering” is used to sequence tools and operations for
minimum number of tool changes to reduce the manufacturing time. Selection of tools is done taking into
consideration various factors like work-piece material, chemical and metallurgical state, machine tool
characteristics, and cutting tool characteristics. After tool selection, optimal tool and operation sequence is done
with ‘diameter matrix’. In diameter matrix, rows are tool codes and columns are for feature numbers on the workpiece. At the end, the tool order that provides a minimum number of tool changes is established. So an optimization
method is used to sequence the operation and tool order to manufacture rotational parts.
The visualization of manufacturing processes is described in [6].The framework for visualizing the process
makes use of Java and Java 3d APIs. The data structures from the Java classes (for feature, process, and tool) are
converted into geometric objects using Java3d utilities. The Java3d environment allows visualizing the actual
machining process on a Java applet. The process visualization is made possible by the process data (feed, speed),
which provide the necessary information for time-dependent geometry and time interpolation. This procedure has
been linked to the knowledge based process selection module, [6] implemented in JESS, in which feature data are
retrieved from CAD model and inference engine selects process parameters and sends them to visualization module.
Macchiaroli and Riemma [4] proposed a system that reduces the number of tool changes for a part program used
in a flexible manufacturing system. The clustering algorithm was presented in the paper which identifies the part
programs that require similar tools, i.e. all the parts in a batch are divided into groups such that the common tools
required by the groups are minimal. After partitioning the batch, a balancing procedure is introduced to reduce the
imbalance among the machines. The final stage of clustering is an iterative re-clustering procedure applied to reduce
the tools on clusters having too many tools in common. So the three-step process groups the parts into clusters to
reduce the number of tool changes for the part programs. After clustering, a sequencing algorithm is applied to
sequence the movement of the parts to complete the process plan.
Mahavadevan, et al. [2] proposed an approach to tool selection and sequencing for roughing stage of three-axis
machining. The objective of the paper was to select a tool sequence that minimizes the total rough-machining time.
Selecting appropriate tool and generating toolpaths are the two important steps of three-axis rough machining. The
first step, tool selection, depends on tool geometry and material removal rate. In order to select the appropriate tool
for machining, the part is divided into slabs. This reduces the problem into a series of two axis problems. Then an
algorithm is used to identify the largest possible cylinder in the slab. Depending upon the size of the cylinder
identified tool is selected. While identifying the tool to machine the slab, tool change time, cutting portion of tool
are also taken into consideration. Then integer linear programming and network flow formulation are presented to
solve the problem.
3. METHODOLOGY
This section describes the methodology used for clustering and sequencing of manufacturing operations from the
CAM System. The approach includes three phases: data transfer from the CAD/CAM System to the setup planning
module, new setup creation and operations and setup sequencing. These phases are explained below.
3.1. DATA TRANSFER PHASE
The first phase in process of clustering and sequencing is data transfer. All the part geometry, its features and
operations, created in the CAD/CAM System, are transferred to the setup planning module which is a part of the
IMPlanner System (explained in implementation) and creates corresponding Java objects. This process can also be
seen as the data exchange between the CAD/CAM System and the IMPlanner system. In order to facilitate the data
exchange with other applications, Unigraphics provides UG/ Open API that consists of classes written in C
environment. Java provides an API called the Java Native Interface (JNI) that allows any Java Application to
interact with other applications in different environments. So both Unigraphics (CAM System) and IMPlanner have
tools to interact with applications that are developed in different environments. UG/ Open API of Unigraphics
(CAM System) consist of few predefined methods that can be used to access the underlying data structure of a part
file. The methods can be used to retrieve information and make changes to the part file. So UG/Open facilitates both
querying and modification of manufacturing data of the part file. As a part of this step, the corresponding reference
of Unigraphics Part Geometry called Part Model with all information about the group and operations is created in
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IMPlanner. As a result of this phase a replica of CAD/CAM model is created within Setup planning module using
object oriented data modeling. The relations between various objects are shown in figure 1. Details of the data
structure will be shown in Section 4.

Design
Features

Faces

Edges

NC
Group

Operations

= Multiple Values

Figure 1. Relations between entities in object model

3.2. SETUP CREATION PHASE
In the second phase, geometry associated with each operation is retrieved and then their corresponding tool axis
vectors are calculated. New geometry group for each distinct tool axis vector is created and all the operations having
same tool axis vector are clustered in the same geometry group. The algorithm for calculating the tool axis vector
for an operation depends on the type and subtypes of operation. This methodology has been developed for types of
machining operations for prismatic parts which are supported by Unigraphics CAM System. The Unigraphics
operations are classified into three groups: volumetric milling, planer milling, and drilling as shown in table 2. The
procedure for each type of operations follows.
Table 1. Prismatic part operation groups and subgroups
Volume Milling Operations

Planer Milling Operations

CAVITY_MILLING
ZLEVEL_FOLLOW_CAVITY
ZLEVEL_FOLLOW_CORE
ZLEVEL_ZIGZAG
ZLEVEL_PROFILE

FACE_MILLING
PLANAR_MILLING
PLANAR_PROFILE
ROUGH_FOLLOW

Drilling Operations
SPOT_DRILLING
DRILLING
PECK_DRILLING
TAPPING

BORING
REAMING
COUNTER_BORING
COUNTER_SINKING

For an operation of type ‘ZLevelMilling’ geometry for the operation is defined by bottom face but it is stored in
CAM System as a set of all faces, associated with the milling volume, produced by the operation. Therefore, tool
axis has to be detected from this set. The procedure used relies on manufacturing feature mapping. For each face, its
corresponding manufacturing feature is identified. The procedure assumes that for a single operation, all faces
belong to the same manufacturing feature. For each geometric feature, the corresponding manufacturing feature is
identified. The mapping algorithm has been developed as a part of the Feature Mapping Module of the IMPlanner
System [14]. For that feature, a normal vector is retrieved as a tool axis vector for operation.
For example, if ZLevelMilling Operation for machining of the top block in Figure 2a is considered (defined by
user selecting its bottom face), the geometry machined by the operation is stored in UG as a set of faces shown b y
purple color in Figure 2b. From this set of faces, their shared feature is retrieved (in this case feature
OPEN_POCKET_1), and its normal is assigned as operation’s tool axis as shown in Figure 2c.

Figure 2. a) Feature Selected, b) Geometry Retrieved, and C) Tool Axis Determined
For Planar Milling operations, the associated CAD/CAM model geometry is stored as a list of edges in UG . In
this case B-rep model is used to discover tool axis. For each edge its associated faces are retrieved from B-rep, from
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the set of faces only one is selected – one that contains all edges for the operation. For that face, its corresponding
normal vector is identified. Due to the definition of face and planar milling operations, all the retrieved vectors are
in the same direction. As a result, only one vector is assigned for any face milling operation. The normal vector that
is identified is established as a tool axis vector for operation.
For example, for FaceMilling of Boss top shown in Figure 3, geometry is given as a set of edges (in this case
small and large circles). The face that contains both the edges is shown in Figure 3a. By retrieving the normal
vector of this face, the tool axis direction of the operation can be decided. Figure 3b shows the retrieved normal for
FaceMilling that is used to machine the Boss Top face.
For drilling operation the procedure depends on the data used for drilling definition. In UG CAM System
drilling operation may be defined by a point, circle or cylindrical face. In all these cases the replica of B-rep is
interrogated to identify drilling circle or face, which in turn defined the tool axis. The exact tool direction is
determined by searching B-rep for neighboring planar face with the same or opposite normal vector to define tool
axis direction.
After tool axis direction is determined for each operation, existing setups are searched to identify previously
resolved operations and if match is found newly resolved operation is added to an existing setup, and if match does
not exist a new setup is initiated with new operation. This tool axis vector for an operation is used to search existing
geometry groups. If the group with the same group vector is identified, then the current operation is added to the
group, otherwise the new geometry group is created and the current operation is added to it.

Figure 3 a) FaceMilling of the Boss Top, b) Tool Axis Vector Determined for Face milling

3.3. OPERATION AND SETUP SEQUENCING
Operation sequencing is based on the captured manufacturing knowledge. The precedence criteria fall into one
of these categories:
•

Finish operations always follow rough operations for the same geometry (for example, rough milling is
performed before finish milling, or drilling of holes is performed before reaming, etc).

•

Precedence between different features types and geometry may be the result of the best practices in the
manufacturing company. In that case, precedence information is stored as neutral data representation model.

•

Precedence relations between various operations may be dependent on feature dimension, in which case there
is a need to apply rules for the precedence for each particular case. Rules are stored as separate piece of
knowledge and they are applied during the operation sequencing procedure.

In all cases knowledge component is stored separately in the form of precedence graph or rule base, which are
loaded into setup planning module and used in the setup planning procedure.
Sequencing of the operations within each group is handled during setup creation and operation clustering so that
at any time the partial clusters also store the precedence information. If the operation being moved precedes any
other operation of the same group, then it is added before the other operation.
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND PROTOTYPE
Proposed methodology has been integrated into IMPlanner [1], a distributed system for process plan modeling.
The IMPlanner system has several independent modules each performing a specific task in the product development
life cycle. The IMPlanner system includes the following modules: feature modeling, feature mapping, process
selection, setup planning, process data exchange, process network generation, and process visualization. This
section describes details of implementation of setup planning module.
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4.1. ARCHITECTURE OF SETUP PLANNING MODULE
The Setup Planning Module of the IMPlanner System is implemented as a part of the present research. The
Setup Planning Module needs to communicate with other modules of the system to get information that is needed in
creating manufacturing objects. For example, the Setup Planning Module needs to communicate with the feature
module to get information about the geometric data of the part on which manufacturing operations are generated.
Data flow for setup planning procedure contains: creation of a new setup, transfer of operations to newly created
setups, and sequencing operations within each setup. Figure 4a shows a data flow labeled as 1 for this procedure.
The user creates a feature-based model in the CAD System. This part model is used by the CAM System to create
operations, the part model is then transferred to the Setup Planning Module of the IMPlanner System. The Setup
Planning Module then analyses the geometric information of all the operations in the part and creates new groups
for all the setups that are not already addressed by the part. After creating the new setups, operations are moved to
the newly created setups. While moving the operations, operation precedence is taken care of by the Process
Sequencing step. After sequencing the operations, the newly created data is again transferred to the CAM System.
Figure 4a also shows an alternative procedure to create new processes and setups, labeled by 2 on arrows in the
figure. In this procedure already created feature-based model is given as input to the feature mapping module of the
IMPlanner System. The Feature Precedence Network is created from the features created by the Feature mapping
module. After creating the feature precedence network, manufacturing processes are created in the 3I-PP Process
Selection module for each feature in the feature precedence network. The newly created processes are used in the
IMPlanner Process Module to analyze the geometry associated with them and create new geometric groups. The
processes are then transferred to the newly created groups. While transferring the processes, sequencing is taken
care of by the Process Sequencing module. After sequencing the operations, the newly created data is transferred to
the CAM System and part and operation data in the CAM System is updated. This paper mainly concentrates on the
path 1 as shown in Figure 4a.

a)

b)

Figure 4. a) Data flow in Setup Planning Module, b) Setup Planning Module Class Diagram

4.2. SETUP PLANNING MODULE OBJECT MODEL
Setup planning module has been implemented using object–oriented modeling in Java with interface to
Unigraphics provided by JNI [3] on Java side and by UG-Open API on Unigraphics side. We will briefly explain
object model only and the reader is directed to UG documentation for other components. The class diagram for
classes implemented for Setup planning module is shown in Figure 4b.
The Setup planning module needs to communicate with other modules to get information that is needed in
creating manufacturing objects. For example, it has to communicate with the Feature module using CAMPartModel
to get information about the geometric data of the part on which manufacturing operations are generated. CAM
System class defines JNI and provides interface between Setup planning module and UGOpen API. NCGroup and
CAMOperation are the classes in the Setup planning module that are used to store data and implement procedures in
setup planning task.
NCGroup and CAMOperation classes are further extended by other classes to add functionality and capture
different algorithms from the parent class. NCGroup class is used to store geometric and orientation information that
is common to all operations for a setup. The Program Group, Geometry Group, Tool Group, and Method Group,
groups of Unigraphics, represent NCGroups, to which the manufacturing operations are added for NC code
generation in the CAM system that is used in the IMPlanner System. Classes that correspond to manufacturing
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operations in Unigraphics inherit from CAMOperation, for example, FaceMilling, ZLevelMilling, PlanarMilling.
CAMOperation defines methods that are common to all the CamOperations that inherit from it. Some of them
include setAssociatedNormals, showFaceEdgeRelation, getCAMGeometry, getCAMPartModel, setCAMPartModel,
createOperation, getFaces, addFaces, addFace etc.
5. TEST CASES
This section describes testing of presented methodology on two parts from NIST design repository [11]. The
execution of the algorithm is explained step-by-step for the first part, Bracket and for another part, ANC101, the
only the final result is shown.
5.1. BRACKET
This part has 15 features in total with 6 RECTANGULAR_SLOTs, 1 RECTANGULAR_POCKET and 8
SIMPLE_HOLEs that are used to model the part. Figure 5a shows all features used to model the part and its 3d
model. The part has 13 operations in total with 6 drilling operations, 2 FaceMilling Operations, 1 ZLevelMilling
Operations, 2 Planar Milling Operation, 1 Rough Follow Operation and 1 Cavity Milling Operation. As shown in
Figure 5b, all operations are added to the default ‘Program Group’ in Unigraphics. The Unigraphics part as shown
in Figure 5b is the input for the Setup Planning module. The purpose of setup planning of the algorithm is to
analyze operation and feature orientations, and move the operations from the default group to different groups that
correspond to different setups.

Figure 5. a) Features Used to Model Bracket, b) Bracket Setup Determination

Table 2 shows the operations on Bracket, corresponding features, and tools used in machining. For example, the
PLANAR_PROFILE (number 4) operation is used to machine RECTANGULAR_SLOT_5 with an end milling tool
with 1.00 inch diameter. Three phases of application of setup planning algorithm to this example are explained
below.
Data transfer is the first phase in setup planning module, and data are transferred in two steps. The first step of
the procedure is to retrieve Unigraphics features and operations to the Setup Planning module of the IMPlanner
System. At the end of this step, data for features and operations are stored in IMPlanner object model with
references from each object to its corresponding UNigrpahics entity using Unigraphics unique tags. In the second
step, four root groups, Program Group, Geometric Group, Tool Group, and Method Group, are retrieved from the
Unigraphics into the IMPlanner System, as placeholders for storing the results of the setup planning procedure.
The second phase is setup creation and operation clustering. In this phase, new Groups are created for every new
tool axis vector that is retrieved from operations. As an illustration, when PLANAR_PROFILE_Y_AXIS,
DRILLING_Y_1, DRILLING_Y_2, and DRILLING_Y_3_4 are considered (Figure 5b shows the geometry of
these operations), they share the same tool axis and, therefore, belong to the same setup. So a new MCS group is
created for the setup and those four operations are moved from the default group to newly created group (see Figure
6a).
After creating new MCS Groups, the next step is moving operations from the default group to new groups
according to the tool axis vectors. As shown in Figure 6a, the operations from the default group are moved to the
newly created groups, and in this example two setups are required to manufacture the part.
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Table 2. Operations, Corresponding Features Machined and Tools Used
No
1
2

Operations
CAVITY_MILLING
FACE_MILLING

3

ZLEVEL_PROFILE

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

PLANAR_PROFILE
PLANAR_PROFILE_Y_AXIS
FACE_MILLING_Y_AXIS
ROUGH_FOLLOW
DRILLING_HOLE_Y_1
DRILLING_HOLE_Y_2
DRILLING_HOLE_1
DRILLING_HOLE_2
DRILLING_MAINHOLE
DRILLING_HOLE_Y_3_4

Features Machined
All Features except Holes
RECTANGULAR_SLOT_4,
RECTANGULAR_SLOT_5
RECTANGULAR_SLOT_4,
RECTANGULAR_SLOT_5
RECTANGULAR_SLOT_5
RECTANGULAR_POCKET_9
RECTANGULAR_POCKET_9
RECTANGULAR_SLOT_6
SIMPLE_HOLE_11
SIMPLE_HOLE_12
SIMPLE_HOLE_15
SIMPLE_HOLE_16
SIMPLE_HOLE_10
SIMPLE_HOLE_13,
SIMPLE_HOLE_14

Tools Used (D)
Mill (1.00)
Mill (1.00)
Mill (1.00)
Mill (1.00)
Mill (1.00)
MILL_1 (0.5)
MILL_1 (0.5)
DRILL (1.0)
DRILL (1.0)
DRILL (1.0)
DRILL (1.0)
DRILL (1.0)
DRILL (1.0)

Sequencing of operations follows clustering by traversing the precedence graph. The result is reordering of
operations within setup and ordering of setups After clustering and sequencing operations the final result can be
seen in Figure 6b. Four operations are moved from the default group to the newly created group, because the tool
axis vectors of the operations are different from the default setup (group) vector. When Figure 6b is compared to
Figure 5b, it can be seen that some operations added to the default group are moved to a newly created group. Now
the operations in a single group share the same tool axis vector direction, i.e. the tool axis direction. Each group
created corresponds to a separate setup.

Figure 6.a) Operations Moved to New Group b) Final Result for Bracket in Unigraphics

5.2. ANC101
The following example has a greater variety of operations and setups than the previous example. Figure 7a
shows the initial state of the part. All the operations are added to the NONE group. The part has 13 operations in
total with 4 drilling operations, 5 FaceMilling Operations, 2 ZLevelMilling Operations,1 Planar Milling Operation
and 1 Cavity Milling Operation.
B
A

D
C

Figure 7. ANC101: a) All Operations, b) Setup clustering, c) Geometric NC Groups in Unigraphics
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One other important point of the implementation is that the operations can be added to the temporary Group
called the NONE and the present system is capable of moving such operations from the NONE group to the group
whose tool axis vector is equal to the vector retrieved from operation. For example, in Figure 7 all the operations
are added to the NONE group.
Application of setup planning algorithm to ANC1010 part provides the results shown in Figure 7. Results in
Seup planning modules are shown in Figure 7b with total of four different setups required to manufacture the part.
The first group (PROGRAM) of Figure 7b is accessing the part from the top i.e. from the Z axis (labeled 'A'). The
second group (PROGRAM_1) is for machining the side face of the part labeled by ‘B’. The third group
(PROGRAM_2) of operation is for machining the front face of the part indicated by ‘C’. The last group
(PROGRAM_3) is for machining the slant face of the part indicated by ‘D’ in Figure 7b. The final setup results are
transferred into Unigraphics by creating needed geometric groups as shown in Figure 7c.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a procedure for integration of geometric and knowledge-based algorithms in setup
planning. Geometric information of manufacturing operations and their corresponding features is used to cluster
operations and create setups, while manufacturing knowledge (in the form of precedence graphs and rules) is used
to sequence operations and setup for the final process plan. Steps of the procedure have been explained and
illustrated by example. Testing of implemented prototype on several prismatic parts has verified the procedure and
its successful implementation. Integration of the setup planning module into CAM system is also demonstrated.
7.
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ABSTRACT
The part of the product lifecycle under study is defined in three levels: detailed design, process planning and
manufacturing system configuration. In product detailed design, a parametric configuration needs instancing to
nearly-optimise the design of the product according to defined criteria. In manufacturing system design, the right
production facilities to implement the process plan are determined, taking into account several demand
scenarios and the desired automation level. In linking these two lifecycle activities the process plans play a
crucial role, depending on the degree of certainty of the pertinent data known or assumed. Assigning different
parameter values, first at the same level and then at the previous level is the strategy to obtain the right
manufacturing system. A case study of an anemometer and wind vane is used to demonstrate the relevant issues.
Finite Element simulation of the flow around the anemometer is used in order to make weighted decisions on its
main dimensions. Manufacturing system design is based on discrete event simulation of the production process
timed according to relevant CNC programs. Low, medium and high volume production is considered,
corresponding to different numbers of machine tools and material handling resources in production and
assembly.

1. INTRODUCTION
Product lifecycle management spans a variety of activities starting with product requirements capturing and
product conception to manufacturing system design, production execution, service and recycling [1]. Systems for
product data management (PDM), often address product lifecycle management (PLM), too. They handle data
throughout the whole development/design and engineering process and control workflow [2]. In [3] the main
concepts for data integration during a product’s life cycle are summarised. Within PLM, the link between product
design and production system design has particular significance. It is certainly crucial in the context of new product
introduction as well as in ensuring product volume and variety flexibility. In [4] a model of the relationships between
product functionality and manufacturing resources is discussed. The product family concept is effective in enabling
variety of products based on well designed product similarity with associated manufacturing processes. Application
examples are discussed for automotive components. A procedure for the design of a production system, based on
part modelling and formalisation of technological knowledge using production features is presented in [5]. Systems
architectures are deduced by assessing execution times and conditions of accessibility. Integration aspects of the
modularity of products, processes and resources are discussed in [6] fulfilling functions through the combination of
distinct building blocks. Concurrent engineering is optimal in the case of routine design and when the process
characteristics are not critical. Under other circumstances, three other patterns - sequential, process first and
cooperative R&D - appear to be superior [7].
The transition from product design to manufacturing system design passes through process design. Models and
methods for coordination between product and process definitions based on cooperative work are given in [8] and
construction of a relevant typology is attempted. Characteristics for two process configuration concepts - interactive
process configuration and automation-based process configuration - are developed in [9].
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+30210) 772-1457; E-mail: vosniak@central.ntua.gr
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The knowledge of product variety is organized in [10] through Generic Bills-of-Materials and process variety
through so-called Master Process. Matching matrices are constructed to manage the relationships between them. An
analytical multi-objective framework for the concurrent design of product and processes is presented in [11] with a
narrow focus on product tolerance specification along with the selection of the manufacturing processes.
In this paper, the link between product and manufacturing system design is advocated through parameterisation
of the product design which leads to alternative decisions in the process and manufacturing system configuration
stages, where additional parameters may be also involved. The parameter space effectively sets the borders of the
solution space, too. Main concepts are drawn in section 2, whereas in sections 3 to 5 details are laid out by reference
to a case study of an anemometer and a wind vane belonging to the same product family. Section 6 presents the main
conclusions.

2. LINKED DECISIONS IN PRODUCT AND MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN
The concept according to which product design is linked to manufacturing system design within a simulation
framework is depicted in Fig. 1. Products are defined by a number of parameters. Some of them are functional and
their values may be defined through optimisation based on simulation, e.g. through FEA, whilst others govern the
configuration of the product, namely defining variants of a product family. Once values are assigned to product
parameters, usually in an iterative fashion (arrow I in Fig.1) the corresponding process plan can be created, (arrow II
in Fig. 1).
I

PRODUCTS

II

CONFIGURATION
PARAMETERS

PROCESS
PLANS

III

PROCESS SEQUENCE

MACHINE TYPES

NUMBER OF RESOURCES

SETUP TIMES

PROCESSING TIMES

TOOLS

HANDLING EQUIPMENT

LAYOUT

PRODUCTION RATE

PROCESS

HANDLING TIMES

CONTROL LOGIC

FUNCTIONAL
PARAMETERS

MANUFACTURING
SYSTEMS

V

IV

Figure 1. Product-Manufacturing System linking concept through respective parameters

A process plan is created based on experience or some algorithmic or intelligent method. It contains a few
parameters, namely process and process sequence, machine type on which the process is executed, tools for
executing the process and processing time for each process on the corresponding machine type and with the
respective tools. The values of these parameters usually depend on production rate, i.e. high rate of production
usually requires different machine types and tools, if not different processes altogether, and, of course, this is
reflected in processing times. The term ‘process’ refers to quality control processes, too; so do machine types. Once
values of these parameters are determined, a concrete process plan is created, which is used further in manufacturing
system design (see arrow III in Fig. 1). Alternative process plans are created for the same product, depending on
production rate as well as on the alternative processes that are possible to be used to manufacture each one of the
product features. To add to the combinatorial explosion, each process can be conducted on different alternative
machines. Furthermore, alternative tools may be used on each machine type to execute the same process, but this
does not aggravate overall complexity significantly.
The manufacturing system is designed on the basis of a process plan, therefore a different manufacturing system
will result from each alternative process plan corresponding to the same product. The kind of decisions that must be
made at this stage concern the particular machines, thereby instancing the machine types that the process plan
dictates, from which setup times result. These cannot be determined as part of the process plan. Equipment for
handling workpieces, tools and other materials will also be decided. The layout of machines and handling equipment
defines mutual distances and hence transportation and, more generally, handling times. Based on production rate
required, the number of resources, i.e. operators, machines and handling equipment will also be decided. Finally, a
basic or intricate set of rules according to which the manufacturing system is operated, namely the control logic of
the system will also need to be decided to complete the picture. Assigning values to these parameters makes up a
concrete manufacturing system. Note that decisions might be made in the opposite direction, too, e.g. fixing the
desired handling time for a stage of the system and then choosing the suitable handling equipment.
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Manufacturing system performance can be simulated using discrete event system software. If performance is not
acceptable, then some of the respective parameters may be tuned according to experience, to some algorithm, to
intelligent methods etc. Number of resources, control logic and handling equipment are the first parameters to be
changed. If such changes do not improve performance acceptably, process plans must be changed (arrow IV in Fig.
1). Tools, machine types and processes / process sequence (from less to more radical respectively) must be changed
in order to retry simulating manufacturing system performance according to the new situation (arrow III in Fig. 1). If
the new process plan results in lengthy processing times, rendering the manufacturing system unacceptable, the
product itself might be changed (arrow V in Fig. 1). Product changes are visualised in functional parameters or / and
in configuration parameters, i.e. specific dimensions of the original form of the product or the form itself might be
affected.

3. PRODUCT DESIGN DECISIONS
3.1 PRODUCT PARAMETRIC DEFINITION
Configuration parameters are seldom optimised. They influence process plans mainly in terms of processing time
and less in terms of processes and tools. In the case study presented the anemometer, see Fig. 2 and the wind vane,
see Fig. 3, have several common parts: upper body, lower body, shaft and rotor head. They also have their own
specific parts: rotor arm and cup for the anemometer, and counterweight, tail arm and tail for the wind vane.

(d)

(e)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 2 Anemometer (a) assembly (b) shaft (c) upper body (d) rotor arm (e) cup (f) rotor head

Parameters of one part are related to parameters of other parts, for instance the lower body and the upper body
parameters are the same, the height of the shaft is related to the height of the upper body etc. Note that the three rotor
arms, the head and the cups may be alternatively designed as one part made of plastic. Wind vane and anemometer
also differ in the magnet fixed on the shaft lower end and in electronics inside the lower part between the two
instruments, but these are not considered in the mechanical assembly studied in this case. Most parameters shown in
Figures 2 and 3 are configuration parameters.
Functional parameters for the anemometer refer to the cup, see Fig. 2(e), and rotor arm, see Fig. 2(d). They are
optimised using FEA software, since pressure distribution refers to cup cone size and to its distance from the rotation
axis. Similarly, wind vane functional parameters refer to the counterweight, see Fig. 3(c). Its dimensions have to
ensure perfect balance of the weight distribution of all moving parts around the axis of rotation, but are simpler to
calculate. Note that a change in almost any other parameter of wind vane parts will affect the counterweight
configuration parameter values to maintain balance.
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(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(e)

Fig. 3 Wind vane (a) assembly (b) tail (c) counterweight (d) tail arm (e) lower body profile

3.2 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN OPTIMISATION
Functional parameters may affect processing times in the process plan, or they may introduce new processes
because of radical changes in dimensions resulting from optimisation. In the case study presented, the forces acting
on the anemometer cups result in the torque that causes the anemometer to rotate. Each of the cups contributes a
different amount of torque due to the different force magnitude it undergoes. In a good anemometer design it is
expected that as large torques as possible will be generated by low magnitude wind and that torque will be
insensitive to variation of wind direction irrespective of wind magnitude. The main design parameters influencing
such variation are cup diameter, cup angle and arm length, see Fig. 4(a). Simulating the actual rotation of the
anemometer using CFD software would be ideal, but too difficult to be attempted using ordinary FEA tools which
are made available to the designer within or in close collaboration to CAD systems, such as the FloworksSolidworksTM package used in this study. Therefore, it was decided to simulate the anemometer as a stationary object
and use the results not in an absolute way, but to compare miscellaneous variants.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Functional simulation of rotor (a) rotor parameters (b) pressure distribution along flow lines
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Cup diameter influences the torque-generating force, as well as system inertia. Cup angle is a measure of its depth
and influences turbulence in flow both when wind flows into the cup and when it flows around its exterior. Rotor arm
length is taken equal to cup diameter, a common practice to all anemometer manufacturers. Anemometer calibration
is done at wind speeds in the range between 4m/s and 16m/s. Wind angle on the rotation plane is zero when wind
direction coincides with the axis of a cup. Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to study angles between 0 and 120
degrees. In preliminary trials it was found that maximum torque corresponds to 0 degrees and minimum torque to 60
degrees. Wind angle on the anemometer axis plane is assumed to be in the range -15º to +15º and is due in practice
to deviations caused by the landscape. Turbulence intensity is taken as 0.1% and turbulence length as 0.6 mm. The
grid is generated automatically by the system and varies depending on cup size and orientation in the wind field,
between 12.000 and 55.000 elements.
In total, 8 anemometer variations were studied corresponding to 55mm, 65mm, 74mm and 80mm cup diameter
and 90º and 100º cup angle. They are coded as Dx-Ay, where x stands for cup diameter and y for cup angle. For each
anemometer variation six flow conditions were studied corresponding to wind angle on the rotation plane (0º and
60º), wind angle on the axial plane (0º and 15º) and wind magnitude (4m/s and 16 m/s), coded as H-V-M
respectively. This gives a total of 64 cases for which computed torques are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Torque results in μNm for various anemometer-wind combinations

Anemometer
model Dx-Ay
D55-A90
D55-A100
D65-A90
D65-A100
D74-A90
D74-A100
D80-A90
D80-A100

0-0-4
1084.2
1234.4
1699.2
1489.0
2770.6
2268.0
2798.7
3754.8

0-0-16
17894.4
17156.0
27270.0
24500.0
44400.0
35753.1
45674.9
59895.2

0-15-4
1415.0
1505.6
2583.0
2190.0
4094.0
3540.0
5084.0
4581.0

Wind conditions H-V-M
0-15-16
60-0-4
60-0-16
24084.0 1895.0 31390.0
23450.0 1722.0 28857.0
42040.0 3020.0 49349.0
36900.0 2955.0 47829.0
67900.0 3642.0 65000.0
56780.0 3818.0 63740.0
82400.0 2466.0 37970.0
70340.0 5753.0 97470.0

60-15-4
2338.0
1922.0
3087.0
2974.0
5067.0
4822.0
5995.9
5478.9

60-15-16
17340.9
31518.0
51061.0
49870.0
83334.0
80320.0
99600.0
89020.0

Table 2. Absolute and Normalised values of the three anemometer assessment criteria

Weighing factors
0.50
0.36
0.33
0.33
0.14
0.33
0.17
0.50
0.33
Evaluation index
48
54
57
57
65
63
53
56
56
48
49
55
61
61
58
53
50
55
61
63
53
60
55
57

Anemometer
Model

D55-A90
D 55-A100
D 65-A90
D 65-A100
D 74-A90
D 74-A100
D 80-A90
D 80-A100
Best limit
Worst limit

Volume
(mm3)
Abs
22924
21792
29040
27441
35424
33319
40102
38408
20000
50000

Norm
90
94
70
75
49
56
33
39

Torque
(μΝm)
Abs
12180
13421
22514
21088
34526
31380
35249
42037
50000
5000

Norm
16
19
39
36
66
59
67
82

Torque
uniformity %
Abs
61
42
50
66
31
56
17
41
0
100

Norm
39
58
50
34
69
44
83
59

Torque uniformity for a particular anemometer is defined as Σ|1-(T0-Vi-Mj/T60-Vi-Mj)|. The volume (or mass) of the
rotor, absolute torque magnitude and torque uniformity are the three criteria used for assessing the eight anemometer
variants. Their values are normalised in a linear scale 0-100 mapped to the interval between a worst and a best value
defined by the designer for each criterion, see Table 2. The final evaluation index is calculated by applying weighing
factors for all three criteria, see Table 2. Variant D55-A100 scores high for a variety of realistic weighing factors
combinations, therefore it is considered as the optimum design.
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4. PROCESS PLANS
Each part of the products is assigned a single manufacturing process, which may differ depending, primarily, on
production rate and, secondarily, on dimensions. For each designated process the processing time is calculated,
based on a CNC program, if applicable, or estimated, based on experience, if this is not a CNC process.
Both anemometer and wind vane need basically a CNC turning centre with additional milling tools. In addition,
they need mostly two setups. For instance, the Lower body, which is common to both products, see Fig. 3(e), in the
first setup undergoes external turning except the lower face and its fillet, drilling for two holes of diameter 5 mm and
internal turning up to the narrow passage. All other features are produced in the second setup. The corresponding
processing times calculated through the CNC program is 139 sec and 64 sec for the two setups, respectively. This
part needs 6 turning tools and 3 drilling tools in total. The tools and processing times for the rest of the parts are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Tools and processing times for anemometer and wind vane parts

Tools
Setup 1 (sec)
Setup 2 (sec)
Total (sec)

Lower
body

Upper
body

6
139
64
203

9
470
114
584

Lower
Magnet
Counter- Rotor Rotor
Bearing
Shaft
Base
weight head arm
Holder
7
7
3
5
11
4
78
56
83
116
210
26
7
16
75
17
14
85
72
158
133
224
26

Tail
arm
6
165
165

Alternative process plans result from an obvious splitting of turning and milling work and assigning it separately
to one turning centre and one machining centre.
The anemometer cups are produced by injection moulding, bought out externally. Alternatively, the rotor armcup-head assembly may be made as one plastic part, which is injection moulded. Whether this is preferable as an
alternative will depend on the manufacturing system performance estimated by simulation, see section 5.
The tail of the wind vane is also bought out externally, manufactured by laser cutting. If production rate were
very high, the tail could be made on a press using a cutting die. It might also be made in-house on a CNC punching
machine, should production volume increase further. A laser machine is considered too expensive to be dedicated to
a manufacturing cell just for cutting this part, irrespective of the production volume.
The above define just some of the alternative process plans that may be possible for the two products under
study. Note that a different variant of the anemometer, resulting from a change in configuration parameter values
would change only the processing times shown in Table 3.

5. MANUFACTURING SYSTEM SIMULATION MODELS
The manufacturing system for the anemometer and wind vane products is configured according to the process
plans needs discussed above. Machine types suggested in the process plans need to be implemented as specific
machines. For what was thought as the prevailing process plan, i.e. the one executing turning and milling on the same
machine, a basic manufacturing system model was created using the PromodelTM software, see Fig. 5(a).
The basic model consists of a number of ‘Locations’,see Fig. 5(b), i.e. an input buffer containing raw blocks
(Stores/Arrivals), one CNC turning centre (CNC_Turning_Center), an intermediate buffer (CNCOutQ) placed after
the turning centre, an assembly station (Assembly_Table) and an output/storage buffer (Shipping) for both
anemometers and wind vanes. One operator is initially assigned to serve all locations in the system. All Locations
have initially infinite capacity. The turning center has processing capacity of one workpiece. Note the transport
network of the system which is defined so as to represent realistic transfer times for the Operators and Entities
between Locations. Thirty-one entities are defined, together with their moving speeds along the transport network.
In principle, all parts making up the two products, as well as raw material, partially completed parts and the two
assembled products are defined as self-contained entities connected, where appropriate, as initial and final form of
the same logical entity. For instance, Sbar0, Sbar1 and Shaft represent the initial raw material bar, its intermediate
form after the first turning setup-process and the finished shaft respectively. Note that each raw material bar is cut
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into a number of workpieces, e.g. 8 in the shaft case. The process plan is transformed into a series of process steps
starting off with material arrival, according to a pattern. Each process is conducted at a Location and involves some
Resources and Entities according to a logic, which is usually simple and consists of engaging the above for a
duration as determined in the process plan. All parts and products that are present in the system at any point in time
are traced as values of respective variables, the most important ones being displayed as counters.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Manufacturing system simulation setup (a) Basic simulation model (b) Location definition

Three different scenarios have been defined starting with the basic simulation model of the system, concerning
small, medium and large production corresponding to targeted number of anemometers / wind vanes of 9/3, 30/10
and 90/30 respectively. Control strategy was FIFO. Simulation period was 40 hrs. Each scenario was evaluated
through 4 different results, namely: satisfaction of scenario target, of maximum balanced production of anemometers
and wind vanes, of maximum production of anemometers with simultaneous production of wind vanes at the targeted
level, and of maximum production of wind vanes with simultaneous production of anemometers at the targeted level.
Table 4 Simulation scenarios and main results obtained

SCENARIO
Small
Medium
Large

Target
9
3
30
10
90
30

Balance
16
16
22
22
56
56

Max AM
9
21
30
17
90
34

Max WV
32
3
46
10
93
30

Anemometer
Wind Vane
Anemometer
Wind Vane
Anemometer
Wind Vane

Evaluation of each scenario involved trying different resource levels, viz. number of operators and number of
turning centres, in order to find the minimum number that would satisfy the four criteria set. Note that product mix
flexibility and capacity flexibility are among the four criteria. Results are shown in Table 4. The Medium production
scenario involves two operators, whilst the Large production scenario involves two operators and two turning
centres. Machine and operator utilisation are some of the statistical results taken from simulation runs and are shown
in Table 5 for each scenario. If, for instance, the number of resources assigned to achieve the targets were deemed
excessive, a different process plan ought to be tried, thereby backtracking according to arrow IV in Fig. 1. Note,
also, that the layout of equipment dictates distances and may well influence performance of the system, albeit not in
our case, due to its inherent simplicity. Moreover, choice of handling equipment dictates the level of non-productive
time and is directly connected to the level of automation desired. For instance, instead of one operator for loading
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and unloading the turning centre, a robot might be chosen. However, that would not make sense for the production
rate desired, since assembly and inter-location transportation are done by humans possessing idle time anyway.
Table 5 Operator and Machine idleness for the scenarios defined

SCENARIO
Small
Medium
Large

Target
66.56
49.53
60.90
26.91
32.04
4.88

Balance
40.70
1.29
56.54
17.12
33.04
4.33

Max AM
42.58
0.15
55.69
20.64
30.60
3.59

Max WV
40.89
1.71
51.13
0.70
31.25
3.20

Operator idle (%)
Turning Center idle (%)
Operator (X2) idle (%)
Turning Center idle (%)
Operator (X3) idle (%)
Turning Center (X2) idle (%)

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work product and manufacturing system parameters were defined in order to enable systematic variation of
their values in conceiving manufacturing systems for a new product family. Some of these parameters are assigned
values according to simulation software, which requires more detailed data, i.e. moving away from the purely
conceptual / strategic nature of the manufacturing system conception task. The notion of the process plan with its
own parameters (process and process sequence, machine type on which the process is executed, tools for executing
the process and processing time for each process on the corresponding machine type and with the respective tools) is
crucial as an intermediate level of decisions linking parameters of the product level (functional and configuration)
and parameters of the manufacturing system level (particular machines, from which setup times result, handling
equipment, layout and handling times, number of resources, and the control logic of the system). Alternative process
plans are defined according to product variants and to production rate and volume. Assigning different values to
parameters, first at the same level and - if this leads to unacceptable results - at the previous level is the strategy to
obtain the right manufacturing system. Thus, alternative manufacturing system configurations are defined, each
based on a particular process plan as well as on different choices of machines and handling equipment according to
the degree of automation required.
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ABSTRACT
Currently, computer-based support tools are widely used to facilitate the design process and have the potential to
reduce design time, decrease product cost and enhance product quality. Although there are promising information
systems to manage product lifecycle and product related data, including PDM (Product Data Management) and
PLM (Product Lifecycle Management), significant limitations still exist, where information required to make
decisions may not be available, may be lacking consistency, and may not be expressed in a general way for sharing
between systems. Moreover, there remains little support for decision making that considers multiple complex
technical and economical criteria, relations, and objectives in product design. To address these problems, this
paper presents a framework for an ontology-based data integration and decision support environment for
e-Design. The framework can guide designers in the design process, can make recommendations, , and can
provide decision support for parameter adjustments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Product design can greatly influence cost, quality and time to market of a product. Currently, computer-based
support tools are widely used to facilitate the design process and have the potential to reduce design time, decrease
product cost and enhance product quality. How to retrieve and utilize data in design is an important problem. Two
types of computer-based information systems that have been developed to manage product lifecycle and product
related data include PDM (Product Data Management) and PLM (Product Lifecycle Management). While promising,
significant limitations still exist, where information required for decision making may not be available, may be lacking
consistency, and may not be expressed in a general way for sharing between systems. The heterogeneity in the way of
structuring and interpreting information causes conflicts, and makes it difficult to retrieve information from different
sources. Wache [1] summarized those conflicts into structural conflicts and semantic conflicts. Structural conflicts
arise because the same objects and facts in the domain can be described in different ways. Semantic conflicts occur
when two systems do not use the same interpretation of information. Moreover, it is difficult for designers to consider
multiple complex technical and economical criteria, relations, and objectives in product design.
In recent years, the concept of ontology has been used in the field of knowledge management and Computer
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). Ontology is a formal specification of domain knowledge and has been used to
define a set of data and their structure for experts to share information in a domain of interest. It is well suited for the
representation and utilization of relations among data, and is efficient in knowledge reasoning. Ontology-based
method is a new and promising approach to manage knowledge in engineering, integrate multiple data resources, and
facilitate the consideration of the complex relations among concepts and slots in decision making. The purpose of this
research is to explore the ontology-based method to solve the limitations in present computer-based information
systems for product design.
There has been some research in ontology-based methods for information retrieval. Hwang, et al. [2] designed an
architecture of search systems based on an ontology using web services. Since ontology can provide the inferred and
associated information between data, in the system, ontologies are exploited by different semantic web applications to
provide information to search clients. In order to search the increasing medical text documents, a medical information
*
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system, which has a semantic search function, was developed using a medical ontology that represents medical
terminology semantic structure [3]. Vasilecas and Bugaite [4] put forward a method for ontology transformation into
business rules, which are implemented by information-processing rules. In their research, the ontology axioms can be
used to create a set of information-processing rules. They can be transformed into ECA rules and then to active DBMS
triggers. Stojanovic N. and Stojanovic L. [5] presented a logic-based approach for query refinement in an
ontology-based information portal. The query refinements are ranked according to their relevance to user’s needs and
have a self-improvement nature. In the ONTOWEB system [6], the ontology-based search engine is used to query the
information that has been loaded into the database. This study showed that ontologies can be used not only to improve
precision, but also to reduce the search time. While each of these works provides certain benefits, none focus on how
to guide users to the proper information especially when designers are not very familiar with the process and when
corresponding detailed data from different data resources belongs to multiple departments.
In this paper, a framework of ontology-based data integration and decision support for e-Design is built, using the
hybrid approach in ontology-based integration. The framework can guide designers in the design process, with
recommendations based on best historical data that meets previous inputs, and decision support based on knowledge
and relations retained in ontologies. The sections that follow provide a detailed description of the approach,
framework and associated ontology-based e-Design system for data integration and decision support.

2. APPROACH
2.1. OVERALL FRAMEWORK AND PROCESS
Figure 1 summarizes the overall framework and the process for ontology-based data integration and decision
support for e-Design. As shown, after design parameters are input into the system, the input data process module
calculates the outputs according to models and formulas (ex., DFM Formulas, Cost Models, etc.). Design inputs may
require exploration and iterations. This is supported through the presentation of best historical data that may be found
in a variety of heterogeneous data resources. The ontology-based data integration module (Section 2.2) is used to
integrate data from different resources, and the data process and utilization module (Section 2.3) compares integrated
historical data by using single dimensioned or full dimensioned analysis [7, 8] to locate and present the best data as a
recommendation during design. Since complex relations are expected to exist in this situation, according to system
dynamics, changing one input can influence multiple outputs. The ontology-based output adjustment module (Section
2.4) queries the ontologies, retrieves the influence relations among items, and provides output adjustment suggestions.

Figure 1: Overall framework of the ontology-based data integration and decision support for e-Design
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2.2. ONTOLOGY BASED DATA INTEGRATION
There are three ways of using ontologies in integration: single-ontology approaches, multiple-ontology
approaches and hybrid approaches [9]. In single-ontology approaches, a global ontology is used in order to provide a
shared vocabulary for the specification of the semantics. In multiple-ontology approaches, each part of data is
described by its local ontology. In hybrid approaches, drawbacks of the single- or multiple- ontology approaches are
overcome. It can be used to conquer the shortcomings of the first two kinds of ontology-based approaches, but it is
only suited to complex problems. Currently, data in product design are in heterogeneous formats. Most are saved in
databases, while others are in other formats. Information conflicts are obstacles to information integration in product
design [1]. The hybrid method can be utilized in the research in order to retrieve appropriate heterogeneous data from
different resources for product e-design. For example, there are heterogeneous data resources that record data about
product items, activities, materials and machines respectively. Each local ontology represents concepts and
relationships for each data resource and the central ontology can be built and used as the shared vocabulary (the shared
ontology). The hybrid approach can utilize the relationship in the shared ontology and local ontologies to retrieve
proper data in these distributed data resources in order to facilitate designers in product design.
Several semantic data schema integration tools have been developed for information integration, such as
COG/Unicorn, PROMPT, OBSERVER, etc. According to Alexiev et al. [10], problems exist in the Unicorn
Workbench so that it is unable to query data resources on its own. And, with no query execution engine it is
impossible to use a single query for multiple databases or automatically retrieve the results of a query from a data
source. In the process of design, designers need guidance to locate the proper items, and then obtain the related details,
but Unicorn Workbench cannot achieve this function. Li, Yu and Dai [11] proposed the design and implementation of
the ontology-based information retrieval system, which parses users’ requests, tests the validity, reasons and expands
the semantics of query terms based on ontology, forms sub-queries and finally retrieves the query results from
different data resources. Their work mainly focuses on SQL and XML data resources and accomplishes the query
process based on users’ query requirements without guidance function, which is like Unicorn.
The data query guidance function is added in this paper to conquer the shortcoming of previous systems in user
guidance. For example, it can guide designers to the proper information according to the design process or utilize the
relations in ontologies to guide designers. After the data query guidance locates the proper factor in which designers
really need to get the related details, the data resources specification module finds the related data resources that save
the data. Based on the central ontology, local ontologies and the mapping relations within, the query sentences
formation module forms the query sentences for these data resources. The working method in this step is like the
Unicorn Workbench [10]. After the related data is queried out from the multiple data resources, the query result
analysis module can help designers analyze the query results from the data resources, such as evaluating the design
alternatives with economic and technical criteria, find the root factors of the problems, etc.
2.2.1. ONTOLOGIES FOR DATA INTEGRATION
In order to search the data in the heterogeneous data resource, relations between the central ontology and local
ontologies, and the relations between local ontologies and the corresponding data resources should be built up. In the
central ontology, the local_databases class is built in order to locate the data resources, and continue the query
transformation process in the data integration function. The properties in this class include the local database type,
local database name, local database location, local ontology name, local ontology location, table in the database,
related instances, and related instances in the central ontology. The task of these local ontologies is to map the
attributes searched to the proper tables and proper attributes in these tables in the data resource.. Local ontologies have
the same structure and include three classes, which are shown within the boxes of Figure 2. An instance in
central_ontology_attribute class records a property in the central ontology, an instance in database_attribute class
records a property in one or some of the tables in the data resource, and an instance in table class records a table in the
data resource. The relations between classes and slots (items without boxes) in a local ontology are shown in Figure 2.

attribute name
central ontology attribute

table

database attribute

table name

related database attribute

Figure 2: Relations between classes and slots in a local ontology
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2.2.2. DATA QUERY
After the central and local ontologies are built, the ontology-based data integration can be realized. The working
process of the ontology-based data integration and analysis are summarized as shown Figure 3. The first five nodes in
Figure 3 are developed by using JSP, and the last node is the local MADMT (Multi-Attribute Decision-Making Tool)
developed by using Java, which is described in Section 2.3.

Figure 3: Working process of ontology based data integration and analysis

At present, the system can integrate data from Excel files, Access databases and mysql databases. For other
formats, such as text documents, an ontology-based information retrieval system by Varga et al. [12] can be used to
mine knowledge content of unstructured textual information into XML structures (content objects), and an
ontology-based framework for XML semantic integration [13] can be used to integrate the data from XML
documents. Although the current version of the system does not provide for the integration of text documents and
XML documents, this capability is planned as an extension in the future.
Again referring to Figure 3, the central ontology is first queried by the JTP reasoner to find information about the
related local ontology, data resource, table and attribute used in the ontology. The local ontology is queried to get the
attribute information in the table of the data resource. JTP is used as a reasoner to infer pairing within the ontology.
JTP is an object-oriented modular reasoning system based on a very simple and general reasoning architecture. It can
conduct various assertions and queries for a knowledge base. In JTP, two main reasoning methods,
backward-chaining and forward chaining, can be used to make inference from the knowledge base [14]. The JTP will
query out the information about names of the slots, class name, additional conditions and location of the table, and
send these to the module which forms query sentences.
The query sentence formation module forms the query sentences according to the type of database or file.
For Excel files: SELECT <names of the slots or * for all attributes> FROM <[table$]> WHERE <additional
condition>;
For mysql: SELECT <names of the slots or * for all attributes> FROM <table> WHERE <additional condition>;
For Access: SELECT <names of the slots or * for all attributes> FROM <table> WHERE ([<table>].<additional
condition>);
The database query sentences are formed by replacing the variables and command words from the query sentence
with the information retrieved from the corresponding local ontologies. It has the same semantics as the original query
with a working mechanism that is similar to the operators for query reformulation [15]. According to the type of
resources, the format of the connection will also have little difference. For example, the mysql database requires a
username and password for access. After querying the corresponding data resources, the related data can be output to
the local computer as a text file. Data process and utilization, as explained in the next section, can be run to filter the
integrated data, import it into the local Multi-Attribute Decision-Making Tool (MADMT) and finish the
single-dimensioned and full-dimensioned analysis.
2.3. DATA PROCESS AND UTILIZATION
The flowchart of the data process and utilization module is shown in Figure 4. After integrated data are filtered by
the data processing module, a local Multi-Attribute Decision-Making Tool (MADMT) can analyze data integrated
from heterogeneous resources. The data processing module transforms data into uniform units and checks consistency
and redundancy in data. The import module reads the imported text file into a matrix. The data can then be normalized.
The best normalized value for an attribute is 1, and the worst is 0. They are marked by MADMT with different colors.
After the imported data is converted to a common measurement scale, there are two ways to deal with data, which are
single-dimensioned analysis and full-dimensioned analysis [7, 8]. The dimension here is the number of metrics used to
represent the attributes that discriminate among alternatives. In single-dimensioned analysis, all information is
collapsed into a single dimension. In full-dimensioned analysis, there is no attempt to collapse attributes into a
common scale. The design alternative with the best value in the criterion dominating the comparison will be chosen
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first. In MADMT, if the single-dimensioned analysis module is selected, MADMT will calculate the weighted sum
and output the result from best to the worst. If full-dimensioned analysis is selected, after specifying the sequence of
the criteria which represents the relative importance to the problem, MADMT can order the alternatives from best to
worst according the importance of the attributes. Both single and full dimensioned analysis modules put the best
alternative at the first line to let designers refer to it in their design. In the end, the original data, normalized data,
single-dimensioned analysis result and full-dimensioned analysis result can be exported to the local computer as a
recommendation.

Figure 4: Flowchart of local decision tool –MADMT

2.4. ONTOLOGY BASED OUTPUT ADJUSTMENT
After the output variables are calculated according to the inputs, some adjustment in the variables is expected. To
be most effective, designers should consider multiple factors over the entire product life cycle before making
decisions, but analyzing relations in a complex network are difficult and time-consuming. Complex relations are
expected to exist in this situation, according to system dynamics, changing one input can influence multiple outputs.
So the ontology is used to give users hints on minimizing or maximizing parameters during design. Designers can go
back to the previous steps and make the corresponding adjustment after considering the results and adjustment
suggestions.
In a complex system, a variable can be affected directly or indirectly by other factors, so influence factors can be
divided into direct influence factors and root influence factors. Direct influence factors of variable x are factors that
directly affect x, and root influence factors of variable x are the independent input variables that are the root cause of
the changes in x and in the direct influence factors of x.
First, the DFM e-Design ontology is developed in OWL (Web Ontology Language) to capture the direct influence
factors of each variable with the related SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) rules that record the inference rules to
get the root influence factors for each variable. Both OWL and SWRL provide a way to represent knowledge as a
series of related terms which are machine operable [16], and SWRL, which is an extension of OWL, implements rules
that operate on OWL knowledge representation. Based on the developed ontology, after the administrator for a
specific application inputs into the ontology the dependent variables in the system and the direct influence factors of
these variables, the Jess rule engine is used to reason out the root influence factors of these variables. The Jess rule
engine helps to run SWRL rules interactively to create new OWL concepts, infer root reasons for each variable
according to the existing information and the SWRL rules in the ontology, and then inserts them into an OWL
knowledge base. During the system daily usage, the ontology is loaded in the reasoner, which is in the server. After
receiving the query information from a user, the reasoner will query out the related information, such as how to
increase an independent input in order to get the expected output, and what will happen after this adjustment.

3. REALIZED SYSTEM
This system is based on the Browser/Server mode built in the Apache Tomcat platform, and it is developed by
using JSP. According to Bennett [17], for a nontechnical user, the design of an appropriate user interface is the most
important determinant of the success of a decision support implementation. In the B/S mode, the platform in the
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research is supported by the ontology, and it provides information to users in a more flexible format. The advantage of
the B/S mode is that users do not need to be familiar with ontologies, data resources, and the structure of the domain
knowledge. This helps ensure the implementation of the system in the future.
The platform has been developed and tested using case problems and examples to support design for Friction Stir
Welding (FSW). There are six steps of inputs in the FSW design process, including the selection of (1) welding
technique, (2) component geometry & material, (3) joint category, (4) mating/align faces and the base component, (5)
joint strength, and (6) Weld category. These steps guide users through the design process, which is extremely useful
since designers are not very familiar with FSW, a new technology in welding. In the input steps, the platform can
provide integrated data from heterogeneous data resources, which meets the specification of previous inputs. For
example, in Step 3, designers can get the history data related to the previous inputs, which uses FSW as welding
technique and 6061 T-6 as the component material. The platform provides the link to the data integration page. The
screenshots in Figure 6 show the data integration process and its query result. There are three data resources integrated,
as shown on the left side of Figure 5. After the data resource is selected, the related data in the data resource can be
retrieved, and the list of possible design alternatives, which are integrated from heterogeneous data resources, can be
exported to a text file in the local compute with selected attributes, as shown on the right side of Figure 5.

Figure 5: User interface of ontology-based data integration

After the integrated data is exported to a local computer, MADMT can be used to compare them and find the best
alternative for design reference. MADMT imports the text file, normalizes the value in it, and compares the difference
among alternatives, as shown in Figure 6. By referring the design of best design alternatives from history data, users
can get more help in the input phase of FSW design. For example, five attributes are exported, which are pin diameter
(attribute 1), IPM (attribute 2), time to weld (attribute 3), total cost (attribute 4) and labor cost (attribute 5), as shown
in Figure 5. All these attributes follow the rule that the smaller the value, the better. In addition, the importance
sequence of these five attributes are 4, 3,1,2,5. In this example, the design alternative 33 is best with the comparison of
the other five by using both full dimensioned and single dimensioned analysis, as shown in Figure 6. In design
alternative 33, joint category is Butt, the joint strength is 235MPa, and weld category is continuous weld. According to
the history data here, the following input steps can be easier to be specified.
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Figure 6: Screen shot of MADMT on a local computer

After designers specify the input in the first six steps, the platform calculates the output according to the technical
requirements and formulas in FSW, and presents these results to the user. After getting the output, some of the outputs
need to be adjusted. For example, when a user wants to shorten the time required for welding, the tool will query the
ontology, and find the root influence factors of the “time required for welding”. It reasons out the root influence
factors of the “time required for welding”, which can be positive influences, negative influences or other logical
influence factors. After that, the details and the design hints can be retrieved from the knowledge base, as shown in
Figure 7. Also, the outputs that will be influenced by this adjustment will also be given. Here the adjustment
suggestion is decreasing component 1 and 2 dim or adjusting the component 1 and 2 geometry, material or joint
strength. Decreasing the component 1 and 2 dim can reduce the component 1 and 2 weight, machine table size, and
increase the strength to weight ratio. Adjusting the component material and joint strength can change the density, tool
type, etc. Given these suggestions, users can go back to the corresponding steps of the first six nodes, adjust the value
of inputs, and let the system calculate the output again.

Figure 7: Screenshot of parameter adjustment suggestion

4. CONCLUSIONS
The research in this paper is based on the collaboration between NSF Center for e-Design and NSF Center for
Friction Stir Processing. In this paper, the ontology-based data integration and decision support method for e-Design
is proposed and realized to help solve problems in data consistency, quality, as well as in decision support during
product design in CFSP. The ontology-based data integration method has been designed and implemented with the
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decision support tool to guide users through the FSW process, integrate data from heterogeneous data resources, such
as Excel worksheets, Access and Mysql databases, and provide references during design. The decision support tool
provides the capability to compare design alternatives integrated from different places through multi-attribute
analysis, give the analysis results based on the DFM model, and help support parameter adjustments by providing
adjustment suggestions as well as the possible influences by querying the DFM e-Design ontology. In summary, the
resulting research method yields a systematic means to present a common understanding of domain knowledge,
integrate multiple heterogeneous data resources from different departments and enterprises, find and utilize relations
among concepts and properties, help designers make decision with the consideration of complex relations among
technical requirements and economical objectives. In future work, the data processing module will be designed and
developed by using ontology advantages in semantics relation representation and utilization.
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ABSTRACT
The optimal modular configuration of a product’s architecture can lead to many advantages throughout the
product lifecycle. Advantages such as: ease of product upgrade, maintenance, repair and disposal, increased
product variety and greater product development speed. However, finding an optimal modular configuration is
often difficult. Finding a solution will invariably mean trade-offs will have to be made between various lifecycle
drivers. One of the main strengths of a computerised optimisation is that trade-off analysis becomes simple and
straightforward and hence speeds up the product architecture decision making process. However, there are a
lack of computerised methods that can be applied to optimise modularity for multiple lifecycle objectives. To this
end, an integrated optimisation framework has been developed to optimise modularity from a whole lifecycle
perspective, namely, design, production, use and end of life. For each lifecycle phase there are two modularity
criteria- module independence and module coherence. The criteria that fall under the category of module
independence evaluate the degree of coupling between the products components, coupling can be physical,
functional or design based. Criteria under module coherence, evaluate the similarity of modular drivers between
components. The paper will examine the developed optimisation framework and software prototype. The
prototype software uses a number of matrixes to represent the product architecture. A goal based genetic
algorithm is used to search the matrixes for modular configurations that most satisfies the criteria of the four
lifecycle phases. Sensitively analysis is carried out by changing the goal weights.

1.0. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE
Ever decreasing product lifecycles are leading to considerable changes in the way products are being designed.
Central to this is the notion of modular product design. The benefits include, shortening design time, improved
reliability, reduced construction costs and simplified service and repair. Modular design therefore represents an
important means of producing competitive advantages in fast growing and changing markets
Ulrich and Tung (1991) define modularity in terms of two characteristics of product design: similarity between
the physical and functional architecture of the design and the minimisation of incidental interactions between
physical components
There are many more product modularity definitions in the literature. What is generally agreed from the
literature is that product modularity is the arrangement of a product’s components into clusters. The clusters contain
stronger component interactions and similarities within clusters than between clusters. These interactions and
similarities include those which arise from the component’s physical and functional interactions and those which
arise from the various processes the components undergo during their lifecycle. The choice of which lifecycle
processes to concentrate on as the main drivers for modularity will depend upon the type of product.
There have been many previous modular design techniques that have mainly attempted to optimise one
modularity objective. Methods that use clustering heuristics have been developed; these techniques only optimise
modularity, for one objective, for example, functional interactions (Pimmler and Eppinger, 1994), and testability
(Kusiak, 2002). Single objective optimisation models have also been developed. Slahieh and Kamrani’s (1999)
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method aims at optimisation of component similarities. Gu and Sosale (1999) have developed a heuristic and nonlinear optimisation model to optimise lifecycle objectives. Manual heuristic based methods have also been
developed. Erixon and Ericssion’s Modular Function Deployment (MFD) uses a comprehensive list of modular
drivers which can be used to evaluate modules. Stone et al (2000) work from a functional basis using energy, signal
of material flows between components and use a set of heuristics to form modules.
The main problems with the previous methods include: lack of structure; poorly defined modularity evaluation
guidelines; no modularity criteria weighting guidelines; suffer from pareto dominance during optimisation; have
poorly designed optimisation algorithms which can get stuck on local optimal; and don’t allow sensitively analysis
Therefore the main contribution of this research is to address the associated problems and create a computerised
multi-optimisation framework for product modularity across the whole product lifecycle. This paper will look at the
developed optimisation criteria and optimisation model.

2.0 MODULARITY OPTIMISATION CRITERIA FOR THE WHOLE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
By evaluating modularity from each of the four product lifecycle viewpoints modularity optimisation becomes more
organised and logical, this gives rise to several advantages over other methods. Firstly, the organisation of
modularity criteria into lifecycle phases creates a clearly defined optimisation problem that can be efficiently
handled by the multi-objective algorithm.
Next, the importance of each modularity optimisation criteria becomes easier to quantify. The importance of
each lifecycle phase can be directly linked to the type of product and its characteristics. For example, for a high tech
product that has a fast rate of evolution, the design phase will be of high importance as the product will likely
undergo many design changes during its planned lifespan. In contrast, for a mature, high volume product, the
production phase will be of utmost importance.
Lastly, sensitively analysis can be carried out. By varying the considered importance of the optimisation criteria
the designer is able to study the effects and arrive at the most suitable modular design for the product that is being
designed/ redesigned. The results of a sensitively analysis can be difficult to analysis if the optimisation problem is
poorly defined and structured. The organisation of modularity criteria into lifecycle phases creates a clearly defined
optimisation problem. By adjusting the optimisation goals of each lifecycle phase the effects on the other phases can
be analysed. This is handed efficiently using a goal programming approach to the multi-objective optimisation
problem.
The criteria for modularity optimisation across the four stages of the product lifecycle can be seen in figure 1.
The modularity criteria are split into two categories, module independence and module coherence- see figure 1. The
criteria that fall under the category of module independence evaluate the degree of coupling between the products
components, coupling can be physical, functional or design based. Criteria under module coherence, evaluate the
similarity of modular drivers between components. The two criteria can be conflicting and an optimal modular
product architecture for any given lifecycle phase will often be a compromise between module independence and
module coherence
Module Independence Criteria

Module Coherence Criteria

Design Phase

Engineering Metrics
Functional Interactions

Technology Change
Design Carryover

Production Phase

Component Attachment
Component Alignment

Current Product Variety
Make or Outsource

Use Phase

Component Attachment
Component Alignment

Maintenance and Service
Component Life

End of Life Phase

Component Attachment

Reuse
Recyclability

Figure 1: Modularity Analysis Criteria for the Whole Product Lifecycle
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2.1 MODULE INDEPENDENCE
Module independence is defined as ‘Each module within the product architecture should have a minimum amount
of coupling between other modules’. Coupling can be defined as functional, physicals or design information based
interactions between modules.
Therefore, the key to obtaining high module independence is to obtain modules that have stronger component
couplings within modules and weaker component couplings between modules. Figure 2 illustrates this principle in a
design structure matrix (DSM) representation of the product architecture.
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Module independence is evaluated by using the appropriate module independence evaluation guidelines to
evaluate the coupling between all component pairs. The results are then stored in a DSM matrix, known as a module
independence matrix.

Figure 2: Clustered DSM example

2.2 MODULE COHERENCE
Module coherence is defined as ‘For each phase of the product lifecycle, the modular product architecture should
obtain maximum possible coherence of a modular drivers within each module’.
To evaluate the product modularity according to module coherence one must analyse the modular driver scores for
all components in the product. The modular driver scores are established from the evaluation guidelines presented in
this chapter. Components with similar modular driver scores will have high module coherence and should be placed
into the same module during optimization.

2.3 MODULARITY OPTIMISATION CRITERIA FOR THE DESIGN PHASE
There are two main aims of modularity at the design stage. The first aim is to split a product into modules that can
be designed in relative independence from one another, enabling the associated benefits of concurrent design. The
second aim is to allow the effects of design change to be isolated within modules. The next section will look at these
principles in more detail.
2.3.1 MODULE INDEPENDENCE CRITERIA FOR THE DESIGN PHASE
A good modular structure at the design phase should be created in a manner that ensures a minimal amount of
design coupling between modules. A low level of design coupling between modules will reduce the amount of
cross design team interactions that takes place. This enables each design team to produce their allocated module in
relative independence from each other, speeding up product development. Therefore it can be said that module
independence at the design stage aims to create design independence of modules by minimising the level of design
coupling between modules. Design coupling will be looked at from two perspectives: design coupling due to
engineering metrics and design coupling due to functional interactions.
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DESIGN COUPLING DUE TO ENGINEERING METRICS
During a new product design or product redesign the products engineering metrics (EM) are likely to undergo
changes, these changes will perpetrate throughout the product, affecting numerous components. If many different
sub-systems or modules are affected this can be very disruptive, as design efforts will need to be coordinated
between the various design teams that are reasonable for the affected product sub- assemblies or modules. To
minimise the effects of changing EM one can optimise the product architecture by placing components affected by
the same EM into the same modules. This means that the effects of the changing EM will be isolated within one
module, reducing the amount of design information passing between teams, decreasing complexities and costs and
increasing the level of design concurrency able to take place during a new product design/ re-design.
To evaluate the effects of EM on components a QFD based approach is used. Firstly, all current and future
customer needs are listed and there associated EM are drawn up. The EM is then mapped to the physical
components. For each component the amount of design effort needed to accommodate a possible change of the EM
is estimated. Components that are highly affected by the same EM should be grouped into the same module.
DESIGN COUPLING DUE TO FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIONS
The second aspect of modular coupling at the design phase is that of functional interactions. For this criterion the
optimisation aim is to maximise functional interactions within modules and minimise functional interactions
between modules. Components that have functional interactions are likely to be strongly coupled at the design stage.
Therefore by keeping functional interactions between modules to a minimal, design team interactions are also kept
to a minimal, in turn minimising cross team information flow and redesign iterations. For this research the
functional interactions method of Pimmler and Eppinger(1994) has been adopted.
2.3.1 MODULE COHERENCE CRITERIA FOR THE DESIGN STAGE
In order to create high module coherence at the design stage the components within modules must have similar
future redesign needs. Therefore to evaluate module coherence at the design stage the two modular drivers of
interest are that of technology change and design carryover.
TECHNOLOGY CHANGE
The technology change modular driver evaluate that rate of technology change in the each component. During
optimisation, components with new or fast evolving technologies, should not be placed with components that are
unlikely to undergo any technology change.
DESIGN CARRYOVER
The design carryover modular driver serves to identify product components that can be reused across the next
generation of products. During module formation these components can be isolated into modules to improve design
reuse efficiency. This is done by evaluating which of the customer needs and associated engineering metrics are
likely to change for the next generation of products.
2.4 MODULARITY OPTIMISATION CRITERIA FOR THE PRODUCTION PHASE
The aim of product modularity at the production phase is to create modules that can be manufactured and assembled
as efficiently as possible.
2.4.1 MODULE INDEPENDENCE CRITERIA FOR THE PRODUCTION PHASE
For high module independence at the production phase one must aim to minimise the physical interactions between
modules. If the physical coupling between modules is too high it may not be possible to manufacture and assemble
modules concurrently. Therefore it is highly desirable to group components that have strong physical relationships
into the same module and components with weak relationships between modules. Physical couplings between
components are evaluated in terms of the geometric attachment and alignment between components. The strength of
attachment is dependent upon how the two components are linked together e.g. bolt fit, screw fit, snap fit.
Alignment depends upon the estimated level of precision needed to align the two components to form an assembly.
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2.4.2 MODULE COHERENCE CRITERIA FOR THE PRODUCTION PHASE
CURRENT PRODUCT VARIETY NEEDS
Components that are variants are best separated from components that are common across the product range in
order to add efficient production. Separation of a product into variant and common modules benefits the production
phase in a number of ways: Firstly, the common modules can be assembled first then variants modules can be added
later in the production cycle. This is known as delayed product differentiation, which reduces production lead times.
Secondly, production inventory is reduced, as common modules can be assembled and used across a number of
product families.
The decision on whether components should be common or variant is not an easy choice; it will often involve a
trade-off between the incurred costs of added variety and the advantages that the added product variety will offer
product marketability. Product platforms and product variety is a vast area of research in it own right, therefore a
detailed analysis of this area is out of the scope of this thesis. Product variety is only one part of the modularity
analysis. Therefore for this research, one simply wishes to identify components that are likely to be variant or
common. The basic idea is to look at each customer need and the associated engineering metric and decide whether
it will be likely to need variety. Some variety will be essential in order for the product family to serve the required
market segments whilst other variety may only be desirable. This desirable variety should be decided by considering
the effects on the associated engineering metrics. I.e. adding a certain type of variety may mean many components
would need to be redesigned to accommodate it; therefore the company may choose not to implement it as it would
be too costly.
MAKE OR OUTSOURCE
The second criteria for module production coherence is that of make or outsource. Components should be grouped
into the same module based on whether they will be made in house or outsourced to a supplier. If this is not know
for the design i.e. if the design is in the conceptual stages, then the make or outsource decision should be based on
whether components have a high intellectual property or if the company has the competences and production
facilities to produce the components.
2.5 MODULARITY OPTIMISATION CRITERIA FOR THE PRODUCT USE PHASE
During the products use phase a product is likely to undergo some amount of repair and maintenance. Therefore an
optimal modular structure for this phase can be achieved by grouping components that have similar maintenance
and service needs and similar component lifes into the same module. At the same time each modules must remain
as independent as possible, with minimal physical interactions between modules. Thus ensuring that worn out
modules can be replaced or repair efficiently.
2. 5.1 MODULE INDEPENDENCE CRITERIA FOR THE PRODUCT USE PHASE
Module independence at the use life phase shares the same aims to that of the production phase, that of minimising
the physical interactions between modules. To reinitiate, physical interactions are defined as the geometric mating
and alignment needs between components.
2.5.2 MODULE COHERENCE CRITERIA FOR THE PRODUCT USE PHASE
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE
Components that have a high likelihood that maintenance and service will be required and have similar maintenance
requirements should be isolated into modules to enhance module coherence for the use stage. The service and
maintenance analysis is carried out by listing all the known or expected service and maintenance operations and
mapping them to the effected components. Components that have the same maintenance or service operations
should be placed into the same module. Figure…shows an example with its resultant coherence matrix. The
coherence matrix (a pair-wise comparison matrix) is generated from the service and maintenance components
mappings.
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COMPONENT LIFE
During the use phase it is important that components within modules have similar wear out times. Components that
are likely to wear out quickly can be isolated into modules that can then be replaced with minimal impact on the rest
of the system.
2.6 MODULARITY OPTIMISATION CRITERIA FOR THE END OF LIFE PHASE
Creating optimal modularity at the end of life phase requires that components are grouped according to there
reusability and recyclability. However, at the same time, one must also ensure that the physical coupling between
modules remains low to ensure that disassembly effort is minimised.
2.6.1 MODULE INDEPENDENCE CRITERIA FOR THE END OF LIFE PHASE
Module independence at the end of life phase shares similar aims to that of the production phase, that of minimising
the physical interactions between modules. However, there is one fundamental difference, module independence at
the end of life only considers the mating criteria. The alignment criteria is not necessary because at the end of the
products life modules and components will not be reassembled like the use phase.
2.6.2 MODULE COHERENCE CRITERIA FOR THE END OF LIFE PHASE
REUSABILITY
Components that can be reused or remanufactured should be placed into the same module. Decisions on component
reuse should be based on whether there are financial incentives and the desirability to remanufacture. High value
components that need little processing, components with a high wear out life and components unlikely to be
redesigned for future variety needs make ideal candidates for reuse.
RECYCLABILITY
Components that have high material homogeneity should be grouped into the same module to make the recycling
operations easier and more cost effective to perform. Similarly, components with hazardous materials should be
isolated into modules. To evaluate the similarity of the
3.0 SOFTWARE OPTIMISATION- MODULE FORMATION
The main goal of the software optimisation is to provide a designer with optimal groupings of components that have
maximum module independence and coherence across the whole product lifecycle.
The prototype software has been created in an excel environment using VB coded macros to create a problem
specific genetic algorithm (GA) based optimiser and a VB programmed user interface. The screenshot in figure 3 is
the main user input screen. On the right of the screen a design structure matrix is used to enter functional, physical
and design coupling between all components- therefore this matrix represents module independence. The columns
to the left of the matrix are the corresponding modular driver scores for each component. The software creates a
design structure matrix (modular driver coherence matrix) from each of the modular driver columns. The similarity
between each pair is calculated based on a driver value similarity scoring system.
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Figure 3: Modular design software -main input screen

The goal of the GA based optimiser is to find the optimal modular structure from within the generated matrices.
This is achieved by adjusting module size and membership until product modularity is optimised. However there
are problems:
Firstly, attempting to maximise one lifecycle phase’s modularity will often mean a reduction in another phase’s
modularity. If the optimisation technique is not properly designed this can lead to a pareto dominated solution. That
is a solution that is dominated by one or more objectives. For example, consider the following two modular
optimisation results. For the first, the design phase reaches a score of 90, production 40, use 40, end of life 70,
giving a total score of 240.for the second the design phase reaches a score of 60, production 60, use 60, end of life
60, giving a total score of 240. Both solutions have the same overall objective score, however the later is the more
favourable as it contains no dominance of objectives.
Secondly, a conflict exits between module independence module and module coherence. Module independence
favours fewer modules whilst module coherence favours a larger number of modules. An optimal optimisation
should be a balance between the two.
To address these problems goal programming is used. The goal programming technique provides a balanced and
controllable optimisation, Figure 4 outlines the application of the goal programming and GA based optimisation
method. As seen in step 2 the method first performs a GA optimisation for each phase of the lifecycle, where the
goal is to find the optimal balance between the corresponding module independence and coherence criteria by using
equation 1 and 2. Once this has been preformed maximum fitness scores for each lifecycle phase will be known and
the GA is then run to optimise modularity for the whole lifecycle. The maximum fitness scores for each phase will
affectively become the goal maximums. The goal is then to minimise all deviations from each goal's maximum
using equation 3. By adjusting goal weights it is easy to perform a sensitively analysis of various modular
architecture alternatives to enable the designer to consider the merits and trade-offs between different solutions.
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exists then end the process.
Step 7.

Adjust the required number of modules and go to step 2
Step 1.

Set the required number of modules

Step 2.

Optimise modularity for each lifecycle phase
2.1 For lifecycle phase n, run the GA with module independence
coherence and module goals weights set to equal
2.2 Examine the module grouping results and if satisfactory then
go to step 2.5
2.3 Adjust the goal deviation weights for module independence
and module coherence and rerun the GA.
2.4 Examine the module grouping results and satisfactory then
go to step 2.5
2.5 Repeat steps 2.1 to 2.5 for lifecycle phase n

Step 3.

Use the optimal modularity results from step 2 set the goal
maximums for each lifecycle phase.

Step 4.

Run the GA to minimise goal deviations from the goal maximums

Step 5.

perform sensitivity analysis by adjusting the goal deviation weights

Step 6.

Examine the module grouping results and if a satisfactory solution

Step 7.

Adjust the required number of modules and go to step 2

for the four lifecycle phases and repeating step 4
exists then end the process.

Figure 4: Application of the goal programming and GA based optimisation method

Equation 1 calculates modular driver coherence within modules

MC =

CI max
1

∑ Ci

int ernal

(1)

m

Where: lcp=lifecycle phase, m= module number Ci= module coherence interactions, w= weight given to lifecycle
phase
Equation 2 calculates modular driver independence

MI =

Iitotal
1

∑ Ii

external

(2)

m

Where: lcp=lifecycle phase, m= module number Ii= module independence interactions, w= weight given to
lifecycle phase
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Equation 3, the total module goal to minimize

(

TM = min (Gd design × w), (Gd production × w), (Gduse × w), (Gd eol × w)

)

(3)

Where Gdmi = deviation from goal and w= goal deviation weight

4.0 EXAMPLE CASE STUDY- CAR CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEM
The car climate control system has been used in various studies, so makes an ideal case to make comparisons with.
The aim of the case study is merely to demonstrate the potential of the method as a means of optimising multiple
modularity objectives. Therefore the modular driver scores entered into the software are by no means completely
accurate and are based on the author’s best judgements so will need to be quantified by further research. However
the functional and physical interactions were based on the previous the work of Pimmler and Eppinger(1994), so
may be considered more accurate.
Example results of the software optimisation can be seen in figures 5. Figure 5 shows the modularisation of the
product with the lifecycle deviation goal weightings set equally. By changing the goal deviation weightings of the
four lifecycle phase’s sensitively analysis was preformed- partial results of which can be seen in figure 6.
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Figure 5: Modular architecture of car climate control system with equally weighted goal deviation for each lifecycle phase
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Figure 6: results of a sensitivity analysis, adjusting the design goal deviation weight
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20%
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35%
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34%
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16%
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38%
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36%
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38%
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
It has been seen that optimisation of a products modularity is a desirable but often complex task. However using the
proposed computerised methodology, modularity optimisation is a less laborious and time intensive task, making it
more approachable for the designer or organisation to consider. Future work will focus on further assessment and
refinement of the technique though case studies.
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ABSTRACT
In general, a clinching stud, which is used to assemble chassis and parts constituting various display means, is
fabricated by mechanical machining its material using a lathe, or by a cold forging process on a header up to now.
Therefore, the prior art method for fabricating the clinching stud is expensive in manufacturing cost since its
manufacturing process is very complicated and it takes much time and man power to fabricate it. By the reason of
these, a plan to overcome the problems of the prior art method for fabricating the clinching stud is needed. This
study present firstly a newly concept of clinching stud manufacturing by collar drawing process technology and a
method for fabricating the same, and more particularly, to a clinching stud and a method for fabricating a
clinching stud, that a collar part is formed through a collar drawing process using a thin sheet metal plate material
instead of metallic bar, and then, a body part of the clinching stud is firmly combined to a substrate plate through
processes of deep drawing, tapping, cleansing, plating and iron coining in order, thereby maximizing competitive
power in price, reducing the clinching stud in weight, and maximizing tensile strength, compression strength, and
surface roughness. In this instance, a more stable material thickness can be kept by performing a collar drawing
process or a curling process when a screw part of the clinching stud is formed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The clinching stud (including nut, standoff) that is one of mechanical elements shall be essential to combine and
fasten two or more of mechanical parts. The clinching stud is always used for electronic parts, for instance, home
appliances, display means, communication equipment, automobiles and airplanes, medical applications etc because it
can put printed circuit board at exact places to fasten it.
In particular, electronic products that require light weight, thin thickness, short length and small size, etc have
thinner thickness of chassis which is constructed in the interior of its body. The purpose of the characteristics is to
lessen total weight, reduce use of raw materials as much as possible and save costs. In addition, simple and compact
designs can promote purchasing of consumers as marketing strategies. Manufacturers, therefore, are researching stud
structure that can endure strong force at application of force to thin board, and they are eager to develop the stud that
can produce high push out and torque out resistance. Furthermore, the stud that is used for LCD and PDP products
requiring remarkable increase of production quantity shall have good strength, light weight, excellent surface
roughness and being easy to handle, etc.
In this study, newly manufacturing technology which can possible to transform and renovate the concept from
mechanical machining method to stamping process in the clinching stud fabricating has been researched firstly.
Moreover, it was developed to satisfy requirements of the stud being used at overall industries and to do mass
production and to do quality control well. The new concept manufacturing technology applied by collar drawing in the
clinching stud fabricating is an excellent substitute idea instead of conventional technology depended by mechanical
machining or forging process. The technology has great advantages of higher productivity, better mechanical
properties, remarkable reduction of raw materials consumption, and better surface roughness, etc to help solve
environmental problems.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (82)51-860-3226; Fax: (82)51-860-3449; E-mail: psb@dit.ac.kr
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2. CLINCHING STUDS
The clinching stud was developed, produced and handled by PSM International, UK in 1930s and Penn
Engineering Co., USA in 1940s and Captive Fastener Corporation, USA in 1970s for the beginning time to be
mechanical parts for fastening.[1,2 and 3] Currently, the clinching stud has various kinds of shapes and dimensions to
meet various uses in the world and to expand market remarkably day by day. The clinching stud can be classified into
nut, stud and standoff, etc depending upon the use to put it on thin sheet metal plate and make use of bolts for fastening
of PCB (printed circuit board), and to put it on another mechanical parts of the other party for fastening. The metallic
bar can be machined by using lathe, or it can make shapes by using forging machine up to now. The author calls the
clinching stud made by mechanical machining as the first generation, and the one made by forging as the second
generation, and the one made by the collar drawing process as the third generation. Figure 1 has shown the first
generation stud made by mechanical machining, while Figure 2 has done the second generation stud made by forging
process.

Figure 1: The first generation studs

Figure 2: The second generation studs

3. COLLAR DRAWING TECHNOLOGY
The thickness of sheet metal plate that is used for electronic products has become thin day by day to save raw
material costs. The collar shall be made by plastic working to put rotation axis in thin sheet metal plate and make
bearing, and to fasten PCB firmly and make tapping.
Leu at el. [4] has been researched influence of punch shapes on the collar-drawing process of sheet steel in 1991
and then, collar drawing using a urethane pad has been reported by Thiruvarudchelvan and Tan[5] in 2004. The collar
drawing process has the advantage that collars suitable for
various purpose, such as for welded or soldered joints,
bearings, or threads, can be produced without die, even at
inaccessible locations.[6,7] In addition, The collar drawing
can make piercing opening on thin sheet metal plate to
make collar of materials around the opening by using
punch and die. Several processes can be used depending
upon mechanical characteristics and thickness of the
materials, and shapes and dimension of final collar.
Figure 3 has shown overall schematic of collar drawing.
The height of collar (h) can be exactly estimated by using
formula (1). When either die radius or die clearance is
large, associated variables shall be always considered. The
height (h) can be estimated by using Romanowski’s
formula(2). [8] The formula shall not be applied to collar
drawing having smaller diameter (d1<5t). In the case,
theoretical height of the collar (hth) can be estimated
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subject to constant volume by using formula (3).

h=

dd − do
2

h =

hth = t

(1)

dm − do
+ 0 . 43 Rd + 0 . 72 t
2

(2)

dc2 − do2

(3)

dc2 − d12

4. CAE ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The clinching stud applied by collar drawing technology has been designed and produced in order to test and
verify the production process applicability and qualification from the customers. Figure 4 has shown basic concept of

(a) Standard stud

(b) Guiding stud

(c) Locating stud

Figure 4: Basic concept of production design for collar drawing stud

product design for collar drawing stud. Figure 4(a) has
shown standard stud having no guide step, and Figure 4(b)
has done stepped stud having guiding function, and Figure
4(c) had stud that decides on location. Therefore, various
kinds of the studs can be designed according to purposes.
An example of production process for collar drawing
stud is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 has shown CAE
analysis result of plastic working of the collar drawing
process. The plastic deformation process was satisfactory
to analyze die manufacturing as well as product production.
However, stress was concentrated on the interior of collar
drawing more than on the exterior.
Figure 7 has shown CAE analysis results on
indentation test of the flange. Figure 7(a) has shown CAE
analysis result before and after indentation test when the
first generation product of mechanical machining stud was
Figure 5: An example of production process design
used, while Figure 7(b) has done CAE analysis result
before and after indentation test when the third generation product of collar drawing stud was used. The results of
CAE analysis represented that mechanical machining product could keep indentation more firmly than collar drawing
could do.
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Figure 6:CAE analysis results of collar drawing processes for stud

(a) CAE analysis result of indentation test for mechanical machining stud

(b) CAE analysis result of indentation test for collar drawing stud
Figure 7: CAE analysis result before and after indentation test for each process
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Figure 8 is a photograph showing an actual
article of a material test system(MTS) for
testing a test-piece of the stud fabricated
according to the present study, in which the
material test system is called as an ‘MTS 858
TEST FRAME’ (manufacturing company:
MTS SYSTEM Corp., Manufacturing
country: USA), and the force capacity is 25
kN, the maximum pressure is 70 bar/1,000psi,
and the temperature range falls in a range of
-18℃(0℉) ~ 65℃(150℉). [9]
Figure 9(a) has shown mechanical
machining stud, while Figure 9(b) has done
collar drawing stud. The mechanical
machining stud has shown cutting and
separating made by stress concentration of the
flange, and the collar drawing stud has shown
no breakage because of good durability of the
flange.

Figure 8: Material test system, MTS 858 FRAME

Figure 10, 11 and 12 are graphs showing
comparisons between the results of tensile

(a) Test result for mechanical machining stud

(b) Test result for collar drawing stud

Figure 9: Tensile strength test results

test, compression test, and side force test of the test-pieces
for the collar drawing stud on the present study and the
conventional mechanical machining stud.
It was shown that the maximum load of the collar
drawing stud was about 66% higher than that of the
mechanical machining stud because the maximum load of
the collar drawing stud was 106.0kgf and the maximum load
of the mechanical machined stud was 176.4kgf in Figure 10.
The isolation distance of the stud from the joint base metal
was 1.92mm for the mechanical maching stud and 3.92mm
for the collar drawing stud of the present study. As a result,
it was confirmed that the collar drawing stud has a higher
value by 204% than that of the mechanical machining stud.
In addition, as a result of the tensile test, the total work
energy obtained from the comparison of the data shown in
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the graph was 388.5kgfㆍmm for the collar drawing stud,
and 122.9kgfㆍmm for the mechanical machining stud, so
that the collar drawing stud had a higher value by 316%
than the mechanical machining stud.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 11 of the compression
test, the maximum load of the mechanical machining stud
was 140.7kgf, and the maximum load of the collar drawing
stud was 147.0kgf, so that the maximum load of the collar
drawing stud was higher than that of the mechanical
machining stud by 4%.
As a result of the compression test, the total work
energy obtained from the comparison of the data shown in
Figure 11 was 511.2 kgfㆍmm for the collar drawing stud,
and 395.2 kgfㆍmm for the mechanical machining stud, so
that the collar drawing stud has a higher value by 129%
than the mechanical machining stud.

Figure 11: Comparison of compression test results

Also, as can be seen from Figure 12 of the side force
test, the maximum load of the mechanical machining stud
was 39.2kgf, and the maximum load of the collar drawing
stud was 48.0kgf, so that the maximum load of the collar
drawing stud was higher than that of the mechanical
machining stud by 22%. Moreover, as a result of the side
force test, the total work energy obtained from the
comparison of the data shown in Figure 12 was 148.1 kgf·
mm for the collar drawing stud, and 107.6 kgf·mm for the
mechanical machining stud, so that the collar drawing stud
has a higher value by 137% than the mechanical machining
stud.
As described above, according to the collar drawing
stud fabricated by the present study, as is apparent from the
Figure 12: Comparison of side force test results
table representing the test results shown in Table 1, when it
compare the collar drawing stud with the mechanical
machining stud, a weight of the product was reduced by 85.5% in comparison with the mechanical machining stud,
resulted in a good material cost reduction effect, the tensile strength was increased by 66% in comparison with the
mechanical machining stud, resulted in the stability, the compression strength was increased by 4% in comparison
with the mechanical machining stud, resulted in the stability, the side force strength was increased by 4.1% in

(a) Mechanical machining stud

(b) Collar drawing stud

Figure 13: Comparison of photograph for surfaceness
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comparison with the mechanical machining stud, resulted in the more stability, and the torque strength was identical
with that of the mechanical machining stud.
The test results of mechanical properties have evidenced that the collar drawing stud had good strength and side
force test was very much stable to have very good results.
Table 1: Comparison table between colllar drawing stud and mechanical machining stud
Item
Product weight
Tensile test

Compression test
Side force test
Torque test

Total
work
energy

Result
Reduction of above 80% in comparison with the
mechanical machining stud
Increase of 66% in comparison with
the mechanical machining stud
Increase of 4% in comparison with
the mechanical machining stud
Increase of 22% in comparison with
the mechanical machining stud
The same as
the mechanical machining stud

Tensile test

Increase of 316% in comparison with
the mechanical machining stud

Compression test

Increase of 129% in comparison with
the mechanical machining stud
Increase of 137% in comparison with
the mechanical machining stud
Increase of 100 times in comparison with the
mechanical machining stud
Increase of above four times in comparison with
the mechanical machining stud

Side force test
Productivity
Surface illumination intensity

Comparison
Reduction of material cost
More stable than the
mechanical machining
stud
The same as above
The same as above
The same as the
mechanical machining
stud
More stable than the
mechanical machining
stud
The same as above
The same as above
The same as above
The same as above

Therefore, the collar drawing stud has newly design concept that can reduce product weight remarkably, and it has
advantages of very good process of productivity. In addition, the stud can minimize processing trace of mechanical
machining process to improve appearance of the products and to remove environmental problems caused by scrap and
chips, etc, and to have new concept of stud production technology.

5. CONCLUSION
The clinching stud applied by collar drawing technology firstly has been accomplished product design, CAE
analysis, new concept design, product production, test and evaluation, etc. It has been compared and evaluated
between the first generation products manufactured by mechanical machining stud and the collar drawing products in
order to evidence competence for productivity, qualification for its function, and mechanical properties. The findings
were as follow:
1. The collar drawing product made by press machine system has advantages of very good productivity than that of
mechanical machining process has.
2. The test results of tensile strength, compression and side force strength of the collar drawing stud were better and
stable than those of mechanical machining stud were.
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3. The collar drawing stud can be produced by using thin sheet metal: Therefore, the stud having diameter of 8mm and
length of 15mm can save material costs more than 80 percent in average than mechanical machining stud.
4. The collar drawing stud can be produced at multiple processes of press machine system, so that it can produce
products having surface roughness more than 4 times than mechanical machining stud can do.
5. Mass production can keep high quality of the products having dimension precision to minimize chips as well as
cutting oil and to have environment-friendly production process.
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ABSTRACT
Tolerance analysis represents the best way to solve assembly problems in order to improve the quality and to
reduce the costs. It is a critical step to design and to build a product such as an aircraft and its importance is
grown up in the last years. In fact, the need to assign dimensional and geometric tolerances to assembly
components aims to standardize the production and to guarantee the correct working of the assembly. The
tolerance analysis during the design stage is very critical whereas the innovative materials and the complexity of
the structures, to which high performances are required, need advanced design techniques and assembly
technologies. Tolerance and contributors analyses have a fundamental role to predict the capability of a process
to manufacture a component with the respect of the tolerances imposed to it. They involve the choice of both the
assembly jigs and the assembly cycle that allow to satisfy the designed geometric and dimensional tolerances.
The aim of this work is to present a method for the tolerance analysis of an assembly involving free-form surfaces
with large dimensions. The assembly is a tail beam, a structural component of an aircraft, that is constituted by 5
parts of large dimensions. The influence of the tolerances applied to the 5 components of the tail beam on the
value of the gap at the interfaces among the parts has been deeply investigated by means of the proposed method.
The free-form surfaces of the tail beam have been schematically represented by a set of control points, whose
number and distribution have been opportunely designed. Moreover, the influence of the tolerances on the other
requirements of the tail beam connected with the motion drive has been studied too. A probability density
function has been used to characterize each tolerance of the tail beam components. Monte Carlo simulation has
allowed to perturb dimensions and geometry of the tail beam components inside the tolerance ranges in order to
give the statistical distribution of the assembly requirements. Monte Carlo simulation has been carried out by a
well-known Computer Aided Tolerance software, eM-Tolmate of UGS.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tolerance analysis of mechanical assemblies is an essential step in the design and the manufacturing of high
quality products with lower costs. The appropriate allocation of tolerances among the different parts of an assembly
can result in lower costs per assembly and higher probability of fit, reducing the number of rejects or the amount of
rework required on components. Moreover, the tolerance analysis guarantees that the product will work rightly by
analyzing the cumulative effects of component tolerances on critical clearances or fits in the assembly [1,2].
In the aeronautic field the tolerance analysis is a very critical step of the design stage, since the innovative
materials and the complexity of the shapes of the structures, to which high performances are required, need
advanced design techniques and assembly technologies [3,4]. Many components are in composite material and
involve complex structures that are joined together by lines of adhesive. Composite material involves unsolved
production and assembly problems, even if it allows to obtain light components with an increase of the
performances of the aircrafts. Tolerance analysis involves the choice of the assembly jigs and of the sequence that
allows to satisfy the designed geometric and dimensional tolerances of the final product. It is a fundamental tool to
predict if the production and the assembly processes are able to guarantee the respect of the standards required.
Many well-known approaches exist in the literature for tolerance analysis [5,6]. However, the analytical methods
proposed by the literature are not easy to apply, especially for complex aerospace assemblies, since they were
created to deal with elementary features, such as planes, holes, pins and so on. Today Computer aided tolerance
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+39) 0776-2993679; Fax: (+39) 0776-2993546; E-mail: polini@unicas.it
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(CAT) software is readily available, but even if these tools provide good results they have not been widely used [710]. Commercial CATs are not completely true to the GD&T standards and need improvement after a better
mathematical understanding of the geometric variations.
The aim of this work is to present a method for the tolerance analysis of a large assembly involving free-form
surfaces based on dimensional and geometric tolerances. There has been much effort in the present work to deal
with dimensional and geometric tolerances applied to free-form surfaces. The assembly is a tail beam of an aircraft
that is actually made in aluminium alloy. The idea of the present work is to study the possibility to manufacture the
whole tail in composite material by decreasing the assembly weight. Therefore, the design of the new composite tail
beam has been deeply investigated by the authors in order to verify if it satisfies both the assembly constraints and
the functional requirements. The influence of the tolerances applied to the five components of the tail beam on the
value of the gap at the interfaces between rib and spar, spar and skin, rib and skin, skin and bulkhead has been
deeply investigated by means of the proposed method. Moreover, the influence of the tolerances on the motion drive
requirements of the tail beam has also been studied. The free-form surfaces of the components have been
schematically represented by a set of control points, whose number and distribution have been opportunely
designed. The assembly sequence has been designed according with the functional requirements. The equipment
used to assembly the tail’s beam components has been designed and considered in nominal conditions. The
manufacturing process is assumed to produce parts whose dimensions and geometry are inside the tolerance ranges,
since the focus of this work is on the tail beam design. A Gaussian probability density function has been used to
characterise each tolerance of the tail beam components. Monte Carlo simulation has allowed one to perturb
dimensions and geometry of the tail beam components inside the tolerance ranges in order to give the statistical
distributions of the assembly requirements. Monte Carlo simulation has been carried out by a well-known CAT
software, eM-Tolmate of UGS.
In the following sections 2 and 3 present the case study and the assembly system. Then, in section 4 the stack-up
functions are built and solved with a Monte Carlo simulation by means of a commercial software.
2. CASE STUDY
The case study is represented by the tail beam of an aircraft shown in Figure 1a. It is composed of five parts: a
spar, a rib, two skins (the right skin and the left skin), and a bulkhead (see Figure 1b). Skins constitute the airfoil.
Spar, rib, and bulkhead are together the bearing structure of the assembly. The spar allows the driving of the tail
rotor through a gearbox of 90° lodged on it, the rib sustains the transmission tree of the motion to the tail rotor and
the bulkhead constitutes the interface between the tail beam and the aircraft. The orientations among them represent
fundamental references for the assembly.
The components of the tail beam are made up of composite material with carbon fibers and epoxy matrix in order to
obtain a strength to weight ration higher than the metallic material’s. The five parts of the tail beam are connected by
adhesive. Adhesive thickness between the faced parts to connect should be as constant as possible in order to obtain
an efficient structural connection and to avoid local compressions at the interface of faced parts due to strong
reduction of thickness. The influence of the tolerances applied to the five components of the tail beam on the value
of the gap at the interfaces between skin and rib, skin and spar, rib and spar, rib and bulkhead, bulkhead and skin,
has been deeply investigated, as describe in the following. The influence of the tolerances of the five components on
the motion drive performances of the tail beam has also been verified through two variables: the parallelism between
the adhesive’ planes of rib and spar and the perpendicularity between the axis of the rib and the plane of the
bulkhead as deeply described in the following. Finally, the encumbrance of the whole tail beam needs to be
controlled by means of the offset parameters.
The dimensional and geometric tolerances applied to the five components of the tail beam are as follows: a
dimensional tolerance on the thickness of the surfaces that have to be connected by adhesive of about 10% of the
nominal value, a parallelism tolerance of 0.10 mm on the surfaces that mate with the assembly jigs, a dimensional
tolerance of ± 0.00 mm applied to the diameter of the holes used to couple each component with the corresponding
jig (that involves the use of calibrated bushes) and a position tolerance of 0.12 mm applied to the holes used to
couple each component with the corresponding jig.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Tail beam (a), Tail beam’s components (b)

3. TOLERANCE ANALYSIS AIMS
3.1 THICKNESS AND SPREAD OF THE ADHESIVE’S GAP
The five components of the tail beam at the interfaces of skin and rib, spar and rib, spar and skin and bulkhead
and skin are kept together by adhesive. The adhesive thickness between the faced parts to connect should be as
constant as possible to guarantee an efficient structural connection. At the same time the adhesive gap has to be
higher than a designed value in order to avoid local compressions at the interface of faced parts due to strong
reduction of thickness.
The present work has estimated the probability that interference conditions and excessive gap variations occur at
the interfaces between skin and rib, between spar and rib, between spar and skin and between bulkhead and skin. In
particular, interference occurs if the distance between the two faced components is lower than the minimum
thickness of the adhesive net (dmin=0.08 mm); the trend of the gap between two faced components is considered nonuniform if the difference between the maximum and the minimum values of the gap is higher than a reference value
(0.3 mm).
The trend of the gap among tail beam’s components, that has to be filled with adhesive, has been evaluated in the
present work. Eleven gaps have been considered: three between spar and rib, two between left skin and spar and rib
respectively, two between right skin and spar and rib respectively, two between skins and two between bulkhead and
skins. The presence of interferences and the uniformity of each gap have been estimated for the eleven gaps, as
previously described.
The trend of the gap is influenced by the degrees of freedom each component of the tail beam has with regard to the
other components of the assembly due to the applied tolerances or to the assembly sequence. The assembly sequence
has been designed; the details are reported in a following paragraph.
Skin may vary its thickness due to the applied dimensional tolerance toward the rib, the spar and the bulkhead,
where the mating between skin and the related jig causes thickness variation to decrease the gap between the skin
and rib, skin and spar, skin and bulkhead. It may rotate with regard to its fixture equipment, due to the dimensional
and positional tolerances applied to the holes that couple with jig’s pins. It may change its orientation due to the
parallelism tolerance with the jig. Rib may vary its thickness due to the applied dimensional tolerance toward the
spar and the skins, where the mating between rib and the related jig causes thickness variation to decrease the gap
between rib and spar, rib and skin. Rib may rotate with regard to its fixture equipment, due to the dimensional and
positional tolerances applied to the holes that couple with jig’s pins. Rib may change its orientation due to the
parallelism tolerance with the jig. Spar may vary its thickness due to the applied dimensional tolerance toward the
rib and the skins, where the mating between spar and the related jig causes thickness variation to decrease the gap
between spar and rib, spar and skins. Spar may rotate with regard to its fixture equipment, due to the dimensional
and positional tolerances applied to the holes that couple with jig’s pins. Spar may change its orientation due to the
parallelism tolerance with the jig. Bulkhead may vary its thickness due to the applied dimensional tolerance toward
the skins, where the mating between bulkhead and the related jig causes thickness variation to decrease the gap
between bulkhead and skins. Bulkhead may rotate with regard to its fixture equipment, due to the dimensional and
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positional tolerances applied to the holes that couple with jig’s pins. Bulkhead may change its orientation due to the
parallelism tolerance with the jig.
The eleven trends of adhesive gap depend on the previous defined tolerances and on the assembly constraints that
are deeply described in the following. The applied tolerances have been considered distributed as a Gaussian
probability density function. Monte Carlo simulation has been adopted to define the probability distribution
connected to the eleven trends of adhesive gaps. The number of runs of simulation has been fixed at 50,000, once
many tests were carried out, since this value guarantees a reliable estimation of the mean and the standard deviation
of the probability distribution characterizing each gap. Finally, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out in order to
identify the tolerances mainly affecting each gap trend. The percentage weight of each tolerance has been calculated
by evaluating the variance of a gap trend σTOT, when all the previously introduced tolerances are applied to the tail
beam’s components, and the variance of the same gap trend σTOT-Ti, once ith tolerance is not applied to the tail
beam’s components

Ci =

2
2
σ TOT
− σ TOT
−Ti
⋅100(%)
2
σ TOT

(1)

3.2 DRIVE MOTION REQUIREMENTS
Tail beam must guarantee to bring the torque from the main rotor axis to the rotor axis. This is guaranteed once a
set of parameters assume values inside the aeronautic fixed constraints. The first parameter is the parallelism
between the faced planes of rib and spar, as shown in Figure 2. It should range between ± 0.05° in order to
guarantee a right positioning and orientation of the mechanical parts that have to be allocated in the tail beam, such
as auxiliary rotor, gear units, joint transmissions. The second parameter is the perpendicularity between the rib’s
axis and the bulkhead’s plane, as shown in Figure 3. It should range between ± 0.02° in order to guarantee a right
positioning and orientation of the tail beam with respect to the fuselage of the aircraft. Finally, to guarantee that the
boundary surfaces of the skins are joined together without any discontinuities and deviations of form on the fuselage
of the aircraft, the offset control points of the skins have to be included inside an offset zone of ± 0.4 mm as regards
to the nominal geometry, once the skin is assembled with the other components of the tail beam.

Figure 2: Parallelism between adhesive’s planes of rib and spar

Figure 3: Perpendicularity between rib’s axis and bulkhead’s plane
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3.3 ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
The designed assembly sequence of the tail beam is constituted of five steps. The first step involves the couple of
each component on its jig to constitute a subassembly. During the second step the rib’s jig is mated with the spar’s
jig; the gap between the two faced planes of rib and spar is filled with adhesive that is fixed at 130°. During the third
step the bulkhead’s jig is mated with the rib’s jig and the bulkhead is connected to the rib by means of metallic
insert. The fixture equipment of the rib is removed and the left skin’s jig is mated with the spar’s jig. The gaps
among skin, spar and rib are filled with adhesive that is fixed at 130°. Finally, the right skin is assembled in the same
way of the left skin. To orient and to fix each component on its jig a tooling hole (TH) system has been adopted. In a
TH system the positioning is made by the contact of two planar surfaces (one on the part and one on the assembly
jig) and the clearance fit between two Tooling Holes (positioned on the part) with the corresponding pins (positioned
on the assembly jig). Once positioned on the corresponding assembly jig, the part is fixed by means of clamps. In
this study the assembly jigs and their pins are considered nominal, while the THs have a dimensional and a position
tolerance [11]. The fit among pins and THs have to be with clearance in order to be assembled. In a previous work
[12] the dimensional and position tolerance to assign at the TH have been studied and optimized to guarantee the
respect of the constraints required on the adhesive lines of the tail beam. In the following these conclusions will be
directly applied; so for the THs are used position tolerances of φ = 0.12 mm that is related to an accurate production
process of them, and a dimensional tolerance of 0.00 mm that is due to holes with calibrated bushes (Figure 4).
pin

calibrated bush

φ 6.35 ± 0.00
φ 0.24

A B

C

Figure 4: TH’s tolerances

3.4 ASSEMBLY JIGS
The assembly jigs should have a plane and two pins in order to locate and fix the coupling component. The
position of the THs has an important role in order to limit the flag waving effect of the component as regards its
assembly jig, since a small change in THs position cause a great variation in the location and the orientation of the
part on the corresponding jig due to the big dimensions of the parts. Therefore, the distance among the tooling holes
must be as bigger as the dimensions of the part increases, but this condition is difficult to achieve in some practical
cases. Another important consideration is that it is preferred to position the THs out of the part shape, on appendixes
that will be trimmed once the part is assembled, in order to have lower production costs. Through these
considerations the assembly jigs have been designed for each part. Figure 5 shows the jig of the spar as an example.
In this study the assembly jigs have nominal dimensions and shape, so the positioning between them is always ideal.

Figure 5: Spar’s jig
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4. PROPOSED METHOD
4.1 THICKNESS AND SPREAD OF THE ADHESIVE GAPS
In order to evaluate the trend of each gap at the interface between two faced free form surfaces of tail beam,
some generic considerations are needed. CAT software performs a surface to surface distance by calculating the
distance between the barycenters of the two faced surfaces. The aim of the adhesive gap tolerance analysis is to
obtain a distance map along the whole gap between two faced surfaces. CAT software’s limits can be subdued by
building control points on each surface. If we consider spar and skin gap, for example, a pattern of points can be
built on spar surface as shown in Figure 6a; a normal vector is associated with each point. The spar’s pattern of
normal vectors intersects the surfaces of skin by defining another pattern of points. To evaluate the distribution of
the minimum distance between spar and skin, the distance of each point of the spar from the skin surface needs to be
calculated. CAT software calculates a 3D point to point distance that does not correspond to the minimum distance.
In nominal configurations the points of the skin and the rib lie on the same normal direction and, therefore, the
minimum distance is a point to point distance between the two identified patterns. When tolerances are applied to
the part, the spar changes its orientation with regard to the skin. The minimum distance between the two patterns of
points belonging to spar and skin has been calculated by projecting the point to point distance along the direction
perpendicular to the surfaces of the spar and the skin that are faced in nominal conditions. The obtained map of
distances is very near the minimum distances, as demonstrated in [13]. The same considerations have been applied
to choose the pattern of control points belonging to the couples of faced surfaces along spar and rib, rib and skin,
bulkhead and skin. The results are shown in Figures 6-7.

(a) spar’s surfaces faced to skins

(b) rib’s surfaces faced to spar

Figure 6: Control points on spar and rib

(a) rib’s surfaces faced to skins

(b) bulkhead’s surfaces faced to skins

Figure 7: Control points on rib and bulkhead

4.2 DRIVE

MOTION REQUIREMENTS

The angle between the two faced surfaces of spar and rib has been estimated. The rotations around the Y and Z
axes, which are parallel to the rib face, have been measured since they are responsible for the change in the relative
orientation, while rotation around Z axis does not affect the parallelism requirement, as shown in Figure 2. The
angle between the rib’s axis and the bulkhead’s plane has been estimated by evaluating the rotations around the Y
and Z axes, which are parallel to the bulkhead’s plane, while rotation around Z axis does not affect the perpendicular
requirement, as shown in Figure 3. Finally, the offset of the tail beam has been investigates by a pattern of eight
points: four of them (LFT Back Up, LFT Back Down, LFT Forward Up, LFT Forward Down) are fixed on the left
skin and four (RGT Back Up, RGT Back Down, RGT Forward Up, RGT Forward Down) are fixed on the right one
(see Figure 8). The displacement of each point along the three Cartesian axes has been measured.
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Figure 8: Control points of left skin offset

5. RESULTS DISCUSSION
5.1 THICKNESS AND SPREAD OF THE ADHESIVE’S GAP
The distribution of the distance of any couple of considered faced points looks like a Gaussian, whose
parameters (mean and standard deviation) have been estimated. The more probable values of the distance have been
represented by the mean and the two percentiles (±3σ) that include 99.73 % of the obtained Gaussian distribution for
each couple of points, as shown in Figures 9-12. The percentage of assemblies with interferences has been estimated
by calculating the area under the obtained Gaussian distribution below the admitted limit of 0.08 and above the limit
of 0.60 mm. The results are reported in Table 1. Finally, to estimate the uniformity of the gap between two faced
surfaces the distribution of the difference (∆s) of the distances of the two extreme couples of points belonging to the
two faced surfaces has been estimated. The percentage of parts whose ∆s overcomes the fixed maximum value (0.30
mm) has been evaluated and shown in “Parts with a non-uniform gap” column in Table 1. The percentage of
assemblies with interferences at the interface between rib and spar is very high. This is due to the dimensional
tolerance applied to the thickness of rib and spar surfaces that are faced. A reduction of the half of the dimensional
tolerance does not avoid the problem. Therefore, the solution is to re-design a jig that is provided of a system able to
recover the gap between the spar and the rib as described in [12]. It is possible to reduce the percentage of
interferences between rib and skins by decreasing the value of position tolerance of TH, as shown by the sensitivity
analysis.

Figure 9: Ranges including 99.73% of the distribution of the distance of all the couples of points of rib-spar gaps
Table 1: Percentage of assemblies with interferences and with a non-uniform gap

Adhesive gaps
rib-spar
rib-left skin
rib-right skin
spar-left skin
spar-right skin
bulkhead left skin
bulkhead right skin

Interferences (%)
98.9-19.5-19.6 (front-right-left)
21.0
23.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Parts with a nonuniform gap (%)
7.4 (front)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Figure 10: Ranges including 99.73% of the distribution of the distance of all the couples of points of rib-skin gap

Figure 11: Ranges including 99.73% of the distribution of the distance of all the couples of points of spar-skin gap

Figure 12: Ranges including 99.73% of the distribution of the distance of all the couples of points of bulkhead-skin gap

5.2 DRIVE MOTION REQUIREMENTS
The percentage of parts whose angle between the two faced planes of rib and spar overcomes the limits of ±0.05°
(non-conformities) is about 7% calculated as rotation around Y axis, 9% calculated as rotation around Z axis and
15% as the whole rotation, as shown in Figure 13. This is due to the dimensional tolerance applied to the thickness
of the rib as found through the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, to reduce the value of this dimensional tolerance there
are two ways: to change the nominal value of the thickness and the new value needs to be verified by means of a
structural analysis of the component; to improve the capability of the manufacturing process in order to obtain parts
with smaller tolerances (i.e. a better quality).
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The percentage of parts whose angle between the rib’s axis and the bulkhead plane overcomes the limits of ±0.02°
(non-conformities) is about 0% calculated as rotation around Y axis, 2.7% calculated as rotation around Z axis and
2.7 % as the whole rotation, as shown in Figure 14. The obtained values are considered small.
Finally, the percentage of parts whose control points on the skins overcome the limits of ±0.4 mm as regard to the
nominal shape is equal to 0% (see Figure 15).

(a) around Y axis

(b) around Z axis

(c) total effect

Figure 13: Results of parallelism between spar and rib

(a) around Y axis
(b) around Z axis
(c) total effect
Figure 14: Results of perpendicularity between rib’s axis and bulkhead’s plane
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15: Results of LEFT FORWARD UP point along x (a), y (b) and z (c) axis respectively

6. CONCLUSIONS
The present work shows a method to verify if the new designed tail beam of an aircraft in composite material
may be assembled without interferences and if its geometric specifications satisfy the functional requirements of the
tail beam. The considered functional requirements are the trend of adhesive gaps at the interfaces between couples
of components and the transmission of the drive motion from the main rotor to the tail rotor. The analyzed adhesive
trends depend on tolerances assigned to the tail beam’s components and on the constraints due to the assembly
sequence. The applied tolerances have been considered to follow a Gaussian distribution. The assembly sequence
and the assembly jigs have been designed by satisfying the assembly functional requirements. The distribution of the
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adhesive gaps has been estimated by means of Monte Carlo simulation. To ensure an efficient assembly,
interference conditions and excessive gap variation must be avoided. A sensitivity analysis has carried out in order
to identify dimensional and geometric tolerances that mostly affect the variance of the gap’s distributions. Results of
simulations show a percentage of interferences of about 21% along the between rib and skins. To reduce this
percentage it is needed to decrease the position tolerance of the adopted TH. The front gap between rib and spar is
extremely critical, since the dimensional tolerances applied to the thickness of the faced surfaces reduce this gap to
0. Therefore, it is needed to adopt a special jig able to recover the gap between the spar and the rib. The
performances connected with the motion drive of the tail beam have been evaluated by means of three parameters:
the parallelism between the adhesive planes of rib and spar, the perpendicularly between the axis of the rib and the
plane of the rib, the offset of the tail beam. The obtained results show that the critical parameter is the parallelism
between the adhesive planes of rib and spar whose percentage of non conformities is about 15%. This is due to the
dimensional tolerance applied to the thickness of the rib. To reduce the value of this dimensional tolerance there are
two ways: to change the nominal value of the thickness and the new value needs to be verified by means of a
structural analysis of the component; to improve the capability of the manufacturing process in order to obtain parts
with smaller tolerances (i.e. a better quality).
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ABSTRACT
The are several CAx/DFx systems being used in the phase of the product development. The nowadays strategies
like CE and CEE show that it is necessary to improve the integration level in order to improve the cooperation
between geographically distributed design teams. The overall goal of the paper is the review of the computer
aided assembly process planning systems and the elaborations of the directions for the integration and the future
development. The paper presents the idea and the prototype of the computer aided assembly process planning
integrated with the DFA methodology

1

INTRODUCTION

The process planning is a phase of the Product Life Cycle realized within the production preparation, which
significantly influences the phases of the production and usage of the product. Therefore, the process planning
should be examined in the context of the life-cycle of the product and with the consideration of new development
strategies. Methods for the creative development of the manufacturing process plans are presented. These methods
enable to get rational solutions and are implemented in the form of programs and computer systems.
Even up to 70% of total product costs are determined at the design or concept stage. Most of them depend on
assembly and manufacturing processes. Thus, the designer must consider assembly as well as manufacturing aspects
during product development phase in order to decrease the costs occurring in the implementation phase.

2

ANALYSIS OF METHODS FOR THE PROCESSES PLANNING

In integrated design and process planning there is a few methods supporting actions for defining the product or
the process. Development of the production according to the new development strategies puts emphasis on:
•
•

execution of all essential actions, possibly concurrently (CE strategy)
consideration of inter-crossing of business and engineering actions (CEE strategy)

Using such strategies, the actions can be realized on different elements of constituent elements - objects
(products, units, sub-assemblies, parts). The paper presents the methods of the assembly process planning.
Analysis of the functionality of CAD/CAM systems shows that the level of automation of computer aided
process planning in CAD/CAM systems is relatively low. Generation of assembly sequences and manufacturing
process planning are realized in the conversational mode.
Market action should be directed to decrease the costs of the product manufacturing, improve the manufacturing
processes and the production organization while maintaining the required quality and meeting the assumed technical
requirements.
On the stage of the analysis of the design, DFx methodology is used. DFx techniques analyse the existing
designs to propose the changes lowering the product cost. The most popular systems on the market is now
Boothroyd and Dewhurst’s DFMA (Design for Manufacture and Assembly) which contains the following modules:
•

DFA (Design for Assembly),
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•

DFM (Design for Manufacture Concurrent Costing),

•

DFS (Design for Service),

•

DFE (Design for Environment).

DFMA methodology was developed by Prof. Boothdroyd and Dewhurst. This methodology helps to reduce the
costs of manufacturing and to ensure the correctness of the assembly by analysis outputting the conclusions
concerning the product design.
Also Computer Aided Assembly Process Planning (CAAPP) systems are being used. The main functions of such
systems are:
•

definition of assembly units,

•

generation of assembly sequences,

•

selection of the technical means needed for the realization of the assembly,

•

preparation of the technological documentation of the assembly process.

Figure 1: Functions of CAAPP and DFA systems

Generation of the assembly sequences has a great influence on the effectiveness of the assembly processes. The
works [6, 7] distinguish four basic groups:
•

Methods using the three-stage procedure of the sequence generation including: generation of relations
between elements of the final product, generation of assembly sequences, selection of the best sequence
according to accepted criterion of the optimisation,

•

Methods separating the assembly into subgroups and generating the subsequence for every subassembly by applying simple rules,
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•

Methods based on expert systems created for the assembly of specific unique products,

•

Methods generating different variants of assembly sequences for products by the modification of the
already defined sequences.

The methods of generation of assembly sequences can be divided according to the type of applied procedures.
The work [6] distinguish:
•

Algorithmic methods giving optimal sequences assembly according to given criterion,

•

Heuristic methods giving solutions in the relatively short time.

For assembly analysis, DFA methodology is used. DFA is the first step of DFMA (Design for Assembly and
Manufacturing) methodology. DFA is used to simplify the design of the product, to lower the number of the parts
by eliminating or connecting them, which results in the optimal assembly time and lower costs. Assembly sequences
are needed for the analysis. The results of DFA analysis are used to modify the design of the product.
The results of the analysis show the necessity for the intensification of works toward the development of DFA
and CAAPP systems being the key conditions for the further advancement of computer integrated product
development.

3

THE ACTUAL TRENDS IN THE COMPUTER AIDED PRODUCT PRODUCTION PREPARATION STAGE

The high level of integration is being achieved by using the common PPR (Product, Process, Resources) model,
which allow for the exchange of data between modules used in the design process.
The level of the automation of functions increases due to the application of objects containing the information
processed in a manner typical for the advisory systems:
•

templates for process planning based on the patterns created earlier,

•

modules for the storage of the manufacturing knowledge and its further processing during the process
planning.

Intelligent CAD/CAM systems are developing. It should be noted that despite the extended functionality, the
stored knowledge concerns objects earlier modelled in the system CAD and the possibility of its reuse is limited to
the technologically similar parts. It can be stated that such systems are limited to the functionality of the variant
methods. The use of modern product development strategies puts some requirements given below:
•

•

for assembly process planning systems,
o

ability to plan the assembly processes for the generated assembly sequences,

o

ability to design the organizational forms of the assembly process taking into account the
manufacturing system capabilities.

for manufacturing process planning systems,
o

ability to plan processes for a wide range of typical parts ,

o

ability to plan processes taking into the account the capabilities of manufacturing systems,

o

ability to generate variants of process plans at different level of details, which is needed to
evaluate the costs at various degrees of advancements, from the general concept to the final
version.

Such features of systems can be implemented using the framework-type CAAPP and CAPP systems allowing
for:
•

storage, alteration, and processing of technological knowledge (repositories of the knowledge),

•

storage of the processing capabilities of the manufacturing system,

•

generation of solutions on the different levels of details. The solutions proposed by DFx systems are
used to dynamically modify the product features.
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The key condition for the efficient process planning, especially in the CE environment is computer integrated
design and planning - the common platform for the CAx systems used during the product development [2, 3]. The
efficiency of the CE approach will improve with the better management of information in production planning. This
efficiency depends on the submission of the proper information to the proper place and for proper people – i.e. the
synchronization of the information flow. PDM (Product Data Management) systems have a very important role
(Figure 2a). PDM systems are used to store the data about the product structure, its documentation and the
manufacturing processes in the form suitable for the computer processing. The PDM systems should integrate CAX
and DFx systems with ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems, but as it was shown, the main functionality of
these systems is directed toward the design phase with very limited focus on the manufacturing process planning
phase.

Figure 2: Product Data Management system

CAD/CAM systems are also offered as the elements of the integrated product development systems, which
evaluate toward the PLM solutions [4] (Figure 2b). PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) is the strategic approach
for the development and management of the intellectual capital related to the product lifecycle.

4

CONCEPT OF THE SYSTEM FOR DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY PROCESS PLANNING

Taking into account the above mentioned trends for the design and manufacturing integration, DFA
methodology and PLM platform, the works aimed to develop the assembly process planning system (Figure 3) were
started.
Most commercially available computer-aided design systems still tend to concentrate upon component oriented
design, where individual parts are modelled and then assembled to create the final product. This fails to afford an
assembly-oriented view of the product and leads to the less than satisfactory situation of component optimization.
The actual market requirements impose on the engineers tight constraints and any mismatches between design,
manufacture and assembly leading to modifications and re-design heavily worse the situation.
In order to increase the efficiency of the designers, DFA modules and CAD environment should be integrated to
take into the consideration all assembly aspects and make the cost comparison available. The whole drawing work
and assembly analyses shall be done inside standard CAD platform what is in line with modern style of product
development. Such an enrichment of drawing systems has many benefits. Design analysis will be done faster, level
of automation will be increased and the integrated modules reduce the amount of work to minimum. Such solutions
enforces the designer to understand the assembly problems and support decision making process leading to the fast
estimation of assembly costs. The easier implementation of DFA knowledge increases the effectiveness of designer
and they are easier convinced to use DFA method.
The engineer is responsible for the definition of the assembly process, assembly units, all factors influencing
DFA index, and the assembly time. The integration can automate these tasks. DFA requires systematic, very precise
analysis of the construction. The 3D preview of the analyzed part facilitates the estimation of construction and
assembly problems.
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DFA focuses only on the construction without taking into the consideration the manufacturing conditions.
Therefore, this methodology works better with product being in the development phase. Considering manufacturing
resources, DFA will give better results of real assembly conditions. CAAPP and DFA should be analysed together
(Figure 4).

Figure 3: Systems for design and assembly process planning

4.1

PROPOSED SOLUTION
Application will have modular architecture, open for new modules [5].

First module will be responsible for the assembly process creation. The algorithms of the program will generate
all possible sequences of assembly. Decision should be made which assembly sequence is optimal. Second module
will have the algorithms for the evaluation of assembly process based on the DFA theory. After analysis, the
information about the assembly order, relevant problems and total assembly time / cost will be shown. Finally,
based on those calculations as well as on assembly guidelines some suggestion to change the design will be
generated. The program will calculate DFA Index. The decision module will be able to compare two or more design
concepts in terms of simulated assembly as well as manufacturing costs to suggest the best directions for the further
product development. Finally, total assembly or sub-assembly costs can be summed up and compared to
alternatives. Any further design changes will not destroy the previous analysis (Fig. 5).
Users can work with CAD models, and the system will evaluate the models and provide redesign suggestions.
The system will also generate optimal assembly sequences based on manufacturing resources and will support
designer in analysis of the assembly problems.
4.2

IMPLEMENTATION

SolidWorks was selected as CAD system. This system is very popular and the programmers can use its API
functions for the development of own programs.
To implement the proposed application for SolidWorks the following components are necessary:
•

SolidWorks 2006
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•

Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003

•

SolidWorks VB.NET Add-in Wizard

Figure 4: Algorithm of the integrated CAAPP and DFA system

Figure 5: Structure of system to analysis and estimation DFMA

To ensure the required functionality, the specific user interfaces should be created. SolidWorks can be easily
used for this purpose because of its API (Application Programming Interface). It is possible to design custom
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applications to automate the workflow, reduce tedious SolidWorks tasks and enhance SolidWorks tools to better
suit specific needs.
Using API it is possible to automate and customize the SolidWorks software. The API contains hundreds of
functions that can be called from Visual Basic .NET. These functions provide direct access to SolidWorks
functionality such as creating a line, inserting an existing part into a part document, or verifying the parameters of a
surface. All objects of the SolidWorks API, including it is associated properties and methods [8, 9] are available.
The numerical algorithms were integrated with CAD software using Software Development Kit (SDK). The
SolidWorks SDK contains all the functionality needed to develop SolidWorks API applications. Wizards for
creating SolidWorks add-ins are also included [10]. Without the SDK it would be not possible to access the code
that allows the connection between the add-in and the host. The algorithms were coded in Visual Basic, using the
Windows Application (COM) template from Microsoft's Visual Studio.NET 2003 [10].
The API contains the functions that the programmer can call from Visual Basic 6.0, Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA), Visual Basic .NET, Visual C .NET, Visual C++ 6.0 , Visual C++ .NET, or SolidWorks macro.
The SolidWorks API software must be installed so that the Type Libraries are registered in the Windows registry;
this enables the programming software (Visual Studio.NET) to present a programmer with a list of type libraries on
the current computer. By adding a reference to the SW Type Library COM clients, such as the host CAD software
can connect to add-in objects. Note that SolidWorks acts as an out-of-process COM server, meaning that it runs in a
separate process from the add-in [10].
5. SUMMARY
The system will realize the functions of assembly processes planning and design for assembly which are
integrated into a single environment. Both these functions can be run concurrently, supporting each other for the
evaluation and optimisation of a design.
In order to increase the effectiveness of the work of the designers, CAAPP, DFA modules and CAD system
were integrated. The program requires further works to increase the level of automation. The assembly features will
be used to reach this goal.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the two stage method of manufacturing feature recognition for CAPP (Computer Aided
Process Planning) system. After the presentation of the basic information about the manufacturing features, the
definition and the methods of feature acquisition, including the advantages and disadvantages of the particular
methods, the analysis of the information flow in process planned-oriented product modeling system were carried
out. On the basis of these analysis, the function FT for the transformation of the CAD data into manufacturing
feature-oriented product model and the function FR for the refinement of manufacturing features are developed.
The latter part contains the example for the proposed approach. The paper focuses mainly on the reasons to use
the two stage method, without the detailed discussion of the algorithms for the recognition of geometry data.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aspect of the development of the appropriate models, including the model of the product, was very
adequately characterized in the work [3]: "One of the basic conditions for the successful development and
implementation of the Concurrent Engineering concept is the coherence and the integration of the structural and
geometric model describing the product [...]. It is also the main mark of the modern production engineering, in
which the product models, manufacturing process models and manufacturing resource models are integrated. These
models are of course stored with the use of various CAx techniques in the electronic format." The subject of this
work is the integration of the design and manufacturing/assembly phases with the manufacturing feature-oriented
product model (Fig. 1).

c)

b)
a)

Figure 1: Examples of workpiece decomposition into:(b) B-Rep elements, (c) manufacturing features

Manufacturing features are commonly accepted means for CAD/CAPP (Computer Aided Process
Planning)/CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) integration. The feature technology is the subject of many
research works, both abroad [2,4,7,10,11,12] as well as in Poland [3,6]. Especially high number of works deals with
the algorithms for the feature recognition. The common denominator of these work is the fact that manufacturing
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+48) 12-628-3266; Fax: (+48) 12-374-3202; E-mail: jpobozniak@onet.pl
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features are recognized in one stage, which does not allows to use the developed feature-oriented model by the
systems operating on the different set of features. The one stage recognition does not allows also to take into the
consideration the information available at the moment of manufacturing process planning, because the recognition
is already finished. In the proposed two stage approach to the recognition of manufacturing features, at the first
stage the feature-oriented workpiece model is created, and at the second stage the features are refined according to
the actually available control information (manufacturing engineer's decision, manufacturing resources, selected
machining methods, etc.).
The features are the constituent element of the product. The same workpiece can be decomposed into the
different constituent elements. To illustrate, the workpiece shown on Fig. 1 was decomposed into various elements.
The basic geometric elements used in the Boundary Representation method (Fig. 1b) like surfaces and the
boundaries limiting these surfaces, although contain the full information about the product geometry can not be
directly used for the manufacturing process planning. Fig. 1c presents the basic constituent elements used by
manufacturing engineer during the process planning i.e. manufacturing features. The following features were
distinguished: rectangular stock, two through slots with different orientations and dimensions and one through hole.
Such decomposition is the most convenient one from the point of view of automated process planning because the
distinguished elements (features) are also the information units used during the process planning. The
manufacturing features can be treated as "units" of the workpiece distinguished in view of the manufacturing
process planning.
The following definition of the manufacturing feature was formulated for the use during the development of the
product modeling system. “Features is the unit of information about the workpiece, containing both geometric and
non-geometric characteristic, having different degree of complexity and hierarchy, used during the design, process
planning or other engineering tasks”.

2. THE METHODS OF FEATURE ACQUISITION FOR CAPP SYSTEMS
The selected methods of feature acquisition determine the functionality of the whole system and the difficulty of
its implementation. Fig. 2 presents the most popular methods of the feature acquisition, and the selected method is
marked by the shadow area.

CSG
modeling

Design featureoriented modeling

Fig. 2 The methods of feature acquisition
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2.1 MANUFACTURING FEATURE-ORIENTED MODELING
In view of CAD/CAPP integration, the most favorable situation is the design with the manufacturing features.
The designer models the product through the selection of the manufacturing features from the database and the
defining of their attributes. The product modeled in such a way can be directly used as the source of data for CAPP
system. The additional advantage of such solution is that the designer uses the same information units as the
manufacturing engineer during the process planning. It significantly increases the manufacturability characteristics
of the design, facilitates the selection of the solutions beneficial from the point of the manufacturing system and
increases the standardization of the design, because different designers use the same database of elements during the
modeling.
The main disadvantage of the manufacturing feature oriented modeling is the necessity to change the way of
thinking. Designers must not only model the required characteristics of the product, but also view this product from
the manufacturing point of view. This method necessitates the change of the design routines and limits the design
freedom.
Additional, very severe disadvantage of the manufacturing feature-oriented modeling is the necessity to detaily
know the whole database of the available manufacturing features. In real engineering practise, the library of features
used by the designer is very wide. Because of this, the efficiency of designing, measured in the term of timeconsumption, and even the possibility to model the given product depend on the familiarness of the whole database
of manufacturing features.
It also cannot be guaranteed that the manufacturing features selected by designers are the correct ones from the
manufacturing process point of view.
2.2 AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION AND MANUAL IDENTIFICATION OF MANUFACTURING FEATURES
From the user point of view and functionality of the whole system, i.e. because of the factors deciding about the
acceptance of the complete solution by the industrial environment, it is more beneficial to design the product using
the commercial CAD system. In such a solution, it is necessary to group the basic geometric elements into the
manufacturing features. This task can be accomplished through the manual, interactive identification or automatic
feature recognition.
Manual, interactive feature identification is simpler for the implementation, but it is not automated solution. It
adds the additional activity for the manufacturing engineer before the start of the process planning. In case of
complex products, this task is very tedious and time-consuming. Additionally, the results depend on the personal
experience of the manufacturing engineer. Because of this, such solution is not preferred.
There are several methods of feature recognition for the most popular geometry representations. The detailed
description of the feature recognition methods is given in [9].
The main disadvantage of the feature recognition is the difficult implementation caused by the necessity to
analyze the drawing database of the CAD system organized to secure the fast processing of data and not to ease the
interpretation of its contents. The feature recognition requires a large amount of numerical calculations based on
complicated algorithms.
2.3 TRANSFORMATION OF DESIGN FEATURES INTO MANUFACTURING FEATURES
The partial simplification of the manufacturing feature acquisition was brought by the new generation,
commercial CAD systems oriented on design features. SoildEdge, SolidWorks or Catia can be enumerated as the
examples. Because the set of design features is different from the set of manufacturing features, the transformation
is needed [9] (Fig. 3).

3. INFORMATION FLOW IN THE PROCESS PLANNING-ORIENTED MODELING SYSTEM
The starting point for the development of the process planning-oriented product modeling system was the
analysis of the information flow. The information flow in such system is shown on Fig. 4.
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M anufacturing fe ature
:
external contour

Ge ome tric fe ature
:
rotational extrusion

M anufacturing fe ature
:
internal contour

Fig. 3 Transformation of one design feature into two manufacturing features

Control information

CAD
data

Manufacturing feature-oriented
product modeling system

Return
messages

Odpowiedzi na komunikaty

Komunikat

Messages
y

Fig. 4 The information flow in the process planning-oriented product modeling system

Input information is the model created in CAD system and covering all data about the product for which the
manufacturing process plan will be developed. Because of the way the non-geometric data are represented in the
nowadays CAD systems, the geometric data must be complemented with the some non-geometric information,
which is detaily described in [9].
With some simplification, the output data from the traditional CAD system are the drawings interpreted by
human beings. This is illustrated by interpreting the CAD acronym as "Computer Aided Drafting". Such form of
output information is not acceptable in the case of the process planning-oriented product modeling system, because
this system does not communicate with human beings but with other computer systems working in the Concurrent
Engineering environment, such as the CAPP system. The systems using the product model send the messages.
Messages are the requests for information about the product or commands to execute some operations on the
product data. The output information are Answer messages. Because of the communications with other CAx
system, they must be stored in the form suitable for further, automatic processing. Taking into account the use of the
manufacturing features as the means for the integration of various CAx systems it was decided that the Answer
messages must be also manufacturing feature-oriented.
The transformation of CAD data into Answer messages depends on the number of control information, for
example:
•
•
•
•

manufacturing knowledge,
manufacturing resources,
type of stock,
database of manufacturing features and recognition algorithms.
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•

The control information decides about the manufacturing features extracted from the CAD data (the
number, type, etc.)

4. FEATURE REFINEMENT
The process planning-oriented product modeling system working in the Concurrent Engineering environment
communicates with various CAx systems. Each of these systems can be responsible for different manufacturing
method. On the other hand, the manufacturing features can be divided into different sets because of the
manufacturing methods. The features for the different manufacturing methods can create separate or partially
overlapping sets. It is obvious that most manufacturing methods have the specific features.
Because of the above relationships, there may be a need to transform the extracted set of manufacturing features
into the different set fulfilling the requirements imposed by the particular manufacturing method or process
planning task.
Even within the boundaries of one manufacturing method and single process planning system there may be a
need to refine the manufacturing features, for example for set-up planning functions. The manufacturing resources
have certain processing capabilities and allow for example for simultaneous machining of many features, thus
determining the number of set-ups or the number of machining stages (in view of accuracy). The selection of
particular manufacturing resource on the process planning stage or during the modification of the process plan
forced by the resource failure may necessitate the refinement of already extracted features. For example, the
counterbored hole can be machined with two tools, first with the reamer and next with the counterbore or can be
machined at once, using one tool (Fig. 5 ). The information about the manufacturing methods is not known at the
moment of the transformation of design features into the manufacturing features, and because of this, the procedures
for the refinement of manufacturing features are needed.
a)

b)

Cecha technologiczna
Manufacturing feature:
Po głeb ie nie c zo łowe
counterbore

Cecha technologiczna
Manufacturing feature:
Otwór prze loto wy
counterbored hole
z pogłębie nie m czoło wym

Cecha
technologiczna
Manufacturing
feature:
Otwór
prze hole
loto wy
through

Fig. 5 Refinement of manufacturing features: a) machining with one tool, b) machining with two tools

Not all control information (manufacturing method, available tools, manufacturing resources, etc.) is known at
the time of the transformation of CAD data into the manufacturing model. Because of this, two functions were
separated:
FT -

function for the transformation of CAD data into the manufacturing feature-oriented product model,

FR -

function for the refinement of manufacturing features.

Function FT (Fig. 6) converts the CAD data into the manufacturing feature-oriented model. The difference in
comparison with function FR lies in the control information being used. This function used only the database of the
manufacturing features and the recognition algorithms as the control information. It is responsible for the creation of
the manufacturing feature-oriented product model. The product model so received can be composed of different
features than actually required, because of the control information which is not known at this stage. As already
mentioned, the geometric information about the product are modelled using the CAD system. For the
implementation, CATIA CAD/CAM system by Dassault Systemes was selected. This system uses the B-Rep
representation for the geometric data storage. Apart from this representation, it is also possible to retrieve the design
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features oriented representation. The function FT uses the recognition algorithms to transfer the B-Rep/design
feature oriented representation into the manufacturing oriented feature model. As this research work was not
focused on the development of such algorithms, the widely known algorithms were adopted. For the recognition of
non-rotational features, the AAG (Attributed Adjacency Graph) method developed by Joshi [8] was adopted. As the
recognition of rotational features is much easier, own algorithms were developed [9]. Because the part data includes
also non-geometry information like surface roughness, dimension tolerances, etc., the special algorithms for
modelling of such non-geometry entities and linking them with the geometry objects were developed. The
algorithms were implemented in CAD system environment [9]. The outcome of FT functions, the manufacturing
features oriented model, contains both the feature data, as well as the spatial and dimensional relations between
them. This model is stored in the object oriented database implemented with the Delphi For Windows programming
language.

Manufacturing
feature database

CAD
data

Recognition
algorithms

Function FT for the
transformation of CAD data into
manufacturing feature-oriented
product model

Manufacturing featureoriented product model

Fig. 6 Function FT

Function FR (Fig. 7) is executed optionally, as needed. It is responsible for the refinement of manufacturing
features. The input information is the feature-oriented product model with the set of features CI, and the output
information is the product model with the set of features CII. The refinement process in initiated by the CAx systems
using the process planning-oriented product modeling system. All process planning related control information are
delivered to these CAx systems. These systems analyze the control information and send the messages asking to
check the occurrence of some features in the product model. If it is possible to extract the requested feature through
the transformation of the existing features, the function FR is invoked.

Manufacturing
knowledge
database

Set of
features
CI

Manufacturing
resources

Manufacturing
feature database

Recognition
algorithms

Function FR for manufacturing feature refinement

Messages
Fig. 7 Function FR
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All manufacturing features in feature oriented product model are represented by objects. As it is known, every
objects consist of the data and the methods (functions and procedures) processing this data. The function FR is
implemented as the methods of the objects. The algorithm for the FR depends on the type of the object. For example,
function FR for object representing the external contour knows how to check, if the other sub-features, like
rectangular grooves or continuously decreasing sub-contours are present. Function FR for object representing the
complex hole is able to extract the sub-hole for the machining in single setup or a sub-hole for the machining with
the special tool. Because the given set of manufacturing features can be transformed into many different sets of
other manufacturing features, the scope of the transformation one by function FR is limited to the request sent be the
application using the product database, for example Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) system. The objects
representing the manufacturing features communicate through the messages. If the given object is not able to
process the message, sends it to the other object. The path for the message routing is determined using the relations
between features. Apart from retrieving the new features from the given manufacturing features, function FR can
also combine the simple features into more complex manufacturing features. The object oriented approach was used
both on the level of modelling as well as on the level of implementation. The detailed description of the object
model, the details of the implementation of the FR function, and the mechanism for the message routing and
processing are given in [8].

CAD
data

Function FT
Product model with
the set of features CI

Feature: external contour

Function FR
Product model with
the set of features CII

Feature: external contour

Feature: external pocket

Fig. 8 Data transformation with the function FT and FR
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5. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
To illustrate the use of functions FT and FR, the example is presented on Fig. 8. The CAD data are processed by
function FT and as the result, the process planning-oriented product model is created. The product model contains
the feature external contour. Let assume that the CAPP systems asks about the pockets in external contour. There is
no such feature in the set of features CI. However it was found that the set of features CI can be transformed in to the
set CII containing the searched pocket feature. In this case, the feature refinement function FR transforms the
external contour feature into two features: external contour and pocket. So, function FR makes the changes on the
level of the logic structure of the product.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The manufacturing features are commonly respected means for the design and manufacturing phases integration
in the product life cycle (PLM). Especially high number of works deals with the algorithms for the feature
recognition. Nevertheless, there is no works stressing the need for the feature refinement during the process
planning stage. The proposed two stage feature recognition approach, where the already recognized features are
refined on the second stage, if needed, has the following characteristics.
•
•
•

the feature oriented product model can be used by different CAx systems operating even on not overlapping
sets of features,
the feature set being used is refined after the already finished recognition process to reflect the process
planning decisions,
the feature set is refined to the actually available manufacturing resources.

The presented, process planning-oriented product modelling system forms one of the modules in the larger
project on the Computer Aided Process Planning system using the semi-generative method and working in the
Concurrent Engineering environment [5]. The proposed approach was successfully verified during the testing of this
CAPP system.
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ABSTRACT
This paper will deal with a new methodical approach for the description of customer’s individual demand. This
description is basically a CAD-drawing based on the resources of a supplier or a supply web. Following the key
researchers in the field CAD/CAM, the description itself has features as substructure, whose properties are
limited by the abilities of supplier’s resources. The method is a detailed result of research, done in the project the
authors are working in. The authors derivate from a state-of-the-art overview of existing feature based design
solutions in B2B environments their new approach called SLCD (Supplier Limited Customer Design). The
method takes advantage of the functional description of supplier’s resources which is characterized in this
context by features too. These features are assigned to supplier’s resources and characterise the ability of a
company to produce goods. The result is a feature catalogue which is then mapped into eCatalog Solutions,
software provided by Cadenas. Afterwards this description is transferred into PART Solutions. This enables a
potential customer to map the part requested in his own CAD System. The resulting description is a so called
Super model of customer’s demand, which applies to the requirements the authors have developed to perform an
automatic analysis of customers demand in terms of technological, economical and ecological feasibility. The
described method can be seen as a key factor in this environment and can give new impulses to the feature based
design research field.

1. INTRODUCTION
As a result of the globalization companies need to face harder competition. If they are located in labor intensive
countries like Germany, it is even more difficult to get ahead from other competitors in less cost intensive
environments. The acquisition of orders depends more and more, next to the feasibility, quality, image or personal
relations on the reaction time to customer requests.
This paper gives an introduction to one component of a concept which is a first step to lower the reaction time
and to give both sides –customer and supplier– a better understanding of each other requirements. The focus lies on
the environment a customer creates his request in, the requirements to this request and the prototypic implementation
done by the authors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: A description of the framework the authors have developed is
given in section 2 for better understanding of the requirements of the customer description given in section 4. Section
3 gives an overview of the present situation of order preparation. Afterwards an overview of existing research work
done on this subject is given in section 5. Section 6 finally gives an insight into SLCD. Conclusions are drawn in the
last section 7.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: +49 (0) 375 536 3265; Fax: +49 (0) 375 536 3104; E-mail: joerg.militzer@fh-zwickau.de
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAMEWORK
The method that will be described as the background for the new description of customers demand by the authors
consists of six parts which build up on each other (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Approach of comparing functional supply and demand in Supply Webs
1.

A customer request consists of customer data such as name and address of the company, a CAD model
of the required product characteristics, e.g. price, quantity and physical description created by the
customer. The requirements will be provided in this paper.

2.

The second part is the functional description of company resources, where the available resources and
capabilities of a company are represented in an innovative manner. This is characterized by a functional
description of operating facilities and equipments in a virtual organization.

3.

The logical conclusion of modeling resources and describing customer requests in a functional way is to
automatically generate production plans. This creates all possible variations to produce a given request.
For example, a weld between two parts can be materialized by a laser or common technology. To reduce
this complexity, the method of supplier based description of customer requests has been developed
(SLCD) by the authors (See chapter 6).

4.

Output of this step will be a feasibility study, which shows the gradual fulfillment of the customer
request in technological, geometrical and physical aspects. This listing, represented by a process
variation plan will give a first impression about ecological and economical factors.

5.

After analyzing the technological feasibility of a given request, costs and delivery date must be
evaluated. For this reason, the query will be integrated simulative into a common MRP system
environment. Therefore, a genetic algorithm is used to get a near best result of the JSP (Job Shop
Problem) which is a given NP-hard problem.

6.

Right after the integration, process variants will be measured by a matrix of economical requirements,
given in the customer request and by the company’s economical restrictions. The reticular structure of
process variants plans requires ant colony algorithms by optimizing multi-criteria conditions. Here the
authors give the opportunity to choose between different ACO’s (Ant Colony Optimization) such as
Min-Max ACO or AS-rank.

7.

Finally the customer gets a presentation of solutions which vary by price, date and delivery conditions as
well as product implementations. Additionally a final offer includes different kinds of realizations from
various partners. Completed by an overview of negotiation strategies, the choice is made easier for the
customer.

This method has already been published and is described more in detail by Teich [8, 9].
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3. PRESENT SITUATION
The ways to generate value added by producing a solution for a customer or partner are described in three order
related production types:
•

Single item production

•

Serial production

•

Mass customization

Single item production seems to be the sole possibility for conforming to all requirements of a supply web, but
has a clear disadvantage in costs due to higher response time on specific queries and other reasons. Manufacturing
large restricted amounts of the same type of product with minimal variations is represented by serial production.
Isolated implemented this production type can lower costs dramatically by economies of scale; nevertheless it
doesn’t match accurately the requirements of an order related type of fabrication. As an interim solution, combining
both ways, mass customization was developed. It ought to merge cost efficiency of mass production and individual
customizing of a product. Mass Customization however is not able to accomplish a success in fulfilling all the needs
of a customer. In single item production, next to higher direct expenses, a lot of costs originate in the process of
proposal preparation
Basically there are two ways to deal with a product request. One is to compare the existing portfolio of product
data in an ERP system with criteria of the potential customer. Supported by a PLM environment, the sales
department can give a roughly estimate on costs and time. The alternative with the highest similarity combined with
the estimation evaluated is then offered to the partner. A way to support this is PART Solutions, a software-solution
developed and sold by CADENAS. In this PLM-system it is possible to take parts from suppliers, customize them in
the framework and use them in the product development process. Parts in this context can be seen as single parts or
assemblies that are used as parts in the connected CAD solution. This aggregation results from politics of companies
which offer a catalogue of parts to the users of these solutions. They don’t want to show detailed models of their
products to the public. The main focus lies on selling existing products with a small possibility of changing
parameters due to cost efficiency and product politics in the offering company. It is possible to compare an own
drawing with existing ones to evaluate the equality of the companies supply and the users demand. The possibility to
give customizable digital models to possible customers clearly helps to lower response time to requests, but has
again the disadvantage of limiting the customer to the product portfolio which still lies behind the catalogue offered
to him. Applied to Supply webs, the result is a quasi cooperation between companies, if the customer appears to be
the original equipment manufacturer.
The other possibility of replying to a request is to consolidate specific knowledge from responsible professionals
of production, controlling and logistics department. After extensive communication and coordination processes they
decide about feasibility, calculated price as well as delivery and payment terms. This method is practically in intercompany cooperation’s, but may result in increasing costs because of communication costs.
Altogether, these procedures of treating with a product request are not able to cope with the noble planning goal
in virtual organizations: to shrink the time between demand and the beginning of production drastically [5].

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DEMAND
The main focus of the project constitutes generating automatic responses to customer requests, based on
functional descriptions of supply and demand.
The authors come to the conclusion, that a very detailed demand is required. The supplier needs to gain all
possible information for matching customer’s needs. As we talk about an ideal situation, the supplier can take for
granted that he will get a 3D-drawing of the demand, enriched with data that enables him to give a detailed answer to
the request. The 3D-drawing has to be accomplished by using features, which is a need for the automated process
planning later on (See also Amaitik [1, 2]). Features in this context are defined as an accumulation of information
which can be used for process planning. Examples are counter holes, filets etc. These features need to be enriched by
physical properties which are always related to a specific feature or a feature face. Furthermore, tolerances and
feature type related attributes have to be added. Features, which include these needed information have a higher level
of value according to the advanced reason they are used to. To accomplish this higher level, many solutions have
been developed (See chapter 5).
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These features are the basis for the individual part. They need to be drawn together via Boolean logic (union,
intersection etc.). The part which is a result of this process will consist only of features that are building up a so
called Super Model (See Amaitik [2]).
The next higher level of information integration is the parts list for the final product, where the information about
assembling the final product is stored. This is also the area where the most research and development has to be done.
Raw approaches are seen in this area of information integration, concepts were developed by Bley [4] and Holland
[10].
The main focus and also the major problems of this area are located in the digital model of the product described
above. Fewer difficulties are seen in capturing the data related to delivery dates, customer address and so on.
Address and target price or quantity is compared to the specific virtual prototype needed an ease.
The advantages and the disadvantages of existing solutions for creating Super models are described in the next
section.

5. EXISTING SOLUTIONS
Approximately two decades scientists wanted to accomplish the integration of CAD and CAPP. Nearly all of
them agree to the fact, that feature technology is a key factor to this achievement (See Owodunni [6]). Existing
feature technologies can be divided into two methods, feature based design and feature recognition. In respect of our
developed solution, we only want to go into detail with feature based design. The FBD (Feature based design) has
been chosen for various reasons. One key factor is the complex data needed for both, integration of CAP and CAM
and the solution described above. For both research fields, automated production planning is indispensable. While
research in the field of Rapid Prototyping shows the need for meaningful CAD-Models (See [11]), the focus in this
project lies on production of customer requests, not on Prototyping.
Existing FBD research, development and implementation focus on enhancing communication between designers
and process developers on the one hand and automated process planning on the other hand. Therefore abstractions
from geometry are developed and consolidated. Autodesk Inventor for example gives the designer the possibility to
define drilled holes or filets by specifying parameters such as location, angles, diameter etc. CATIA includes process
planning for CNC machines in their solution. PARTsolutions gives the opportunity to include highly aggregated
features from first tier suppliers. These examples show the high acceptance and the need for features in design
processes because they evolved from research to market. More prototypic developments can be found for automated
process planning.
STEP-FM, the so called STEP based feature modeler was developed by Amaitik. This approach is limited to the
three-axis milling operation features, based on the STEP AP 224 (See [1]). The approach is restricted to volumes
that are removed from the part to obtain the final part geometry from the initial stock.
Basak [12] introduced a FBD-program with a supporting expert system to integrate the knowledge of
manufacturing processes and capabilities in the early stages of design processes. Singh [13] goes beyond the design
process by implementing process planning and optimization using genetic algorithms. This application also includes
expert systems for process planning, uses feature templates like Basak and includes a virtual factor environment
(VFE). The bases for this environment are existing solutions, namely CATIA, MS-Visual Basic and MS-Excel.
The main disadvantage in regards to the indented method by the authors is the missing link between two parties
in a B2B environment. Also features are not restricted by size and roughly by the ability to manufacture them. Basak
includes some restrictions for feature-part relations and difficulty of manufacturing. These restrictions are not
mandatory, which also is not useful for automated process planning in B2B environments.

6. SUPPLIER LIMITED CUSTOMER DESIGN (SLCD)
The environment in which our solution works can be described with the following bullets:
•

A single company or a virtual network of companies as suppliers.

•

A feature catalogue is defined by the supplier.

•

The features are based on STEP’s AP 224.
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•

A defined amount of resources located by the supplier(s).

•

The CAD and PLM tools eCatalogue Solutions and Part Solutions are necessary.

•

The area we are focusing on is B2B.

An overview of the developed solution is given by Figure 3:

Figure 2: Overview of SLCD
6.1. FEATURE CATALOGUE.
The feature catalogue defined by the supplier (or n feature catalogues defined by n suppliers in a virtual
organization) is based on the resources and their capability to manufacture features. For example, a drilling machine
can basically manufacture a drilled hole with the specific defining parameters; a CNC machine can manufacture a
great variety of features. These possible features are restricted by length or diameter etc. Data representation of these
features is based on the definitions in STEP’s AP 224 due to standardized definitions of geometry, tolerances,
material and assignment to manufacturing steps. The result is a catalogue of features which clearly states the ability
of the resources of a company to manufacture a part, split into features.
There are two views on this catalogue. One is the description of the single abilities of each machine. The
description-process itself can be seen as very cost-intensive. Every machine has to be evaluated in regards of
possible features that can be produced. The parameters themselves are then specified by ranges and may be restricted
by functions of other parameters. These functions can depend on both, feature defining and resource parameters.
Feature defining parameters are for example surface conditions or lengths. A drilled hole can be restricted in length
by the diameter due to restrictions based on the bit. Resource conditions that apply for parameters restricting features
functional are for example drilling speed or the holding fixture of the tool. Another view on the catalogue is the
designers view. Here only feature defining apply. A sample feature can be seen in figure 3:

Figure 2: A sample feature hole with spherical bottom condition
Another type of feature is used for assembly information. This needs to be handled different from the partdefining features because of the different processes related to assembling.
This feature catalogue with the restrictions based on the supplier’s capability is then designed in eCatalogue
Solutions. This can be done by the supplier himself or the designers of Cadenas which is the supplier of the solution.
These features are then transferred to PARTSolutions, a part management tool which is also provided by Cadenas.
The result is a supplier based feature set, ready to be used by the possible customer. This set holds the possible
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manufacturing features of the supplier. PARTsolutions holds these features in catalogues, sorted by supplier and
uniquely named. Still, this is not all the required information needed for an automatic comparison of supply and
demand. Information about delivery date, price suggestions, delivery-address or billing address must be stored in
non-part defining feature. For this reason, a feature is provided where the customer can incorporate the information
needed for his request. The customer can take the default feature developed for this reason or the supplier specific
one.
6.2. DEFINING MACHINE RESOURCES IN PARTSOLUTIONS BASED ON STEP’S AP224.
STEP was chosen by the authors in regards to its advanced developed standards. They are sorted by AP’s, the so
called application protocols. The most widespread implementations are available for AP 203 and 214, Protocols for
mechanical engineering and automotive design. Especially AP 214 incorporates features in its UoF (Units of
Functionality) FF1-FF3. However, no production related information can be stored in detail related to a single
feature. As a result of a deep analysis of this standard, the authors have sharpened their focus on AP 224. This AP Mechanical product definition for process planning using machining feature – defines a part by features only. They
are defined by two-dimensional faces and a path. A cylindrical hole is defined for example by a circle, translated
along a line. To include information for process planning, the information is aggregated to manufacturing features.
Although AP224 has been accepted as an international standard, there is a surprising lack of compatible software
packages in the market [14].
For the reason that as a first result a machine description needs to be developed according to this AP, the data
template has to be changed. Still features are defined by a face and a path, but the values have to be recorded in the
way described in chapter 6.1. Therefore every feature gets its own Cartesian coordinate system. The functions are
then incorporated in the templates of the feature.

6.3. DESIGNING THE PART IN THE MAIN CAD SYSTEM BY THE CUSTOMER.
Next to this crucial part of capturing supply in functional features, the design of the demand by the customer,
using the features provided by the supplier or network of suppliers is substantial to this concept. Here the most
important value in this method can be seen. The customer can only use features with defined maximum dimensions
and properties. He is only able to define materials which can be manufactured by the supplier, who is behind the
feature catalogue. If there is an impossible demand in regards to this specific feature catalogue, the customer can
perform a geometrical similarity search, performed by the Cadenas solution. This feature of this software was
designed to consolidate part-databases; here it is used to find the appropriate supplier for this specific demand of a
feature.
The design process is done by a customer. The process itself is done in one of the CAD solutions on the market,
since Part Solutions is able to allocate parts (in this context features) for these systems.
After this step the file is stored as an assembly and can be processed by the Software solution developed for
process generating.

7. CONCLUSION
Feature-based technology is a key factor for the success of the method described in chapter three. For this reason,
in respect of the requirements, a method has been developed by the authors to get a so called super model from the
customer. The advantages can be seen in the use of existing technologies, which can lead to a higher acceptance in
the industry. Furthermore there is standardization in place which is able to cope with different CAD systems, which
is a need for the generality claim, the approach wants to have.
Disadvantages can be seen in the focus on the solutions of Cadenas, which leads to a technological dependency.
Also the restriction for the designer can be seen as a disadvantage and a limitation of creativity.
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ABSTRACT
In this work are described the main phases of conception and construction of an ecological vehicle, made by
students and teachers, whose objective is to participate in the Eco-marathon student contest. The objective of this
contest is to spend the less fuel possible by kilometer run. To attain that, the weight, drag and performance of
mechanical systems, were object of analysis. The aluminum chassis, FRP wheel´s hubs and the power
transmission system, that incorporates a magnetic clutch, were conceived by the team of students and teachers.
The 3D modelation was made with SolidWorks and Inventor software. FEM analysis was performed in
CosmosWorks, Ansys and CosmosMotion. Some prototypes are being produced, by means of a four-axis CNC
vertical machining center. The CAM programming was made using CATIA V5 CAM module. Design for
manufacturing is taken into account, and fabrication of these prototypes is being used to test the jig fixtures, in
order to control the established accuracy and surface finishing of the parts. Methodologies that allow machining
of the designed parts, according to their specified tolerances, based on the evaluation of different variables in the
CAM system, were also investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION
The pollution caused by human activity, namely in transportation of people and goods, mostly in the dense
populated areas, is presently a problem that nobody can neglect. The minimization of vehicle fuel consumption is,
and will be more and more, one of the main preoccupations of the vehicle builders.
Currently, is available for the engineering degrees courses in universities an international car competition
focused in the development of new automotive concepts. The aim is the student’s integration in a team that seeks
through the experimentation new routes in the area of automotive technology, known as the Shell eco-marathon
competition. The Shell eco-marathon is concerned with the creation of a fuel efficient, single driver vehicle which
must compete against other vehicles in an endurance marathon. Since its conception, the project has grown in both
magnitude and global presence. With annual events, this project is open to academic entries. Its aim is to propel a
vehicle the furthest using the least amount of energy, whether that being through the use of a conventional petrol or
diesel internal combustion engine, hybrid or fuel cell and even electric with solar energy power. The eco-marathon
events are held at flat, oval racing circuits. As the vehicles travel at relatively low speeds, the aerodynamic drag
effects are limited, therefore the key to maximize the fuel efficiency is to minimize the weight of the vehicle. This
can be aided greatly by minimizing the weight of the driver, the vehicle component of greatest mass.
Shell Eco-marathon aims to educate those involved, about the requirement for sustainable mobility and the
challenges involved in achieving this. Taking part in the Shell Eco-marathon challenge, students are able to manage
a project in its entirety covering all technical and project management tasks. By applying their theoretical skills in a
practical context gives students the realization of their abilities and allows them to develop their skills in a team
environment. Many teams operate as an all year round project integrated into the academic curriculum. Acquiring
technical or financial sponsors provides a real challenge and gives students an introduction to the business world
through the contacts they make.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+351) 218 317 000; Fax: (+351) 218 317 001; E-mail: jfsimoes@dem.isel.ipl.pt
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Figure 1 – SolidWorks image render of ISEL’s eco-car.

At ISEL, the Engineering Institute of the Polytechnic Institute of Lisbon, a Shell eco-marathon concept car is
being carried out by a final year undergraduate students group from the mechanical engineering bachelor degree.
This group aims to participate in the competition next year. A picture preview of ISEL Shell eco-marathon
prototype, generated through SolidWorks [1] CAD virtual imaging processing module is presented in Figure 1. This
new three wheels vehicle was projected from sketch and at this phase is in the prototype production stage.
This paper reviews the main phases on the ongoing ISEL Shell eco-marathon project. The document is divided
in two major topics. Initially a detailed analysis of vehicle mechanical systems is carried out. This topic is structured
in several subtopics, respectively, chassis, aerodynamic, brakes, direction, clutch and transmission, and finally
composite FRP wheel´s hub. The second topic of the document is focused on the vehicle manufacture process.
Details about the applied assembly methodology are given in this topic. An overview about production moulds used
during the vehicle manufacture is also presented. Regarding analytic calculations, according to project
specifications the predicted vehicle performance is specified.
2. CONCEPTION OF THE MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
In figure 2, is shown the first CAD SolidWorks model of the eco-car. It can be seen the tubular structure of the
chassis, with circular cross section, using an aluminum alloy.

Figure 2: First SolidWorks 3D model of the eco-car
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2.1. CHASSIS
Posterior to this first design, another conception model was made; instead of using circular section tube, was
used a rectangular section. This choice was made because: 1) The junctions are easier to cut and welding is
simplified and 2) One could attain different and higher inertia moments in both the axis of the transverse section,
and thus better mechanical behavior. After some conceptualization phase, a final model of the chassis was made
which is shown in figure 3-a). This is a simpler, with lesser tubes, chassis than the first approach. Several finite
element analyses were also made in CosmosWorks [2] (figure 3-b) and Ansys [3] softwares, being carried flexion,
torsional and roll bar tests. The material chosen was the 6061 T6 aluminum tempered alloy. The minimum safety
factor obtained to the yield stress was 1.3.

a)

b)

Figure 3: a) Present SolidWorks 3D model of the chassis; b) Cosmos/Works von Mises Stress distribution in a torsion test

2.2. AERODYNAMIC STUDIES
The aerodynamic studies were carried in CosmosFloworks that works integrated in SolidWorks software. In
figure 4-a), it can be seen the velocity of the air around the body of the eco-car and, in figure 4-b), a lateral flow
trajectories.

a)

b)

Figure 4: a) Flow velocity distribution around body of eco-car; b) Lateral flow trajectories on the body of eco-car

With these softwares is possible to determine the parameters, shown in table 1, needed to calculate the drag
coefficient, cD, an important characteristic of the car:
(1)
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Table 1: Parameters needed to calculate the drag coeficient
Frontal Force
Air Density @ 25 ⁰C and 100 kPa
Air Velocity
Frontal Area

3.16 N
1,17 kg/m3
10 m/s
350885.82 mm2

The calculated drag coefficient, cD, is 0.15. This is a low drag coefficient but still high when compared to the best
coefficients obtained in earlier eco-marathon contests, which rounded the value of 0.07. Thus, there are possible
future optimizations of the car body.
2.3. DIRECTION AND BRAKING SYSTEMS
The direction was also completely changed from the previous design. Whenever possible, an attempt was made
to use standard components, in order to facilitate the maintenance and reliability of the vehicle, like for example the
direction support rotules, made in polymeric material, that were sponsored from IGUS® company.

a)

b)

Figure 5: a) Direction and brake systems; b) Curve simulation in cosmosMotion

In figure 5-a) is shown a view of the direction and braking system. The direction is a simple, light and
mechanical direction. Disk brakes will be used at the two front wheels. In figure 5-b) is shown a print screen from
CosmosMotion software, that is also an add-in of SolidWorks, in the moment that the eco-car starts to elevate the
left wheel from the ground, at the velocity of 40 km/h, in the most difficult curve of the track (radius of 25 meters).
This is an undesirable situation, because it can end in an accident or in losing the control of the car [4]. Other
interesting information can be taken out of CosmosMotion, like the forces on the wheels supports for that same
curve, with 30 km/h car velocity, indicated in table 2.
Table 2: Forces on the wheels, for the most difficult curve of the track, for 30 km/h velocity
Wheel on the interior of the curve

Wheel on the exterior of the curve

Maximum forces in axis – Left wheel support

Maximum forces in axis – Right wheel support

XX

577 N

XX

804 N

YY

434 N

YY

805 N

ZZ

614 N

ZZ

833 N

The disk brake supports were also object of finite element analysis in Cosmos/Works. In figure 6-a) and b) there
can be seen the first and last 3D model and Cosmos meshes, respectively. Studies with manual refinement of the
mesh and employing the h-adaptive were made. The latter permitted very accurate simulations. Then, a final
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optimization of the support was made using a manual variation of dimensions. In figure 6-c) is shown a print screen
of CATIA V5 [5] virtual manufacturing simulation.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 6: a) First model; b) second model, c) CAM CATIA V5 simulation, of of the right brake support

2.4. CLUTCH AND TRANSMISSION
After studying several hypotheses of clutch systems, like the centrifugal or CVT types, was chosen, this
mandatory item according to the regulations, to be of the electromagnetic type. In figure 7-a) is shown a 3D model
of the clutch. In figure 7-b) is shown the clutch with the transmission sprocket made of nylon material that will act
as a weak point to control an unexpected increase on the torque value. In figure 7-c) and d) is shown the complete
model of the transmission mounted on the eco-car chassis.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7: a) Electromagnetic clutch model in CosmosMotion; b) Electromagnetic clutch with sprocket; c) and d) Transmission
system
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At the moment, the prototype of the transmission system was initiated, in order to carry out the first tests that
will permit the evaluation of the electromagnetic system. The objective is to perform physical tests to verify the
virtual models, since this kind of system is new and was never used before. In figure 8-a) and b) is shown the CAM
simulation and, in figure 8-c), the CNC machining to obtain the final stator prototype shown in figure 8-d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8: a) Electromagnetic clutch model in CosmosMotion; b) Electromagnetic clutch with sprocket; c) CNC machining and d)
Transmission stator prototype

2.5. COMPOSITE FRP WHEEL´S HUB
To decrease the weight and increase the performance of the eco-car, the team choose to substitute the
conventional bicycle wheel hub by one made of composite materials. In figure 9 is shown 3D model of the hub. The
fabrication sequence is: 1) fabricate half of the wheel rim with a male mold tool; 2) join to one lateral circular fiber
and foam sandwich and 3) glue to the other halve, to be fabricate in same manner. The fabrication is by means of
the pre-impregnated unidirectional E-glass fiber in epoxy resin, and vacuum bag/autoclave technology. At ISEL
exists a laboratorial autoclave. The stress analysis of the composite hub was made in ANSYS software, using
Shell99 layered elements, with a tetrahedral smart sized mesh, as can be seen in figure 10-a).

Figure 9: FRP hub 3D model in SolidWorks
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As an example, is also shown, in figure 10-b), the fiber direction stress in the first layer, for a distributed upper
force in the rim and having fixed the hub center hole.

a)

b)
Figure 10: FRP hub 3D model in SolidWorks

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CAR
In the next images (see figure 11) several phases of the eco-car construction are shown.

Figure 11: Several construction phases of the eco-car
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4. PROJECT TARGETS
For this competition, the targets set by the ISEL Shell eco-marathon team are:
- Vehicle weight under 100 kilograms;
- Finish in the top twenty;
- Achieve at least 1.000 kilometers per liter.
These goals reflect the Shell eco-marathon team expectations of high performance for the competition. This has
challenged the team to do things such as glass or carbon fiber monocoque construction. This type of vehicle
construction contains no structural members as seen in automobiles today. Instead, the body of the vehicle not only
provides aerodynamics, but structural strength as well. The team considers that this type of design will provide a
very competitive vehicle for the competition, as well as a great learning experience for everyone involved. With the
help of faculty advisors, the team is confident in achieving its goals.
5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
•

Construct the moulds of the eco-car;

•

Calculate the composite material wheel hub in Ansys using the Tsai-Wu strength criterion and study the
through-the-thickness stress in curved corners, responsible for delamination failure [6];

•

Install several sensors in the car prior to the first test run, and with a telemetry software system, read
important data like the engine acceleration, rotation, direction movements, etc., with the objective to
validate the computer models used in the car optimization.
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ABSTRACT
In process of development of the product, a critical stage of the design of part process is the understanding of
function-form relationships. As parts are firstly characterized by their funcionalities, besides the knowledge of
product’s design, the tacit functional knowledge of the designers is essential to the transformation of the
function’s purposes into derived behavior of functional relationship and geometry of geometric detail of part.
Two analyses were used in the methodology: (i) grammatical analysis of constituents (verb, concrete noun,
abstract noun, adjetive, adverb, adjective phrase, and their combination), regarding the textual description of
functionalities, or functional sentence, and (ii) behavioral analysis of the interaction among geometric details of
part. In the analyses, each geometric details (GD) of the part take into account the correlation between
functional sentence, feature trees and the relationship between GD/part normally considered when designers
model parts geometrically on cad systems. This paper proposes a functional knowledge representation scheme
based on a linguistic approach [FKRS (LA)] to represent functional knowledge included in functional sentences
during functional part modeling. The FKRS (LA) allows the integration of functional knowledge for effective reuse of design and process included in the functional sentence from the functional concepts.

1. INTRODUCTION
The product design methodology (PPM) can be seen as layers where the first methodological layer is that of the
product, and the second is that of the parts, as shown in Figure 1. By consensus at the conceptual design stage of the
PPM there are three basic activities: (i) establishing the functions structure; (ii) combining suitable components to
allow realization of the subfunctions established in the functions structure and (iii) selecting the feasible
components so that the design is executable, economic and manufacturable [1] [2]. The establishing the structure
functions the textual description of function in natural language (or functional sentence), as well as its re-use,
should be a basic activity. Nevertheless, there are two problems in the re-use of functional knowledge included in
the functional sentence: (1) “how to formalize the functional knowledge in natural language [3]?” and (2) “how to
explain the transformation of the functional proposal in behavior and structure [4]?”.

Figure 1: Methodological layers of the product/part design
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +55 (48) 3331-9264, Fax: +55 (48) 3234-1519; E-mail: fcomsantos@emc.ufsc.br
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Ullman [6] [5] had already perceived the need of a functional knowledge representation scheme (FKRS) in order
to better understand and organize, in functions structure, the transformations of the: functional knowledge, decision
making, functional relationships between physical effects /functional interfaces and functional ratiocination.
Mizoguchi and Kitamura [7] discovered that ad hoc modeling prejudices the re-use of functional knowledge
through: (a) inconsistency, due to the use of different structures to describe the functional knowledge textually in
different domains; (b) non-reusability, caused by the lack of organization of the functional concepts included, for
example, in the verbs and nouns and (c) improper categorization, lack of explanation of how the causal processes
are related to the transformation of behavior in structure. Chakrabarti and Bligh [3] highlighted the need of a FKRS
not just for re-use, but also for the functional ratiocination scheme (FRS) at the conceptual stage of the design.
Iwasaki and collaborators, and Chandrasekaran and collaborators [8] [9], emphasized the need for two types of
essential functional knowledge in a FRS scheme: (i) knowledge of general physical, chemical and biological
principles to determine behavior and (ii) knowledge of functionality based on the intention of the design. According
to research by Ullman [5], the intention of the design has information, which although abstract, about the
product/part related to the: (a) geometry development, (b) evolution of the function and behavior, (c) subsequent
ratiocination of the design decisions and (d) influences of the rules of business of the organization. Roy and
Bharadway [10] showed that there are two types of functional knowledge included in the functional sentence which
are important in determining the behavior of a part: (1) knowledge of the interactions between parts and (2)
knowledge of operational conditions of the interactions. For the authors, the behavior of a part comes about through
a set of functional and spatial relationships between the surfaces of interaction of the part. Santos [11] developed a
functional knowledge processing system based on: natural language, a system of classification and codification of
part and a controlled functional knowledge base. In a preliminary study, Santos and Dias [12] studied a
representation/recovery scheme based only on grammatical analysis.
This work of research proposes an FKRS (LA) to enable: (1) formalization of functional knowledge included in
the functional sentence and (2) explanation of the transformation of functional purpose in to behavior and structure.
The FKRS (LA) attempts to overcome the lack of an approach to handle the functional knowledge included in the
textual description of functionalities in natural language.

2. METODOLOGY
To capture the functional knowledge of the interactions between parts and the operational conditions on them,
the functional sentences of a set of structures of part functions, normally used in industrial practice, with their part
images and trees of features modeled on the CAD system were analyzed in the light of the syntactical analysis of the
Portuguese language in Brazil. In Diagram 2 some functional sentences of a function tree of the part “Connecting
rod Model 9” are illustrated as an example [11].
Connecting rod model 09
Global_Function: Transform orbital movement into alternative movement
PartialFunction_1: Radially couple the connecting bushing to the eccentric axle
ElementaryFunction_11: Radially support the connecting bushing with the larger ring extended
ElementaryFunction_12: Reinforce the join region of the connecting rod with the larger ring
PartialFunction_2: Interconnect the coupling rings with regular profile
ElementaryFunction_21: Structure interconnections between the connecting rod and the larger ring
ElementaryFunction_22: Alleviate the stresses between the connecting rod and the larger ring
ElementaryFunction_23: Structure interconnections between the connecting rod and the smaller ring
ElementaryFunction_24: Alleviate the stresses between the connecting rod and the smaller ring
PartialFunction_3: Couple the cylindrical pin to the piston
ElementaryFunction_31: Couple the piston pin with the smaller ring extended radially
ElementaryFunction_32: Reinforce the join region of the connecting rod with the smaller ring

Two strategies were used to capture the functional knowledge of the interactions between parts and your
operational conditions: (i) grammatical analysis and (ii) behavioral analysis. In the grammatical analysis the role of
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each unit of knowledge, the functional concept, of the: verb, noun, adjective, adverb and their combinations were
studied. In the behavioral analysis, the behavior resulting from the interaction was analyzed and the operational
conditions between geometric details, or features, in each one of the parts. Thus, the interaction was represented by
a pair (causal process, area of contact), where a causal process is a physical, chemical biological effect on area of
contact that reference a topology type of the interrelation between geometric details, or even though between parts.

3. RESULTS OBTAINED
3.1. EXPLICITLY REFERENCED KNOWLEDGE
The knowledge explicitly referenced in the phrasal constituents formally describe the relevant functional
information which characterize the knowledge of the interactions between geometric details and their operational
conditions related to the understanding of the project process by the designer. A synthesis of the roles of the
referenced constituent explicitly in functional knowledge included in the analyzed functional sentences is shown in
Table 1.
Table 1: Knowledge explicitly referenced in the functional sentence
Methodology→

Grammatical
analysis

Phrasal constituent ↓
Verb

Functional purpose

Concrete noun

Name of the feature

Adjective

Type of feature

verb/Concrete noun
combination
Concrete noun/Adjective
combination

Behavioral analysis

Requirement of the
feature

Interaction
Characterize the interaction
type
Characterizes the structure for
interaction
Characterizes the structure of
the feature
Characterizes the type of
restrictions of structure

Operational conditions
Characterize the type of
operational condition
Characterizes the type of surface
or topology
Characterizes the type of surface
or topology of the feature
Characterizes the type of
attributes

Restriction of the
feature

Characterizes the type of the
requirement of the structure

Characterizes the type of
attributes

3.2. IMPLICITLY REFERENCED KNOWLEDGE
The knowledge referenced implicitly in the constituent phrases refers to functional information which
characterizes the knowledge of the processes relating to the physical structure of the body of the part. The implicit
processes in the functional knowledge portray local aspects of the interactions between geometric details and/or of
their related operational conditions. A synthesis of the aspects referenced implicitly in functional knowledge
included in the analyzed functional sentences is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Knowledge referenced implicitly in the functional sentence
Methodology→
Phrasal constituent ↓

Grammatical analysis

Behavioral analysis

Verb

Functional purpose

abstract noun

Name of the process

Adjective

Qualifier of process

Verb/abstract noun
combination
Verb/ Adverb combination

Requirement of process

Interaction
Characterize the
interaction type
Characterizes the type of
process
Characterizes the type of
process
Restrictions of process

Qualifier of requirement/

Characterizes the type of
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Operational conditions
Characterize the type of
operational condition
Characterizes some aspect
of process
Characterizes some aspect
of process
Characterizes some aspect
of process
Characterizes some aspect
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restriction
Abstract noun/Adjective
combination

requirement/ restriction of
Interaction
Characterizes the type of
requirements of process

Restriction of process

of the interaction of the
process
Characterizes some aspect
of process

To the light of the theory of the grammar of cases of Cook [12], each literal description of function in natural
language was grammatical analysis for: (i) to determine its grammatical structure and (ii) to assist in your behavioral
analysis. As the functional sentences are predicates of pure and absolute statements of a fact (sees some examples in
Table 3), the matrix of types of verbs of Cook was simplified for: (a) two types of verb - (A1) state e (A2) process
and (b) three types of predicates - (B1) basic, (B2) benefactor e (B3) location.

4. PROPOSAL FOR FKRS BASED ON THE LINGUISTIC APPROACH

Semantic

Application Domain

The objective of the grammatical and behavioral analysis was to distinguish the role of the functional concepts
in relation to the questions related to the “knowing how” and “how to do it”. In the ‘knowing how’, the focus of
the project and tacit knowledge concern the project whilst the ‘how to do it’ is the focus of the process, as specified
in Tables 1 and 2 and differentiated in Figure 2. An FKRS (LA) is proposed based on the linguistic approach and
oriented to the functional concept to (namely model of representation of functional knowledge of Santos and Dias):
(i) support the formalization of functional knowledge described textually in natural language and (ii) to enable an
explanation of the transformation of the functional purpose in to behavior and geometric structure – as illustrated in
Figure 2. The domain of application of the parts analyzed was that of the alternative compressor used normally in
electrical domestic goods. The FKRS (LA) proposed also allows the use of several kind of logical process to
abstract a set of structures, geometric shapes, from the context of application, but this (logical process) is a future
work and is not dealt with here.

Figure 2: Proposal of the model of representation of functional knowledge of Santos and Dias (or FKRS [LA])

In this work of research, a functional concept is an abstraction, or logical construction, which seeks to make
each word employed in the textual description of function in natural language by the designer have its own
meaning. However, if there are different meanings for one word, then these meanings reflect the functional point of
view of the various experiences of previous design by the designer. Therefore, defining a functional concept
consists of: (a) identifying the word and giving it a name that makes it recognizable and liable to analysis; (b)
allowing recognition of the word, either by making the semantics of its properties explicit or by making the common
and specific properties explicit of the set of objects designated by it and (c) describing or at least indicating the
possibilities of expounding the elements that the word denotes. Thus, any functional sentence may be broken down
into its conceptual units. This strategy preserves the functional point of view of the designer in relation to the life
cycle of the product/part. This means to say that the functional point of view of the designer can be fitted to the
semantic field of the functional concepts. As well as this, the semantic value of a functional concept can also give
the rules and/or criteria to establish the hierarchical structure of the functional concepts in the domain of application
[13]. In the model of representation of functional knowledge of Santos and Dias the purpose of the functional
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accomplishment of the textual description of function in natural language can be for: (i) to make which achieves a
specific partial state; (ii) to maintain which achieves and sustains a desired state; (iii) to prevent which keeps a
system out of an undesirable state; (iv) to control which gives a system the power to regulate state changes via
known relationship [14]; (v) to enable [15] e (v) to structure (proposed Santos and Dias).
This way, the semantic field is always regulated by some criterion of the type of classification of the verb and/or
of the noun, but inside of the application domain. The functional information on the type of structure (or geometric
form) of the geometric detail, or feature, can be obtained in the functional sentence: (i) directly when it goes an
explicit knowledge or (ii) indirectly through the grammatical and Behavioral analyses of the interaction and
operational conditions of the feature. In the FKRS [LA] the semantic field of the functional information of design or
process always can be regulated by some criterion of the type of classification of the type of verb (to see Table 3)
e/or type of substantive (to see Figure 3), but inside of the domain of application.
In the semantic fields of the nouns shown in Figure 3, the functional information on causal process and process
of design are referenced by the abstract nouns, while the concrete nouns referenced functional information on the
geometric detail, features, or part. The Table 3 illustrates the types of verbs, types of predicates and the causal
processes of the verbs related to the grammatical structures of the functional sentences analyzed with some
examples.
Table 3: Types and exemples of verbs and predicates (Elaboreted by Santos and Dias)

Precites→
↓ Types of verbs

Basic

State +V[ __, O]. Ex: To
camp the pin.
Process +V[ __, O]. Ex: To

pump cooling gas.

Benefactor
+V[ __, O, B]. Ex: Couple the
cylindrical pin to the piston.
+V[ __, O, B]. Ex: To transmit
orbital movement to the
connecting rod.

Location
+V[ __, O, L]. Ex: To support bushing
axially.

+V[ __, O, L]. Ex: To lead

lubrication oil flow internally.

Figure 3: Proposal of criterion for nouns (Elaboreted by Santos and Dias)

In summary, the FKRS [LA] make possible the formalization of functional knowledge through of the semantic
evaluation of the functional concepts both related to design and processing aspects and this formalization occurs for
all the functional concepts of functional knowledge included in each functional sentence. Another result, shown in
the Figure 4, it was the observation that the functional sentences have three constituent principal: (the) verb, (b)
adverb and (c) abstract or concrete noun. The analysis of textual descriptions of function in natural language
observed that there is reference among: (the) verb with the knowledge teleologic for the functional propose; (b1)
abstract noun and related aspects the some effect physical, chemical or biological; (b2) concrete noun and some
project object, geometric detail, feature, or ask and (c) adverb or combination between concrete noun and verb with
some aspect related to the position or other location reference. According to Ullman [5] the history or part structure
functions can explain as a functional purpose transforms behavior and structures. The FKRS [LA] enables an
explanation of the transformation as each functional sentence is formalized into part structure functions. Although
the objective of this work of research is not to structure a functional ratiocination scheme based on the linguistic
approach, the model FKRS [LA] in Figure 2 may be used for this.
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•••

•••

Figure 4: Structures to organize the functional knowledge in an only functional sentence
(Elaboreted by Santos and Dias)

5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
The model of representation of functional knowledge of Santos and Dias is a proposal methodological based on
functional concept to treat the textual description of function appropriately in natural language with the objective of:
(1) to formalize the functional knowledge and (2) to make possible the explanation of the transformation of the
functional purpose in behavior and it structures. To accomplish these objectives the methodology it possesses two
strategies, to know: (the) grammatical analysis and (b) behavioral analysis. The two types of analyses, grammatical
and behavioral, aid in the understanding of the behavior of the function for definition of the structure of geometric
detail or part. The model of representation of functional knowledge of Santos and Dias makes possible the
extraction, differentiation and organization of the functional knowledge included in functional sentence to be
reused, modified and integrated with new semantics in computational systems. Therefore, the model of
representation of functional knowledge of Santos and Dias makes possible the application of the linguistic approach
to the textual descriptions of functionalities in natural language for computational systems and, consequently, the
effective re-use of functional knowledge.
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ABSTRACT

Narrowly focused companies and rapidly evolving technology trends are shortening the time-to-market. Large
and diversified technology companies need to evolve their product development (PD) process to respond to this
challenge. Current best-in-class PD processes ensure alignment with customer requirements and enable product
managers to ascertain technical and business feasibility. These PD processes require global market research
(MR) that incorporates a variety of dimensions such as market opportunity identification, customer segmentation
analysis, customer requirements gathering, and estimation of customer value. MR forms the critical-path for
product development lifecycle, particularly for the technology industry. MR constitutes a significant portion of
product planning activities - from concept generation to executive approval for product development. But current
utilization of reactive market sensing increases time-to-market. We have identified that lack MR activities to
gather generic customer requirement, as the primary disadvantage of reactive market sensing. In this paper we
identify MR activities required in a technology product development process and analyze their impact on time-tomarket. We propose a proactive market sensing methodology to identify customer needs while balancing time-tomarket requirements. We have identified the primary activities of the methodology and accessed their impact on
the PD process. We illustrate the recommendations through case studies.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the hi-tech industry, time-to-market is a primary element of successful competitive strategy. Gupta and
Wilemon [1] have found that the primary reasons for time-to-market pressure are, increased competition and rapid
technology changes. Burchill and Fine [6] have established that product development teams under time pressure
adopt short cuts in the product development (PD) process. The impact of time-oriented product development is
illustrated in [6] using an inductive system diagram (Figure 1). Time orientation in product development
compromises systematic concept analysis. The lack of systematic concept analysis reduces the credibility of the
design objective, where credibility of design objective is defined as clarity of design vision and comprehension of
design decisions. Low credibility of the design objective causes delay in product development. These delays
increase time pressure, resulting in shortcuts in the PD process.

Figure 1: Inductive system diagram
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+91) 80-3029 2929; Fax: (+91) 80-2553 9701; E-mail: rajanikant.mohan@wipro.com
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Many product organizations adopt best practice-based PD processes [3] to ensure alignment with customer
requirements, achieve product quality requirements, and meet time-to-market targets. Best practices in PD processes
have been extensively studied in literature. We have provided a simple illustration of this PD process in Figure 2 [2]
[3] [4]. This PD process can be applied to new product, derivative product, and reactive product development
scenarios and will guide the discussions in this paper. The concept generation and selection sub-process of the PD
process extensively employ Market Research (MR) tools [2] [3] [4]. In reference [7], Page has identified that on an
average, more than 25% of the product development time is dedicated to concept generation and selection,
underlying the importance of MR in time-to-market of the product. Table 1 details the finding of [7]
Table 1: Time allocation of activities in Product Development Proceess
Activity
Product Conceptualization
(Concept Search + Concept Screening)
Concept Selection
(Concept Testing + Business Analysis)
Product Designing & Testing
(Product Development + Testing)
Pre-Production Activities
(Commercialization & Other Activities)

Months

% of Time Spent

6.47

13%

6.21

13%

20.41

42%

15.05

31%

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the MR activities involved in the
product development process and identify bottlenecks. In Section 3, we propose a proactive market sensing
methodology and estimate its impact on time-to-market. Finally, we illustrate our recommendations through case
studies in Section 4.

Figure 2: Product Development Process

2. IMPACT OF MR IN PDP
In Figure 2, we have divided the PD process into three phases, Strategy Development phase, Concept
Engineering phase and Product Engineering phase. Table 2 provides the various informational requirements and
MR tools deployed during the PD process. In this Section 2.1 through Section 2.3 we identify the activities
performed and MR tools employed at various phases of PD process. We then identify the bottlenecks in the PD
process in Section 2.4. These bottlenecks are addressed through our recommendations in Section 3.
2.1. PRODUCT STRATEGY
Current best practices [2] [3] [4] do not consider Product Strategy as part of the PD process; hence industry
adoption of Product Strategy in the PD process has not yet been researched [7]. We have included Product Strategy
in the PD process since Product Strategy is closely linked to the development of medium to long term product
planning. Detailed MR can performed at this phase, since the activities of the Product Strategy phase are not in the
critical path of product development (product conceptualization to product engineering),. Effective MR at the
strategy phase can be leveraged in subsequent phases of PD process. From Table 2, we see that Syndicated Market
Analysis studies and Syndicated End-User studies are the MR tools deployed in this phase. The lead time for
performing syndicated research is about 40 days.
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Table 2: Information requirement and MR tools corresponding to the Product Development Process
Product Strategy
Formulation
Information
Requirement

MR Tool

Market
Overview &
Constraints

Customer
Pain Points

Information
Requirement
Customer
feedback
analysis
Product
Support data
analysis

Competitive
Analysis

Forecasts and
Trends

Product Conceptualization

Syndicated
Market
Analysis
Study
Syndicated
End User
Study

Competitive
product
information

Concept Selection

MR tool

Information
Requirement

Business
Intelligence
Tools

Customized
Market
Analysis
Competitive
Products
analysis

Interviews
and
Secondary
Research
(Sales Staff
and
Channel)

Customer
preferences

MR tool
Customized
Analyst
Reports,
Secondary
Research
Secondary
Research, Reengineering
Interviews
(Sales Staff,
Channel,
Customers),
BI Tools

Market sizing

Secondary
research

Product Design & Testing
Information
Requirement

MR tool

Detailed
customer
requirements

Conjoint
analysis

Pricing
Analysis

Conjoint
analysis

Product
adoption
estimates

Survey,
Conjoint
analysis

Customer
value

Survey

2.2. CONCEPT ENGINEERING
The activities of Concept Engineering include customer requirement analysis, product conceptualization, and
concept selection [6]. In addition to customer requirements analysis, we consider competitive action, and strategic
concept guidelines as sources of product concepts. Table 2 details the information requirements and MR tools for
the product conceptualization and concept selection activities.
In the product conceptualization activity, most of the customer information is obtained through analysis of
customer feedback and product support data. Although the information could be readily available, data cleansing,
and filtering are major challenges contributing to significantly to the time-to-market.
Interviews and focus groups involving consumers, sales staff, and the channel provide competitive information.
The identification of focus group participants and scheduling of focus groups are bottlenecks, principally due to
perceived lack of value to the focus group participants and schedule availability. Focus groups and interviews
usually require one resource to identify and schedule the research. A team of 2-3 resources conduct the focus groups
and interviews.
Scheduling of focus groups could take up as much as 15 days assuming up to five screening criteria to identify
the participant. The scheduling time usually increases significantly with additional criteria of selection. We
experience about 30 days of time for scheduling, assumes 2-3 working groups with about 10 participants in each
group. To estimate the time for MR employing interviews, we have assumed a sample size of 10-20 interviews, with
interview duration of 1-2 hrs per participant. We find that a sample size of 15 provides 90% of required
information, further interviews have decreasing marginal utility. The interview process typically takes about 30
days. Although identifying and scheduling interviews takes much less effort than focus groups, the process of
interviewing each individual extends the overall execution time.
Almost all of the information required in the Concept Selection phase is conventionally obtained using
secondary research, at the risk of lack of sufficient data. Since numerous product concepts are considered at this
phase, the concept selection team is usually constrained by budget and time. Conservative assumptions are
employed to satisfy the constraints. The assumptions are aimed at avoiding false-positive identification. Our
experience shows that most secondary research projects at the concept selection employ one or two resources and is
conducted over 5-10 days. Limited numbers of interviews, usually not exceeding five respondents are scheduled to
validate the findings of the secondary research.
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2.3. PRODUCT ENGINEERING
The Product Engineering phase begins with activities to revalidate the product concept that was approved in the
Concept Engineering phase. The purpose of this process is to finalize the feature and function requirements, and to
plan and design the product. Creation of Market Requirements and Product Requirements Documents (MRD and
PRD) involve MR activities. As noted in Table 2, the primary MR tools deployed include conjoint analysis survey
and conventional survey.
The execution time of the analysis varies from 45-60 days, depending on the sample size, the complexity of the
product, and the number of product specifications under consideration. The choice of Conjoint Analysis
methodology [8] significantly impacts the execution time. Although the high level processes involved with these
tools are very similar, the survey instruments and data analysis methods vary significantly between conventional
and conjoint surveys. In the Product Engineering phase, traditional surveys help in collecting both quantitative and
qualitative data. In addition to estimating customer value, surveys help in validating conjoint analysis data. The
activities of identification of survey participants and post survey data cleaning and analysis consume about 35% of
the execution time
2.4. BOTTLENECK IDENTIFICATION
Table 3 lists the primary MR tools deployed through the PD process. Further, we have estimated the execution
time for each of the MR tools. The assumptions of sample size and resource utilization have been provided in
Section 2.1 through Section 2.3. From our experience in conducting MR activities, we identified the sub-activities
involved in deploying MR tools and estimated their execution time. Table 3 lists the bottleneck sub activities along
with expected time to execute these activities.
Table 3: Bottleneck analysis of MR tools

Execution
time in days

Bottleneck Sub activities

Time in days to
execute
bottleneck subactivities

Syndicated
Research

40

"order to delivery" time for
external analyst firm

30

Focus Groups

30

Identifying participants &
scheduling Focus group

15

Interviews

30

Identifying participants

10

MR tool

Conducting interviews
Conjoint
Analysis &
Surveys

45-60

Identifying participants & building
survey instrument

15 – 20

Data Collection and analysis

15 – 25

3. RECOMMENDED PROACTIVE MARKET SENSING METHODOLOGIES
In this section we explain four proactive market sensing methodologies that enable execution time reduction of
MR. The theme of these recommendations is to address the specific activities that are in the critical path of PD.
3.1 PROACTIVE CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION AND SEGMENT USABILITY ANALYSIS
Historically, the focus of MR activities in the Product Strategy phase lies around macro-market analysis,
understanding customer pain points, and willingness to pay. The MR activities inherently assume homogeneity
within the target industry. While this method is proven and robust, companies often ignore the relevance of features
to usability across customer segments. Usability requirements are vital for designing the product. Lack of clarity in
usability requirements affects design objective credibility and ultimately affects time-to-market. Figure 3 shows the
missing link in most of the current customer segmentation efforts in the industry.
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To eliminate this uncertainty, organizations tend to spend significant time on need-based MR activities in
Concept Engineering and Product Engineering phase, performing secondary research and conjoint analysis
respectively. This affects the overall time-to-market and fails to consider the relevance of feature at the time the
product is launched in market.

Figure 3: Challenge in conventional Customer Segmentation exercise

We recommend that organizations focus on a detailed customer segmentation exercise during the product strategy
phase. The research should include requirements, feature relevance, and usability for each customer segment. This
would help in greater clarity of MR activities in Concept Engineering phase. Precise objectives improves the
effectiveness of secondary research based MR activity. The availability of segment-wise requirements enables
clarity in product positioning at the Concept Engineering phase. In turn, this reduces the complexity of conjoint
analysis in Product Engineering phase. From Table 3 we notice that simplification of conjoint analysis leads to
quicker data collection and analysis. An illustrative example of this recommendation is explained in Section 4.1
3.2 PROACTIVE RESEARCH PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT
Table 3 indicates that recruitment of participants is a common bottleneck for all MR tools. Inability to recruit the
right participants is often a major risk, affecting not only the time to completion but also quality of MR.
In order to reduce this risk, we recommend that organizations
• Collect and maintain a database of contacts of key customers and industry experts, and update this
database every quarter. This helps to resolve the bottleneck sub-processes of focus group, interviews,
conjoint surveys and conventional surveys.
• Constitute a Research Advisory Panel (RAP), to validate key MR insights in a periodic fashion, and to
ensure timing and scope of follow up MR activities. The RAP is a panel of key industry experts and MR
specialists.
Organizations that outsource participant recruiting, should choose to engage with recruiting companies on a
yearly subscription model. This increases vendor awareness of recruitment needs in the early stage of MR activity.
Ongoing engagement shifts transaction cost to outside of the critical path. The only activity to be performed by the
company is to provide the recruitment vendor with a screener guide every time participant recruitment needs to
occur.
3.3 PROACTIVE BUSINESS AND MARKET INTELLIGENCE DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS
Most product development activities begin with considerable secondary research to gather Market Intelligence
(MI) data. This activity helps in narrowing the ultimate focus of MR activities performed. We recommend that the
activity of collection and analysis of MI data be shifted from being need-based activity to being a proactive activity.
Proactive data gathering provides considerable time savings during the follow up MR activities. This secondary
research activity needs to be performed along the outcome of strategic product planning, to ensure alignment with
the business goals.
Companies should not restrict activities to data gathering, but they should also perform analysis of the data.
Simple proactive data gathering will result in more data, eventually leading to overhead at later stages. Instead of
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waiting till the time when analysis is needed, companies should perform analysis on the secondary data in various
dimensions such as customer segmentation, market trends, technology trends, and market sizing. These analyses
improve the quality of the secondary research being performed at the Concept Engineering phase. Robust secondary
research helps to focus downstream primary research, required to close information gaps, thereby reducing the
complexity of the primary researched based MR activity.
3.4 PARTNERSHIP WITH MR FIRMS FOR RAPIDLY CHANGING MARKET NEEDS
Many companies operating in the rapidly evolving technology industry do not build adequate competency in
rapid MR. Under these circumstances, companies can partner with to a global MR firm while focusing on their core
competency of product development. The partnership should extend into collaborative product planning, although
the domain expertise of the MR partner is critical to contextualize and analyze the MR data to client requirements.
In this operating model, the appropriate marketing personnel from the company need to collaborate with the MR
partner throughout the product development lifecycle. Figure 4 illustrates the elements of collaborative MR. These
MR activities can be out-sourced to the MR partner during the Product Strategy phase. The company can leverage
the MR outputs at set milestones of the PD process, without performing the activities reactively during the
execution of the PD process.

Figure 4: Elements of Collaborative Market Research

4. CASE-STUDIES
In this section we illustrate our recommendations through two case studies. For the global microscope vendor,
we have been involved with the redesign and implementation of the product development process with the objective
to decrease time-to-market. For the Asian car manufacturer, we have involved in the operational planning of a
global, dedicated Market Research Center (MRC).
4.1 GLOBAL MICROSCOPE VENDOR
The company is one of the leading microscopes manufacturers in the world. The company was facing severe
competitive pressure and loss of market share.
Although the product’s basic functionality had not changed, individual customer segments respond to varying value
propositions. For example medical researchers placed value on accuracy and flexibility through product modularity.
Certain industrial users attached greater value to automation of the quality inspection process, rather than product
modularity.
In an effort to understand the customer needs, the product managers used to perform reactive MR during the
development of each individual product. This led to a classic time pressure during the initial phases of the PD
process. Time-to-market got affected due to changing product requirements definition and engineering rework. In
order to achieve an aggressive reduction in time-to-market, we helped the client deploy three of our
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recommendations, namely
•
•
•

Proactive customer segmentation and segment usability analysis
Proactive research participant recruitment
Proactive market intelligence data gathering and analysis

The client adopted a detailed segmentation of the customer base, developed user requirements and constituted
individual segment strategy planning. These activities are performed cyclically, every three years. The detailed MR
exercise provided a Kano model representation of preferences, consumer usability analysis, and customer buying
behavior. Furthermore, the client created a RAP. To ensure proactive Market Intelligence, the client adopted various
activities such as continuous secondary research and regular sales feedback analysis, etc. Figure 5 shows the
adopted proactive MR practice, in relationship to the conventional best-practice PD process defined in Figure 2.

Customer
Segmentation

Segment
Preferences /
Requirements

Concept
Engineering

Product Strategy
by Segments

Product
Engineering

RAP Support
Proactive MR
Activates

MR activates outside the time-to-market critical path

Figure 5: PD Process indicating Proactive MR activities

The adoption of many proactive MR methodologies enabled the client to achieve requirements clarity through
secondary research in the concept engineering phase. The Concept Engineering phase requires approximately 20
days of MR activity. The complete Concept Engineering phase was completed within 12 weeks compared to an
average of almost a year as noted in Table 2. The conjoint and conventional surveys used to support the Product
Engineering phase get completed within 25 days, an almost 50% reduction compared to values identified in Table 3.
4.2 ASIAN CAR MANUFACTURER
The Asian car manufacturer being discussed has considerable global market share with aggressive growth in the
emerging markets. In response to its changing market sensing needs, the manufacturer is partnering with global
vendors in multiple geographies to develop dedicated Market Research Centers (MRC). The MRC is lead by
automobile industry experts and staffed with resources with domain and business expertise.
Table 4 details the activities of the dedicated MRC. The primary advantages of developing dedicated MRC
teams are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Flexibility to deploy additional resources on time constrained market research issues. Global vendor
could temporarily provide additional resources for a very time critical MR project.
Resources at global vendor continuously monitor global market trends and user preferences. This
improves market visibility and supports timely decision making during product planning
Analytical view points from various dimensions of market measurement to ensure complete visibility
into market
Time saving on secondary research and analytical activities during product planning cycle with
proactive secondary data collection and analysis
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Dedicated MRC helps by removing key activities such as data mining and analytics from the critical path of
product conceptualization phase. The MRC team functions as an extended marketing team of the car manufacturer.
The product manager from the car manufacturer works with the dedicated MRC in parallel to the critical activities
during product conceptualization and concept selection phases. The car manufacturer not only saves time in critical
path, but also derives analytical inferences from multiple dimensions of market dynamics. Moreover, a product
manager of the car manufacturer gets visibility into the future trends at specific geographies, thus influencing
product strategy development.
Table 4: Activities of MRC
Product Strategy
Formulation

Product
Conceptualization

Concept Selection

Identify current and
future market trends in
specific geographies

Data Mining from
Company provided
information sources

Perform feasibility analysis
for product features

Proactive Secondary
Research to identify
technology trends

Generate fact based
concept recommendations

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have established that MR significantly influences time-to-market of products. We identified that
the challenges and bottlenecks in the MR tools deployed in the PD process. Recruitment of participants for MR and
data analysis are primary bottlenecks in current MR tools. Based on this analysis, we have identified proactive MR
contributes significantly time critical effort in the PD process. We recommend that companies should adopt proactive in contrast to reactive MR, by performing detailed MR in the Product Strategy phase of the PD process. We
further recommend that companies should adopt the following four MR methodologies
•
•
•
•

Proactive customer segmentation and segment usability analysis
Proactive research participant recruitment
Proactive market intelligence data gathering and analysis, and
Partnership with MR firms for rapidly changing market needs
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ABSTRACT
As most future automotive innovations will be realized with software, the automotive industry is facing a
tremendous increase in software engineering. Consequently, the involvement of manufacturing engineering in
product development has been intensified since the increase in software based systems implies a greater number
of product variants and a higher degree of complexity that has to be managed in the manufacturing processes.

The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of the manufacturing engineering activities in product
development, specifically focusing on the development of software and electronics in the automotive industry. It
is presented as a case study with a qualitative approach where data were collected from documents and in
interviews with practitioners at a Swedish automotive company. Three main strategies were used to obtain
validity of the results: 1) prolonged involvement, 2) triangulation and 3) peer debriefing.

It can be concluded that there are challenges in the research area since 24 issues emerged from the data, which
could be related to manufacturing engineering/development, product development and management & control
activities. The results may primarily be used as input for improvements within the company and the methodology
can be utilized by other organizations that are interested in founding their development of working methods and
practice on empirically observed findings.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Trends in the automotive industry show that the number of electrical functions in vehicles is increasing and
that they are becoming more complex [1] and [2]. Current vehicles contain a number of Electronic Control Units
(ECU) with the prerequisite software that controls various electrical systems such as Infotainment and Climate
Control. These systems are mainly realized by software and electronics and [1] estimates that 80 percent of all future
automotive innovations will be driven by electronics and 90 percent thereof by software. According to [8] current
premium cars contain about 100 MB of binary code and it is expected that the upper class vehicles will have up to 1
GB of software in five years time. This evolution is pressing the automotive industry to elaborate appropriate
processes for the development of software based systems. The main goal of these processes is to achieve a quality
assured and cost efficient launch of the vehicles in the manufacturing process when production starts.
Consequently, the involvement of manufacturing engineering in development processes has become imperative
since the increase in software based systems implies a greater number of product variants and a higher degree of
complexity that has to be managed in the manufacturing processes. Product related items that influence production
are for instance electrical architecture, software download and diagnostic concepts and file sizes. Moreover, to
ensure that all the systems in the car work correctly when the car leaves the production line, methods for tests which
secure that the vehicles are correctly assembled , have to be designed during the development processes. Thus, the
needs for increasing flexibility and efficiency in vehicle production require more intelligent manufacturing that may
be obtained by exploiting the potential benefits of the growth of software based systems in vehicles. This requires a
well functioning interaction between the organizations for manufacturing and Research & Development (R&D).
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This paper presents an exploratory study whose purpose was to gain a better understanding of the interaction
between the organizations for R&D and Manufacturing, specifically focusing on the development of software based
systems in the automotive industry, from the point of view of stakeholders in the studied organization. The authors
expect that there are challenges related to the interaction between manufacturing and R&D during development of
software based systems in vehicles. The increase of software in vehicles and the experience and knowledge of one of
the researchers provide the grounds for proposing this theory.
The research was done as an explorative case study at Volvo Car Corporation (VCC) where one of the
researchers has worked with electrical manufacturing engineering for eight years. Twelve interviews were conducted
with different stakeholders concerned with software development, who were selected in order to constitute a
representative sample for the research area. The outcome of this study will be a number of findings that sets the
baseline for future research on the research area.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers earlier work related to the topic of this study. Section 3
describes the research method and the analysis of data. Section 4 presents the results and sections 5 and 6 discuss the
credibility of this work and the results. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
Research covering the specific research area dealt with in this work seems limited and especially when it comes
to empirically grounded work. However, [1], [2] and [8] support the assumed trend of a rapid increase in software
and software based functionality in automotives and discuss challenges for the automotive industry. Particularly [2]
presents challenges such as the need of building up software competencies and improving and adapting development
processes so that they support software engineering. Moreover, [2] also discusses the importance of requirement
engineering, systems integration and maintenance e.g. compatibility, diagnosis and repair, which are issues that have
an impact on the interaction between R&D and manufacturing.
There are a number of case studies addressing other research areas, which are using a qualitative approach where
the views from different stakeholders are considered. One example is the study by [9] which investigates the
requirements management process during product development with the purpose to bring forward experience and
knowledge in practice.
3. METHODOLOGY
The overall research method applied here is a single case study, which aims to explore an area of interest by
using a qualitative approach The lack of previous empirical studies in the research area motivates the explorative
nature of this study since it, according to [4], is useful when the purpose is to explore an area of interest and to obtain
an overview of a complex area. The main rational for the choosing a single case study design, as described in [3], are
based on the fact that one of the researchers is familiar with the case under study and has access to the organization.
Case studies are most suitable for investigating research questions of the types what, how and why. Hence, the study
this paper is based on was designed to explore the following question.
What challenges are there in the interaction between R&D and Manufacturing, specifically focusing on the
development of software based systems in the automotive industry?
3.1 CASE DESCRIPTION
This work was conducted at VCC, which is a premium car manufacturing company and has since 1999 been a
wholly-owned subsidiary to Ford Motor Company (FMC). VCC has approx. 25000 employees all over the world and
produces roughly 450000 cars per year. Incorporated processes in the Electrical Development Process (EDP) were
studied at the company. EDP originates from the traditional V-model and follows the overall product development
system, with its milestones (gates) for decision making in a vehicle project. One key process identified that
comprises frequent interactions between R&D and manufacturing is the software release process which manages the
release of software from product development to manufacturing.
3.2 DATA COLLECTION
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Six data sources that are most commonly used in case studies are discussed in [3]: documentation, archival
records, interviews, direct observation, participant-observation and physical artifacts. The data sources used and
found most appropriate for this study were interviews with identified key roles, pertinent documents describing
software development processes and archival records with project information at the company.
The strategy for sampling interviewees can be described as heterogeneous and purposive as described in [4].
Thus, the interviewees were selected on the basis to pinpoint and cover all the roles that are involved in the
interaction between manufacturing and R&D. This was achieved by examining the roles in the software release
process together with representatives of the studied organization. It was also preferred that the number of participants
from R&D and manufacturing would be fairly balanced. However, limited availability of staff for some roles resulted
in that ten participants were part of the R&D organization, ranging from project leaders and managers to designers,
and only two manufacturing engineers (ME) were representing the manufacturing organization. This imbalance was
alleviated by selecting three participants at R&D with experience of manufacturing engineering.
In the preparation phase an interview instrument was prepared and based on the outline recommended in [4]. The
interview questions were developed by the researchers to cover the area of interest and answer the research question.
The questions were designed as open-ended, supporting a semi-structured interview style as described in [4]. This
interview technique was found most appropriate for this study since it is primarily explorative. Further, in order not
to drift away from relevant subjects during the interviews, it is recommended that there is a certain level of structure.
To ensure that the questions were comprehensible, unambiguous and had the ability to answer the research question,
the interview guide was reviewed by members of the research community and representatives of the studied
company.
A pretest was carried out by interviewing participants representing different roles. The pretest had three major
objectives: 1) check the risk for loss of information when using a tape recorder, 2) check bias from one of the
researchers when interviewing colleagues and 3) evaluate the interview guide. Four pre-interviews were conducted
by two researchers where two of the sessions were recorded. Moreover, one of the interviews was with a close
colleague of one of the researchers The impression was that the interviewees spoke freely and were not bothered by
the presence of the tape recorder during the session. Further, [5] strongly recommends the use of a recording device
when software development topics are discussed; thus it was decided that the remaining interviews would be
recorded. The risk for bias from one of the researchers when interviewing a close colleague was judged by the
researchers as impossible to exclude. Hence, the researcher was replaced by another researcher, familiar with the
study, during further interviews with these colleagues. The interview guide was slightly modified where the sequence
and the formulation of some of the questions were changed. Further, the pre-interviews were considered possible to
use in the analysis.
The organization and the participants were informed about the study and the measures taken such as data
protection for integrity of the organization and participants. Twelve interviews were conducted with two
interviewers, where one was responsible for the interview process and the other took extensive notes. The rationales
of having two interviewers were based on a number of advantages and disadvantages discussed in [5] , practical
circumstances and [10] who argues that multiple investigators enhances creative potential and the confidence in the
results. The length of the interviews varied from 60 to 120 minutes.
3.3. DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis was influenced by the principles of grounded theory presented in [6], i.e. theories grounded in data,
since this inquiry has an explorative approach. However, complementary advice was needed as it is not an easy task
to carry out an analysis based only on the prescriptions for a genuine grounded theory. In [3] the importance of
having a general analytic strategy is advocated, which is the best preparation for conducting a case study as it
facilitates the analysis. Analysis of case studies can be based on three strategies: 1) relying on theoretical
propositions, 2) rival explanations and 3) case descriptions. The first strategy was chosen for the analysis by relying
on the theoretical proposition for this study, which claims that there might exist challenges regarding the interaction
between manufacturing and R&D during development of software based systems in vehicles. The data analysis was
based on the approach described by [7] with three concurrent "flows of activity": data reduction, data display and
conclusion drawing/verification.
All the interviews were documented with notes taken by one of the interviewers and ten were also recorded. The
recorded interviews were transcribed before the analysis and varied between six and ten pages in length. The
transcription was done by one of the researchers since it was not possible to allocate extra resources for this timeconsuming work. According to [3] the benefits of sources of evidence can be maximized if the study follows three
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principals: 1) use multiple sources of evidence, 2) create a case study database and 3) maintain a chain of evidence.
Interview data such as tapes, transcripts and notes were stored together with pertinent documents in a case study
database with a principal layout showed in table 1. The analysis of interview data was divided into four main phases
where all the phases were iterated several times. The first phase included filtering of data by extracting relevant
statements from passages in the raw data. In the second phase, the remaining information was scrutinized, gathered
in a list and sorted into statements with an identification number. Moreover, to be able to maintain a chain of
evidence, the list also contained references to passages in the raw data. Phase 3 comprised grouping statements that
were displayed as issues at an appropriate level of abstraction so that they could be linked to theory and research
question. To enhance the credibility of the results, phase one to three were carried out separately and in parallel by
two researchers. In phase 4 the two researchers reviewed and discussed their results together with two other
researchers, which resulted in a number of refined issues. Further, the issues were sorted into three main categories
on level 1 that were based on the sub processes to the product&manufacturing development process at the company.
Categories on lower levels emerged from the analysis of data.
The document analysis was guided by the extracted results of the interviews and covered archival records with
project information and documentation describing processes and instructions related to EDP. For each of the issues
identified, relevant documentation was examined to check whether it indeed confirmed the issue. If the
documentation contained what was included in an issue, it was considered to support it. Similarly, if the
documentation contradicted what was included, it was considered not to support the issue.
Since this study has a flexible design, as discussed in [4], research procedures and questions that emerged, were
described in a case study protocol based on the recommendations in [3] and attached to each issue together with the
initial purpose and research questions in the study. This enhances the reliability of the results by enabling the
possibility to trace any changes concerning procedures and research questions during the inquiry.
Table 1: Principal layout of the case study data base
Issue
1

Description
Production requirements are
unclear and not easy to find.

Interview statements
Interview 1 statement 2
(1:2); 1:8;1:9…..

Documents /records
Document.xxxx
Record yyyy

Procedures and questions
Interviews and documents, interaction
R&D and Manufacturing

4. RESULTS
The analysis resulted in 24 issues divided into two groups. Table 2 contains issues in group 1 that primary
address the research question in this study. Secondary issues that were found important but have a weaker relation to
the scope of this work were placed in group 2, see table 3. Further, tables 2 and 3 present the contribution from the
used information sources and how respective issue was supported by participants at R&D and manufacturing.
Table 2: Primary Issues
Issue
no

Description

1
2
3
4

Production requirements are unclear and not easy to find
Lack of processes that secure design for testability in production
Lack of processes that secure design for SW download and Car Configuration in production
Compliance with processes and instructions for quality assured release of software changes
in production can be improved
Prerequisites for appropriate verification of manufacturing processes that are affected by SW
in vehicles are not fulfilled
Lack of modeling possibilities of manufacturing processes that are affected by SW in
vehicles
There are potential improvements of the manufacturing processes that are affected by SW in
vehicles
There is a need of improving SW competence within the manufacturing organization
There is a need of maintaining and developing knowledge about manufacturing within the
R&D organization
There is a need of preserving and facilitating a smooth collaboration between manufacturing
and R&D

5

6

7

8
9

10

Interview study

* Manufacturing
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Document
study

R&D

Man*

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
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Table 3: Secondary issues
Issue
no
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

23
24

Description

Working processes and quality instructions for development of SW and electronics are not
always adopted
Method of working developed and tools tends not to be adapted for development of SW and
electronics
Difficult to achieve smooth transfer of new technology to product development projects
Deployment of resources is not given priority in early product development phases
Decisions and decision making processes are not always perceived as clear
The quality of specified product requirements needs to be improved
Late changes of product requirements cause difficulties in quality assuring SW functionality
Lack of sufficient tools and working processes for inspection/verification of requirements
Lack of efficient tools and working processes for requirement handling
Lack of sufficient tools and working processes for modeling SW functionality
There is a need of establishing appropriate conditions for supporting and communicating
with suppliers
The collaboration with other brands and internal between functions/disciplines can be
improved
Lack of understanding for SW engineering outside the units working with SW
The suppliers do not always have necessary experience and competence in software
engineering for quality assurance of SW deliveries

Interview study
R&D
Man*
X
X

Document
study

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

* Manufacturing

Figure 1 shows the categorization of the issues where level 1 has been derived from the sub processes to the
product&manufacturing development process. Underlying levels emerged from the data set.
5. VALIDITY EVALUATION
Four tests to establish the quality of
case studies can be discussed in terms of
construct, external and internal validity
and reliability, according to [3]
Construct validity: Concerns
establishing correct operational measures
for the concepts being studied. and the
threats to can be expressed as respondent
biases and researcher biases that were
mitigated by utilizing three different
strategies discussed in [4]; 1) Prolonged
involvement, 2) Triangulation and 3) Peer
debriefing
Prolonged involvement means to learn
the culture and to building trust. One of
the researchers has worked eight years
with electrical manufacturing engineering.
This strategy was used to guard against
respondent bias. Triangulation involves
the use of multiple sources that enhance
the rigor of the research. In this study data
were triangulated with interviews, archival
Figure 1: Categorization
records with project information and documents describing processes related to the studied case. Further, observer
triangulation was utilized since two researchers conducted the interviews and had the possibility to discuss and
analyze the outcome from the interviews. Peer debriefing means that analysis and conclusions are shared and
reviewed by other researchers. This was obtained by conducting the analysis with two researchers and gathering
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discussion groups where analyses and conclusions were discussed with both research colleagues and members of the
studied organization who were familiar with the study. They all agreed with the conclusions of the study.
Additionally, to maintain a chain of evidence a case study data base was established, and to evaluate the correctness
of the prepared interview guide and analyze the bias from one of the researcher's close relation to colleagues, four
pre-interviews were conducted. ,
Internal validity: Concerns establishing causal relationships, whereby certain conditions are shown to lead to
other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships according to [3]. For example, the interviewees may
not express their real opinions, because they feel restricted by the recording of what they say on paper, and this is a
threat to the internal validity. This threat can be limited by participants being guaranteed anonymity by the
researchers in interviews. Further, the pre-interviews were used to analyze the impact of using tape recorder. The
impression was that the interviewees spoke freely and were not disturbed by the recording device. However, this
study is primary explorative and according to [3] internal validity is mainly a concern in explanatory case studies.
External validity, Generalizability: It is not possible to generalize the results of this study to studies at other
automotive companies. However, the study was performed at VCC which has a leading role in development of
software based systems in FMC that is one of the major automotive manufacturers in the world. This should
strengthen the possibility to generalize. The purpose of this study, however, is not to generalize the results since a
similar study at another automotive company would most likely result in other findings. Nevertheless., the study may
be useful to other organizations that are interested in founding their development of their work practice on
empirically observed findings. To enhance the external validity of the results, more case studies should be conducted
on similar contextual conditions.
Reliability: According to [3] the objective is to be sure that if a later investigator followed the same procedures
as those used by an earlier investigator and conducted the same case study all over again, the later investigator
should obtain the same findings and arrive at the same conclusions To ensure reliability two tactics in case studies
are discussed in [3]: 1) establishment of a case study protocol with a complete record of all the various activities
carried out in connection to the study and 2) develop a case study database where all the collected data are stored
and structured. To increase the reliability of the results, these tactics have been used in this study.
6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Deeper discussions about every single issue are not included in this paper due to space limitations. In order to
cover the sub categories to manufacturing development and management&control, representative primary issues
have been selected and will be explicitly discussed. Overall, the results support the proposed theory in this study
which anticipated that there are challenges related to the interaction between manufacturing and R&D during
development of software based functions in vehicles. The data analysis resulted in 24 issues. These were divided into
ten primary and 14 secondary issues mainly depending on their importance to the area of interest in this study and
how they were supported by the sources of information.
The accuracy of dividing the findings into primary and secondary issues can be discussed since it is based on the
judgment of the researchers involved and members of the organization under study. An extensive investigation may
be needed to gain a more solid basis for this division, for example by conducting an inquiry where a number of
stakeholders give priority to each issue with regard to their importance to the research area.
Eight of the primary issues in table 2 are supported by both R&D and manufacturing, which indicates concordant
views from both organizations for these issues. Contradictory, issue I3 and issue I7 are only supported by R&D.
However, by considering the views from three of the participants from R&D who had experience from
manufacturing engineering, also these issues are supported by manufacturing. It can be discussed whether this
observation allow to conclude common views also on these two issues. Nevertheless, it gives grounds for such an
assumption, which can be verified by extended interviews with participants from manufacturing.
Table 3 shows that a majority of the secondary issues are only supported by R&D. However, by considering three
of the participants' backgrounds as above, all of the secondary issues become supported by manufacturing. A natural
explanation might be that these issues have a stronger relationship to the software development at R&D than the
primary issues. It can also indicate that there is a lack of insight and knowledge about the software development
processes among the participants from manufacturing.
The categorization in figure 3 shows that 12 of the issues discovered had a connection to management & control
activities. Although, the other 12 issues were placed in other categories, most of them have some relationship to
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management. Since this study deals with the interaction between to organizations, it is not a surprise that a majority
of the findings can be related to management activities within areas like project control, competence and
collaboration. The results of the study cannot be directly generalized since an inquiry that investigates a similar case
in another organization would probable not yield the same findings. In order to enhance the possibility to generalize,
it can be discussed whether the issues could be displayed on a higher level of abstraction. However, the risk for
presenting too abstract issues which are difficult to link to the research area and not possible to put into practice in
the studied organization were considered
This study can best be characterized as exploratory and as having as its aim to set the baseline for future research
as there is currently a lack of previous empirical case studies in the area of interest. Hence, the report does not
provide closer analyses of the results that may explain the findings and be used to investigate possible dependencies
between the issues. This could be achieved by extending the study with a questionnaire that contains more structured
questions created on the basis of the findings of this study
Issue 1 Production requirements are unclear and not easy to find: This issue was agreed upon by all the
participants. The general opinion was that there is a lack of explicit production requirements particularly considering
diagnostics and available time for software download. It was also mentioned that an official way of working in
handling prerequisites for production is missing and is mainly based on experience and informal contacts. This issue
has a close relationship to the secondary issues I16, I17, I18 and I19 in the sub category requirements engineering.
For example, in issue I18 some participants experienced that requirements are distributed over many locations and it
is difficult to find and obtain a survey of all the requirements. Further, one of the observations in [9] considering
incorporation of manufacturing requirements was that manufacturing requirements are experienced based rather than
specifying purposes and goals, and describing expected results.
Issue 2 Lack of processes that secure design for testability in production: Design for testability of software
based functions in production means that test methods for functions and components are developed to meet the
manufacturing demands on efficiency and delivered quality. For example, a visual test by an operator does not fulfill
these goals since the test method is subjective (judgment of an operator) and requires operator time. Missing working
procedures during product development for dealing with elicitation of test methods in production was a recurrent
comment among the interviewees. They particularly mentioned the need for developing and tailoring diagnostics for
manufacturing purposes as well. However, the participants had deviating views about the organizational aspects,
specifically regarding how responsibility should be distributed between manufacturing and R&D for driving this
task. Not surprisingly, the participants from manufacturing thought that R&D should be the driver. However, there
were different opinions between the interviewees from R&D who commented on this matter, which was unexpected.
Issue 7 There are potential improvements of the manufacturing processes that are affected by SW in vehicles:
The main tasks in the manufacturing processes that are affected by the software in vehicles are downloading software
and electrical testing that secure that the vehicles are correctly assembled. The interviewees emphasized three areas
of improvement for these processes. First was mentioned, the need for common processes for downloading software
and testing in all the production units at FMC. This has an impact on the car projects since the design of software has
to be adapted to fit all the plants. Secondly, most of the interviewees that belonged to the R&D organization
expressed their wish to be able to download more software in production since it implies a number of advantages
such as reduced amount of hardware variants and rapid handling of quality issues by releasing new software. On the
other hand, this may involve an increase of process time and tooling cost in production, which are factors that must
be considered. The third improvement was expected and deals with the importance of obtaining robust
manufacturing processes. Critical factors such as reliable and user-friendly tools, qualified and obliging suppliers of
equipment and flawless releases of test scripts were brought up as factors for accomplishing this.
Issue 8 There is a need of improving SW competence within the manufacturing organization: The increase in
software related activities will force the automotive manufacturers to adapt the traditions in mechanical engineering
to software engineering. Thus, the ability to build up software competencies in the automotive industry will become
essential and is presented as one of the challenges in [2]. The general opinion among the participants was that the
level of software competence varies in the manufacturing organization. To be able to take the right decisions and
make the right priorities in software related issues in production, some of the interviewees emphasized the
importance of sufficient software knowledge on the management level. Further, the overall level of software
engineering know-how influences the possibility to obtain the right understanding of and attitude towards quality
assured handling of electrical faults in the plants. Another factor that was brought up was better procedures for
transferring competence from trained operators used in new model pre series to operators in running production.
Issue 10 There is a need of preserving and facilitating a smooth collaboration between manufacturing and
R&D: The ME role involves electrical preproduction activities by maintaining a close co-operation with R&D. Most
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interviewees had good experiences from the collaboration between R&D and ME considering software development.
However, they stated that it is based mainly on personal contacts and some interviewees highlighted the necessity of
preserving and creating organizational opportunities for proper co-operation. Moreover, the importance of having
well functioning project teams with stakeholders representing involved disciplines during product development was
emphasized by the interviewees. In order to fulfill customers increasing demands on products, there are a number of
proponents in the literature, for example [11], of a more concurrent and multi-disciplinary approach to the
development of products. This can be achieved by establishing multi-disciplinary project teams, which maximize the
use of cross-functional activities such as Failure Mode and Effect Analyses (FMEA) and Design for Manufacture and
Assembly (DFMA). Thus, representation and active involvement of the manufacturing function on project teams is
required, which complies with the participants view on project team work.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an explorative case study of the interaction between R&D and manufacturing focusing on
software engineering in the automotive industry. Due to the explorative nature of the study, a qualitative research
approach was found most appropriate where data were collected from pertinent documents and in semi-structured
interviews. Twelve interviews were conducted with employees at VCC who represent identified key roles that are
involved in the interaction between R&D and manufacturing. To enhance the validity of the results, three primary
strategies were used: 1) prolonged involvement, 2) triangulation and 3) peer debriefing.
It can be concluded that the results support the proposed theory in this study since the data analysis resulted in 24
issues. These were divided into ten primary and 14 secondary issues depending on their importance to the area of
interest in this study. A majority of the discovered issues can be related to management & control activities as this
study focuses on the interaction between two organizations The results may primary serve as input for improvements
of the activities in the studied organization and the study can be useful to other organizations that are interesting in
founding their development of work practice on empirically observed findings.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents efficient algorithm that SATISFIES quality restriction for quality improvement on a various
kind of product type and parallel machines. Quality began to be taken seriously in manufacturing at in time. So this
paper proposed efficient production scheduling which applies a quality index in existing method. And this paper
presents algorithm to minimize due dates. General production environment is processing time, work ready time and
rework according to processing level exists. This paper expressed the processing level that influence in rework
generation with the expected value. And this algorithm APPLIES due date algorithm so that observance due
DATES. The quality index is introduced to provide means of standardizing processing level distributions. The index
is used to assure predetermined quality level while minimizing due date delays when dispatching products. And if
the method that it presented is applied dispatching rules, the process will be reduced in rework process. So the total
process will be able to prevent increasing delays. The performance evaluation that it presented compare various
dispatching method. And if the method which it proposed is applied at the general manufacturing field, the
manufacturing company will be possibility of improving a product quality and observance due date. So the
company will be able to raise reliability by the customer’s expectation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today companies make constant efforts to enhance the quality of their products or services to survive the fierce
competition. Securing higher quality than competitors has become essential to the survival and prosperity in the era of
infinite competitions. That is, companies in the modern society compete against each other vehemently to survive in
the quality-oriented environment, in which the top priority is to meet the customers’ quality needs for a product or
service.
In the past of small-line mass production, producing the most products at the lowest possible costs was the goal of
production and management. Today the goal has shifted to making and delivering a product demanded by the
customer at a lower cost due to the orientation to quality. But it’s not easy for a company to accomplish the strategy
because the greater quality demands are, the more difficult it is to make a delivery in time. Quality enhancement means
many restrictions and longer processing time on the available facilities, which in turn leads to longer waiting time and
greater difficulty with meeting the due date. Meanwhile, the overall quality degradation of products is inevitable when
meeting the due date is the only concern and thus allocating jobs to the machines without quality restrictions. When a
manufactured product fails to meet the quality standards, there occurs a failure cost, which refers to the cost involved
with a product that doesn’t meet the quality standards. Once it happens, it can harm the management achievement and
image of the company, which will also lose trust of the customers and eventually its competitive edge. Thus today’s
companies are on a mission to come up with an efficient strategy to keep upgrading quality and meeting the due date
at the same time.
This study suggested an efficient production method to consider quality and meet the due date, considering the
recent changes to the market. It researched efficient dispatching to resolve quality restrictions and meet the due date.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (82)-2-925-5035; Fax: (82)-2-929-2920; E-mail: tyzxkorea01@korea.ac.kr
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
There was no previous study to consider both delivery and quality. This study set out to suggest an efficient
dispatching method to resolve quality restrictions and allow for delivery in time for the purpose of quality
improvement. Related literature was reviewed on the two subjects to see if there would be an efficient alternative.
2.1. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON DISPATCHING RULES
Common dispatching methods include FIFO(First in Out), EDD(Earliest Due Date), MS(Minimum Slack), and
SPT(Shortest Process Time). There were researches that properly utilized and developed them to fit the production
site. Kim and Boborowski(1994) investigated a plan to take into account order-dependent setup time and dispatching
time. In the study, they conducted simulations to figure out the impacts of setup time on the production system like
production by order and demonstrated that the issue of scheduling should be considered by the pool when setup time
is order-dependent.
There have been many researches on how to minimize the greatest lateness time( Lmax ) in a plan for a single
machine with no setup time. When there are no limitations with dispatching time in such a case, one can easily obtain
the optimal solution by using the EDD(Earliest Due Date) rule(Baker and Su, 1774). But it turns into a difficult
problem to solve(NP-hard) when there are limitations with dispatching time( 1| rj | Lmax )(Garey and Johnson, 1979).
A pure parallel machine problem(P||Lmax) is an NP-hard(Pinedo, 2002). It’s even harder to solve a problem with
order-dependent setup time( P | rj , sij | Lmax )(Ovacik, 1995).
There have been researches on minimizing TWT(Total Weighted Tardiness), as well. Kim(1995) adopted a hybrid
approach by combining the dispatching rules with neural networks to solve a problem of minimizing
TWT( 1| sij | TWT ). Lee(1997) suggested a three-stage heuristic procedure to adopt ATCS(Apparent Tardiness Cost
with Setup) to solve a ( 1| sij | TWT ) problem. Lee(1997) suggested a three-stage heuristic technique by combining
the dispatching rules with simulated annealing to solve a problem of minimizing TWT( P | sij | TWT ). In the study,
he revised the ATCS rule suggested for a single machine problem before adopting it. Schutten(1996) addressed a
problem of minimizing the total tardiness on an identical parallel machine( P | sij | TWT ) by using the Branch and
Bound, which, however, raises many problems with performance speed due to many neighborhoods.
In those previous studies, most of the dispatching rules were used in respect to planning and based on the
assumption that dispatching for a process progress was done according to a plan. But they usually fail to stick to the
plan on the site due to constantly changing process situations and emergency work. And most of the studies didn’t
consider rework issues. Even though rework doesn’t require emergency measures, it’s often the case to revise a plan
due to abrupt work. Thus it’s necessary to study efficient dispatching methods applicable to the site real-time, which
was not covered in the previous studies.
2.2. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON QUALITY
Previous studies on quality were dominated by inventory policies related to rework and the lot size of economic
rework.
Flapper(2004) dealt with the inventory management of products waiting for rework. In the study, he calculated
average profits by the unit hour according to disposal and rework strategies. But he assumed that the lot amount of
common and rework products is always constant and failed to consider delivery problems according to adjustments of
the production plan for ordered products.
Everett(2001) used quality instead of rework and compared the percentage of mineral contents of ores. Unlike a
common manufacturing environment, the study was not equipped to do rework but claims significance in that it
quantified quality.
Ko, H. H.(2008) ranked quality of good products instead of rework. It shares the same situation with this study in that
it considered both quality and delivery at the same time. But it employed the Process Capability Index suggested by J.
M. Juran(1981) in standardizing quality and turning it into indexes and thus differs from this study. Although the
Process Capability Index has huge significance in that it reflects not only the process spread but also the location of
process means, it cannot represent the quality distribution completely, which is attributed to the possibility that
inclinations can vary in the distribution of the same Cpk(Process Capability Index). In other words, the smaller
variance is, the bigger Cpk becomes, which makes Cpk undesirable when considering how many products close to the
target goal can be produced as well as the volume of products within the standard limitations.
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A review of those previous studies reveals that only Ko, H. H.(2008) took into account both delivery and quality
just like this study. The studies on quality were usually limited to rework management, inventory policies, or lot
amounts, considering no delivery. Thus the study set out to suggest an efficient dispatching method to resolve quality
restrictions and meet the due date at the same time.

3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The study set out to suggest an efficient dispatching method to satisfy quality restrictions and meet the due date at
the same time. <Figure 1> shows a process situation applied in the study. When a client places an order, work is
composed with the product type and due date. Then the composed work is entered in the workstation queue and on
standby. When processing is complete and the machine is idle, the works on standby are dispatched according to
dispatching methods. Once selected, the works are fed into the machine and processed during the setup and processing
time according to product types. After processing is over, the works are moved to a measuring place, get measured,
and receive results. If the results say the works are good with no defects, the current process will be finished. When
there are defects, the current lot will be disposed altogether.

Figure 1. System configuration

The machines of the workstation have different processing time, work processing quality levels, and setup time
according to product types. Processing time varies according to product types but is the same among the machines.
The work processing quality levels vary according to machine and product types and records a normal distribution.
And setup time has something to do with the product type on the machine right before the current one. It also varies
between the previous product type on the machine and the current one.
Work is defined by the product type, release time, and due date. When processing is over and the product is judged
to be good after measuring, there is also completion time. Completion time is the addition of setup and processing time
to the time input to the machine. Occurrence of works is sequential, and there is no knowing the information about
work occurrence in advance.
Once a work is completed on the machine, it is measured and receives a result in the form of target and
measurement. The difference between the target and actual measurement is called quality. The work result is decided
on the machine. The processing levels of completed works differ according to the product types and machines.
Dispatching is decided according to the dispatching method on the occurrence of standby works when there is no
work waiting in the workstation queue and there is an idle machine available at the occurrence.
To sum it up, a work is characterized by possible release time, due date, processing type by the products,
order-dependent setup time, and processing quality levels by the products and machines. The study set out to suggest
a dispatching method to resolve quality restrictions and meet the due date for the purpose of quality improvement.
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[Notation]

j ( j =1,…, N ): the job index
m(m = 1,..., M ) : the machine index
i (i = 1,..., P) : the product index
C j : the completion time of the job j
D j : the due date of job j
rj : the release time of job j
q ji : the quality of job j having i product type
Ti : the target quality value of product i
M ji : the measure value of job j having i product type
L ji : the grade job j having i product type
D : the grade interval
Rt : the individual rank
U : the upper limit value of the individual rank
L : the lower limit value of the individual rank
μ jm : the average quality of job j in machine m
σ jm : the standard deviation quality of job j in machine m
f jmR : the probability of individual rank
t
E jm [ Rt ] : the expected value of processing quality
Q jm : the normal quality index of job j in machine m
I j ,m (t , l ) : the dispatching index of job j in machine m at time t when job l has completed
p j : the process time of job j

p : the average processing times
s : the average setup times
slj : the setup time between job l and j
k1 , k2 , k3 : the scaling parameter
4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In an attempt to enhance quality in the process environment presented in the Problem Description, the study set out
to suggest an efficient dispatching method to resolve quality restrictions and meet the due date. The indicators related
to delivery are Total Tardiness, Lmax, and Mean Tardiness, among which Total Tardiness and Mean Tardiness are
applicable to the sequential work occurrence covered in the study. Mean Tardiness was adopted considering meeting
the due date for the works that occurred for a long term. The suggested method is presented in Formula (1) below:

1 n
Max(C j − D j , 0)
∑
n →∞ n
j =1

Min lim

st.
Qualityij ≥ Tresholdi

(1)
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The goal of Formula (1) is to minimize Mean Tardiness for the sequential works that satisfy quality restrictions
( Quality ji ≥ Treshold i ). Max (C j − D j , 0) refers to completion time that’s subtracted by the due date, meaning
lateness time. Mean Tardiness is obtained by dividing Total Tardiness by the works. Only the works that satisfy the
critical value of the minimum quality grade of each product type are selected. That is, the goal is to reduce tardiness
while resolving quality restrictions.
Using the Mean Tardiness indicator, the study suggested an efficient dispatching method to resolve quality
restrictions in the suggested process environment and meet the due date through a two-stage process in order to
address the problems suggested in the study.
The first stage involves calculating a quality index that standardizes quality so as to resolve quality restrictions and
compare quality differences among dispatched works. A quality index is quantified on the same criteria by
determining a rank on the processing levels distributions that are different among the products and machines and
obtaining expected values. Using the result, dispatching is carried out in the order of quality expected value.
In the second stage, choices are made among the works that satisfy quality restrictions using the quality index from
the first stage. The due date, setup time and processing time are considered to allow for efficient dispatching. Among
the previous studies on meeting the due date, Lee(1995) suggested ATCS(Apparent Tardiness Cost with Setup),
which is regarded as the most efficient method. Suggested to solve a problem of minimizing TWT(Total Weighted
Tardiness) by taking into account order-dependent setup time and due date, the rule demonstrated superior
performance. The study suggested ATCSEQ that’s an algorithm to reflect quality on the proven ATCS rule.
4.1. QUALITY INDEX
There are several indexes used to measure the performance of a production process at a manufacturing factor, and
the number of waiting works, the number of completed works, and rework rate are some of them. Although rework
rate is the only index to have something to do with quality, it cannot present quality differences. Thus efforts should be
made to standardize quality marks so that quality differences can be presented through a standardized index to
measure and compare work quality. In the study, the processing levels to affect defect rates of products are presented
in stochastic expected values and used as a quality index. Quality was defined as correspondence to demands.
Products can be judged as good or defected according to correspondence to demands, which allows for quality
quantification. That is, it can be presented via an error between the target point and the measuring point after
processing as in Formula (2).

q ji = (Ti − M ji ) / L ji

(2)

In Formula (2), q ji which represents the quality of individual products, is obtained by subtracting M ji which is
measured value after processing, from the target value T that’s decided for the products to be processed in the process.
The quality of individual products is decided by the processing quality levels on the machine according to product
types. Work quality happens from the processing distribution of the product and machine according to the processing
levels of each machine. But the variability of distribution makes it difficult to use individual quality as the quality
index to represent the all. Thus it’s necessary to devise a quality index to represent the entire process by considering
quality variability and using the quality of individual products.
The study presented the different processing levels of each product on the machines in stochastic expected values
and used them as the quality standardization index to represent the entire process by supplementing the Process
Capability Index suggested in Ko, H. H.(2008). The Cpk was considered to be undesirable when considering how
many products close to the target goal could be produced as well as the volume of products within the standard
limitations. Such a disadvantage of Cpk was addressed in the study. The stochastic expected value of processing levels
is obtained by multiplying each predetermined rank from the unique distribution of each processing level by weights
and adding the results. Using expected values as a quality standardized index makes it possible to express a difference
from the target value that’s not expressed with Cpk and present the mean quality of individual works in detailed ranks.
That is, the closer to the target value the processing level of a work is, the higher rank of expected value it has. On the
contrary, the more distant from the target value the processing level of a work is, the lower rank of expected value is
has.
When quality is managed by ranks, the company can sell its products by ranks at differentiated prices, and the
customer can purchase a product that meets his or her quality level by considering economic feasibility.
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Figure 2. Processing quality distribution of job j whose product type is i

<Figure 2> shows a process of calculating expected values used in the quality index suggested in the study and
assumes that ranks are decided based on the target quality. One can calculate the probability for each rank by using
Formula (3).
i −1

P( X = i , rank ) = P( X ≤ iU ) − P( X ≤ iL) − ∑ P( X = j , rank )

(3)

j =1

Formula (3) can be written like Formula (4) by converting it to the probability value of standard normalization
whose average is 0 and whose variance is 1.

DRtU − μ jm
DRtL − μ jm ⎪⎫ t −1
⎪⎧
f jmR = ⎨ P( Z ≤
) − P( Z ≤
) ⎬ − ∑ f jmR
t
n
σ jm
σ jm
⎩⎪
⎭⎪ n =1

(4)

The next stage involves obtaining the expected value of processing quality from Formula (4) for the probability of
each rank. Weights are added to each rank determined from the unique distribution of each processing level as in
Formula (5).
n

E jm [ Rt ] = ∑ Rt f Rt

(5)

t =1

The value calculated from Formula (5) is the average quality rank of individual works, which is the basis for
comparing quality restrictions and devising a standard quality factor in Formula (7).
4.2. A DISPATCHING METHOD TO REFLECT QUALITY
In order to resolve quality restrictions and minimize lateness time, the study entered the second stage, where
efficient works were implemented considering the due date, setup time and processing time. The study improved the
ATCS suggested by Lee(1997) as a dispatching method by reflecting quality on it and suggested and utilized the
ATCSEQ, which calculates work weights by using processing time, allowance time, and order-dependent setup time
reflected in the ATCS and the quality index. The works whose importance was high according to ATCSEQ
calculations were selected. The selected works turned out to have little processing time, allowance time, and setup
time on the given machine and high quality. That can be presented in the following formulas:

E jm [ Rt ]
⎧
⎫
..............E jm ≥ Treshold ⎪
⎪1 −
Q jm = ⎨ Maxlank
⎬
⎪0................................E jm p Treshold ⎪
⎩
⎭
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I j ,m (t , l ) =

k3Q jm
pj

exp(−

Max(d j − p j − t , 0)
k1 p

) exp(−

slj
k2 s

)

(7)

The expected value of processing quality is calculated based on Formula (5) to obtain ATCSEQ results. Then
Formula (6) is used to see the expected value of processing quality meets the quality restriction conditions. The first
term of Formula (7) presents if quality is met and if there is a difference through Formula (6).
The first term of Formula (7) represents quality and Shortest Processing Time (SPT). When quality is high and
processing time is small, it tends to be high.
The quality factor ( Q jm ) of the firs term ranges from 0 to 1 through Formula (6). The denominator of the first term of
the SPT rule also ranges from 0 to 1.
The second term represents the Minimum Slack (MS) rule of allowance time and figures out allowance time before the
due date. When there is little allowance before the due date, it gets close to 1. When there is much allowance, it gets
close to 0.
And the third term represents the Shortest Setup Time (SST) rule and reflects order-dependent setup time. When
order-dependent setup time is small, it gets close to 1. When it is big, it gets close to 0.

5. CONCLUSION AND AFTER RESEARCH
When the ATCSEQ, which utilizes the expected value of processing level ranks suggested in the study, is applied
to an actual process of work, it will enhance the average quality of products that was not covered by the ATCS rule.
ATCSEQ selects works of processing levels at a certain rank or higher, thus reducing defection rates and ultimately
cutting down the production costs for the company. It can also contribute to resolving quality restrictions and
decreasing Mean Tardiness when applied to the production site. Thus the customers’ direct needs are met, which
results in greater reliability and competitive advantage of the company.
In order to apply the model which is proposed from this paper at the process, research can do link with an
experiment.
So after research will be conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed the algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
Several mathematical models encompassing the quality control costs associated to the implementation of the
Shewhart charts have been developed and tested. In this field, there are two main streams of research which
evaluate costs starting from different assumptions: one of them considers the Taguchi loss function; the other
stream of research is based on more complex models which refer to a function encompassing the costs incurred
during a process cycle due to production of non-conformities, false alarms and sampling. With reference to this
second stream of research, this paper investigates the performance of an adaptive Variable Sampling Interval
Shewhart chart when the labour resource is constrained and the entity of the shift of the controlled parameter is
affected by some degree of uncertainty. The objective of this research is twofold: i) evaluating the impact of the
adaptive policy on the required SPC labour resource capacity; ii) suggesting a set of guidelines useful to
practitioners to select the best charting scheme. To do this, a numerical analysis has been developed by
investigating a benchmark of examples organized as a two level fractional factorial design which allows the most
important process factors to be captured and commented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Statistical process control SPC provides a large set of techniques designed to help practitioners in monitoring the
state of control of a manufacturing process and quickly detecting special causes whenever they occur: control charts
are a widely used on-line control technique and can be implemented on a sample statistic related to both process
mean and dispersion. Processes characterized exclusively by the presence of the natural variability are said to
operate in the “in-control” condition; when a special cause occurs the variability increases and the process is said to
be in a state of statistical “out-of-control”. The increase in process variability is generally reflected on the process
mean and/or process dispersion: a shift δ in process mean from μ0 to μ1=μ0+δσ (where σ denotes the process
standard deviation), pushes the process outcome to be far from the target with a consequent production of an
excessive number of nonconformities; an increase in process dispersion leads to a larger spread of data, which
corresponds to a lower uniformity in process output: the result is once again an excessive number of produced
nonconforming items. In this paper it is assumed that the on-line inspection activities on a Critical To Quality
parameter of a part to be produced are based on a control procedure implementing an adaptive control chart: at each
workstation where a local inspection on a CTQ parameter is required, the worker has the additional task of
collecting and measuring a sample of data and plotting the corresponding sample statistic into a control chart. In the
case that an out-of-control condition is issued by the chart, the procedures for searching for a false alarm / cause of
process shift are demanded to a cross trained team of inspectors, e.g. the repair crew, who should restore the process
to the in-control conditions. Thus, in terms of constraints to the labour resource needed to perform the inspection
activities at the workstation, just the time needed by a specialized worker to perform the sampling and plotting the
point on the chart should be considered. Due to the engagement of the worker in manufacturing / assembly
activities, it is just as well that the inspection sampling frequency could be adaptively relaxed or tightened
depending on the process history of variability; in this sense, an adaptive Shewhart control chart could represent an
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (39) 095 7382423; Fax: (39) 095 7387923; E-mail: gcelano@diim.unict.it
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effective means to achieve a twofold goal: i) allowing the sampling effort and consequently the need of labour
resource to be varied, depending on the last plotted point on the chart; ii ) providing an easy to be implemented and
interpreted inspection tool. Whenever the required sampling effort exceeds the available capacity from one worker,
additional human resources should be involved to complete the sampling activities. From an economic point of
view, the total cost CIN associated to the SPC inspection activities is equal to the sum of an expected labour resource
cost CLR and a robust expected quality control cost CQ computed for a specific control chart and averaged with
respect to the distribution of the process mean shift. To take into account the multifaceted management aspects of
the problem, the quality control cost CQ has been computed by means of a thorough economic model based on the
approach proposed in [1], which takes into account both costs of in-control and out-of-control production, costs for
searching a false alarm or finding and eliminating a special cause and a portion of the sampling costs: given a
specific process mean shift δ a hourly expected cost Cchart(δ) can be computed. The quality control cost CQ is the
hourly expected cost Cchart(δ) averaged over the distribution of the process mean shift. Finally, CQ is added to the
expected cost for labour resource CLR to get the total inspection cost CIN at the workstation. The robust optimization
of CIN has been achieved for the Variable Sampling Interval adaptive inspection procedures by solving a non linear
optimization problem subject to a statistical constraint which limits the expected number of false alarms issued by
the control chart. To account for the influence of the several process operating parameters and costs a numerical
analysis designed as a resolution IV 28-3 fractional factorial design has been carried out to limit the number of
investigated scenarios: thanks to the specific structure of the benchmark of scenarios a thorough understanding of
the input parameters has been achieved. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section a brief
review of literature concerning the design of control charts is reported; then, the economic model and the
optimization problem are formulated; after, the experimental design is presented and the obtained results are
discussed to provide a set of practical guidelines for the implementation of the proposed adaptive procedure.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Before implementing a chart its parameters should be selected, whichever the observed variable. For a Shewhart
chart the selection of the sample size n, the width of control limits k and the sampling interval h is required before
starting the on-line process control at each inspection point. The statistical properties of a control chart can be
improved by allowing its parameters to be changed during the process run: the underlying idea is varying n, h and k,
depending on the position of the last plotted point on the chart. An efficient approach could be varying the design
parameters at two levels, [2,3]. Tagaras [4] has presented a complete survey on the developments in the design of
several adaptive charts. A selection criterion should be fixed to choose the chart design parameters: the chart design
performed to meet an economic objective has been extensively investigated in literature. Since the early
contribution [5] to the economic design of a Shewhart chart for monitoring the sample mean, the design problem
was focused on the selection of the sample size n and/or the width of control limits k and/or sampling interval h
aimed to minimize a process expected cost per time unit. Among the several contributions in this field of research,
the economic model from Lorenzen and Vance [1] is worth to be mentioned. With reference to the design of
adaptive charts controlling the sample mean of a CTQ parameter, the economic design of the Variable Sampling
Interval control chart monitoring the sample mean has been proposed in [5,6] for normal and non normal data,
respectively. In an economic design constrained statistically, the optimization of the chart design parameters is
achieved by minimizing the expected cost per time unit under the condition of respecting a pre-assigned expected
number of samples to be taken between two false alarms, i.e. a fixed in-control average run length ARL0 or average
time to signal ATS0 for the chart. In the field of X Shewhart-type charts, Celano and Fichera [7] proposed two
schemes of multi-objective optimization based on properly designed satisfaction functions optimized by means of a
genetic algorithm. To account for the uncertainty associated with the manufacturing environment, a robust
optimization of the chart design parameters can be achieved by taking into account contemporarily different out-of
control scenarios. Linderman and Choo [8] have proposed a robust economic statistical design of a Shewhart chart
which optimizes objective functions based on the criteria of Absolute Robustness, Robust Deviation and Relative
Robustness. The robust economic design of a process characterized by multiple discrete scenarios has been achieved
by means of a genetic algorithm in [9]: the design is obtained through the minimization of a statistic representing the
expected cost of the process with respect to each possible operating scenario. A further investigation in the direction
of robust design is presented in [10]: a robust economic design based on the Taguchi’s loss function is obtained by
assuming a continuous random shift of the process mean; here, the Rayleigh distribution is used to model the
uncertainty associated to the randomness of the mean shift. Aspects concerning constrained resources available to
carry out the SPC activities have been discussed in few recent papers. By doing reference to the economic model
developed in [5], Rohleder and Silver [11] show how labour-constrained optimal designs for a static Shewhart chart
can substantially differ from unconstrained solutions. A more recent research [12] takes into account the effect of
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manpower deployment on the SPC activities to economically design a static Shewhart chart monitoring the sample
mean of a process affected by random shifts.

3. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let us consider a workstation which represents a stage of a generic manufacturing process; here, the working /
assembly activities are performed by a worker who is also required to check the status of statistical control on a
Critical To Quality parameter resulting as an output from his/her own activities at that workstation. For simplicity
the CTQ parameter is considered a normally distributed random variable with known mean μ0 and variance σ2.
Without loss of generality it will be also assumed that the inspection activities to be designed involve the mean of
the CTQ parameter: under the assumption of normally distributed individual measures, the sample mean is a
normally distributed statistic whichever the sample size of the control chart. Thus, the control chart can be plotted
with reference to the standard normal distribution Z~N(0,1):

Zi =

X − μ0

(1)

σ / ni

The entity of CTQ parameter mean shift δ due to the occurrence of a special cause is here assumed as a random
variable whose associated uncertainty is modeled by means of a statistical distribution. Whenever possible, the
shape of this distribution should be determined by doing inference on a set of data available from the manufacturing
process; in this paper, we will refer to the probability density function of the Rayleigh distribution to model the
randomness of the mean shift δ as suggested in [10]:

⎛ πδ 2 ⎞
πδ
⎟
f δ (δ ) =
exp⎜⎜ −
2 ⎟
2 μ δ2
4
μ
δ ⎠
⎝

(2)

whose shape is fixed by a specific value of the expected value μδ of the mean shift δ. An optimal design should
be selected so that an expected cost of SPC inspection CIN is minimized under the constraint of an acceptable level
of statistical efficiency of the procedure, i.e. a low expected number of false alarms. The selected tool to perform the
SPC inspection is an adaptive Shewhart control chart. Let us denote as k and w the width of the control and warning
limits, respectively. Depending on the selected adaptive control scheme, different two-state functions can be defined
for the design parameters required to plot the next sample on the control chart; for the Variable Sampling Interval
(VSI) control chart it holds:

⎧ h if w < Z i < k
h=⎨ 1
⎩h2 if − w < Z i < w

(3)

For an adaptive control chart scheme the needed capacity of SPC labor resource LR can be varied at two levels
denoted as LR1 and LR2, whose values depend: i) on the design parameters settled at each sampling epoch in
accordance to the two-state function reported above; ii) on the inspection rate rIN (measures/hour): if at the i-th
sampling epoch a point is plotted on the chart within the warning region, (-w<Zi<w), then at the successive sampling
(i+1)-th epoch the required labor resource to perform the SPC inspection will be relaxed to LR1; otherwise, it will be
tightened to LR2. For the investigated VSI control chart procedure it holds:

n
⎧
⎪⎪ LR2 = h ⋅ r
1
IN
LR = ⎨
n
⎪ LR1 =
⎪⎩
h2 ⋅ rIN

if

w < Zi < k
(4)

if

− w < Zi < w
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To compute the expected cost for the labor resource CLR, the expected amount of labor resource E(LR) required
to carry out the management of the adaptive control chart at a workstation should be defined. E(LR) is expressed as
the weighted sum of the two levels of required labor resource, being weights the in-control conditional probabilities
that a point is plotted on the chart within the central zone or one of the two warning zones:

E (LR ) =

Pr{− w < Z < w δ = 0}
Pr{− k < Z < k δ = 0}

LR1 +

2 ⋅ Pr{− k < Z < − w δ = 0}
Pr{− k < Z < k δ = 0}

(5)

LR2

A value of E(LR) less than 1 means that on the average less than a worker is required to perform the inspection
activities. A value of required labor resource larger than 1 calls for the intervention of auxiliary workers to complete
the inspection activities at the workstation: for simplicity we will assume that the salary wage of these auxiliary
resource capacity is equal to that of the worker employed on the workstation. Once E(LR) has been determined, the
expected hourly cost of human resource CLR implemented to carry out the inspection activities can be computed as:

C LR = E (LR ) ⋅ c LR

(6)

where cLR is the cost of labor resource per time unit [$/hour]. Given a statistical distribution for the shift δ of the
mean of the controlled CTQ parameter, the expected quality control cost CQ can been determined by doing reference
to an existing model proposed by Lorenzen and Vance [1] to perform the economic design of a static control chart;
this model allows an expected hourly quality control cost to be computed: let us denote this cost as Cchart(δ). The
process production horizon is divided into cycles made up of the following phases: production, monitoring and
adjustment following the occurrence of a special cause. The following notation has been adopted: d1 is a parameter
set equal to 1 if production continues during searches, equal to 0 if production is stopped, (in this paper d1 = 1); d2 is
a parameter set equal to 1 if production continues during repair, equal to 0 if production is stopped, (in this paper d2
= 0); λ is the number of occurrences per hour of an assignable cause, (i.e. the failure rate): it represents the
parameter of the exponential distribution that models the length t of the “in – control” period for the production of
the CTQ parameter; C0 (C1) are the costs per hour of operation due to products non conforming to the specifications
assigned for the controlled CTQ parameter and produced while the process operates in the “in-control” (“out-ofcontrol”) state. These costs can be computed by taking into account the hourly rate of production rpr [parts/hour],
the in-control (out-of-control) fraction non conforming p (p’) and the unit cost of producing a non conforming part
cnc [$/part]:

C0 = rpr ⋅ p ⋅ cnc ; C1 (δ ) = rpr ⋅ p' (δ ) ⋅ cnc [$/hour]

(7)

The in-control (out-of-control) fraction non conforming p (p’) can be easily determined once the process
capability ratio index Cp of the controlled CTQ parameter and the deviation Δ of the in-control population mean μ0
from the target value are known:

[

] [

]

p = 1 + Φ − 3 ⋅ Cp − Δ − Φ 3 ⋅ Cp − Δ ;

[

] [

p' = 1 + Φ − 3 ⋅ C p − Δ − δ − Φ 3 ⋅ C p − Δ − δ

]

(8)

a (b) are the fixed (variable) components of the sampling cost. T0 is the expected search time when a false alarm
occurs; T1 is the expected time required to find an assignable cause after a plotted point outside the control limits; T2
is the expected time required to repair the process; W is the cost for locating and repairing an assignable cause when
it exists; Y is the cost per false alarm. The expected cost Cchart(δ) can be calculated as the ratio of the costs C(δ)
incurred during a cycle over the expected length T(δ) of the cycle. T(δ) can be calculated as the sum of the “incontrol” period plus the “out-of-control” period:

T (δ ) =

1

λ

+

(1 − d1 ) ⋅ s ⋅ T0
ARL0

+ ATS δ − ζ +

n
+ T1 + T2
rIN

(9)

Where the variable s represents the expected number of samples taken while the process is in the “in-control”
condition:
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s=

Pr{− w < Z < wδ = 0} e−λh2
2 ⋅ Pr{− k < Z < −wδ = 0} e−λh1
+
Pr{− k < Z < k δ = 0} 1 − e−λh2
Pr{− k < Z < k δ = 0} 1 − e−λh1

(10)

ATSδ is the out-of-control average time to signal and ARL0 is the in-control average run length of the chart, that
is the expected number of samples to be taken between two successive false alarms: the computation of these two
expected values is easily obtained by means of a discrete Markov chain approach, [2,3]. The variable ζ represents,
given the occurrence of an assignable cause between the j and j+1 sample, the expected time of occurrence of the
cause within this interval:

ζ =

Pr{− w < Z < w δ = 0}1 − (1 + λh2 ) ⋅ e − λh2 h2 2 ⋅ Pr{− k < Z < − w δ = 0}1 − (1 + λh1 ) ⋅ e − λh1 h1
+
Pr{− k < Z < k δ = 0} λ ⋅ 1 − e −λh2
h0
Pr{− k < Z < k δ = 0}
h0
λ ⋅ 1 − e −λh1

(

)

(

)

(11)
where h0 is computed through the Markov chain approach modeling the process behavior, [2,3]. The expected cost
per cycle C(δ) [$] includes the costs due to nonconformities with process in the “in-control” and “out-of-control”
conditions, here denoted as Ca and Cb(δ), respectively; the expected cost Cc associated to false alarms; the cost
Cd=W corresponding to the detection and removal of a special cause; the expected cost Ce(δ) required for sampling
during the cycle:

C (δ ) = C a + C b (δ ) + C c + C d + C e (δ ) =
=

⎛
⎞ s ⋅Y
n
+ C1 (δ )⎜⎜ ATS δ − ζ +
+ d1 ⋅ T1 + d 2 ⋅ T2 ⎟⎟ +
+W +
rIN
λ
⎝
⎠ ARL0

C0

(12)

⎡
⎤
⎛ n
⎞
+ (a + b ⋅ n ) ⋅ s + (a + b ⋅ n )⎢ ARLδ + ⎜⎜
+ d1 ⋅ T1 + d 2 ⋅ T2 ⎟⎟ / Eδ (h )⎥
⎝ rIN
⎠
⎣
⎦
where Eδ(h) is computed through the Markov chain approach modeling the process behavior, [2,3]. To get the
quality control cost CQ at the inspection station, the expected cost Cchart(δ) per hour is then integrated over the
distribution of the random shift δ:
∞

C Q = ∫ C chart (δ ) f δ (δ )dδ [$/hours]

(13)

0

The objective of the adaptive VSI SPC inspection procedure design is finding a set Ω∗={LR2 n h2 w} of design
variables which minimize the overall cost CIN inspection procedure:

[

]

( )

min[C IN (Ω )] = min C LR (Ω ) + C Q (Ω ) = C IN Ω *
Ω

Ω

(14)

subject to a statistical constraint ATS0(Ω*)=τ. The remaining design variables are obtained by means of the
following formulas:

h1 =

n2
;
rIN ⋅ LR2

⎡⎛
h2
ATS 0 ⎞ ⎛
ATS 0 ⎞⎤
⎟⎟ / ⎜⎜1 +
⎟⎥
+
k = Φ −1 ⎢⎜⎜ Φ (w) −
2(h1 − h2 ) (h1 − h2 ) ⎠ ⎝ (h1 − h2 ) ⎟⎠⎦
⎣⎝

(15)

Minimizing the overall inspection cost CIN can be formulated as a mixed integer non linear constrained
optimization problem: to solve it a Generalized Reduced Gradient solver running on Excel® has been adopted.
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4. THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptive Variable Sampling Interval SPC inspection procedure, a
comparison with a static procedure based on a Shewhart chart has been carried out on a benchmark of 32 examples.
The way how this benchmark has been organized reflects a complexity in terms of factors which can affect the
investigated problem. In particular, the effects associated to the following 8 parameters have been studied: λ=A,
b=B, Cp=C, ATS0=D, cnc=E, cLR=F, rIN=G, rPR=H. The remaining parameters have been assumed as fixed; the input
data of the benchmark and the selected ranges for the design variables have been derived from a numerical example
reported in [1]:
–

Factors:

λ [fail/hour]=0.01, 0.05

b [$/meas]=0.5, 4.5

Cp=0.8, 2.0

cnc [$/hour]=10, 100

cLR [$/hour]=8, 20

rIN=12, 30[meas/hour]

–

Fixed parameters: T0[hours]= T1=0.0833

T2 [hours] = 0.75

–

Design variables: LRmin, LRmax=[0.1;5]

n=[1;50]

8-3

a [$]=0

Y[$]=1.9

hmin, hmax=[0.1;50]

ATS0 [hour]=370,500
rPR=84, 200 [parts/hour]
W[$]=694
w=[0.5;5]

μδ=1
kw+0.3

®

A resolution IV 2 fractional factorial design scheme has been generated in Minitab to organize a limited
dimension benchmark of examples: in this way, no main effect is confounded with interactions having order less
than 3. The defining relations of this design are I=ABCF=ABDG=BCDEH. Table1 presents the optimized costs for
the VSI adaptive and the static inspection policies: the labour resource cost CLR, the quality cost CQ and their sum
CIN are listed for each benchmark scenario. At a first glance, it can be deduced how the expected hourly cost
required by the labour resource CLR to perform the SPC activities is low with respect to the quality control cost: the
maximum percentage incidence on the total inspection cost CIN is equal to 7.7% for the VSI inspection policy. It
should be noted that lower Cp values bring to slightly higher values of the ratio CLR/CIN: a lower capability index
pushes the optimization procedure towards a tighter sampling frequency to limit the number of produced non
conforming units. The comparison among the two different inspection procedures has been carried out by doing
reference to the percentage cost savings deriving from the implementation of the adaptive policy vs the static; these
percentages have been computed for CLR, CQ and CIN. The following notation has been adopted:

ΔC X −VSI =

C X − STA − C X −VSI
× 100
C X − STA

(16)

where X denotes the symbols LR, Q, IN. Thus, a positive value of the ratio indicates a cost reduction achievable by
means of an adaptive policy, whereas a negative result corresponds to a convenience of the static approach. Tables 2
and 3 report the statistics and the effects associated to the main factors corresponding to the benchmark of the
examples. Due to the slight influence of CLR on the total inspection costs, just the results related to the inspection
cost CIN will be discussed. The VSI adaptive policy out-performs the static one. The overall inspection cost
percentage saving of this adaptive policy is about equal to 19%. However, a deeper analysis shows the strong
influence of the capability index Cp on these results: in fact, depending on the level of Cp, significantly different
performances are provided by the adaptive procedures; when the CTQ parameter capability is poor and the number
of produced non conforming units is expected to be high, i.e. Cp<1, the performance difference between the
adaptive and static policies reduces due to the heavy weight of the out-of-control cost Cb(δ) on the total inspection
cost: in these operating conditions the VSI approach assures a cost saving equal to about 2.5%. For processes
characterized by a high capability index the positive effect of varying the sampling frequency becomes predominant
and the VSI policy clearly outperforms the static approach. Going on with the sensitivity analysis, the effects of
further factors should be taken into account. We will take into account only the main factors and not the second
order interactions: the reason of this decision depends on the resolution IV fractioned structure of the experimental
design, which confounds: i) the effect of a main factor with third order interactions, which can be usually be
neglected; ii) the effects of the second order interactions are confounded with interaction of the same order. The
ratio ΔCIN-VSI is influenced by the factors Cp, λ and rIN. The effect of Cp was discussed above; the failure rate λ has a
large positive effect with the consequence that processes characterized by a higher probability of failure occurrence
need an adaptive approach; finally, the rate of inspection rIN plays an important role in the performance of the
adaptive sampling frequency approaches: the higher this rate the better the adaptive policy out-performance over the
static chart.
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Table 1. The benchmark of examples: comparison between the VSI adaptive and the static Shewhart inspection procedures

n
5
5
4
3
1
1
1
1
5
3
5
5
1
1
1
1
6
7
7
6
1
1
1
1
9
6
6
7
1
1
1
1

h2
[hours]
1.66
0.87
5.26
2.92
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
2.18
1.72
4.08
1.90
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
0.85
0.45
1.30
0.57
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
0.55
0.35
2.06
0.96
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

LR2

w

0.69
0.64
0.10
0.26
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.22
0.49
0.24
0.28
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
1.79
1.79
0.49
3.00
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
1.74
5.00
0.66
0.79
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

1.86
1.99
2.09
1.91
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.91
1.87
1.91
2.07
1.38
1.38
1.38
1.38
1.87
2.00
1.98
1.93
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
2.01
1.81
1.94
2.10
1.38
1.38
1.38
1.38

VSI procedure
h1
LR1
k
[hours]
0.251
0.60
2.85
0.192
0.26
3.05
0.025
1.33
2.46
0.086
0.95
2.67
0.002
0.83
1.54
0.001
0.33
1.54
0.001
0.33
1.54
0.002
0.83
1.54
0.077
0.77
2.86
0.145
0.51
2.94
0.102
1.70
2.65
0.088
0.60
2.90
0.001
0.33
1.68
0.002
0.83
1.68
0.002
0.83
1.68
0.001
0.33
1.68
0.589
0.28
3.06
0.521
0.13
3.25
0.180
0.48
2.93
0.882
0.17
3.18
0.002
0.83
1.54
0.001
0.33
1.54
0.001
0.33
1.54
0.002
0.83
1.54
0.543
0.17
3.27
1.412
0.10
3.40
0.243
0.75
2.88
0.244
0.29
3.11
0.001
0.33
1.68
0.002
0.83
1.68
0.002
0.83
1.68
0.001
0.33
1.68

CLR
[$/hour]
2.21
4.25
0.54
0.76
0.24
0.09
0.09
0.24
0.67
3.30
2.18
0.75
0.18
0.08
0.08
0.18
5.28
11.55
3.87
7.94
0.24
0.09
0.09
0.24
4.76
33.22
5.27
2.10
0.18
0.08
0.08
0.18

CQ
[$/hour]
47.68
77.83
29.83
56.18
2.83
4.75
3.47
4.89
24.46
49.61
57.72
95.95
2.58
4.08
2.76
4.29
166.79
215.73
407.24
555.01
2.90
4.88
3.49
4.93
369.01
491.55
191.19
266.26
2.60
4.12
2.82
4.42

Static procedure
CLR
CQ
CIN
[$/hour] [$/hour] [$/hour]
2.28
48.02
50.29
4.21
81.44
85.65
0.51
30.22
30.73
0.73
56.93
57.66
0.20
3.68
3.88
0.08
9.18
9.26
0.08
5.34
5.42
0.20
7.82
8.02
0.69
24.88
25.57
3.39
50.21
53.60
2.15
58.41
60.56
0.74
99.61
100.36
0.20
3.84
4.04
0.08
6.44
6.52
0.08
3.84
3.92
0.20
9.32
9.52
5.46
167.94
173.41
11.48
233.61
245.09
3.85
417.76
421.61
8.27
566.67
574.94
0.20
3.70
3.90
0.08
9.24
9.32
0.08
5.35
5.43
0.20
7.85
8.05
4.78
380.57
385.35
34.96
502.12
537.07
5.42
193.11
198.53
2.04
284.44
286.48
0.20
3.84
4.04
0.08
6.47
6.55
0.08
3.87
3.95
0.20
9.38
9.58

CIN
[$/hour]
49.90
82.07
30.38
56.93
3.07
4.84
3.56
5.13
25.13
52.92
59.90
96.70
2.75
4.16
2.83
4.47
172.07
227.28
411.11
562.95
3.13
4.96
3.58
5.17
373.77
524.76
196.46
268.36
2.78
4.20
2.90
4.59

Table 2. Averaged percentage cost savings for the VSI adaptive vs the static Shewhart inspection procedures.
Overall

Cp=0.8

Cp=2.0

ΔCLR VSI

-1.6

0.4

-3.6

ΔCQ VSI

19.6

2.6

36.6

ΔCIN VSI

19.1

2.5

35.6

Table 3. Effects corresponding to the main factors influencing the percentage cost savings for the VSI adaptive vs the static
Shewhart inspection procedures.
λ

b

Cp

ATS0

cnc

cLR

rIN

rPR

ΔCLR VSI

-0.1

-1.5

-4.0*

11.4

1.0

-0.2

2.9

0.5

ΔCQ VSI

8.2

1.7

34.0

0.9

0.2

0.0

6.9

-0.3

-0.5

7.0

-0.3

8.3
1.7
33.1
1.2
0.3
ΔCIN VSI
* bold numbers indicate the main factors whose effects are considered as significant
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Designing efficient SPC inspection procedures within a manufacturing process is a key factor to achieve a
desired level of quality for the outcome of a manufacturing process. Often, these procedures are locally performed
by the same workers who are assigned to get the correct value of the controlled Critical To Quality parameter. In
this context, designing SPC inspection procedures easy to be implemented and economically convenient is a
delicate task which the management should examine carefully. In this paper a Variable Sampling Interval adaptive
control chart has been taken into account and compared with a static procedure to design the SPC inspection
procedure controlling the mean of a CTQ parameter. With respect to the available literature on the economic design
of control charts, the following aspects have been integrated with the aim of providing a tool which can be used by
practitioners: i) implementing a complete economic design model to take into account the various aspects of the
process configuration and management based; ii) considering a distribution of mean shifts to achieve a robust
design with respect to the uncertainty related to the out-of-control behavior of the process variability; iii) taking into
account the labor resource required to perform the SPC activities to get knowledge about the capacity required to
manage the quality control of the produced parts. The findings of this research can be synthesized in the following
guidelines for practitioners:
–

whenever possible perform an adaptive SPC inspection procedure: this suggestion is recommended especially
when the manufacturing activities related to the production of a CTQ parameter have a small variability and
their capability index is large;

–

always perform a robust optimization when the process has low Cp values: thus, an effort is required to the
management to get knowledge about the history and the distribution of the out-of-control events related to the
controlled CTQ parameter.

Future research concerning the design of a SPC inspection procedure by means of the proposed model will involve:
i) a more thorough sensitivity analysis organized in accordance to the principles of the Design of Experiments to get
a deeper insight on the factors affecting the procedure performance; ii) the study of other families of control charts
like EWMAs and CUSUMs charts.
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ABSTRACT
This study was an evaluation of measuring strategies using a handheld 2D profiler for quality control of finish
milled tool steel with regard to surface roughness. A selection of ball nose end mills in combination with two
different tool steels (hardness 39 and 47 HRC) were used to manufacture the surfaces that were to be measured.
It was found that using an appropriate measuring strategy it is possible to measure the roughness of these
relatively smooth surfaces (0.1<Ra<1µm) with satisfactory accuracy using a handheld profiler. However, it was
also found that, in contrast to what is common practice, Ra is not a suitable parameter to use for evaluation.
Instead, using Rz or Rp is suggested. To be able to control quality, the machining process (selection of cutting
tool, cutting data, workpiece material etc) as well as limits for the evaluated parameters first have to be
established.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many car models are introduced each year and to be able to produce each new model a new set of pressing dies
has to be designed and manufactured. This is a process which consumes a lot of resources, both time and money.
The manufacturing of pressing dies consists of several different stages of which milling and manual polishing
contribute largely to the time and cost. The amount of polishing that has to be done is greatly influenced by the
surface roughness after the finish milling stage [1]. Therefore, in manufacturing of pressing dies the surface
roughness after finish milling stage is an important quality parameter. To monitor the quality it is a necessity to be
able to make reliable measurements.
Surface roughness can be measured using many different techniques which all have their respective advantages
and disadvantages. The most common types of measuring instruments can be divided into two categories, contacting
and non-contacting instruments (typically stylus instruments and optical instruments respectively). In addition, there
is currently a shift of paradigms in characterisation techniques, from profile to areal characterisation (from 2D to
3D) [2].
Previous studies have shown that 3D measurements are more appropriate than 2D measurements for
characterisation of press die surfaces [1]. Also, efforts have been made to use data from 3D measurements to track
wear of cutting tools [3]. However, 3D measurement equipment is usually more expensive and not very suitable to
use in a workshop for quality control since they often are comparatively large and more difficult to handle. Instead,
a common method used on the tool and die shop floor to evaluate surface after milling is visual inspection by an
experienced machine operator and the use of a Ra-value from a surface profiler [1].
There are several handheld profilers available on the market today and these are commonly quite small, practical
and easy to use. However, there is a lack of studies regarding their accuracy and consistency when measuring
relatively smooth surfaces such as finish milled steel (0.1<Ra<1µm).

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (46) 454-37245; Fax: (46) 454-40180; E-mail: johan.berglund@sandvik.com
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The purpose of this study was to establish a practical, robust measuring strategy that is possible to use with a 2D
profiler in a tool and die workshop and to study to what extent a handheld 2D profiler could give reliable results in
this type of application.
2. METHOD AND MATERIAL
2.1. WORKPIECE MATERIAL, MACHINE TOOL AND CUTTING TOOLS
Two different tool steels from Uddeholm Tooling AB were used as workpiece materials. The materials were
Nimax with a hardness of 39 HRC and Dievar, hardness 47 HRC.
The machine tool used in this study was a Hermle C40, 5 axis machining centre with a Capto C5 spindle
interface and a spindle capable of 24000 RPM. Cutting data used for Nimax: Vc 385 m/min, fz 0.2 mm/tooth, ap 0.2
mm, ae 0.2 mm, n 10000 RPM. Cutting data used for Dievar: Vc 190 m/min, fz 0.2 mm/tooth, ap 0.2 mm, ae 0.2
mm, n 5000 RPM. The chosen tool path strategy was copy milling.
In the die and mould industry finish milling is primarily done by using ball nose end mills (BNE) [4]. In this
study a selection of different BNEs were used since the different geometries of the cutting tools create somewhat
different textures on the workpiece [5]. All BNEs used in the study have a diameter of 16 mm. Holding tool was a
Capto integrated hydromechanical chuck.
2.2. MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS
After each level was cut the machine operator made an optical inspection of the surface finish. This inspection
was done to decide whether to keep on using the same tool to cut another level or to change tools. The same criteria
as are used in the pressing die industry were used in this study. Measurements and images of the surface were made
at two times for each tool, after the first level was cut and after the last. Measurements and images of the workpiece
surface were made at three points, see Figure 1. The roughness parameters selected for evaluation, according to ISO
4287:1997 [6], are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Evaluated roughness parameters

2D

3D

Ra

Average roughness

Sa

Average roughness

Rz

Mean roughness depth

Sz

Mean roughness depth

Rp

Mean peak height

Spk

Reduced summit height

Feed direction

Figure 1: Workpiece and measurement points
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The 2D measurements were made using a MarSurf PS1 * , a handheld stylus type instrument with a 2µm diamond
tip. Measurement length was 5.6 mm and the data was filtered using a Digital Gaussian filter [7] with cut-off 0.8
mm.
For reference, 3D measurements were made using a white light interferometer. The instrument used was a Wyko
RST Plus † at magnification 2.5x giving a measurement area of 1.84 mm (x) * 2.48 mm (y). For practical reasons the
3D measurements could not be made directly on the workpiece. Instead, a replica technique ‡ , that has previously
been shown to work well, was used [8].
Images of the machined surface were made using a microscope at 40x magnification with a digital camera.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 MEASURING STRATEGIES
A large number (100) of 2D measurements were made at one time in measurement point A to evaluate the
distribution of the measured values. These measurements were made at approximately mid-life of one of the tools.
There was a detectable wear on the tool, however, the surface finish was still considered to be good. Mean values
and standard deviations were calculated. As can bee seen in Table 2 the standard deviations were quite large for all
parameters. There are several factors which could explain this. First of all, since the 2D profiler was handheld the
operator probably was responsible for some measurement errors through accidental movement of the profiler during
the measurement or by not being able to position the device perfectly (the measurements are supposed to be made
perpendicular to the feed direction). Secondly, as the tool was worn the surface texture became less homogenous, as
will be shown in more detail later.
Table 2: Summary of 100 2D measurements

Ra (µm)

Rz (µm)

Rp (µm)

Mean

0.512

2.430

1.384

StDev

0.154

0.555

0.410

StDev/Mean

30%

22%

30%

It was desired to develop a measuring strategy that gave reliable results and at the same time did not require a
large number of measurements. From the collection of 100 measurements different sets of values were randomly
picked to simulate different measuring strategies. The different strategies were: 3, 5, 5-2, 7, 7-2, 7-4, 10, 10-2, 10-4
and 10-6 (where "5" means: one set consists of five randomly picked values, and "5-2" means: one set consists of
five randomly picked values with the highest and lowest values excluded). A large number of sets using each
strategy were collected and mean values and standard deviations were calculated for each new set. These mean
values were compared to the mean value for all 100 measurements. The average deviations of the mean values and
the average standard deviations for each strategy are shown in Figure 2. Strategy "5-2" was considered to be a good
compromise between reliability and ease of use.

* Mahr GmbH, www.mahr.com
† Veeco Instruments, www.veeco.com
‡ Provil novo light CD2, Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, www.kulzer-technik.com
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30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

3

5

5-2

7

Dev of Mean 12% 10% 10% 9%

7-2

7-4

10

9% 10% 7%

10-2 10-4 10-6
7%

7%

7%

StDev/Mean 25% 24% 12% 25% 15% 9% 26% 17% 12% 8%

Figure 2: Average deviations of the mean values and average standard deviations for the different measuring strategies

3.2 TOOL WEAR AND IMPACT ON SURFACE ROUGHNESS
When comparing all measurements and images there was a consistent and obvious difference between the
surfaces cut with a new tool and the ones cut with a worn tool. An example of this can be seen below in Figure 3
and Figure 4 which show a surface (measurement point C) cut with the same tool. Feed direction is horizontal in the
figures.
a

b

Figure 3: Example of a surface cut with a new tool, (a): image from microscope, (b): 3D surface measurement

a

b

Figure 4: Example of a surface cut with a worn tool, (a): image from microscope, (b): 3D surface measurement
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In the surfaces cut with new tools a recognisable texture could typically be seen. This was the pattern created
when the material was cut. This pattern is very much in line with the ideas presented by Chen et al. in [9]. In the
surfaces cut with a worn tool there was still a discernable pattern, though not at all as obvious. The feed direction
could be seen but in general it looked as if the material had not been cleanly cut. A probable explanation for this is
that as the tool was worn the cutting edge became less sharp and rubbing between the cutting tool and workpiece
took place, as shown by Zeng et al. using artificial tool wear in [3]. However, there are many factors in the
machining process which can influence the surface roughness of which tool wear is one of them [10].
In all three measurement points there were generally a considerable increase in the evaluated 2D roughness
parameters. This was also the case in the 3D measurements made for reference with only a few exceptions in
measurement point B. A summary of the average change in the 2D parameters can be seen in Figure 5.
Average difference
200%
100%
0%
Δ

Ra

Rz

Rp

98%

125%

130%

Figure 5: Average change in 2D surface parameters

Although there was an increase of the average value of Ra, in some cases the Ra value did not change much at
all during machining. This indicates that the Ra parameter might not be a very good parameter to use for evaluation
of surfaces. Instead Rz or Rp is suggested to be used since an increase of those parameters showed a more
consistent relation to the deterioration of surface finish appearance as the cutting tools were worn.
Ra is the average deviation from the mean line of each and every point along the measured profile. The base of
calculation for Rz, on the other hand, is only the very highest and lowest points. Rp is calculated from the
measurement points which are considered to be the peaks of the profile [11]. The result of this is that Rz and Rp are
much more sensitive than Ra.
4. CONCLUSIONS
•

Using a single Ra value to determine if a surface is good or bad is very uncertain. First of all, a surface
judged as good by an experienced machine operator can have the same Ra value as a surface judged as
bad. Secondly, using a handheld profiler, as the one used in this study, a set of several measurements
has to be made to reduce the impact of measurement error and to get a more reliable result. Using Rz or
Rp is better than using Ra if surface finish appearance is to be assessed.

•

It is possible to use a handheld 2D profiler to evaluate the quality of a finish milled steel surface, in
regard to roughness, if certain conditions are met. An appropriate measuring strategy must be used, for
example the strategy "5-2" discussed previously. Furthermore, limits for the evaluated parameters must
first be established for each combination of cutting tools, cutting data, workpiece material etc.
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ABSTRACT
There is an enormous pressure on healthcare organisations managers to improve their performance and find out
the most appropriate design and operational policies that allow these organisations to be ready for today's
challenges. This paper focuses on the identification of the best practice of total quality management (TQM)
factors that allow these organisations to seize performance excellence and provide a benchmarking tool for these
TQM factors. This paper considers five TQM factors namely: Leadership, Training and Education, Focus on
customer, Process and measurement and Continuous Improvement which form the basis for the development of a
model to measure the performance excellence of healthcare organisations. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
is used to implement the proposed performance excellence model which has been validated through
questionnaires within healthcare organisations in the developing countries and in particular Libyan Healthcare
Organisations. Nine healthcare organisations are involved in this questionnaires and the proposed AHP model
used to provide pair-wise comparison between these organisations and also facilitate to carry out dynamic
sensitivity analysis to test the priorities of alternative if less or more importance is given to a particular criterion.
This helps to examine different scenarios and re-addresses the importance of TQM factors in a “what if”
approach. The decision maker could use the results to establish which factor and which organisation should be
improved to realise a competitive advantage. With this understanding, healthcare managers will be able to use
the results to evaluate their organisations in order to improve areas that require immediate attention.

1. INTRODUCTION
Delivering excellence in health and social care needs commitment from all concerned, including government
ministers and local councillors. Actually excellence as a word suffers from several of the ambiguities associated
with word 'quality'. Quality is defined in Webster's dictionary and the Oxford dictionary as the 'degree of
excellence'. In addition, to deliver excellence, organisations require objective ways to measure how well they are
doing and to observe changes over time in order to find out which part of performance still need immediate
attention [1]. The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a generic theory of measurement. It is a technique that can
be employed to establish measures in both the physical and social fields [2]. The AHP method that was developed
by Saaty (1980, 1990, and 1994) uses a process of pair-wise comparisons to specify the relative importance and thus
the priority of alternatives in a multi-criteria decision-making problem. It is includes decomposing a complex and
unstructured problem into a set of variables that are organised into a hierarchy [3]. Reference [4] illustrated that
AHP is a powerful approach in solving fuzzy and complex decision problems. In addition, [5] indicated that AHP
could be useful for decision-making process by allowing decision makers to evaluate the significance of the
objectives (criteria) and finding alternatives. For more than two decades, AHP may be studied as part of the
curriculum includes techniques of decision-making in the faculties of engineering and business. Empirical evidence
measurements practice has evolved since the late 1970s. It is clear that measurements had a significant impact on
the exercise of decision-making. It is a problem-solving framework and a systematic procedure for representing the
elements of any problem [6]. Moreover, [7] indicated that the AHP technique has been adopted in many
applications such as business performance evaluation, project selection, auditing, public policy, marketing, health
care, transportation and many other areas.
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2. THE PROPOSED PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE MODEL
The main aim of this study is to develop a model to measure the performance in Libyan healthcare. Under this
aim, the main deliverable are to identify best practices of TQM factors with respect to excellence performance and
benchmarking the performance between Libyan healthcare organisations with a view to clarify which healthcare
organisation is out performed with respect to the identified TQM factors which will help in identifying the areas that
require immediate attention. In addition, develop a TQM framework that is appropriate for Libyan healthcare sector.
In total nine healthcare organisations were chosen in Tripoli healthcare sector. The study has gone through three
stages, including:
•

Structuring a hierarchy model for performance excellence.

•

Implementation of a hierarchy model in Tripoli healthcare sector.

•

Results and discussion.

2.1. STRUCTURING A HIERARCHY MODEL FOR PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE
For this model, the performance excellence was chosen to be the main goal to achieve. The model was
structured into a three-level hierarchy as shown in Figure 1. The top level of the hierarchy states the goal of the
model (performance excellence). In spite of the limited differences between researchers in the field of total quality
management on what are the key factors of the total quality management systems, the researchers chosen of the
most important of those factors that are generally accepted by many researchers. For that reason, the second level
consists of five TQM factors (Leadership, Training and Education, Focus on customer, Process and measurement
and Continuous Improvement). The third level lists of nine healthcare organisations in Tripoli health sector.
Performance Excellence

Leadership

(1)

(2)

Training and
Education

(3)

(4)

Focus on
Customer

(5)

Process and
measuremen

(6)

(7)

Continuous
improvemen

(8)

(9)

Figure 1: The proposed performance excellence AHP model of Tripoli healthcare organisations.

2.2. IMPLEMENTATION OFA HIERARCHY MODEL IN TRIPOLI HEALTHCARE SECTOR
In order to validate the model, nine healthcare organisations were chosen in Tripoli healthcare sector that are
three grouped clinics, three health centres and three healthcare units. The proposed model implemented to measure
the performance in Libyan healthcare sector through the following:
In accordance with the model described above, the questionnaire was structured into two sections. The first
section designed to discover which areas require immediate improvement on which alternative is more important
with respect to excellence performance and by what scale using five quality factors. Data and views collected from
nine senior managers in the organisations under investigation.
The second section of the questionnaire (related to the third level of the hierarchy) designed to compare nine
healthcare organisations in Tripoli-Libya to clarify which alternative is more performed with respect to above five
factors and by what scale. A structured questionnaire was designed for this purpose and can be shown at the
conference due to space limitation.
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The judgments were based on a nine-point fundamental scale, which used in AHP for making the pair-wise
comparison judgments see Table 1 that shows detailed description on how to use the scale in order to complete a
pair-wise comparison of the criteria with respect to the goal.
Meeting was made together with director of Tripoli healthcare sector and managers of the organisations under
investigation for explaining purposes and goals of the questionnaire, definition of TQM and its success factors.
Table 1: Comparison scale
Intensity of
Importance
1
2
3

Definition

Explanation

Equal importance
Weak
Moderate importance

Two activities contribute equally to the objective

4
5

Moderate plus
Strong importance

6
7

Strong plus
Very strong or
demonstrated
importance
Very, very strong
Extreme importance

8
9
Reciprocal
s

Experience and judgment slightly favour one activity
over another
Experience and judgment strongly favour one activity
over another
An activity is favoured very strongly over another: its
dominance demonstrated in practice

The evidence favouring one activity over another is of the
highest possible order of affirmation
Reciprocals for inverse comparison

The questionnaire was used because the respondents needed time to complete the pair-wise comparisons of the
five TQM factors and the pair-wise comparisons of the nine healthcare organisations with respect to each of the five
TQM factors. The researchers used Expert Choice, which is a multi-attribute decision support software tool, based
on the AHP methodology. The software is able to carry out each part of the evaluation and after that synthesise
these judgments. Moreover, it is able to test the consistency ratio for the pair-wise comparisons of every level
automatically.
2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To clarify importance of the critical factors and identifying the areas that require immediate attention with
respect to performance excellence; the results could reflect the general status of prioritisation the relative importance
of these factors in Libyan healthcare organisation. The pair-wise comparison for the second level shows TQM
factors at the top and on the left see Table 2. Based on the judgments of the respondents, the matrix shows
numerical values (based on the nine-point importance scales) indicating the importance of the TQM factors on the
left relative to the importance of the TQM factors at the top. A high value indicates that the TQM factors on the lift
are more important than the TQM factors at the top.
Table 2: Pair-wise comparison matrix for TQM factors.
TQM factors
Leadership
Training and Education
Focus on Customer
Process and
measurement

Training and
Education
1.4

Focus on
Customer
1.1
1.3
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Process and
measurement
1.1
1.1
1.6

Continuous
improvement
1
1
1.1
1.2
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The evaluation procedure started at the second level. The scales identified using questionnaire and then the
researchers used an AHP software package to compare the performance measures and then prioritise TQM factors
and to discover which areas require immediate attention and which alternative is more important with respect to
performance excellence. Figure 2 shows the priority weights of TQM factors and the inconsistency ratio (IR) for
this level were 0.02. Reference [8] indicated, "Inconsistency ratio of about 10% or less is usually considered
acceptable".
Derived priorities with respect to GOAL INCONSISTENCY
RATIO=0.02

0.221

L

0.201

TE
F on C

0.209

PM

0.182
0.188

CI

Node
GOAL
L
TE
F on C
PM
CI

Definition
Performance Excellence
Leadership
Training and Education
Focus on Customer
Process and measurement
Continuous improvement

Figure 2: The priority weights of TQM factors

As shown in Table 2 and Figure 2 Leadership was the most important factor with a weight of 0.221 in the
second hierarchy level. The following can be drawn:
•

Leadership is 1.4 times (equally) more important than training and education.

•

Leadership is 1.1 times (equally) more important than focus on customer.

•

Leadership is 1.1 times (equally) more important than process and measurement.

•

Leadership is as important as continuous improvement.

The second important factor in the second hierarchy level was focusing on customer with a weight of 0.209
training and education with a weight of 0.201 and then continuous improvement with a weight of 0.188 and finally
process and measurement with a weight of 0.182. As regards to table 3 stated the following:
•

Training and education is 1.3 times (equally) more important than focus on customer.

•

Training and education is 1.1 times (equally) more important than process and measurement.

•

Training and education is as important as continuous improvement.

•

Focus on customer is 1.6 times (equally to moderating) more important than process and measurement.

•

Focus on customer is 1.1 times (equally) more important than continuous improvement.

•

Process and measurement is 1.2 times (equally) more important than continuous improvement.

Leadership is considered are of the most important factor with respect to performance excellence. This is not
surprising because one of the reasons is all senior managers have to take part in the creation of strategies, system,
and methods for realising excellence in quality. In addition, dramatic results couldn’t be recognised without the
dynamic and personal leadership of senior managers [9]. Moreover, this is logical that the senior managers are
trying to improve the image of belonging. The high priority also reflects the importance role of leadership to create
quality culture that focuses on performance excellence.
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Regarding the third hierarchy level, the director of Tripoli healthcare sector was asked to make pair-wise
comparisons of the nine healthcare organisations with respect to each the five criteria. Figure 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 show
the priority weights of level three which presented the relative preference of the nine healthcare organisations with
respect to each the five criteria in level two. Moreover, the inconsistency ratio (IR) for this level that is less than 0.1.
In addition, Figure 8 shows the details of the total evaluation results.

Derived priorities with respect to L <
GOAL INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.02
O1

0.067
0.05
0.057

O3

0.099

O5

0.099

O7

0.16
0.172

0.099

0.197

O9

Node
GOAL
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9

Definition
Leadership
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation
Organisation

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Figure 3: The priority weights of the nine healthcare organisations with respect to Leadership

Derived priorities with respect to T&E < GOAL
INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.03
0.1

O1
O3

0.063
0.051
0.066
0.132
0.121
0.15
0.146

O5
O7

0.171

O9

Figure 4: The priority weights of the nine healthcare organisations with respect to Training and Education
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Derived priorities with respect to F on C < GOAL
INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.02
0.1
0.094

O1

0.08

O3

0.067

0.135

O5

0.116

0.146

O7

0.116

0.146

O9

Figure 5: The priority weights of the nine healthcare organisations with respect to Focus on Customer
Derived priorities with respect to PM < GOAL INCONSISTENCY
RATIO = 0.04
0.069

O1

0.114
0.107

O3

0.13
0.125

O5
O7

0.101

0.11
0.118
0.126

O9

Figure 6: The priority weights of the nine healthcare organisations with respect to Process and measurement
Derived priorities with respect to CI < GOAL INCONSISTENCY
RATIO = 0.03
O1
O3

0.11
0.09

0.047
0.071

0.136
0.13

O5

0.166

O7
0.094
O9

0.157

Figure 7: The priority weights of the nine healthcare organisations with respect to Continuous improvement
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OVERALL INCONSISTENCY INDEX = 0.02
0.16

O9

0.151

O7

0.138

O5

0.115

O6

0.111

O8

0.089

O1
O4
O2
O3

0.086
0.081
0.068

Figure 8: Distributive summary of the evaluation results

From the priorities of the level three it has been proven that organisation number (9) is the most preferred
healthcare organisation for three out of the five selection criteria. These are leadership with weight of 0.043,
training and education with weight of 0.034 and focus on customer jointly with organisation number (7) with weight
of 0.031. On the other hand, organisation number (7) is most preferred on two out of the five selection criteria.
These are focus on customer with weight of 0.031 and continuous improvement with weight of 0,031. These results
provide the detailed feature on which each organisation is the most or least preferred, and the areas that require
immediate attention.
3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analysis examines the sensitivity of the outcome to modify in the priorities of the criteria. The
sensitivity analysis of AHP is mainly useful in that it offers real-time, interactive, graphical display of the ranking of
the alternative as the decision makers compare different situation and possibilities [7]. Reference [5] indicated that
the approach allows examining different situations and finding out how a change in the importance of one criterion
may influence other choice. With this approach, the decision-making procedure can be time after time repeated and
documented while sensitivity analysis can be presented on the best selection before any action is taken [7]. The
following sections provide sensitivity analysis for evaluation of TQM factors and nine healthcare organisations.
However, the results and more details will be presented at the conference due to space limitation.
4. SUMMARY
A model to measure the performance excellence of healthcare organisations was developed using AHP. The
model has been validated using nine healthcare organisations using questionnaires. The AHP based model could
offer effective framework for decision-making. Healthcare managers will be able to use the proposed model results
to evaluate their organisations in order to improve areas that require immediate attention. In addition, the model
expected to help Libyan healthcare sector to benchmarking the performance of healthcare organisations with a view
to clarify which organisation is out performed with respect to the identified TQM factors.
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ABSTRACT
Small to Medium sized businesses are widely recognised in international markets for their significant
contribution to global GDP and economic development. In the UK, about two-thirds of the workforces are
concentrated in the SME sector; large organisations depended on SMEs as subcontractors or supplier. The
paramount importance of quality improvement is widely recognised by large enterprises but the SMEs have
limited ability to respond to this requirement due to lack of knowledge and the resources required for continuous
improvement of quality. In the UK, most quality improvement issues have been limited to the interests of large
corporations, however, SMEs participation is only partial.

To address this we have introduced an integrated total quality management (iTQM) framework for SMEs, by
integrating Six Sigma quality with performance control and the quality management system, SMEs could
implement and maintain sustainable quality improvement. With this approach, costs such as from duplicated
processes, defects of product and inefficient use of resources are reduced. The iTQM system is a cost effective
and efficient solution for SMEs as it integrates, combines and eliminates duplicated work for waste reduction and
thus it maximises the benefits. This paper aims to explore the iTQM philosophy further by introducing the iTQM
index system for SMEs. iTQM does in fact require significant quality practices due to the nature of: Six Sigma,
quality management system and performance control, which all possess individual complexity. By introducing the
iTQM index system, organisations should be able to assess business performances and quality improvement
requirements before implementing iTQM so that an organisation should have a clear understanding of the
specific iTQM methodology most suitable for them.

1

INTRODUCTION

The importance of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) has been recognised across the global market. In
the UK, as Sun and Cheng [1] reported about two-thirds of the workforce are employed in this sector; large
organisations depend on SMEs as subcontractors or suppliers. In the US, SMEs are also the largest group of
business organisations. Therefore, the successful development of SMEs is crucial for overall economic
development. Significantly, quality improvement in the UK SME sector is crucial for continued survival of these
small businesses. The implementation of total quality management (TQM) is intended to not only improve product
quality and service, but also to reduce management costs and upgrade customer satisfaction [2]. TQM was first
introduced into the United States around 1980, primarily in response to the competitive challenge from Japanese
companies [3]. The increasing importance of quality improvement has been widely recognised by large enterprises
but the SME sector has been slow to respond due to the cost and resource requirements. In the UK, most quality
improvement issues have been limited to the interests of large corporations, however, SMEs participation is only
partial.
In the past decade, research into total quality and Six Sigma for sustainable development has increased
dramatically. Goeke and Offodile [4] indicated that as a management philosophy, TQM is analogous to Six Sigma,
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which is a philosophy of competition with the goal of providing better products and services and at a lower cost than
competitors [5]. Although, the research on TQM is still growing its impact on SMEs' is limited.
Therefore, we have introduced an integrated total quality management (iTQM) framework for SMEs (see Fig.1),
by integrating Lean Six Sigma (LSS), performance control (PC) and quality management system (QMS), SMEs
could maintain a sustainable quality development process. So that costs such as from duplicated processes, defects
of product and inefficient use of resources could are reduced with a reliable integrated system. The iTQM system is
a cost effective and efficient solution for SMEs as it integrates, combines and eliminates duplicated work for waste
reduction and thus it maximises benefits. This paper aims to explore the iTQM philosophy further by introducing the
iTQM index system for SMEs. It could be argued that iTQM requires significant quality practices due to the nature
of Lean Six Sigma, the quality management system and the performance control system which all involve individual
complexity. By introducing the iTQM index system, organisations should be able to assess business performance
and quality improvement requirements before implementing iTQM so that the organisation has a clear
understanding of which specific iTQM methodology is most suitable for them.

Fig.1 The iTQM framework for sustainable development

2

THE ITQM METHODOLOGY

We argued that a cost-effective solution for SME’s is a combination of LSS PC and QMS with elimination.
Applying LSS techniques can identify root causes… and reduce error [6]. PC such as statistical analysis in
manufacturing is crucial for analysing quality. A recent study of ISO 9001 (one of the main QMS standard) certified
organisations revealed that certification bodies often lack process uniformity [7]. Therefore the integration of LSS,
PC and QMS has obvious benefits, for example, duplicated processes from Six Sigma projects could be compared to
the existing quality management system. Thus, modifications from a Six Sigma project and quality system could be
implemented together. Statistical Process Control (SPC) elements are widely applied to Six Sigma projects; the
quality management system should be modified to integrate the practices of SPC. As a consequence, the iTQM
methodology could be developed to fully integrate existing quality principles into an integrated system. iTQM
delivers cost effective solutions for business effectiveness and efficiency, particularly for SMEs. Its most important
feature is that iTQM integrates all processes and thus eliminates duplicated work from the original quality
improvement solutions. The complete implementation activity diagram of iTQM is illustrated below (Figure. 2):
iTQM reduces waste in both financial and non-financial terms. The Voice of the Customer is the force that
drives organisations towards successful quality implementations; iTQM offers organisations sustainable
improvement solutions that will meet customer requirements with acceptable costs that deliver improved levels of
profitability.
The primary focus of improvement should be on the customers [8]. So the primary objective of iTQM should be
to focus on combination with elimination of duplicated processes to improve productivity and performance, however
the term "combination with elimination" itself is complicated and might not be suitable for SMEs development.
Existing management literature acknowledges that there are fundamental operational differences between small and
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large firms [1]. For those small firms that implemented TQM, these differences were revealed. Ahire and Golhar [9]
conducted research comparing TQM implementation in large and small firms. They found that, apart from the fact
that small firms pay more attention to customers and use SPC tools, there are no operational differences in TQM
implementation that can be attributed to business size.
The next step of exploiting iTQM research is how iTQM should be specifically designed for each individual
organisation, and how suitable and reliable it is for implementation. It could be argued that regardless of company
characteristics, the iTQM framework and system is a stable solution. In order to specify the most suitable iTQM
methodology for a company, an index system should be used, and this is described below.
3

THE ITQM INDEX SYSTEM

The iTQM index system is a matrix system that provides standardised iTQM elements in a constructive
maintainable way. The index system aims to provide the best suitable iTQM solution to organisations with regard to
the specific company size, internal structure, business model and initial problems.
The index system consists of a matrix which specifies the iTQM framework and methodology specifications.
Table (1) below, is a screen shot of the iTQM index system. The iTQM framework provides detailed information
both of the core iTQM requirements (Quality Management System, Performance Control and Lean Six Sigma) as
well as the background support requirements (People Development, Information Technology and
Tools/Techniques). Each column provides detailed iTQM methodologies and support requirements which map onto
the rows which allocate management and functional responsibility. Each row of specific assessment details consists
of the level of significance against potential impact on business. In order to use the index, evaluation of company
specific circumstances should be firstly conducted and then carefully marked only one cell to assess whether it is
significant (poor/fair/good) and/or has a potential impact on business (low/medium/high). The score of the marked
cell is calculated based on the Level of Significance (poor=1, fair=2, good=3) multiplied by Potential Impact
(low=1, medium=2, high=3). For example, if the cell of ‘product control’ is marked ‘good and med’ then the score
of ‘product control’ will be ‘3x2’ which is 6. The factor score (could be marked between 1 to 9) is the assessment of
how important the assessed factor is against the overall organisational focuses, this will vary according to industrial
differences. The final score is last evaluated and the score is multiplied by the factor score. In the example of
‘product control’ as mentioned above, if we mark 7 for the factor score, which means it is quite important to
business development, the final score of ‘product control’ will be ‘6x7=42’. Results of individual assessment
elements can be used for statistical analysis. Hence, business performances are transformed from a logical to a
numeral analysis based on the iTQM index system.
Table.1 The iTQM Index System illustrated
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The iTQM index system is a prerequisite requirement for small to medium sized organisations to optimise
performance and sustainable change with specific targets which are continuously assessed. The integration of LSS,
QMS and PC can therefore be simplified by customisation for individual organisational features.
4

INDEX SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

The index system is not overly complex, it consists of existing management philosophy with total quality in
mind. It is vital for an organisational to understand its quality structure and identify the elements that are critical to
its quality performance. What are the success factors for implementation? The Index system was created as an easy
way to understand quality functionality at different levels of organisational context. Each of the elements is carefully
selected from quality standard requirements from a variety of international quality standard organisations (see Fig.
2).

Fig. 3 Workflow of the Integrated Total Quality Management Index for SMEs

4.1

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

This involves company wide information both for quality development and general business development. The
purpose of this element is to ensure that top level managerial commitment is built-in and that senior management
understand and support quality improvement. Organisational vision and mission as well as quality policy and
objectives will be benchmarked at this stage. Organisational culture change, financial and competitive stability will
also be analysed.
4.2

RESOURCE AND FACILITY

This involves general company resources planning, such as human resources training, computing system
network setup and general office maintenance. The purpose of this stage is for the organisation to assess its ability
to apply iTQM with the resources available to it. The main focuses are: employee development, facility management
and the information technology system.
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4.3

PRODUCT AND SERVICE

For production control the actual product and level of service maintenance is crucial for customer satisfaction.
The purpose of this stage is to benchmark customer satisfaction by providing the best available product and/or
service. The ISO 9000 systems need to be designed at this stage to deliver competitive product and service quality.
Customer feedback on the other hand, could support competitiveness improvement and defective product
identification. Quality inspection of products could also reduce costs and wastage. Therefore levels-of-service
quality control could be identified for the organisation’s design and performance control.
4.4

PRODUCTION DESIGN

This stage is the optimisation stage before producing products and services. Workflow, process and factory
design need to be conducted before implementation, these activities are the key to successful performance. The
purpose of this stage is to make sure that production is well supported by optimised production design. A well
designed process could initially save production and operation time as well as human resources. For supply chain
integration and optimisation ERP/MRP (Enterprise Resources Planning/ Manufacturing Resources Planning) must
be assessed, especially by SMEs in manufacturing industries. At this stage, organisations should consider the use of
intelligent automation for standardised or flexible assemblies.
4.5

SUSTAINABILITY

Organisational quality improvement should be benchmarked against sustainable development requirements.
Organisational development always interacts with external environments such as public relations and environmental
protection. The purpose of this stage is to ensure that the business is both beneficial to society, the company and its
customers.
The iTQM index system is strategically based on organisational structural and functional stability and therefore,
the outcome of the iTQM index system for SMEs will be to greatly improve business performance. Organisational
specifications are variable and often managers are not aware of issues that will affect organisational improvement,
the iTQM index is an excellent tool to assist managers to identify hidden issues that once improved can deliver
significant business benefits.
CASE STUDY

5

The iTQM index was introduced to a Chinese based manufacturing company that produces high quality smoke
detection alarms for home markets. The company had in place a comprehensive quality management system and
production process that was fully compatible with large volume production.
The company was interested in how the iTQM index could further develop quality control and forward planning
of production with a key focus on development of the management system.
THE ITQM APPROACH

5.1

The iTQM index system was introduced as a pre-launch stage of the iTQM framework. By working on the index,
the company could identify the crucial areas of development as well as weaknesses and highlight less attentive
aspects.
The iTQM index system was conducted in the following stages:
z

Initial understanding of iTQM framework and index system principles and how the methodology could be
applied in the companies specific context

z

Review business annual report, understand business performance, status and culture

z

Review business vision and strategy, understand future development roadmap of business performance,
customer and strategy

z

Develop mission plan, understand and develop business roadmap, performance and key success factors

z

Work with the iTQM index map, mark component elements within each sector of the index system.

z

Calculate each component element with a factor score and evaluate the final score
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z
5.2

Performance statistical analysis using Minitab, identify key performance focuses and develop a project plan
for iTQM implementation
KEY FINDINGS

The key strategy map of iTQM index analysis is illustrated below. The evaluation process involved team
discussions, review of existing quality manuals, annual reports and mission plans. It took one week to complete.

Fig 4.

The iTQM index chart

Figure 4 illustrates the total score received by each management area against each iTQM element, Production
and Design received higher marks in total from the iTQM elements (QMS, PC, LSS, PD, IT and T&T) while
sustainability received the worst score. The importance of people development received a higher score than all the
others for resources and facility but did not do well in other areas. The information technology element of iTQM
received a good score for production design. The Leans Six Sigma and QMS received the best overall score (see Fig.
5).

Fig 5.

The iTQM index summary chart

We could therefore further develop the statistical findings into management strategy (see Fig. 6)
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Fig. 6 The iTQM index results

Workings through the steps of the iTQM index requires conducting workshop activities, individual discussions
and development of draft information. The approach is to enable the company to have a clear understanding of
current management practice before implementing iTQM or to help identify key factors for success.
5.3

BENEFITS
The company have provided the following summary of the benefits of using this approach:

5.4

z

It has provided a clear picture of company status, success factors and other details

z

It has strengthened strategic decisions and long term planning to improve competitiveness

z

They have understood the iTQM basic implementation requirements and the cost of developing a
sustainable development strategy

z

It has helped to focus on areas where currently a lot needs to be done, which is important for future
development

z

It has highlighted areas that are over managed and cost too much
SUMMARY

The iTQM index applied to a manufacturing company illustrates how iTQM helps organisations to develop a
clear picture of company management biases, identify weaknesses and potential development opportunities. This
allows companies to understand their overall performance before a detailed implementation of the iTQM
methodology is applied. It helps to identify opportunities to implement iTQM and hence strengthens
competitiveness.
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6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The iTQM index system is a methodology to support the implementation of iTQM in SMEs. It aims to help
organisations classify and benchmark their individual total quality needs and therefore focuses implementation. The
index specification is based on the previously defined iTQM framework contexts. Individual column categories are
based on researched and optimised quality improvement criteria. The main purpose of the index is to identify
customised priority quality requirements and to deal with these priorities using the iTQM methodology; therefore,
the complexity of implementation is reduced to produce viable solutions for SME’s.
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ABSTRACT
In order to achieve optimisation of performance, an enterprise needs to define indicators to measure the
complete enterprise supply chain: sourcing, procurement, logistics, transport, distribution, etc. It implies
improving each domain of this supply chain. The GRAI Methodology is one of the three main approaches (with
PERA and CIMOSA) of enterprise modelling . The GRAI methodological tree is composed of modules used for
modelling, analysing and improving enterprises. GRAI Quality is one of its modules and allows to implement and
improve knowledge management in general, and more especially quality management in enterprises. GRAI
Quality takes into account the originality of GRAI Methodology and the concepts of quality in order to improve
enterprise performance. For supporting GRAI Methodology, much research has been carried out on computer
aided diagnosis and design and a tool is being developed: e-Magim. GRAIQual is a module of e-Magim, which is
being developed for the implementation and the improvement of enterprise quality management. This paper will
present the general theory of GRAI Quality and then the architecture of the new quality supporting tool. We will
use real cases to illustrate the concepts and to show how the new module could be used.

1. INTRODUCTION
The GRAI methodology is one of the three main approaches, (with PERA and CIMOSA) of enterprise
modelling [3]. The GRAI methodological tree is composed of five domains:
•

Enterprise reorganization,

•

Choice and implementation of computer solutions,

•

Performance management,

•

Industrial strategy,

•

Knowledge management.

Each domain contains modules used for modelling, analysing and improving enterprises. GRAQUALITY is one
of its modules. This paper presents how GRAI Quality can be translated in a software form, thereby, enabling
enterprises to manage their approach to quality.
First we will look at the GRAIQUAL approach followed by a presentation of its new software application
GRAISUC. The concepts and the architecture this tool will be outlined. Then, a case study will be given to illustrate
the practical application of this innovative software.
2. GRAI QUALITY APPROACH
This method is used for organising the global implementation of a quality approach, for managing the associated
quality system, and improving the enterprise performance.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +33 (0) 251477070; Fax: +33 (0) 251477079; E-mail: paul-eric.dossou@groupe-icam.fr
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The use of this approach begins with the modelling of the existing system. Then the ‘AS IS’ models are obtained
(figure 1). The objective is to take a photo of the enterprise studied, which will be used to detect the inconsistencies
in the enterprise. Strengths and areas to improve are deduced from these inconsistencies. Then, future models are
established (TO BE). These models are obtained after the design phase of the GIM (GRAI Integrated Methodology)
approach.
In the GRAI QUALITY approach, the ‘SHOULD BE’ is the « vision » of the future system and is considered as
the key target in the development of the enterprise. The elaboration of SHOULD BE consists in the definition of a
long term Business Plan including the strategic objectives.
The ‘AS IS’ and ‘TO BE’ models have the same structure (decisional, functional, physical, informational,
process). The ‘TO BE’ is the result of a combination of the strategic objectives of the enterprise, constraints related
to the existing system, and the environment.
GRAI Quality allows to implement a quality approach by using the ‘TO BE’ and the ‘SHOULD BE’.

Figure 1: The concepts of GRAI Quality

The application of the action plans obtained therefore enables to progressively improve the enterprise and to
respect the strategic quality objectives.
3. THE CONCEPTS OF GRAIQUAL
In this section we look at the concepts which form the basis of the GRAILQUAL. Some concepts developed for the
expert system GRAIXPERT are used for this new module [4].
We define knowledge as the process which transforms the whole set of known information Ci (stable state) into
another Ci+1. Knowledge Ci+1 can be therefore defined as a sum of disjointed information or as a progressive
improvement of the whole - C1 implying a restructuring of already acquired information. Both cases correspond to a
refinement of knowledge by the addition of distinct (new) knowledge or the improvement of existing knowledge
[5].
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Obviously these two possibilities of knowledge refinement depend on the nature and mode of representation of
the acquired knowledge. As far as the acquisition of enterprise knowledge is concerned we propose the use of three
modes of knowledge recognition: reference models, case studies and rules.
For the reference models, the knowledge to add will be a refinement of the existing knowledge. For the case
studies the objective is to continue to enrich the GRAIXPERT data base. This means the exclusive addition of
distinct will be applied. This concept of reference model allows with GRAIXPERT to define according to the
domain the optimum realizable in terms of the quality approach and the implementation of certification. For
example this could be the management of the process and all the necessary stages to obtain ISO 9000 version 2000
with all the implementation phase and follow up (figure 2)

Commitment of the management
to definition of certification
objectives

Realise an internal audit

Choose the referential

Certification Audit
obtaining conformity certificate

Realise a preliminary audit

The follow-up audit :

Give budget
The certification is useful for a fixed
period

Obtain conformity

Figure 2: Certification process

The discovery phase and the mastery of the vocabulary and principles (ISO 9000), the quality assurance
demands (ISO 9001) and the main axes for the improvement of enterprise performance (ISO 9004) are established.
The established rules are exploited in the initial audit (modelling of the existing system) as well as in the phases
concerning application of norms and the internal audit (analysis and design). Adding a case study enables to enrich
the data base comprising the different studies undertaken in order to render the use of CBR (Case Based Reasoning)
more efficient.
The elaboration of future enterprise models necessitates the use of a design process. This process must respect
the correct order of the different design elements. The functional view is done first because it enables us to define
the basic structure in terms of basic representation mode. This allows to detect the absence of any key functions for
the enterprise
The design of the decisional and physical models is then carried out. However there will be a time lag between
the two as it is important to know exactly what is to be piloted before defining how. The design of the process view
represents the next phase, the last stage being the design of the computer model. We are especially interested in the
elaboration of the decisional system, which can be divided into five macro-stages. The first four refer to the design
of a global decisional model and the last to a local decisional model [9], [11], [4].
In order to manage all the GRAI Quality approach and the design of the ‘TO BE’ models the problem resolution
method developed for the expert system GRAIXPERT is used. It is based on several reasoning mechanisms: CBR
(Case Based Reasoning), Decomposition, Transformation and direct correspondence [10].
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4. THE ARCHITECTURE OF GRAIQUAL
For supporting GRAI Methodology, much research has been carried out on computer aided diagnosis and design
and a tool is being developed: e-Magim [2], [12], [1], [7], [8], [5], [6]. E-Magim is composed of a kernel which is a
base and some modules in interaction with this kernel (figure 3). For example, according to enterprise
reorganisation, GRAIXpert a hybrid expert system tool was developed.

Figure 3: Architecture of GRAIQUAL

The architecture of the new supporting tool GRAIQUAL will also be presented. In this architecture we will have
a Management Module (MM), a Work Base (WB), a Transfer Interface (TI), Improvements Management Module
(IMM) and a Knowledge Base Module (KBM).
The Management Module will be used for organising the different interactions of the tool with the expert
system (GRAIXPERT) and the kernel of e-Magim. The Work Base is being elaborated for managing and
capitalising knowledge about the studied case. It’s the space used for improving the enterprise especially the quality
system of the enterprise. The Transfer Interface is used for putting the new case in GRAIXPERT in order to
improve its Cases Base. The reference model elaborated for each enterprise domain will be improved by the
acquisition of new model in GRAIXPERT. The Improvements Management Module is also being developed for
managing the different quality action plans of the enterprise. It contains different quality tools. A Knowledge Base
Module is being elaborated for containing the rules according to quality certifications.
In the IMM we can notice for example tools like SPC (Statistical Process Control). SPC is a tool which is used
for quality control. SPC is a powerful tool whose objective is to reduce the variability of the process in order to
constantly satisfy the technical specifications of the products and improve the manufacturing procedures. It is
founded on the continuous detection of procedure evolutions, favourable or unfavourable, allowing to foresee
stability over time. SPC consists in controlling samples after the machine, by recording the data on a control card.
As soon as the values exceed the control limits (at a point before the product is considered unacceptable), or when a
suspect deviation is detected, the machine is stopped and a search for the cause must be undertaken.
We can also find Poka Yoke (a mistake proofing system). It is a relatively simple means to prevent human error
(figure 4). Mistake proofing systems exist in everyday life as, for example, the gas pump nozzle for leaded petrol
can not be inserted into the petrol tank orifice of cars using unleaded petrol. There is nothing new in this concept.
What is new is the generalisation of its use. They can be simple: a template in which only parts with the correct
dimensions fit, photoelectric cells detecting the presence of a shape on a conveyor etc.

Figure 4: Poka Yoke
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Another tool is QFD (Quality Function Deployment) which is a design approach based on quality matrices. It
proposes specific methods to guarantee the quality of each stage of the process beginning with the design. In other
words, it is a question of introducing design right from the design stage in order to make sure the customer is
satisfied and then convert the customer’s needs into design objectives and key points which are necessary to assure
quality in the production phase.
QFD can be defined as the voice of the customer in the enterprise, converting the customer needs into ‘quality
characteristics’, developing a product developing a methodical deployment of the relations between the needs and
characteristics from each constituent element of the quality function required to each element of the product or
process.
In the IMM we can also see tools such as, PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act), Hoshin, Kanban, or 5S, and the latest
to be included in this module- lean manufacturing. In the KBM we can also see norms such as HACCP, BRC or IFS
for the agribusiness sector. The HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point) consists in identifying and
evaluating the risks associated with various stages of the production of edible products and to define the necessary
means to master them. It must be used as an approach which is reasoned, organized and systematic to give total
confidence in the product in terms of health and safety demands. Other norms are also present such as SQA
(Suppliers Quality Assurance) management, the labels, norms NF, CE, ISO TS 16949 for the automotive sector,
AOC for wine, etc.
Once defined the architecture allows to bring to the company all the expertise in the field of quality, continuous
improvement tools and certification procedure. How the Quality system works is illustrated in figure 5.
One of the most important factors of the model developed is equally the opportunity by means of a comparative
study to show to the decision makers of the company the interest in setting up a procedure for quality, continuous
improvement, or certification by carrying out a cost study in non quality. Investment in quality management is
always profitable in the medium term, even if decision makers often demand instant results. The economic and
financial arguments to convince them are made more credible by the use of this module.

Figure 5: Quality System Management

5. EXAMPLE
This example presents the study of a wine and spirits company. Its main activity is the production of Cognac.
The objective is to make a model of this enterprise by using the GRAI methodology (and in particular GRAI
QUALITY). Then a reorganisation of the company is proposed by integrating a quality approach. The objective of
the enterprise is to improve its performance (quality, cost and lead-times) in order to be competitive.
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This company produces 600 thousand cases of cognac a year. It has just won a large order in China which brings
with it many constraints in terms of quality, cost and delivery dates with the prospect of this increasing to 900
thousand cases. The enterprise has decided to restructure the company to best meet the needs of its customers in
terms of quality, cost and delivery dates. It has ten production lines (5 automated and 5 semi-automated) and an
output of 4000 cases a day. This implies for this ambitious company the obtaining of the triple certification QCE,
ISO 9000 Version 2000, OHSAS 18001 version 1999 for safety and ISO 14001 for the environment.
For this company a modelling of the existing situation was carried out. This allowed a photo of the company and
from this picture to detect the malfunctions. These inconsistencies made it possible to deduce the strengths and
weaknesses and the points to improve within the company. An action plan was drawn up in accordance with the
new development strategy of the company. The most important are the following:
-

Reorganisation of the production system within 2 months,

-

Setting up of a global quality policy within 1 year,

-

Preparation and setting up of the certification ISO 9000 within 2 years,

-

Preparation and setting up of the certification OHSAS 18001 within 3 years,

-

Preparation and the setting up of the environmental certification ISO 14001 within 3 years.

The company reorganisation lead notably to a reorganisation of the lay out of the shop floor leading to optimised
flow in production. All the company underwent a 5S study to improve the fluidity of information. The 5 automated
and 5 semi-automated lines were reorganised to increase efficiency (use of Kanban). The application of OPT led to
the investment in a new bottle capping machine to eliminate bottlenecks on the production line which existed with
the previous machine. Having 5 varieties of cognac products, it was decided to do a study on the time needed to
change series or batches. The capacity of production has been increased from 4000 to 7000 cases a day.
The value chain shown in figure 6 allows to express the support activities (Human Resources, Marketing/Sales,
Maintenance) and the main activities (Dispatch, Quality, Production, Procurement, Cognac, Reception of goods) of
this company. This chain shows the new organisation proposed.

Human Resources

Marketing /Sales

Support activities

Maintenance

Dispatch

Quality

Production

Procuring

Bottling

Procuring
production
line

Cognac

To take
delivery

To harvest,
to distil

To control
pieces
delivered

Main activities
Send cognac
cases

Products
control
(autocontrol)

Figure 6: Value chain proposed for the enterprise

A new organisation has been proposed for the supply and delivery chain. The following figure (figure 7)
resumes the domains improved. A SQA approach has been set up, with sourcing to find suppliers, an evaluation by
means of a questionnaire for a first selection, an evaluation of the quality system of the supplier (is the supplier able
to respect our specifications in terms of quality?), the quality plan, for considering and describing the way by which
the supplier will design, elaborate, check, the bought product or service. Then sample dispatch (conformity),
Delegation of checking (zero default approach) could be negotiated.
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Product Quality Assurance (PQA) is used for the enterprise by putting quality auto control for operators, and
SPC for detecting machine defects and correcting them as quickly as possible.
The main suppliers are suppliers of dry goods. This means glass, caps, boxes and cases. Concerning the glass,
boxes and cases the company is supplied by local companies situated about 30 kilometres away. As far as the
cognac is concerned, it is produced on site. Each supplier is assessed annually
Potential entrances
3 main enterprises of Cognac

Suppliers power of
negotiation
Certain suppliers are local
and long term partners.
Supplying of anti-counterfeit
corks Î 1 single supplier

Production site
Advantage : Local presence
Know-how
Weakness : many competitors

Customers power of
negotiation
The enterprise has to be
proud of its products quality
The cognacs are distributed
by distribution partners

Keep an eye on Quality of
dry consumables

Substitution products
Other alcoholic drinks
Non alcoholic drinks

Figure 7: Improvements domains proposed

The process necessary for the certification ISO 9000 has been successfully launched. All products conform to
health and safety regulations in place for the food industry as well as any legislation relating to the health and safety
of the personnel and the environment, designed to satisfy the customer. To achieve these objectives the company
has set up a formalised quality system in order to conform to the certification norms. It has also identified risks
using tools such as HACCP calculating the risks for the product and guarantees the control of these risks.
The process for ISO 14001 is under way. The industrial activities conform to existing legislation regarding the
protection of the environment. The impact on the environment is minimised by using and researching ways to have
a reasoned use of resources and protection of the environment in the framework of sustainable growth. To achieve
these goals the company is directly responsible for the environmental impact of its activities. It manages its
activities accordingly, uses and maintains its production tools respecting the environment and informs the workforce
as well as its customers of the importance of this policy so that they take into account the preservation of the
environment.
The implementation of OHSAS 18001 is under way.
6. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, Quality is more than a simple criterion of performance in the enterprise. Because of globalisation,
each enterprise has to produce naturally with a high degree of quality. This paper presents how a global theory of
enterprise modelling (GRAI Methodology) could be used in order to improve the organisation of an enterprise. This
theory is already used to prepare and manage the enterprise during its process of quality, security, and environment
certifications. A process of implementing a quality management system in an enterprise was also presented.
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Due to the complexity of designing enterprise systems, a software tool is being developed to help during the
design of a new enterprise system. To deal with such complexity with the help of this computer tool, a hybrid
problem solving method has been proposed which combines various reasoning techniques.
A Quality module GRAIQUAL of this tool was presented. This module in interaction with an expert system
GRAIXPERT allows to improve the quality system management of an enterprise (or its creation) and the case base
of the expert system in order to refine reference models. An example is given to illustrate how this tool could be
used.
This tool is being developed and the approach presented in the paper is only part of progressive and continuous
improvements to develop e-MAGIM. However due to the restriction on the number of pages, only the quality
module and its architecture is presented. The modular organisation of EMAGIM also allows to develop other
modules for choosing Supply Chain Management or ERP tools for example.
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ABSTRACT
Information gathered through self-assessment activities using business excellence models (BEMs), such as the
EFQM or the Baldrige models, show the overall performance of organizations against several model criteria.
This information is vital to managers and directors to support their decision making in core processes at the
operational and strategic levels. There is evidence that some organizations find it difficult to produce reliable
business information to support their business processes. Furthermore, there are few methodologies that
effectively translate business information into effective plans and actions after conducting self-assessments. In
this context, the effective deployment of BEMs when conducting self-assessments can significantly improve not
only the reliability of business information, but the entire decision making process at the operational and
strategic levels. Consequently, the appropriate integration of self-assessment outcomes into structured
frameworks that incorporate analysis of internal and external business information (business intelligence) is
essential.
This paper explores the integration of core model criteria with business intelligence into strategic planning and
overall business improvements. Based on emerging issues derived from an empirical study of sixty-six European
organizations that have used the EFQM model, the paper identifies the core criteria and additional elements to
accomplish this task. It then proposes a framework based on the EFQM model that incorporates business
intelligence. The conclusion of this work emphasizes the necessity to structure an information system based on
self-assessments to continuously support decision making in core business processes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Business excellence models (BEMs) are quality-management frameworks based on organizational performance
criteria that originated as a result of the evolution of TQM principles. The models, originally based upon an awardquality scheme, aim to encourage organizations to employ TQM principles and tools for improving their business
activities. One of the first frameworks in this category is The Deming Prize, instituted in 1951 by the Union of
Japanese and Scientist Engineers [1]. The Deming model has been the guide for Japanese organizations for many
years, and has encouraged the use of these models around the world. Western models subsequently emerged in
response to Japanese competition in the late 1980s to support organizations’ improvements [2]. The U.S. launched
the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Program in 1987, commonly known as the “Baldrige Model” [3]. Soon
afterwards, in 1991, The European Foundation for Quality Management started a similar program introducing the
EFQM Model.
Nearly two decades have passed since the business excellence models appeared in Europe and the U.S. Over
these years, BEMs have been widely used for self-assessment activities, with the aim of improving organizational
performance [4]. Many other models around the world have appeared with similar structures to the Baldrige and
EFQM Models. Some studies provide a good review of these frameworks, including other recognized schemes. See
for instance [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10]. Hence, BEMs have become a reference not only for improvement
efforts, but also for assessing the performance of overall business operations and benchmarking among competitors.
For the purpose of this paper, we consider the EFQM model, currently managed and administered by the European
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Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM). It is currently estimated that more than 30,000 European
organizations employ the EFQM model [11], and this figure may continue to grow.
The EFQM Model is a non-prescriptive quality-framework based on 9 criteria: five “enablers” and four “results”
[12]. Enablers include leadership, people, policy and strategy, partnerships and resources, and processes. On the
other hand, “results” include people results, customer results, society results and key performance results. Figure 1
shows this model and its systemic structure based on the premises that the enabler section produces the results
section in the business activity. The EFQM model is underpinned by eight fundamental concepts that promote the
values of this framework [13]. The model also employs the “RADAR-logic” (Results, Approach, Deployment,
Assessment, and Review), which establishes what results organizations need to systematically accomplish
objectives. RADAR is the set of “logical steps” which suggest the way in which organizations should plan, develop,
and deploy methods and tools to reach the desired objectives. RADAR also provides a stage for assessing-reviewing
the whole process in order to get feedback and determine any necessary adjustments. The RADAR-logic, the
fundamental concepts of excellence, along with the model criteria and sub criteria, constitute an overall view of the
EFQM model.
Enablers

Results

People
Results

People

Leadership

Policy & Strategy

Processes

Partnerships and
Resources

Customer Results

Key
Performance
Results

Society
Results

Innovation and Learning

Figure 1: The EFQM model. [13], p.5

2. BUSINESS EXCELLENCE MODELS IN THE ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT
2.1. AWARD PARTICIPATION
Wang & Ahmed [14] suggest that BEMs are quality frameworks based on performance criteria, originally
developed to encourage TQM principles and assess quality performance. This idea is based on the premise that a
“quality award” improves competitiveness among organizations, and consequently generates awareness of the use of
quality management tools. The quality-award approach is the first form of use for BEMs, though it generated
criticism because rules had to be set to decide what companies deserved such prizes [15]. Sims [16] argues that this
approach is a waste of resources, as it is necessary to pay for site visits and audits. He also suggests that winning a
quality award is not a self-sufficient condition for improving quality in products and services.
Despite the critics, quality awards have propagated rapidly since 1988 and applications to obtain them have
increased rapidly in the past decades. [17], [18], [19], and [20] suggest that winning an award prize increased
organizations’ value-shares and some financial performance. This effect seems, however, to be more related to the
effect of “marketing the quality-prize” rather than a consequence for good quality-management practices.
2.2. SELF-ASSESSMENT
Following the award-process approach, companies realized that the models were helpful not only for winning
award certificates and going to the prize ceremonies, but for conducting self-assessments of their business. The use
of BEMs moved quickly from mere award participation to a more holistic approach, and they are now widely used
for self-assessment activities [4], [21], [22], [23], and [24]. Self-assessment provides organizations with a “picture”
of their business processes on a regular basis, and helps to identify areas for improvements [25]. Porter and Tanner
[25] suggest eight stages for conducting this process: 1) choosing a framework, 2) forming the assessment team, 3)
collecting the information, 4) assessing and scoring, 5) consensus, 6) site visits and verification, 7) feedback, and 8)
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action planning (see Figure 2). Figure 2 shows, in a cross functional model, the organizational levels involved in
deploying the process. There are several ways to deploy self-assessments, which include award simulation, peer
involvement, workshops, matrix charts, and questionnaires [26], p.23. The way of conducting the assessments vary
depending on size of the organization, resources, culture, and other planned activities already in course.
Company YWZ Inc.
last updated:
16.08.07 12:24 GMT

Top management

The self-assessment process using the EFQM Model in Company YWZ

1

8

Choosing the framework

Action planning

Status

completed

Status

Not started

Average Time (days)

Average Time (days)

20

20

Self-assessment team

Team leader/process
owner

2
Forming the assessment
team
Status

5

6

7

Consensus

The site visit process clarification and
verification
Status
Not started

Feedback

Status

Average Time (days)

Average Time (days)

completed
Status

Average Time (days)

Not started

Average Time (days)

20

14

3

4

Collecting the information

Assessment and scoring

Status

In progress

Average Time (days)

Status

14

Not started
21

In progress

Average Time (days)
60

21

Figure 2: The self-assessment process. Developed from [21], p.173.

The self-assessment process implies that organizations employ the models’ criteria to periodically monitor their
business activity and measure the performance of core processes. The length of time it takes to deploy selfassessment and the regularity with which the process should be applied vary depending on organizations’ needs.
Ritchie and Dale [23] report that organizations take from one up to twelve months. Some of the difficulties
organizations faces are lack of commitment, inherent project-management issues, lack of resources, lack of
communication and leadership, among others. Tarí [27] and [23] offer a classification of these difficulties based on
the results of their empirical studies. Ahmed and Yang [25] concluded that there is little evidence of the existence of
standard methodologies to conduct assessments and to integrate self-assessment outcomes into further stages.
2.3. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
The identification of areas for improvement is one of the main benefits of self-assessment [22], [23], [25], and
[28]. Lascelles and Peacock [26] were perhaps the first to visualize the application of the BEMs to strategically
improve the “enablers”, arguing that the results section should set the agenda for continuous improvements (Figure
3). However, few attempts provide or suggest methodologies and actions that link self-assessment outputs directly to
continuous improvement. Martinez-Fuentes et. al [28] argue that the information in form of reports is passed on to
top management for its analysis and further use, but with no way to determine further actions. The process ends with
these reports, and top management must decide what areas are priorities and how to improve those areas through
specific programs. The decisions made based on self-assessments are rarely documented; as a result, there is no way
to determine the degree to which they influence a course of action. Thus, the success of this process may be limited
to the correct interpretation, as generated by top management, and the available guidance to effectively use the selfassessment outcomes.
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Business improvement strategy

Improvement activities
Feedback measures

Enablers

Results

People
Results

People

Leadership

Policy &
Strategy

Processes

Partnerships
and
Resources

Customer
Results

Key
Performance
Results

Society
Results

Cause

Effect

Figure 3: Business performance improvement feedback. Adapted from [26], p.110

2.4. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Measuring organizations’ overall performance has been widely studied, and recently the role of BEMs in this
area has been recognized. This derives from the use of BEMs to collect key performance indicators (KPIs) from
several areas of the business. It is important to mention that BEMs were not originally designed for measuring
organizational performance; however, they present a broader view of performance, addressing many areas not
considered in other approaches [29]. Recent research suggests that combining BEMs with other approaches such as
the balanced scorecard (BSC)2 may be helpful [31], [32]. Wongrassamee et. al. [33] argue that both approaches are
developed from similar concepts despite having significant differences. Both approaches can work as performance
measurement system, and they may be combined to provide a hybrid measurement framework. Under this focus,
[33] compare the EFQM model and the BSC with Otley’s five issues for management control systems (see [34]).
The outcome of this analysis suggests that both approaches are similar in structure, which further suggests the
possibility of combining both frameworks. Thus, this research corroborates the role of the model in the performance
measurement area and reinforces the applicability of BEMs for measuring overall business performance [23], [25],
[35], [36] and [37].
2.5. STRATEGIC PLANNING
The employment of BEMs to support strategic planning has been largely regarded as a blurred application
because it was not clear how BEMs could contribute to this process. Since BEMs have not often been applied to this
area, there is little evidence of any methodology to support strategic planning and business improvements [25].
Ritchie and Dale [23] suggested that the outcomes of self-assessment should be able to support business plans at the
strategic or operational levels. Recent research with some European organizations conducted by the authors suggests
BEMs are suitable frameworks to support strategic planning and business improvements. There are some model
criteria that may be more relevant for specific stages of strategic planning than others. For example, it was found
that organizational effectiveness and customer results were of good value for some organizations to support strategic
analysis. Other organizations may find criteria such as market and financial results more valuable in setting strategic
objectives and plans. This suggests that organizations may not have the same priorities in selecting criteria that best
support their strategic planning. This will vary depending on ongoing strategies, objectives, quality improvements
and plans, and in the maturity level of managing the self-assessments.
3. THE ROLE OF BUSINESS EXCELLENCE MODELS IN DECISION MAKING
The different roles of the BEMs in the organizational context have allowed the models to impact decision
making at the business strategy and operational levels. There is, however, still a debate as to whether the models
2

See [30] for more details about this framework.
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have had more impact at the operational or at the strategic level [38], [39]. This dichotomy has been disappearing
since organizations have learned to identify and deploy BEMs more effectively than they had in the past. Since
quality management initiatives were designed to improve operational performance, there is good documentation of
the success and failure of those initiatives at operational levels. Consequently, much decision making based on selfassessments using business models was geared to support the improvement process at the operational and functional
levels (e.g. customer satisfaction, manufacturing, design, delivery, etc.). Thus, one of the most common applications
of BEMs lies in the identification of areas for improvement, though there is little advice for necessary follow-up
actions.
The use of BEMs for decision making at strategic levels has been limited [39]. Most of the time, BEMs were
used for supporting strategic planning in helping to coordinate initiatives that needed to be implemented. In this
manner, BEMs were management tools to coordinate improvement programs at the discretion of senior managers.
Most of the drivers to set and deploy strategic planning and the decision-making associated with this process came
from external drivers. In fact, many of these drivers and key parameters still come from external sources. However,
the potential of BEMs as an internal source of information to provide strong internal business information of the
organization and its areas was underestimated. Now, there is strong evidence from best practice cases that shows
how organizations successfully use BEMs as a source of internal business intelligence to support strategic planning
(see for instance [40], [41], [42] and [43]).
4. KNOWLEDGE-BASED MODEL FOR INTEGRATING BEMS INTO STRATEGIC PLANNING AND BUSINESS
IMPROVEMENTS

4.1. THE USE OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Business intelligence (BI) and knowledge management frameworks (KMF) have been increasingly used to
support organizations’ management of information in recent years. Business intelligence is defined as the sort of
information distilled from bunches of business data [44]. On the other hand, KMFs are systematic structures to find,
organize, store, and present information in a way that final users understand so that they make the best use of it [45].
In the business context, both approaches intend to improve decision-making at organizational levels and functional
areas. Another important element considered in these approaches is the use of information technology (IT), which
substantially helps to extract BI and to build KMF. The implementation of IT systems to support BI and KMF
depends on available resources, and current software and hardware platforms.
The proposed framework in this paper is derived from the emerging issues of an empirical study of sixteen
European organizations that use the EFQM model to support their strategic planning (Figure 4). This framework,
however, represents cases of best practice in which organizations have found a good way to integrate their selfassessments into strategic planning. It does not necessarily represent a general way of using BEMs for supporting
strategic planning or other processes. In addition, the framework needs further development to narrow key
performance indicators, and needs to be tested, either through modelling techniques or implementation. This issue is
later commented in the “Further Research” section.
4.2. INTEGRATING SELF-ASSESSMENTS INTO STRATEGIC PLANNING
This knowledge-based framework that integrates the EFQM model into business improvements and strategic
planning can benefit organizations regardless of their size or public/private roles. This approach is subject, however,
to the current situation of the organization, and its internal and external environments. If the organization decides to
deploy the framework, it has to be lead by top management and the relevant strategy/quality management
departments, as well as with external consultancy if required. It also requires detailed planning for the activities and
resources involved for every stage, which may be supported by a project-approach deployment. Therefore, the
following points are non-prescriptive and intend to provide an overall guide for this process, which has to be tailored
based on particular needs, culture, and the availability of resources. This framework can be deployed using the
following eight stages:
1.

Evaluate current situation: determining the needs

The first thing that an organization needs to decide is the role and objective of the business model and
assessments. This decision should be linked to current organizational needs, that is, to requirements in terms of
business results in getting from point X to point Y. The RADAR methodology addressed in Section 1 of this
document is a good start as suggested in [46].
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Figure 4: A knowledge-based framework for integrating self-assessments into strategic planning and business improvements.

2.

Decide what business model to employ

This will depend on factors such as familiarity with a particular framework, requirements due to geographical
location, the availability of training, and the general interest of senior management for a particular model. There is
no rule in choosing a model, but it is recommended that organizations choose the model to their needs [21].
3.

Conduct self-assessments

This process is concerned with the deployment of the business model through a series of local steps such as that
proposed in Figure 2. Some authors, consultants, and quality foundations provide support to conduct the selfassessments, and it is recommended that organizations use them. Conti [22] proposes an approach for deploying the
EFQM model, which is similar to the approach suggested by the EFQM in [13] and [46]. Since the self-assessment
is a crucial process, organizations are advised to seek professional assistance to conduct it. Finally, it is important
that this stage links strategic objectives with action plans for reaching business results in the medium and long terms.
4.

Conduct external business intelligence

There are currently several sources of information that provide key parameters in benchmarking, financial
analysis, industry tendencies, country intelligence, etc. The need and scope of external business intelligence will
depend upon specific organizations’ needs that require to be addressed. First, it is necessary to define what sort of
information the organization needs, and to determine areas that require this information (e.g. business divisions,
marketing department, financial department, quality department, etc.). Second, it is necessary to allocate resources
to obtain the information, as it is not usually free, including the IT and KMF resources to process and structure the
information accordingly. Finally, given these constraints, organizations should consider seeking external advice; but,
it is recommended that they retain control of this process in the long term. Once these points are clear, an external BI
framework can be tailored to cover specific needs. Table 1 provides a sample of firms that make business
intelligence available for several key industries, products, and markets.
5.

Conduct internal business intelligence

This refers to structuring internal indicators from self-assessments along with the deployment of appropriate
programs to support development and innovation of products/services. Self-assessment helps to identify the
weaknesses and strengths of the current business, while R&D programs support new product developments and
innovations. Tables 1 and 2 make available some valuable sources of information for case studies, articles, and best
practices that can support internal business intelligence. The other part of internal business intelligence should come
from a thorough analysis of self-assessments and feedback.
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Table 1: External business intelligence sources: some databases covering relevant external factors
Database

Website

Service and industries

Coverage

Amedeus

http://www.bvdep.com

Amadeus is a comprehensive database containing
financial information on approximately 9 million
public and private companies in 38 European
countries.

Europe

Orbis

http://www.bvdep.com

Orbis is a global database, which has financial
information on over 35 million companies.

Worldwide

Osiris

http://www.bvdep.com

Osiris is a comprehensive database of listed
companies, banks and insurance companies.

Worldwide

Compustat

http://www2.standardandpoor
s.com

Compustat is a north American database that
allows financial analysis of major US and Canadian
companies. Other resources also provide
information from all non-North American
companies (Compustat global).

Worldwide

Global
insights

http://www.globalinsight.com

Global insights provides country intelligence for
200 countries and more than 170 industry analyses.

Worldwide

Global
market
information

http://www.euromonitor.com

The global information database provides current
and forecasted economic indicators (including
GDP, banking, government expenditure, consumer
expenditure/prices, disposable income) for over
200 countries.

Worldwide

OECD
economic
outlook

http://miranda.sourceoecd.org

Provides a comprehensive statistic data of the 30
OECD economies.

Worldwide

Economist
business
intelligence

http://www.eiu.com

The Economist intelligence unit provides
information and forecasts on more than 200
countries and eight key industries.

Worldwide

Factiva

http://www.factiva.com

Factiva provides business news and information
along with international stock exchange indices
from quoted companies.

Worldwide

Global best
practice

http://www.globalbestpractice
s.com

The global best practice is a knowledge resource
for best practices, benchmarking, business risks
and controls.

Worldwide

BPIR

http://www.bpir.com

BPIR is a business performance resource that
provides a range of information of best practice for
improvement and benchmarking purposes.

Worldwide

Excellence
one

http://excellenceone.efqm.org
/

Excellence one provides a comprehensive database
of best practice of quality management, articles,
cases studies, and insights from “successful
organizations”.

Europe

Source: developed from the current websites of the providers (accessed July, 2007). All of these databases require a
username/password for access.

6.

Analyze self-assessment and business intelligence

This step refers to the analyses and discussion of self-assessment and business intelligence, and should take place
at a business strategy level with top management. It also requires that all people involved in this stage know the
business improvement and strategy agendas so that the decisions go in both directions (see Figure 4). In addition, the
decision making, both operational and strategic, should be strongly supported by internal and external business
intelligence, which requires top management to be involved and informed in detail
7.

Decide on business improvements at the operational level

This stage consists of a formulation of a detailed action plan to improve key processes, mainly at operational
levels. It concerns the selection of specific quality improvement initiatives to tackle these issues (e.g., six sigma,
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business process reengineering, statistical process control, quality standards, certification, etc.). The decisions
regarding these programs and improvements should be prioritized in terms of the strategic objectives and available
organizational resources.
Table 2: Some databases containing journals related to business management
Database

Website

Service

ABI inform

http://www.proquest.com

Covers more than 1,600 leading
business and management
publications.

Business source premier
(EBSCO)

http://www2.ebsco.com

Includes full text for more than
1,125 business publications. It
provides expanded indexing and
abstracts for some business
publications.

Expanded academic
ASAP (info tract)

http://www.gale.com

Covers scholarly journals for a
wide range of academic
disciplines, including business and
management.

Sage management &
organization studies

http://www.csa.com

Covers publications in the areas of
business and management,
including organization studies,
human relations, marketing, etc.

Emerald

http://www.emeraldinsight.com

Includes over 2,000 full text
business and management journals.

Source: developed from the current websites of the providers (accessed July, 2007). All these databases require a
username/password for access.

8.

Support tailored strategic planning

This stage consists of generating specific action for supporting strategic planning along with areas/people
responsible to execute the actions. Additionally, the documents generated should state what business model criteria
are relevant for strategic analysis and strategy evaluation. The strategic objectives and plans will have also to be
reviewed in terms self-assessments analyses and business intelligence. Finally, top management has to make sure
that actions derived from these decisions are executed as agreed.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The evolution of BEMs has allowed them to play several roles in the organizational context, ranging from a mere
award application program to a performance measurement system. Though the strongest application of BEMs has
been for assessing business, their role for supporting performance measurement systems and strategic planning has
increased. Since most research and practical applications have been in the area of continuous improvement
programs, there is still a lack of methods and structured frameworks that incorporate self-assessments outcomes with
strategic planning. In addition, there is a need to define and produce accurate KPIs if BEMs are intended to support
the design and deployment of a performance measurement system.
The multiple roles of BEMs in the organizational context have led to the establishment of an influence of these
frameworks in operational and strategic decision making. Firstly, self-assessment outcomes have substantially
influenced senior managers to decide on what improvements they will implement and how they should prioritize
them [26]. Here, the decision making is at the operational level, as it involves decisions on necessary techniques and
methods for supporting process improvement. The EFQM model is strongly a process-based approach;
consequently, it is necessary to maintain the coherency of the “process-approach” when deciding on improvements
to “business enablers”. Secondly, self-assessment outcomes influence strategic decision making, as they have been
reported in cases of best practice by leading organizations using BEMs. This has been linked to supporting strategic
plans and objectives, as well as strategy evaluation. This issue however, needs further investigation to establish the
degree to which models can actually support overall business strategy.
In this way, self-assessment outcomes complement internal BI by establishing which model criteria and
processes need improvement. Additionally, external BI can not only impact strategic planning, but it also brings
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updated business knowledge into organizations. Consequently, the ability of senior managers to structure internal
and external business knowledge holistically is essential for decision making and for creating value for the
organization. Consultancies develop most of the available methods and techniques in this area, which has motivated
this paper to propose a cost-effective method to improve decision making for strategic planning and operational
improvements. The use of these methods is expected to expand in the coming years, taking advantage of new
friendly IT solutions for managing information. Thus, organizations will be able to integrate their BEMs into
strategic planning and business improvements, which may result in better use of BI and KMF to support decision
making in their business activity.
6. FURTHER RESEARCH
The following issues are considered to be important for further research: 1) analyses to integrate knowledge
management frameworks with current information technology strategies, and 2) evaluation of Windows-based
software or programming tools which optimize cost-effective development and implementation, as well as fulfilling
organizations’ needs. 3) Further research is also needed to define/build a set of KPIs that effectively represent
business performance in terms of financial and non financial indicators in a coherent and understandable way. 4)
Additionally, it is necessary to develop a business intelligence framework (BIF) that structures precise business
information from specific industries. 5) Finally, the methodology needs to be tested, potentially through case studies
with organizations that employ a business model.
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ABSTRACT
The latest developments of innovative approaches and methodologies in maintenance process management have
defined new market opportunities, not only for the users of the maintenance services, but also for the companies
specialized in maintenance process management. Nowadays, these companies are increasingly offering their
maintenance services (maintenance global services), allowing both the users and providers of the services to
focus on their core skills and resources. The engineering of maintenance processes and the implementation of
effective maintenance strategies improve the quality of services, allow the efficient management of human
resources and reduce the size of the spare parts supply, thereby allowing meaningful economies of scale.
However, with increasing system complexity, such objectives can be carried out only by using heuristic or metaheuristics methods. In this paper, it is examined a real case of opportunistic maintenance policy, in which a fault
of the system can produce the opportunity of execute also other preventive maintenance. The proposed
methodology, applied in the maintenance global service field, is based on a genetic algorithm that aims to
minimize total maintenance

1. INTRODUCTION
The “maintenance global service” is an integrated service in which the provider company gives maintenance
services ensuring measurable results like the availability level, the reliability level etc. To maximize the own profit,
a provider company of this kind of services aims to minimize the total maintenance costs, anyway ensuring the fixed
level of the maintenance service performance. An inadequate level of service involves for the service provider the
payment of fines.
In this paper the maintenance global service contract between an Italian global service provider company that
will be referred as GSPC, and a firm that works in the field of refuse collections is analyzed.
The GSPC provides maintenance service in the “refuse collectors monoshovel”.
The global service contract takes into account only run to failure maintenance activities and fixed levels of
service performance:
•

no more than six contemporary refuse collectors stoppage for maintenance execution are allowed;

•

for each refuse collector, a total maintenance time not greater than thirty days for year is permitted;

•

for each refuse collector, the time duration of each maintenance activity does not must be greater than
five days.

In this situation the use of specific and suitable opportunistic maintenance policy becomes determinant for the
provider’s profitability.
In this paper, the maintenance activity for the refuse collection vehicles covered by the maintenance global
service contract is analyzed. Firstly, the historical data of about 5000 maintenance actions performed in the last five
years and concerning about 100 different modes of faults are analyzed. Based on these historical data, a specific
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +39(091) 6657079; Fax: +39(091) 6657039; E-mail: lupo@dtpm.unipa.it
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optimization model based on a genetic algorithm, already validated in the past [1], is applied to identify an optimal
opportunistic maintenance policy [2] [3]. The fitness function used in the genetic algorithm is calculated as the sum
of annual total maintenance costs and the downtime costs corresponding to the maintenance policy considered. The
feasibility, effectiveness and performance of the proposed approach for the opportunistic maintenance policy
management are confirmed by numerical results and by comparison with run to failure maintenance policy.

2. THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
It is assumed that the system is composed by stochastically deteriorating units with Weibull life time
distribution, increasing failure rate and such that the preventive maintenance brings the system to the as good as
new condition. It is supposed also that the system is subjected only to corrective maintenance actions and
characterised by N independent failure modes. Furthermore, it is assumed that the execution of each maintenance
action requires the system stoppage. In order to reduce the production loss during downtime, thus reducing total
maintenance costs, it is possible to consider not only replacements of a single unit, but replacements of a group of
units, too. Whenever a system component fails, the opportunity may be taken during the following shut-down to
carry out preventive maintenance on other components which have not yet failed. This maintenance approach with
group replacement is referred to as opportunity based maintenance [1] [2]. The opportunity-based maintenance
problem can be formulated as a specific application of a set partitioning problem (SPP) [4]. The goal is to determine
a partition of the set of N maintenance actions, where the elements identify the maintenance groups (potentially, a
single maintenance action). The maintenance groups are such that, if a unit of the group fails, then a corrective
maintenance action is performed on the failed unit and preventive maintenance actions are carried out on the other
units of the group even if they are not yet broken.
By choosing a time horizon H, for each possible partition of the set of the N considered maintenance actions, the
expected total maintenance cost for the execution of the maintenance actions can be evaluated. The goal of this
work is to determine the feasible partition corresponding to the minimum expected total maintenance cost. The
partitioning problem is shown to be NP complete [5] and then a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the optimization
problem is proposed [6] [7].

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let U be a series system subject to the opportunistic maintenance policy; let i be the generic unit of the system,
with i = 1, 2, … N.
In order to express the cost function, it is introduced, for the ith unit, the following cost notation: csp,i = cost of
spare parts; cm,i = cost of consumable materials; cl,i = cost of labour; cp,i = cost of outage (cost of production).
A maintenance intervention on the mth group (Gm) composed by Nm units involves a cost TCGm given by:
TCGm = Csp,m + Cm,m + Cl,m + Cp,m

(5)

where:

C sp ,m + C m ,m + Cl ,m = ∑ (csp ,i + cm ,i + cl ,i )

(6)

C p ,m = max {c p ,i }

(7)

Nm

i =1

i =1.. N m

The previous relationships imply that all the units of a group are simultaneously repaired.
Let ENGm(H) be the expected number of system stoppages due to the failure of an unit in group m. The expected
cost in the time horizon H for the repair of group m (TACGm), is given by:
TACGm(H) = ENGm(H) ⋅ TCGm

(8)
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According to the renewal theory, ENGm(H) is given by the renewal function defined as [8]:
∞

ENG m ( H ) = ∑ FG m ,n ( H )

(9)

n =1

where FGm,n represents the probability of having at least n stoppages due to failures of units of the group m.
FGm,n can be computed, from FGm,1 , that is the cumulative lifetime distribution of the group m, by the recursive
relationships:
H

FGm ,n ( H ) = ∫ FGm ,n−1 ( H − t ) ⋅ dFG(t ) ( with n = 2, 3, ..., ∞)

(10)

0

In order to evaluate the function FGm,1(H), it can be observed that, if unit failures are independent, then the
failure rate of the group m is expressed by [9]:
Nm

λm (t ) = ∑ λi (t )

(11)

i =1

Relationships (5) and (6) show that an increase of Nm causes an increase of TCGm. But, an increase of Nm implies
a larger number of preventive interventions and so a reduction of the failure rate of the group m after maintenance
action and, consequently, a greater system reliability. Hence, system stoppages become less frequent and the value
of ENGm(H) decreases.
The optimization process here proposed is to determine how to aggregate the N units of the system in NG groups
in order to balance these two opposite trends and therefore to minimize the total expected maintenance cost in the
considered time horizon H. Finally the following mathematical model is formulated:
Minimize:
NG

C = ∑ TACGm ( H )

(12)

m =1

Where:

⎞
⎞ ⎛
⎛ ∞
TACG m ( H ) = ⎜ ∑ FGm ,n ( H ) ⎟ ⋅ ⎜⎜ ∑ (csp ,i + cm ,i + cl ,i ) + max (c p ,i )⎟⎟ ∀m = 1,..., NG
i∈Gm
⎠ ⎝ i∈Gm
⎝ n=1
⎠

(13)

Subject to:

⎛ NG ⎞
⎜⎜ U Gm ⎟⎟ = U
⎝ m =1 ⎠

(14)

Gi I Gk = ∅ ∀i, k = 1...NG , i ≠ k

(15)

N m ≥ 1 ∀m = 1,..., NG

(16)

4.0 A GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR PART GROUPING OPTIMIZATION.
In this section it is described the genetic algorithm employed to search the solution of the combinatorial
optimization problem previously presented Although a standard binary-coded genetic algorithm is possible [10], a
coding based on a decimal alphabet was preferred in order to overcome the limitations of the standard approach [11]
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According to this methodology, a generic solution can be represented by a permutation of the first N+K-1
integer numbers, where K is the maximum allowable value of NG. In this way, numbers from 1 to N must be
interpreted as unit identifiers, while numbers from N+1 to N+K-1 have to be seen as separators.
Figure 1 shows the decoding of a generic chromosome with N=10, K=5,G1 G2 and G3 maintenance groups and I
the set of individual repair
4

7

11

1

14

2

3

9

5

13

6

12

10

8

G2
G1
3
2
4

9

I

5

7

1
6
10
8

G3

Figure 1: Generic chromosome and its decoding (N=10 and K=5)

The choice of parents is randomly determined using the roulette wheel method and the crossover operator used
is a classical two point crossover. The mutation operator simply exchanges two randomly selected genes of the
chromosome. The fitness function is the inverse of the cost function (12).
Finally, since the model is constrained the new solutions feasible was verified.

5.0 ANALYSIS AND TREATMENT OF THE FAILURES DATABASE
The GSPC database is mainly composed of maintenance actions performed since 1997. For each maintenance
action, the follow parameters are recorded:
•

Day of maintenance action;

•

Description and analysis of the failure and identification of the maintenance work team;

•

Duration of the maintenance action and spares parts used;

The analysis carried out has taken into consideration about 5,000 maintenance actions represented by about 100
different types of failures. The Weibull distribution is chosen for the units’ lifetime modeling. For each failure
mode, the mean time to failure (MTTF) and the parameters of the Weibull distribution are evaluated by using of a
commercial suitable statistical software.
Every failure mode is clustered in five failure mode groupings that will be referred as FMG, in relation to its
operational analogy, in order to identify the components on which preventive maintenance actions could be
executed during the same system outage. The parameters Eta and Beta of the Weibull distribution [9] and the
economic ones of each failure mode are shown in the following tables:
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Table 1: Statistical and economic parameters of failure modes belonging to FMG “A”, “B” and “C”.
Failure modes
of FMGs
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

Eta
81118,59
74,67
79681,96
1770,14
323,94
7,59E+11
966,07
1637,06
2429,48
2203,55
10062,69
190,34
3935,32
589,07
55,97
8089,86
20,52
9171,28
11988,38
4379,54
1370,00
272,50
711,76
2456,37
5180,02
101077,2
1094,75
571,32
369,19
16624,30
23,06
3311,16
2,32E+11
18591653
144,40
15536,48
4010,29
542,26
41,29
143134,70
107,38
3058,67
169,72
1378,57

Beta
2,56
1,58
2,74
1,98
1,65
2,44
1,79
1,88
2,69
2,80
3,16
1,70
2,97
2,30
1,20
2,28
1,10
2,33
2,12
2,06
1,82
1,50
1,60
1,59
1,93
2,57
2,13
1,84
1,72
2,86
1,26
2,44
5,69
3,83
1,59
2,65
1,70
2,02
1,26
3,26
1,52
2,45
1,57
2,26
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csp+cl+cm
[$/month]
30,05
28,26
97,32
49,49
26,14
67,48
64,85
57,77
33,38
37,15
62,75
63,57
58,05
52,17
64,97
35,21
51,17
60,03
30,12
24,84
17,61
48,85
28,97
29,73
48,01
111,16
41,29
40,58
39,28
29,92
32,84
42,06
36,11
38,37
38,09
29,61
14,63
38,23
58,04
90,57
23,96
22,90
17,27
26,80

cp
[$/month]
18,00
71,00
59,00
24,00
35,00
24,00
24,00
35,00
32,00
28,00
32,00
25,00
38,00
32,00
50,00
65,00
66,00
85,00
32,40
20,00
16,00
50,00
135,00
50,00
70,00
120,00
55,00
65,00
56,00
45,00
35,00
20,00
35,00
70,00
35,00
50,00
20,00
20,00
25,00
25,00
45,00
38,00
42,00
35,00
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Table 2: Statistical and economic parameters of failure modes belonging to FMG “D” and “E”.
Failure modes
of FMGs
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11
E12
E13
E14
E15
E16
E17
E18
E19
E20
E21
E22
E23

Eta
28,75
113,04
53294,36
230,47
47952,22
3008837
18953,45
103977,80
15158,36
60,04
45,58
1000,08
2867,14
446,09
41,46
6,70
53,52
20,52
53294,36
11647,52
28,94268
40482,08
747,74
51797,42
3390,71
119,66
321,52
23529,49
19,70
2620,58
348,83
413,26
26,57
30649,23
2533,64
37681,50
15377,35

Beta
1,24
1,19
2,73
1,65
2,67
3,03
2,49
2,71
2,21
1,49
1,26
2,38
2,59
2,10
1,23
1,15
2,40
1,10
2,73
1,89
1,29
3,47
2,41
2,73
2,34
1,48
1,36
2,54
1,09
2,07
1,69
1,74
1,19
1,11
2,10
2,64
2,21

csp+cl+cm
[$/month]
171,23
66,52
45,55
47,23
46,62
310,25
112,54
30,82
104,88
34,12
28,72
22,80
26,24
32,85
57,50
391,76
24,76
305,50
45,85
238,50
94,65
2945,02
305,50
45,85
2782,61
112,21
32,71
65,45
78,68
90,36
211,90
657,73
90,89
81,77
101,52
135,95
105,31

cp
[$/month]
360,00
135,00
50,00
185,00
35,00
165,00
115,00
35,00
70,00
55,00
62,00
45,00
58,00
85,00
51,00
75,00
25,00
101,00
75,00
101,00
51,00
889,00
101,00
75,00
889,00
51,00
25,00
75,00
75,00
101,00
75,00
127,00
75,00
88,00
25,00
51,00
25,00

6.0 APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The application of the proposed optimization methodology allows for each failure mode, the evaluation of the
optimal maintenance policy and its total cost.
The table 3 shows the optimal maintenance policy evaluated for each FMG
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Table 3: Optimal maintenance policy for the different FMGs.

(IX)
(GX)

FMG A

FMG B

IA
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14

IB
B1
B3
B4
B8
B11

GA

FMG C
GB
B10
B5
B9
B12
B7
B6

IC
C1
C2
C5
C8
C9
C10
C11

FMG D
GC
C7
C4
C3
C12
C14
C6
C13

B2
B14

ID
D1
D2
D3
D4
D6
D7
D9
D10
D11
D14

FMG E
GD
D8
D5
D12
D13

IE
E2
E3
E4
E7
E8
E9
E11
E15
E17
E19

B15
B16
B13

GE
E23
E1
E21
E22
E20
E12
E18
E6
E14
E10
E13
E16
E5

run to failure maintenance actions;
groups single out for opportunistic maintenance.

For example, considering FMG “B”, the table 3 shows that the optimal maintenance policy is made up of “run to
failure” maintenance actions for the B3, B4, B1, B8 and B11 failure modes, while for the other failure modes, it is
preferable to use a specific opportunistic maintenance policy in relation to the underlying groupings.
So, after corrective maintenance activity is performed on B10 (or B5), it is necessary to carry out preventive
maintenance activity on B5 (or B10). Likewise, a corrective maintenance action on B16 involves preventive
maintenance actions on B15 and B13.
Moreover, Table 3 shows that there is a FMG that does not benefit from the application of the developed
opportunistic maintenance policy; in fact, the FMG A has an optimal maintenance policy made up of only run to
failure maintenance actions.
The following table 4 shows, for the FMGs in which the opportunistic maintenance approach involves a
reduction in total maintenance costs, the expected cost reduction respect to the run to failure policy.
Table 4: Monthly expected total maintenance costs corresponding to heuristic and run to failure maintenance policies

FMG
s
B
C
D
E

Expected total maintenance cost
corresponding to run to failure
policy
[$/month]
843,68
673,32
1.766,78
11.254,69

Expected total maintenance cost
corresponding to heuristic
maintenance policy [$/month]
765,98
595,80
1.437,57
10.040,45

Expected
reduction cost
[%]
9
12
19
11

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the analysis of failures of refuse collection vehicles shows that, in relation to contractual
constraints, the use of an opportunistic maintenance policies are not always the best with respect to “run to failure”
policy.
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Using the proposed optimization methodology in order to minimize total maintenance costs, FMG A does not
benefit from the application of opportunistic maintenance policy developed. Instead, for FMGs B, C, D and E, it is
appropriate in order to achieve a significant reduction in maintenance cost.
In fact, the comparison between the solutions without group replacement and the solutions obtained by the
proposed optimization model shows that considerable savings (up to 19%, for the FMGs considered) may be
achieved by using the proposed optimization approach.
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ABSTRACT
In order to keep production in Sweden the industry has to stay competitive on a global market. This fact
increases the demand of high utilisation of automated production equipment. However, research has indicated
that the average utilisation of production equipment in Sweden is about 60%. One key factor for increasing the
utilisation is effective maintenance of the production equipment. Still, within the manufacturing industry,
maintenance is often regarded as a cost driving necessity rather than a competitive resource. In a survey,
published 2004, about 70 % of the respondents consider maintenance a pure cost centre. The same survey also
revealed that 28 % of the respondents have no maintenance strategy or policy at all. The aim of this paper is to
discuss the role of maintenance strategies as a means of making maintenance contribute to competitiveness. The
paper is based on a theoretical overview and a case study in which six companies have been studied regarding
the perceived quality of their maintenance, the challenges they face, and their view on the strategic impact of
production maintenance. In the case study, four companies, which are dissatisfied with their current
maintenance, are compared with two reference companies, well reputed for their maintenance excellence. The
findings indicate that a strategic view of maintenance is essential for achieving the desired level of maintenance
performance. This strategic view has to be held, not only by the production and maintenance management, but
by the company management group. While the two reference companies have well formulated maintenance
strategies, including aligned measures, acting as roadmaps for their continuous improvement of their
maintenance, the four studied companies lack both strategic goals and relevant measures for their maintenance
activities. The reasons for this are individual for each company but they share an insight that they need to
develop their maintenance in order to stay competitive in their business areas.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to stay competitive on the global market of today, the Swedish industry is forced to continuously increase its
production efficiency. One important aspect of this is to optimise the maintenance of the production equipment.
Kelly expresses optimum maintenance as: “to achieve the agreed plant operating pattern, availability and product
quality within the accepted plant condition (for longevity) and safety standards, and at minimum resource cost.” [1,
p. 26]. Bevilacqua and Braglia [2] state that maintenance costs can represent as much as 15-70% of the total
production cost. According to Ahlmann [3] the total cost of maintenance in Sweden constitutes 6.2% of the
industry’s turnover which is close to 200 billion SEK per year. However, Wireman [4] means that as much as one
third of the maintenance cost is unnecessarily spent due to bad planning, overtime costs, bad use of preventive
maintenance etc. Ahlmann [3] showed in a study that the mean overall operational effectiveness in Swedish industry
is about 60%. Ljungberg [5] presents a study of 23 machinery systems that have an average Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE) of 55%. A similar study of 10 companies is presented by Ericsson [6], indicating that only 59%
of the production time was used for production. Of the remaining, unproductive, time 39% was used for maintenance
related activities. Failures in production systems may cause high losses, e.g. lost production time or volume, negative
impact on the environment, lost customers, warranty payments, etc. [7].
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Still, within the manufacturing industry, maintenance is often regarded as a cost driving necessity rather than a
competitive resource. Alsyouf presents a survey in which 70% of the respondents considered maintenance to be a
pure cost centre [8]. Of the respondents 28% had no maintenance strategy at all. Jonsson [9] suggests that one reason
for the lack of interest for maintenance among management might be that there is hardly any visible connection
between maintenance activities and profitability. This absence of visual connections may be true in the
manufacturing organizations but recent research has showed that the connections exist. For example, Swanson [10]
has, through a survey, showed a strong relationship between proactive and aggressive maintenance strategies and
performance. Walker points out that: “it is necessary to consider maintenance as a company issue and not a
maintenance issue because maintenance should not be something to consider in isolation.” [11, p. 52]. Furthermore,
Walker means that when maintenance is taken seriously at board room level, and seen as a key business driver, the
profitability of the company will improve [11].

2. METHOD
The aim of this paper is to discuss the role of maintenance strategies as a means of making maintenance
contribute to competitiveness. The paper is based on a theoretical overview and a case study in which six companies
have been studied regarding the perceived quality of their maintenance, the challenges they face, and their view on
the strategic impact of production maintenance. The literature study includes the areas of: maintenance strategy and
maintenance performance measurements. The case study is designed as an embedded, single case study [12]. It has
been performed at six companies with different status and challenges for their maintenance. Two of the companies
were selected because of their reputation as excellent in maintenance management. The other four companies were
selected based on the fact that they are dissatisfied with their current maintenance performance. The case study is
conducted through directed open interviews with persons responsible for maintenance at each company. To
strengthen the validity of the study, observation notes were taken during visits at the production and maintenance
departments at the companies. Also documentation relating to maintenance strategies and maintenance sourcing was
collected and used in the analysis. The use of various methods for data collection makes it possible to triangulate
which strengthens the internal validity of the research [13]. To analyze the collected data a pattern matching logic
was used. To match an empirically based pattern with a predicted one further strengthens the validity of the findings
[12].

3. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW
This section presents a short overview of theories within maintenance strategies. Also, theories regarding
performance measurements have been studied since valid measurements are important to evaluate the result of the
applied maintenance strategy.
3.1 MAINTENANCE STRATEGY
The concept of maintenance strategy is very loosely defined. Some authors define it merely as the choice between
run to failure, preventive maintenance, and proactive maintenance. Others like Eti et al. [14] give a similar
definition, but distinguish between predictive, preventive, corrective, and detective maintenance. Gallimore et al.
[15] mean that maintenance strategy is formulated through the combination of (1) reactive maintenance, (2) regularly
scheduled preventative maintenance, (3) inspection, (4) backup equipment, and (5) equipment upgrades. The mix of
these elements is specific for each facility and depending on the goals of the maintenance, the nature of the facility or
equipment to be maintained, as well as the work environment. Other authors give a more extensive definition to the
term. Some of them are presented in this section.
It is common to regard the maintenance function’s impact on assets as purely tactical. Hence, maintenance is
often regarded as an expense and therefore a subject for cost reduction programs [16]. As an effect, maintenance
performance measurements tend to focus on direct cost, head count, etc. However, Tsang [16] stresses that
maintenance also has a strategic dimension covering issues such as facility design, including maintenance programs,
competence development, and deployment of tools and staff.
Tsang [17] states that four strategic dimensions of maintenance have to be regarded.
•
•

Service delivery options; in-house or outsourcing.
Organization of the maintenance function and the way maintenance tasks are structured.
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•
•

Maintenance methodology: the selection of maintenance policies.
Design of infrastructure that supports maintenance.

Jonsson [9] points out the importance of goals and strategies to develop a maintenance management framework.
These goals and strategies should support the corporate strategy and business drivers considered critical success
factors of the company. Maintenance strategies are co-coordinating and integrating when related to corporate and
production strategies and maintenance knowledge. Further, management and personnel should support them. The
fact that many companies have no clear goals for their maintenance activities is serious since goals and strategies are
the driving forces for increasing the maintenance effectiveness [9].
Wilson [18] means that it is of primary importance that the maintenance objectives and strategy align with the
business goals. Therefore they should reflect:
•
•
•
•

What the customers need in terms of the business targets for plant performance, quality, production
demands, and cost savings etc.
Whether the resources match the strategy objectives.
What the functions capabilities, and the people involved, aspire to. Can they deliver?
What changes the maintenance function must take and how quickly they can be implemented.

According to Wilson [18] an asset maintenance strategy is based on a co-ordinated set of objectives and major
policies of the maintenance operation. All objectives will have targets to be aimed at, resulting in hard figures for the
goals to be achieved.
Pinjala et al. [19] discuss the relationship between business and maintenance strategies. They define maintenance
strategy as “coherent, unifying and integrative pattern of decisions in different maintenance strategy elements in
congruence with manufacturing, corporate and business level strategies; determines and reveals the organizational
purpose; defines the nature of economic and non-economic contributions it intends to make to the organization as a
whole.” [19, p. 216]. Like Tsang [17], Pinjala et al. [19] mean that there is a set of strategic decision elements that
have to be dealt with when setting up a maintenance strategy. Unlike Tsang [17] however, Pinjala et al. [19] suggest
ten decision elements.
Structural decision elements:
• Maintenance capacity
• Maintenance facilities
• Maintenance technology
• Vertical integration
Infrastructure decision elements:
• Maintenance organization
• Maintenance policy and concepts
• Maintenance planning and control systems
• Human resources
• Maintenance modifications
• Maintenance performance measurements and reward systems
3.2 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
When discussing performance measurements, many authors highlight the importance of such measurements for
the achievement of strategic goals. For example, Kumar et al. [20] mean that clearly defined performance factors are
essential to create trust in the implementation and execution of a maintenance strategy. They suggest a framework for
the development of a performance based service strategy [20]. Furthermore, they state that service strategy
developers, implementers, and executors must have a clear understanding of the process requirements and
preferences.
According to Atkinson [21], performance measurement on strategic level defines the focus and scope of
management accounting. A specific requirement is that the accounting practice recognises and reflects the strategic
choices of the organization. Atkinson [21] means that the process of strategic performance measurement has four
steps – identifying:
1.

the organisation’s primary objectives as established by its owners or principals,
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2.
3.
4.

the role the organization’s stakeholders play as the organization pursues its primary objectives —which
define a second level of objectives which we will call secondary objectives,
what each stakeholder requires in exchange for undertaking its role in supporting the organization’s
strategy, and
how to measure the organization objectives and stakeholder roles.

Tsang et al. argue that since maintenance spending constitutes a large part of the operating budget in
organizations with heavy investments in machinery and equipment, tracking the performance of maintenance
operations in such organizations should be a key management issue [22]. Another reason for linking the
measurements to the organization’s strategy, according to Tsang, is the influence of the used performance
measurements on employee behaviours [16].
However, in a study performed by Tsang [22], the following characteristics of the maintenance performance
measurement system were shared by the studied companies:
•

•
•

•

It is an exception rather than the norm that the maintenance organization uses a structured process to
identify measures of its performance. Management is typically not aware of the part that the measurement
system can play in achieving vertical alignment of goals and horizontal integration of activities across
organizational units.
The performance measures are primarily used for operational control purposes.
The commonly used measures are financial indicators such as operational and maintenance (O&M) costs,
and equipment-based or process-oriented measures such as equipment availability, labour productivity, and
number of incidents caused by in-service failures.
Benchmarking is gaining acceptance as a methodology to evaluate performance and establish targets by
making reference to the achievements of best-in-class organizations.

Kutucuoglu et al. [23] have identified the following key design features for a qualitative performance
measurement system for maintenance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriateness of the performance indicators in relation to the strategic objectives of an organization.
(Selection criteria): each performance measure should have an organizational goal or objective to feed back.
Vertical alignment of performance indicators to translate the strategic objectives into different levels of
hierarchy. (Deployment criteria): Recognition of different hierarchies.
Balanced view of the maintenance system.
Integration of objective and subjective measures.
Employee involvement.
Cross-functional structure.

Alsyouf [24] points out that the maintenance actions not only affect the maintenance department itself but also
other parts of the organization. Therefore, Alsyouf [24] means that there is a need for a holistic performance
measurement system that can:
•
•
•
•

Assess the contribution of the maintenance function to the strategic business objectives.
Identify the weaknesses and strengths of the implemented maintenance strategy.
Establish a sound foundation for a comprehensive maintenance improvement strategy using quantitative and
qualitative data.
Re-evaluate the criteria that are employed in benchmarking maintenance practice and performance with the
best practice within and outside the same branch of industry.

4. CASE FINDINGS
In order to exemplify the role of maintenance strategies as a means of making maintenance contribute to
competitiveness, a case study has been performed. In the study, four companies that are dissatisfied with their current
maintenance are compared with two companies, well reputed for their maintenance.
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4.1. CASE A
Company A is a manufacturer of mechanical components for hydraulic valves. They have 90 employees of which
two are maintenance personnel. The responsibility for maintenance management is assigned to one of the production
managers. Except for their own staff they use external contractors for additional competence as well as for pure
manpower. The company has a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) but it is currently used only
to log performed maintenance. The company has no maintenance strategy and uses no measurements for evaluation
of their maintenance performance. The production manager is well aware of the potential benefits of improving the
maintenance performance but with a strained economy it is hard for the company to justify the necessary
investments.
4.2 CASE B
Company B manufactures electro mechanical components for power generation and mining industry. The
company has 85 employees including two maintenance personnel, managed by one of the production managers.
Additional manpower and expertise is contracted when necessary. The company has recently purchased a CMMS
system but it is not yet fully implemented. So far, they have no maintenance strategy but the industrial group that the
company belongs to are about to formulate a group generic maintenance strategy. Even though the company has
started to derive measures from the CMMS system these measures are not obviously tied to any strategic goals. The
company in-sourced their maintenance over two years ago and has recently discovered that some of the equipment
has not had any preventive maintenance performed since then. One of the main challenges this company faces is to
set up and systemize their preventive maintenance in order to achieve higher availability of their equipment.
4.3 CASE C
Company C is a supplier of mechanical components for the automotive industry and electromechanical industry.
They have 175 employees of which six are maintenance personnel, including one maintenance manager. Another
five maintainers are periodically contracted for additional manpower. Company C belongs to the same industrial
group as company B and has like company B recently started to use CMMS as a base for improving their
maintenance. Also, the company will adapt to the industrial group’s generic maintenance strategy once it is
formulated. In difference from company B, company C has always had their own maintenance staff. Consequently,
they have better control and clearer structures of their maintenance activities than company B. Still, company C
realizes that the potential for improvement is large and one of their main challenges is to create a maintenance
operation that fully supports the strategic goals of the company.
4.4 CASE D
Company D manufactures electromechanical products for industrial applications. The company has 400
employees and no maintenance personnel; instead they buy their maintenance from an external contractor. The
contract with the maintenance supplier has historically been based on work hours and an expressed aim to decrease
the down time for breakdowns and to improve the OEE level. OEE has never been measured and even though
downtime has been measured, no specific target values have been stated. The company has been very dissatisfied
with the performance of the contractor and has studied the possibilities of in-sourcing the maintenance at several
occasions. Recently the company and the supplier has agreed on a new contract in which the aim of strategic
development of the maintenance is a part of the formulation. Relevant measurements are to be developed, based on
specified strategic goals and in a longer perspective, target values are to be incentives for parts of the contract cost.
The main challenge for company D is to formulate relevant demands on the maintenance contractor, based on the
overall strategic goals of the company.
4.5 CASE E
Company E is a manufacturer of mechanical components for commercial vehicles. They have 1100 employees of
which roughly 50 in the maintenance organization. Except for the in-house staff they use external contractors for
expert competence and additional manpower during workload peaks. The company has been awarded by the
Swedish maintenance organization (UTEK) for best maintenance organization in Sweden. A formulated maintenance
strategy is a part of the management documentation and a balanced scorecard is used for performance control and
improvement. However, a huge increase in production demand has made it difficult to give the maintenance staff the
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time required in the machines to perform adequate preventive maintenance. The company recognizes that these
difficulties will increase when the company implements the concept of Lean production.
4.6 CASE F
Company F is a manufacturer of commercial vehicles. They have 4000 employees and no maintenance personnel.
Instead they buy their maintenance from a contractor owned by company F. Even if the maintenance is outsourced,
the manufacturer is represented in the board of the contractor and the manufacturer has a very clear view of the
strategic impact of maintenance. Hence, company F has no maintenance strategy of their own, but rather specifies
target values for some strategically important performance measures. Based on this, the contractor sets up its own
strategy for achieving the specified goals. The manager of the contractor’s maintenance staff has been awarded by
the Swedish maintenance organization (UTEK) for best maintenance manager in Sweden.
4.7 CASE SUMMARY
Companies A, B, C, and D are all lacking expressed maintenance strategies. The respondents at these companies
all express concern over the status of their production maintenance. Also, these companies lack relevant measures for
controlling their maintenance. Even though companies B and C have started to utilize their CMMS system for
measurements, they have not considered whether their measures are relevant for their strategic goals or not. Also
company D uses measures without consideration of their strategic goals. Furthermore they have no target values for
the measures and can therefore not set any demands on their maintenance supplier. The maintenance in companies A
and B is managed by production managers with scarce knowledge of maintenance. These managers almost always
need to focus on the production and therefore the maintenance at these companies has shown no signs of
development over time. A similar trend can be traced at company D, where the maintenance supplier has had no
permanent manager on site.
Companies E and F are both awarded for their maintenance excellence. Both companies have written
maintenance strategies well aligned with the companies’ business strategies, although company F let their
maintenance supplier formulate the strategy. Also, these companies use performance measurements for control on
strategic as well as tactical and operational levels. Both companies have historically shown continuous improvements
in their maintenance although company E currently has been seriously challenged by the huge increase in production
demand.

5. DISCUSSION
Companies A, B, C, and D all lack means and methods for assessing the economic impact of their production
maintenance. This preserves the view of maintenance as a cost driver and makes it hard to justify any investments in
maintenance development. Also, when maintenance is regarded as a costly necessity rather than an investment,
production managers tend to focus their work on short term maximization of production time for instance by
reducing down time for preventive maintenance.
As with all improvement work, a sense of direction is a prerequisite. In order to achieve this, a maintenance
strategy has to be formulated so that all the maintenance staff works in the same direction. When developing a
strategy, performance measures are essential to assess the current status as well as to set goals for the strategic
development.
The situation at company E shows that it is not enough to have a maintenance strategy but it has to be kept
dynamic. New demands on the production system have to be dealt with not only within the production strategy but
also in the maintenance strategy.
In order to make maintenance contribute to the competitiveness of manufacturing companies the following
factors should be concerned:
•
•
•
•

A maintenance strategy has to be formulated.
The strategy has to be well aligned with the overall business strategy of the company.
Performance indicators, on a strategic level have to be used, not only as indicators, but as tools for
controlling the strategic development.
The maintenance strategy has to be dynamic, in order to meet new demands on the production system.
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•
•

Maintenance managers have to be able to allocate the necessary time to develop the maintenance
performance in the company.
Maintenance has to be viewed seriously even at board level in the company.
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ABSTRACT
Data is needed to support all kind of maintenance management activities e.g. in form of registers, procedures
and schedules. Moreover, for predictive-proactive maintenance strategies, such as Total Quality Maintenance
(TQMain), the ability to monitor performance is a prerequisite for cost-effective management of maintenance. To
achieve this, the common database concept was promoted for the definition and collection of a relevant data-set
for maintenance management. When defining and collecting a relevant set of data, one will face several
challenges, whereas this paper covers following: 1) Connection to full decision-making process, 2) Data
filtration, 3) Data heterogeneity, 4) Standardised data and 5) Flexibility. Today, several standards are available
which are supporting data definition and information integration within maintenance management. This paper
explores the possibilities to use five of these in order to realise the common database concept: EN 13460,
EN15341, OSA-EAI, OSA-CBM and IEC62264. The main conclusion is that no standard could fully support the
realisation of the common database concept, and due to this, this paper suggests combining two or more
standards for achieving the goals. The results in this paper could be used for the selection of appropriate
standard to utilise, depending on the challenge to overcome.

1. INTRODUCTION
Maintenance management is in EN 13306 defined as all activities of the management that determine the
maintenance objectives, strategies, and responsibilities and implement them by means such as maintenance
planning, maintenance control and supervision, improvement of methods in the organisation including economical
aspects [1]. For reaching efficient maintenance management, data in form of registers, procedures and schedules is
needed. Moreover, the conducted work and state of the production process have to be assessed. The use of
performance monitoring and follow up by technical or economic indicators is of importance for all kind of
manufacturing industries, see e.g. [2] and [3]. In maintenance management, performance indicators allow effective
planning and follow-up of activities and support a continuous improvement of the business. Also, translating
technical efficiency of maintenance into economic terms helps people from different areas of the company to
communicate, as the language of money is common for everyone. Maintenance is not an isolated and independent
function in a company: actions taken in maintenance will affect other processes in the company. This means that
activities in areas closely related to maintenance should be integrated to be as cost-effective as possible. This
requires information sharing capabilities between working areas. For predictive-proactive maintenance strategies,
such as Total Quality Maintenance (TQMain), the ability to monitor performance is a prerequisite for cost-effective
maintenance management. For this purpose, the common database concept was promoted in [4] for the definition
and collection of a relevant data-set for maintenance management. Data from various sources must be collected in
order to reach a relevant set of technical, organisational and economic maintenance data. In larger plants, especially
in production intensive industries, you are likely to find most data in the corporate Information Technology (IT)
systems, but often distributed over several databases and IT systems, and even geographically separated. The
diversity of IT systems also leads to data heterogeneity problems [5], e.g. data are stored in various types making it
technically hard to integrate them or data are aggregated in a level that suits one user but not the other. Integrated IT
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (46) 470-708488; Fax: (46) 470-768540; E-mail: mirka.kans@vxu.se
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solutions is one way to deal with heterogeneity problems, but these integrated solutions could instead suffer from
rigid and centralised information structure standardization [6]. This means that the information structure and content
is decided upon centrally not taking into consideration specific working area or process needs within the company.
Thus, when defining and collecting a relevant set of data for the management of maintenance, one will face several
challenges. Today, several standards are available which are supporting data definition and information integration.
This paper will explore the possibilities to use these in order to realise the common database concept.
2. TOTAL QUALITY MAINTENANCE AND THE COMMON DATABASE
In this section the concepts of Total Quality Maintenance (TQMain) and the common database are described.
Problems faced when realising the common database concept are also identified.
2.1. TOTAL QUALITY MAINTENANCE
Traditionally, maintenance is about retaining and restoring items to a state where they are able to perform a
required function. This definition is a narrow technical perspective of the role of maintenance. The TQMain
approach include these traditional goals of maintenance but goes one step further and look at possible effects of
maintenance on the outcome of production processes. TQMain is defined to be a means for monitoring and
controlling deviations in a process condition, product quality and company's economy, and for detecting
damage/failure causes and potential failures in order to infere (when possible) to arrest or reduce machine
deterioration rate before the product characteristics are intolerably affected and to perform the required action to
restore the machine/process or a particular part of it to good as new. All these should be performed at a
continuously reducing cost per a good quality item [7]. This approach stresses all the essential elements in the
manufacturing process, such as personnel, material, operations, environment, methods, processes and product
quality. TQMain is based on real-time data acquisition and data analysis. The desire is to measure and extract
information from the manufacturing process and find reasons to deviations in the product quality in order to
decrease the number of deviations. This is done by identifying the causes behind the deviations and to find the
process elements, which are responsible for the deviations. The quality of a product is related to the quality (i.e. the
condition) of the machine. When the machine condition is kept on a high level, the outcome will be high quality
products [8]. TQMain consider condition-based maintenance (CBM) as the backbone activity, i.e. the activity that
plays a central role in improving the whole process [9]. CBM could be used to assess and improve product quality
and to monitor machine condition and estimate time to failure. Especially vibration-based maintenance (VBM) has
been proved as the maintenance strategy that is the most informative when finding causes to failures in machines
[7]. TQMain does not stress the machine condition alone, but the condition of the whole production process. The
condition of the process is defined by the states of the elements constituting it, e.g. machines, policies, environment,
staff, methods, procedures, material and service. Machine condition is therefore one part of the total process
condition and just as the state of the machine is monitored, so should the other parts be [4, 7]. This connection is
two-way; the condition of all elements in the process will also affect the condition of the machine.
2.2. THE COMMON DATABASE
The concept of a common database is described as data acquisition and analysis without duplication by
integrating (software) programs for vibration-based maintenance and for operation/production, quality control and
environmental condition [4]. The goal of the common database is to enable integration of plant operations for
maximum economy [9]. As TQMain is based on making intensive use of real-time data for detecting and analysing
causes of deviations in product quality and machine condition, the common database becomes a central concept.
Most of the data needed for realising TQMain are available today in the companies, but scattered in IT systems,
paper based records or as non-written knowledge. Instead of having all data in separate functions, processes and IT
systems, relevant data for enabling the goals of TQMain should be identified and coordinated into one conceptual
model. The possibilities of using the available data for creating a common database were explored in several
studies. In [8] two case studies on rolling element bearings were presented. The main objectives were to explore the
possibility of using the available data to improve diagnosis, prognosis, experience, data quality, and company
economy. In [2] economic data were connected to technical data to create useful key indicators for identifying,
monitoring and controlling the economic importance of using VBM. Data were collected from two case companies
for this purpose. The possibility to find relevant data for creating a common database was explored in another case
study in [10]. The study showed that most data were to be found in company’s databases, or could be assessed
easily. An exemplification of a database which is integrating technical and economic data is presented in [11].
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2.3. CHALLENGES FACED WHEN REALISING A COMMON DATABASE
There are several challenges to face when realising the common database concept. In the following five of these,
previously discussed by the author in [12] and [13] are presented.
1) Connection to full decision-making process; A holistic perspective on maintenance supports a costeffective decision-making. Therefore, the common database must take into consideration technical and financial
aspects of maintenance as well as the dependencies between maintenance and other related working areas.
Furthermore, it is important that the data definition and identification is based on the strategic goals of the company
and the maintenance business. A top down approach for data identification analysis has been proposed as a means to
assure this, as business goals, strategies and objectives, working procedure for decision-making and the
maintenance tasks to be performed all will affect the final choice of the data and data sources required.
2) Data filtration; The common database could be seen as a filter avoiding data overload, i.e. that too much data
is considered without any real need. Instead of discussing the actual size of the database, the relevance of data is
more appropriate to address. Data must be gathered in such a way that they reflect as much as possible the true
situation in hand representing technical, organisational and economic perspectives in a holistic manner, but the data
must be selected thoroughly. Large amount of irrelevant data slows down the decision-making process and makes
the process of tracing root causes hard and maybe confused. Also, lack of or inconsistent data lower the quality of
decisions. Instead, the database should be based upon a minimum relevant data needed for solving the most
important problems.
3) Data heterogeneity; Heterogeneity problems on the data level regards the syntax, semantics and pragmatics
of data. Syntax heterogeneity deals with the structure of the information, semantic heterogeneity with the content of
the information and pragmatic heterogeneity with how the information is handled, e.g. concurrency control. The
syntax heterogeneity could often be solved using available technology, but data must be mapped conceptually first.
Corporate databases serve different users, each putting their own meaning into terms used for defining data and
information. Therefore it is important to assure that all users of a piece of data interpret it in the same way.
Furthermore, the data included in the common database should always be the latest available data. All data are not
updated at of equal intervals; therefore the ability to get data on-time is more important than having real-time data
acquisition. At what intervals data should be updated is a matter of type of data and also of cost. More frequent
updates mean increased costs.
4) Standardised data; Off-the-shelf software such as computerised maintenance management systems and
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems uses an approach where standardised data structures are enforced onto
the business. To be able to suit every customer, the data content will in most cases be either huge or too restricted.
The information standardisation may also lead to a terminology that the users do not recognise and to an IT system
that will not be utilised in full extent. Standardisation of data could also be useful, if it is connected to the true
requirements of the area which will utilise it. The standardisation challenge is closely connected to the data filtration
and heterogeneity problems: if there is a possibility to overcome these, the problems connected to standardisation of
data could also be reduced.
5) Flexibility; To ensure that the database meets the requirements and has the ability to adjust itself to support
improvements continuously, it is important to design the database and its applications with respect to flexibility and
changeability. Otherwise the database could be out of date already when it is taken into use and further
improvement work within the application area will be disabled. The flexibility can be ensured by conceptualising
the data need before building the actual database. By developing a well defined conceptual model, the possibilities
to enhance or reduce the data content will be considered already in the early design phase. Possibilities to enhance
the common database without changing the application software, or the other way around, are also needed. Using
concepts like object-oriented systems architectures, web-based applications (web services) and distributed database
management would give the opportunity to achieve this objective.
3. STANDARDS FOR MAINTENANCE DATA DEFINITION AND INTEGRATION
This section gives a review over the most applicable standards and methods which could be used for the
realisation of a common database.
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3.1. EN 13460: DOCUMENTS FOR MAINTENANCE
EN 13460 is a standard describing documents for maintenance [14]. The standard consists of two main parts.
One is describing the documents to be supplied with an item in order to support its maintenance. The other is
describing the information needed within the operational phase in order to support the maintenance. The last part
includes history records, lists of various maintenance recourses and items to be maintained, procedures and planning
sheets, i.e. all kind of information which could be needed in order to plan, execute and follow-up maintenance.
Work order information is highlighted in an own annex, implying this documents´ special importance for carrying
out maintenance activities. Another annex gives an overview of the documents by connecting them to the
maintenance workflow.
3.2. EN 15341: MAINTENANCE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The recently launched standard EN 15341 describes maintenance key performance indicators and suggests a
methodology for the selection and use of key performance indicators [15]. The aim with the standard is to support
management in achieving maintenance excellence and utilise technical assets in a competitive manner. EN 15341
suggests that these key performance indicators could be used to measure status, compare (internal and external
benchmarks), diagnose (analysis of strengths and weaknesses), identify objectives and define targets, plan
improvement actions, and for continuously measure changes over time The key performance indicators are grouped
into three types: economic, technical and organisational. A three-level breakdown structure is also provided, where
indicators at a lower level are more detailed than indicators on a higher level. Most indicators can be used on
different levels of indenture.
The methodology suggested for the selection and use of key performance indicators for maintenance includes
following steps:
1.
Defining the objectives which characterise the maintenance management process; Objectives should
be defined on company, systems/production line and equipment level.
2.
Selecting the relevant indicators; After objectives and performance parameters have been defined,
finding the indicators that allow measuring these parameters is the next step.
3.
Defining and collecting the necessary basic data; Data to be collected, measurement method and tools
required for the measurement must be defined.
4.
Calculating the indicators and selecting the type of representation; Before actual collection of data,
the frequency of collection and the type of presentation could be defined. Moreover, the indicator should
be tested and validated before use and scorecards for analysis developed.
3.3. OSA-EAI: OPEN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR ENTERPRISE APPLICATION INTEGRATION
Machinery Information Management Open Systems Alliance (MIMOSA) is a non-profit trade association
composed of industrial asset management system providers and end-users [16]. MIMOSA has developed the Open
System Architecture for Enterprise Application Integration (OSA-EAI), which consists of information specifications
to enable open and integrated solutions for asset management. The aim is to enable information exchange between
different vendor’s systems in form of a bridging plug-and-play architecture. The architecture consists of several
layers as presented in Figure 1. The terminology dictionary provides a standard set of terminology used in OSAEAI. The common conceptual object model is a Unified Modelling Language (UML) model which describes
objects, attributes and relationships included in OSA-EAI. These objects are represented as a relational database
schema in the common relational information schema. The schema is supported with meta-data descriptions, which
provides the users with standard codes for all data, in the reference data library. On top of this basis, there are
several technology (tech) specific schema and specifications for enabling the information exchange, for instance
tech-doc XML schema for content definition and the tech-doc producer/consumer application specification for
application interoperability.
3.4. OSA-CBM: OPEN SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE FOR CONDITION-BASED MAINTENANCE
The Open Systems Architecture for Condition-Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM) describes a standard
information delivery system for condition-based monitoring [17]. It is based on UML and is designed as a “multitechnological implementation”, i.e. it separates the information from the technical interfaces that are used for
communicate the information (e.g. by the means of XML). OSA-CBM is an implementation of the ISO 13374
standard for machinery diagnostic systems, where six blocks of functionality for condition monitoring are defined:
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Advisory generation, Prognostics assessment, Health assessment, State detection, Data manipulation, and Data
acquisition. OSA-CBM adds data structures and defines interface methods for these functionality blocks. OSACBM uses many of the data elements defined in OSA-EAI, and could be seen as a subset of OSA-EAI.

Tech-Doc
Producer & Consumer
XML Stream or File
Tech-Doc CRIS
XML Document Schema

Tech-XML-Web
Tech-XMLFor HTTP
Services For
Tech-XML
SOA Tech-XML
Clients & Servers Clients & Servers
Tech-CDE
Tech-XML
Client & Server
Client & Server
XML Stream or XML File
XML Stream or XML File
Tech-CDE Aggregate
Tech-XML Atomic
CRIS XML Transaction
CRIS XML Transaction
Client & Server Schema
Client & Server Schema

CRIS Reference Data Library
Common Relational Information Schema (CRIS)

SOA Application
Interoperability
EAI Application
Interoperability
XML Content
Definition
MetaData
Taxonomy
Implementation
Model

OSA-EAI Common Conceptual Object Model (CCOM)

Conceptual
Model

OSA-EAI Terminology Dictionary

Semantic
Definitions

Technology Types [Tech-]
REG (Object Registry Management)
WORK (O&M Agent Work Management)
DIAG (Diagnostics / Prognostics / Health Assessment)
TREND (Operational Scalar Data & Alarms)
DYN (Dynamic Vibration/Sound Data & Alarms)

SAMPLE (Oil/Fluid/Gas/Solid Test Data & Alarms)
BLOB (Binary Data/Thermography Data & Alarms)
REL (RCM/FMECA/Model Reliability Information)
AGENT (Agent Information and Roles)
TRACK (Physical Asset GeoSpatial Tracking Information)

Figure 1. OSA-EAI architecture, MIMOSA (2006)

3.5. IEC 62264: ENTERPRISE-CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION
IEC 62264 consists currently of three parts: IEC 62264-1, 62264-2 and 62264-3, and more parts are under
development [18-20]. IEC 62264 defines the interface between manufacturing control functions and other enterprise
functions using an object-oriented approach. The standard facilitates the integration of IT applications on
manufacturing control level with applications on the business level. Maintenance Management is one of ten
functions defined in IEC 62264. Other examples of functions are Quality Assurance, Procurement, Production
Scheduling and Production Control. In IEC62264-1 activities and functions are described, as well as the flow of
data between these functions. For production capability, there are three main areas of information that significantly
overlap: production capability information, capability scheduling information and maintenance information.
Maintenance information is found in the equipment object model, but also indirectly in the production capability
object model in form of current maintenance state of the equipment. IEC62264-2 defines attributes for the object
models presented in part 1 and in IEC62264-3 activity models are found. For maintenance, the activity of
maintenance operation management is described, which identifies the main maintenance tasks and some information
exchange between these tasks.
4. THE APPLICABILITY OF STANDARDS AND METHODS FOR THE REALISATION OF A COMMON DATABASE
In this section the standards presented in section 3 will be analysed with respect to their applicability in the
realisation of a common database. This is done by analysing to which extent the different standards contribute in
meeting the challenges listed in section 2.3, i.e. Connection to full decision-making process, Data filtration, Data
heterogeneity, Standardised data and Flexibility.
4.1. EN 13460
1) Connection to full decision-making process; The information covered by this standard is serving the needs
of the maintenance work flow. The main focus is on documents for planning and carrying out maintenance, even if
the work flow does contain a study phase, where suitable preventive and corrective maintenance activities are
defined based on feedback from the work flow, policies, procedures and documents from the preparatory phase. The
top down approach is somewhat supported as the whole circle from preparation to follow-up is covered, but the
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focus is on the operational phase. The reports suggested are simple, e.g. resource history, cost history and parameter
history, and for follow-up, feedback documents are suggested as important, but these are not defined, neither are
any key performance indicators defined. 2) Data filtration; The standard lists a lot of information used for
maintenance and suggests information input and output for maintenance activities found in the work flow but the
standard does not help you in selecting the most relevant information from the lists. 3) Data heterogeneity; This
standard defines general data to be considered, not the way it will be represented, transmitted and processed in an IT
system. Therefore, the heterogeneity problems are not applicable more than on semantic level. The semantic
heterogeneity of maintenance data could be seen as a driving force for standard development such as in this case,
where the aim is to create a consistent data-set for maintenance needs. Information is found on different level of
aggregation, from detailed description of data needed, such as item code, quantity and estimated cost, to high level
information, such as general policy and elements of the maintenance quality system. The latter ones are information
items to the document management reviews of maintenance quality goals and policies. It is remarkable that such
information items are not further specified, if they are to be used in a review process. The level of detail is high for
technical documentation (that should be supplied by OEM) and for work orders. 4) Standardised data; This
standardisation effort results in a standardised data-set, but not in the way standardisation in e.g. an ERP system is
made. One big difference is that the data is not put in any structure such as in an IT system, but defined on a
conceptual level. Moreover, the standard is only suggesting a data-set, wherefrom the user can define which to use
and which to not use. As mentioned above not all data are covered, or are covered in a too high level of detail,
which indicates some problems with the standardisation efforts. 5) Flexibility; This standard could be used as one
input when conceptualising the data need.
4.2. EN 15341
1) Connection to full decision-making process; The key performance indicators defined in this standard covers
economic, technical and organisational aspects, which are needed for a holistic perspective. Furthermore, the
methodology for the selection and use of indicators is based on the top down approach. 2) Data filtration; Some
help in defining when to use what indicator is given in form of a breakdown structure, but the magnitude and
number of levels is suggested to be established by each company. Also, it is mentioned that most indicators can be
used at different levels depending on whether they are used for monitor a subsystem, a machine or a whole process.
3) Data heterogeneity; The semantic heterogeneity is reduced by defining each factor comprising the indicators.
4) Standardised data; The standard provides a data-set for key performance indicators and covers thus not all
aspects of maintenance management. 5) Flexibility; This standard could be used as one input when conceptualising
the data need.
4.3. OSA-EAI
1) Connection to full decision-making process; The standard does not support the data identification process
for decision-making. 2) Data filtration; The CRIS includes vast amount of maintenance related data, but help in
filtrating the data depending on individual need is not given by OSA-EAI, as it mainly is used for enabling the more
technical aspects of information integration. 3) Data heterogeneity; This is one of the main application areas of
OSA-EAI. The standard enables information exchange by reducing the syntax heterogeneity of data. Semantic
heterogeneity problems could still occur, as the terminology in e.g. ERP systems could differ from CMMS or
SCADA systems. 4) Standardised data; The data-set to use is selected from different sources, whereas OSA-EAI
handles the information exchange. Therefore the application-dependent restrictions in data content are no problem.
5) Flexibility; OSA-EAI is based on the open systems architecture principle, which is realised by using UML, web
applications and distributed databases, and is thus supporting flexibility in the IT systems design to high extent.
UML is used as a tool for conceptual modelling.
4.4. OSA-CBM
1) Connection to full decision-making process; The six blocks of functionality as described in 3.5 could be
used as a basis when identifying data need for decision-making, but no methodology for the process is defined. 2)
Data filtration; The standard does not support data filtration. 3) Data heterogeneity; This is one of the main
application areas of OSA-CBM. The standard enables information exchange by reducing the syntax heterogeneity
of data. Semantic heterogeneity problems might occur though. 4) Standardised data; The application-dependent
restrictions in data content are no problem as OSA-CBM is handling data independent of the technical solution of
the source, just as OSA-EAI does. 5) Flexibility; Just like OSA-EAI, OSA-CBM is based on the open systems
architecture. The standard supports therefore flexibility to high extent.
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4.5. IEC 62264
1) Connection to full decision-making process; This standard covers all activities in business and production
control level, and the focus is on the integration between these. Some of the models could be useful when defining
the data-set needed for maintenance decision-making, but the support for maintenance decision-making in specific
is low in IEC 62264. 2) Data filtration; The standard does not support data filtration. Only high level of
maintenance information is covered by the object models. 3) Data heterogeneity; The models describing the data
flow between different activities within manufacturing enterprises and the object models in IEC 62264 are useful
for defining the interfaces between different activities such as maintenance and production. They could be used in
the high level design of an integrated IT system. By this kind of conceptual modelling, one can prepare for the
heterogeneity problems that might occur, as the information to be exchanged easily could be identified. 4)
Standardised data; The purpose of IEC 62264 is to facilitate the integration between functions in the business
system and the manufacturing-control system. Maintenance related data is found in both, but also on operations and
automation control level, therefore this standard cannot give a full description of maintenance related data. Five
maintenance objects are included in the data flow model in IEC 62264-1 (Maintenance requests, Maintenance
responses, Maintenance standards and methods, Maintenance technical feedback and Maintenance purchase order
requirements). In IEC 62264-2 attributes for three of these objects (Maintenance request, Maintenance work order
and Maintenance response) are exemplified. 5) Flexibility; The models presented in the standard can be applied
regardless of the degree of automation. The models are therefore very useful for definition of a conceptual
representation in order to create a holistic view of maintenance.
5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
According to Table 1, there is no standard that could fully support the realisation of the common database
concept. EN 13460 defines a data-set for maintenance, but lacks important data, e.g. performance indicators. The
standard cannot support the identification and filtration of relevant data either, or solve heterogeneity problems. EN
15341 provides a useful method for identifying key performance indicators, but cannot support other aspects of the
common database concept. IEC 62264 is useful for conceptual modelling of dependencies between maintenance and
other related areas, while other aspects are supported to a lower extent. OSA-EAI and OSA-CBM both helps in
reducing problems regarding data heterogeneity, standardisation and enables flexibility. OSA-CBM also provides
some support for top down analysis.
Some of the problem areas are supported to a larger extent than others, i.e. challenges connected to data
heterogeneity, standardisation and flexibility. These problems are addressed by three of the standards, and two of
the standards give high support (OSA-EAI and OSA-CBM). The connection between data gathering and the
decision-making process is found in three standards, whereas one gives high support (EN 15341). Data filtration is
in general supported in low extent, and no standard is seen by the author as most applicable for this purpose.
Table 1: Applicability of standards for realising the common database

EN 13460 EN 15341 OSA-EAI OSA-CBM IEC 62264
Full decision-making process 2
4
0
2
1
Data filtration
1
2
1
0
1
Data heterogeneity
2
2
3
3
2
Standardised data
2
2
3
3
1
Flexibility
1
1
4
4
3
Applicability: 0 = no, 1 = low, 2 = to some extent, 3 = high, 4 = full
The author concludes that no single standard of those included in the study could support the common database
concept to full extent. The standards all deals with maintenance data and information need, but from very different
perspectives. Some standards are useful for the definition of a relevant data-set, such as EN 13460, EN 15341 and
OSA-EAI, which is important for reaching cost-effective management of maintenance. Others stress the technical
integration of information, such as OSA-EAI and OSA-CBM, while integration on conceptual level is supported by
IEC 62264. The connection to a top down approach is found in EN 15341 and OSA-CBM. The author believes that
all these perspectives are needed in order to reach cost-effectiveness in maintenance by the means of the common
database.
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As no standards can fully support the common database concept, one way is to combine two or more of the
standards for achieving the goals. The results in this paper could be used for the selection of appropriate standard to
utilise depending on the nature of problem to overcome (Connection to full decision-making process, Data filtration
etc.). Furthermore, the findings imply that more research is needed especially within the area of maintenance data
filtration. The need to coordinate standards has been recognised e.g. by MIMOSA: the goal is to map OSA-CBM
into OSA-EAI in future releases of the standards. This effort is already apparent in the standard ISO 13374: while
the author was working with this paper, another part of the standard was launched, ISO 13374-2:2007 [21]. In this
standard, the OSA-EAI and OSA-CBM are presented in an annex as compliant specifications to ISO 13374.
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ABSTRACT
Maintenance, as a form of production support, has become increasingly important to ensure equipment
availability, quality products, on-time deliveries, and plant safety. Condition based maintenance, where it fits, is
one maintenance solution that can increase the effectiveness of maintenance execution. Condition based
maintenance is though not utilized in Swedish industry to the extent one would have expected. One reason for this
is a gap between theory and practice when it comes to implementing and operating a condition based
maintenance approach. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to investigate how a condition based maintenance
approach can be implemented in an industrial setting, and to develop a method that can assist companies in their
implementation efforts. The conclusions can be summarized as follows: implementing condition based
maintenance consists of many general enabling factors, and it is highly important to consider the interplay
between technology, humans, and the organization, rather than just focusing on technology.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to stay competitive it is necessary for companies to continuously increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of their manufacturing processes. High availability has, thus, increased in importance. Therefore,
maintenance has gained in importance as a support function for ensuring, for example, quality products and on-time
deliveries. Maintenance, though, is a costly support function. It has been reported that more than 15% of the total
production cost can be spent on maintenance [1, 2], and even as high as 70% [3]. Further, as much as one-third of
the cost of maintenance is incurred unnecessarily due to bad planning, overtime cost, limited or misused preventive
maintenance, and so on [4]. Also, it has been proven difficult to plan maintenance actions based on ageing features
[5, 6]. In so, condition based maintenance is introduced as one solution for a more effective maintenance execution.
In condition based maintenance, critical item characteristics are monitored (through, for example, vibration or
temperature monitoring) in order to gain early indications of an incipient failure. Research, though, has shown that
condition based maintenance has not been implemented on a wide basis in Swedish industry. Jonsson [7], surveying
284 relevant respondent answers in the manufacturing industry of Sweden, state that only two-fifths of maintenance
time is spent on preventive or condition based maintenance, and that the use of condition monitoring technologies
are valued low in comparison to, for example, human senses, corrective maintenance, and other preventive
techniques. Another investigation, presented by [8], investigating the utilization of condition based maintenance on
a wider sample of industries, places condition based maintenance as the second most frequently used, tied to
corrective maintenance. Predetermined maintenance was reported to be the most frequently used. However, the
condition monitoring tools reported to be used in the investigation were not of the highest technological art. A third
investigation [9] also came to the conclusion that the condition monitoring tools used in industry are of a quite lowtechnological art. An industrial problem is thus that condition based maintenance, and in particular the technical
advantages, are not utilized to their full potential.
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Condition monitoring tools has been used and developed for many decades. However, as pointed out above, the
majority of Swedish industry has not started to utilize the technical advantage of these tools and in particular the
manufacturing industry. Reasons for this can be found in abundance. However, as Pengxiang et al. [10] state: most
research within condition based maintenance within the power industry is more or less devoted to the technical
aspects. It does not bestow much attention on how the power utilities should carry out condition based maintenance
and what strategies they should apply. McKone and Weiss [11] mean that most managerial practices within
condition based maintenance have evolved by trial and error. Walker [12] points out that many implementation
efforts fail, and that three (of many) reasons for this being: inappropriate selection of condition monitoring,
technology inappropriately applied, and no implementation strategy used. Moubray [5] shares the view on selection
of condition monitoring technology and states that a challenge nowadays for maintenance departments is not only to
know what new techniques can do, but also to choose the correct one for their organization. There is obviously a
gap between theory and practice when it comes to implementing the technical tools, which condition monitoring is
associated with.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to investigate how a condition based maintenance approach can be
implemented in an industrial setting, and to develop a method that can assist companies in their implementation
efforts. The paper is divided in four Sections. The first Section covers the introduction with a short background and
problem description. The second Section covers the methods used. The third Section covers the results of the
developed implementation method. The fourth Section covers the conclusions.
2. METHOD
2.1. RESEARCH STRATEGY
The main research strategy used in order to develop the implementation method has been case study research. As
Yin [13] points out, case study research is an appropriate strategy when dealing with organizational and managerial
studies, like an implementation is a great deal about. With case studies, one can also focus on insight, discovery, and
interpretation, rather than hypothesis testing [14]. In case study research, investigation of contemporary
phenomenon within real-life contexts is normally performed. This usually takes place when the boundaries between
the phenomenon and the context are not clearly evident [13]. This fact made qualitative data the main focus of the
studies. In collecting qualitative data there is an interest in how x plays a role in causing y and what the process is
that connects x and y. In this research, x can be considered enabling factors such as technology, and y can be
considered the success of implementation. The research is built on five cases; these will shortly be explained below.
2.2. RESEARCH PROCESS
The cases have been performed sequentially, and the output from the previous case has been used in the
following one. Through the entire research, literature and theory have provided input to the cases. The first case,
named the investigative case, was reported on in [15]. The case led to the conclusion that there was a need for
further research within the area of implementing condition based maintenance. The second case, named the test case
[9], was performed partly in order for the author to experience the problems an applicability decision (whether to
implement condition monitoring tools) can amount to. The case led to the conclusion that a somewhat structured
decision-making process was necessary at the least. The third case, named the expert case [16], was performed in
order to gather views, ideas, and experiences from a broad perspective of Swedish industry. The case was
performed by E-mailing two open questions on the issue of implementing condition based maintenance to 20
respondents. The case led to the results of a first draft of an implementation guideline with many enabling factors to
focus upon. The fourth case, named the paper mills case [16], was performed in order to gather a deeper view of the
implementation issue than could be gathered in the expert case. Paper mills were selected to be investigated, as they
generally had come a long way in the use of condition monitoring tools. The case led to the result of a second draft
of an implementation guideline. The fifth case, named the workshop case [17], was performed in order for the
author to synthesize the data collected; the case consisted of a brainstorming/workshop session with academic
participants with industrial experience. The results of the case led to a draft of a decision-making guideline. Finally,
cross-case conclusions were drawn, and a suggested implementation method was developed.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION METHOD
The method itself should be seen as the overall methodology and a guide to the implementation process. The
method contains a comprehensive implementation guideline, with suggested tools and measurements, models, and a
checklist with enabling factors. A method is treated as a systematic procedure in order to achieve a specific result,
that being a successful implementation process. In this, a process is treated as a course of events that implies
something is changed or developed. The method is divided in four phases. The process starts with a feasibility test.
The test should investigate whether a condition based maintenance approach is applicable or not. If so, the process
continues with an analysis phase, which is supposed to answer questions such as: who is responsible for the process,
who will perform the monitoring, where is it applicable to monitor, what is applicable to monitor, how should
monitoring be executed, and when should monitoring be executed. Following the answers to these questions, the
process continues with an implementation of the technical solutions in an organizational setting. Thus, management
and introduction proceed. The process in this context is preferably continuous. Also, one should perform an
assessment of the entire process before feeling too complacent. If considered applicable, a continuous improvement
program can be initiated at this phase.
The comprehensive component in the method is a guideline (see Figure 1). It takes an implementation attempt
through the phases indicated above. The guideline also contains feedback loops that might be necessary within the
attempt. The implementation process is further elaborated on below.

Figure 1: The comprehensive component of the method is an implementation guideline.

3.1. FEASIBILITY TEST
The feasibility test should answer the question of whether a condition based maintenance approach is applicable.
Condition based maintenance can be very effective where appropriate and a deep disappointment where not.
Condition based maintenance, with the use of condition monitoring technologies or other on-condition tasks, should
thus not be decided on and implemented by a happening. Rather, meticulous evaluation should take place before the
first investments are even considered. The decision of whether to implement condition based maintenance must be
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made on both a technical and a financial level. An additional factor to take into consideration when investigating the
applicability of condition based maintenance is the organization and its maturity. Both theory and the investigated
cases support this additional factor. The respondents from both the expert and paper mills case state that it is
necessary to make sure that the proper technology should be implemented at the proper location, that gains and
losses should be investigated, and that maturity in the organization should be assessed all prior to and in the process
of deciding condition based maintenance technologies.
At this stage, it is suggested to not try to conclude the applicability on too deep a level. By using tools and
measurements, possibly in light-approaches, the applicability should be rather easy to determine. It is suggested in
this phase that companies utilize tools and measurements well-known to the organization. Examples include the use
of a Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), some of the seven quality tools, and decision trees. For the
technical issue, questions to be answered in order to assess the applicability can include the following: (1) Are the
mechanism and the criticality of component failure known, and if so are they measurable?, (2) Are there any
suitable indicators of the status of failure and degradation, and if so are there any suitable diagnostic tools to
measure the indicators?, (3) Is the defect or degradation reversible?, (4) Is the difference between the maximum and
minimal damage high?, (5) Is it possible to reduce the probability of major damage?
It is difficult to assess the financial issue with high accuracy at such an early stage. Further, it might not be
greatly important that it is. However, assessing the financial issue, even in the simplest form, is a necessity in order
to visualize a business case. Discussions and brainstorming on the possible gains, in comparison to what a possible
investment cost might be, cost for lost production, lost customers, and so on, can serve as input in assessing a
business case.
The assessment of the organizational maturity is an important issue. Doing this helps to see if condition based
maintenance will be accepted in a company. Even though condition based maintenance technology can be found on
various levels, from high-tech to low-tech, and even no-tech, it should be considered a state-of-mind. Thus, going
from a corrective fire-fighting mentality to a predictive one, possibly with high-tech tools, might be a step too large
to take on. It might be better to start with an implementation of some predetermined actions beforehand and grow in
maturity before implementing condition based maintenance. Several indices, maintenance audits, and
benchmarking, among other things, can be used to assess the maturity of a maintenance organization. Performing a
maintenance audit can be seen as an appropriate method to choose. The audit can be used to see whether the
organization is mature enough for an implementation. It also gives a good reference data set that can be used in the
later phases of an implementation when assessing the entire implementation process. Different scholars have also
developed different maintenance maturity grids that can be used for this phase, see, for instance, [18, 19].
3.2. ANALYSIS
The analysis phase should answer where to, what to, how to, when to, and who should monitor. A decisionmaking guideline was developed employing theory and data collected in the cases. The guideline is composed of
five major decisions where the feasibility test, explained above, is the first. Additional steps are assignments of
responsibilities and authorities, selection of assets to monitor, selection of parameters to monitor with associated
technique, and selection of technology.
Assignments of responsibilities and authorities: If responsibilities and authorities have not yet been assigned, it
is definitely time to do so in this phase. With no one feeling responsible for a certain task, it might be difficult to
actually get the task done. At the same time, assigning authorities can give the motivation to get the tasks done.
Mitchell and Murry [20] define three levels of responsibilities in their implementation plan and schedule:
development of program requirement, implementing program, and assessing the program. Thus, the responsibilities
and authorities should be decided for the entire process.
Selection of assets to monitor: Selecting appropriate components, sub-systems, and/or systems to be included in
a condition based maintenance approach is an activity that makes the process manageable. As pointed out above,
condition based maintenance is not to be implemented as an overall policy; rather, it should be utilized
systematically where effective. Performing a criticality analysis is an appropriate way to proceed, according to both
theory and the investigated cases. Again, the tools, measurements, or methods to be used in performing the
criticality analysis, whether it is a FMEA, Fault Tree Analysis, a complete Reliability Centered Maintenance
approach, Reliability-, Availability-, and Maintainability calculations or other, ought to reflect what a specific
company is used to working with.
Selection of parameter to monitor with associated technique: When knowing where to monitor, the question that
arises is of course what to monitor (i.e. what parameter and with what technique). In most cases, incipient failures
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show different symptoms at different stages, and this information can be used in making the decision. Using the
potential failure to failure, P-F, interval analysis, several options most often will be revealed (see Figure 2).
Performing this analysis will give decision-makers options to choose from, both the choice of parameters and the
time interval in which that particular parameter will reveal its presence.
Point where failure
starts to occur

Changes in vibration characteristics that can
be detected by vibration analysis:
P-F Interval 1-9 months
Particles that can be detected by oil analysis:
P-F Interval 1-6 months

Condition

Audible noise:
P-F Interval 1-4 weeks

P
P1

P2
Heat (by touch):
P-F Interval 1-5 days

P3
P4

Functional
failure

F

Time

Figure 2: The potential failure to failure curve of a ball bearing [5]. Acknowledge that there are several parameters to monitor in
order to find incipeint failures.

Using a structured approach in evaluating the different options, of what to monitor and what technique to
employ, is recommended. Using some sort of a decision matrix can be one alternative. For more information on
decision matrix, see [21].
Selection of technology: Knowing where to and what to monitor, the next questions should answer how and
when to monitor. Condition monitoring can be performed in different levels of technology. If subjective monitoring
is selected, decisions regarding who should perform the monitoring, how often, how to report the results and to
whom, how to set up a trend and so on need to be made. For some assets, operators working in close perimeter of
the source might easily detect the incipient failures. Using an expensive objective monitoring system might, thus, in
some cases be excessive. If objective monitoring is selected, decisions regarding off-line or on-line monitoring,
periodic or continuous monitoring, static or dynamic warning limits, and manual or autonomous analysis, etc., need
to be taken.
Although many monitoring programs of today are on-line, still many are off-line, based with, for example,
handheld monitoring equipment. Either way, deciding a proper monitoring interval can be a troublesome task. It is
usually sufficient to select a monitoring frequency equal to half of the P-F interval [5]. Determining the P-F interval
can be performed in a number of different ways. Moubray [5] mentions five possibilities: continuous observations,
start with a short interval and gradually extend it, arbitrary intervals, research, and a rational approach. The rational
approach, asking the right questions to the right people and concentrating on one failure mode at a time, is
according to [5] a surprisingly accurate approach.
Deciding upon static or dynamic warning limits and manual or autonomous analysis of the measured data
depends heavily on, for example, the type of equipment being monitored, the parameter measured, and the P-F
interval. Even if an autonomous analysis is decided, it will most likely still be necessary for humans to be engaged
in the process.
The different technologies will have differences in cost, and they will demand different knowledge and training
by the technicians performing the monitoring. Setting up a decision matrix to evaluate the different options is
suggested in order to make the decision on an informed basis. Hess et al. [22] categorize different technologies into
a graph of cost vs. effectiveness with four regions (see Figure 3). The cost factor in this categorization should
include organizational cost, such as cost for training and practicing, in addition to the cost of condition monitoring
tools. Suggested is to categorize the selected parameters, techniques, and technologies in an orderly fashion for
systematic decisions on all levels. P-F interval analyses, benchmarking, decision matrices, and so on can conclude
the effectiveness of the parameters, techniques, and technologies. Region I would imply high cost with low
effectiveness and, consequently, a recommendation not to implement the parameters, techniques, and technologies.
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For regions II and III, it is recommended to implement on mission critical assets only and where no other
parameters, techniques, and technologies exist or are a possibility. In region IV, it is recommended to implement
wherever practical.
Cost
Region I

Region II

Region III

Region IV
Effectiveness

Figure 3: Possible categorization of selected parameter to monitor, technique, and technology with respect to cost and
effectiveness [22].

3.3. IMPLEMENTATION
Having decided on the proper approach to monitoring, whether it is high-technological condition monitoring
technologies or a subjective approach, an implementation phase must follow. As has been stated earlier,
implementing condition based maintenance is not simply a matter of implementing a technology, but rather
implementing a new culture. The enabling factors, which were extracted from the expert and the paper mills case,
witness of a more managerial view on the implementation process as opposed to a technological view. Thus, there
are as many human and organizational factors to take into consideration as technological. Stated another way, the
interplay between the three types of factors need to be focused upon in order to achieve success.
The implementation phase has been divided in two phases; management and introduction (see Figure 4). In the
management phase, it is important that management gives support for an implementation and communicates this
support. It is necessary that implementation goals are set at an early stage. The goals should be set in a phased
approach with several short-term and a few long-term goals. It is essential to let the organization, at least the
maintenance department, be involved in the goal setting, as they are supposed to fulfill the goals at a later stage. It is
of course also essential for management to provide the necessary funding for an implementation to be successful.
Also, in the management phase, it can be wise to involve champions. Employees who strongly support the new
technologies and methods and who can be communicators between different departments and between top
management, middle management, and employees. Responsibilities and authorities should have been assigned in an
earlier phase. Nonetheless, it might be necessary to revise or enforce the assignments. Also, responsibilities and
authorities for the entire implementation process (and even beyond) are essential in order to not experience the
implementation coming to a standstill, not knowing who to decide the coming activities.
Decision support
Quantify possible
gains/losses

Communication
1.Feasibility test
2.Analysis

Maturity in organization

Educational effort

Management support

Motivation of coworkers

4. Assessment

(Introduce)

Pilot projects

Visualize
goals/incentives

(Manage)

3. Implementation

Gradual
implementation
Cooperation between
departments

Involve champions

Assign
responsibilities

Figure 4: A checklist with enabling factors to take into consideration when implementing condition based maintenance.

In the introduction phase, all the decisions should have been made and all the effort should be focused on the
actual change (that is, the implementation). Many activities must take place in order to not to lose momentum. The
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condition based maintenance approach needs to be integrated into other departments besides maintenance. The
production department must be introduced to the new method so that an understanding of the new technologies is
absorbed into the company. Operators are most often the employees closest to the machines or processes, thus
having the deepest knowledge of how well the equipment functions. Enforcing strong cooperation between
maintenance and production will therefore increase the quality of a condition based maintenance approach. The
implementation can very well start with pilot projects; this is a good approach to verify the correctness of earlier
decisions. The approach of pilot projects also visualizes the strengths of the technologies and methods. As it is
important to set the goals in a phased approach, so is the case as well with the implementation. It can be dangerous
to run into the unknown too fast risking the entire implementation. Other activities in the introduction phase are of
course to motivate all employees affected by the implementation. Communicating good results and training and
education can perform this.
3.4. ASSESSMENT
During the implementation of a condition based maintenance approach, it is necessary to assess the process;
hence the arrow in Figure 4. The results of the implementation need to be compared to the early decisions and
calculations as well as employee perception. Maybe parts of the process need to be iterated a few times, additional
training and education might be necessary, additional tools might need purchasing, etc. The important thing is to
never feel too satisfied. Thus, the assessment of the technological decisions, the financial estimations (that is, the
cost effectiveness), and the organizational analysis are necessary.
3.5. SUMMARY
The method thus contains four phases. The first aims at determining if it is even of value to go further with an
implementation of condition based maintenance. This phase analyzes the feasibility of condition based maintenance
for specific applications and takes the starting point in technical, financial, and organizational feasibility. If
considered feasible, an analysis phase is the second step. The analysis phase should determine what type of
condition based maintenance is applicable and for what specific assets. It is also recommended that responsibilities
and authorities are assigned in this phase. In knowing what to implement, the actual change process lies at hand.
This phase involves several enabling factors being taken into consideration (see Figure 5). The final phase involves
an assessment of the implementation being performed, as well as a possible initiation of a continuous improvement
program.
•
•
•

Technical feasibility
Financial feasibility
Organizational feasibility

•

Assignments of responsibilities
& authorities
Assets to monitor
Parameters & technique
Technology

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

1

Feasibility test

2

Analysis

4

Assessment

3

Implementation

•

Management support
Goal setting
Visualize goals & incentives
Involve champions
Education & training
Communication
Increase cooperation
Implement gradually
Use pilot project
Keep up motivation

Technical assessment
Financial assessment
Organizational assessment
Initiate continuous
improvement program

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 5: The implementation method with its four phases: feasibility test, analysis, implementation, and assessment, with the
enabling factors to take into consideration in an implementation process.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The enabling factors found might seem general enough to fit any change or implementation initiative, and this
might be. The important finding might be just that: that an implementation of condition based maintenance consists
of quite general factors found in change and implementation management and that these might be forgotten, only
focusing on the technology and how it can be used more effectively. When asked what to avoid in an
implementation effort, the respondents in the paper mills case stated that among some of the main mistakes a
company can make during an implementation were the following: a lack of information and communication
strategies, a lack of management support, investing in the wrong technology, and having too large a focus on the
technology.
The studies performed within the research have not focused on a single company or even a single industry.
Therefore, the results are holistic and rather general. Even if a company cannot utilize all the results of the research,
parts of it can be utilized to facilitate an implementation. It is highly context-dependent, company experience and
maturity surely play a major part in how companies can realize and benefit from the results of the research.
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ABSTRACT
The effectiveness of a maintenance policy for a production system is generally measured by its availability.
Nevertheless, for some production systems, the failure is a dangerous event for people or in any case too much
expensive; therefore the failure probability must be maintained less than an accepted low value by a proper
preventive maintenance policy. The system considered hereafter is schematized by a series of components some
of them constituted by parallel-series sub-systems. The problem is to individuate the set of elements on which to
operate the maintenance actions, providing the system functioning with the required reliability until the next
planned maintenance instant by the minimum maintenance cost. Moreover, the optimal size of the maintenance
crews is individuated. The problem is formulated as a mathematical programming model that becomes very hard
to solve when the number of parallel-series components increases. In order to solve large practical problem, a
genetic approach is proposed and tested on a case study comparing the results with those obtained solving the
mathematical model by the commercial software.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern production systems are more and more complex and capital intensive, therefore they must be daily
operative for more than a shift per day. This result can be obtained by a proper plant design and realizing proper
maintenance policy in order to maintain the expected performance of the system. The most used measure in
evaluating the system performance is its availability, defined as the probability that the system is working at a
generic time t or also as the expected percentage of time in which the system is working. For some continuous
operating systems (chemical processing facilities, power plants, aircrafts, ships, etc.) the failure event can be
considered dangerous, too expensive or even disastrous. For these reasons, a high level of reliability is necessary.
The reliability is another meaningful parameter to assess the system performance and it expresses the probability
that the system operates without failure for a fixed period of time under stated conditions. The evolution of system
reliability depends on its structure as well as on the reliability function of its own elements. Reliability is strongly
affected by maintenance activities and in order to reach the value required for the system by the minimum cost,
proper maintenance policies must be applied.
Maintenance policies are usually classified into two categories: corrective maintenance (CM) and preventive
maintenance (PM). The latter consists of actions that improve the condition of the system elements before they fail.
The growing importance of PM has been leading an increase in studies concerning with the optimal maintenance
models. Basically, they can be classified into two big classes: single-unit and multi-unit systems models.
This paper deals with a multi-unit system and therefore a short review of the literature on multi-component
preventive maintenance optimization models is reported below.
Cho and Parlar [1] gave the following definition of multi-unit maintenance models: “Multi-component
maintenance models are concerned with optimal maintenance policies for a system consisting of several units of
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (039) 091-6657057; Fax: (039) 091-6657039; E-mail: acerta@dtpm.unipa.it
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machines or many pieces of equipment, which may or may not depend on each other (economically/stochastically
/structurally)". The Authors presented a wide overview about the multi-unit system maintenance models developed
up to 1991 while Dekker et Nicolai [2] gave an overview of the literature on multi-component maintenance
optimization models published after 1991.
One of the most critical problems in PM optimization is to set the optimal maintenance frequency and/or to
establish the optimal grouping of elements on which perform the maintenance actions.
Tam et al. [3] proposed simple models to assist managers of small to medium production plants to determine the
optimal maintenance intervals with different managerial requirements, namely minimum reliability requirement,
maintenance budget and minimum total cost.
For systems constituted by many components, the grouping problem is a complicated combinatorial optimization
problem. For this reason heuristic search algorithms are needed in order to find a good solution. Among them,
genetic algorithms (GA) have been proven to be effective optimization tools [4].
Muñoz et al. [5] were probably the first ones that proposed the use of genetic algorithms (GA) as an
optimization tool for maintenance scheduling activities. Marseguerra and Zio [6] proposed an approach to the
optimal maintenance and repair strategies of an industrial plant, in the face of reliability and economic constraints,
based on the coupling of genetic algorithms and Monte Carlo techniques. The Authors showed that the search
procedure by the genetic algorithms allows to efficiently perform the analysis of a realistic system in reasonable
computing time. Lapa et al.[6] developed a model to find preventive maintenance policies which provide a high
level of reliability with low cost and they proposed the GA as tool to search the optimum maintenance policy.
Levitin and Lisnianski [8] generalized a preventive maintenance optimization problem to a multi-state systems with
a range of performance levels. The possible preventive maintenance actions are characterized by their ability to
affect the effective age of component. A universal generating function technique and a genetic algorithm are used to
solve the problem of the respect of the system performance by the minimum maintenance cost.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The system considered consists in components, some of which constituted by parallel-series sub-systems. It is
supposed that the maintenance actions, also on the elements in parallel, must be carried out within the planned
system downtime. As well known for some continuous operating systems, the stop for failure implies high
production loss and maintenance costs as well as risks for the workers. Furthermore, the downtime is required as
short as possible and in any case smaller than the planned interval. In fact, out of this interval, the cost of system
unavailability and the cost of the maintenance crews increase considerably. For these reasons, the failure probability
must be lower that an accepted value, that is the reliability of the system between the restart and the next planned
stop must be higher than a fixed value.
The maintenance actions on the elements are carried out by maintenance crews that can not overcome a fixed
number. The maximum number of crews arises from the maximum resources availability or from a constraint on the
number of resources that can operate simultaneously on the system. Crews must be reserved for the planned
maintenance period, within which the maintenance actions should be performed, unless exceptional cases. Therefore
the unit cost of such resources is time dependent and in particular it presents three values: the first occurs for the
period in which the resource is actually employed, the second, lower than the first, for the time within the planned
interval in which the resource eventually is not employed and the third, higher than the first, for the employment
over the planned interval if it occurs. A maintenance action on a specific element implies a cost of spare parts and it
makes the element as good as new. The system downtime, which implies an unavailability cost, is calculated as the
ratio between the sum of time to perform all maintenance actions and the number of all employed crews.
The problem is to individuate the set of elements on which to perform the maintenance actions and the optimal
number of maintenance crews in order to respect the constraint on the accepted failure probability by the minimum
maintenance cost. The problem can be formulated as:
min C
with
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C = ∑ Ci + (1 − y ) ⋅ [(c s + cc ⋅ n) ⋅
i∈I
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i∈I
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+ cc' ⋅ n ⋅ (t p −
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∑ ti
)] + y ⋅ [(c s + cc ⋅ n) ⋅ t p + (c s' + cc'' ⋅ n)( i∈I − t p )] (1)
n
n
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i

Subject to:
n ≤ nmax

(2)

Rs ≥ Rs*

(3)

where:
Ci = cost of spare parts for the element i;
n = integer variable representing the number of the maintenance crews;
I = set of components on which to perform the maintenance actions;
ti = time to perform the maintenance actions on the component i;
tp = planned maintenance interval;
cs = cost for unit time for system unavailability within the planned interval;
cs′ = cost for unit time for system unavailability out of the planned interval;
cc = crew cost for unit time for the period in which the resource is actually employed within the planned
interval;
cc'= crew cost for unit time for the time within the planned interval in which the resource is not employed;
cc″= cost for unit time of a crew out of the planned interval;
y = binary variable that takes value 1 if the time to perform maintenance actions is greater than tp and 0
otherwise;
nmax = maximum number of crews that may work on the system simultaneously;
Rs* = minimum accepted value of reliability.
As mentioned before, the system considered consists of several components in series, some of them constituted
by parallel-series sub-systems. System reliability can be expressed in terms of reliability of the K components, by:
K

RS = ∏ R j

(8)

j =1

The reliability of each sub-system is calculated on the base of the reliability Ri of each element and on the base
of the reliability relations among them. Given the reliability functions of each element and called Ti the starting
time of the maintenance planned interval, it is possible to calculate the reliability of the elements at time Ti+1, known
the instant of the last action on the element and the information about the state of the element (operating or not) at
time Ti. Therefore it is possible to calculate the system reliability at time Ti+1. If, as it is to be expected, the value is
lower than the required level, the elements on which to perform the maintenance actions must be individuated. The
actions will imply an increase of each element reliability and thus of the system reliability.
3 MATEMATICAL PROGRAMMING MODEL
The problem can be formulated as a mathematical programming model. The function (1), to be minimized,
becomes:
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subject to constraints (2) and (3).
The variables xi are Boolean variables equal to 1 if the component i belongs to the maintenance group I and 0
otherwise.
Furthermore, the Boolean variable y is subject to the two following constraints:
N
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 ∑ ti
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n
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(10)

In order to simplify the model, the constraint (3) can be linearly expressed by:
K

ln RS = ∑ ln R j ≥ ln RS*

(11)

j =1

The reliability Rj of the component j at time Ti+1 depends on the maintenance actions on the elements belonging
to it. The logarithmic increase of each element reliability due to a maintenance action does not imply the same
increase of the parallel-series components reliability. In order to maintain the linearity of the constraint, the
following procedure, described by a simple example, has been applied. Suppose to have a component constituted by
two elements A and B in parallel. The maintenance actions on this component may involve the element A only, the
element B only or both. This last condition is expressed by introducing a further Boolean variable xAB. The
logarithm of the component reliability turns into:

ln R j = ln R 'j + x A ⋅ ∆ ln R j , A + xB ⋅ ∆ ln R j , B + x AB ⋅ ∆ ln R j , AB

(12)

where R’j is the component reliability with no actions and ∆lnR(j,i) is the reliability increase of the component j
due to the action on i (i = A,B,AB).
To express that only one of the three conditions can be realized, the following constraint is introduced:
x A + xB + x AB ≤ 1

(13)

It is clear that, increasing the number of elements implies a greater number of variables to treat and therefore the
problem becomes rapidly intractable. In order to overcome the limits of the mathematical programming approach,
the genetic model described in the following section is proposed.
4 GENETIC MODEL
A chromosome binary-coding is used to encode a generic solution. According to this encoding methodology, the
chromosome size is N, that is the number of the system elements, and the generic site i is 1 if the maintenance action
on element i is performed, 0 otherwise.
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The choice of parents is randomly determined by using the roulette wheel method and the employed crossover
operator is a classical two point crossover. The mutation operator simply exchanges two randomly selected genes of
the chromosome. The fitness function is the inverse of the cost function (1).
Since the considered model is constrained, during the evolutionary process it is possible to produce infeasible
solutions. There are three possible approaches to handle the infeasible solutions: (a) to repair the infeasible solution
forcing it to be feasible through some repair procedure; (b) to discard the infeasible solution and to continue the
evolutionary process until a feasible solution is produced; (c) to penalize the infeasible solution by using a specific
penalty function. It has been proven the more effectiveness of the genetic algorithm optimization when action (a) or
(c) are carried out [9].
In this work the first approach is utilized, by adding to the evolution operators a deterministic repair procedure.
The repair operator changes some genes 0 into 1 until the reliability constraint is respected. The choice of the repair
sites is randomly determined assigning to each gene 0 a probability to be selected. The latter is chosen to be
proportional to the ratio between the system reliability increment, due to the action on the gene and the cost of the
related maintenance action. The values of the parameters characterizing the genetic algorithm are: crossover and
mutation probabilities 1 and 0.15 respectively; population size 50; number of generations 60.
The variable n is not considered in the chromosome encoding in order to simplify its structure and make the
evolutionary process more efficient; therefore, a procedure to determine the number of crews is necessary to
calculate the fitness value. Once known the elements on which to perform the maintenance actions and calculated
the global maintenance time, the optimal number of crews can be calculated by the following procedure.
If, employing the maximum number of crews, the real maintenance time overcomes the planned interval, nmax
represents the optimal value, since function (1) decreases by increasing the value of n. Otherwise, the number of
crews that minimizes the cost can be calculated by fixing the derivative of the cost function (1) equal to 0, with y =
0:

ti
∑
dC
i∈I
= − cs ⋅ 2 + cc' ⋅ t p = 0
n
dn

(14)

and thus:

n=

cs ⋅ ∑ ti
i∈I

(15)

c ⋅tp
'
c

Because n must be an integer value, the cost function must be calculated for int+[n] and int-[n] and the value that
implies the minimum cost will be chosen. Moreover, the following equation must be satisfied, as well:

 ∑ ti 
n = int +  i∈I 
 t p 

(16)

Therefore, the optimal value of n is the maximum between the two values previously calculated if it is lower
than nmax, otherwise it is nmax.
5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The effectiveness of the genetic algorithm is tested referring to a medium case study in order to allow the
comparison with the results obtained by mathematical programming approach. In particular the model previously
described is applied to a system with 34 components, some of them constituted by l branches in parallel with m
elements in series for each branch. Such a component is indicated in Table 1 as (l,m) and the corresponding
elements are listed reading the branches from the top to the bottom and from the left to the right. The table also
shows the data that characterize each element. In particular, Ri is the element reliability without maintenance action
and ∆Ri is the increment of reliability due to maintenance action. Assumed cc as cost unit, all other cost parameters
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are referred to it. The system reliability at time Ti+1, without maintenance actions at time Ti, results equal to
0,9109.
Table 1: input data
Comp.
1(2,1)
2 (2,1)
3 (2,1)
4 (2,1)

5(2,2)

6 (2,2)

7 (2,1)
8 (2,1)
9 (2,1)
10
(3,1)

Elem
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Ci
50
60
50
60
50
60
50
60
40
50
40
50
13
97
13
97
20
20
50
50
30
30
10
10
10

ti
11
7
11
7
11
7
11
7
8
9
8
9
12
10
12
10
8
8
11
11
5
5
10
10
10

Ri
0.98504
0.98679
0.98544
0.98601
0.84745
0.94715
0.98543
0.98679
0.91724
0.91943
0.88733
0.90827
0.98677
0.98405
0.98679
0.98407
0.99541
0.99541
0.98104
0.98107
0.99596
0.98660
0.98662
0.98660
0.98659

∆Ri
0.01495
0.01320
0.01455
0.01239
0.15254
0.05125
0.01456
0.01161
0.06957
0.06941
0.09948
0.08057
0.01321
0.01276
0.01320
0.01274
0.00439
0.00439
0.01242
0.01239
0.00368
0.00980
0.00979
0.00980
0.00981

Comp.
11(2,1)
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Elem
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
56
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Ci
20
20
50
30
55
41
41
100
41
30
30
40
30
40
20
50
30
20
10
15
30
35
40
50
44

ti
5
5
12
6,67
8,33
8,33
13,33
10
13
8
9
7
10
12
8,33
10
12
13
14
10
5
6
7
8
13

Ri
0.98684
0.98684
0.99703
0.99768
0.99785
0.99782
0.99784
0.99706
0.99797
0.99789
0.99768
0.99778
0.99781
0.99767
0.99782
0.99778
0.99785
0.99778
0.99784
0.99785
0.99767
0.99784
0.99767
0.99767
0.99789

∆Ri
0.01209
0.01209
0.00296
0.00231
0.00214
0.00216
0.00215
0.00293
0.00202
0.00210
0.00231
0.00221
0.00218
0.00232
0.00217
0.00221
0.00215
0.00221
0.00214
0.00205
0.00232
0.00214
0.00232
0.00232
0.00210

In order to test the effectiveness of the genetic algorithm, two values are considered for each of the principal
parameters that characterize the problem and a full experimental design has been carried out, as shown in table 3. In
the same table, the results obtained by the genetic algorithm are compared with the ones obtained by the commercial
software LINGO 10. The other parameters that characterize the problem are reported in table 2.
Table 2: other parameters

cs′

cc'

cc″

2·cs

0.7

1.5
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Table 3: solutions obtained
tp

RS*

nmax

cs

30

0,97

5

30

0,97

30

Genetic algorithm
cost

n

10

936.2

5

5

50

1976.90

5

0,97

10

10

891.20

8

30

0,97

10

50

1454.30

10

30
30
30
30

0,99
0,99
0,99
0,99

5
5
10
10

10
50
10
50

1858.94
4262.69
1429.89
2362.85

5
5
10
10

100

0,97

5

10

1182.00

4

100

0,97

5

50

2221.90

5

100

0,97

10

10

1181.20

4

100

0,97

10

50

1944.30

10

100
100

0,99
0,99

5
5

10
50

1834.12
3696.90

5
5

100

0,99

10

10

1792.26

6

100

0,99

10

50

2928.00

10

LINGO

∆C%

elements

elements

5,11,12,29,35-38,40,
42-48
6,9-11,29,31,35-38,
40,45-49
5,9,10,29,35-38,40,
42-48
6,9-11,29,35-38,40,
44-49
6,9-12,21,28-32, 35-49
6,9-12, 28-31,33,35-49
5,9-12, 28-32,35-49
6,9-12,28-32,34-49
5,9-11,29,35-38, 40,
41-48
6,9-11,29,31,35,
38,40,45-49

5,9,10,29,35-38,40,
42-48
6,11,12,28,29,31,33,
35-37,40, 45-48
5,11,12,29,35-38,40,
42-48
5,11,12,28,29,36-40,
45-49
5,9-12,28-32,35-49
6,9-12,28-31,33,35-49
5,9-11,28,29,31,32,34-50
5,9-12,28-32,35-49
6,9,11,12,29,35-38,40,
43-48
6,11,12,28,29,31,33,
35-37,40,45-48
6,9,11,12,29,35-38,
40,43-48
5,11,12,28,29,36-40,
45-49
5,9-12,28,29,31,32,35-50
6,9-12,28-31,33,35-49

1,75%
1,00%

5,9-12, 28,29,31,32,34-50

0,00%

5,9-12,28-32,35-49

0,04%

5,11,12,35-38,40,42,48
6,9-11,29,35-38,40,
44-49
5,11,12,15,28,29,31- 49
6,9-12,28-38,40,42-49
5,9-12, 28,29,31,32,
34-50
6,9,11,12,28-32,34-49

0,00%
0,57%
0,00%
0,73%
1,95%
0,00%
0,61%
0,04%
0,10%
0,51%
0,03%
0,55%

The number of crews obtained by LINGO is the same as the one arising from the genetic algorithm for all
experiments. The results show the effectiveness of the genetic approach. Just in two cases the difference between
the costs obtained by the two methods exceeds 1%. In four cases the GA finds the optimum value: while in three
cases the solutions of the two approaches are identical, in one case (the first row in table 3) the GA singles out a
solution having the same cost and a greater reliability. In fact, the two solutions differ for the branch of the
component n.5 on which the maintenance actions are performed. The cost is equal because the elements of the two
branches are identical but, having a different history, they have different reliability. The GA selects the branch with
lower reliability and then maximizes the component reliability.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The paper deals with a maintenance optimization problem for a multi-component system for which the goal is to
respect a fixed level of reliability at minimum maintenance cost. The problem is formulated as a nonlinear integer
programming model and solved by a commercial software. Nevertheless, the presence of parallel-series components
makes hard or even impossible to solve it for large real systems. In order to overcome the limits of the mathematical
programming, a genetic algorithm is proposed and its effectiveness is proven by comparing the results obtained by
the two approaches with reference to a case study of medium size. Future development can regard the employ of a
penalty function to handle the infeasible solutions instead of the repair procedure. In fact, the penalty function
approach could lead to better results in more constrained cases in which the repair procedure implies several actions
on the genes.
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ABSTRACT
Today’s providers of maintenance and in-service support related to modern aircraft are facing major challenges.
A central problem with maintenance and support of aircraft and other complex technical systems is to manage
the ever-increasing information flow and system complexity. Both military and commercial operators need to
reduce downtime and one way to do this is to speed up the turnaround time for scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance, or even better, to reduce the need thereof by implementing condition based maintenance. In order
to implement these improved support solutions in a global support environment, eMaintenance is seen as one
important building block. eMaintenance includes monitoring, collection, recording and distribution of real-time
system health data, maintenance generated data as well as other decision and performance support to all
stakeholders independent of organization or geographical location, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (24/7).
eMaintenance has the potential to improve the management and performance of activities related to the
maintenance process, and thereby improve the dependability, safety and life cycle cost of critical systems. This is
realized through the application of Information & Communication Technology (ICT) throughout the maintenance
and support processes, thus integrating built-in tests, external tests at different maintenance echelons, technical
information, diagnostics, prognostics and other sources of support information. The purpose of this paper is to
present some results from a joint academic and aerospace industry research project, describing requirements
and expectations that are important in a global support environment, and also to propose some central
components in an eMaintenance framework that integrates maintenance and ICT perspectives.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aircraft manufacturers, as well as maintenance and in-service support providers, are experiencing everincreasing customer requirements to increase dependability and decrease life support cost. A central problem for the
industry is to manage the rapidly increasing information flow that follows the development of more complex and
technologically advanced aircraft systems. Customers are also demanding improved system availability, cost
effectiveness, operational flexibility and tailored worldwide support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (24/7). This
changing business environment requires new and innovative improvements of support products and services to
satisfy the needs of customer and end user.
Maintenance and support concepts for modern complex technical systems, such as civil airliners and military
combat aircraft, can be described as focussing on optimizing two fundamental and interdependent elements. The
first element is the way in which the design of the aircraft (i.e. the system-of-interest) is influenced to maximize its
inherent availability within available Life Cycle Cost (LCC) requirements. This ensures that the aircraft will have
high reliability and maintainability in relevant operational profiles and support environments. The second element
concerns the design of the maintenance and support system, which provides necessary support during the operation
and maintenance phases of the system-of-interest. The maintenance and support system is an enabling system, i.e. a
system that complements a system-of-interest during its life cycle stages, but does not necessarily contribute directly
to its function during operation [11]. An enabling system provides functions and services to users and other
stakeholders to ensure the proper and efficient function of the system-of-interest. [6]
On an operational level, end-users and managers utilizing the support and maintenance system of a modern
aircraft are confronted with a multitude of computerized functions and information technology solutions. However,
today there is little or no integration of functions and services related to the maintenance and support system, such
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +46 (0)13 181739; Fax: +46 (0)13 183050; E-mail: olov.candell@saabgroup.com
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as technical information (publications), maintenance programmes, maintenance plans, job cards, fault localization
support, amendment services, health monitoring, and operational feedback. [4][7]
At the same time, producers and suppliers of maintenance products and customer support services are facing
escalating challenges trying to sustain high quality and increase service levels for increasingly complex technical
systems in an environment characterized by multiple products, suppliers and customers with increasingly stringent
requirements. Hence, both customers and suppliers are facing increased complexity levels regarding information
related to configuration control and change management for both the aircraft and its enabling system. This high
complexity level of information management will hamper the operational effectiveness and drive LCC.
Therefore, suppliers need to change methodologies and processes for information management to be both more
customer-focused and more efficient for internal development and sustainability. New concepts for the application
of Information & Communication Technology (ICT) need to address information quality, lead time, accessibility
24/7, usability and an overall reduction of cost for information management related to maintenance and support.
Capability also needs to be developed to enable more agile and efficient use of new maintenance and support
functions integrated in the aircraft, exploitation of operational feedback, as well as rapid supplier adaptation to
continuously changing customer specific requirements on both hardware and software products as well as services.
2. SCOPE
This paper focuses on a concept for ICT-based products and services for maintenance and support to modern
aircraft operation. However, it is believed to be extensively applicable to similar challenges regarding maintenance
and support of other complex technical systems, e.g. within the transport, process and power industries, as well as
telecom and health care. The paper presents requirements and needs regarding the mentioned products and services
that are important for both suppliers and customers (operators) of modern aircraft systems in a global support
environment and proposes some central components of an information management concept, called eMaintenance
Management Framework (eMMF), that integrates maintenance and ICT perspectives to address the challenges
presented above.
The discussion of the central characteristics of system-of-interest (e.g. aircraft) and enabling systems (e.g. a
maintenance and support system external to the aircraft) uses nomenclature based on established and agreed
international standards [5] [6]. ‘Availability’ is used as a general term referring to availability performance and its
influencing factors: reliability performance (the way the aircraft is designed to eliminate the need of maintenance,
i.e. reducing or eliminating the probability of loss of required functions); maintainability performance (the way the
aircraft is designed to facilitate maintenance, i.e. to retain or restore the aircraft’s required functions); as well as
maintenance support performance (effectiveness and efficiency of the maintenance and support organization).
3. MAINTENANCE WITHIN AVIATION
Experience from maintenance and support system development and real life operations [14], combined with
expectations for future scenarios, stress the importance of supporting the operational capability and competitiveness
through high availability of aircraft (but also other complex technical systems, such as, maritime and ground
systems). Increasing civil requirements on mobility and availability, and military operations from provisional bases
combined with rapidly shifting conditions, increase the importance of information and decision support to personnel
that service and maintain systems in operation.
The aircraft design, as well as the maintenance and support system, needs to be very structured and controlled,
meeting requirements with the overall objective of maximizing the total system capability at the lowest LCC, see
Figure 1. The design of the maintenance and support system itself also needs to take into account other
requirements, such as operators’ requests to consider re-use of existing resources and capabilities (e.g. facilities,
manpower, competencies, ICT infrastructure and standards) and future requirements, operational or product
development requirements, as well as desired levels of self-support.
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Figure 1: Important requirements related to aircraft effectiveness

New technology and innovation also drive development and create new needs. A military example is the socalled fourth generation combat aircraft, e.g. Dassault Rafale, Eurofighter Typhoon and Saab Gripen. These are
system aircraft with a digital infrastructure and fully integrated computer systems that utilize a common database
through standardized interfaces [1] [10]. The building principle of a system-of-systems supplies an immense
potential for functional development, but also an extremely complex aircraft system [14]. The civilian equivalents,
such as the Boeing 787 Dreamliner and Airbus A350, have focused on ICT as a central component for more
efficient maintenance and support solutions. A central part of this aircraft technology development is advanced
Built-in Test (BIT) systems. The aircraft BIT is constantly being developed to improve safety, maintainability,
testability and supportability of the aircraft as well as to provide health information. This extended access to
qualified data from operation and maintenance provides the technical foundation for condition monitoring,
extensive data recording, test, diagnostics, prognostics and decision support for condition-based operation and
maintenance [14]. These technology trends, together with the pervasiveness of ICT in the maintenance system and
support processes, are also key enabling factors for implementation of remote support services accessible world
wide and 24/7. Nevertheless, the BIT is itself a development that adds further requirements and puts strain on
supporting ICT frameworks and information management processes.
Thus information management and new ICT solutions has become a central aspect and common denominator for
many of the new challenges regarding system complexity, configuration control, change management and
applicability of product information, both for the systems-of-interests and their related support system products. To
meet the increasing demand on availability and to cut costs, maintenance and support actors are becoming more and
more dependant on ICT to provide timely and accurate information. Efficient ICT solutions have rapidly risen as a
key driver for good decision-making and effective operations. One example of an area with great improvement
potential is technical publications. A large proportion of the information support used by maintainers in the
aerospace industry is still paper documents, or ‘paper-on-screen’ solutions (e.g. paper publication suits published as
PDF). All this, despite the fact that new aircraft complexity, integrated digital systems and air-to-ground real-time
communication tools make paper-based approaches increasingly inadequate. This generates unnecessary cost for the
simple reason that maintainers often lack products and services for information support that are adapted to specific
roles and situations, and therefore cannot work as efficiently as possible. [3] [4].
With reference to the problem and solution domains presented above, the concept of eMaintenance presented in
this paper can be defined as a structured and coherent application of ICT in the design of the maintenance and
support system,, coordinated with technical solutions in the aircraft system. The main goal is to create a more
efficient maintenance and support process by optimization of an eMaintenance framework as a part of the enabling
systems, and thereby improve overall system effectiveness,
To secure the performance of an aircraft at a reasonable cost, it is vital that the design of maintenance and
product support concepts is done correctly right from the design phase [2] [11]. The character, scope and allocation
of the support needed, must also be influenced by the customers’ competencies, as well as the environment for the
operation, but also organizational and cultural issues [11] [13]. The overall maintenance process needs to be taken
into consideration, including its sub-processes for management, support planning, preparation, execution,
assessment and improvement (see Figure 2). Hence, the requirements analysis must consider a multitude of aspects,
facts, needs and properties of the technical system, customer requirements and the context for operation and
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maintenance for the given system, supplier requirements and other stakeholders, as well as environment and
legislation.
Yet another aspect is the fact that traditionally the civil and defence aerospace industries have built and sold
systems to operators. Today, this approach is changing and the industry also has to provide services that
traditionally have been carried out by the operators or other third party suppliers. The highest degree of commitment
is needed when delivering total care, or functional products, where the customers are offered availability
performance at a fixed price. One example of this is the requirement of ‘Maintenance Free Operating Period’
(MFOP). These are market driven requirements on an eMaintenance solution, which introduce additional
stakeholder perspectives. [3]
4. EMAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
With reference to the material presented above, the development of products and services integrated with ICT in
an eMaintenance solution for support to operation and maintenance of complex systems, needs to address a number
of central requirements such as:
•

integration of the system-of-interest and its enabling system, to exploit technological development of
modern aircraft and ICT in efficient solutions for global maintenance and support 24/7,

•

Facilitation of configuration control, change management and directive information applicability for both
the system-of-interest and products and services included in the enabling system,

•

Integration of role and situation adapted products and services for information and performance support
with high accessibility and usability,

•

coordination and integration of consumption and production of information at different phases of the
maintenance process

•

coordination and integration of tests, diagnostics and prognostics for condition-based operation and
support at different maintenance echelons

•

support to performance-based contracts and functional sales (e.g. power-by-the-hour)

•

adherence to international (information) standards.

eMaintenance needs to facilitate support to operators’ and other stakeholders’ work through information and
performance support to the overall maintenance process related to modern aircraft, including ground support
equipment and training devices. eMaintenance also needs to provide a framework and processes for managing
product data and information, maintenance and support information as well as feedback of data and information
from operational and maintenance activities. This spectrum of requirements built on industrial and operator
experience, drives the approach that the improvement of the operative performance and effectiveness of
maintenance and support through the introduction of eMaintenance, need to target all phases of the maintenance
process (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Sub-processes of an overall maintenance process, adapted from [5]

In order for the aerospace industry to manage the risks associated with these new, diversified and enhanced
solutions in a global support environment, a wide collection of heterogeneous information sources need to be
funnelled and made available for the right user, in the right format, in the right place, at the right time. In the past,
the information flow has been quite rigid and inflexible between a rather small number of stakeholders. However, in
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the future the exchange of information is required to reflect closer working relationships and a more dynamic,
global support environment and deliver efficient and tailored support for decision-making to stakeholders spanning
from Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), sub-system suppliers, through system integrators on to operators,
maintainers and support providers.
Another important requirement that follows on from the character of the challenges presented above is that
information management concepts and application of new ICT solutions within the aerospace industry, to a growing
extent need to be both based on, and capitalize on international standards for structured product data sharing.
Central among these standards are Product Life Cycle Support (PLCS) [12], Sharable Content Object Reference
Model (SCORM) [15] and the ASD (AeroSpace and Defense Industries Association of Europe) specifications suite
of standards for Integrated Logistic Support (ILS); S1000D, S2000M and the emerging S3000L and S4000M.
As discussed above, the overall maintenance process involves sub-processes for management, support planning,
preparation, execution, assessment, and improvement, see Figure 2. These sub-processes consist of different sets of
activities, which are interrelated and adapted to fulfil requirements from different stakeholders. Stakeholders within
the maintenance process consume and produce information when performing different activities. For example,
during maintenance execution, a maintenance technician receives a work order that requires a maintenance action,
and after the performed action the technician reports the outcome. The information from the execution process can
further be aggregated to a context in the assessment process. As illustrated in Figure 3, the maintenance technician
needs to access various types and formats of information through different information sources when conducting a
maintenance action.
PUFF
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XX
XX

DITO
XX
XX
XX
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DIDAS
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Figure 3: Illustrating the information system needs of a maintenance technician

Hence, one of the main objectives of establishing a platform for eMaintenance is to provide a supporting ICT
environment that improves the performance of the maintenance process by providing seamless and integrated
services for sharing content. It is commonly accepted that data collection and distribution is a major issue in the
maintenance process and a cornerstone in the area of eMaintenance [7]. It is also accepted that there is a need to be
able to convert data to information, and based on this information to generate knowledge valuable for decisionmaking. In order to make the right decisions, there is a need to be able to access and manage the right knowledge.
Since knowledge, a term which basically refers to what is known, is not only a summarization of known raw data
through information interpretation, but also implies other artefacts, such as documentation and experiences, the
authors believe that the focus should be on the content and the content sharing in the maintenance process rather
than on data and data processing. [8]
ICT is one of the main prerequisites, not only to improve the maintenance process for complex systems with
long lifecycles, but also to reduce risks, and contribute to a more efficient business process. The utilization of ICT
facilitates content sharing and knowledge management within the processes of the maintenance process, coordinates
the maintenance process with other processes (e.g. operation and modification processes) and links it to strategic
business objectives and external stakeholder requirements In order to offer an effective and efficient eMaintenance
solution, some essential requirements need to be fulfilled by means of an eMaintenance Management Framework
As shown in Figures 5 and 6 the eMaintenance Management Framework (eMMF) is the institution of a
framework, a meta-level model through which a range of concepts, models, techniques and methodologies can be
clarified and/or integrated. The main aim of an eMMF is to facilitate maintenance. The framework consists of two
parts: the eMaintenance Management Model (eMMM) and the eMaintenance Platform (eMP). The eMMM is a
package of roles, processes and repositories required for managing the eMP. The eMP is a Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) application, created to provide its stakeholders with tailored information for making decisions
on the choice of appropriate maintenance activities.
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The eMP is divided into three levels: Specification, Design, and Implementation (see Figure 6). The
Specification level contains all the information necessary for conducting industrial maintenance. It describes the
identified requirements, which are realized in various ways using notations such as text and models. The Design
level identifies design components that are needed to fulfil the requirements specified in the Specification level.
This level is realized as service components. Finally, the Implementation level materializes the service components
specified in the Design level into the web services and business processes orchestrated for the needs. Each level
consists of one or several groups of components. All components in the specification level provide a platform for
creating other components in the Specification level or they get directly realized on the Design and/or
Implementation levels. [9]

Figure 5: Illustrating the substances in eMMF [9]

eMP provides artefacts for supporting the maintenance process, e.g. situation adapted information and services
for performance support [4][7]. Further, we have explored how SOA can be exploited in eMP. Hence, our
conclusion is that the eMP can be utilized to implement an eMaintenance platform in organizations that provide
maintenance of complex technical systems. We believe that eMP also is applicable in any organization providing
maintenance, since it has been based on a generic overall maintenance process.
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Figure 6: Illustrating the substances in eMP [9]

The Specification level contains all the information necessary for conducting industrial maintenance. It consists
of three components: Process, Requirements and Context. The Process component lists and describes the business
processes and actors involved in them. It consists of two parts: Business Process and Actor. The Context component
lists and describes various backgrounds and their interrelated conditions in which maintenance activities take place.
It consists of three components: Setting, Process Usage Scenario, and Service. The Requirement component lists
and describes all the functional and non-functional requirements on the information needed for a specific
maintenance task and the interface through which this information should be presented. It consists of two
components: Content Requirement and Interface Requirement.
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The Design level transforms most of the specification components into SOA components. The role of the Setting
Service component is to design choreography for a certain set of services. The role of the Process Service
component is to design a composition of miscellaneous services orchestrated for serving a particular process. The
role of the Content Service component is to design services that implement logic for interaction with different data
sources, such as existing systems or legacy systems. The role of the Interface Service component is to design
services that handle/manage/wrap/adapt interface to other devices such as a portable handheld computer. The
Implementation level materializes the SOA components into the web services and business processes orchestrated
for the needs at hand. The Web Service component implements the SOA components in the design level as Web
Services. We use Web Services, since they provide a generic interface for encapsulating logics and can be utilized
as an intermediate layer to access legacy systems. The Business Process component corresponds to business
processes as orchestrated for the needs at hand and delivered to the service consumer. In the context of
eMaintenance, there is a need for both predetermined business processes and reactive business processes.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The positive impact of eMaintenance is to be expected on two levels. On one, the ‘maintenance micro-level’, it
will serve as a performance support facilitating hands-on execution of maintenance tasks by technicians, mechanics
and support engineers, by providing a reduced number of interfaces to information sources, improved fault
diagnosis, knowledge sharing and automated or facilitated procedures for technical administration. On the higher
‘maintenance macro-level’, eMaintenance will support managerial maintenance planning, preparation and
assessment, enabling information driven maintenance and support processes, and fleet-efficiency, e.g. aircraft
maintenance programme evaluation, elimination of redundant information and operational monitoring.
There is also the challenge of going from a product-oriented to a service-oriented business strategy. Productoriented strategy relies on a transaction/exchange marketing, while service-oriented emphasizes the relation between
provider and customer. A service-oriented business strategy also demands the harmonization of support processes,
such as the maintenance process, to the business’s core process. The business’s core process ought to be adaptable
to the changes in the customers’ value-generating process, and the business’s supporting processes need to be
adaptable to the core process.
Since an eMaintenance platform’s major purpose is to support the maintenance process, the components of the
platform need to be considered from a service-oriented perspective in order to increase its adaptability to the
different parts of the maintenance and support process in different organizations. Hence, eMaintenance can be
considered as a platform for smart content sharing between information provider and information consumer. We use
the term-pair provider/consumer to emphasize that the ICT support to the maintenance process should adopt a
process-centric approach, supporting efficient maintenance and support solutions. In a supplier/customer approach,
the definition of the organizational boundary is important, which is not necessarily an issue of importance for
delivery maintenance ICT services.
The maintenance process has to interact with a number of correlated processes in an enterprise, e.g. business,
operation, information, support, and logistics. Hence, a service-oriented eMaintenance platform should provide
services that can be incorporated and orchestrated to flow of these processes. While the requirements on the
maintenance process vary over time, the architecture of eMaintenance should be constructed to provide applicability
and effectiveness.
With applicability and effectiveness as the two major requirements, it is clear that a Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) approach is a prerequisite for being able to design an ICT architecture which will provide
applicable and effective eMaintenance services. Furthermore it should be noted that a Service-Oriented
Infrastructure (SOI) is a prerequisite for implementing SOA. , It is important to be aware that Web Services (WS),
and their related technologies, e.g. WS-BPEL, WS-Transaction and WS-Coordination, are not synonymous with
SOA: SOA is a way of thinking that approaches the architectural issues and WS is technology that is designed to
facilitate the implementation of SOA.
We believe, based on our study of the effects of eMaintenance, that the eMaintenance platform, mainly through
its improvement of the different parts of the maintenance process, impacts on the dependability, safety, and life
support costs of critical systems. Hence, our conclusion is that an eMaintenance platform (eMP) structured,
designed, and implemented from a service-oriented perspective with focus on the business process, increases the
ability to fulfil the requirements such as context-awareness, situation-awareness, seamless information integration
between processes (e.g. operation and maintenance), improved knowledge-sharing, flexibility, extensibility and
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cost-reduction. Further, we can conclude that SOA as an approach and Web Service as a technology can be utilized
to implement service-oriented maintenance services. Loosely connected maintenance services can easily be recomposed and orchestrated to the new process, situation and context to better fulfil different stakeholders’
requirements.
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ABSTRACT
Automatic Test Systems (ATS) are application specific systems that help enhancing reliability and productivity of
testing activities in different stages of product development cycle and manufacturing. Different tests are applied
to preview and validate product and composing subsystems performance during development cycle. In
production, quality control systems that perform up to 100% inspection may be present and the integration of test
results with company’s management systems may be required. Design methodologies state stages and
intermediary results in order to discipline the development process, but prescribed actions are kept with some
degree of generality as to allow compatibility of its recommendations with a wide range of industrial products,
based on different technology branches. In this paper, adapting Pahl & Beitz’s approach allowed the derivation
of a reference model to ATS development. Proposed stages are explained considering ATS typical division in:
physical system, hardware and software. The proposal of this adapted methodology has for motivation to
contribute to make easier the design of a kind of system that is highly context dependant, helping the design team
to considerate important aspects in decisions taken along the development process and keeping these linked to
the requirements collected in early stages.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE ROLE OF TESTING IN DEVELOPMENT CYCLES
Product development is a complex task. Typically, product synthesis is a continuous process of proposing and
evaluating, using feedback from intermediary results, considering design requirements that cover the whole product
lifecycle. When conducted under a design methodology, a better structuring may be attained, with definitions
regarding nature, format and flow of information. A closed algorithm, however, must not be expected. Every stage
will deliver results influenced by the design team creativity.
A recurrent scenario is a design team proposing, associating and replacing function carrying concepts until they,
combined, outcome a solution that accomplish the project’s design requirements with the best cost-benefit
relationship. Besides the inherent orientation role, the design methodology introduces systematization through
information formatting after the creativity efforts, so that every subsequent stage can begin with disciplined
information. The use of function carrying concepts may require that feasibility be verified in proper time. The
validation of concepts requires specific tests, considering the current product’s degree of abstraction. Early
validation of concepts helps to reduce feedback loops.
Prototype testing usually returns important feedback into the product development, from the evaluation of postintegration behavior. Considering testing requirements for a product or system during the design process became
known as Design for Testability (DFT). According to Jimenez [1], DFT brings cost benefits both in product
validation and in the manufacturing process, where the earlier a faulty part is rejected, the cheaper it is. Marick [2]
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states that great part of an Automatic Test Systems (ATS) value relies on its capacity of detecting hidden problems
in a product.
Companies with former research and development (R&D) departments invest on the development of new or
improved concepts for product functions, so that new generations of products may be born under the innovation
concept known as technology push [3]. Proving the functionality of a new concept requires exhaustive testing. The
productivity of the testing activity may determine how long a company will take to offer a new product on the
market. The importance of this fact may be measured by the increasing share of new product’s revenue in total
companies’ sells. Examples of tests used in product qualification are: functions performance; environmental
compatibility; reliability; maintainability; operability.
Many products require individual (or statistic) testing in the production line (e.g. consumer electronics), so that
its accordance with design requirements can be proved before releasing. Among these requirements, often are
present engineering standards and legal regulations. In many quality control systems, 100% inspection is demanded.
Results of these tests may be required to integrate with company’s databanks, as they can be useful in rating
produced units and eventually delivered to customers with the product’s documentation.
In the 90’s the available computational power raised considerably, while costs dropped, so that instrumentation
resources in the support of research, engineering and production evolved towards a new and higher performance. In
opposition to legacy fixed functionality instruments, new modular systems allowed the configuration of applicationspecific equipment. In this new generation of systems, a powerful concept emerged: virtual instrumentation. Under
this concept, the functionality of the instrumentation system is transferred to a software application, bringing with it
the user interface. A reference virtual instrumentation software platform is National Instruments’ LabVIEWTM. The
resulting flexibility allowed the design of custom systems, with enhanced capabilities (e.g. customized interface,
data storage and retrieval, entire measurement chain calibration, integration with external systems, remote
operation), that meet the specific requirements of a project. Also, by minimizing human intervention, measurement
errors became easier to manage: systematic errors could be easily compensated; random ones could be treated with
statistical tools that take in account great quantities of measurements quickly performed. Modern hardware
components available from manufacturers allow growing data throughput, with easiness of integration and
affordability [4].
With all these benefits available, the use of ATS became a feasible and attractive option. Nevertheless, its
application requires a previous analysis to ensure it will bring an economical advantage. According to the company
Agilent Technologies [5], ATS should be the choice when: there’s a high test volume; test time reduction is critical;
test requirements are well known and stable; the economy in the cost per test pays back the investment on the ATS.
Usually, the design and implementation of ATS is performed by third-party companies. In Brazil, ATS’s developers
are, typically, small-to-medium third-party companies.
1.2 DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
Models prescribing stages to successful engineering design are an attempt to reduce the flaws present in
solution-focused heuristic procedures, the mostly used approach to solve design problems as a natural consequence
of human way of thinking. Also, they provide a link between decisions taken along the design process and the
customer requirements captured in early design stages. Major studies of the design process were made in Germany
in the second half of last century, and some results of those efforts became academic references – e.g. Pahl &
Beitz’s Systematic Approach (PBSA) and VDI 2221. In that time, different engineering disciplines seldom were
considered together in projects, and functionality was implemented physically rather then through software. Modern
mechatronical systems, present from consumer products to machines, have three distinguishable layers: physical
system, hardware and software [6], [7]. These three layers might be managed separately, but decisions taken in one
layer will have implications on the others in several moments of the design process.
A characteristic present on most design methodology models is the prescription of actions with a convenient
degree of generality, as to allow compatibility of its recommendations with a wider range of cases, based on
different technology branches. Since each design problem has its own context, its specificities must be managed
under the generalist prescriptions. When the degree of uncertainty is high, like in the beginning of a new project,
designers tend first to build up a general idea of the solution based on a reduced set of conditions, rather than
following prescribed steps that look vague. Afterwards, this initial incomplete model may give indications of
unforeseen requirements in the design problem that will feedback the next concept. This is known as solutionfocused approach.
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Prescriptive design methodologies are problem-focused models. One aspect to be highlighted in the german
school models is the common strategy of decomposing a complex problem into simpler ones, so that a general
solution can be obtained through the association of a combination of sub-problem solutions. In a moment of the
development, the technical problem is broke down (analyzed) to expose its underlying functional structure. The
functional decomposition allows partial functions of manageable and convenient complexity to become the focus of
the design team. The search for applicable solution principles to the partial functions and the study of the options
emerging from their combination is clearly a more systematic approach design process.
The prescriptive Pahl & Beitz’s Systematic Approach (PBSA) [8] is based on four major design stages:
Clarification of the Task: Collect information about the requirements to be embodied in the solution and also
about the constraints. Its result is a specification, a reference document stating correctly the problem to be solved,
thus responsible for the correct problem addressing.
Conceptual Design: Establish function structures; search for suitable solution principles; combine into concept
variants. A concept must result from this stage. The major creative efforts are made in this stage, and the taken
decisions here will define the cost magnitude of the solution.
Embodiment Design: Staring form the concept, the designer determines the layout and forms and develops a
technical product or system in accordance with technical and economic considerations. A preliminary and a
definitive layout are the results expected. Dimensioning, analysis and simulation are made to ensure the concept will
attend the specifications.
Detail Design: Arrangement, form, dimensions and surface properties of all the individual parts finally laiddown; materials specified; technical and economical feasibility re-checked; all drawings and other production
documents produced. Its result is the documentation.
1.3 ADAPTING A DESIGN METHODOLOGY TO ATS DESIGN
The proposal of this paper is to offer a reference design model to the design of ATS, inspired on PBSA. That is,
to increase stages’ degree of depth of a starting methodology so that prescriptions will be oriented to the context of
one kind of technical systems. The choice of PBSA relies on its relative simplicity, which contrasts with finelydetailed but less comprehensive, harder to apply models found in engineering design literature. PBSA is widely
accepted as a successful model for product development and is present or influence the design process of companies
worldwide. VDI 2221 [9] and the V-model [8] were also considered as approaches very able to support ATS
development, and there are no reasons to sate that they might not have been chosen instead of PBSA. A significant
similarity amongst the stages proposed by the three models can be verified.
In literature, test system design is a subject of few academic authors. Manufacturers offer good tutorials, many
of them on-line. Tursky [10] is a specific book containing valuable information to test system design, mainly with
respect to mechanical and hardware topics. Agilent Technologies [5] and National Instruments [11] internet
websites are rich sources of up-to-date technological information regarding several aspects of test systems,
including.
The ability of a design team to propose a consistent partial functions model and associate sensate solution
principles to the sub-functions depend somewhat on team’s previous knowledge about systems of similar context.
At this point, design methodologies only specify what must be done, and results will be strongly influenced by
experience and creativity. If the degree of generality of a design methodology be reduced to include the specificities
of a kind of product or technical system, designers with little previous knowledge could reach better results in less
time through guiding their work by a more meaningful reference model. Doing so, some primary mistakes can be
avoided and countermeasures to potential problems anticipated. The inclusion of context specific information, in a
degree of depth useful to the considered kind of technical systems (not an example system in particular), may be a
valuable tool mainly on the hands of non-experienced design teams.
Furthermore, the typical companies that develop ATS have few employees, and when staffs with important role
in ongoing projects leave the company (generally towards higher earnings offers), quickly integrating new members
in the team is necessary to avoid schedule problems. The whole process mapping character present in design
methodologies may be helpful to reduce the time a new member requires to become integrated and productive.
The proposed PBSA adaptation takes in account the physical, hardware and software layers, typical in
mechatronical systems. ATS are not former mechatronical systems (eventually, they may have mechatronical
features), but these three layers easily identifiable on them. Beyond the level to which the prescriptions in the
adapted PBSA being proposed are still valid to ATS in general, a high context dependency arises – a reflection of
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the particular requirements of the test to be automated – so that it’s not possible to further prescribe actions without
compromising a more general applicability. A convenient depth of prescription will be somewhere between the
original generalist design methodology model and a simplistic, specific check-list.
2. A GENERAL DATA FLOW SCHEMATICS
In Figure 1, an ATS is described from a data flow point of view. Data flow diagrams are a recurrent tool in
software engineering [12]. In the ATS description, the diagram has been expanded beyond software limits to
evidence the interactions with the hardware and physical systems. The data flow diagram enhances system
comprehension, and is an advanced start point to propose a general ATS functional structure.

Figure 1: Automatic Test System (ATS) described in a data flow scheme.
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The system core is surely in the software layer, where functionality is implemented. The hardware layer is
responsible for translating signals between the real world and the test algorithm, and the physical system contains
the electrical and mechanical devices that support the execution of the test. The ATS interfaces with the Unit Under
Test (UUT) through special fixture, sensors and electrical/mechanical actuators.
Actuators apply the test conditions, and sensors capture the desired signals. Mechanical sub-systems are used to
support physically and to help accomplishing sensing/actuation functions. Signals are treated do deliver digital data
to the software application, whilst its digital outputs are translated back to the analog form and amplified to drive
actuators. Eventually, devices with digital interfacing may be directly integrated, making the analog interface
transparent. Operation peripherals (keyboards, button panels, joysticks, and others) are used to input user
commands, and results will be presented in visualization devices. A software application starts applying
configuration data to an initialization routine, setting-up the test system. The test conduction algorithm, interacting
with the user interface control, will: perform the test and gather raw data, process data into higher level information;
store and retrieve results. Along the test, safety must be continuously checked.
3. THE ADAPTED METHODOLOGY
The proposed model was inspired on PBSA according to the correspondence of stages shown in Table 1:
Table 1: Comparison between the Proposed Model and PBSA.
Proposed Model

PBSA

Customer and Test Requirements Definition and Project Technical Specification

Clarification of the task

Conceptual synthesis

Conceptual design

Analysis, simulation and dimensioning

Embodiment design

Detailing and documentation / Integration

Detail design

A general chart of the proposed model is presented in Figure 2. Feedback loops between the phases are
recurrent, but arrows were not inserted to keep chart’s clarity.

Figure 2: Proposed ATS design model.

3.1 CUSTOMER AND TEST REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
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In the first stage, the main objective is to clearly define the design task considering both customer and test
requirements. In order to successfully do it, a set of relevant aspects must be analyzed.
The design team should document decisions taken regarding the following (but not limited to): Information to be
provided by the test (not the data that will be collected); The applicable test norms; Test points in UUT; Test
sequencing; Parallel events during the test, to minimize execution time; Environmental conditions/restrictions;
Reports contents; Information destination, so that data can be formatted in compatibility with other companies’
systems; The applicable safety norms; Available space for system equipment; Maintenance requirements;
Upgradeability requirements.
3.2 PROJECT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
The technical specification, documented, of the system able to attend the requirements defined before, in
quantitative expression.
This specification should include (but not be limited to): Measured quantities in the test; Numbers of
input/output (I/O) channels, analog and digital used to measure each quantity; Channels data acquisition/output
rates; Channels signal conditioning specification; Allowable uncertainty of measurement for analog I/O channels;
Test steps timing; Test throughput / number of test stations; Physical requirements/restrictions quantification;
Overall power consumption.
3.3 CONCEPTUAL SYNTHESIS
The following major sub-functions are a general proposition for the functional decomposition, considering
relevant aspects that can be typically found in ATS. However, will likely require further subdivision to more
meaningful higher order sub-functions in the context of a particular development.
In Physical System: Provide mechanical sustentation/positioning of sensors/actuators, panels, devices; Connect
UUT in test station; Supply energy; Supply auxiliary materials/substances; Protect operator/system from potential
hazards and emergency situations;
In Hardware: Transmit input sensors signals and output actuation signals; Capture user (test operator) inputs;
Exhibit results; Provide computational capacity to execute the software application;
In Software: Initialize test system; Check safe operation; Manage user interface; Execute test algorithm; Manage
I/O signals (drivers); Process acquired data into information; Calculate output signals; Manage data
storage/retrieval; Manage connectivity;
The functional structure must be checked to verify its completeness, that is, if it has a suitable mapping of the
system to support the implementation of a set of features able to attend all technical specifications.
Next, the association of solution principles to the partial functions takes place, and a morphological chart is the
best method to organize all the information. The design team must keep attention to possible poly-functional
solution principles.
Recommendations are made to the association of solution principles:
In Physical System: Consider standard mechanical/electrical accessories and frames;
In Hardware: Search for easy-to-integrate I/O sub-systems amongst manufacturers options; Prefer componentsof-the-shelf (COTS) and open standards whenever possible; Consider interfaced instruments; Verify upgradeability
if using proprietary hardware;
In Software: Describe the solution principles as software-subroutines and software architecture principles; Prefer
open standard driver software; Choose a suitable application development environment.
Alternative conceptual solutions may then be assembled looking for feasible combinations of the solution
principles across the three layers. This moment is the best opportunity to anticipate incompatibilities, so checking
conceptual alternative’s consistency is strongly recommended.
Some further work on each of them may be necessary to leverage their detail level, so that the selection of the
best alternative can be fairly made through the application of a decision criteria set. A useful tool to perform this
task is Pugh’s Method for Alternatives Evaluation [13], and a suggestion for criteria set are the customer and test
requirements (they should have weights attributed according to team’s - and customer’s - perception of importance).
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3.4 ANALYSIS, SIMULATION AND DIMENSIONING
In this stage, the concept must be refined through engineering calculations to its final dimensioning. It’s very
likely that some results of the analysis determine some modification on the previously selected concept.
In Physical System: Mechanical/electrical components analysis, simulation and dimensioning, layout
optimization;
In Hardware: I/O subsystems sampling/update rates capacities calculation and optimization considering
channels counting and data transmission buses/lines; verify that computational power is in accordance with the
software application demands; evaluate the potential effects of environmental electromagnetic fields on signal lines;
In Software: Prototyping of a simplified functional application; use of simulated external signals to test the
prototype; verification of I/O signals and external instruments communication through drivers; progressive inclusion
and debugging of sub-routines.
3.5 DETAILING AND DOCUMENTATION
Detailing and documentation are essential to concise execution of the project and future reference for
maintenance. Engineering standards should be used for appropriate documentation. Also, documentation is
necessary to allow intellectual property protection and user manuals elaboration.
In Physical System: Mechanical/electrical detail drawings; cabling drawings;
In Hardware: I/O connectivity schemes; sub-systems specific hardware configuration parameters; sub-systems
integration and connectivity schematics;
In Software: Finished application code documentation; version tracking and control.
3.6 INTEGRATION
Assemble the sub-systems progressively and verify correct functioning: Manufactured parts and
mechanical/electrical sub-systems coupling and testing; Hardware sub-systems coupling and testing; Software
application functionalities testing.
Test the performance at the light of the project’s technical specifications; Test for repeatable behavior and
operational safety (a test plan can help in this stage).
Feedback the design process with the results.
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The proposed model has a technical slope, and doesn’t contemplate pertinent aspects regarding organizational,
budgeting, staff knowledge and project management topics. Different tools and resources to support the
development are found in different companies, so that development cycle time may be affected by non-technical
reasons.
The benefit expected when using a design methodology– a shorter development cycle time due to a reduction of
design loops - will result from a higher degree of systematization. Even if some secondary partial functions is
overlooked, the conceptual synthesis depicted keeps being a powerful tool to draw a clear figure of the design
possibilities, checking incompatibilities between solution principles in the highly inter-dependant physical system,
hardware and software layers before the moment when rework already became expensive. This high interdependency is the reason for which it seems difficult to use classic methodologies to address mechatronical design
problems. Design team efforts in foreseeing the effects of the integration of areas that have a strong trend to be
treated separately, early in the development cycle, allow the alleged cycle time shortening.
The first stage was titled emphasizing customer and test requirements. This is because a project must not only
accomplish test exigencies, but also smoothly integrate with the existent production (or research) environment. The
first and second stages weren’t divided in three layers, because they contain reference information common to all
layers.
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System integration is often a tricky part of the process. Putting it all together often leads to the discovery of
unforeseen problems, and some design loops may be expected. In mechatronical systems, it’s very likely that
problems will emerge from the strong dependency amongst the three mentioned layers. That’s why Integration was
included as a stage in the proposed ATS development cycle model.
The proposed model may be considered a non-closed algorithm, that doesn’t address all possible design
demands regarding ATS. As stated before, design models can have only a limited degree of depth in prescriptions
without restricting usefulness to a minor range of cases. And, being the result of investigations and experience, may
be revised in the future to include more, new and/or updated relevant information regarding ATS design.
5. SUMMARY
A six stages design model inspired on Pahl & Beitz’s Systematic Approach has been proposed to address
Automatic Test System design, with an intermediary degree of prescription. Conceptual synthesis is the stage where
the opportunity to early find inconsistencies amongst physical system, hardware and software layers of ATS is the
greatest. The three layers strong inter-dependency can be better exposed using a morphological chart, optimizing
consistency in the generation of alternative concepts and shortening design cycle time. The proposed model is
particularly useful to non-experienced ATS designers, for its prescriptions are focused in this kind of system.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to develop a model to evaluate the performance of leadership in total quality
management (TQM) and to identify the organisational culture that currently exists. In this paper seven leadership
factors are chosen from vast literature reviewed. These factors are Vision, Mission, Strategy, Communication,
Empowerment, Trust and Team development. These factors are used to develop a self-explanatory survey
questionnaire to collect data from managers and employees at different management levels to validate the
proposed model. Statistical analyses are performed using a Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) to
analyse the collected data. The main deliverables are to identify the strengths and weakness points of leadership,
which help in creating the organisational culture that is required for implementation of TQM. The results
indicated that the leadership is positive in some factors, such as the mission and communication. However, it is
passive from other aspects that need treatment in order to apply the total quality management successfully. In
addition, the leaders fear of taking the responsibility of making changes to create a healthy culture, which is
required to implement TQM, they seem to be absolutely centralised, and still need to understand the importance
of the participation. The paper also provides a case study in which the proposed model is applied in one of the
developing countries which proved that the model is capable of evaluating leadership performance and help in
identifying the areas that require immediate attention.

1. INTRODUCTION
Leadership is an essential component to the success of TQM. It provides direction with vision and mission and
supports the actions necessary to meet TQM aims. Strong leadership and commitment will bring significant
successes. On the other hand, weak leadership may well bring partial or total failure [1]. Leaders must take part as
role models in the creation of strategies, systems, and methods for achieving excellence in quality. Juran indicated
that stunning results couldn’t be realised without the active and personal leadership of senior managers [2].
Reference [3] introduced that Leadership is the process of individual influences by a group of individuals in order to
achieve a common goal. The activity of leadership cannot be carried out without followers to lead, and what
leaders do is to influence the behaviour, beliefs and feelings of other teamwork in an intended direction [4]. A
review of scientific studies showed that different theories which explain the complexities of leadership. Some
researchers imagine leadership as a trait, or behaviour, while others view leadership from a political perspective, or
from a humanistic viewpoint [3].

2. THE PROPOSED LEADERSHIP PERFORMANCE MODEL IN (TQM)
According to the available literature and based on the authors many visits and preliminary investigation, and also
in spite of the limited differences between researchers in the field of total quality management on what the main key
factors of leadership are, it has been found that the proposed model should have Vision, Mission, Strategy,
Communication, and Empowerment, Trust and Team development as leadership factors. in addition, the culture
*
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change was found a core issue in the proposed model. The researchers think that the model shown in Figure 1 may
assist the healthcare organisations in Libya to identify the strengths and weakness points of leaders in Libyan
healthcare sector. It also helps to identify the organisational culture required for implementation of TQM. The
following sub sections provide more details about these factors:
Goa
l

Success
Factors

Vision

Mission

Strategy

LeadershipExcellence

Trust

Communication

Empowerment

Team
Developmen

Desired
Result Culture Change

Figure 1: The proposed Leadership Excellence Model .

2.1. CULTURE CHANGE
Culture change is considered to be one of the most important desired results also culture change is one of the
main core issues of this study. The first requirement for culture change is based on which is the commitment of the
organisation management team to change its organisational culture to meet total quality management philosophy. In
other words, if we wish to implement the total quality management successfully as a strategy, the managers need to
understand their organisations culture and make their best efforts to confront it for the transference of that culture
into the total quality culture [1]. In addition, organisations are facing new challenges that are open again to change;
leaders also have chances of establishing a new different value. The transformation to total quality management
requires alterations in the structural culture of organisations so as to match the required structural culture for the
implementation of total quality management. Reference [5] illustrated that employees in an organisation have
opinions, beliefs, traditions, and practices associated with quality. Therefore, culture should be part of an
organisation. Organisational culture is defined as the general ideal which members of the organisation share in
common, and that shape the behaviours, practices and other artefacts of the organisation that are easily observable
[6]. Likewise, reference [7] reported that organisational culture consists of the beliefs, values, norms, customs and
practices of the organisation. On the other hand, an important question that needs to be addressed is, why change?
Deming believed that basic change in organisations is necessary if TQM is to be adopted successfully; it is not
enough simply to work with the existing systems [8]. Most business leaders and writers agree that the traditional
approaches of doing business are not likely to be successful competition. Organisations need to flexible and able to
quickly changing. They must also create a culture that is committed to the organisation’s articulated goals [1]. In
addition, change must be based on meeting the customer requirements and not on the values of the providers. TQM
demands complete support of top management and meaningful participation from all workforces [8].
2.2. LEADERSHIP FACTORS
As TQM really entails change within an organisation it is necessary to examine the factors that are essential in
order to be successfully managing such organisational change:
2.2.1. VISION
Vision is one of the key elements in transforming culture and making the change in the head of the unity and
empowers staff to see the direction they are going and encourage them to help the unit get there [9]. In addition,
reference [1] indicated that vision is the ability to see an end in mind or aims in complete form such as seeing the
big picture, and imagine what can be achieved, and how to do it, positive mental image of the desired outcomes or
behaviours and ability to communicate the vision with others.
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2.2.2. MISSION
The mission describes: what products or services the organisation provides; who the customers are; what the
major drives are in the future markets, and the suitable strategy for their products and services; what the
characteristic of the organisation is; how the organisation desires to be identified; and the organisation’s goal in the
market [1].
2.2.3. STRATEGY
Strategy is the process of determining the organisation’s long-term goals and objectives, to adopt a course of
action and allocate sufficient resources. It is what the organisation does, much more than what it says it is going to
do to compete in the marketplace. To assess individual capabilities, managers of major companies need to evaluate
their classmates and senior managers in terms of their ability to understand how industry might change in the future
[10]. Reference [11] indicated that strategy is central to the field of management.
2.2.4. COMMUNICATION
Communication is the lubricant used to turn the circle in any leadership role. Quality leadership can be
implemented only during quality communication at all levels – higher, middle and lower – in organisations. If
quality communication is in position, the organisation will reach delighted customers, empowered employees,
higher revenues, and lower costs [12].
2.2.5. EMPOWERMENT
Empowerment is the key element in excellent leadership; it is particularly important in servant leadership,
including authorising the workforce with the power and responsibility, as it emphasises the work of collectively and
reflects the values of love and equality. The goal of empowerment is to create many leaders at all levels in the
organisation. Also, leaders can influence and empower people by structuring their work environments in such a way
that they feel more effective and motivated [13].
2.2.6. TRUST
Reference [13] illustrated that trust is a key element in the service of leadership, as well as in leadership styles. It
provides the foundation for the people to follow their leaders with confidence and interest; and grows when people
see leaders translate their personal honesty into organisational conformity. Likewise, [14] indicated that trust is
perceived as honesty, sincerity and reliability, which is a natural and essential relation.
2.2.7. TEAM DEVELOPMENT
Reference [1] indicated that team development means the ability to create leadership, thought and action in your
teams, spreading responsibility and credit for work by: sharing responsibility, decentralisation of authority, allowing
others to solve the problem and being patient and allow for the preparation of the other.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study focuses on the developing countries and in particular Libyan Healthcare Organisations. A
questionnaire was designed for different purposes in order to gather the required data from managers, employees
from different levels in the organisations under investigation. Firstly the questionnaire was developed in English
after that translated into Arabic to make it easy to understand and to obtain perfect feedback from respondents and
to ensure that the questionnaire is free from any unnecessary confusion. In addition, the questionnaire attached with
a cover letter, which aims to tell the respondents the aims of the study, and how the questionnaire should be
completed. A self-administrated questionnaire was used, to develop a model to evaluate the performance of
Leadership and to identify the organisational culture that currently exists within Tripoli Healthcare Organisations as
a case study. This questionnaire consists of two sections, the first section designed to collect personal information
from the respondents, which include gender, age, qualification, management level and name of organisations under
in investigation. The second section consists of seven questions, designed to identify to what extent the factors and
concepts of the proposed leadership model were practised within the organisations under investigation. A self-
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explanatory survey questionnaire (on a five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly agrees to strongly disagree)
was used in this questionnaire to collect data from managers and employees at different management levels.
3.1. SELECTION OF SAMPLE
In order to obtain reliable results, the capability of the selected sample needs to be considered. Reference [15]
indicated that a confident sample should be unbiased, selected randomly, and as sizeable as possible to achieve the
study's requirements. Therefore, the sample of this study was randomly selected so that every healthcare
organisation had the same chance of being included. The researchers estimated that the full coverage for the
research population (all health organisations in Tripoli) is impossible to be carried and due to shortage of capability.
Thus, the study was mainly taken from ten healthcare facilities in Tripoli, the capital of Libya, for which the
government has invested massively and are also selected because the services of these hospitals are connected with
the citizens directly and are facing strong competition in the local market from private hospitals, and competition
from neighbouring countries. The total number of personnel in such organisations amount to 1781 persons, where
the researchers decided that study samples would be 50% of each health organisation. In this questionnaire, a total
of 889 questionnaire sheets, accounting for 49.92% of the total sample were sent and the number of questionnaire
sheets answered amounted to 399 with a percentage of 22.40%.
3.2. DATA COLLECTION
The researchers held number of meetings with managers of organisations under investigation to explain the
purposes and goals of the questionnaire. After that asked them to distribute the same on the research sample and
receive respective answers. The researchers kept the continuity of communication with the secretary of people's
committee for health and managers of health organisations during the data collection process, in order to reply to
any inquiries or solve any problem that might arise during the data collection process.
3.3. DATA PREPARATION FOR ANALYSIS PURPOSES
A review was made for the collected questionnaires to make sure of their validity for analysis. Where the
researchers considered the list on which the person rendering the answer failed to answer more than one-fourth of
its questions, this would be deemed to be an invalid list. All lists met these conditions. The sample was thereafter
classified by gender, age, qualification, and administrative level and health organisations in order to define the
features of the research sample. The researchers applied Statistical Package for the Social Sciences SPSS for data
analysis.

4. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA)
It might be important to test the invisible null hypothesis of “there is no difference in the level of satisfaction
with regard to leadership factors at all management level”. ANOVA compares the average values or levels of one
variable (the means of the dependent variable) vary significantly across the categories of other variable or variables
(the independent variable) [16], [17] and [18]. It evaluates the extent of differences between the perceptions of the
respondents groups (top, middle and lower management) in determining aggregate mean value [19]. Descriptive
Table 1a and the ANOVA Table 1b, both of which offer relevant information to assess the relationship between
leadership factors and management levels. Leadership factors consist of seven factors that are: - (Vision, Mission,
Strategy, Communication, and Empowerment, Trust and Team development). While management levels were
dividing the sample into three groups of levels, top management, middle management and lower management.
ANOVA compares the variance between groups with the variance within groups, to attain a number called the Fratio. The larger value of the F-ratio, the larger variance among groups so, F-ratio illustrate whenever the difference
between groups is significant [17].
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Table 1a: one-way ANOVA output Descriptive.

N

Vision

Mission

Strategy

Communication

Empowerment

Trust

Team. Development

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Upper
Bound
1.2441
3.1785
4.3167
3.5607
1.1547
1.8828
3.3440
2.4386
1.3215
3.6624
4.7429
3.9924
1.1547
3.0807
4.1666
3.4171
1.3093
3.6758
4.1544
3.7255
1.9673
3.3494
4.3378
3.6609

Top Management
Middle Management
Lower Management
Total
Top Management
Middle Management
Lower Management
Total
Top Management
Middle Management
Lower Management
Total
Top Management
Middle Management
Lower Management
Total
Top Management
Middle Management
Lower Management
Total
Top Management
Middle Management
Lower Management
Total
Top Management

20
214
165
399
20
214
165
399
20
214
165
399
20
214
165
399
20
214
165
399
20
214
165
399

1.1000
3.0841
4.2424
3.4637
1.0500
1.7850
3.1879
2.3283
1.1500
3.5327
4.6606
3.8797
1.0500
2.9439
4.0364
3.3008
1.1000
3.5187
4.0303
3.6090
1.7000
3.2150
4.2121
3.5514

.30779
.70039
.48328
.98637
.22361
.72550
1.01566
1.12083
.36635
.96237
.53530
1.14548
.22361
1.01474
.84746
1.18185
.44721
1.16568
.80716
1.18301
.57124
.99791
.81740
1.11262

.06882
.04788
.03762
.04938
.05000
.04959
.07907
.05611
.08192
.06579
.04167
.05735
.05000
.06937
.06597
.05917
.10000
.07968
.06284
.05922
.12773
.06822
.06363
.05570

Lower
Bound
.9559
2.9897
4.1681
3.3666
.9453
1.6873
3.0318
2.2180
.9785
3.4030
4.5783
3.7670
.9453
2.8072
3.9061
3.1844
.8907
3.3616
3.9062
3.4926
1.4327
3.0805
4.0865
3.4419

20

1.4000

.75394

.16859

1.0471

1.7529

Middle Management
Lower Management
Total

214
165
399

3.3318
4.3394
3.6516

1.06026
.80013
1.18255

.07248
.06229
.05920

3.1889
4.2164
3.5352

3.4746
4.4624
3.7680

Table 1b: ANOVA output.

Vision

Mission

Strategy

Communication

Empowerment

Trust

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

Sum of
Squares
242.634
144.589
387.223
217.752
282.238
499.990
275.411
246.815
522.226
217.851
338.059
555.910
156.934
400.074
557.008
164.809
327.888
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df
2
396
398
2
396
398
2
396
398
2
396
398
2
396
398
2
396

Mean
Square
121.317
.365

F
332.263

Sig.
.000

108.876
.713

152.761

.000

137.705
.623

220.940

.000

108.925
.854

127.595

.000

78.467
1.010

77.668

.000

82.404
.828

99.522

.000
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Team. Development

Total
Between Groups

492.697

398

201.339

2

100.669

Within Groups
Total

355.238
556.576

396
398

.897

112.221

.000

Descriptive Table 1a and the ANOVA Table 1b show the aggregate differences between the mean levels of
satisfaction with leadership factors. For example, for satisfaction levels of effective the Vision, top management
respondents score a mean of 1.1000 (standard deviation = .30779), middle management respondents score a mean of
3.0841 (standard deviation = .70039) and lower management score a mean of 4.2424 (standard deviation =. 48328).
The tables above indicate the total differences between the mean levels of satisfaction with Vision, it can be seen
that lower management score higher on the level of dissatisfaction with their Vision than middle management and
top management, and middle management score higher than top management on dissatisfaction with Vision. In
addition, Table 1b shows that F is 332.263; the significance of F is .000, as this level of significance means that
there is less than one in 1000 chance that the difference between management groups came about by chance.
Likewise, the descriptive table gives the number of cases in each group, which illustrates that, the lower
management score higher on the level of dissatisfaction with all leadership factors than the other groups. The
ANOVA results shown in Table 1b proved that the P-value recorded for all the factors is less than 0.0005 and the
mean value of a very small, therefore we can reject the invisible null hypothesis “there is no difference in the level
of satisfaction with regard to leadership factors in all management levels” which mean that satisfaction with the
leadership factors, differ in all management levels.

5. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Table 2 below shows that reliability coefficients (Alpha .935) and (Standardized Items alpha = .936) for all 7
factors. Reference [20] indicated that Cronbach-alpha coefficient of scale should be above 0.7. Thus, Table 2
provides evidence that the alpha score above 0.7, which indicate that measurement model, is reliable.
Table 2: Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha
.935

Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items
.936

N of Items
7

6. EVALUATION OF LEADERSHIP IN TRIPOLI HEALTHCARE ORGANISATIONS
Table 3 shows that the strengths and weakness points of leadership in Tripoli healthcare sector by dividing these
areas into three parts, the lowest area that includes three factors which are, Strategy (L3) with (42.40%), (L7) Team
development with (46.96%) and Empowerment (L5) of (47.81%). However, the medium is not very far from the
lowest area on the average 48.97%, 50.72% and 53.98% successively Trust (L6), Vision (L1) and Communication
(L4). On the other hand, the highest effective factor is Mission (L2) with (73.43%).
Table 3: The strengths and weaknesses points of leadership in Tripoli healthcare Sector
Factors of the Model
Score (%) Order of the factors values
L3: Strategy
42.4
L7: Team development
46.96
The lowest
L5: Empowerment
47.81
L6: Trust
L1: Vision
L4: Communication

48.97
50.72
53.98

The medium

L2: Mission

73.43

The highest
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the field study a result it has been noted that the big numbers of the means in Table 1a means that the
employees are dissatisfied with effectiveness of leadership factors. Therefore, the field study results revealed that
the degrees average of the strategy (L3) is about (3.87) see Table 1a which is the lowest effective factor of
leadership with (42.40%) see Table 3 this means it is not positive in the organisation culture, the degrees average
was differentiated as in Table 1a with the difference of management level. It has been found that the biggest degrees
average (4.6606%) was representing the view of the lower management, whereas the medium and top management
(3.5327%) and (1.1500%), it can be seen that the lower management scored higher on the level of dissatisfaction
with their strategy (L3) than middle management and top management. On the other hand, it can be seen that the top
management scored higher on the level of satisfaction with their strategy (L3) than middle management and lower
management. This is logical because the top management is trying to improve the image, which is of concern. This
factor in general is not positive and needs treatment to apply the total quality management
Likewise, in Table 1a it has been noted that the top management answers for Team development (L7) were
about (1.4000), that is higher on level of satisfaction with their Team development (L7) than middle management
and lower management. Also, it has been found that the biggest degrees average (4.3394%) representing the view of
the lower management while the medium management was (3.3318%). The degrees average of the Team
development (L7) is (3.6516) which, is also one of the lowest effective factor of leadership compared with the
mission (L2) with only (46.96%) see Table 3.
It has been found that the answers from top management tend to recommend administrative aspects concerning
management of the organisation and it is logical that the top management is trying to improve the image of
belonging. In all the answers it has been discovered that top management fully satisfied with all the factors that
make effective leadership. Middle and lower management responses were more reflective of the nature of the
culture of these organisations because they are far removed from the organisational hierarchy, and participate in the
development of policies within these organisations, which is reflected in the attitude and the degree of satisfaction
within the working climate. In addition, the middle and lower management feel the reflection of top management
practices are more of a vision of the top management
The least degree average in the view of the middle and the lower management is the mission (L2), which is
(1.7850%) and (3.1879%) with score (73.43%) which is the highest effective factor in Libyan healthcare
organisations. This means it is positive in the organisation culture because the employees appreciate that the mission
and purpose for any healthcare should be clear. Also they recognise that the leaders always identify the
organisations purpose and all the employees have a clear idea about the mission of the healthcare organisations,
which is built on the principle of providing health services for every body that has been approved by the General
Congresses, which is the legislative authority in Libya. In addition, Table 1a and Table 3 show that communication
(L4) is positive in the organisation culture compared with the mission (L2) with score (53.98%) at total mean
(3.3008%) which is also the highest effective factor of leadership.

8. CONCLUSION
After the analytical study of the field research data which enabled the authors to validate and measure the
leadership excellence that currently exist within Libyan healthcare organisations and to identify the organisational
culture that is required for implementation of TQM, it can be said that:
The X theory concepts are still acceptable from the leaders of Libyan healthcare organisations, in which they
kept practicing their job according to their elements. A Theory X manager believes that his or her employees do not
really want to work, that they would rather avoid responsibility. Employees were considered passive because they
disliked responsibility and work; they lacked ambition, were resistant to change and preferred to be led [21].
Therefore, the administration interfered extensively in details, and this lost the work flexibility, and zealousness,
thus the work becomes routine. The leadership of Libyan healthcare organisations has a fear of taking the
responsibility of making changes to create a quality culture, it seems to be absolutely centralised, and still needs to
understand the importance of the participation. The leadership of Libyan healthcare organisations has a narrower
view on quality concept; it believes that only focusing on employees, by emphasis on procedures and blaming them
to reduce mistakes could acquire the quality. So in their opinion the employees must be responsible for weakness of
quality. The leadership of Libyan healthcare sector is positive in some factors, such as the mission and
communication. However, it is passive from other aspects that need treatment to apply the total quality
management. In addition, the management in Libyan healthcare sector has to learn the difference between
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management and leadership style, because the management style is still following the traditional quality concept.
After the evaluated the performance of leadership in TQM and identified the organisational culture that currently
exists, it can be said that there are some points:
- Most employees do not know any thing about quality.
- Healthcare organisations have not received any quality certificates, and far too many improvements are needed
- Weakness of strategic thinking by leaders as a result of carelessness in paying the employees salaries.
- Top management deals with problems and tries to find reasons for punishment.
- Top management does not motivate the employees' to carry the responsibility.
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ABSTRACT

Today, energy efficiency in production systems has partially been achieved on the component level, but methods
are missing for the energy optimal operation of plants, machines and components. We therefore propose a novel
generic method to model the energy consumption behaviour of machines and plants based on a statistical
discrete event formulation. It is lean, integrative and scalable and can be used directly in planning processes to
make predictions of the energy consumption of different configurations in different scenarios based on any
amount of available information. Using the modelling framework, we introduce applications in real-time, tactical
and strategic decision making processes that make it possible to exploit the potential for energy consumption
minimization of any given machine or production system while obeying conflicting general conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the global responsibility for ecologic sustainability as well as the economic pressure introduced by
the increasing competition for energy resources, it has become a high-priority target to optimize the energy
efficiency of manufacturing systems. However, it is rarely possible to achieve minimum energy consumption at the
same time as other vital objectives, like minimum total cost, processing time, superior surface quality, low system
complexity and robustness against disturbances and uncertainties. Today, human-driven as well as automated
decision processes that are employed to find a solution to the required trade-off rely heavily on subjective heuristic
strategies which often neglect the actual problem complexity and include misleading intuitive information.
As a basis for a more objective reasoning we propose a novel generic method to model the energy consumption
behaviour of machines and plants based on a statistical discrete event formulation. It is lean, integrative and scalable
and can be used directly in planning processes to make predictions of the energy consumption of different
configurations in different scenarios based on any amount of available information. Using this modelling
framework, we introduce decision making processes on the real-time, tactical and strategic level. This includes realtime setting of machine parameters which are optimal under the criteria and priorities of the current situation,
energy optimal resource allocation in tactical manufacturing planning, energy efficiency controlling and strategic
decision support.The methods on the tactical and strategic level can be realized in a human-centric approach
supported by software built around the proposed energy consumption model, while the real-time methods can be
implemented directly into automatic control systems. In that way, it is possible to fully exploit the potential for
energy consumption minimization of any given machine or production system while obeying any given set of
general conditions. Moreover, the proposed modelling approach allows assessing the energy consumption of a
planned machine or production system for the foreseen application in early design stages and, consequentially,
makes it possible to select the most energy efficient option.
This paper is subdivided into three main sections. In section 2, we will give a short overview of the established
approaches to energy efficient production. A novel approach to energy consumption modelling will be introduced in
section 3. In section 4 we illustrate the potential of the modelling approach by presenting four application areas. We
will conclude our paper with an outlook on future work in the presented line of research.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +49 (711) 685-84530; Fax: +49 (711) 635-74530; E-mail: anton.dietmair@isw.uni-stuttgart.de
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2. PRESENT APPROACHES TO ENERGY EFFICIENT PRODUCTION
Traditionally, efficiency research for the manufacturing industry has put an emphasis on increasing the
reliability of machines and to reducing tooling times by increasing the motion dynamics, often at the expense of
higher energy consumption [1]. Due to the increasing demands on the performance of production machines, the
energy efficiency of the German industry, defined as added value per consumed energy, has actually declined [2].
Life cycle costing approaches have shown, though, that energy expenses can have an equal financial impact as
machine faults [3]. The basic consumption of an inactive machine tool, i.e. wasted energy in inactive periods,
typically lies in the area of 30% of the energy intake at full work load [4]. Therefore, in addition to personal and
governmental initiatives [5] motivated by the need to counteract the climate change, energy efficiency has been
raised to the agenda of the manufacturing industry due to economic considerations. Consequentially, a selection of
energy efficient basic components for machine builders is available today and simple rating systems like the EFF
classes are available [6]. The Efficiency Valuation Organization [7] and local organisations provide information and
services to identify energy savings that can be realised by improving thermal insulation and replacing old
components with new, energy efficient ones. But these approaches are limited to cases where the actual energy
consumption is known or easily calculable, like for example for pumps and other infrastructure components which
are subject to a constant load.
Production machines and their components, in contrast, show a variable energy intake based on their operational
profile. Here, the typically given nominal power values do not provide the information required for efficiency
related decisions and may even be misleading. While the work in the Collaborative Research Center SFB 144
revolved around energy and resource efficiency in production in general, first detailed steps towards a
characterisation of the energy consumption of production machines have been taken in the course of the Swiss
RAVEL impulse program [8] and other authors have followed suit, e.g. [9]. In [10], Gutowski and Dahmus present
results on energy consumption measurements for machine tools and identify basic power, idle running power and
cutting power consumption. All three values are highly dependent on the machine type and operation and therefore
are not sufficient for planning and optimisation. A more important indicator for the energy efficiency of a
production system is the energy consumption per manufactured part as presented in [11] and [12]. This
characteristic figure can be used for controlling, but does not give detailed information on what measures could be
taken to improve the energy efficiency of a production plant. With this goal in mind, in a relatively small number of
projects, specialised techniques have been developed to raise the energy efficiency of machines. While the
Framework Programme 5 project ENGY provided ideas on how the energy consumption of grinding machines can
be minimised, the ongoing research in the Framework Programme 6 project EcoFIT aims at improving the energy
efficiency of production machines in general by minimising the amount of accelerated and decelerated mass [13]. It
is expected that even idle running energy losses can be reduced as lower power motors are sufficient for the
resulting light weight machines. The energy efficiency of the manufacturing process has also been studied. Active
process energy losses are typically at around 60% during roughing and at around 95% for finishing [14]. The idea
that higher chipping thickness often leads to better energy efficiency result is confirmed by [15]. The right selection
of the manufacturing process can lead to a systematically lower energy input [16].
Even though the described projects and initiatives all contribute to a better understanding of the energy
consumption and potentially to its reduction, the results are not given in a form that supports optimisation decisions
for a broad range of general production systems and the general knowledge decisions are based on today is still
weak. While the IPMVP protocol maintained by the Efficiency Valuation Organisation [17] defines procedures to
assess the energy balance of an enterprise, it does not provide a forward-looking planning instrument and does not
support a simulation based planning process. We therefore propose a new modelling approach for the energy
consumption of production systems, machines and components which will be introduced in the next paragraph.

3. A GENERIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
To motivate the modelling strategy, we start with an example. Figure 1 shows a typical power consumption
profile of a machine tool with serial Cartesian kinematics performing a single milling operation. There, the actual
input power at the main connection of the machine is plotted over time. Positive values denote consumed power,
while negative values occur when, during deceleration phases, the machine’s energy recovery system converts
mechanical energy into electrical power which is fed back into the power grid. As highlighted in the diagram, the
total energy intake for the execution of the milling operation is equal to the integral of the power over the entire
operation of the machine. Darker areas of the graph indicate a fast oscillation of the power drain.
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Figure 1: Typical power consumption profile of a machine tool over time.

Seven events occur during the execution of the milling step: First, the coolant pump is switched on, then, the
machine axes perform a rapid positioning motion and the tool spindle is speeding up. Between markers 4 and 5, the
cutting of the workpiece takes place. When the machining operation is finished, the tool spindle and the coolant are
switched off. Using the horizontal lines in the diagram, it is easily visible that the actual chipping is responsible for
only a small portion of the energy consumed.
Obviously the major part of the energy is due to the permanent idle load of the machine, indicated with marker
8. Acceleration phases show very high amplitudes of power consumption, but their contribution to the energy
balance is small due to their short duration and are compensated to a large degree by the power fed back during
deceleration. The higher the percentage of rapid positioning motions during the operation of a machine is, the more
relevant the acceleration phases and thus the amount of accelerated mass become for the energy balance. This
would, for example, be the case for handling and packaging machines.
From the given example we see that the machine shows a number of different operational states which are linked
to the operational states of its components and determines the power consumption. Executing the part program
loaded into the machine control, the machine moves from one state to another at discrete points in time. While some
of the states, e.g. the idle machine with active coolant pump, show a constant power drain, the power intake in other
states depends on characteristic parameters. For example, the power drain during milling is dependent on the cutting
process parameters. Similar observations can be made for other types of machines.
3.1. BASIC MODEL STRUCTURE
From the observations we made from the example power measurement, we derive the basic structure of our
generic energy consumption model in the form of a digraph with discrete states and transitions. Figure 2 shows an
example for an energy consumption model of a machine which can enter 4 active operational states. Each
operational state is typically defined by the functionality the machine provides when it is in this state, e.g. rapid
motion. For this functionality, a set of optimal machine parameters can be found that leads to energy optimal
behaviour of the machine and is associated with the operational state. The third aspect of each operational state is
the energy consumption profile which consists of the combined power drain levels of all active components of the
machine. In a mathematical formulation, a state Si can be given as a tuple:

{

}

{

}

S i = (K i , P i ) , K i = K n,i n = 1, 2, ... , P i = Pc ,i c = 1, 2, ...

(1a)

where Kn,i = optimal setting of control parameter n in state Si and Pc,i = power drain of component c in state Si.
The operational states are linked by transitions which define the other operational states to which a machine can
switch from its present state, illustrated by arrows in figure 2. In some cases, certain conditions may have to be valid
for a transition to become active and actions may be linked to the transitions, e.g. switching on the coolant. Some
transitions may require a time span to elapse before the target operational state is reached, e.g. the speeding up of a
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Figure 2: Illustration of the discrete State/Transition energy consumption model structure.

spindle, or may require the machine to have been in its present state for a given amount of time, e.g. during
warm up before a precise tooling operation can take place. In a mathematical formulation, a transition Ti is defined
as:

Ti = (S n , S m , C , tTrans , t Sn,min )

(1b)

where Sn = original operational state with index n, Sm = target operational state with index m, C = logic
expression that has to evaluate to “TRUE” for the transition to be active, tTrans = time elapsed between initiation the
transition and switching to Sm and tSn,min = minimum time the machine has to remain in state Sn before the transition
becomes active.
Using this basic discrete event model, any operational profile of a machine can now be given as a trajectory in
the space of operational states. An example for such a trajectory, which is typically defined by the program executed
on the machine control and external inputs from a master control and the machine operator, is shown in figure 3.
For the execution of any manufacturing operation of a machine described by the state machine from equation (1)
given in the form of such a trajectory defined by a sequence of transitions (tk,Ti(k)) so that:

S (t ) = S n (i ( 0)) ∀ t ∈ [0, t1 [

(2a)

S (t ) = S n (i ( k )) ∀ t ∈ [t k , t k +1 [ , k < max(k )

(2b)

S (t ) = S n (i (max(k ))) ∀ t ≥ t max(k )

(2c)

where S(t) = state at time t, Sn(i(k)) = target state of the transition at time tk and k is a monotonously growing
integer index, the total required energy E can now be estimated to be:
tmax
max( k ) −1
⎛
⎞
E = ∫ P(τ )dt = ∑ ⎜ t1 Pc ,n (i ( 0)) + ∑ (t k +1 − t k )Pc ,n (i ( k )) + t max − t max(k ) Pc ,n (i (max(k ))) ⎟
k =1
c ⎝
⎠
τ =0

(

)

(3)

where P(t) = total power drain at time t and Pc,n = power drain of component c in state Sn. This simple equation
can be evaluated very efficiently in a software tool for energy consumption optimisation for constant component
power drain and can be included into a time domain simulation for component power drain factors that are a
function of driving parameters. Based on the previous considerations, it is safe to assume that the estimated energy
consumption is close to the actual values for accurate and sufficiently detailed state/transition models.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the discrete State/Transition energy consumption model structure.

3.2. STOCHASTIC EXTENSION OF THE MODEL
If no discrete set of state trajectories is given for an energy consumption analysis scenario, a stochastic extension
of the model presented in the previous section can be used to evaluate the mean power consumption, its variance
and extremal values. We propose to employ a semi-Markov process, also called Markov renewal process, to define
a machine usage scenario using probabilities. The model is given by a pair of stochastic processes (X,Y) where:

X = ( X k )k =1, 2,... , X k ∈ {S i } , p mn (k ) = p ( X k +1 = S n X k = S m )

(4a)

is a first order Markov chain over the state machine defined in equation 1 with operational states Si,
Xk = operational state in step k and pmn(k) = probability that the machine will switch from operational state Sm to
operational state Sn in step k. The other stochastic process Y defines the time interval tk+1-tk that elapses between two
consecutive state transitions, depending on the current operational state Xk and target operational state Xk+1:

Y = (Yk )k =1, 2,... , Yk = t k +1 − t k X k , X k +1

(4b)

The formulation of transitional probabilities and stochastic switching times replaces the transitions given in
equation 1b so that the model is now specified by the tuple (S,X,Y). The deterministic time constraints given in
equation 1b, tTrans = time elapsed between initiation the transition and switching to Sm and tSn,min = minimum time the
machine has to remain in state Sn before the transition becomes active, can be incorporated into the formulation of
the stochastic process Y. The pairs of original state Sn and target operational state Sm as well are replaced by the
probability pmn(k), while the logic condition C for a transition to be active is covered by its dependence of k.
Using the stochastic extension of the generic energy consumption model makes it possible to conduct stochastic
simulations and to estimate the energy consumption of a machine by employing tools of mathematical analysis. This
modelling technique is new to the area of production optimisation, but some inspiration can be obtained from
literature on the energy consumption modelling for battery powered mobile devices [18] and sensor networks [19].
Some researchers in this area have employed Markov chain models to describe the user behaviour to optimise
power management and maximise battery life [20]. The models under consideration there are of much lower
complexity than production systems so that further research is required.
3.3. COMBINATORIAL EXPLOSION, HIERARCHIC MODELLING AND ABSTRACTION
An inherent problem with discrete event machine models is the combinatorial explosion of the number of system
states if multiple component models with multiple states each is combined. This problem has to be overcome for the
approach presented here, as typically production plants consist of multiple machines for manufacturing and
handling tasks and each machine in turn comprises multiple active components. Obviously, the automaton resulting
from the synchronous product of all component models would have an intractable amount of states.
One possible way to avoid combinatorial explosion is to maintain a hierarchical model instead of computing and
analysing the synchronous product. A hierarchical model consists of a set of component models on each layer which
replace the component power drain Pc,i in a master control state machine that is binding all synchronous transitions
on the next higher layer. A master control state machine on one level can, in turn, be part of a set of energy
consumption models which are bound to a master control state machine on the next level. This structure allows for
both bottom-up modelling of a system based on its components as well as top-down modelling, where detail on the
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component layer is added - if required - to a system model. It provides efficient, interpretable energy consumption
modelling with zero loss of information, but does not reduce the computational complexity and data storage
requirements. The principle of hierarchical modelling is illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 4: High accuracy hierarchical modelling of multi-layer aggregate systems.

The second approach to complexity reduction is based on abstraction. Here, the energy consumption behaviour
of a component is analysed for a stochastically defined usage profile using stochastic techniques on the formalism
described in chapter 3.2. The resulting mean energy consumption is then used as a component power drain
parameter Pc,i on the next higher level of abstraction. This method is suitable for efficient computation in cases
where the long term behaviour of aggregated systems is studied for a large number of constant usage profiles, e.g.
during the selection of strategic measures. Abstraction in multi layer models is illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5: Abstraction for fast high level optimisation in multi-layer aggregate systems.

4. APPLICATION OF THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
In this section, we will describe how the generic energy consumption model we introduced in section 3 can be
applied to decision making on the real-time, tactical and strategic level. The given examples are not restrictive and
other applications of the formalism will most probably be identified by the reader.
4.1. REAL-TIME APPLICATION OF THE CONSUMPTION MODEL IN MACHINE CONTROLS
If implemented on a machine control, the state/transition model introduced in section 3.1 can be used to provide
flexible energy consumption optimisation. As has been stated in equation 1a, each state is associated a set of
parameters or rules for parameterisation which are considered to be optimal in terms of energy efficiency. Instead of
having to solve the optimisation problem for the entire machine application, the problem is separated into simpler
sub-problems associated with the operational states. Once an optimal parameter setting has been found for each
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operational state, the state machine formalism can be used to chose the optimal parameterisation in real time leading
to an intuitive overall energy optimal operation of the machine. Most of the time, energy efficiency will not be the
only requirement, but different situations occur during the operation of a machine that come with sets of conflicting
demands of varying importance. This can be accommodated by introducing multiple alternative states into the
model, each with a parameterisation which is optimal for one situation. When a task is assigned to the machine,
graph search techniques can be applied to find the state trajectory which is optimal under the set of criteria and
weights associated with the job and the situation.
4.2. ENERGY-OPTIMAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN TACTICAL MANUFACTURING PLANNING
Typical problems in tactical planning in flexible manufacturing plants include the allocation of production
resources for a number of concurrent jobs. Usually, different alternatives are possible and solutions are chosen
based on minimum production time or capacity utilisation. The energy consumption model introduced in this paper
adds the option of minimising the overall energy consumption of the production plant while maintaining all other
goals. For each possible sequence of assignments of sub-jobs to machines, the resulting energy consumption can be
estimated using the models of each machine and the usage profile associated with the sequence of operation. The
solution with minimum total energy consumption that obeys all other objectives can then be chosen. If, during
operation of a manufacturing plant, demands change, e.g. because of an additional unforeseen job, a fast re-planning
can be done which is energy optimal under the new circumstances.
4.3. ENERGY EFFICIENCY CONTROLLING AND STRATEGIC DECISION SUPPORT
On the strategic level, the energy consumption model can be employed for energy efficiency controlling as well
as decision support. During planning of a manufacturing plant, simplified energy consumption models can be used
to analyse the energy impact of alternative solutions. In addition to that, provisions can be found and applied early
in the planning process that ensure the energy efficient operation of the plant. If an energy consumption model is
running on the machine control, it can be used to gather and aggregate energy consumption measurement data. In
that way, an intelligent system is created which learns or updates the energy consumption profiles and, via hidden
Markov channel estimation, possibly even the state model itself during operation of the machine. Using the
techniques for aggregation introduced in section 3.3, the energy consumption information can be condensed to
provide key controlling figures. If these indicators are compared with the energy consumption predicted during
planning steps, deviations point to planning errors, which can then be avoided in future decisions, or to unexpected
problems. In the latter case, the model hierarchy can be followed down to more detailed levels until the cause of the
unexpected energy waste is identified.
4.4. ENERGY CONSUMPTION PROFILE ASSESSMENT IN EARLY DESIGN STAGES
One of the most important advantages of the proposed modelling framework is that it can accommodate
incomplete or heuristic knowledge. This allows to make informed decisions in early design stages which determine
the energy efficiency throughout the lifecycle of a machine. One example would be the decision whether to
incorporate a costly control solution that allows a component to be set into a low-energy hibernation state. This can
be analysed by simulating the usage profiles for the original model and a model with an added state. If the energy
savings based on the optimal state trajectories exceed the required investment, the more expensive solution can be
chosen as the more economic one. Moreover, if a machine designer has the choice between components of different
energy efficiency classes, the usage profiles can be analysed to whether the operational states in which there are
fundamental differences in the energy consumption of the alternative components occur often or rarely. In the latter
case, the cheaper component can be chosen, as only few energy savings could be realised with the other.

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The examples presented in the previous chapter have made it clear that a large number of applications exist to
employ the model formulation introduced in section 3 for strategic, tactical and real-time decision making. In the
context of the survey of presently accepted approaches to energy efficiency presented in section 2, it becomes clear
that the generic energy consumption model does not simply add to the multitude of specialised improvements, but is
suitable to provide the basis for the energy optimal use of manufacturing plants, machines and components. In our
opinion, the elegant simplicity of the model and the possibility to incorporate both imprecise heuristic knowledge as
well as highly detailed measurement data makes it most attractive as a tool for decision making for real world
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problems in the manufacturing industry. Of course, the formulation of the basic model can only be a first step and a
much more detailed examination is required. We are therefore planning to do further theoretical and practical work
in the presented line of research to provide techniques for both the instantiation of energy consumption models and
for the efficient analysis and optimisation of the energy consumption of manufacturing units.
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ABSTRACT
In order to solve the growing generation of electronic waste, the promotion of the reuse of devices and
components lies among the most desirable solutions. The concept of reutilization of electronic equipment goes
from the reuse of the complete device for a second life, to the alternative of making the most of its valuable
components. Therefore, the reuse is an alternative to extend the functional life of products, delaying its
introduction to the recycling processes. The main objective of this paper is to present a simulation based
methodology to support the decision about the best way to disassemble electronic components inserted in Printed
Circuit Boards (PCBs), in a non-destructive and selective mode. The PCBs coming from production rejection
may contain valuable and working parts, able to be re-used in different applications with an affordable cost. In
addition, the removal of potentially hazardous and toxic components is taken into account. With the proposed
method a non destructive handling and disassembly system is achieved. An automated dismantling station has
been developed as a prototype, in order to assess the technical and economic feasibility of the process at an
industrial scale. From the environmental perspective, toxic and potentially hazardous components have been
extracted and managed according to the European Directives. First steps include the preliminary study of the
most suitable PCBs and identification of components of interest. Simulation is applied in order to decide the best
method to extract parts in an automatic way, dealing with the geometry of the components, their location within
the PCB, the method used for their soldering to the PCB surface, etc. Next steps deal with the design and
construction of the decided solution, composed of an automatic handling device, desoldering and extracting
system and functional verification of the recovered components.

1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of the work presented in this paper is the development of a selective and non-destructive
disassembly station for electronic components integrated in the printed circuit boards (PCB). These PCBs come
from production rejects or from end-of-life electronic devices. The aim is to reuse the electronic valuable
components, and to extract toxic elements. The following detailed objectives are envisaged:
•

Identification of the families of electronic components, depending on their complexity, in order to
recover and verify them.
• Identification of toxic or potentially dangerous components, in order to be conveniently managed.
• Proposal of an automatic or semi-automatic identification system to identify the components to be
disassembled from the PCB.
• Definition of a non-destructive disassembly system, to obtain reusable electronic components.
• Verification of the working status of the recovered elements.
The concept of reuse comprises from making the most of an electric or electronic device for a second life, up to
the re-use of a valuable part of it [1], [2]. Therefore, the option of reuse represents an alternative to extend the
working life of products, thus delaying its entry into the recycling streams [3]. This is one of the objectives included
in the Directive 2002/96/CE of the European Parliament, dealing with the Waste of Electric and Electronic
Equipment, WEEE [4], which aim is to reduce the amount of waste disposed in the landfills.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (34) 94600 2266; Fax: (34) 94600 2299; E-mail: arantxa@robotiker.es
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Some related projects have been carried out in this field: project AutDem developed by the Technical University
of Berlin, to disassemble surface mounted devices (SMDs) [5], [6], [7], [8]. The Austrian Society for Systems
Engineering and Automation designed a demanufacturing line for PCBs to obtain valuable and toxic components
[9]. The system extracted the SMD components using machine vision to identify them, laser to desolder and vacuum
to extract the elements. In case of Thru-hole components, they are desoldered by means of infrared heating [10].
Other solutions use chemical processes to separate the materials [11]. A complete review can be found in [12].
The recovered components must fulfil some specific requirements, similar to those offered by new products:
•

They must have the right geometric properties and work properly, according to their technical
specifications.
• The components should be able to be assembled using standard manufacturing procedures.
• After the desoldering process, the elements should be handled and packed in order to be able to be
integrated again in a manufacturing process, in the same manner as the new ones.
• They should not present any damage caused by over-heating or swollen package.
• They should be easily re-soldable, and maintain their electrical properties.
The work has been divided into the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary analysis and selection of components to be reused, either from rejected PCBs in the
production plant or from end-of-life electronic devices.
(Semi) Automatic identification of both valuable and toxic elements in the PCB.
Simulation and evaluation of available technologies to disassemble the electronic components
(desoldering and handling).
Verification of the proper working status of the recovered elements
Development of a disassembly station, both at laboratory and industrial level.

2. SELECTION OF THE COMPONENT FAMILIES
Main reasons for the selection of PCBs and components to be recycled are the production volume and the value
of the recovered elements, in order to be economically feasible. In this project the user of the final system is a
manufacturer of PCBs, Fundacion Lantegi Batuak, which employs mentally deficient people to assemble boards
from a large variety of electronic devices.
The selected PCBs have been a CPU (Central Process Unit) board, the CPU-K265 (used in electronic scales) and
three boards (GL11, GL2A and GL33) which are part of the electronic module of an electric motor. Table 1 lists the
components (both valuable and toxic ones) to be extracted from the selected boards (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Printed Circuit Boards CPU-K265, GL11, GL2A and GL33
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Table 1: Components to be recycled
CPU-K265

GL11, GL2A, GL33

Battery

Coil

FLASH and RAM memories

Transformer

Flat connectors 16V and 26V

Varistor

Resistances

Relay

Transistors BDX and MOSFET
Buzzer

The alternatives for the reuse of these components have been analyzed, and the best option is their integration in
the same type of electronic board they come from. In this way, in a defective board (80% of the rejections are
caused by faults in the soldering process) the valuable components will be recovered in order to manufacture a new
board of the same type. The extracted components will be tested before being re-used, by means of the same testing
machines used in the assembly line.
In order for the proposed recycling system to be economically feasible for the final user, some technical steps
have been simplified, applying basic technical solutions. One of these is the method to identify the type of board to
be processed by the system. The worker will give this information by means of a switching device. More complex
or automated solutions (based on the component or board identification using machine vision) have been discarded
because of their cost or due to the specific requirements and constraints of the workforce.

3. SIMULATION
In this step the simulation and optimization of the disassembly phases are carried out. A virtual prototype is
created, composed of the 3D models of PCBs, components and disassembly devices (see Fig. 2). Their operation is
analyzed by means of simulation technology, with the aim of evaluating different options of plant layout. In
addition, technical details regarding the specific features of the desoldering and handling operations are simulated.
As result, an optimized disassembly sequence is obtained, taking into account all the technical constraints.

Figure 2: Modelling of PCBs and handling device

At laboratory level a 6 axis robot has been used to extract and handle the components from the PCBs. A
specifically designed gripper with two types of fingers has being developed, with the aim of handling all the
envisaged components with that only gripper (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Simulated (left) and real robotized cell (center and right)

4. DESOLDERING OF THE COMPONENTS
Three methods have been tested to desolder the joints between components and surface of the PCBs:
4.1. DESOLDERING BY MELTING

IN VAPOR PHASE

This method has been applied to SMD components, using the heat generated by the vapor phase of an inert
liquid, a common technology applied in the electronic industry to solder components. Heat causes the soldered
joints to melt. Results showed that there is no damage in the components or PCBs, but this option has been rejected
due to the time needed to achieve the required temperature and the specific requirements of the solution.
4.2. DESOLDERING BY HEATING USING INFRARED RADIATION
This method can be applied to both SMD and thru-hole components. The infrared radiation has been focused on
the side of the PCB containing the soldered joints in the case of thru-hole elements. In order to minimize the risk of
damage to the components, several parameters must be carefully controlled (transmitted power, type of infrared
lamps, distance between transmitter and PCB, exposure time). Several drawbacks have been detected: the radiation
may cause damage to the layers of the PCBs, (depending on their composition), and also to the electronic part of the
SMD components (covered by the packaging). This solution demands a fine tuning of the above mentioned
parameters, and consequently makes the final system more complex and expensive.
4.3. DESOLDERING BY HEATING USING HOT AIR JET
This technology used to be applied to SMD components, but it works also properly with thru-hole elements. The
equipment is a commercial soldering/desoldering station (JBC AM 6500), composed of a hot air generator,
diffusing head and vacuum grippers to extract the desoldered component. The process consists of the positioning of
the vacuum gripper over the components, application of a heated air jet over the soldered joints and extraction of the
released component. Similar parameter control as with infrared method must be taken (air flow and temperature,
exposure time, distribution of air over the connection pins). As results from the realized tests, no damage has been
done to the electronic part of the components due to the short exposure time. The desoldering times are shorter than
the ones obtained using the infrared method. An important issue here is the right diffusion of the hot air over the
connection pins which must be homogeneous and focused on the soldered pins, avoiding the packaging part of the
SMD component. It is necessary to design a specific head for the desoldering and disassembly functions. Fig. 4
shows the process of desoldering and extracting a SMD component.
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Figure 4: Application of heat (left) and component extraction (right)

When dealing with thru-hole components, a similar solution can be applied. The hot air is focused on the side of
the PCB where the soldered pins are located, so there is no risk of damage to the electronic parts. Table 2 shows the
final results concerning the temperature and time needed to desolder the components.
Table 2: Components and required desoldering temperatures and times
Thru-hole Component

Temperature (ºC)

Time (s)

Flat connector 16V
Flat connector 26V

183

3

191

47

Varistor

150

20

Transformer

200

150

Coil

202

67

Relay

190

60

Resistances

185

20

Transistors BDX, MOSFET

15

25

Buzzer

185

22

Temperature (ºC)

Time (s)

SMD Component
FLASH memory

185

20

Microprocessor

185

15

5. HANDLING SYSTEM AT INDUSTRIAL LEVEL
Since the tasks for the extraction of the components do not require complex movements and orientation of the
manipulator and gripper, the robot used in the laboratory is no more needed. In order to extract, handle and classify
the components in separated stores, a more simple automatic handling system is proposed. The manipulator should
be composed of 3 linear axes which perform controlled movements to pre-programmed positions. A positioning
accuracy of 0.5 mm is required, together with a working area of at least 250 x 250 mm. As a first step, a simulation
of the overall system has been used (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Simulation of the proposed system, and real manipulator

The SMD components (memories, microprocessors) will be extracted from the PCB using a vacuum gripper.
Thru-hole components, on the other side, will be handled by means of a 2-finger pneumatic gripper (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Pneumatic gripper and vacuum gripper located in the manipulator

Previous simulation of the manipulating system has allowed the analysis of different parameters, such as
working area of the manipulator and gripper, and collision detection between gripper, PCBs and fixing system of
the station.
The control of the trajectories to perform the disassembly tasks is done by a PLC. A specific program for each
type of PCB is recorded, containing the positions of every component within the PCB, and the final destination of
the recovered elements to a specific storage area. The program also contains the desoldering parameters
(temperature, time, etc) required by each component.
The desoldering system works with a temperature range of 150 – 455º C, with an air flow between 6 and 45
l/min. It includes a specifically designed head to focus the air jet on the area of interest.
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Finally, the PCBs are fixed in a table by means of a flexible frame, able to be adapted to the different sizes and
geometry of PCBs to be treated. It is made of aluminum to reduce the weight. This material is also useful to disperse
the heat.

6. SUMMARY
The main objective of this paper is the definition of a simulation-based methodology for a selective and nondestructive disassembly of electronic components in PCBs, coming from production rejections, aimed at their re-use
in similar or new applications, and with a feasible cost for the user. A disassembly and handling station has been
developed, based on hot air jet system to desolder the components, and a 3 axes manipulator with vacuum and
gripping systems to extract and handle the recovered elements. They will be used again in the manufacturing of
PCBs of the same type. In addition, toxic components are also extracted and conveniently managed, thus avoiding
the disposal of hazardous substances to the environment.
Main innovations are the solutions applied to the desoldering and handling of the components, as they are simple
and at low costs: the tasks are semi-automatic, most of them are based on the manual procedures, with a basic
mechanical design of the equipment.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years concern about the effect of modern production on the planet has lead to international legislation
to limit the levels of virgin materials in production and harmful emission into the atmosphere. Competition has
also greatly increased especially with developing countries using their advantages of low labour costs to
undercut producers from the more industrialised nations. The increasingly stringent environmental regulations
in more developed countries have also cut the profits of manufacturers in those countries. Furthermore, the
general public in such countries are more environmentally aware and have begun to expect the same from their
governments and industries. These changes have increased the incentive to remanufacture in order to obtain
benefits including:
•
Increased profits. For example, by extending the usefulness of products beyond their expected lifespan
and reducing the use of expensive virgin materials.
•
Enhanced "green" credentials and compliance with incoming environmental legislation such as takeback.
•
Enhanced ability to obtain design information by using remanufacturing as a means of collecting failure
mode data to inform product design improvements.
Remanufacturing, is a process of returning a used product to at least original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
original performance specification from the customers’ perspective and giving the resultant product a warranty
that is at least equal to that of a newly manufactured equivalent. This paper explains the need to combine
ecological concerns and economic growth and the significance of remanufacturing in this. It describes some key
decision making issues that hinder remanufacturing. It presents some major research undertaken in design for
remanufacturing. It presents a peer validated top level design guideline to assist decision making in design in
order to support remanufacturing. The design guide was developed in the UK via case studies and workshops
involving selections of products, academics as well as remanufacturing and conventional manufacturing
practitioners. It is one of the initial stages in the development of a robust design for remanufacture guideline.

1. INTRODUCTION: THE IMPORTANCE OF REMANUFACTURING IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Remanufacturing, is a process of returning a used product to at least original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
original performance specification from the customers’ perspective and giving the resultant product a warranty that
is at least equal to that of a newly manufactured equivalent [1]. The practice is particularly applicable to complex
electro-mechanical and mechanical products with cores that, when recovered, will have value added to them that is
high relative both to their market value and to their original cost [2]. Cores are used products and components.
Remanufacturing falls within “Reduction” and “Re-use” the top two preferred waste management options identified
in the EU’s Fifth Environmental Action Programme. Research by Lund [2] indicates that 85% of the weight of a
remanufactured product may come from used components, that such products have comparable quality to equivalent
new products, but require 50% to 80% less energy to produce and that remanufacturing can provide 20% to 80%
production cost savings in comparison to conventional manufacturing. Remanufacturing can limit environmental
impacts. For example, it can reduce the production of greenhouse gases such as CO2 and methane that the Kyoto
agreement [3] has highlighted for reduction. This is because for most goods, raw materials production and the
subsequent shaping and machining processes produce the highest CO2 emissions, but remanufacturing by passes
these processes. Also, European producers must manage their waste inside the EU because the Basel agreement [4]
prohibits exporting of waste outside the EU. Thus the major remanufacturing drivers are environmental concerns,
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +44 (0)141 548 4346; Fax: +44 (0)141 552 7986; E-mail: w.l.ijomah@strathclyde.ac.uk
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legislation-particularly landfill tax [5], and end-of-life directives and economics. Moreover, remanufacturing can
help address social ills such as exclusion by reducing the major causes of poverty and lack of skills. The reason here
is that remanufacturing benefits include employment creation especially for low skilled labour and provision of high
quality goods at prices that the low income can afford. The former is due to the fact that many of the tasks of
remanufacturing such as sorting and cleaning are easy to learn. Research by Lund, [2] indicates that in the
automotive sector up to 60% of a typical remanufacturing company may be skilled or unskilled. The latter results
from the ability of remanufacturing to drive down production costs, thus, enabling producers to reduce the selling
price of their products. The key remanufacturing problems relate to the paucity of knowledge in the area and its
relative novelty in research terms and include:
(i)

The ambiguity in its definition leading to its confusion with repair and reconditioning [6].

(ii)

The paucity of readily available remanufacturing tools and techniques. Remanufacturers perceive the
scarcity of effective remanufacturing tools and techniques as a key threat to their industry [7].

(iii)

The poor remanufacturability of many current products because design has typically focussed on
functionality and cost at the expense of environmental issues [8].

This paper explains the need to combine ecological concerns and economic growth and the significance of
remanufacturing in this. It describes some major decision making issues in the operation of remanufacturing and in
the design of products for remanufacture. It describes some key research already undertaken in design for
remanufacture (DFRem), and it presents a top level design guideline to assist decision making in design in order to
forward remanufacturing. The design guide was developed via case study and work shop analysis of selections of
products as one of the initial stages in the design of a robust DFRem methodology. The workshop involved
academics as well as design and manufacturing personnel from both conventional manufacturing and
remanufacturing industry sectors to ensure that all perspectives were considered. It was tested and validated by peer
review and has been found useful in instructing Masters level (MSc) students on the DFRem approach.

2. SECONDARY MARKET PROCESSES AND THE NEED TO COMBINE ECOLOGICAL CONCERNS AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH
As early as 1935 geologists observed that since the beginning of the 20th century the “world has exploited more
of its mineral resources than in all preceding history” [9]. It is estimated that 4 billion tons of primary metals were
used for production between 1900 and 1950, but that 5.8 billion tons of metals were used between 1980 and 1990
alone. Because the world’s waste has grown exponentially each year from the 1950s onwards, disposal methods
such as landfills are becoming increasingly expensive as they are being exhausted. Research by Biffa [10], indicates
that the UK has only 6.5 years of space remaining in existing landfills, that by DEFRA, [11], determined that house
prices decrease near landfill sites making such sites undesirable in the urban areas where they are most needed. This
is a great problem for highly populated countries such as the UK because of the demand for new houses and
government initiatives to increase housing stocks. Moreover, the rate of waste generation is accelerating much faster
in industrializing countries than in fully industrialized nations, fuelling concern because a significant proportion of
the world is presently “under-developed” and aiming for total industrialization.
The relationship between pace of industrialization and increase in creation of waste was demonstrated by
comparing the rate of increase in waste generation with the pace of industrialization in some European countries
between 1980 and 1985. The survey showed that Denmark, one of the most industrialized European countries,
increased its waste generation rate by 6%; Portugal, slightly less industrialized by 13% while Spain and Ireland had
figures of 32% and 72% respectively [9]. Ireland was the least industrialized of the four countries and had the
fastest pace of industrialization because of its efforts to reach the technical advances of the more developed nations.
The adverse environmental impacts of conventional manufacturing have prompted the rise of organisations such as
the Club of Rome and the Business Council for Sustainable Development, which aim to link economic and
ecological concerns. In the 1970s the Club of Rome warned that the exponential increase in population, exploitation
of resources and destruction of the environment would curtail economic growth [12]. A decade later, the Business
Council for Sustainable Development declared that “economic growth and environmental protection are inextricably
linked” [13]. The sustainable development ethic argues that the earth’s resources are finite and that waste should be
discouraged so that the present generation can satisfy its needs without jeopardising the ability of future generations
to meet their own requirements. The two general aspects to sustainability are living within the critical limits of the
ecosystem and balancing social, economic and ecological goals [12]. Industries addressing sustainable development
include agriculture, architecture and manufacturing [13]. Because of the significant adverse impact of conventional
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manufacturing on the planet, for example manufacturing generates more than 60% of annual non-hazardous waste
arising [14], sustainable development would be impossible without sustainable manufacturing. Within
manufacturing, the needs of sustainable development are being addresses by promoting the use of secondary
market processes.
Secondary market processes are the various production processes that use components from used products and
include repair, reconditioning and remanufacturing. Table 1, defines and differentiate these processes. Figure 1
shows the three processes on a hierarchy based on the work content that they typically require, the performance that
should be obtained from them, and the value of the warranty that they normally carry.
Table 1: Definitions of secondary market processes [1]
Remanufacturing
The process of returning a used product to at least OEM original performance specification from the customers’
perspective and giving the resultant product a warranty that is at least equal to that of a newly manufactured
equivalent.
Reconditioning
The process of returning a used product to a satisfactory working condition that may be inferior to the original
specification. Generally, the resultant product has a warranty that is less than that of a newly manufactured
equivalent. The warranty applies to all major wearing parts.
Repair
Repairing is simply the correction of specified faults in a product. Generally, the quality of a repaired product is
inferior to that of the remanufactured and reconditioned alternative. When repaired products have warranties, they
are less than those of newly manufactured equivalents. Also, the warranty may not cover the whole product but
only the component that has been repaired.

Remanufacturing is the highest of these processes because it is the only one capable of bringing a used product
to a standard equal to that of the new alternative in terms of quality, performance and warranty. In fact
remanufacturing includes increasing the performance and quality of the used product beyond that of the original
product.

Work content
Performance
Remanufacturing
Reconditioning
Repair

Warranty
Figure 1: A hierarchy of product recovery processes [1]

3THE KEY REMANUFACTURING DECISION MAKING ISSUES
Remanufacturing is complicated by a range of decision making issues that affect the effectiveness of operational
practices as well as the potential of products for remanufacture. In the case of operational decision making issues
the major ones relate to uncertainty, predicting the quantity and quality of incoming cores, cores assessment criteria,
pricing and quality control. The causes of these problems and their adverse effects on the effectiveness of
remanufacturing practice are discussed in [15]. These factors make the scheduling activity particularly complex in
remanufacturing. However, the tools of conventional manufacturing are not ideally suited to easing the difficulties
because remanufacturing planning, controlling, and managing operations are significantly different from traditional
manufacturing production control [7]. In the case of product design, there is an urgent need to develop strategies
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and tools, particularly design tools, databases or knowledge-based systems, to assist designers to take effective
decisions that would facilitate the integration of environmental considerations in product design [16]. The
significance of Design for Remanufacturing (DFRem) is that design is the stage that has the strongest influence on
environmental impacts [17] and also sets the product’s capabilities. DFRem requires products to be designed for
ease of disassembly, with no damage to the product affecting functional performance for parts hidden from the
customer, and no damage affecting performance (or provides good mechanisms to rectify damage). Various DFRem
guidelines have been proposed, for example, [18- 27]. Examples of other relevant work include [28-30]. The most
useful of such work are those that are not general guidelines and that also simultaneously consider product features
and remanufacturing process activities. This is probably because the most effective way to boost remanufacturing is
an integrated product and process design approach, [31]. The research indicates that there is opportunity to build on
previous work by introducing new parameters to enable the development of enhanced DFRem guidelines, for
example based on life cycle thinking. In fact, the World Summit for sustainable development identified product
life-cycle based tools, policies and assessment tools as key sustainable production requirements [32]. There appears
to be a lack of DFRem guidelines based on life-cycle thinking, that simultaneously consider products’ dissimilar
life-cycle profiles and the impact of proposed remanufacturability enhancement product features on initial
manufacture. Table 2 below shows part of a high level remanufacturing design guide developed by the author as a
precursor to the robust DFRem guide proposed in [33]. The design guide was validated by peer review and has been
found useful in teaching MSc students about the requirements of Design-for- remanufacturing (DFRem).
Table 2: High level Design for Remanufacturing guidelines
Process
Activities
Inspect
product

Product / Design Characteristics
Material

Assembly technique

Product structure

Use materials that
will survive the
inspection process.

Use assembly
techniques that allow
easy access to
inspection points.

Structure to facilitate
efficient and effective
inspection.

Clearly identify
product material.

Clean
product

Environmental
Considerations / Safety

Use product materials
that will survive the
cleaning process.
Use durable materials
for identification
methods e.g. avoid
use of stickers as
these may detach
during cleaning.

Ensure that assembly
methods and joint
locations do not
conceal product details.

Use assembly
technique that will
withstand the cleaning
process but that will not
allow disassembly
without damage to
components that have
potential to be reused.

Mark inspection points
clearly.
Clearly identify product
technical details e.g.
make, model and year of
manufacture etc.

Ensure good resistance to
dirt accumulation e.g.
avoid sharp edges and
thresholds that may
attract dirt.

Use environmentally
friendly cleaning agents.

Ensure marking on
product can withstand
cleaning.
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Use environmentally
friendly assembly
techniques.

Avoid hazardous or
banned cleaning agents.

Provide handles if
product is heavy or bulky.

Minimise number of
different materials
used in the product
thus limiting use of
variety of cleaning
agents.

Use environmentally
friendly materials.

Ensure easy access to all
areas to be cleaned.

Ensure ease of handling
e.g. reduce product unit
weight where ever
possible without limiting
functionality or required
durability.

Avoid materials that
are difficult to clean
e.g. material with
pitted surfaces.

Use non-hazardous
material.

Use easy-to-clean
material that will not
collect residue from
cleaning.
Disassemble
product

For components
destined for reuse
ensure that their
materials are
sufficiently durable to
survive disassembly.
disassembly.

Use assembly methods
that would allow
disassembly without
damage to components.

Reduce the total number
of parts.
Reduce complexity of
disassembly, for example
by standardizing
fasteners.

Ensure that fasteners’
material are similar or
compatible to that of
base material thus
limiting opportunity
of damage to parts
Process
Activities

Arrange components for
ease of disassembly.

Use modular components
thus reducing complexity
of disassembly because

Product / Design Characteristics
Material

Disassembly process
should not require the use
of hazardous substances.
Use an environmentally
friendly disassembly
method and substances.
Consider design for
disassembly techniques
that would not prevent
reassembly.

Environmental
Considerations / Safety

Assembly technique

during disassembly.

Product structure
types of assembly
techniques are reduced.
Arrange components so
that separation joints are
easily accessible and
easily identifiable.
Minimise the number of
joints.
Reduce / Eliminate
redundant parts.
Simplify and standardize
component fits.

Sort
components

Reduce/ Eliminate
redundant parts thus
limiting sorting time and
expense.

Identify components
of similar materials.
Minimise the number
of different materials
used for parts thus
facilitating
component sorting.

Use standardised
component to limit
sorting complexity.
Identify parts by end of
life (EOL) destination.

Limit the number of
material type per part
to reduce sorting
complexity.

Minimise the number of
parts.

Identify parts
requiring similar
cleaning or processing
modes.

Reduce unit weight as far
as possible.
Provide handles for parts
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Use reusable
components.
Ensure that parts that can
not be remanufactured
can be reconditioned or
repaired or in the worst
case scenario can be
recycled.
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that are heavy, bulky or
difficult to handle.
Limit redundant parts.
Clean
components

Use material that
would survive
cleaning process.
Use components that
all require or at least
can be divided into
groups that require
similar cleaning
agents and
procedures. E.g. limit
the number of
material type per part.

Use assembly methods
that allow disassembly
at least to the point that
internal components
can be accessed for
cleaning.

Ensure that all parts to be
cleaned are easily
accessed.

Do not use banned
Cleaning chemicals.

Reduce/ Eliminate
redundant parts.

Use environmentally
sound cleaning agents
and procedures.

Arrange components so
that all can be accessed
for effective cleaning.
Ensure product surfaces
are smooth and wear
resistant.

Identify components
Process
Activities

Product / Design Characteristics
Material

Environmental
Considerations / Safety

Assembly technique

Product structure

Use assembly methods
that would allow
disassembly at least to
the point that internal
components and subsystems requiring work
can be accessed.

Reduce/ Eliminate
redundant parts.

requiring similar
cleaning procedures
and agents.
Refurbish /
Replace
components

Use materials that are
at least durable
enough to survive the
refurbishment
process.
Use materials that do
not prevent upgrade
and rebuilding of the
product.

Use assembly methods
that do not prevent
upgrade of product.

Structure to facilitate ease
of upgrade of product.

Ensure replacements for
unremanufacturable
components are at least
recyclable.

Arrange components so
that parts that are prone to
damage are easily
accessible.
Standardize parts.

Test
components

Identify component
material.

Use joining methods
that allow disassembly
at least to the point that
internal components
and sub-systems
requiring it can be
accessed for testing
before and after
refurbishment.
Input fault tracking
device.

Structure to ensure ease
in determining
component condition.
Component structure
should be such that
testing is sequential in
that it mirrors the order in
which the product is
reassembled.
Minimise the disassembly
level required to
effectively test
components.
Reduce test complexity.
Clearly identify
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Use environmentally test
procedures and methods.
Limit resource used in
test e.g. energy,
electricity, water, etc.

component load limits,
tolerances and
adjustments.
Standardise tests.

4. SUMMARY
This paper has described the reasons why economic progress must be tied with environmental concerns. It has
argued that sustainable development would be impossible without a shift in manufacturing ethics, because of the
significant adverse environmental impacts of conventional manufacturing. It has presented the case for
remanufacturing as a key strategy for sustainable production and waste management in order to forward the aims of
sustainable development. It stated the key decision making issue that hinder remanufacturing. It discussed the cause
of ineffectiveness in decision making during design to ensure product remanufacturability. Research work in the
area of DFRem was described and a high-level DFRem guideline was presented. The guideline was developed via
the analysis of selections of products during case studies and workshops involving remanufacturing and
conventional manufacturing practitioners as well as academics. It was validated by peer review and has been found
useful in teaching the needs of the DFRem approach. Future work will involves using the guideline as a foundation
for the development of a robust DFRem methodology.
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ABSTRACT
A company is a part of its surroundings, which means each company has a social and environmental
responsibility for its surroundings. Economic, environmental and social aspects are thus interconnected.
Companies do not only produce economic values, but through their production and consumption they contribute
substantially to environmental pollution and damage. States, society and even companies themselves are
awaking to the fact that a lot of minerals and raw materials are unrenewable or hard to renew, that the damages
to the environment are difficult to repair or even irreparable. In the last twenty years the trend towards an
environmental approach has grown in industrial production. The topic of the environment is in its infancy in the
Czech Republic. However, the pressure from society, state and the European Union on the companies concerning
the implementation of an environmental approach is becoming stronger. The change in thinking is obvious in
many companies which perceive an environmental attitude to their activities as a means of enhancing their
competitive advantage which consists of the differentiation in the products and services market.

1. ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES VERSUS ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES
A lot of companies are aware of the battle between economic and environmental objectives. Fulfilling
environmental objectives is very often connected with economic loss, with increasing costs and spending the
finances. However, economic and environmental objectives do not need to contradict each other. Fulfilling one
group of objectives can even positively influence the fulfillment of the other group of objectives. The following
diagram represents this relation.

Environmental
objectives

Economic
objectives

Figure 1: Relation between environmental and economic objectives

There is a question to be answered: What is the benefit of implementing an environmental management system
for a company? Is the environmental approach worth it?

* Tereza Fidlerová: Tel.: +420 377 638 464; Fax: +420 377 638 402; E-mail: fidlerot@kpv.zcu.cz
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If a company reduces the consumption of raw material by cutting down the waste, it is convenient for the
company that saves a lot of finance on the one side and the lower raw material consumption is a benefit for the
environment on the other side. The environmental attitude of a company is connected with the nonfinancial benefits
as well. Such benefits include enhancement of the company image for customers and the society and improving
business credibility for investors, banking institutions or insurance companies. Environmental attitude relates to
company culture and business ethics which play an important role when seeking business partners, granting subsidies
and government contracts.
It is up to a company to create its own environmental policy. A company should search for ways that lead to
economic development with a minimum impact on the environment. “5R” is one possible approach. It includes the
following actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rethink – think again about the current processes in a company;
Reduce – reduce the consumption of material, raw material and waste produced;
Reuse – if possible, use material, raw material and resources again; if acceptable, repair machines and
equipment;
Replace – replace all items that are uneconomical or that produce waste needlessly;
Recycle – recycle the waste.

So it is necessary to consider how to reduce the negative impact on the environment through reusing the material
and resources, replacing items with more effective ones and recycling. The “5R” approach can be illustrated with the
following diagram.

Reuse

Replace

Reduce

Rethink

Recycle

Figure 2: 5R Approach

There are two possible ways of mitigating the negative impact of company activities on the environment:
• systematic monitoring of progress in the branch in which the company is active,
• systematic monitoring of progress in managerial procedures, standards and certifications.
2. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING (EMA)
The total costs can be reduced by regulation of environmental company costs. In order to regulate the
environmental costs it is necessary to identify those costs. Environmental management accounting is an instrument
for such identification.
Environmental management accounting (EMA in the following) is an integral part of company management.
Among the main tasks of EMA are identification, data collecting, carrying out estimations, analyses and reports,
forwarding:
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•
•
•

information about material and energy flows,
information about environmental costs,
other information expressed in values that are the starting point for decision making in a company.

Within EMA not only financial flows but physical and energy flows are observed. EMA consists of two
subsystems:
1.
2.

Monetary EMA – MEMA,
Physical EMA – PEMA.

Within EMA the information from both subsystems are interconnected and the value aspect of material and
energy flows is expressed. The information that is monitored relates not only to a company as a whole, it can even
relate to particular business processes, sections and plants. Among the aims of EMA are:
•
•
•
•

enhancing efficiency of material and energy utilization,
mitigation of environmental impact of company activities, products and services,
mitigation of environmental risks,
trading income improvement.

2.1. ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS
However, there is no unified definition and classification of environmental costs. There are a lot of definitions of
environmental cost. It can be said that the environmental costs are expenses and spending on actions and activities
that prevent pollution and spending for reduction, elimination and clearing up contamination.
Various authors have different opinions about the concept of environmental costs. Some of them deem it
necessary that the benefit of environmental activities is the original intention, for other authors the resulting effect is
important, not the original intention. It is more like a philosophical question for it is difficult to say what the initial
motive for an activity was. The environmental benefit and result of a decision is important for the environment, even
if this benefit was not the initial intention and motive for the given decision.
The following text arises from the definition of the environmental costs according to Expert working Group on
“Improving the role of Government in the Promotion of Environmental Managerial Accounting”. Environmental
costs are divided into the following four groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste and Emission treatment,
Prevention and environmental management,
Material Purchase Value of non-product output,
Processing Costs of non-product output.
These costs are provided for assignment to the following classes:
Protection of ambient air and climate,
Wastewater management,
Waste management,
Protection of soil and groundwater,
Noise and vibration abatement,
Protection of biodiversity and landscape,
Protection against radiation,
research and development,
Other environmental protection activities.

It is also important to monitor the environmental revenues that include subsidies, awards and other earnings like
income from the sale of waste. On the basis of the information gained the environmental cost scheme is compiled.
The identification of all costs connected with the environment is a very important instrument for reducing
environmental costs and then total company costs. However, the environmental costs are hidden in the overhead
costs in many companies and are disregarded by management.
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Environmental costs and revenues should be assessed by two groups of experts in the company:
•
•

the “accounting” group – their tasks are ascertaining purchase and production volumes (input/output),
expenditure and revenues, cost centre assessments, purchasing costs, internal prices, calculation and charge
rates;
the “technology” group – their tasks are material, water and energy balances, disposal and emission volumes and
costs, process description and technical equipment for emission treatment and cleaner technologies, estimates of
related work hours and operating materials as well as the distribution of total costs to the different environmental
media (classes).

A “Polluter Pays” Principle (PPP) is valid when considering environmental costs regulation. The task is to
investigate where and why the waste arises and how its origin can be prevented.
A company has two ways of preventing pollution:
1.
2.

better housekeeping assisted by environmental management systems,
changes in product design through utilization of other materials or changes in production processes.

In connection with the prevention strategy cleaner production (CP) or cleaner technology is mentioned.
Processes, products and services are monitored in order to enhance their effectiveness and reduce the risks for
humans and the environment.
Thanks to this approach environmental costs are significantly reduced and the concept of “double utility”
(environmental and financial) is filled. In many companies the expensive “end-of-pipe” technologies still prevail.
These technologies do not solve the problem at the source but they only adjust the emissions and transfer the waste
to another part of the environment.
The most obvious “end-of-pipe” technologies are for example, refuse compactors, collection containers and
vehicles, waste heat recovery systems, air pollution filters, noise abatement investments and sewage treatment plants.
Companies should pay attention to waste. For EMA purposes waste includes solid waste, waste water and air
emissions. That means waste is a non-product. Waste is a material that was bought and paid for and that did not
become a part of a product intended for a market. Waste is therefore an indicator of production inefficiency.
Companies should eliminate waste that is very expensive, in their own interest. Companies have to pay three times
for non-product output:
1.
2.
3.

at purchase,
during production,
at disposal.

In order to reckon the non-product costs it is necessary to compile a material and energy flow balance. The
principle of the balance is obvious: the quantity of material and energy that goes into the process must come out of
the process again or be a part of the inventories. The flow balance features material and energy input as well as the
final number of products, waste, waste water and air emissions. Inputs and outputs are measured in physical units
(kg, t, GJ/period). By means of the balance it is possible to enhance the utilization of material and energy flows from
both economic and environmental point of view.
2.2. COMPANY ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS AND EXTERNALITIES
A company produces not only “company environmental costs”, it also produces other costs called externalities.
Externality is a cost that is caused by company activities and that has an impact on individuals, society and the
environment outside the company. A company is not usually responsible for the externality, it does not have to pay
for it and it does not face the consequences.
Company environmental costs that relate to company activities are usually strictly monitored and a company is
responsible for these costs. Company environmental costs include for example consumed material or consumed
labour. These costs influence the trading income of a company.
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Externalities (negative externality in this case) represent costs that relate to the impact of company activities,
products and services on the environment and society. A company is not usually interested in externalities because it
is not responsible for them.
•
•
•
•

The most obvious examples of externalities include:
ensuing impact of emissions,
damaged rivers due to draining oil and waste products,
damaged ecosystem due to storage of waste,
damage to human health caused by releasing harmful emissions into the air.

EMA focuses primarily on the costs a company is responsible for and that are a part of a company account
system. EMA monitors and evaluates value information from financial and management accounting (in monetary
units) and the data concerning material and energy flows, and it interconnects the gained information in order to
enhance the efficiency of material and energy usage, mitigate the impact of the company activities, products and
services on the environment, eliminate the environmental risks and improve the trading income of a company.
Considering the reality that the externalities are not internalized by any regulations they are not usually involved in
the decision-making processes in the company. It is up to the government to integrate externalities into company
costs through environmental taxes and prescribe emission limits.

3. ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
Company environmental behaviour is, to a certain extent, a question of companies´ self-determination. On the
other hand companies are liable to a certain regulation by their state, the European Union or international
institutions.
•
•
•

There are three levels of environmental costs regulation and environmental policy.
company level,
national level,
international level.

On the company level, environmental behaviour is dependent on managerial decisions. On the basis of the
overview of the environmental costs and revenues it is possible to identify opportunities for improvement. The
problem for current managers is considering EMA as a matter for accountants. However, this is a misconception
because investment into natural processes, utilization of soil and energy, the choice of means of transport and usage
of waste fall within management competence.
Regulation at the national level and the level of environmental protection differs from state to state and this can
really be a problem. International companies can move their production to other states and thus gain a competitive
advantage resulting from the fact that in developing countries none, or very poor, environmental standards apply.
That is why production costs are very low in these countries.
Each state compiles its own legislation and regulations concerning the protection of the environment. Within each
state there are various consultant agencies and institutions which compile the legislation or provide information
about the environment. Particular EU member states are obliged to follow EU directives related to the protection of
the environment.
Environmental policy regulation at EU level is binding for all member states. The main features of EU
environmental policy are the following two principles:
•
•

precautionary principle,
“polluter pays” principle.

3.1. IPPC – INTEGRATED PREVENTION POLLUTION AND CONTROL
Limitations of pollution caused by industrial and agricultural activities are the main priorities of the EU in the
environmental field. Environmental damage mitigation strategies that up to now have been playing a decisive role are
moving into the background. This applied especially to “end-of-pipe” technologies. Nowadays the emphasis is put on
integrated prevention which means a change from “end-of-pipe” technologies to the best available techniques and
preservation of the environment as a whole.
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Within the directive concerning integrated prevention pollution and control some of the productive activities of
huge industrial and agricultural enterprises have to be allowed. EU member states have to ensure that the
manufacturing equipment coming under the directive have permission.
IPPC is an EU legislative regulation that is based on the precautionary principle and that is obligatory for big
polluters. IPPC requires that the best production technologies technically and financially available are used. (BAT –
Best Available Techniques).
At the international level the protection of the environment is assured by a variety of multilateral or bilateral
international environmental agreements among individual states. The most significant documents include:
•
•

Agenda 21 – undersigned at OSN conference in Rio de Janeiro in 1992,
Kyoto Protocol – concluded in Japan in 1997. This protocol refers to OSN Framework convention on climatic
changes. The industrial countries committed themselves to reducing greenhouse gases emissions by 5.2 %.

3.2. VOLUNTARY REGULATING INSTRUMENTS
Companies can be voluntarily environmentally active above the ambit of the legislation. Many companies have
implemented EMS. Implementation of EMS as a part of company management is a question of prestige nowadays.
What does EMS mean?
Environmental management constitutes a systematic approach to the protection of the environment covering all
aspects of business. Through environmental management a company incorporates environmental care into its
business strategy and every day running. Environmental management is an integral part of the whole company
management system. An implemented environmental management system contributes to durable economic growth
and company prosperity and at the same time reduces the negative impact of its activities, products and services on
the environment. This socially responsible strategy arises from the sustainable development principle that ensures
current needs without preventing the next generation from meeting their needs.
EMS regulation
At present there are two standard ways for environmental management system implementation:
•
•

Technical standard ISO 14 000,
Regulation (EC) No 761/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 March 2001 allowing
voluntary participation by organizations in a Community eco-management and audit scheme (EMAS).

These ways of implementing EMS differ in the number of the requirements that are posed by the particular
standards. Some of the items requested in EMAS are merely recommended or sometimes not even specified in ISO
14 000.
Directorate-General Environment (DG Environment) is a central environmental organ of the EU. DG
Environment is one of the 36 directorates of the European Commission and it defines and implements new
environmental legislation and ensures the introduction of adopted measures in the individual member states.

4. THE SITUATION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
The Czech Republic is beginning to wake up from a long sleep and is beginning slowly take steps towards
protecting the environment and realizing its environmental responsibility.
Many companies are not familiar with the concept of environmental accounting. This refers especially to the
small and medium enterprises which are not interested in this issue. They work in order to keep to the given limits
and not to exceed the possibilities of environmental costs.
The situation is much better at big companies which often have an active attitude to the protection of the
environment. They compile their own environmental accounting system. This is caused especially by a big
proportion of environmental investments and significant operating costs.
One of the main features of production in the Czech Republic is its high material and energy consumption in
comparison with the other EU member states. The companies´ potential to reduce this consumption is therefore
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great. It can be said that the state of the environment of the Czech Republic has largely stabilized during the first
decade of the 21st century (after a dramatic improvement between 1990 and 2000). Nevertheless, some indicators,
especially those related to the quality of air, may indicate the beginning of new negative trends.
The most significant signs of improvement of the environment of the Czech Republic are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

considerable decrease and subsequent stabilization of sulphur dioxide emissions in the air,
global compliance with emission limits for sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, benzene and
lead,
improvement of water quality in major watercourses (elimination of quality classes VI and V)
high degree of waste sorting and recycling, and the use of waste for material purposes,
significant decrease in the energy intensity and certain signs of a decrease in the material intensity of the Czech
economy.
The following areas of the environment continue being in the same condition or have worsened:

•
•
•
•

over limit air pollution in up to one third of the area of the Czech Republic, including most big cities,
big noise load upon the inhabitants,
hard to solve problems with illegal waste management (waste import from abroad),
increase in emissions of solid pollutants from tyre, brake and road surface abrasion related to increase in
conveying capacity of both domestic and transit transport.

More and more attention is given to the environmental approach of industrial and agricultural activities from the
side of state institutions, society and even companies themselves. The Czech Republic is now in the first phase of
ecological tax reform. The aim of the reform is to transfer the taxation of labour towards taxation of final products
and services whose production and consumption has a negative impact on the environment and human health.
•
•
•

The ecological tax reform is going to proceed gradually in 3 phases until 2017:
first phase: 2008 – 2009,
second phase: 2010 – 2013,
third phase: 2014 – 2017.

The tax will apply to solid fuels, natural gas and electricity. The reform should motivate modernization of the
economy and investment into effective technologies, to enhancement of employment and mitigation of pollution that
is harmful to human health and the environment.

5 SUMMARY
Nowadays more and more emphasis is being put on the environmental responsibility of a company. More and
more finance must be spent in order to protect and eliminate environmental pollution. Environmental costs create a
substantial part of company total costs, and management should therefore make an effort to regulate them effectively
in order to reduce the total costs. In many companies the environmental costs are included in the overhead costs and
are disregarded and neglected by management. However, in order to regulate the environmental costs it is necessary
to identify them first and collect the data with an appropriate information system. The data can be consequently
compiled and evaluated. On the basis of the analysis of environmental costs and revenues, convenient steps may be
taken to enhance company profitability and reduce the total costs. Downsizing environmental costs is a necessary
prerequisite for the protection of the environment and ensuring sustainable development on one side and for
enhancing the company performance on the other side.
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ABSTRACT
Climate change is among the greatest of global challenges, resulting from the continued and increasing
emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) to the atmosphere. A number of human activities contribute to GHG
emissions and, although all sectors of society contribute to some extent, the degree of this contribution varies
from sector to sector. At over 19% of total global emissions, industry is second only to energy supply (26%)
as a source of GHG, closely followed by forestry (17%), agriculture (14%) and transport (13%). Because of
this, and with an awareness of the strategic advantage of early action in a rapidly changing regulatory
environment, firms are becoming increasingly concerned about the climate impact of their business.
Consequently there is an urgent need for analytical tools to help manage carbon reduction without
compromising business growth potential. Here we discuss pragmatic methodologies for benchmarking
carbon emissions together with models for managing carbon against suitable performance indicators. Our
approach takes into account both the pressing need to act and the realities of the business environment. We
highlight the strong link between the application of lean principles and the efficient use of energy to bring
about a synergistic combination of carbon reductions and business improvements in manufacturing and
other sectors.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the publication of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4) during 2007, there has been a step change in awareness of the reality and danger of anthropogenic climate
change. The concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide has risen by over 30% since the beginning of the
industrial revolution, from 280 parts per million by volume (ppmv) to 380 ppmv. This increase is demonstrably
almost entirely due to human activity [1]. The most important source of greenhouse gas emissions is the
combustion of fossil fuels, with the production of concrete and changing land use contributing significantly [2].
Nineteen percent of global greenhouse gas emissions arise from industry. The strength of this source is second
only to energy supply (26%), closely followed by forestry (17%), agriculture (14%) and transport (13%) [3].
There is a clear message emerging from the science that the effects of climate change are serious and
worsening on a short timescale [1,3] with further temperature changes of in excess of 1°C by the end of the
century being between 90 and 99% likely. These changes are expected to bring serious global consequences,
including rising sea levels of at least 18 cm, increased risk of famine and drought, displaced populations etc [4].
The increase in atmospheric greenhouse gases is not linked solely to global population growth. During the
four decades from 1953, the global population roughly doubled, yet global primary energy consumption
increased by a factor of four [5]. Clearly, there is an effect from increasing standards of living that is being
exerted on the global climate. This poses a serious problem for manufacturers, as growth and wealth creation are
seen to be at conflict with environmental sustainability, even in the medium and short term. This is a serious
problem, as the effects of climate change are expected to be severe and rapid.
A main driver for climate change is the propensity for greenhouse gas emissions to increase as standards of
living increase. At first sight, the solution to the problem appears to be finding ways of decreasing carbon
intensity of an economy, where carbon intensity is the carbon emitted per unit of economic activity. Such a
reduction in carbon intensity is termed carbon abatement. However, there is a serious problem with focusing
only on carbon abatement, as follows. It is possible for carbon intensities to fall while overall carbon emissions
rise as a result of increasing economic activity. This effect was observed in the USA during the 1990s, in which
decade the carbon intensity of the economy was reduced by 17%, a 39% growth in the economy led to an overall
14% increase in carbon emissions [6]. Indeed, there is a convincing argument that it is the decrease in carbon
intensity that leads to the increase in carbon emissions. In a predominantly fossil carbon based energy economy,
decreases in carbon intensity imply increases in energy efficiency. This energy efficiency in turn stimulates
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (1642) 738 044; Fax: (1642) 384 418; E-mail: C.Ennis@tees.ac.uk
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demand and stimulates economic growth [7], leading to an increase in carbon emissions. Carbon abatement
stimulates emissions growth: the so-called Khazzoom-Brookes postulate.
For this reason, the accepted measure of the global warming implications of a lifestyle, production process,
object or event is the carbon footprint. This quantity is defined as the total amount of greenhouse gas emitted by
an individual, organization or event. Unlike measurement of carbon intensity, the principal outcome of carbon
footprint measurement is the generation of a measurement tool with which carbon emissions can be managed.
The processes in which these data are used to lead to an overall reduction in carbon footprint are collectively
called Carbon Management.
Many drivers and motivations for the uptake of carbon management principles are emerging [8]. Financial
drivers such as the rising cost of energy are being intensified by incoming economic carbon reduction measures
such as the EU Emission Trading Scheme, the Climate Change Levy and the forthcoming Carbon Reduction
Commitment in the UK. Firms are also motivated to implement carbon management programmes in order to
obtain first mover advantages such as enhanced corporate image, increased sales, and influence in the policymaking debate.
While considerations of carbon intensities are potentially misleading compared to carbon footprinting, they
are an important tool in carbon management. Indeed, carbon management techniques are excellent mechanisms
to avoid the negative environmental effects that arise from both the so-called rebound effect and the KhazzoomBrookes postulate. While arguments from the Khazzoom-Brookes postulate suggest that economic growth is
incompatible with environmental sustainability, carbon management techniques provide a route towards
business growth coupled with environmental stewardship.
Another tool in the toolkit of carbon management is the carbon offset, which is defined as any project that
aims to reduce, avoid or absorb carbon emissions, and from which the carbon savings can be used to net-off
carbon emissions elsewhere [9]. There is, as with carbon abatement, a widespread mistrust of carbon offsets, not
only among environmentalists (who regard them as a license to pollute [10]) but also by business leaders: in a
recent survey by the Carbon Trust in the UK, 90% of decision makers opposed carbon offsets [11]. However,
together these two controversial concepts lie at the heart of effective carbon management strategies, and here we
discuss how these two concepts, carbon abatement and the carbon offset, give rise to a powerful model by which
carbon footprints can be reduced without preventing continued business growth and wealth creation.
2. MANAGING PRODUCTION PROCESSES FOR EFFICIENCY
Development of practical management tools is needed for reduction of carbon emissions. The concept needs
to be linked with an existing manufacturing best practice. However, producing more with less is the concept of
the lean production philosophy [12] which aims at reducing seven categorized production wastes [13]. These
seven wastes are namely [14]: overproduction, waiting, handling, inventory, unnecessary operations,
unnecessary movements and defects. Each category of these wastes has many forms of waste streams that are
caused by the production process [15]. However, the majority of these waste streams contribute significantly to
the generation of excessive and unnecessary carbon emissions.

Figure 1: Use of energy for manufacture of a product

Correlating lean production philosophy to management of carbon emissions means defining opportunities in
the process for creating lower carbon emissions to do the same amount of work or create the same amount of
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carbon emissions to do more work. For such correlation, process mapping is an essential tool for defining,
assessing and suggesting improvements of reducing carbon emissions.
Process mapping tools are often used to improve predictions and provide important data and information
which improves understanding of input and output streams as well as usage of various resources [16]. However,
in mapping for reduction of carbon emissions, information is needed regarding steps in the process where carbon
is emitted, the duration, frequency and variation of carbon emissions, the impact of process and equipment
design and configuration on carbon emissions. Analysis of such information should comprise assessment of the
adequacy of organization’s policy and strategies in tackling the problem of carbon emissions. In the process
mapping for predictions of carbon emissions, each activity in the process can be mapped by use of basic
flowcharts as shown in Figure 1. However, the basic flowchart is just one type of many techniques used for
process mapping, and selecting the right tool is often dependent on full assessment of mapping requirement and
intended results [17].
3. EFFICIENT CARBON MANAGEMENT MEASURES
In order for the manufacturing enterprise to achieve carbon management efficiency, three performances
measures need to be established. The three performance measures are: process and equipment capacity measure,
plant availability measure and amount of emissions measure. The three measures are single performance
measures for defining performance of the production process in relation to carbon management. Each of them
measures the process with regard to one performance objective. The performance effectiveness of the process in
relation to each objective is calculated by comparing the actual performance of the process to the performance
targets. The results of the three performance measures are then combined in one factor, called the efficient
carbon management factor, which gives an indication of the effectiveness of the carbon management process, in
relation to the three objectives, as shown in Equation 1.
Efficient carbon management factor = Capacity efficiency × Equipment Availability × Amount of emissions (1)
The development of the carbon management factor aims at unifying the results of the performance measures
with respect to the three objectives in one factor. Carbon emissions assessors therefore can determine whether
the process is achieving thorough efficiency in the carbon management without being misled by the value of
effectiveness in meeting one objective. Figure 2 shows the elements of the carbon management factor
calculation.

Figure 2: Carbon Management Factor

However, owing to the limitation given to the size of work in this paper, the emissions measure is the only
selected performance measure from Equation 1 to be the topic for the research in this paper. Future work will
cover analysis and creation of models for the other two performance measures.
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4. AN IDEAL ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL
In this paper, methods and models are described which are capable of delivering sustained business growth
while controlling the carbon footprint of a business, tackling the threat of environmental damage and finding the
value of the emissions factor that introduced in Equation 2.
Consider the following model in which business growth occurs along one dimension, the number of units of
production that are manufactured in unit time. Figure 3 shows how the carbon footprint of the business is a
function of both carbon offset and carbon intensity. The horizontal dashed line in Figure 3 indicates a notional
carbon footprint limit set under acarbon management programme. Here, the carbon intensity is defined as in
Equation 2:

IC =

ED
N

(2)

Where IC is the carbon intensity, ED is the greenhouse gas emissions under consideration, typically Scope I
and Scope II emissions [18], and N is the units of production.
From this simplified, ideal model it can be seen in Equation 3 that the carbon footprint of the process is a
linear function of intensity and offset.

CF = I C × N − ∆ C

(3)

Where, ∆C is the carbon offset.
Carbon Footprint is a function of Intensity and Offset
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Figure 3: Carbon footprint of a process as a function of carbon offset and carbon intensity.

Figure 3 demonstrates that to achieve business growth by increasing number of units produced, the carbon
footprint increases unless the carbon intensity of the process is reduced, or the extra carbon generated by
business growth is offset. This statement assumes that for business growth the carbon footprint is based only on
production related emissions, that is, if the business growth is achieved by initiating a new production line, the
CF of installing the line is ignored.
The important implication of this ideal one-dimensional model is that business growth is possible without
carbon emissions growth, but the carbon must be managed. Suppose the present carbon footprint of the process
is 100 tonnes CO2 per annum, and that the company want to expand their business without growing their carbon
footprint, i.e., zero carbon business growth. Figure 3 shows that the extent to which their business can grow
depends upon the extent to which they can reduce the carbon intensity of the process and/or the extent to which
they can offset the extra carbon. The ideal one-dimensional model demonstrates how carbon management leads
to low-carbon trajectory business growth models.
5. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
To illustrate the application of this carbon management model there follows a case study of a manufacturing
firm based in Teesside, in the North East of England. The Firm manufacture industrial space-heating units, have
been in business for two and a half years, and are growing rapidly. Over the 12 month period reviewed by
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CLEMANCE 1, the Firm’s carbon footprint, calculated on an operational control basis and including Scope I and
Scope II emissions [18], was 22.8 tonnes of CO2 equivalent. In the same period, production equaled 23 units.
The business is not operating at full capacity, and the aim of this carbon management programme is to increase
production volume within existing capacity whilst maintaining the carbon footprint of the business at or below
the current value.
Applying the analytical expression of the ideal one-dimensional model, Equation 4 is obtained:
CFtotal = CFbaseload + CFprocess + CFtransport
CFtotal = CFbaseload + N(CIprocess + CItransport)

(4)

In which CFbaseload is the emissions arising in the absence of production. This term is functionally an offset
which is positive in sign. CIprocess is the carbon intensity of a unit of production, CItransport is the carbon intensity
of sales-related transport, and N is the number of units produced. It is assumed that the amount of sales-related
transport scales linearly with production volume, starting from zero at zero production. An assessment of the
energy demand of process equipment and the gas use in equipment testing leads to a value of CIprocess = 45 kg
CO2 equivalent per unit.
Figure 4 (a) shows the static emissions of the factory arising from all non-transport related activities as a
function of production volume, incorporating this value for CIprocess. Back extrapolation of this plot allows us to
obtain a value for CFbaseload, the carbon footprint at zero production. The value of CFbaseload in this case is around
3.4 tonnes CO2 eq per annum.

Figure 4: (a) site static emissions carbon footprint as a function of production volume; (b) effect on this carbon footprint of
reducing site energy demand by 10%.

Due to the small scale of the process industry in this case study and its dedicated, small workforce, there is
very little scope for decreasing the carbon intensity of the production process. Indeed, it is readily appreciated
that the production process carbon intensity of 45 kg CO2 per unit is a tiny proportion of the firm’s overall
carbon footprint of 22.8 tonnes CO2 per annum, and even of the static carbon emissions of 3.4 tonnes CO2 per
annum. There is, however, no specific site energy management regime or framework in operation. This
appreciation leads to the identification of the first opportunity for carbon reduction, as the standard site energy
management and energy efficiency improvements typically lead to around 10% reduction in energy-related CO2
emissions from sites where energy is not specifically managed.
The effect of a 10 % reduction in static carbon emissions is shown in Figure 4 (b); management of site
energy use, as distinct from process energy use, essentially acts on the static carbon footprint as an offset,
reducing the base-load but leaving the carbon intensity of the process unaffected. Crucially, there is little or no
cost incurred in achieving this offset; indeed, energy efficiency quick wins generally reduce the overall energy
spend, or require modest capital outlays with reasonable payback periods. Reducing the base-load carbon
footprint by 10% through simple energy management in this case leads to an offset equal to the carbon intensity
of seven units of production, and therefore gives rise to a potential production growth of 30% before the carbon
footprint limit is breached.
A second opportunity can be identified from this static emissions analysis, as, obtaining low carbon
electricity is possible in the UK, either by generating it onsite from a renewable source or by purchasing power
1
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from carefully chosen UK electricity suppliers. For example, it is presently possibly to purchase electricity for
which up to 7.9% of the Renewables Obligation Certificates have been retired [19]. This essentially
decarbonizes the electricity supply by 7.9%, leading to a decrease in carbon intensity.
To illustrate the effect of this carbon abatement strategy on the Firm’s carbon footprint, Figure 5 (a) shows
the static emissions as a function of production, while Figure 5 (b) shows the effect of a reduction static
emissions equal to a reduction of the carbon intensity of electricity by 7.9%. This is seen to result in both an
effective offset, through reduced baseload carbon emissions, and a slight reduction in carbon intensity of the
process.

Figure 5: (a) site static emissions carbon footprint; (b) effect on this carbon footprint of switching to a green tariff electricity
supply with 7.9% ROC retrial

However, this highlights an important consideration in this particular case study resulting from finding that
the combined contribution to the carbon footprint from the static base-load and from the process carbon intensity
is very small compared to the carbon intensity of sales related transport. For production volume to grow, sales
must also follow suit, and on the assumption that sales-related transport scales linearly with sales volume, this
growth in highly carbon intensive sales-related transport will be a limiting factor in overall carbon footprint
growth.
Turning to opportunities for reducing the carbon intensity of sales-related transport, the replacement of a
proportion of the transport fuel with biofuels, though potentially controversial, will certainly yield tail-pipe
reductions of CO2 emissions, i.e. Scope I reductions. Figure 6 (a) shows the carbon footprint of sales related
transport as a function of sales (production) volume. Figure 6 (b) shows the effect on the carbon footprint of
replacing 20% of the fleet fuel with biofuel. The resultant reduction in carbon intensity of the fleet allows an
increase in sales volume by 22% before the benchmark is reached.
This level of road fuel replacement is technically readily achievable with current vehicles, without need for
engine modification, and for no additional cost, though it may be necessary for the firm to install fuel depot
facilities on site.
Road Fuel Carbon Intensity Reduction
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Figure 6: (a) road fuel use carbon footprint; (b) the effect on this carbon footprint of 20% biofuels use
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This analysis has so far evaluated the effects on the overall carbon footprint of reducing the independent
contributions to that footprint of its components, the process carbon intensity, the carbon intensity of the sales
fleet, and the baseline carbon footprint of the site. It has been shown that, although reductions in the carbon
footprint of the process can be made by offsetting electricity consumption, these carbon savings are a small
proportion of the total carbon footprint of the Firm. This is because there is a large contribution to CFtotasl from
sales-related transport. This situation, though specific to the present case study, clearly underlines the
importance of an integrated and analytical approach to carbon management. In the present case, the carbon
savings gained by offsetting the extra production would be far outweighed by the increase in carbon emissions
arising from selling these extra units.
Figure 7 shows the effect on the overall carbon footprint of the combined carbon management opportunities
described above. Figure 7 (a) shows the ‘business as usual’ carbon footprint as a function of production, and
defines the carbon footprint benchmark as the level of carbon emissions at the present production volume.
Growth in production in the absence of carbon management strategies clearly leads to growth in the carbon
footprint above the imposed limit. Figure 7 (b) shows the reduction in overall carbon intensity that is achieved
by replacing 20% of the sales fleet road fuel with low carbon biofuels. Under this management strategy a growth
of 22% is achieved, as discussed in connection with Figure 6 above. Figure 7 (c) shows the additional effect on
the overall carbon footprint of offsetting the static electricity consumption, as discussed in connection with
Figure 6. This combination of carbon management opportunities leads to an overall reduction of the global
carbon footprint of 18 % at present rate of production, and allows production levels to grow by 26% before the
carbon footprint limit is reached.
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Figure 7: (a) overall carbon footprint as a function of production volume; (b) reduction in this carbon footprint by
decarbonising transport fuel supply; (c) overall reduction of carbon footprint achieved through combination of all reduction
strategies outlined in the present work.

6. CONCLUSION
The work in this paper demonstrated that there is ample scope for active carbon management to achieve
growth within carbon benchmarks. Crucially, however, in order to achieve this level of environmental
performance, the management of carbon needs to be incorporated at the highest possible strategic planning level.
The efficient carbon management factor encompasses three measures; each measure gives indication of
efficient carbon management in one individual operational dimension. However, this paper introduced tools for
finding the calculated emissions measure only, while, tools for calculating the other two measures are planned to
be introduced in a future work.
The two used strategies for carbon management clearly operate together. The importance of taking a carbon
management approach to growth is highlighted by the potential for market demand stimulation. A reduction in
carbon intensity, with an implied reduction in direct CO2 emission and hence in energy costs, may yield a retail
price reduction. Hence, carbon abate may stimulate demand, leading to further increases in production, and
perhaps ultimately an increase in carbon footprint. A combination of the two strategies is therefore necessary to
control the carbon footprint, and a carbon management approach is required in order to ensure that carbon
footprint does not break target level.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, a vision-based robotic system for the automated sorting and relocation of different parts has been
developed. In the application under consideration, pre-defined but differently-shaped objects arrive on a moving
conveyor belt in random order and in an unstructured manner. The objects are recognized and have their
position and orientation measured by a vision sensor, and an industrial robot fitted with a highly versatile
gripper picks up the objects from the moving conveyor and transfers them to different locations in a structured
manner. The work demonstrates the development and integration of a number of different sub-systems to carry
out an important industrial process in an automated and highly flexible manner.

1. INTRODUCTION
Consumer choice and discernment in today’s richly supplied market have resulted in a shift towards the
manufacture of products in smaller quantities and with an increased emphasis on variety. Although this state of
affairs classically points towards more manual-dependent production, other factors may still mitigate towards a
higher level of automation (see, e.g. [1]). In certain sectors, the pressures of competition may force manufacturers to
continue to rely on a high level of automation to keep production costs down. In this regard, the new challenge that
many manufacturing firms are facing is in the development of automated production systems that can be applied to
different varieties of products, either through inherent flexibility or through reconfigurability.
A very common requirement of production systems is that of part handling, or more specifically, the requirement
for an object to be transferred from one location to another. Indeed, most applications of automation in the discrete
manufacturing industries, particularly where robots are involved, involve to a large extent the mechanization of
parts handling, and failure to recognize the importance of meeting this requirement satisfactorily very often results
in total failure of the entire automation project [2]. In most such applications of automation in industry, the general
practice is to develop dedicated systems to ensure that the workparts maintain clearly pre-defined positions and
orientations throughout the entire transportation process. While this approach certainly favours the attainment of
reliability targets in automated production, it is generally lacking in flexibility. Application of the automated
equipment to different workparts will normally require redesign, or at least reconfiguration, of the system. In
particular, such a system is not suitable for an application where differently-shaped parts need to be handled during
the same production run.
In this work, we have focused on developing a parts handling system that has a high degree of inherent
versatility and flexibility, and that requires no reconfiguration for the handling of differently-shaped parts. The end
objective is to be able to reproduce the performance of a human operator who recognizes different parts that arrive
on a conveyor, irrespective of their exact position and orientation on the conveyor, and who is able to pick up the
parts from the moving conveyor and place them in a number of predefined locations or bins in an ordered manner.
The emphasis is on the ability of the system to recognize and handle a number of differently-shaped, predefined
objects, which are being presented in random order, position, and orientation. A system of this nature will have
applications in situations where differently-shaped parts are arriving in an unstructured manner, and where these
parts must be sorted and prepared for a subsequent operation that requires structured parts presentation.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (356) 2340-2924; Fax: (356) 2134-3577; E-mail: michael.saliba@um.edu.mt
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Specifically, we have defined the general requirement of our prototype system, for demonstration purposes, to
be as follows:
(i)

At the input stage of the system, a human places a number of pre-defined but different objects on to a moving
conveyor in random order, with only minimal restrictions on position and orientation.

(ii)

At the output stage of the system, a robot picks up the objects from the moving conveyor, and places the
objects, in a more structured manner, onto a number of different locations that have been pre-specified for the
different objects.

2. SUBSYSTEM SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT
2.1. CONVEYOR
The conveyor system for our application was designed and built in our laboratory, based on standard
engineering guidelines and practice [3], [4]. Due to the relatively light weights of the range of the objects that would
be transported (see section 2.3 below), it was decided to use a flat belt conveyor with an endless belt. For the
prototype system the nominal belt speed was set at 3.5 m/min, and since motion was only required in one direction,
motive power was required to only one of the two end pulleys of the conveyor. The conveyor is 1,500 mm long and
140 mm high, with a belt width of 300 mm. It is driven by a 90 W three-phase AC motor through a 50:1 reduction
gearbox and has an angular speed of 30 rpm at the output shaft of the gearbox. The torque is transmitted to the
driver pulley of the conveyor via a chain sprocket system.
2.2. DETECTION SYSTEMS
The sensing method that is normally a strong candidate for selection in applications involving the recognition of
objects in an unstructured environment is that of machine vision (e.g. [5], [6], [7], [8]). In our application, due to the
unstructured manner in which the parts were to be presented to the system, and due to the amount of object detail
that it was envisaged would need to be detected, particularly in future extensions of the system capabilities, it was
decided to utilize a vision-based sensing approach to recognize the objects and to determine the object positions and
orientations.
Our choice of vision sensor lay between three general types – frame grabbers, PC-based vision systems, and
smart cameras [9]. Frame grabbers are suitable for highly specialized applications, whereas PC-based vision
systems allow for easier configuration of applications but still require significant time and expense during the
development stage. Smart cameras are fitted with on-board processing that eliminates the signal conversion
electronics, fixed frame rates, and gray-scale quantization typical of traditional machine vision systems, and allow
dynamic access of the charged couple device (CCD). They represent the largest growth sector in the industry.
Although somewhat less flexible than a PC-based vision system, a smart camera is more cost-effective and on this
basis was selected for our project. The model used in our application is the DVT Smart Image Sensor Series 600,
equipped with an 8 mm lens. This sensor has high resolution imaging capabilities (640 × 480 pixels) combined with
network communications (Ethernet and fieldbus) making it a very convenient factory tool. The integration of DVT
vision systems with industrial robots has already been demonstrated in applications using standard end effectors
such as the palletizing of randomly presented paving slabs and in automotive assembly [10].
In our application the camera was mounted at a height of 550 mm above the conveyor, such that the longer side
of the image was slightly longer than the width of the conveyor belt. Several experiments were carried out to
determine the best lighting technique to be used with the camera, and it was found that in fact no special
illumination was needed. The ambient light in the laboratory was found to be sufficient for the camera to acquire a
very good image of the field of view. The exposure time was set at 20 ms and the sensor gain was set at 2.
The trigger for the camera was supplied by a BE300-DDT diffuse reflective photoelectric sensor from
Autonics®. This type of sensor is able to detect transparent and translucent objects as well as opaque objects, and
therefore adds to the flexibility of the system. The sensor has a range of over 300 mm, and was mounted on the side
of the conveyor belt just upstream of the field of view of the camera.
A second, identical photoelectric sensor was mounted further along the conveyor just prior to the robot
workspace, in order to provide the option of making accurate real-time calculations of actual conveyor speed, and in
order to minimize timing errors, thus improving the reliability of the robot picking operation. This is discussed
further in section 5 below.
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2.3. ROBOT AND END EFFECTOR
The robot that was used in our application was a Unimate PUMA 260 industrial robot with a reach of 450 mm
and a payload capacity of 1 kg. The robot was mounted at the side of the conveyor, about 500 mm downstream of
the field of view of the vision sensor.
The end effector developed for our application is a versatile gripper that is able to conform to differently shaped
objects [11]. This gripper has three fingers, each with three joints, and is equipped with a force sensing resistor
(FSR) on each of its fingertips and with a photoelectric proximity sensor in its palm. It is driven by a single stepper
motor that is located remotely from the device, and the drive from the motor is transmitted to the gripper fingers
first through a flexible sheathed cable to the palm and then through a system of cables and pulleys to the fingers.
The gripper control program is written in C and runs on a PC located close to the gripper. The interface between the
PC and the actuator and sensors of the gripper is achieved via a standard data acquisition (DAQ) card with analogue
and digital inputs and outputs. The gripper is able to grasp and pick up successfully a wide variety of different
shapes and sizes of object, and applies grasping forces whose values can be pre-defined by the user. Due to payload
limitations of the robot, the gripper in our prototype system can lift objects that weigh a maximum of about 0.4 kg.
The gripper is shown in Figure 1.
A schematic plan view showing the various regions of interest of the conveyor is given in Figure 2.

Figure 1: The versatile gripper developed for the parts transfer system

Figure 2: Schematic layout of conveyor (plan view)
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3. IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM
The smart camera is equipped with an onboard processor that can run proprietary specialized image-processing
routines installed as embedded software. User defined parameters and routines can be developed and programmed
via a PC that runs proprietary software in a familiar operating system environment. The camera is also equipped
with a breakout board which consists of power supply ports, and of twelve input / output lines that can be
individually activated and are user definable.
The conceptual approach that was taken in this work was to first teach the camera, in offline mode, a number of
different objects, defining specific parameters on the images such as the centroid positions. During system
operation, the camera would take an image of each object passing beneath it on the conveyor, and analyze the image
in real time using a suitable built-in routine. The camera recognizes the object and determines (i) the x-position of
the object centroid within the camera coordinate system, converting the position value from pixels to mm, and (ii)
the orientation of the object relative to the camera axes. The camera then outputs these data and the object identity
as binary words through a number of the digital ports on the breakout board, communicating the required
information to the robot through the input ports of the robot controller.
In our application, the field of view of the camera at the level of the conveyor surface was equal to an area of
365 × 270 mm2 in real world coordinates, resulting in an image resolution of 0.32 mm2 per pixel. Since the objects
to be recognized were to be considerably larger than this scale, this resolution was considered sufficient. We used
an 8-bit signal to communicate between the camera board and the robot controller, sending the x-position and object
orientation data as two sequential words. Information on object identity was included in the first word. The nominal
linear position resolution that was obtainable was of 1.18 mm, while the nominal angular position resolution was of
1.4o. For the conversion from pixel values to real-world distances it was found that there were differences in the
conversion factors needed for the central and edge portions of the conveyor belt, due to a non-constant distance
between the camera lens and the surface of the conveyor. To circumvent this problem, three different sets of
conversion factors were used depending on whether the object centroid was located in the region (0 to ⅓)w, (⅓ to
⅔)w, or (⅔ to 1)w, with w representing the width of the conveyor belt.
The inbuilt software of the DVT Smart Image sensor that was utilized in this application was the ObjectFind
SoftSensor, set for “light object on dark background” (since the dark green conveyor belt registered as a dark colour
in the images), and set in auto bimodal thresholding mode. Three objects were taught to the system for preliminary
testing of the prototype. These were a standard floppy diskette box placed on the conveyor on one of its smaller
faces (rectangular horizontal cross-section); a 0.5 L milk carton placed upright on the conveyor (square horizontal
cross-section); and a cardboard cylindrical-shaped container of roughly the same height and volume as the milk
carton placed upright on the conveyor (round horizontal cross-section).

4. GRIPPER CONTROL SYSTEM
The gripper control system is described in detail in [11], and was modified slightly to take into account the
specific requirements of the present application. As described in section 2 above, overall control of the gripper is
achieved through a program running on a PC, and via a DAQ card. When the program is run, the system waits for
an input signal from an external device (in this case, as will be described below, from the second photoelectric
sensor on the conveyor), and on receipt of this signal an output signal is sent to the stepper motor drive card to
initiate the gripper closing sequence. Simultaneously, the program starts to sample the analogue inputs from the
three force sensors on the fingertips. When the force registered by at least one of the force sensors reaches a
predefined value, the motor is instructed to stop the closing motion of the fingers, and the PC sends an output signal
to the robot controller to signify that the grasping process has been completed. The gripper control program then
waits for a second input signal, this time from the robot controller, which signifies that the object has been
transferred by the robot. At this point the PC sends an output signal to the stepper motor to start opening the fingers.
When the gripper opening sequence is completed, the PC sends an output signal to the robot.
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5. ROBOT PROGRAM
The robot is programmed to first carry out a number of initialization steps, and then the following sequence is
executed:
(i)

The robot moves to a convenient standby location above the grasping area.

(ii)

The robot waits for a signal from the first photoelectric sensor on the conveyor, signifying that a new part is
about to be processed.

(iii)

On receiving this signal, following a preset delay, the robot reads the input signal from the camera, giving
object identity and location of centroid along the width of the conveyor belt.

(iv)

Following another preset delay, the robot reads the new input signal from the camera, giving object
orientation with respect to the direction of belt motion.

(v)

The robot moves to a location directly above the point where the grasping operation is intended to start, at the
correct gripper orientation to optimize grasping, as determined by the information received from the camera.

(vi)

The robot waits for a signal from the second photoelectric sensor on the conveyor, signifying that the part is
about to enter the grasping area.

(vii) On receiving this signal, the robot program estimates the conveyor speed from the time delay between the
two photoelectric sensor signals.
(viii) The program calculates the correct time delay required before the gripper descends over the object, based on
the identity of the object, on its location along the width of the belt, on its orientation with respect to the
direction of belt motion, and on the estimated belt speed.
(ix)

Following this time delay, the gripper descends over the moving object, and starts to move horizontally along
with the object in the direction of the moving conveyor. A signal is sent to the gripper controller to start the
gripper closing sequence.

(x)

The robot continues to track the object along the conveyor, while simultaneously waiting for a signal from
the gripper controller that the object has been grasped.

(xi)

On receiving this signal, the robot lifts the grasped object off the moving conveyor, and transfers it to the
appropriate location.

(xii) A signal is sent to the gripper controller, to initiate the gripper opening sequence.
(xiii) The robot waits for a new signal from the gripper controller, signifying that the gripper opening sequence has
been completed.
(xiv) On receiving this signal, the robot departs the object and moves back to the standby location, waiting for the
next object.
The best orientation of the gripper relative to each of the objects, that would maximize the chances of a
successful grasp, was determined offline. The durations of all the time delays in the above sequence, with the
exception of that in step (viii), were determined offline during the development of the system, mainly from
experimentation. In the case of the delay in step (viii), the optimum time duration was found to have a significant
dependence on object location across the width of the belt, due to the shape of the profile of the sensing range of the
photoelectric sensor. This is discussed further in section 7 below. The duration was also found to have a slight
dependence on the orientation of the object, due to the fact that at different orientations the object triggered the
photoelectric sensor at slightly different positions of the centroid along the belt. The duration was also slightly
dependent on the object identity due to the different shape characteristics of the objects. In practice, it was found
that the speed of the belt was sufficiently consistent to justify the omitting of the belt speed calculation in step (vii)
of the above sequence, and of neglecting belt speed variations in the calculation of step (viii). For the objects under
consideration, it was also found that the general cycle time could be reduced by starting the gripper closing
sequence from the time of the second photoelectric sensor trigger, rather than from the signal described above in
step (ix). This was because the finger movement between steps (vii) and (ix) would not be large enough to impede
the motion of the gripper onto the object described in step (ix).
The robot program is written in VAL-II and consists of a main program for general control and two subroutines
for the picking and placing operations.
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6. OVERALL SYSTEM CONTROL AND INTERFACING
A schematic diagram of the communication lines in the overall control system is given in Figure 3. When the
system is in operation, the three programs on the camera on-board processor, the robot controller, and the PC (for
gripper control) run simultaneously. In summary, when a new object is placed on the moving conveyor, it will be
detected first by photoelectric sensor no. 1. The signal from this sensor will trigger the image acquisition, image
processing, and data output (to robot controller) routines of the camera, as well as the data input (from camera), and
preparatory robot positioning routines on the robot controller. When the object is detected by photoelectric sensor
no. 2, the signal will trigger the robot approach and tracking routines as well as the gripper closing sequence. When
one of the fingertip force sensors on the gripper registers a pre-specified grasping force magnitude, this will stop the
gripper closing sequence and trigger the relocation process by the robot. When the robot has completed the
relocation process, the gripper opens and the robot is able to return to the standby location.
Appropriate signal conditioning circuits were developed to set the correct voltages and match impedances for
effective communication between the different systems. Other circuits were built for opto-isolation between the
main devices and the DAQ card, and between the camera and the robot controller. Where required, voltage
regulators were used to set the input voltages to those required by the particular systems.
Figure 4 shows the complete system, with the robot gripper picking up a rectangular object.
Offline development
DVT Smart
Image Sensor

Personal Computer
Data Acquisition
Card

Robot Controller
DVT Breakout
Board

I/O Module
Stepper
Motor

Photoelectric
Sensor No. 1

Photoelectric
Sensor No. 2

PUMA
Robot

Versatile
Gripper

Fingertip Force
Sensors

Figure 3: Overall control system

(a) Parts transfer system in operation

(b) Versatile gripper picking a rectangular shaped object

Figure 4: The parts transfer system
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7. SYSTEM EVALUATION
A number of experiments were carried out to investigate the performance of the system. In the first experiment,
the objective was to investigate the accuracy with which the robot could approach the centroid of an object passing
through the system. An object of hollow cylindrical shape, of outside diameter 5 cm and height 7 cm was placed
upright on the stationary conveyor and taught to the camera. The versatile gripper on the robot was replaced by a
simple two-jaw gripper holding a pen, and a new program was written for the robot, requiring it to approach and
mark the position of the object centroid on the belt. A sheet of paper was affixed to the surface of the conveyor, and
the object was placed on the paper such that its centroid was at a known distance from the edge of the conveyor belt,
as shown in Figure 5 (a). The conveyor was then started, and the object passed through the system until it triggered
the second photoelectric sensor, at which point it was manually removed from the conveyor. The position on the
sheet of paper that was subsequently approached and marked by the robot (see Figure 5 (b)) was then recorded and
compared to the actual position of the object centroid. The experiment was carried out for six different positions of
the object across the width of the conveyor, with ten readings taken for each position. The average deviation from
the required position approached by the robot across the width of the belt was of 4.6 mm, with a maximum error of
14.4 mm when the object was placed close to the edge of the belt.
In a second experiment the shape of the sensing range of the photoelectric sensor, in the horizontal plane, was
measured by moving an object along the conveyor at different positions across the width of the belt, and noting the
positions along the direction of belt motion at which the sensor was triggered. A plot of the sensor range is shown in
Figure 6. The results of this experiment were used to set the robot delay before approaching each object, as a
function of object position across the conveyor, as described in section 5 above.
A third experiment was carried out to investigate the performance of the photoelectric sensor that was located
in the palm of the robot gripper, and this sensor was found to be significantly sensitive to the colour of the object.
The sensor was therefore disabled in our system, and the robot was programmed to move down to a set height above
the conveyor to grasp the objects. Effectively this set an upper limit, of about 15 cm, to the height of objects that
could be handled by the system with the current settings.
A number of other limitations of the system, in the current configuration, were identified during testing. There is
a lower limit of about 5 cm on the object height that can be handled, due to limitations in the vertical sensing range
of the conveyor proximity sensors across some parts of the belt. There is also some variation in the sensitivity of the
conveyor proximity sensors with respect to object colour – in particular the sensors are slower to respond if the
object is transparent. Finally, there is a required time interval of at least 15 seconds between different objects to be
processed by the present system, due to the robot and gripper cycle times.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Measurement of centroid detection and robot positioning accuracy over the width of the conveyor: (a) position of
object prior to image acquisition, (b) approach of robot towards object centroid position
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Conveyor
belt

Figure 6: Sensing range of proximity sensors

8. CONCLUSION
A highly flexible, vision-based, automated parts sorting and transfer system has been developed. The system has
applications in situations where different objects are being fed to the conveyor in random order and in a largely
unstructured manner, and where these objects must be sorted and relocated or stored in an ordered manner. In the
present work the system has been demonstrated for the sorting of objects that have a different shape, however in
other applications the system can be applied to the sorting of objects according to colour or to barcode
identification, or to the acceptance / rejection of objects based on inspection using machine vision. In particular this
work has demonstrated the effective integration of different sub-systems: a smart camera, an industrial robot, a
versatile gripper with force feedback, and a sensor-equipped conveyor, to carry out a fundamental industrial
process.
Current work in this area is focusing on upgrading further the performance of the versatile gripper to increase its
speed of operation in order to compare more favourably with manual handling times, on extending the range of
objects that can be recognized by the camera and transferred by the robot, and on experimenting with different types
of proximity sensor on the conveyor to increase system effectiveness and flexibility.
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ABSTRACT
An outstanding development has been recorded in the customisation world; this is a result of people becoming
more individualistic in the choices they make by personalizing the goods and services they use. This
individualism has resulted in the increase in demand of customized products in many industries especially in the
footwear, kitchen and computer industries. However, little has been done in the industry that produces
mechanically oriented products and little flexibility has been given to the consumers in the co-creation of
customized products. Customer-led design is one way to satisfy this individualization of mechanically oriented
products and the flexibility that is required in co-creation.

This paper presents a framework in which Customers are integrated into the design process by defining,
configuring, matching, or modifying an individual product that is mechanically oriented in nature through the
applications of a hybrid (hierarchical and chain-type) classification system to group the products into classes
and sub-classes using attributes, products configuration which make it possible to add and/or change
functionalities of a core product or to build fully customized products from scratch, a coding system for
mechanical designs which is applicable to each product in the hierarchy, and the use of a database for the
products information.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a Mass customisation environment, the level of customer involvement, and latitude afforded to the customer
is necessarily limited. This is largely driven by the manufacturers’ desire to maintain mass production-type
economies and the desire to maintain control [1] and as a result, the flexibility that ought to come along in a codesign setting has been greatly affected. Consumers are becoming increasingly insistent on having a say in the
design of products and this is where the Customer-Led Design (CLD) comes in. The ability of customers to
participate in the design of the products and services they purchase has permeated nearly every segment of
consumption and the customer having a voice and hand in the design of his/her product is one of the most powerful,
fulfilling intangibles of the purchase experience.
Although great progress have been made by manufacturers in the areas of customised goods from homes to
personal computers, athletic shoes to automobiles, where customers are part or are involved in the designing of the
goods or products in order to allow the individualisation of the products with reduction in delivery time and at a
reasonable and affordable cost, the same should be extended to products that are mechanically oriented where
customers should be actively involved in the designing of their products. Customer-Led Design (CLD) is one way
to satisfy this individualisation of the mechanically oriented product. CLD is a customer co-design process of
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (353) 872184575; E-mail: adeyinka.adeoye3@mail.dcu.ie
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products which meet the needs of each individual customer/user with regard to certain product features and all
operations are performed within a fixed solution space, characterized by stable but still flexible and responsive
processes [2]. Customers are integrated into design creation by defining, configuring, matching, or modifying an
individual product - mainly mechanical related products. This is done by the applications of a hybrid (combined
hierarchical and chain-type) classification system to group the products into classes and sub-classes using attributes
such as Applications, Motions, Energy Source, Power Rate, Maximum Dimension, Weight of the Product, Product
Shape, Material from which the product is made of and the Environmental Parameter, Configuration of products
which makes it possible to add and/or change functionalities of a core product or to build fully customized products
from scratch, a flexible Coding System for mechanical designs and applying it to each product according to their
position in the hierarchy, and the use of a database to store and retrieve information about the products.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the second section, an overview of some existing account
of customisation concept is given that gave way to an idea of customer-led design. In the third section, is described
the hybrid (combined hierarchical and chain-type) classification that is used to group the products to various
sections and some of the sections are also explained diagrammatically, and the Coding System used for the product
design. Section four describes the working operation of the CLD. In Section five, we conclude and give insight on
further work to be done.

2. OVERVIEW
Customization has come of age since its conception by Stan Davies and further development in the early 1990s
by Joseph Pine [3]. The idea was coined or adopted from the mass production concept- an approach based on
producing and selling standard mass produced items, exploiting economies of scale to achieve prices that everyone
could afford. Mass customisation [MC] is defined as the customisation of individual products and services at mass
production prices [4]. That is, meeting each customer’s individual wants and need exactly, but at costs comparable
to those of standard mass produced goods [5].
The demand for individualisation products and services are on the increase and MC has strives to produce
customised products and services on a mass scale with the same levels of responsiveness, quality, efficiency, and
costs that are typical of mass production [6] but with little flexibility that has restricted the involvement of the
customer as a co-designer. R. Duray and G.W. Milligan [7] categorized MC based on external involvement of the
customer in design, fabrication, assembly or delivery stages of the manufacturing process of the product, all with
constraint on the part of customer involvement. In an attempt to satisfy the individualistic taste of the customer
based on the product order, a method was adopted to separate products into categories such as Made-to-Stock
(MTS), Assemble-to-Order (ATO), Made-to-Order (MTO), and Engineer-to-Order (ETO) [8].
Although many manufacturing firms have put MC into practice such as Dell (in computer industry), Adidas
Salomon (in footwear industry) [9] and virtual kitchens (in kitchen and cabinet industry) [10], not all the products
are mechanically oriented and the degree of customer involvement is limited by pre-defined features and only allow
the customer to select from the options they have made available and if the options are not satisfactory to the
customer then the customer is left with no further alternatives because of the manufacturer’s desire to maintain
control [1]. Another aspect of limitation imposed on customers is in the type of attributes over which customers
may wish to make choice, for instance in dimensions, shape, functionality, material, aesthetic aspect such as colour,
styling, and finish. In order to incorporate customer fully into the design process, Z. Siddique and J.A. Ninan [11]
design a web based framework to provide customizable products by integrating the customer into the design
process. This would have been a perfect model but due to constraint in the configuration the customer involvement
is still restricted.
But Customer-Led Design (CLD) gives more flexibility to the customers in the design which satisfies the
customers’ individualistic demand by integrating them into the design process through defining, configuring,
matching, or modifying an existing product that is mechanically oriented in nature and also affords the customer the
sense of being a co-designer without limiting his/her involvement.
CLD is a step higher from mass customisation in the sense that faced with breakdown in the conditions which
enables mass customisation, that is, designing and engineering a product and its option before offering it to
customers in which the customers have to select from a pre-defined catalogue of option, a realisation is growing
among manufacturers that people are becoming more individualistic than ever preferring to create their own product
with little interference from the manufacturer other than piloting in actualizing the desire end.
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3. DESIGN DESCRIPTION
Customer-Led Design (CLD) is carried out using the hybrid (hierarchical and chain-type) of classification which
is the main design attribute of CLD to group the Products into classes and subclasses. Another design approach that
is also in use for CLD is configuration of products which makes it possible to add and/or change functionalities of a
core product or to build fully customized products from scratch, a flexible Coding System for mechanical designs
and applying it to each product according to their position in the hierarchy, and a Database to store and retrieve
information about the products. All the attributes from the application to environmental limitation, coding system to
product configuration, and from database creation to product/part library are imbedded in the Design Engine (DE)
and display in Graphical Users Interface (GUI) form.
3.1. CHAIN-HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION
The chain-hierarchy that is used to classified the products is a detailed hierarchical system that make use of such
attributes as Applications, Motions- external and internal, Energy Source, Power Rate, Maximum Dimension,
Weight of the Product, Product Shape, Material from which the product is made and the Environmental Parameter
as related to the product to draw information about the product from customer. Each of these attributes has classes
and subclasses in hierarchical order which help to figure and narrow down the customer’s product just like a
Decision Tree Classification. The hybrid also allow both vertical and horizontal cross reference of features or
attributes of the products irrespective of other characteristics, that is, relating one attribute feature to another
position of such attribute or sub-attribute in the hierarchy notwithstanding.
The Products Chain System shown in figure 1 illustrates the chain arrangement of the attributes of the products
and the subclass for motions. Details of some of the attributes are explained in the subsections below.

PRODUCT
CHAIN SYSTEM

Application

Motions

External
Motion

Energy
Source

Power
Rate

Max.

Weight

Shape

Material

Environmental

Dimensio

Internal
Motion

Figure 1: Product Chain System Attributes

3.1.1. PRODUCT APPLICATION
This gives description of the product usage as in Sports, Transportation, Appliances, Tools, etc. Each area of
Application is sub-divided into groups/classes, and subclasses. The customer gets information about his/her product
across by defining through the attributes in the Product Chain System (PCS), which is the first step in the CLD. For
illustration purpose, the description of Application classification of Sport hierarchy is shown. The tree-structure
helps individual customers in narrowing down their choice with ease to a desired product. If the customer wants a
product which finds Application in Sports, he/she goes further by defining the type of sport the product is meant
for-say Outdoor. Then, he/she defines what Outdoor activity it’s meant for; if he/she wants it for racing then Cycles
is chosen, he/she again defines the type of Cycle based on the usage and continues to the lower hierarchy level
which brings out a unique product. The PCD function just like a decision –tree classification.
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Figure 2: Product Application

3.1.2 MOTION
This attribute defines and analyse the product to see whether it is movable or not and then cross reference it with
other attributes for further analysis. The Motion is of two types- External and Internal Motion. The external motion
has to do with whether the Product is fixed, moving or hand-held. The Product is said to be Fixed if there is no
relative motion, that is stationary (no movement involved) or Moving if it has to do with motion relative to the no.
of degrees of freedom (DOF) and reciprocating motion, and it is said to be Hand-held as a result of motion by
reason of handling it e.g. a stapler. The second type of motion which is Internal has to do with internal motion of the
Products using linkage structures and part constraint. The hierarchy tree for the Motion is illustrated in fig.3 below.
3.1.3 ENERGY SOURCE (RELATIVE TO ENVIRONMENT)
The source of energy as related to the product is determined by the relativity of the products’ motion to either
external or internal motion. That is, the energy source for the Product is dependent on the Motion attribute. The
energy source can be classified into manual, batteries, electric mains and others.
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3.1.4 SHAPE
Also, this attribute assists the customer with the choice he/she desires for the product’s form; the shape. The
Product Shape is sub-classified into: Elongated shape (1-D), Flat shape (2-D), Box shape (3-D), Rounded shape and
Irregular shape. These groups are further divided into sub groups depending on the class they belong to such as
Polygon and Cylinder for the Elongated shape, Plane and Square for the Flat shape, Circle for the Rounded shape
and so on. Shape attribute might not necessary depend on other attributes but works as part of the Hybrid
Classification in the PCS.

MOTION

External
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Internal
Motion

Moving

Recipro
cating

Hand
held

No. of
D.O.F
3L+3R

1L

1L+1R

3L+2R
1L+2R
3L+1R
1L+3R
2L+1R

2L+2R

2L+3R

Figure 3: Motion Hierarchy

3.2 PRODUCT CODING
Another part of the CLD is the Coding System for mechanical design which assign a symbolic
description (code) to the Products in the hybrid (combined hierarchical and chain-type) classification system.
The main characteristic that is implored in designing the Products Coding System is the flexibility, because
customers want to be able to select products from different options and also to build their own products that
will suit them and since no two customers have exactly the same needs and that various customers’ needs may
have conflicting requirements [12].
In installing the coding system for mechanical design, there are three methods of going about this:
 By purchasing a commercial package from a vendor;
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 By modifying a publicly available system to fit the required purposes; and
 By developing an original system based on the analysis of samples parts [12].
The second method was adapted for the purpose of this work. The Opitz coding system [13] was modified to
suit the Product Coding System used for the work as depicted below.
Table 1: Product Coding Structure
Letter

Attribute

Code Type

A

Applications

Basic Code

M

Motion

Supplementary Code

E

Energy Source

Supplementary Code

P

Power Rate

Supplementary Code

W

Weight

Supplementary Code

D

Maximum Dimension

Supplementary Code

N

Materials

Subsection headings

S

Product Shape

Supplementary Code

Each item on the Application is given a unique code according to their position in the hierarchy which will result
in a very large number of codes and will be arranged into a framework such as groups, classes and subclass, and as
a result, Customers will be able to select products from various applications to build their own individual product(s).
The same modality is applicable to other attributes in the Hybrid Classification System. To arrive at the Coding
Structure used, the following factors were considered;
i.

The population of Attributes (application, motion, materials, shape, etc.)

ii.

The detail the code should represent

iii.

The code structure: chain-hierarchy type, and

iv.

The letter representation (A, M, E, etc.) [14].

4. WORKING DESCRIPTION OF THE CLD
The principle of operation of the Customer-Led Design (CLD) will be based on interaction between the
customer and a Design Engine (DE) using Graphical Users Interface (GUI) and it takes the form of a decision tree
classification. For instance, a customer wants a product and he/she is not sure whether the product exists in the
database. The DE will ask the costumer by showing a Product Chain System (PCS). All the products in the
attributes of the PCS are assumed to be configured and coded with specific codes for each attribute.
The PCS consists of series of chain classification options that will lead/guide the customer in
creating/designing/or selecting his/her desired Product. The customer will go through the DE by choosing from the
options on the GUI what he/she intends to use the product for (i.e. product application), then the customer relates
the selected application with the next attribute to specifying the kind of Motion if any for the product. He/she will
also align his/her selected choice with other attributes that are relevant in the PCS until it narrows down the options
from the attributes leaving the one that eventually will match his/her choice or that resembles the description given.
If the Product specified was not found, the DE will suggest something closer to what he/she wants and with room to
modify to form the exact product. However, if no match is found then DE will guide the customer through the
available information on the Product in modeling the exact product in the modeling window using the mechanisms
and the parts Library in the data base of the DE.
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5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
Customer led design (CLD) offers a great market prospective to manufacturers in the universal competitive
environment. When manufacturers adapt to this type of design, it will give them an edge in the saturated market of
mass and products customization and also attracts more customers who are more individualistic in their taste
because of the flexibility and opportunity to create/design to their satisfaction that are inherent in the design
network.
This paper focused on how customers can be integrated into the design creation as a co-designer by defining,
configuring, matching, or modifying an individual mechanical related product. The objective is to provide a flexible
Product System structure that provides for a range of product families. This is carried out through a product coding
system using a hybrid (combined hierarchical and chain-type) classification system in which the structure is based
on coding an application (area of product use) that are functionality based with variety of families and then define
the selected application through other items such as motion, maximum dimension, materials, environmental
limitation, etc., that are inherent in the chain-hierarchy which will eventually lead to the exact or similar group of
products that may match the desired product of the customer which are stored in the database.
Future work will be on; designing Internal Motion of the Products using linkage structure and part constraint,
criteria to use on how to retrieve a similar or match product(s) when the selected one(s) could not be found,
modification and designing in terms of design for manufacture and assembly when a product does not appear in the
database, developing of the Product/Part Library, and programming of the entire design using Microsoft Virtual
Basic 6.
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ABSTRACT
Based on the STEP-compliant manufacturing, this paper outlines an intelligent CNC machine controller (i-CNC)
for Interoperable manufacturing systems. The conceptualized framework of i-CNC controller is characterized by
the seamless information flow, intelligent CNC control, and self-adaptive and fault-tolerable mechanism. Authors
have provided a definition of the intelligence in context of CNC controller and presented the issues that need to
be resolved to achieve the intelligent CNC control in comparison to current CNC manufacturing scenario. The
key contribution of this paper is the notion of introducing the function blocks, an emerging IEC-61499 standard
for distributed industrial process and control systems. The framework incorporates function blocks to
encapsulate and monitor the process plans, and control the machining jobs under normal and abnormal
conditions. The function blocks used in this framework, enable autonomous machining processes by embedding
intelligence in them in the form of “algorithms", thus providing the runtime decision making ability in CNC
controller. The authors have introduced the operational structure of i-CNC controller which results in rectifying
the faults in the processes and thus, maintains the continuity in execution of machining operations.

1. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the frequent and unpredictable market changes in manufacturing sectors, modern enterprises are
characterized by the need for greater flexibility and interoperability. Different applications and systems that cover
the overall range of the industrial infrastructure from the shop floor to enterprise level need to be adaptive. Thus,
there arises the need for a new manufacturing paradigm that transcends the previous static, closed models and move
to flexible, re-configurable, and collaborative models having the ability to respond frequently to environment
dynamics inherent within the distributed environment. To strengthen the necessity of interoperability in the current
manufacturing systems, a survey has been conducted by the automotive industry and estimates that the U.S.
automotive industry spends approximately US $10 billion per year to overcome information and system barriers and
poor inter-operability among CAD, CAPP and CAM systems. Hence, nowadays research into manufacturing
interoperability has been underway to alleviate the production loss within the stipulated time limit while maintaining
the quality of the product. Recently, a new manufacturing paradigm, Interoperable Manufacturing System (IMS) has
been introduced to aid manufacturing companies to stay competitive in this type of challenging environment. The
fundamental goal of IMS is to design systems, machines and controls for cost-effective and rapid-response to
changes in market demand and the manufacturing needs of customized products.
Over the years, G-codes have been extensively used by the CNC machine tools for part programming and as a
result, modern machine tools lack adaptability, portability and intelligence. NC programs based on ISO 6983 are
more explicit rather than universal as they are meant only for execution on specific machine tool. Apart from these
inconsistencies, most of the problems encountered during NC code generation are related to geometry details,
cracks, sliver surfaces, reversed surfaces, etc., due to CAD operators' poor practices. However, up-to a certain
extent these problems can be controlled by employing trained CAD operators and by using geometry analysis or
healing tools. In order to obviate the aforesaid flaws, a new initiative ISO 10303 AP-228, informally known as
STEP-NC [1, 2] is being carried out in the STEP community to develop a standard for more streamlined and
intelligent interfaces between CAD and CAM, which will eventually make ISO 6983 obsolete. With the new
* Corresponding author: Prof. F F Chen; E-mail: FF.Chen@utsa.edu
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standard, future NC controllers will operate on 3D shape data and high-level machining operations instead of direct
commands for motion control in machine tools.
In this paper, application of ISO14649 (STEP-NC) compliant process plans along with the notion of functions
blocks are explored in order to realize the interoperability in CAx process chain. A conceptualized framework of an
intelligent CNC controller termed as STEP-compliant i-CNC Controller is proposed to negotiate the abrupt
environmental changes by embedding the ability of taking decisions during run-time. The motive behind such an
approach is the internalization of self-learning and self-correction ability through the agglomeration of artificial
intelligence techniques with computational potential that makes it adaptable to abrupt breakdowns and faults. The
proposed architecture will be characterized by the seamless information flow, autonomous and intelligent CNC
control, self-adaptive and fault-tolerable mechanism. The first part of the paper provides the outline of current state
of art in CNC manufacturing. The framework of STEP-compliant i-CNC controller is then discussed together with
the role of function blocks in interoperable manufacturing systems. The details of the autonomous and intelligent
features of STEP-compliant i-CNC controller are then presented with the online and offline meta-heuristics to tune
the algorithm parameters. Thereafter, working principle of the recurrent fuzzy system is detailed. The paper
concludes with the discussion of the application of the i-CNC controller in providing the corrective measures.
2. CURRENT STATE OF THE ART IN CNC MANUFACTURING
Over the last 50 years machine tools have evolved from simple machines with controllers that had no memory,
driven by punched tapes to highly sophisticated CNC multi-process workstation [3]. Since its conception, numerous
advances have been made in CNC hardware. However, current CNC machine controller is only utilized for low
level tool path NC code generation, with no high level information for the major activities of machine set-up
management, inspection planning or results feedback. Due to which, any errors in the final manufactured part
cannot be identified or traced back to their source. As a result, recent research [4, 5, 6] trend has been focused on
increasing CNC machine's adaptability and reconfigurability, in particular, the development work carried out at
system level and component level. At the system level, various tools and methodologies such as agent based
paradigms [7, 8] are widely utilized to design a manufacturing system and evaluate various configurations [9, 10,
11]. Whereas, development work at the component level are primarily centered around the control issues [12, 13] of
CNC machines. Open architecture controllers based on open system environment for control association [14] and
open modular architecture controller [15] carries paramount importance in maintaining the flexibility of CNC
machines as third party software can be used at the controller working within a standard window operating system.
With the introduction of such systems, open control abilities can now be easily embedded in the CNC
architecture, however their scope of application is limited to retrofitting application for conventional CNC and NC
machines [16, 17]. Hence, a new vision and paradigm shift is required for CAD, CAPP, CAM and CNC systems,
which will give compatibility and interoperability to the machine tools.
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK OF STEP-COMPLIANT INTELLIGENT CNC CONTROLLER (I-CNC CONTROLLER)
In this paper, a conceptualized framework of STEP-compliant intelligent CNC controller (i-CNC Controller) in
Interoperable Manufacturing System is proposed that will address the uncertainties arising at the shop floor (Figure
1). Intelligence in the context of CAx process chain can be defined as the ability of STEP-compliant CNC controller
to make intelligent decisions during run-time and accordingly generate the best possible remedial measure of the
errors detected. Run time decision making capability is embedded in the controller with the help of Function Blocks
and STEP-NC compliant process chain. The operational structure of the proposed architecture of i-CNC controller
has been modeled using the Integrated Definition modeling methodology (IDEF0) and is depicted in Figure 2.
3.1 DESIGNING PHASE
The proposed framework of STEP-compliant i-CNC controller fulfills the initial prerequisites of newly
manufacturing technologies such as the ability of sharing and exchanging data over the internet. All around the
world, relevant information are gathered by various designated entities in the form of Extensible Markup Language
(XML) or XML bindings. A conversion process is employed to map the EXPRESS defined data into XML data by
document-type definition (DTD) so as to make the data easy to read and use. The proposed framework utilizes the
aforementioned feature thus providing the common language platform for usage purpose.
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Figure 1: An integrated diagram of proposed architecture
To initiate the processing of prismatic part, CAD designer is assigned the task of retrieving the part-feature
related information from product database. Various class features model the product database applications, which
are geographically distributed over the globe and remain interrelated with each other through web browsers. The
web accessibility of the product database applications with different classes helps in the possible design
improvements at an early stage of manufacturing which consequently results in maintaining the product quality and
also in reducing the manufacturing cost. These class features are mainly composed of element-features, attributes,
and relation among features and attributes. After gathering the sufficient information, product database applications
provide the same in the form of the Extendable Stylesheet Language transformation (XSLT) to the CAD designer
for processing.
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Figure 3 illustrates the diagrammatic view of information flow between class features, product database and
CAD Designer. A message is generated by the CAD Designer that includes the part information and machining
features which is sent to the manufacturing execution facilities based in the different facilities to check the
corresponding manufacturing feasibility. This is sent in the form of a XML file to the manufacturing execution
facility which in turn sends back the information regarding the preferred processes and resources to process planner.
3.2 CAPP/CAM PHASE
Before the execution of process planning activity in CAPP/CAM phase, STEP-NC generates the task related
information which overcome the problem of rigidness and machine dependency of conventional G coding practices.
Since, STEP-NC is an object oriented data model with detailed and structured data interface, it contains a range of
information, such as the features to be machined, the operations to be performed, tool types to be used (the
technology), working steps (description of program tasks), workplan (sequence of the working steps), clamping and
part set-up data [20].
Based on the execution of each operation on one or more features, a statement termed as workingstep is defined
and hence, these workingsteps form the basis of workplan required to manufacture the component. It breaks down
every machining operation into steps required to perform the operation. An internal structure of STEP-NC data
model is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 4 [19]. Moreover, it also furnishes a complete and straightforward
representation of the product information which includes the geometry, topology and geometrical shape of the
features.
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3.2.1 AN OVERVIEW OF FUNCTION BLOCKS.
After detailing the workingsteps, function blocks (F.B) are used to carry out further machining steps of the part.
As described earlier, function block is an emerging IEC-61499 standard used for distributed process measurement
and control system. Being an atomic distributable and executable control function unit, a function block instance
can encapsulate a part of machining process data (slot roughing, pocket finishing etc.) for a given manufacturing
feature. Basically, function blocks can be classified as Basic F.B and Composite F.B (Figure 5) [18], where the
foundation unit of latter is the former one having multiple outputs with internal state information hidden. Composite
function block is the outcome of several basic function blocks which itself encapsulates the data and machining
operations specified by the algorithm. The behavior of function block is controlled internally by a state machine
whose operation can be represented by an execution control chart (ECC). The event flow determines the scheduling
and execution of machining operations specified by the algorithms embedded in the function blocks. The basic FB
encapsulates both the data and functions of machining process whereas, composite FB contains only basic function
block.
XML generator
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Figure 3: Information flow between CAD Designer, Product Database and Class Features
The main advantage of using function block can be realized from the fact that an NC program for the same
pocket roughing can be used by two different milling machines with different cutting conditions, simply by
adjusting the internal state variables of function block. Thus, with the slight changes in internal variables, different
outputs can be obtained by providing the same inputs to basic function block. Since, function blocks are
characterized with multiple outputs; they can generate different outputs even if the same inputs are applied. Due to
the aforesaid facts, these are considered suitable for interoperable manufacturing and are widely used in the
proposed framework. In addition, to establish an interaction between resources and external environment, service
interface function blocks are used. It provides an interface between function blocks and resources for data/event
communication. These interactions may be in the form of reading values of cutting parameters, setting a spindle
speed, facilitating the dynamic scheduling, etc.
3.2.2 PROCESS PLANNING ACTIVITY.
The proposed framework of STEP-complaint i-CNC controller utilizes function block coupled with machining
feature in CAPP stage of CAx process chain. Details of operations required to be executed in sequential order are
then sent to function blocks embedded in the CAPP/CAM phase. In this stage, various process planning tasks are
accomplished in two stages:
1. Shop-level Supervisory planning (SL-SP)
2. Controller-level operation planning (CL-OP)
Thus, the problem of “what to do" is taken care by workingsteps whereas the problem of “how to do" is resolved
by algorithms. Usually, conventional algorithms such as Genetic algorithm, Simulated annealing, Tabu search,
Clonal algorithm, etc. are used in the function blocks. The clonal algorithm is a population based search strategy
that relies on the clone formation and selection during the search generations. It incorporates clonal selection with
the evolutionary principles; and can now be well treated as an established meta-heuristic with a number of superior
results to its credit. As described earlier, process planning objectives are comprised of various tasks required to be
done, it can further be divided into shop-level supervisory planning and controller-level operation planning. The
former focuses on product data analysis, machining feature decomposition, setup planning, machining process
sequencing, and fixture and machine selection. The latter considers the detailed workingsteps for each machining
operations, including cutting tool selection, tool path planning and control code generation [18].
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In supervisory planning level, function blocks embedded with the machining data act as the system output,
which are thereafter given as input to the controller for performing the low level operational planning and
execution. Whereas, actual cutting tool data and cutting conditions finalizes the function blocks at the operation
planning level. Hence, it imparts the ability of detailing the machining operations in function blocks.
4. STEP-COMPLAINT I-CNC CONTROLLER
Once the off-line activities are over, function blocks embedded with process plans and information carriers
bridge the gap between CNC machines and shop-floor execution control. Since, the proposed framework of STEPcomplaint i-CNC controller utilizes the STEP standards, CNC controller will receive much richer information as
compared to the one provided by G codes, thus making it a truely adaptable, optimal and intelligent control. A
number of high-level
tasks can be performed with the availability of rich information
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Figure 5. Basic and Composite Function Blocks [18]
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. A part program can be optimized and regenerated based on the information such as tooling, which is available
at the time of manufacturing rather than at the time of process planning.
The proposed framework is enriched with the run time decision making capability, thus enabling the controller
to solve the problems during run time related to machining parameter variations, dynamic recreation of tool path,
compensation of tool dependent tool wear, etc. However, function blocks are also embedded in the controller to
decide at run time how to machine the feature using the available resources. Mainly, three decisions are required to
be taken during run time by the controller which includes cutting parameter optimization, tool-path generation, and
motion control. In this paper, an IDEF0 scheme is drawn and presented in Figure 6 to portray the description of the
conceptualized framework of STEP-complaint i-CNC controller.
4.1 AUTONOMOUS AND INTELLIGENT CNC CONTROLLER
During the program execution, whenever any unexpected events such as abnormal tool breakage and tool wear,
and the presence of work-piece defects are encountered at the shop-floor, proposed i-CNC controller will adapt
itself according to the environmental changes. The fault-tolerable mechanism exhibited by the CNC controller
requires high-level robustness and self-correction ability. Since, STEP-NC has no specific functions to enable these
characteristics on controller, it becomes essential to embed additional features on it. To impart the self-repairing
property, controller should be mindful throughout the entire duration of program execution, i.e. which feature is to
be machined, where it is machining the feature, the geometric information of all the machining facilities involved,
and what possible remedial measures can be taken. All of these prerequisites are captured and delivered by STEPNC data model to controller. The proposed i-CNC controller is inherited with the function blocks which are capable
of making decisions at run time and can adapt themselves to environmental changes such as alternative tools or
machines due to tool breakage or machine breakdown. Function blocks not only suggest the alternatives but also
redirect the breakage part for fault recovery. Thus, due to its self-monitoring feature, function blocks can resume
machining operations right from where they were interrupted.
4.2 MEASURES TO TUNE THE ALGORITHMS EMBEDDED IN FUNCTION BLOCKS
The complete functioning of function blocks depends on the intelligent algorithms embedded in it. After
identifying the nature of problem encountered, problem solver directs the specific function block to handle with it
and suggest the appropriate remedial measures. However, algorithm's efficiency depends mainly on the controlling
parameters which are required to be tuned before actually implementing these algorithms. The population size,
probability of mutation and crossover, stopping criterion etc are the controlling parameters that need to be set for
most of the evolutionary algorithms. Generally, three approaches viz. prior design from literature, offline tuning and
online tuning are used for dynamically controlling the algorithm parameters. Authors are working on offline and
online tuning approaches on FMS Intellitek system and it will be our future work.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a conceptualized framework of STEP-Complaint i-CNC controller for interoperable
manufacturing system that is aimed to efficiently handle the perturbations and errors arising during the CNC
machining by suggesting the appropriate control measures. The proposed architecture incorporates the benefits
procured from self-adaptability and distributed control while utilizing advanced technologies for earliest fault
detection and maintenance. In the underlying architecture, whenever any external disturbance (tool wear,
component failure etc.) arrives at the shop-floor, function blocks adapt themselves according to the changes and
maintain the continuity in execution of operations. The utilization of function blocks will functionally change the
way of NC machining from procedural operations to intelligent object oriented functions. The authors have
identified the key issues with regard to current CNC manufacturing systems for embedding the interoperability in
CNC controller. However, still there are issues to be addressed and challenges to be met. New mechanisms and
learning algorithms should be designed to merchandise the system and suit the needs of e-manufacturing scenario
with gaining full advantage of STEP-NC data model. A more realistic outlook is required for STEP-NC enabled
intelligent controllers. The challenges co-exist with the opportunities, which is seized in time can yield plenty of
benefits that STEP-NC promises.
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ABSTRACT
A Reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) is designed for rapid changes in structure, hardware and
software components in order to adjust production capacity and functionality to variable quantities and types of
products taking into consideration the Mass Customization requirements. Alternative routing, stemming from the
existence of both alternative plans and multiple machine modules, is recognized as an effective means of
obtaining flexibility in manufacturing systems. A mathematical model is proposed for selecting the most
appropriate product families and their production scheduling when there are more than one process plan for
manufacturing each component. The rationale is to minimise the costs associated to configure the manufacturing
system from producing one family of products to the following and the costs associated with the under utilisation
of the resources of each machine while producing those families. A tabu search algorithm has been developed
and implemented. Solutions to the problem are significantly improved applying a diversification rule to the tabu
search procedure, within a reasonable computing time. This methodology has been integrated into a decision
support system allowing the manufacturers select: the appropriate family of products to group, the machine
modules to configure, the alternative routing to produce and the minimum cost scheduling to produce.

1. INTRODUCTION
The search to develop the technology for Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS) started in the midnineties as a cost-effective response to market demands for responsiveness and customization. According to [1],
RMS is being designed for rapid change in structure, including both hardware and software components, in order to
quickly adjust production capacity and functionality, within a part family, in response to sudden changes in market.
Koren and company assess that for a manufacturing system to be readily reconfigurable, it must possess certain key
characteristics which includes: i) Modularity of component design, ii) Integrability for both ready integration and
future introduction of new technology, iii) Convertibility to allow quick changeover between products and quick
system adaptability for future products, iv) Diagnosability to identify quickly the sources of quality and reliability
problems, v) Customization to match designed system capability and flexibility to applications, and vi) Scalability
to incrementally change capacity rapidly and economically.
The Agility Forum [2] and NRC [3] have both made claims that new generation manufacturing systems will
need new and effective tools to adapt to possibly frequent changes, new product introduction, and short runs
without seriously impairing production. Thus, the motivation for introducing reconfigurable manufacturing systems
is based on the belief that some economic benefits may be obtained by increasing reusability and reducing the
excess capacity and/or excess functionality present in other types of manufacturing systems [4].
Many studies ([3], [5], [6]) have predicted that in order to stay competitive, companies must possess
reconfigurable engineering technology, which promises to make future RMS cost-effective and very responsive to
all market changes. Furthermore, even when RMS still is not fully operational (least yet implemented in any
company) the specialized literature seems to indicate that it will certainly become a “best practice” as soon as RMS
is made available. As matter of fact, proponents of this approach ([1]) believe that future RMS has the potential to
offer a more economic solution than present flexible automation (e.g. flexible manufacturing system (FMS)) by
increasing the life and utility of a manufacturing system.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (34) 954487200; Fax: (34) 954487329; E-mail: ies@us.es
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We could go on and on about reconfigurable technology potentials, but cautious should be taken when calling
RMS the newest and surest initiative or manufacturing technology to get high performance for the near future, even
if it is the subject of major research efforts around the world. Although technology may be available today to
achieve a useful and affordable RMS, its cost effective responsiveness argument still needs to be verified. In
practical terms, this means that, when taking into account the total life cycle of the whole system needed, RMS is
more cost effective responsive over time than present flexible automation technology ([7]; [8]). In addition, there
are at least 15 several fundamental and practical challenges remaining as open questions, which [4] lists as areas of
research to complete the development of RMS.
The working of a RMS [9] starts with the classification of products into families, each of which is a set of
similar products. Every time the manufacturer selects one family to produce. The RMS is configured to produce the
selected family with both functionality and quantity required. Once this family is finished, the RMS is configured to
effectively produce the following, and so on. Thus, the RMS configuration changes for producing different families.
This research aims at the development of a decision support system allowing the manufacturers select: the
appropriate family of products to group, the machine modules to configure, the alternative routing to produce and
the minimum cost scheduling to produce. To achieve this goal, a mathematical model is first proposed for selecting
the most appropriate product families and their production scheduling when there are more than one process plan
for manufacturing each component. Then, a tabu search algorithm has been developed and implemented to solve the
model within a reasonable computing time. Finally, the main conclusions are presented.
2. MIXED INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL FOR ALTERNATIVE ROUTINGS
The options for grouping the products that a company launches to the market into families are diverse. One of
those options is to group products into a dendogram, which represents the families’ formation based on product’s
similarities. The most similar products are grouped together. The dendogram indicates, through a percentage, the
similarity among the products in the family. Figure 1 shows an example of dendogram for three products (X, Y, Z)
which presents three sets of families, indicated by three levels. The first one (L=1) is composed of three families (X;
Y; Z), each of which is composed of one product. The second one (L=2) is composed of two families (X+Y; Z), and
the last one is composed of one family (X+Y+Z).

100%

X

Y

Z
L=1

55%

L=2

20%

L=3

0%

Figure 1: Example of dendogram for three products

The manufacturer selects one family to produce, and the RMS is configured to produce the selected family.
Once this family is finished, the RMS is configured to effectively produce the following, and so forth. Thus, the
RMS configuration changes for producing different families. The rationale is to minimise the costs associated to
configure the manufacturing system from producing one family to the following and the costs associated with the
under utilisation of the resources of each machine while producing those families.
The mathematical model proposed in [10] select the most appropriate product families (a specified level of the
dendogram) and their production scheduling when there is only one route to manufacture the components.
Manufacturing performance may be enhanced with the manufacturing system flexibility offered through the
availability of alternative routings in product components ([11]). For tackling this situation, a more advanced MILP
model is presented in this paper to solve the problem when there are alternative routings for manufacturing each
product. Then each family has alternative system configurations to produce all their products.
The notation used for model development (indices, parameters and variables) is shown in Table 1:
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Table 1: Indices, data, and variables
Indices
i, j
l
Parameters
L
Fl
Nl
Ci
Risjt
His
Variables
Tisjtl
Qisl
Kl
Uil
Tijl
Qil

Families
Level
Number of levels
Set of families to produce in level l (l =1, …,L)
Number of families to produce in level l, so Nl =|Fl|
Number of different system configurations for manufacturing family i (i∈Fl)
Reconfiguration cost from family i configuration s to family j configuration t (i∈Fl ; s=1,…, Ci ; j∈Fl ;
i≠j ; t=1,…, Cj ; l =1, …,L-1)
Cost of the under-utilisation of machines’ resources while producing family i with configuration s
1 if family i configuration s is produced just before family j configuration t, within level l (i∈Fl ;
s=1,…, Ci ; j∈Fl ; i≠j ; t=1,…, Cj ; l =1, …,L-1)
1 if family i configuration s within level l is produced (i∈Fl ; s=1,…, Ci ; l =1, …,L)
1 if all the families within level l are produced (l =1, …,L)
≥ 0, auxiliary variables for avoiding subtours (i∈Fl-1 ; l =1, …,L-2)
1 if family i is produced just before family j in level l (i∈Fl ; j∈Fl ; i≠j ; l =1, …,L-1)
1 if family i within level l is produced (i∈Fl ; l =1, …,L)

The objective is to select the level of the dendogram that minimises both the cost for changing between families
(changeover costs), and the cost for the under utilisation of the resources of each machine while producing those
families.
The model has to take into consideration that only one of the levels in the dendogram has to be selected.
Besides, all the families from the selected level will be produced, and none of the families will be produced for the
rest of the levels. In each level l, the families are manufactured one by one following a production order (a
scheduling), and at the end the system is configured for manufacturing the initial family. For each family to
manufacture, one system configuration has to be selected only. Subtours within each level are not feasible.
Therefore, the Miller-Tucker-Zemlin constraints are introduced [12]. This set of constraints avoids that, as for
example, five families were produced in two different ways, as: 1-2-3-1- and 4-5-4-. For a family to manufacture,
one configuration is only selected, and no configurations are selected for families which will not be manufactured.
When a configuration is selected, the reconfiguration variables (Tisjtl) from the family are activated, indicating that
the configuration must be preceded and followed by others configurations only once. If a certain configuration from
a family is selected, its under-utilization variable (Qisl) must be activated. Finally, sign and auxiliary constraints
have to be added.
Therefore, the mathematical model is the following:
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Cj

Ci

L −1

Ci

L

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ Risjt Tisjtl + ∑ ∑ ∑ H is Qisl

Min

l =1 i∈ Fl s =1 j ∈ Fl t =1
j ≠i

l =1 i∈ Fl s =1

subject to
L

∑K

l

=1

il

= Nl Kl

l =1

∑Q

i∈ Fl

∑ ∑T

ijl

i∈ Fl j ∈ Fl
j ≠i

∑T

∀l = 1,..., L

= Nl Kl

∀l = 1,..., L − 1

ijl

≤1

∀i ∈ Fl

∀l = 1,..., L − 2

ijl

≤1

∀j ∈ Fl

∀l = 1,..., L − 2

j ∈ Fl
j ≠i

∑T

i∈ Fl
i≠ j

N lTijl + U il − U jl ≤ N l − 1
Ci

∑Q
s =1
Ci

isl

= Qil

Cj

∑ ∑T
s =1 t =1

isjtl

Cj

∑ ∑T
j ∈ Fl t =1
j≠i

isjtl

Cj

∑ ∑T
j ∈ Fl t =1
j≠i

isjtl

Tijl = [0,1]

Qil = [0,1]
K l = [0,1]

U il ≥ 0

∀i ∈ Fl

=Tijl

= ∑ ∑ T jtisl
j ∈ Fl t =1
j ≠i

= Qisl

j ≠ i ∀l = 1,..., L − 2

∀l = 1,.., L

∀i ∈ Fl
Cj

∀i ∈ Fl − 1 ∀j ∈ Fl − 1

∀j ∈ Fl
∀i ∈ Fl

∀i ∈ Fl

j≠i

∀l = 1,.., L − 1

∀s = 1,..., Ci

∀s = 1,..., Ci

∀i ∈ Fl

∀j ∈ Fl

j≠i

∀i ∈ Fl

∀l = 1,..., L

∀l = 1,.., L − 1

∀l = 1,.., L − 1
∀l = 1,..., L − 1

∀l = 1,..., L
∀i ∈ Fl − 1 ∀l = 1,..., L − 2

Tisjtl = [0,1] ∀i ∈ Fl
Qisl = [0,1] ∀i ∈ Fl

∀s = 1,..., Ci

∀j ∈ Fl

∀s = 1,..., Ci

∀l = 1,.., L
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As the number of families within level l (Nl) is L-l+1, then the number of variables and constraints may be
calculated by the number of levels L, which fits with the number of products, and by the number of different
configurations for each family Ci. The number of possible manufacturing sequences is:

( N l − 1)! ⋅ ∏ C i

∀l , i ∈ Fl

The extreme complexity of calculating the optimal solution of this model is shown in the Table 2:
Table 2: Number of feasible manufacturing sequences with 2 alternative configurations per family
Nº Products

10

40

80

100

150

Nº Solutions

4·108

2·1058

9·10142

10188

8·10307

3. A TABU SEARCH METHOD FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM
Due to the existing difficulty for solving combinatorial problems in an optimal way, the development and
implementation of heuristic procedures able to provide acceptable solutions within a reasonable computing time
become essential ([13]). Heuristic algorithms frequently use any kind of specific knowledge of the problem to solve
in order to build a solution or to improve an existing one.
This problem is quite similar to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) which seeks to identify a Hamiltonian
path (a tour) that minimise the distance travelled by the salesman. The goal of minimising total distance can be
changed into minimising total cost or time. At first glance, several similarities with our problem arise. First, cities in
TSP can be compared to product families in RMS. Second, the goal in TSP is to minimise the total
distance/cost/time required for completing the tour, whereas in RMS the goal is to minimise the total cost. Finally,
the salesman in TSP has to finish in the initial city, whereas a RMS is configured for producing the first family
when the last one has finished.
In order to solve the RMS problem, a specific heuristic based on the Nearest Neighbour method ([14]) has been
developed and implemented. Besides, a general metaheuristic based on tabu search has been implemented using the
solutions obtained with the specific heuristic as initial solutions of the tabu search algorithm.
3.1. VARIANT OF THE NEAREST NEIGHBOUR HEURISTIC
This procedure starts by evaluating the reconfiguration costs between each pair of product families. Then, the
minimum cost is chosen to be used as the starting point. Once scheduled the first pair of families, the following
family to add to the sequence is the not-yet-scheduled-family with minimum reconfiguration cost. The procedure
finishes when all product families are scheduled in one single sequence. For example, considering three product
families to schedule {A, B, C}, with 2, 1 and 4 different configurations for each family. The reconfiguration costs
between them are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Reconfiguration costs between families configurations
A1
A1
A2
B
C1
C2
C3
C4

A2
-

3
9
8
4
7

2
5
2
7
4

B
3
8
6
3
5
4

C1
5
6
2
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C2
9
2
6

C3
2
5
1
-

C4
4
5
6
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The sequence that presents the minimum reconfiguration cost is {B-C3} and it is chosen as the first pair of
families to schedule. From C3, the following possible family with the minimum reconfiguration cost is chosen.
There is only one possible family to choose {A} with two configurations (A1 and A2) and the lowest cost is
associated to {C3-A1} and it is allocated at the end. Therefore, the final sequence obtained with this heuristic is {BC3-A1-B} with a configuration cost of 8. The heuristic does not take into account the under utilisation cost because
it is independent of the generated sequence.
3.2. TABU SEARCH ALGORITHM
Tabu search (TS) is a well known metaheuristic designed to guide an optimization method to escape from a local
optimum and to continue the search for better solutions. From a solution, the algorithm selects the best possible
neighbour solution in each step, allowing a solution worse than the actual one. In order to avoid the return at a
former local optimum and to create a cycle, some movements from one solution to another are classified as “tabu”
in the next iterations ([15]).
In the RMS problem, the initial solution of TS algorithm is obtained using the nearest neighbour variant
heuristic which has been explained above. The neighbourhood of the solution is generated with two different
movements:
-

Inserting movements, which consist of including a scheduled family in a different position of the sequence.
For example, in the sequence {A1-B-C1} family A1 can be inserted in the second position, being the new
sequence {B-A1-C1}. In order to generate the neighbourhood, each family is inserted in the other positions
of the sequence and therefore, the size of this neighbourhood for a set of n product families is n(n-1).

-

Substitution movements, which consist of changing a configuration by another in the same family,
maintaining the remaining sequence. For example, in the sequence {A1-B-C1} family A1 can be changed
by family A2, being the new sequence {A2-B-C1}. The size of this neighbourhood for a set of n product
families is ∑n (Ci-1).

As intensification rule, the algorithm searches in the neighbourhood and selects as the new solution the sequence
of families with the fewest cost, though it may be worse than the actual sequence. Two possible ways to finish the
algorithm have been implemented: a certain number of operations and a certain number of iterations without
improving the solution. The maximum number of operations has been fixed according with the number of families:
n3+n2, and the number of iterations without improving is a percentage of n3+n2. But even this number may be quite
small for escaping from a local optimum (even nn may be not enough). The escape from huge valleys has been
developed with the use of a diversification rule. This rule continues the search in different areas by generating
random sequences and choosing the best one.
It is well known that tabu list size affects the performance of the heuristic ([16]). The literature presents some
researches referring to the determination of the optimal size of tabu list for the symmetric TSP with n cities. Glover
[16] investigated four different tabu list sizes, ranging from n/4 to n. The tabu list size to use in this research will be
the number of products to group.
Tabu list does not store the whole sequence, but some attributes of the manufacturing sequence. They are: the
family that changes its position and the position to insert the family in the inserting movements, and the
configuration of the families that changes in the substitution movements.
Note that a RMS instance is composed of several sets of families, in different levels of the dendogram.
Therefore, an ATSP in each level of the dendogram must be solved, applying the above approach. As all possible
sequences in the same level have the same under-utilisation costs, they are not used in the described procedure but it
is added at the end. Once costs have been obtained for each level, the procedure finishes selecting the best of them.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed method, same instances in [10] have been solved using the nearest neighbour
variant (NNV) and the tabu search method (TS). These instances use only one configuration per family. To solve
new problems with more than one configuration per family, two alternative routings in half of the components of
the family are considered.
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Table 4 presents the size of each instance (number of configurations), the optimal solutions of the mathematical
model using a MILP software, and the solutions mathematical model using the nearest neighbour variant (NNV)
and the tabu search method (TS).
Table 4: Comparison between optimal method, nearest neighbour variant (NNV) and the tabu search (TS)
Without alternative routings

2 alternative routings in half
of the components

Objective function costs

Problem

Total nº
conf.

Nº Conf. per
family

Total nº
conf.

Nº Conf. per
family

Optimal
solutions

NNV

TS

SHA95B
SHA95D
COA88
AKT96
CHE96A
SHA95C
SEI89
MCC72A
VAK90
CRA96
ASK87
CHA82
SHA95A
CHE95

36
45
55
55
55
55
66
78
78
91
105
120
120
120

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

553
138
998
784
1545
1661
931
442
1336
1217
843
429
442
485

15.4
3.1
18.2
14.3
28.1
30.2
14.1
5.7
17.1
13.4
8.0
3.6
3.7
4.0

43
55
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
79
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
89
67
Unknown

67
68
71
112
110
147
123
89
164
162
145
115
83
122

43
55
45
71
99
116
100
79
142
147
125
89
67
122

Results in Table 4 show that the implementation of TS improves in almost all the cases the solution obtained
with the NNV heuristic for each instances, and the tabu search reaches the optimal solution in all of the five known
results. Due to the problem complexity when alternative routeings appears, it is clear that the development and
implementation of this tabu search strategy is important to obtain results.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Selecting and scheduling product families in reconfigurable manufacturing systems are included as a main line
of research about the future of manufacturing. This paper presents a MILP model to solve this reconfiguration
problem in the presence of alternative routings. First, the model selects the families to manufacture, and then it
generates the scheduling that minimises the costs of reconfiguration and under-utilization. Results have shown that
this is a highly complex problem (NP-complete). Therefore, the use of heuristic methods is suggested in order to
solve instances with higher number of products.
First, a constructed heuristic based on a variant of the nearest neighbour has been presented. The implemented
specific heuristic offers good solutions very quickly. Solutions to the problem are significantly improved when the
specific heuristic is used with tabu search, within a reasonable computing time. Therefore, it can be stated that the
implementation of the heuristic approach to solve the RMS problem drives to obtain satisfactory results within a
reasonable computing time, overcoming the limitations imposed by the optimal method. This research has pointed
out that meta-heuristic methods are useful to tackle difficult real problems.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a real-time method is presented for solving the forward kinematics of a re-configurable parallel robot
presented in [4]. To solve its underlying forward kinematics problem, a hybrid method combining a numerical
iteration method with an analytic geometry method is developed, and two examples are provided to study the
attached and detached configurations. The proposed method is a fast, accurate and stable one that meets the
requirements for real time applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Re-configurable systems are the intelligent systems that can change their configurations in order to adapt to
environment and task changes. The advantages of developing re-configurable systems include adaptability, reusability,
convertibility, compactness, fault-tolerance and emergency behavior [1]. The main idea of designing a reconfigurable
system is based on modular components [2]. By using Design for Re-configurability (DfR) theory [3], a re-configurable
parallel robot was developed by [4]. This re-configurable robot can change its degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) from 6 to 5,
4 and 3. Due to its complexity and non-symmetric configurations during reconfiguration, its forward kinematics
problem is rather difficult.
The forward kinematics plays an important role in PKM’s motion control. For machining applications, the forward
kinematics is particularly useful for predicting the position and orientation of the tool tip [5]. The forward kinematics
problem is a classical problem. The methods archived in the literature generally can be classified into analytical
methods and numerical methods. The former includes closed-form solutions and polynomial equations. The latter
includes linear and nonlinear programming. Each of these methods has some advantages and limitations compared to
the others [6-8].
Reference [6] presented a hybrid method to solve the forward kinematics of a tripod with fixed-length legs for
real-time applications. This method only looks for the real solutions. In this method, the implicit equations are used so
that extra variables need not be eliminated, thus speeding up the solution method. Following the same idea, a similar
method is developed for the reconfigurable parallel robot. Two examples are provided to study its detached and
attached configurations.

* Corresponding author: Ph.D. Candidate of Thinghua University, Tel.: (+86) 791-7046403; Fax: (+86)791-7046115; E-mail:
xyn@ecjtu.jx.cn
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2. RE-CONFIGURATION ROBOT KINEMATIC MODELING
2.1. NOTIFICATION
The system under analysis is a re-configurable parallel robot as shown in Figure 1. This system consists of a tripod
of three slide-leg systems, and another tripod of three swing-leg systems, a base platform (BP), a top platform (TP), and
a moving platform (MP) to which a tool head is attached. Each slide-leg system is made of a slide-leg, a re-configurable
revolute joint, a spherical joint, and a guide-way that is mounted on the support structure (fixed platform, FP) including
BP and TP. Each leg is connected at one end to the guide-way by a re-configurable revolute joint and at the other end to
the MP by a spherical joint. Each swing-leg system is made of a rotation leg, a swing-leg, a rotation joint, a
re-configurable rotation joint, and a detachable spherical joint. Each rotational leg is connected at one end to the BP by
a rotation joint and at the other end to the swing leg by a re-configurable rotation joint. Each swing leg is connected at
other end to the MP by a detachable joint.
Detachable Spheric Joint

Spheric Joint

zc

P2

Moving Platform

P4
P6

Re-configurable
Rotation Joint

yc
xc

C
P3

P5

P1
Q6

A2

A6

Q4

A4

Q5

A1
Q1

A3
Q3

Slide Leg

A5

Q2
B2

Swing Leg

z

Guide Way

y

B4

B6

x

B1

O

Rotation Joint

B3

B5
Re-configurable
Revolute Joint

Top Platform
Fixed Platform
(Base Platform)

Fig. 1 Structure of the Re-configurable Parallel Robot

The coordinate system used is given in Figure 1. The fixed coordinate system O-xyz is attached to the BP; the local
coordinate system C-xcyczc is attached to the MP; the local coordinate system Bi-xiyizi (named coordinate-{i}, not
showed in Fig. 1) are attached to each leg system. Three slide legs are numbered from 1 to 3; three swing legs are
numbered from 4 to 6.Vectors b i , q i and l i are directed from O to Bi , from Bi to Qi , and from Qi to Pi ,
th
respectively. Point Bi indicates the position of one end of the i guide-way or rotation leg attached to the BP, Qi
th
th
indicates the position of the i re-configurable joint, and Pi indicates the position of the i spherical joint
2.2. PROBLEM AND EQUATIONS FOR THE MOVING PLATFORM (MP)
The spherical joints Pi (i=1, 2, …, 6) are located on the same plan of the TP. Their local coordinates are expressed
as p0i (i=1, 2, …, 6), and their global coordinate can be expressed as pi(i=1, 2, …, 6),
p i = Rp 0 i + h
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Where h is the global coordinate of the MP’s center point C, and R is a three by three rotation matrix (direct cosine
matrix, DCM) of the MP. Assume that the Euler angles ( δ x , δ y , δ z ) of the MP are used, we can get,
R = DCM (δ x , δ y
(δ x , δ y

δz)

(2)

δ z ) = DCM −1 ( R )

(3)

Using the numerical method to solve the forward kinematics problem, we need give out the initial value of pi0 ,R0
and h0, as follow:

pi 0 = R0p0i + h0

1 6

h0 = ∑(pi0 − R0 p0i )
6 i=1


1
−1
−1
R0 = ([p10 − h0 p20 − h0 p30 − h0 ][p01 p02 p03] + [p40 − h0 p50 − h0 p60 − h0 ][p04 p05 p06 ]

2

(4)

2.3. PROBLEM AND EQUATIONS FOR THE SLIDE-LEG SYSTEM
Figure 2 shows the slide-leg system model in which the local coordinate system {i} is attached. Obviously, each
coordinate system {i} is a fixed coordinate system. Each slide-leg system is composed of a slide-leg QiPi, a
re-configurable revolute joint Qi, a spherical joint Pi, and a guide-way AiBi.. The angle α i represents the relative angle
th
between the direction OBi and the axis x, β i represents the angle between the i guide-way and the axis xi. The
guide-way lies on the vertical plan xiBizi. Let bi, pi, qi, ui and vi represent point Bi, Pi and Qi direction vector of AiBi and
QiPi, respectively, then we can get,
Pi ′

Q i′
zi

Pi ′
z

zi

Pi

Pi

Ni

Qi

z

Q i′

Ai
Qi

y
O

αi

βi

si

yi

yi

yi

mi

χi
ϕi

αi

xi

O

Bi

βi

xi

Bi

x

x

Fig. 2 Slide-leg System Model Fig.

{}
i = [Ri

b i ], Ri = [x i

Fig.3 Swing-leg System Model

zi ] =

yi

cos α i

sin α i


 0

u i = sin β i z i − cos β i x i = {− cos β i cos α i

− sin α i
cos α i
0

− cos β i sin α i

0
0
1

(5)

sin β i }

T

(6)

q i = b i + si u i

(7)

p i − q i = li v i

(8)

Where i=1, 2, 3; Pi and li indicate the position of the re-configurable revolute joints and the slide-leg lengths,
respectively. From eqs. (7-8), we can get,
m i − si u i

2

= l i2 , m i = p i − b i
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(

)

s i2 − 2 s i (m i ⋅ u i ) + mi2 − li2 = 0

s i = (m i ⋅ u i ) −

(10)

(m i ⋅ u i )2 − (mi2 − li2 )

(11)

Another solution is an imaging one. By use of analytic geometry method, we can get the same result easily.
Let, Pi N i ⊥ Bi N i , in Rt∆Pi N i Bi and Rt∆Pi N i Qi (see Fig. 2), we can get,
Bi N i = m i ⋅ u i


2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Qi N i = Pi Qi − Pi N i = Pi Qi − Pi Bi − Bi N i = (m i ⋅ u i ) − mi − l i

2
2
2

s i = Bi Qi = Bi N i − Qi N i = (m i ⋅ u i ) − (m i ⋅ u i ) − mi − l i

(

)

(

)

(

)

(12)

2.4. PROBLEM AND EQUATIONS FOR THE SWING-LEG SYSTEM
Figure 3 shows the swing-leg system model in which the fixed local coordinate system {i} is attached. The slide-leg
system is composed of the rotation-leg BiQi, the swing-leg QiPi, the re-configurable rotation joint Qi, and the spheric
joint Pi.. The angle α i represents the relative angle between the axis yi and x,

β i represents the angle between the i th

rotation-leg and the axis xi. The rotation-leg lies on the vertical plan xiBizi. Let pi, qi, ui and vi represent points Pi and Qi
direction vector of PiQi and QiPi respectively. Thus, we can get,

{}
i = [Ri

b i ], Ri = [x i

zi ] =

yi

 sin α i

− cos α i


0

cos α i
sin α i
0

0

0
1

(13)

q i = b i + si sin β i z i + si cos β i x i

(14)

p i − q i = li v i

(15)

Where i=1, 2, 3. Substituting eq. (14) into eq. (15), we can get,
n i − {s i cos β i

0 s i sin β i }

T 2

= li v i

2

, n i = Ri−1 (p i − b i )

In Figure 3, Pi′ is the projection of point Pi on coordinate plan xiBi yi Thus,
In Rt∆Pi Pi′Bi and Rt∆Pi Pi′Qi , we can get,

(16)

Pi Pi′ ⊥ Bi Pi′ and Pi Pi′ ⊥ Qi Pi′ .

m i = Bi Pi′ = ( E − yy T ) Bi Pi = ( E − yy T ) Ri−1 (p i − b i )

χ i = arccos

(

) (

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Bi Qi + Pi′Bi − Pi′Qi
l + Pi′Bi − Pi′Pi − Pi Qi − Pi′Pi
= arccos i
2 Bi Qi ⋅ Pi′Bi
2l i m i

χ i = arccos

l1i + Pi Bi − l 2i
, Pi Bi = p i − b i
2l1i m i
2

ϕ i = arctg

2

miz
m xi

(17)

)

(18)

2

βi = ϕi − χ i

(19)

(20)

2.5. PROBLEM AND EQUATIONS FOR THE SWING-LEG SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows the attached configuration of the re-configurable parallel robot. In this mode the forward kinematics
problem can be addressed as follow: for a set of articular coordinates-i. e. the input variables of the slide-legs, si (i=1, 2,
3), and the input angle of the swing-legs, β i (i=4, 5, 6), determine the generalized coordinates of the effector-i. e.,
solve the pose (the positions and orientations) of the moving platform.
If eqn. (1) is substituted into eqn. (8) or (15), it will yield six nonlinear equations (21) in terms of three unknown
variables β i (i=4, 5, 6) and three unknown variables si (i=1, 2, 3). Though conventional nonlinear programming
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method could be used to solve this problem, but a more effective hybrid method is proposed here that utilizes the
special features of the rigid body motion theory. There,

(Rp 0i + h ) − q i
Defining

= li v i

(for i=1 to 6)

(21)

R0 p 0i + h 0 − q i = l i 0 v i 0 (for i=1 to 6)

(22)

R = R∆ R0 , h = d + h 0 , l i = li∆ + li 0 (for i=1 to 6)

( R ∆ − E ) R0 p 0 i + h ∆ + l i 0 v i 0

From eqs. (21-23),

Defining

Ω=

2

= (li∆ + li 0 ) v i

− ωz
0

 0

 ωz
− ω
y


2

(for i=1 to 6)

ωy 

− ωx 

ωx

0

R∆ − E = Ωθ

v i 0 ⋅ d + θv Ti0 ΩR0 p 0i = li∆




[v

Rewriting eq. (29) as

T
i0

(27)

(θ → 0, d → 0, li∆ → 0) (for i=1 to 6)

]

d 
( v i 0 × R 0 p 0 i ) T   = l i∆
δ 

T
 v10
d 

[M ]  = {L}, M =  ...
δ 
 v T60


Eq. (30) is equal to

(26)

(θ → 0)

v i 0 ⋅ d + ( v i 0 × R0 p 0 i ) ⋅ δ = l i∆ , δ = θω

Eq. (28) is equal to

(for i=1 to 6)
(for i=1 to 6)

( v10 × R0p 01 )T 
l1∆ 

 
...
, L =  ... 
T
l 
( v 60 × R0 p 06 ) 
 6∆ 

d
−1
  = [M ] {L}
δ
 

From Eq. (31), we can get,

Based on all the equations (1-32), a pseudo language algorithm for forward kinematics is defined as follow:
Hybrid-Forward-Kinematic-Method-Algorithm { /* Begin forward-kinematic-method algorithm */
Define

s1 , s 2 , s 3 ; β 4 , β 5 , and β 6 as input variables;

Define R and h as output variables;
Firstly assign the input values to s1 ,

s 2 , s 3 ; β 4 , β 5 , and β 6 ;

th

Secondly set the k iteration-time k to 0, i.e. let k = 0;
Thirdly determine the initial value

h ( 0) and R ( 0 ) by eq. (4);

Do { /* Begin repeat-loop until find out final solution */
(k )

(k )

(k )

Compute s1 , s 2 and s 3
(k )

(k )

Compute β 1 , β 2
Compute

and

based on reverse kinematics eqs. (9) to (11);
(k )

β3

based on reverse kinematics eqs. (17) to (20);

d ( k ) and δ (k) based on forward kinematics eqns. (32) and (31);

Compute R

(k )

and

Check result: if

h (k) based on eqn. (3) and (23);

d (k ) and δ (k) get the given computing precision, then finish repeat-loop;

Reset the iteration-times k to k+1, i.e. let k = k+1;
} While (any-cases) /* End repeat-loop */
Determine output variables, final values of R

(k )

and

h (k) ;

} /* End forward-kinematic-method algorithm */
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(24)
(25)

R∆ = E + Ω sin θ + Ω 2 (1 − cosθ )

According to analytical mathematics,

(23)

(28)
(29)
(30)

(31)

(32)
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2.6. FORWARD KINEMATICS MODELING FOR THE DETACHED CONFIGURATION
When one, two or three swing-legs are detached from the main robot, the corresponding slide-leg’s re-configurable
revolute joints must be reconfigured. The corresponding slide-legs’ motions are constrained on the vertical plan xi Bi zi.
For example, if swing-leg 4 is detached, a constraint is applied to slide-leg 1; and so on. (see Fig.4)
From eq. (22), according to the geometry relations show in Figure 4, we can get,

Substituting eq. (23) into eq. (33) yields,

( R∆ R0 p i 0 + d + h 0 − b i ) ⋅ y i = 0

(33)

y Ti ( R∆ − E ) R0 p i 0 + ( R0 p i 0 + h 0 − b i ) ⋅ y i = 0

(34)

y Ti ΩR0 p i 0 = −( R0 p i 0 + h 0 − b i ) ⋅ y i = 0

Substituting eq. (27) into eq. (34) yields,

[y

Rewriting eq. ( 35), we can get,

T
i

(35)

]

d 
( R0 p i 0 × y i )   = −( R0 p i 0 + h 0 − b i ) ⋅ y i = 0
δ 

Compare eq. (30) with eq. (36), we just need do following replace: Replace ui with yi and
Other computer processes do not need any change.

(36)

li∆ with 0, respectively.

Q i′
zi

Pi
z

N

i

Ai
Qi

y
O

α

βi

i

yi

mi

si

xi
Bi

x

Fig. 4 Swing-leg (i+3) is detached

Fig. 5 A glance to Main Computer Interface

3. CALCULATING EXAMPLES OF FORWARD KINEMATICS
3.1. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
To verify the correction of the proposed method, a program is developed by Matlab’s simulink tool kit, which has
object-oriented programming function and can be easily encapsulated (See Fig. 5). As shown in Figure 5, six modules
are created:
Configuration: Establish all the coordinate systems, and calculate the positions or directions of BP, guideways.

Slide Leg Position: Inverse kinematics for slide-leg system.

Rotation Angles: Inverse kinematics for swing-leg system

Forward Kinematics: Forward Kinematics Analysis.

Reverse Kinematics: Inverse Kinematics Analysis.
Leg Length: Check the Correction of the Leg Lengths.

Here two examples are given out to illustrate the high performance of the proposed method. The original structure
parameters used in these two examples represent in eqs. (37-38), and input parameters represent in Table 1.
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1

l p = 6.0, l b = l p + 2 l g ⋅ sin(β i ) = 7.2679, l g = 6.0 inches

2
2
2

8
8
6 6 6]
li = [8
3
3
3

2

β i = 25 degrees (i = 4,5,6); si = 8 3 (i = 1,2,3)



b =


 b
 4

[

 b1 x

b
 1y
 b1 z

b2 x
b2 y
b2 z

− lb / 2
3l b / 2
0

b3 x   l b
b3 y  =  0
b3 z   0

− lb / 2 
− 3l b / 2 

0

b 6 ] = ( − 0 .25 E + 0 .75 Rot ( z ,120 deg rees )[b 1

b5

(37)

(38)
b3]

b2

Table 1 Input Parameters

Parameter

s1

s2

s3

β4

β5

β6

Value

3.8

3.5

5.7

85(Example. 1 only)

80

115

Unit

inches

inches

inches

Degrees

degrees

degrees

3.2. EXAMPLE FOR THE ATTACHED CONFIGURATION AND THE DETACHED CONFIGURATION
The first example is for the attached configuration of the re-configurable parallel robot, and the second example is
for the detached configuration of the re-configurable parallel robot. Their results that come from the proposed method
are shown in Table 2 and Figure 6.
Table 2 Output Results

Parameter

xc

yc

zc

δx

δy

δz

Value of Example 1

0.6060

0.8515

12.49

10.32

5.270

2.101

Value of Example 2

-0.4498

1.567

12.33

9.631

-4.760

14.55

Unit

inches

inches

inches

degrees

degrees

degrees

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6 Error of Leg Length
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Parameters

li∆ (i=1 to 6) in Eq. (23) can be used to measure the absolute error of the proposed method. They become

small and small along with the iteration processing, finally converge to zero (See Fig. 6, the horizontal coordinates
represent iteration steps index). Fig. 6(a) and (c) represent the absolute error of the two examples, respectively. To
show the convergence speed of the proposed method, their absolute log errors (Eq. 39) are calculated and are showed
in Figure 6(b) and (d) correspondingly. The absolute log errors can be written as:
Absolute _ Log _ Error = Log ( Absolute _ Error )

(39)

From Figure 6, we can conclude that the proposed method has a non-linear convergence speed. At the initial stage
its convergence speed becomes faster and faster, whereas it becomes slower when the absolute errors reach an error
bound of 10-10.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a real-time method is developed for the forward kinematics analysis of a re-configurable parallel robot
presented in [4]. The proposed method employees numerical iteration method and analytical geometry method. A
complete approach is provided to solve the forward kinematics problem for different configurations of the
re-configurable parallel robot. Two computing examples are given, based on which, we can draw the following
conclusions: 1) the proposed method is easy to model, effective, accurate, and fast enough to meet the requirement of
real time applications, and 2) the method converges and is very stable numerically.
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ABSTRACT
Modern automotive manufacturing systems are highly efficient and can handle an enormous number of variation.
In recent years, also house manufacturing, faces a trend towards more automated and efficient processes. Many
factories exists, where houses are built as 2D or 3D modules, efficiently manufactured in production lines. Also
in component manufacturing, efficient plants can be found for e.g. window production and precast concrete components. The need for flexibility, efficiency, and customization, have profound strategic, tactical, and operational
impact on decision-making, logistics and production development. This paper is a product of several research
projects, in which benchmarking studies and case studies of the building industrialisation were made. Studies
and results are presented covering: state of the art in production systems for house; a benchmarking study of the
best Japanese factories for housing; and results from the European project ManuBuild and a parallel Swedish
initiative. Application and feasibility of methods for improving efficiency in the building industry are discussed,
incl product and production integration, lean production, and automation level support

1. AN INTRODUCTION TO CUSTOM ORDERED HOUSE MANUFACTURING
Modern manufacturing systems can handle a high number of variations in product design. The freedom for the
customer to make different choices, increases dramatically the number of combinations needed to realize. This is
obvious in e.g. the manufacturing of cars, but also in the tremendous number of possibilites when creating a new
building, specifically if the building is a one-off project, not meant to be repeated. The efficiency in construction is
discussed and investigated since long time, and initiatives for industrialisation in construction can clearly be found
in litterature [1], [2]. In todays house manufacturing, several factories can be found producing components, parts
and modules with different degrees of prefabrication.
Flexible industrialisation needs to be developed further. This was stated by the national construction coordinator,
introduced by the Swedish government between October 2004 and summer 2007. A large number of industries and
academia were involved in the work to create ideas and define the future main direction for construction. Three
main focus areas were specified [3]:
•

Early moments:

The planning process, coordination, roles, competences etc

•

Industrial processes:

Resource efficient construction, Lean, work smarter etc

•

Life cycle economy:

The overall perspective from a life cycle cost perspective

This work underlined the importance of industrial processes in construction. Specific emphasis were made to
Lean. Lean in construction is not a new thing, but the implementation is. Therefore, specific initiatives were started,
to inform and educate construction people into Lean [4]. Studies according to waste in construction [5] supports
this.
The necessity of industrialisation in construction is not so obvious as in other areas. In this document, the house
manufacturing has its focus on how to create the building itself. The preparation work, especially regarding the
foundation, is excluded. With this limitation, the creation of a new house can be made in very different ways. It is
quite possible for a single professional, with knowledge, skills, and a limited number of tools, to build a (family)
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house. A network of small, professional enterprises is very helpful in this case. The huge number of SMEs in construction is an evidence of this situation. Some facts on this in table 1, [6].
Table 1: The number of Swedish enterprises in conctruction. [6].
No of enterprises
0 employed
1 – 9 employed
> 500 employed
All enterprises

Year 2000
10 574
6 660
10
18 481

No of employees

92 353

57% of all enterprises
36% of all enterprises
0,07% of all enterprises

Year 2005
13 169
7 375
11
21 958

60% of all enterprises
34% of all enterprises
0,05% of all enterprises

95 262

On the other hand, there also exists extremely efficient housing factories in the world, handling a variety of predefined components by highly automated manufacturing systems. And between those two extremes, there are a
number of enterprises in supply chains, covering different levels of automation. The needs of modularisation and
parametrisation is obvious, for components, for larger modules and for systems.
On European level, the largest research and development initiative in FP6, frame programme 6, is the
ManuBuild project, started in april 2005. More than 20 actors in 10 countries are directly involved in the consortium. From Sweden, NCC and Swerea IVF took part from the beginning. ManuBuild is led by Corus, [7]. Figure 1.

Figure 1: The European ManuBuild project has its focus on Open Building Manufacturing, a combination of efficient production
and open systems. The movement towards factory production is a clear goal. [7].

2. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND METHOD
The reported work in the paper have been conducted within several projects, both national and international.
Such projects are on European level ManuBuild and on Swedish level project 4B, >proDesign and DYNAMO. The
research can be described as being both descriptive and explorative. The research problems are:
•

Which major challenges are faced to achieve flexible and efficient manufacturing of houses?

•

What is the state of the art in industrial house building, from a national and an international perspective?

The overall context is a combination of the need for industrial processes [3] and open building manufacturing
[7]. A proposal on specific areas for the development of increased house manufacturing was made in [8]:
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•

Integration of product design and manufacturing

•

Lean Production

•

Improved efficiency in manufacturing cells and technology

Those areas are the main focus in the research and implementation work described in this paper. Methods used
to provide answers includes:
•

Benchmarking study of manufacturing sites, based on Benchmarking with learning [9] and the Rapid Plant Assessment methodology [10].

•

Workshops for the integration between architectural freedom and industrial modularisation.

•

Workshops and education in Lean production.

•

Case studies of industrial house manufacturing, which includes student projects, company presentations, interviews, observations, shop floor visits, and collection and study of company and production information material.

•

Specific case studies from enterprises developing and manufacturing automation equipment or components

•

Literature survey of house manufacturing studies and reports.

3. RESULTS SUMMARY
The main results from the case and benchmarking studies are:
•

Integrated product creation is necessary for a successful step improvement in construction.

•

Lean production in construction is of high relevance and useful in the industrialisation process.

•

The dialogue and understanding of the priorities and processes used by architects and by product and production system developers is essential for the creation of challenges in product creation.

•

Methods like Modular Function Deployment seems to be useful but needs to be adapted and evaluated befor
implementation in the development process for new buildings.

•

Factories for housing, as seen in Europe, does generally not have the same level of industrialisation as in metal
working industries. Factories for housing as seen in Japan, have a significant higher degree of industrialisation
level than in Europe.

•

The dialogue with and understanding of the market and the customers is fundamental.
Other results from the studies are presented and discussed in the following sections.

4. INTEGRATION OF PRODUCT DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
The results of efficient integration of product design and manufacturing can be studied in other product areas, as
in automotive. The changes in Volvo Car Corporation is clear: During a period of about 20 years, 1984-2004, the
relation between the number of employees in design and development divided by the number of employees in
manufacturing has changed from 1.500/12.000 to 4.000/(4.000+2.000 in supply chain close to factory), which
means a change of between 5 to 6 times. At the same time the number of hours to assemble a new car has reduced
dramatically, from about 120 hours to about 15 hours [11]. The modular system used by Scania is a reference. The
Toyota way to produce is also interesting: Toyota does not only produce cars. In Toyota Home, the automotive experiences are used in family house production. About 2.000 houses a year are e.g. produced in the Nagoya factory.
In construction, the combination of architectural freedom and efficient manufacturing is a challenge. A project
clearly presenting this on component level is made in [12], where a combination of product design for manufacturing and a new offline programmed flexible robot cell is presented for the manufacturing of concrete made stairs for
Strängbetong AB. New buildings are often designed with a specific distance between two floors. This means a lot of
preparation works when manufacturing complete stairs. By changing the design to the manufacturing of single
steps, cutted and grinded by an industrial robot, each step could be individually cutted with high precision and
joined together, having the exact height between two floors.
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4.1 THE COMBINATION OF ARCHITECTURAL FREEDOM AND EFFICIENT MANUFACTURING
In a recently finished research project 4B [13], relations are made to “four building blocks (the apartment, components, details and materials) used in architectural design in industrially produced homes, and how they relate to
modern production processes” [14]. A focus has been workshops to create a dialogue about the architectural freedom and modular design for efficient manufacturing. A method called MFD, Modular Function Deployment, was
evaluated, and a proposal to improve and adapt the methodology was created.
4.3 INTEGRATED PRODUCT CREATION ON SYSTEM LEVEL: NCC COMPLETE

Figure 2: The NCC Complete system. Left: The factory produced ready-made components for houses, assembled in a weather
protected area [15]. The factory opened in april 2006, and will close in mid 2008. Right: The first house, situated in
Hallstahammar, created by the NCC Complete system.

NCC created an impressive initiative by developing a new system for prefabrication of multi-storage houses,
NCC Complete, and also created a dedicated factory for this purpose in Hallstahammar. The challenge was to develop a “flat package system”, where almost all value adding activities were made within the factory. Concrete
walls, produced in the factory, was made in such a quality that wallpapers could be added within very short time.
The kitchen was assembled and mounted on the walls within the factory, and so were the parquet on the floors. All
those flat packages were transported to the site, where a huge tent covered the final assembly work. Five persons assembled about four flats a week on site. NCC decided to close the factory, just after one and a half years in operation. The first house created from NCC Complete is seen in figure 2. An important result from NCC Complete is,
that it is quite possible to create new products and production systems on a system level.
5 LEAN PRODUCTION IN HOUSE MANUFACTURING
A quick method to get an overview of a plant´s leanness is to analyse according to the RPA, read a plant fast
[10]. From a number of 20 questions, there are possibilites to get a clear indication on how lean the enterprise is.
These data needs to be analysed in a more comprehensive way, but the indications are made. From a series of nine
visits to different enterprises, the maximum score was 15 and the minimum score 6:
“Leanness” scores:15, 14, 14, 11, 11, 11, 10, 9, 6.
During a study tour to Japan in april 2007, the same RPA analyse was used to check the leanness in the japanese
factories. Even though the language barrier lowered the scores, it is VERY clear, that the japanes factories for housing, according to lean, are above almost all other factories for housing in Europe studied so far. The closest to the
Japanes standard, found in Europe, is in automotive – and in one house factory. During the study tour to Japan, four
factories and several houses were visited. The possibilities to combine flexibility – for custom ordered manufacturing – in components and a very high level of material flow and leanness was impressive. Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Left: A house made in a Japanese Sekisui factory . A house with 40 prefabricated outer panels can have 30 different
panels. Right: Very high precision in details are caracteristic for factory produced houses.

A deeper study on the industrialisation level can be done using a process-model for the industrialised housebuilding process made by [16], presenting eight characteristic areas constituting the concept.
5.1 LEAN IMPLEMENTATION
Needs for Lean implementation are described e.g. in [17]. Lean production is stepwise implemented within
Swedish industry, supported by initiatives like >proDesign [18] and Produktionslyftet [19]. Inspiration comes from
[20] and a growing number of Lean books, guidelines etc.
A method to implement Lean was described and used in the five year inititiative proDesign, figure 4. By running
insight seminars to enterprise managers, owners and managers in relevant organisations etc, the attention and interest phase are reached. By in the next step running Lean games, the insight focus moves to decision, to implement
Lean in enterprises and/or organisations. Figure 5. Several Lean educations are run in specific enterprises, both in
the metal working field and in construction, not unusual involving all personnell in e.g. a SME. The implementation
is runned by long term commitment. Deeper education courses as well as Lean experience groups are created, both
for metal working industries and for construction.
How to implement new principles, methods, technologies
in manufacturing enterprises
Attention

Interest

Desire

“Insight” seminars, visits
------------------------------------------------Specific workshop/seminar
--------------------------------------Education/course through networks
----------------------------Specific course in company
---------------Deeper course

Action
Implementation

Impacts, results

Experiences
-

Figure 4: A method to implement Lean production was created and followed during the five year initiative >proDesign [18].
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Figure 5: Lean games (left) and education in Lean methods as Value Stream Mapping in factories (right)

6. APPROPRIATE AUTOMATION LEVEL IN HOUSE MANUFACTURING - THE RIGHT LEVEL OF AUTOMATION
Automation can be considered fundamental for industrialisation. Or, vice versa: a requirement of automation is
the industrialisation that puts focus on production efficiency, product design, raises production volume, and centralises operations, all of which make automation more feasible. The automated system works well as long as the conditions are met, but will not automatically adapt if conditions are changed. Operators however have an inherent capacity to adapt to changes in condition. Several initatives for automation in construction are presented, e.g. Bock [21].
The methods programmed in automated operations can be said to have a scope (cf. tolerance) within which
changes can be made quiet easily. However, changes outside this scope can be more difficult to implement. Therefore, it is of major importance to certify that the scope/limits are sufficient, prior to implementation. To do this the
probable future changes in products, processes, technology, should be considered. As a consequence of this, highly
automated systems are often beleived to be inflexible. This is not necessarily true. Wise product design and smart
flexible automated solutions, may instead introduce a higher level of flexibility, as compared to prior manual operations, as discussed in the Section “Integrated Product Creation”. Product modularization is a method that support
automation realization, as well as increasing flexibility.
The appropriate level of automation has been analysed by research conducted at Swerea IVF and within the research project DYNAMO (Dynamic Levels of Automation for Robust Manufacturing Systems) funded by SSF.[22].
The topic comprises a large set of issues, including:
•

WHEN? What is the proper automation strategy? When is automation feasible and to what level, to be proactive, and to achieve sufficient level of flexibility, robustness, and efficiency?

•

WHERE & WHAT? Which products are appropriate to automate, and which production units, operations, and
which production flows?

•

HOW? How is the automation system built in order to be non-complex, efficient, robust and flexible? How is
automation projects planned and managed best? How is the competence requirement determined and managed?

It is important to understand that for automation projects and systems, the technical issues are only one part of a
rather complex whole. The technical system must work in harmony with people that need competence and vary their
behaviour. Furthermore, people work in and belong to permanent and non-permanent (project) organisational units.
Thus, a consideration of the complete picture of Human, Technology, and Organisation (MTO) is a must for successful automation project [23]. Too much focus is still often put on technology.
Automation of operations is often mistreated as a mere replacement of existing operations on existing products.
This is incorrect in two ways. First, both products and operations must be reviewed for redesign, i.e. it is not the existing situation that is automated. Secondly, automation do not replace operations. It is more correct to consider
automation to be a complement that add to the current manual operations. The reason for this is that no matter how
high level of automation is implemented, there is still manual tasks left. Furthermore, manual tasks of system programming, management, maintenance etc. need to be added. Thus, to succeed with automation, the complete perspective incorporating not only the process operation to be automated, but also the whole flow (upstreams and
downstreams), and last but not least the product design and construction. All automated and manual systems have
pros and cons. Some of these are known and obvious, while others are less obvious. Prior to implementation the less
obvious pros/cons may be very difficult to determine and evaluate.
For example, automated systems may become less robust, and require more education than was guessed in advance. Manual operations may, in the long run, be much more efficient than assumed, thanks to the inherent flexi-
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bility of operators. Therefore, prior to design and implementation a thorough analysis and evaluation of all properties of the system must be made, in which both soft and hard costs/savings should be balansed.
6.1 CASE STUDIES ON AUTOMATION
Several case studies on factory automation are performed and planned: (1) A study on automated manufacturing
of window frames, (2) More efficient flow in the manufacturing of modules, (3) Specific automation scenarios, inspired by [24]. A specific enterprise, having long term experiences in automation for house production, is Randek
BauTec. Depending on the customer needs, different levels of automation can be choosed. The integration to customer ordered manufacturing is a reality, by stepwise integration to CAD. Automatic machines produces walls or
floors. Automatic cutters can e.g. use CAD information an cut out openings for windows in different sizes etc.

Figure 6: Appropriate automation from Randek BauTec. Working tables for frames and mount sheats. Four different levels of
automation. From left: Manual operations. Nailing wagons. Nailing bridge. Integrated handling and nailing operations.

7. DISCUSSION
This paper gives an overview from a multitude of research projects, conducted over the past few years. Some of
these focused specifically on building industry, while others focused on automobile industry or general manufacturing industry. Based on the studies, we argue that much of the problems faced in e.g. automobile industry is present
also in building industry. Especially as the building industrialisation progresses. Therefore, the results from research
that is conducted should be adapted, applied and evaluated also in building industry to a greater extent than today.
In this paper two specific research questions were raised: First: What is state of the art in industrial house building?
It can be concluded that there is indead great difference between the levels of building industrialisation, within and
between countries. It is also concluded that there is an overall trend towards more industrial solutions, but major and
minor setbacks have been experienced. The issues around industrialisation of building manufacturing are very complex, involving many difficult decisions. This is also supported by the major industrialisation setbacks in industry.
The second questions referred to which are the major challenges used to support customer oreinted, flexible and efficient manufacturing of houses? The three major areas that have seen in the studies are: integrated product creation,
lean production, and appropriate automation. We argue that these three much depend on each other for success, and
the industrialisation process as a whole require work in all areas, Furthermore, the building industrialisation process
is essential to support, in order to meet competition from abroad. Thus the three major areas should be addressed
further, to support the industry in a general, and with a specific application to building industry.
The issue of appropriate level of automation, comprises a large set of issues, including when, where, what, and how
to automate. To succeed with automation, the complete perspective should be taken incorporating the operation to
be automated, the production flow, and the product design. A consideration of the complete picture of Human,
Technology and Organisation is a must for successful automation project. Also, prior to design and implementation
a thorough analysis and evaluation of all properties of the system must be made, in which both soft and hard
costs/savings should be balansed. Wise product design, and smart flexible automated solutions may provide higher
level of flexibility, as compared to prior manual operations.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The major challenges used to support customer oriented, flexible and efficient manufacturing of houses, are integrated product creation, lean production, and appropriate automation It is concluded that there is an overall trend
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towards more industrial solutions. The industrialisation process of Swedish building industry is essential to support,
in order to meet competition from abroad. To succeed with automation, a holistic perspective should be taken incorporating the operation to be automated, the production flow, and the product design, as well as the perspectives of
human, technology, and organisation. Interdisciplinary dialogue and creation of challenges are also needed!
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ABSTRACT
Hereby paper presents one multi-range and serial production type company that has problems with effective
production planning and control system due to demand uncertainty. Therefore demand driven production
planning and scheduling is a must, because it gives the manufacturer the ability to flexibly and dynamically
schedule product based upon actual demand changes. This paper discusses the issues with selection adequate
form of the production as well as applying some techniques from Lean Manufacturing such as e.g. EPEI circle,
Heijunka, FIFO queue. The objective is to achieve Lean Manufacturing excellence in the manufacturing industry.
The adoption of Lean Manufacturing methods enables company to improve their organization in terms of
production line providing better logistics performance (high rate of the inventory turnover, relatively low WIP,
and high rate of on-time-deliveries).

1. INTRODUCTION
In the beginning of the new millennium a lot of companies have to deal with changing environment, turning up
of the new customers, and increasing competition. Therefore they are forced to take particular actions in order to
retain or gain a competitive position in the market. There are different management approaches trying to support the
industrial enterprises in the pursuit of competitive power and economic success. „Lean” is one of the most
influential new paradigms in manufacturing, which has expanded beyond the original application on the shop floor
of vehicle manufacturers and component suppliers in the auto industry, ranging from “heavy” industries such as
primary metals to aerospace businesses.
In spite of substantial improvement within effectiveness of production that has taken place for last years it is
very hard to adjust production to temporary and uncertain demand, especially when business environment becomes
more and more changeable. Hereunder are listed some factors determining frequent changes that contribute to
growing ability to company’s adaptation:
Scattered places of production – The number of locations where production takes place is growing rapidly and
consequently greater clarity and inspection of the cooperation is a must;
Mass configuration – brish increase of demand coming from various branches forces to manufacture more and
more diverse goods. It is a challenge in such domains as production capacities or resources planning;
Shortening of the cycles –product lifetimes become shorter and shorter and mount a challenge regarding
production lead times, productivity and inventory management;
Quick response in order to meet a customer demand. Managers have to guarantee a greater flexibility what in
turn increase resource maintenance costs to provide high enough manufacturing capabilities. It is also a challenge in
terms of assignment of duties to workers;
The highest quality – requirements concerning product quality are more and more strict, and as a result
manufacturers must put a lot of effort into production without defects.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (48) 501585708; Fax: (48) 616653375; E-mail: asia@world.pl
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Traditional manufacturing practices utilizing “push” production and make to stock production with limited
monitoring of real demand do not have a chance to be successfully implemented in real world business
environment. Therefore after “push” production now is time on Lean Manufacturing. The main idea of this concept
is to minimize all forms of unnecessary actions as well as produce high quality products. It has been brought into a
general use by “just in time” and “pull” type production.
This paper presents particular manufacturing company (aviation industry) that has implemented some Lean
Manufacturing rules. Company in question is manufacturing industrial parts where in process dominates machining
and heat/chemical treatment. Due to long production cycles of manufacturing parts, technological and technical
problems, low financial results and unsatisfactory not on-time deliveries, company has decided to introduce Lean
Manufacturing (LM). Process of implementing basic LM assumptions is long-lasting and requires changing of the
process nature in many production domains. One strives to apply simple and flexible systems which provide
enhancement of on-time deliveries and high quality of manufactured goods. Employees are obliged to be punctual,
be tremendously involved, improve their achievements and develop skills of operating a few machines (multiprofession). At the moment company is carrying out projects related to choice of adequate form of the production as
well as is applying some Lean Manufacturing techniques such as EPEI circle, Heijunka, FIFO queue. All taken
steps toward LM allow reducing WIP (Work In Process – the amount of work in process) and facilitating a material
flow. Furthermore the scope of LM will be extended in the company in order to comprise the whole necessary LM
functionality.
2. OVERVIEW OF LEAN MANUFACTURING
In the global race to compete, Lean Manufacturing is the essential method of removing "fat" or waste from the
manufacturing process. Lean Manufacturing is a term coined in the James P. Womack book, The Machine That
Changed the World, based largely on his observations of the Toyota Production System. The focus at Toyota was
the absolute elimination of waste, especially anything that prevented the most optimum flow and assembly of
material, from raw material to finished goods [1]. The Toyota Production System was able to achieve whole
systems-level transformational change in its original sectors. Its kitbag of tools was developed in this manufacturing
context and there enabled staff to map process flows, eliminate waste, improve process capability and release teambased continuous improvement. It was very successful for Toyota and many other manufacturers in similar
industries. [2]
Lean production focuses on workflow throughput (the flow of work through a process) and flexible capacity
strategies to manage the difficulties of production variability [3].
Lean Manufacturing developed by Toyota is a production philosophy that focuses on streamlining of value
added activities with the goal to better meet customer demand. It constitutes a production system that enables
highest quality at minimal costs and reduced lead times [4]. The reason for the high performance of the Toyota
Production System (TPS) can primarily be seen in the underlying principles, rules and tools established, and how
those work together.
Lean Production is not just the Toyota production system. The underlying philosophy can be applied universally
within manufacturing, but the tools used to enable the philosophy need to be applied in a context-sensitive manner.
The lean production methodology encompasses the organizational structure, systematic education and training, and
the use of Japanese manufacturing principles, such as [5]:
−

systems design;

−

supplier integration;

−

teamwork for continuous improvement;

−

flexible and simple systems;

−

attention to detail;

−

inventory elimination;

−

set-up reduction to facilitate batch size reduction;

−

systematic de-bottlenecking;

−

total quality;
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−

preventive maintenance to eliminate unscheduled breakdowns;

−

eradication of non-value-adding activities.

Lean production still continues to evolve but the basic outline is clear. “Lean” operating principles began in
manufacturing environments and are known by a variety of synonyms: Lean Manufacturing, Lean Production,
Toyota Production System, etc.
Basic Lean Principles are following [6]:
− Specifying value from the standpoint of the consumer - (not from your assets and organisation);
− Identifying the value stream through the steps required to create each product - from concept to launch and
order to delivery - and remove the wasted steps;
− Making the process of value creation flow smoothly and quickly to the customer, but only in line with the
pull of the consumer;
− While pursuing perfection by constantly improving the product and the value stream.
The lean production model relates manufacturing performance advantage to adherence to three key principles
[1]:
a) improving flow of material and information across business functions;
b) an emphasis on customer pull rather than organisation push (enabled on the shop floor with kanban) and;
c) a commitment to continuous improvement enabled by people development.
Lean Manufacturing principles have been adopted by diverse sectors of industry such as aerospace, consumer
products, metal processing and industrial products. Current researches deal with the applicability of lean principles
and lean improvement tools to different levels and sections of business but also try to develop and go ahead with
new ideas based on the Lean approach.
There are seven basic sources of wastes in each company: Over-production, Wait-time, Process waste,
Transportation, Inventory, Motion, and Defects [7]. When we talk about Lean Manufacturing we talk about
inventory and work in progress all the times. Lean and inventory are that close and therefore cannot be separated.
Lean Manufacturing identifies inventory and WIP as the mirror of the imperfection system contain. Every
imperfection creates a requirement for WIP in manufacturing. Therefore work in progress and inventory in general
is classified as a waste in lean waste classification.[8]A major effect of waste-elimination is the beneficial reduction
of Work-In-Process (WIP) and indeed this has been substantially reduced in many, if not most businesses. If this
internal waste removal programme is executed properly there will be other significant benefits accruing to the
company. On top of the ability to deliver products as and when required at competitive cost, the business will have
acquired considerable skills in change management and waste elimination.
One important issue in a Lean production flow is the overall lead-time. Traditionally the material flow has been
dominated by the use of large batches of product. Large order quantities have been motivated by the need of scale
economics and the need to spread fixed cost of setups for machines over several products. By using a one-piece
flow the waste of inventories is also addressed. In an ideal case the products should flow between operations one by
one, also called a one-piece flow [9]. When products are moving directly from one station to the other there is no
need for products waiting to be produced and hence no WIP is created.
3. LEAN IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
In technical literature, various authors have defined a suite of tools and techniques to implement Lean
Production in a structured way. Emiliani [10] used the primary Lean Production support tools to develop a practical
solution-oriented method to achieve business goals. The final result consists in a framework that unifies technical
and behavioural components of management. Hines and Rich [11] proposed a set of seven tools derived from
industrial engineering to support the waste-removal process. Reducing uncertainties from all sources is the key
enabler in successful implementation.
There is much more others models, techniques and guidelines providing suitable patterns how to implement lean
thinking, lean manufacturing.
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Essential factors precluding a proper and successful implementation of lean are following: lack of visible top
management’s commitment, insufficient delegation of entitlements and fragmentary implementation of lean
production.
Process mapping, streamlining, de-bottlenecking, use of SPC (statistical process control) and six sigma,
balanced scorecard measures, pull systems, poke yoke, SMED (single minute exchange of dies), TPM (total
productive maintenance), kaizen, team-building; all look attractive, and are relatively quick and easy to apply
individually in isolation. There is, however, a great danger of falling into a superficial and component level
application of lean tools when the goal is a fundamental transformation in performance. Manufacturing
organisations seeking to become fit and healthy and meet the changing demands put upon them need to recognise
that they are complex, integrated, social and technical systems.[12] The performance measurement, evaluation and
communication systems should provide feedback loops to control their functions. The culture, strategy and values of
an organisation are a key as well. Managers and staff need a whole systems’ language to describe how all these
parts inter-connect and align to create success for the organisation as a whole.
4. PRODUCTION CONDITIONS IN MANUFACTURING COMPANIES
In industry enterprises one can meet the hereunder listed forms of production organization: non-direct-line and
direct-line, which, due to their nature, pose some restrictions on the use of certain methods of manufacturing
control. These methods can be applied in “Lean” companies – supporting production management methods, which
are aiming to eliminate wasting (activities which don not provide value added from customer’s point of view. Such
activities are taken in order to decrease WIP and facilitate material flow through production line – hence the interest
in techniques and tools of Lean Manufacturing.
Production in big manufacturing enterprises applies mainly to multi-production line manufacturing, where every
production part is commissioned in a defined amount as a batch, and the manufacturing process is split into
operations, treatments performed for the whole batch. This is one of the most common ways of performing
manufacturing processes. The schedule used by manufacturing departments is used in such organizational structure,
includes basic information:
− the number of parts in a batch
− commencement date of a batch
− the date required by a customer
− assembly date
− the number of parts in the manufacturing process
− progress level of the batch.
5. LEAN PRODUCTION PLANNING IN MANUFACTURING COMPANY – CASE STUDY
The subject of our research is manufacturing company (aviation industry) implementing lean manufacturing
rules. Company in question sees about manufacturing industrial parts (machining and thermochemicaltreatment
predominate in the processing). Due to long production cycles of manufacturing parts, process engineering and
technical problems, low financial results and unsatisfactory on-time deliveries, Lean Manufacturing (LM) has been
decided to be implemented. The future of the factory is bound up with the development of new products and
production technologies as well as appropriate management under changeable customers’ demands. Actually
company is at the stage of pursuing projects connected with the selection of adequate production organization form
and application of some techniques from the range of Lean Manufacturing i.e. EPEI, Heijunka, FIFO queue etc. At
this moment company cannot be called “leaner”, because continuous flow does not exist in all domains. However
taken actions considerably have improved a material flow and have enabled to reduce WIP. The objective of this
paper is to present ideas worth copying as well as potential mistakes that one should avoid.
In discussed company are taken particular actions aiming to reduce WIP and facilitate a material flow at
production line. Each part is putting into motion in a specific number as a batch, and manufacturing process is
divided into operations and treatments carrying out for the whole batch. It is the most common method to perform
manufacturing processes. The schedule that is used in manufacturing departments, consists fundamental data
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mentioned in section 4: the number of parts in a batch, commencement date of a batch, the date required by
a customer, assembly date, the number of parts in the manufacturing process, and progress level of the batch.
Let’s take for example manufacturing process of an easy industrial part whose production process consists of
several stages presented in the table 1. As far as the non-direct-line form is concerned – both employees and the
process itself are divided into groups – each group is responsible for a specific task – in hereby case it is an
operation. Each employee in order to move the part forward has to perform operations at their workplaces. Due to
this fact after commencement of a batch No. 5897AS, the employee working on a saw machine prepares the whole
batch (50 pieces made of a barstock), and then transfers cut elements to the lathe station, and then from the lathe
machine the parts are transferred to the gear hobbing machine etc. As it results from the enclosed data, all
operations are characterized by different Unit Times (Tj) and Machine Set-up Times (Tpz), therefore a batch moves
within the manufacturing line in various time intervals.
Table 1: Technological process for the production part No. 5897AS (50 pcs)
Technological process
No. of
operation
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

Name of the operation
Cutting
Roughing turning
Gear hobbing
Grading
Face grinding
Gear ring grinding
Gear grinding
Polishing

Time necessary to perform 5897AS
Tpz
[min]
4
4
12
10
22
33
24
5

Tj
[min]
4
12
11
12
25
30
25
20

time [min] time [h] Real time [h] *
204
604
562
610
1272
1533
1274
1005

3,4
10,1
9,4
10,2
21,2
25,6
21,2
16,8

6,4
13,1
12,4
13,2
24,2
28,6
24,2
19,8
141,7

* assuming that average waiting time at each workplace is abouit 3h

The operation of cutting takes 204 minutes in total (approximately 3,5 hours), subsequent task (turning) lasts
much longer – 604 minutes (approximately 10 hours) etc. To reply to customer’s question – when will they receive
the part they have ordered – we have to take into consideration an established system of work (table 2) as well as
the existing WIP on the shop floor. As a rule, two or three – shift work is introduced. If it is substantiated by the
number of requisitions or by low capacity of the manufacturing line, then the introduction of a four-shift work is
permitted – to “loosen” the queues and to eliminate the bottlenecks.
Table 2: Time needed to perform the production part No. 5897AS (50 pcs)

Time needed to
prepare 5897AS
[calendar days]

Work mode
II
III
I shift
shift shift
18
9
6

Theoretically, the more shifts we plan, the shorter is the time for product manufacturing (taking the above
example into consideration: the manufacturing process of 5897AS in the system of one-shift work lasts 18 calendar
days, however, when we use a two-shift work mode, the cycle time is reduced to 12 calendar days). However, the
total production time is, apart from the aforementioned elements, influenced by many other factors which matter as
far as the manufacturing cycle time is concerned (e.g. semi-finished products and raw materials deliveries,
manufacturing line autonomy, technological process complexity, employees’ absence etc.). If the manufacturing
capacities and the manufacturing line load of respective workstations are not balanced, the process will incur
waiting losses leading to other disturbances and production parts delays appearance. Another effect of such situation
is the increase of WIP and inter-operational inventories. From carried out researches and observations result that
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arising queues of tasks bring about on production schedule’s disturbances. It is exceptionally difficult to establish
performed tasks order, and any solution will be connected with the waiting time:
− continuation of production of parts which are highly advanced will allow us to deliver parts to the Customer
according to the JiT principle (Just In Time) – only the waiting time for a specific product is reduced,
however, the manufacturing process of other parts on the shop floor is delayed.
− Promotion of production parts whose technological process is complex (e.g. they include multiple
cooperation either external or internal) will cause the tasks to pile up at work places which are bottlenecks.
− performance of tasks which are highly delayed (as per customers’ requirements) might cause further delays
of production parts which would have reached the customer if their manufacturing process had been done
according to the schedule; such proceeding often leads to delivery delays of production parts.
− Commencement of a considerable number of production parts, regardless of a bottleneck capacity also causes
delays (Fig.1)
For example A, B and C machines make the first turning operations – the material is delivered here after the
cutting process. Machine tool C is a bottleneck and is capable of machining approximately 150 parts per three shifts.
It can be clearly seen on Fig.1 that the A and B machine tools are capable of doing more than the machine tool C. A
mistake that is very often made is that too much material is provided to the shop floor – see Fig. 1 it is the field
constituting the sum of marked areas, (blue and red). It results in creation of large inventories by the machine tool C
– WIP is increased and the tasks are not advanced, because from all commenced tasks, only those which are
required by customers are chosen. As a result, many batches are waiting by the machine tool C and they contribute
to the manufacturing cycle increase as well the increase of inventories maintenance costs

Figure 1: Bottleneck – distribution of material to the manufacturing line

An ideal solution would be providing the manufacturing line with precisely 150 pieces, which is an exact
number that the bottleneck can handle with. However, there is a danger that the already ordered details, which were
not commissioned yet due to low capacity of the machine tool, might be delayed. The manufacturing line should be
provided with the number of parts just to secure customer’s needs and to establish a minimal quantity buffer for the
machine tool C – the area marked green (Fig. 1). In this situation, in company in question, FIFO queue has been
applied in order to reduce WIP and set an order of executing works. Additionally the number of employees
participating in multi-profession program has been increased. As the outcome of above actions “bottleneck” has
been relieved and regularly supplied with a material. One should pay attention that situation does not improve
immediately. On the beginning were problems with a self-discipline of employees because they cannot
accommodate to rule “first in first out”. Moreover achieving of production’s rhythmicality required a longer time
period – in first stage of implementing changes on-time deliveries have worsened. Favorable effects could have
been sighted just after approx. 1 month.
It is a well known fact that “irregularity” of the production is resulted in, among others things, by a company’s
environment – a demand on manufactured goods. Its changeable nature causes that necessary is an adjustment or
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sometimes a merger of various forms of production line’s layout, as well as production control and management
methods. Therefore production organization forms in the hereby company decided to be altered. Direct-line forms,
that are present when the tasks are performed in a continuous manner without losses related to waiting, have been
introduced in some areas. It is completely in conformity with Lean Manufacturing where a material flow through
the production line goes rhythmically according to customer time (defined as the ratio of available time to customer
demand – in given period). The application of this method required an improvement of the material flow as well as
a prompt and consistent production rate. In order to ensure continuity of work, the tasks must be characterized by
the same duration of processing on given work stations and by the full autonomy – production part must not leave
the production line. Furthermore, the disturbances arising during the manufacturing process had to be immediately
eliminated from the process, otherwise, the work should be stopped at a given work station, which, in consequence,
caused that manufacturing works were to be removed from subsequent work stations. That is why the direct-line
form requires proper division of works so as to guarantee the performance of works in the same time unit. The basis
for functioning in such organizational form is: a stable demand, standard products, regular deliveries of raw
materials and semi-finished products, efficient machine park, well-equipped working stations, inspection operation
which is done within the manufacturing line (self inspection), synchronization of all work stations’ work. Problem
that appears in production of this type e was a monotone and routine of the work – it has been partially solved
successfully by means of employees’ rotation. Company also took an advantage of other Lean Manufacturing tools
such as EPEI (Every Part Every Interval). It determines a frequency of manufacturing the parts. Dependent on
customer requirements interval of time will be different for various parts. The rule is following: The smaller interval
of time the better, because parts will be finished and delivered faster to next operations. EPEI circle shall be applied
among other things in case of bottleneck, which executes work for several customers.
For example: production line has at its disposal the machine, which is used by other 8 lines in manufacturing
plant. In such situation job queuing often arise, as well as delays of parts supplies. In order to avoid this EPEI circle
has been applied in the company. It defines equal time intervals between manufacturing parts provided by a given
machine tool. When EPEI circle is calculated one should be considered: available time, customer requirements,
setup time, processing time. It is necessary to make sure how big should be EPEI circle – i.e. if it comprises a day or
two-days customer requirements (demand). Such simple calculation can be done by comparing an available time
with time needful to produce parts - see table 3.
Table 3: Time needful to produce parts – EPEI circle
Part
number
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Cycle
Time [h]
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

Daily
demand
1
1
2
3
2
5
1
1
∑

Processin
g Time [h]
1
2
2
3
4
5
1
1
19

Setup
[h]
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8

According to data presented in above table 3, total time required for executing those works is 27 h (processing
time + setup). It means that during work in three shifts (available time comes to 24 h) we are not able to process the
whole stored material (27 h > 24 h). It is necessary to consider the case of two-day demand – then time needed for
parts manufacturing will aggregate 46 h, whereas available time within 2 days is 48 h – the conclusion is that size of
the EPEI circle shall be adjusted to two-day demand (46 h < 48 h).
In the area where a raw material is given to pretreatment Heijunka was used. It is used to level the production. It
is system to smoothe the production in fixed time units or to even out types of manufactured products. Employees
are involved in application of this tool and they are responsible for a production setup and supply of production
technology documentation that is indispensable to commencement of works on production room. Heijunka (see
figure 2) is in the form of shelf which is divided into proper days of the week and production lines. Provided
process engineering documentation is arranged according to customer requirement – if it changes an order of
material processing will be also changed by transferring of documentation between particular days of the week.
Heijunka enables management of the coming orders, supports a production in small batches based on real orders. It
solely requires a high discipline and self-control.
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Figure 2. Heijunka – production leveling
6. SUMMARY
To summarize, in the company under analysis the objective is to use consistently Lean Manufacturing tools in
order to facilitate material flow, what was presented here above. In production room exist still various production
organization forms: non direct-line and direct-line ones. It happens because company find it difficult to eliminate all
disruptions resulting from the environment. At the unstable demand, selection of one organizational form might turn
out to be an insufficient solution, especially because of the fact that the control of production under such conditions
is difficult and requires a deep analysis to reduce waiting losses that occur within the process. Good results might be
achieved by connecting the two organizational forms (direct-line and non direct-line) and using various methods of
production control – wherever it is possible use direct-line form. It is also important to skillfully connect applied
techniques with Lean Management ones and make use of behaviors that have already been proved in other huge
production companies. Tools discussed above such as: EPEI circle or Heijunka have been tested in difficult and
changeable conditions of environment. Actions within the framework of Lean Management bring effects in the form
of better organization of the manufacturing line, which translates into better logistic results of the company (high
rate of the inventory turnover, relatively low WIP, and high rate of on-time-deliveries). We do not have to become
convinced each other about Lean Management capacities, it is proved among other things by Toyota achievements.
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ABSTRACT
The adaptive order control on the tactical level is an important problem area in production control. The
development of the order policy has started with the ‘automatic pipeline, variable inventory and order based
production control’ replenishment rule. In the current literature this rule provides the balance between the
bullwhip and inventory fluctuations reduction for independently and identically distributed stationary stochastic
demand and does not consider production lead time changes. In the real world the input signals consist of the
changing trend and changing uncertainty level as well as changing production lead times. Therefore an adaptive
production and inventory control mechanism is developed, which is able to adjust the system based on the system
states and the changing demand and changing production lead time. This new policy balances between the
production and the inventory fluctuations level by adjusting the production and inventory adjustment parameters,
the forecast time, the multiplier for the order release rate and the desired production lead time.

1. INTRODUCTION
The order policy determines mainly the production, capacity and order costs as well as the inventory and service
level costs. Therefore the order policy is also called the production and inventory control (PIC) policy. The aim of
this policy is to minimise costs regarding production and inventory fluctuations as well as to reduce uncertainties for
the supplier by even order rates and to reduce uncertainties for the customer by guarantee a certain service level. An
even production flow and an even order rate minimise costs for production and order fluctuations, like production
ramp ups and run outs, low capacity utilisation and high material inventory. In order to reach a stable production
and order rate the PIC system should track long-term demand and lead-time fluctuations and should reject unwanted
short-term fluctuations. The requirements for a high service level and low inventory coverage are the maximal
tracking ability of the demand signal and the production lead time for all frequencies, in opposite to the reduction of
production and order fluctuations. Thereby, the trade-off between production and inventory fluctuations are defined.
For the case of insufficient demand and production lead time tracking an inventory gap occurs, which has to be
covered by a higher inventory level in order to reach the target service level. Besides the trade-off in the company,
order fluctuations leading to the increase of supplier uncertainty and thereby to an increase of fluctuations in the
direction from the point of origin to the point of consumption, which is called bullwhip-effect [1] and was shown in
many real world supply chains, e.g. [2].
The measurement of production and order fluctuations are often measured by the ‘variance ratio’ based on [3].
The ‘variance ratio’ is the long-term ratio between the variance of production and orders respectively over the
variance of demand. This ratio can be applied for single order decision (e.g. [4]) or order decision in each echelon
over the whole supply chain (e.g. [5]). In this paper the modified middle-term variance ratio for the order release
rate is used. This step is necessary in order to excluded ‘long-term’ fluctuations from the measurement, which is not
critical to the PIC system. In order to measure the effectiveness of the policy in terms of inventory holding the
variance ratio of the inventory is used [3]. The long-term variance inventory ratio is defined as the inventory
variance over the demand variance. The inventory variance ratio requires positive inventory over the whole time,
which means a service level of 100 %.
* Markus Zschintzsch: Tel.: 0049 (0)421 218 5526 zma@biba.uni-bremen.de
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The main determinant of the trade-off between production and inventory fluctuations are ‘non-zero lead times’
and ‘demand signal forecasting’. Beside this two main influence factors they are several other effects in the supply
chain coordination, which can be studied separately [3, 6]. In these bounds the ‘automatic pipeline, variable
inventory and order based production control’ (APVIOBPC) policy is the general PIC policy. This general policy
includes the order-up-to policy as a special case [7]. Furthermore the policy has the ability to eliminate the bullwhip
effect and even to reduce the demand fluctuations [7]. Based on this policy Disney et al. [8] calculated the ’golden
ratio’ between production and inventory fluctuations. This work was done under restrictive assumptions on the
parameters, regarding the reduction of the adjustment parameters. In order to overcome this restriction a preliminary
‘model reference adaptive production and inventory control’ (MRAPIC) was developed, which sets the adjustment
parameters on the changing uncertainty level and partly under changing trend in demand [9, 10, 11]. This policy is
applied on the pure APVIOBPC system and ignores thereby additional relationships. Furthermore changing
production lead times and it’s estimation in the policy are ignored.
In the paper an adaptive production and inventory control policy against changes in demand trend, demand
uncertainty, production lead time trend and production lead time uncertainty is presented. Model reference adaptive
control approach is used to balance the trade-off between production and inventory fluctuations for changing
demand and production lead time. The reason for the use of adaptive control is that every combination of demand
trend and demand uncertainty required different parameter settings, especially for the adjustment parameters in
forecast control, inventory control and production control the multiplier for the order rate as well as the estimated
production lead time.
The paper is organised as follows: In section two the production and inventory control system with the policies
is described by using system dynamics equations. Furthermore the overall objective function is discussed and a new
one is introduced. In section three the adaptive control methods are compared and among them the ‘model reference
adaptive control’ is chosen. Also the method system dynamics and the further proceeding are determined in section
three. In section four the production and inventory control policy is expanded by adaptive control variables
considering changing uncertainty and trend for the input variables demand and production lead time. Section fife
presents the results for two policies and section six concludes.
2. PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY SYSTEM
The production and inventory control system (PIC) is discussed in the research field of operations research,
control theory and system dynamics. Operations research provides the order-up-to policy. The general order-up-to
policy is given with the help of control theory, which is called ‘automatic pipeline, variable inventory and order
based production control’ (APVIOBPC) policy. This policy is the most parametric form [12] of the ‘inventory and
order based production control system’ (IOBPC) [13]. The IOBPC family is the basic for production control
approaches and has been used in many studies [6]. The method system dynamic, which is developed based on
control concepts, provides a more generic PIC system [14]. In the core this generic PIC system consists of
APVIPBPC system with the cascaded order policy and a separate inventory and backlog stock. In this paper the
generic PIC system is expanded with congestion between the start rate order release and the production start rate as
well as the desired turnover, which consists of the weight between demand forecast and backlog. The modified
generic PIC system is very schematically shown in figure one.
Order Release

Work-in-Progress
Waiting

Production Start
Rate

Inventory

Work-in-Progress
Production Rate

Shipment Rate
Backlog

<Shipment Rate>

Order Rate

Figure 1: Production and Inventory System

The production system has three stocks: work-in-progress waiting (WIPw), work-in-progress (WIP) and
finished-good-inventory (FGI). The outflow rate of FGI is the shipment rate (S). The shipment rate is defined as
minimum function between the desired shipment (S*) and the possible shipment (Smax) for each time step. The
desired shipment is determined by the backlog of orders (BO) and the desired delivery delay (DD*). However, the
maximal shipment is defined over the actual finished-good-inventory and the minimal processing time for orders
(Tpo). The process is a first-order delay process.
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S (t ) = MIN (( BO(t ) / DD*), ( FGI (t ) / T po ))

(1)

The derivation finished-good-inventory is determined by the production rate (PR) minus the described shipment
rate. The production rate is given by a third-order material delay from the production start rate (PSR), with the
manufacturing cycle time (Tp). The third-order material delay is chosen, because it represents a production with
several working stations with no material loss. The production start rate (PSR) and the production rate define the
derivative of work-in-progress (WIP).

FG& I (t ) = ( Delay3( PSR(t ), T p ) − S (t )

(2)

The production start rate is bounded by orders, material (RM) and capacity (C). Additionally the production start
rate should have a positive value. The order which should be produced, but can not be produced due to shortage of
raw material and capacity is cumulated in work-in-progress waiting (WIPw). In the PIC model the material and the
capacity are unlimited. The work-in-progress waiting is the process of order release and this process needs a
minimal processing time (Tpw). The derivation work-in-progress waiting is determined by the order release rate
(ORR) and the production start rate. The goal variable waiting time in order release (Twor) process is calculated by
using Littles Law. From this follows, the stock work-in-progress waiting divided by the outflow production start
rate gives the waiting time in the order release.
WI&Pw (t ) = ORR(t ) − ( MAX ( MIN (C (t ),

WIPw (t )
WIPw (t )
, RM (t )),0) Twor (t ) =
T pw
PSR (t )
;

(3)

This production system is controlled by the decision for the order release rate. The APVIOBPC policy is
composed of “demand forecast” (DF), “work-in-progress adjustment” and the “finished-good-inventory adjustment”
with “variable inventory target”. The demand forecast is a first-order information delay with the smoothing
parameter (Ta). The work-in-progress and finished-good-inventory adjustment have a similar structure. Both
adjustments consist of the gap between target (WIP*, FGI*) and actual value (WIP, FGI) and a smoothing
parameter (Tw and Ti). The APVIOBPC policy is enhanced by the work-in-progress waiting adjustment. This
additional adjustment mechanism is necessary in order to distinguish clearly between the order release process and
the production process. The target work-in-progress waiting (WIPw*) is compared with the actual work-in-progress
waiting and adjusted by the smoothing parameter (Tww).
ORR(t ) = MAX (0, DFTa (t ) +

(WIPw * (t ) − WIPw (t )) (WIP * (t ) − WIP(t )) ( FGI * (t ) − FGI (t ))
+
+
Tww
Tw
Ti

(4)

The target values for work-in-progress waiting, work-in-progress and the finished-good inventory determine the
production and inventory controller. The target finished-good inventory (FGI*) composed of the demand forecast
(DFTa) multiply with the inventory coverage (a). The target work-in-progress is made up the desired value per time
unit and the estimated production lead time (Tp*). The desired value per time is composed of the demand forecast
and the gap in finished-good-inventory. The gap in finished-good-inventory for the calculation of the desired workin-progress is important, because the change in the inventory should be added to the work-in-progress for the
transient case. The estimation of the production lead time is the exponential smoothing function from the past value
with the smoothing parameter Tps. These relationships are not considered in the APVIOBPC policy. The target
value for the work-in-progress waiting (WIPw) is similarly defined.
WIP * (t ) = ( DFTa (t ) + ( FGI * (t ) − FGI (t ))) * T p* ; T p*,t (T p ) =

T p ,t
T ps

+ (1 −

1
) * T p*,t −1 (Tp )
T ps

WIPw (t ) = ( DFTa (t ) + ( FGI * (t ) − FGI (t )) + (WIP * (t ) − WIP(t )) * Tor*
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Additionally the demand forecast is replaced by desired turnover (DV). The desired turnover consists of demand
forecast and the weighted backlog reduction. This extension is necessary for the quick adjustment of the system in
the backlog case. In the next paragraphs the objective function of the system is discussed.
The bullwhip variance ratio (order variance over the demand variance) and the inventory variance ratio
(inventory variance over demand variance) are important measurand of the PIC system. These ratios set the output
variances in relationship to the input variance. These variance ratios can be written as ‘sum of the square of the
system order rate impulse response in the time domain’ for independently and identically distributed stationary
stochastic input [4]. The variance ratios are calculated based on the parameters Tp ,Ta, Ti [8]. The following
relationships Tp* = Tp and Ti = Tw and the steady state are assumed, because the reduction the complexity is
necessary. The bullwhip ratio (bullwhip effect) decreases with shorter production lead time (Tp) and larger
adjustment parameter for the forecast (Ta), the work-in-progress (Twip) and the inventory feedback loop (Ti). The
inventory ratio decreases with the shorter production lead time (Tp). The minimum inventory variance occurs by the
adjustment parameters for work-in-progress (Twip) and for inventory feedback loop (Ti) are equals to one. From
this follows, the trade-off between production (bullwhip) and inventory fluctuations are dependent on the
adjustment parameters Ta, Ti and Tw. For changing production lead time the parameter Tp* influence the sum of
the parts in the system. In the same direction the set value Tor* affects the parts waiting before the production
system. Furthermore the variance ratios depend on the uncertainty level and trend in demand and production lead
time.
For the steady state the minimum of the sum of bullwhip and inventory variance ratio can be used. With the help
of this objective function and a restrictive parameter setting the ‘golden ratio’ between bullwhip and inventory
fluctuations was found [8]. The ‘golden ratio’ is based on the assumption of independently and identically
distributed stationary stochastic demand. For transient demand the variance ratios over the whole period are
meaningless, because the variance ratios include short-term unwanted fluctuations and long-term track able
fluctuations. Short-term fluctuations should be reject from the system, because they disturb the system and are
leading to fluctuations. Long-term fluctuations should be tracked, in order to minimise the tracking error in the
system. Therefore as measurement of production fluctuations, the fluctuations over the moving average are
introduced. The inventory fluctuations are measured as fluctuations over the changing inventory target, which is
calculated based on the demand forecast. The objective function has the goal to minimise the sum of short-term
production and inventory fluctuations.
3. MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROL

The production and inventory system has non-linear behaviour for the transient uncertainties and inputs. For this
system the usage of linear controls could be possible, but the performance of these controllers is in the most of the
cases not satisfactory. In order to overcome this insufficient performance the non-linear control schemes can be
used which are established based on nonlinear features of controlled plant. Thereby, the controller will be adapted to
the behaviour of the system and will send appropriate commands according to the designed strategy. Furthermore
the non-linear approach provides a mechanism for stabilisation of the whole system. The system is disturbed by two
types of uncertainties sources which are ‘modelling uncertainties’ and ‘external disturbance’. Another possibility to
inject uncertainties in the system is the system inputs. After all, the system should be robust against all types of
uncertainties.
In order to find appropriate control commands the production and inventory system should be adapt the control
parameters in presents of non-linear behaviour and disturbance sources. Adaptive control was developed to control
such systems considering performance, stability and robustness. The adaptive controller could be defined as direct
controller or indirect controller. Additionally in some adaptive schemes an identification technique for adapting and
updating controller information about structural changes of the process can be used. One important control
mechanism in adaptive control is the model-reference adaptive controller (MRAC). The basic component of MRAC
is the reference model which determines the desired behaviour of the system. Therefore the controller is tuned based
on the reference model. In model-identification adaptive control (MIAC), on-line model identification will be
obtained for being used by adaptive mechanism. There are different architectures for configuring MRAC system
like ‘linear model following’ and ‘adaptive model following’ algorithm depending to control target. MRAC for
production and inventory control is assumed as direct adaptive control for adjusting of parameters during the control
process which could be called as self parameter adjustment. In MRAC, it is necessary to establish suitable algorithm
for tracking reference model by process each time. Therefore, adjustment mechanism will try to reach minimum
tracking error by updating adjustment parameters instantaneously. Thereby the main goal in MRAC is tracking
reference output by actual values of system output in least time despite uncertainties; for this purpose control
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algorithm should be updated according to dynamical behaviour of the system. Also stability analysis should be
performed to insure convergence to desired behaviour. MRAC could be applied for both continuous-time and
discrete-time systems with different approaches.
The challenge of control the system in presents of external and internal disturbance sources is an estimation of
the probable uncertainty in the system. Therefore signal to noise ratio should be calculated by estimating value of
noise. Although there is a limitation in system recovery from noise despite small values of signal to noise ratio and
precision of noise estimation mechanism. For stability analysis, by using bounded-input bounded-output algorithm,
parametric changes and behaviour of the system is surrounded in defined manifold and by this manner, stability of
whole system is guaranteed.
4. ADAPTIVE ORDER CONTROL WITH TRANSIENT DEMAND AND PRODUCTION LEAD TIME

The aim of the ‘model reference adaptive production and inventory policy’ is to minimise production
fluctuations (to stabilise production) and inventory fluctuations (keeping an adequate inventory level) by changing
fluctuation level and changing trend in demand and production lead time. Therefore a sensitivity analysis of the
general PIC policy against reduction of fluctuations caused by demand and production lead time fluctuations and the
tracking ability of the demand and production lead time trend is taken. The extended PIC system has four
adjustment mechanisms with the parameters Ta, Tww, Tw, Ti as seen in equation 4. These adjustment parameters
control the stabilisation of the production (reduction of production fluctuations) and the tracking ability of the
system (reduction of inventory fluctuations).
In general, high values of the adjustment parameters reduce the tracking ability and smooth the fluctuations of
the system. In opposite to low values of the adjustment parameters, up to one, have a higher tracking ability for
trends and fluctuations and even increase fluctuations in the system by feedback. According to the described PIC
system the policy is a cascaded one, which can be seen in equation 2, 3, 5 and 6. Thereby the control loops are, from
outer to the inner loop, the inventory, the work-in-progress and the work-in-progress waiting loop. The outer control
loop has a longer reaction time than the inner control loop. Therefore the outer control loop can create more
fluctuations, because all control loops are balancing loops and the outer loops have a longer time delay then the
inner loops. From this follows the adjustment parameter for the outer loops should set to a higher value then the
adjustment parameters for the inner loop.
However, the outer and thereby sensitive inventory control loop is highly influenced by the variable ‘inventory
coverage’ (a). This variable has a long reaction time through the controller and thereby the inventory coverage
should be set constant or change slowly. The constant inventory coverage and high adjustment parameters cause a
tracking error in the system, which can lead to high inventory or low service level for the case of trends in demand
and production lead time. For this reason a multiplier (Tor*) for the ‘order release’ rate is introduced, which are not
sensitive against production fluctuations and which are sensitive against the service level at the same time.
Demand
Process
Order Release

Inventory, Production, Lead Time
Controller

Adjustment Parameters
(Ti, Twip, Ta, Tps, Tor*)
Target Fluctuations of
Operating Points,
Calculated Desired Inventory

Fluctuations of
Operating Points
Inventory

Adjustment Mechanism

Reference Model
Trend

Input
Analyser

Figure 2: Model Reference Adaptive Production and Inventory Control

The ‘model reference adaptive production and inventory control’ (MRAPIC) consist of the ‘production and
inventory’ process and the controller, which is described in chapter 3. Additionally the controller parameters (Θ) are
adjusted by the adjustment mechanism, which is set by the comparison between the fluctuations on the operating
points and the inventory values in the process and the reference model. However, the reference model gains its input
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from the demand and production lead time analyser. This input analyser calculates the trend, which is used as input
in the reference model to calculate the reference fluctuations for the ‘Reference desired order release’, the
‘Reference expected order rate’ and the ‘Reference target work-in-progress’ as well as the ‘Reference desired
inventory’. Based on this reference values and the process values the adjustment mechanism adjusts the control
parameters: Ta, Tw, Ti, Tps, Tor*. These control parameters (Θ) adjust the controller, which gives an appropriate
control command ‘order release rate’.
In this paragraph the external inputs, the input analyser and the reference model for the fluctuations are defined.
The input of demand and production lead time can be decompose, from real data, in trend values and an irregular
term (ε) (non systematically). The synthesised data is produced by using these components. In the next step, the
synthesised data is decomposed in trend values, which not generate fluctuations (elimination of short-term trends,
which depend on the production lead time), and the irregular term in the input analyser. Thereby the input analyser
can distinguish between solid trend and fluctuations. The trend is extracted from input based on the second order
exponential smoothing after Hold [15]. The definition of input trend values is the first step to define the desired
fluctuation level in the reference model. The reference model consists of a production and inventory model with
policy. The inputs for the reference model are the trends. The desired fluctuation level is defined on the operating
points, which are the ‘Reference expected order rate’, ‘Reference order release rate’ and the ‘Reference Inventory.
On the operating points the fluctuation is measured based on the fluctuations around the moving average.
The adaptive mechanism compares the reference model values and the process values on the operating points
with each other and calculated based on this gap the control parameter (Θ). The adaptive mechanism consists of two
adjustments. The first one adapts the adjustment parameters (Θ) for demand forecast (Ta), for work-in-progress
(Tw), for inventory (Ti) and for the production lead time (Tps) based on the gap in the fluctuation level in the
operating points. In case of high adjustment parameters the system can not track the trend signal. Therefore the
second adjustment is corrected the tracking error by error correction term for the parts waiting before the system
(Tor*).
The first adjustment mechanism positioning the control parameters based on the fluctuation level in three steps.
Firstly the fluctuations of operating points are calculated for the plant and the reference model. This fluctuation
level is calculated based on the ‘estimation of the root mean square deviation’ (Sx) of the current value and the
moving average (µ). The ‘estimation of the root mean square deviation’ can be used, because the mean trend is
rejected from the signal. Secondly the unwanted fluctuation level is calculated by difference between the plant
fluctuation values minus the reference fluctuation values. The output is the unwanted and short-term fluctuations.
Based on this unwanted fluctuation values and mean value the signal to noise ratio (SN) for unwanted fluctuations
is calculated. Thirdly the signal to noise ratio is used to select the appropriate adjustment parameters Ta, Tw, Ti and
Tps. The adjustment parameters are deceleration constants (T) for interlaced ‘first order proportional time elements’
or smoothing parameters. The smoothing effect of this ‘proportional time elements’ depends on the deceleration
constant. If the deceleration constant (adjustment parameter) increases proportionally the smoothing effects increase
exponentially. The needed smoothing effect again is determined by the signal to noise ratio. The relationship
between signal-to-noise-ratio and smoothing effect is also exponential. Beyond these relationships stable minimum
and maximum value of the deceleration constant are in general important. Based on the relationships and the
extreme values an exponential decay function for the deceleration constant (T) and the signal to noise ratio is
developed. Based on these relationships and the sensitivity analysis the adjustment parameters for demand forecast
(Ta), for work-in-progress (Twip), for inventory (Ti) and for production lead time (Tps) are set.
SN =

µ

(7)

( S x − S xref )

T = e ( − SN / b ) * TAdaptive + TMin

(8)

High values of these adjustment parameters generate a perturbation in signal tracking by appearance of demand
and production lead time trend. Thereby the inventory level has either too high or too low values. In order to
overcome the perturbation the error correction term is introduced. The error correction term should not increase
production fluctuations, but on the same time the term should correct the work-in-progress and thereby reduce the
inventory gap. One way to do so, is to introduce a multiplier for the ‘order release’ rate’ (Tor*). The value for the
multiplier consists of a smoothed, percentage error of the inventory plus one. The percentage error is composed of
denominator, the gap between target and actual inventory, and the numerator, the actual inventory.
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5. RESULTS

The model reference adaptive policy with the demand analyser, the reference model and the adaptive mechanism
is tested against changing trend and changing uncertainty level in the demand and in production lead time. The aim
of the simulation is to show the adaptive balance between ‘Order release’ fluctuations and ‘Inventory’ fluctuations
under these conditions. In order to balance the trade-off the adaptive appropriate smoothing parameters (Ta, Tw, Ti
and Tps) and the adaptive appropriate multiplier ‘Desired manufacturing waiting time’ (Tor*) has to be set. The
smoothing parameters smooth the demand (Ta), the work-in-progress gap (Tw), the inventory gap (Ti) and the
production lead time (Tps) in order to reduce unwanted ‘Order release’ fluctuations. Thereby a tracking error
occurs, which is counterbalanced by the multiplier (Tor*).
In order to test the ‘Adaptive PIC policy’, it is compared with the ‘General PIC policy’. Both policies are more
advanced then the ‘APVIPBPC policy’. These policies are compared based on the fluctuations in the order release
and in the inventory. The measurement methods of these fluctuations are the root mean square (rms) over the
moving average for ‘order release’ and ‘inventory’ fluctuations. The simulation is done with Vensim®. The
simulation time is 365 days and the time step is 0.0625. The external input has following settings: Demand: Mean
10,000 [Parts/Day]; Pink noise: Correlation 3 [Day], Amplitude 4,000 [Parts/Day]; Linear trend: Time period 50th –
100th [Day], Slop 40 [Parts/Day], Time period 200th – 250th [Day], Slop -40 [Parts/Day]; Production lead time:
Mean: 8 [Day]; Pink Noise: Correlation 3 [Day], Amplitude 3 [Day]; Linear trend: Time period 120th – 130th [Day],
Slop 0.2 [Day/Day], Time period 150th – 160th [Day], Slop -0.4 [Day/Day], Inventory coverage: 3 [Day] plus 1
[Day] delivery time to the customer. The system starts in the equilibrium.
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Figure 3: Order Release and Inventory in the Generic PIC Policy and the Adaptive Policy

The aim of the adaptive policy is to reduce average short-term fluctuations in the ‘Order Release’ and track
long-term fluctuations depending on the demand and production lead time and the states of the system. The shortterm ‘order-release’ fluctuations, measured as norm standard deviation over the long mean, are reduced with the
adaptive policy from 25.46 to 13.87 [%]. At the same time the services level is high and the average inventory level
is constant. In detail the high fluctuation level in demand and production lead time is smoothed by the parameters
Ta, Tw, Ti and Tps based on the unwanted, short-term fluctuations on the operation points. By appearance of high
values of smoothing parameters and the demand trend a tracking error occurs. This tracking error is reduced by the
multiplier in Tor*. Thereby the order release fluctuations are increased to guarantee a high service level as shown in
figure 3 (upper graphs, 50th – 100th [Day], 200th – 250th [day]). Additionally the PIC policy is adjusted to changing
production lead times by finding the appropriate desired production lead time (Tp*) and thereby the appropriate
work-in-progress. In the case of decreasing production lead time this adjustment leads to higher inventory (because
of the decrease of work-in-progress), but it leads also to better adjusted inventory in the following time as shown in
figure 3 (upper right figure, 150th – 190th [Day] increased inventory, after 190th [Day] better adjustment to target
inventory, except the demand trend adjustment for period 200th – 250th).
6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the adaptive controller was developed and applied for the production and inventory control system.
The aim of the controller is to balance the trade-off between production and inventory fluctuations for changing
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trends and changing uncertainty in demand and production lead time. For this purpose a model reference adaptive
control algorithm was developed, which is setting control parameters for the demand forecast, for the work-inprogress control, for the inventory control, for the estimation of desired lead time and for the multiplier of the order
release rate. These control parameters are dependent from trend and fluctuations of demand and production lead
time as well on the states of the system. By application of this control mechanism the short-term ‘Order release’
fluctuations were reduced significantly and the high service level is guaranteed by the high tracking ability of the
system. Finally performance of the ‘adaptive policy’ was compared with the ‘generic production and inventory
control policy’. Future work should include an even better demand analyser in the system, like error correction term
on the second order smoothing with the method least mean square.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a study of lean initiatives in supply chains. The origin of the research is the SCOR-model
(Supply Chain Operations Reference Model) that is developed and maintained by the Supply Chain Council
(SCC). The SCOR model is a reference model that can be used to map, benchmark, and improve supply chain
operations. The SCOR model provides companies with a basic process modelling tool, an extensive benchmark
database, and defines a set of supply chain metrics. In SCOR version 8, all processes, metrics and best practises
that are in line with lean manufacturing have been identified. Also, all processes, metrics and best practises that
are supporting the idea of agile manufacturing have been identified. Agile manufacturing can conceptually be
seen as the opposite of lean. Agile systems can handle changes in customer needs and is reactive in that way. In
this study, however, we focus only on the lean parts of our work. The extended SCOR model, based on lean
concepts is tested on a real case in the construction industry with the purpose to make the supply chain lean. The
case is described in SCOR processes in level two of the reference model. Lean processes, metrics and best
practises are then pointed out and a comparison with how the supply chain is operated today and a possible lean
supply chain is presented. The case ends with a recommendation of what would be needed to make the supply
chain lean.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ever since Rethinking Construction [1], the construction industry has been on the move towards more cost
efficient operations. Ideas for improvements are found in the car manufacturing industry where the Lean initiative
has been dominating. Companies in the construction industry are opening manufacturing plants for building
modules, trying to standardise both products and manufacturing processes and thus be more cost efficient in
logistics and building processes. The logistics systems in the construction industry take up a large part of the total
costs and the total lead time in any construction project. Large amounts can be saved if supply chain operations can
be made in a more standardised way. Today, it seems that every new building project is reinventing the supply
chains supply chain management. The Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR) is a reference model
used as a tool to map, benchmark, and improve the operations of a supply chain [2], [3]. The SCOR model provides
companies with a basic process modeling tool, an extensive benchmark database, and guidelines on how to measure
the supply chain operations. The SCOR model provides companies with a standardized tool for supply chain
management.
Following the car manufacturer Toyota, the car industry has seen tremendous improvements in operations during
the last decades. The introduction of Lean Production [4] has led the way to manufacturing systems with lower
costs, faster deliveries and higher quality in products. Lean concepts have today entered into every business and
every sector. From commercial goods to customized goods, every industry would like to implement lean ideas in
their businesses. The lean supply chain has brought many advances in supply chain designs. The Lean supply chain
is a set of organizations directly linked by upstream and downstream flows of products, information, and cash that
work together to reduce cost (and waste in lean terms) by efficient management of the supply chain activities.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +46 (0)11-363305; Fax: +46 (0) 11-363270; E-mail: fredrik.persson@liu.se
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Following lean principle, the end customer is in focus also in the lean supply chain [5]. Lean supply chain has
obviously the same aim and goal as lean production – to eliminate wastes and cut costs. Both take credit for using
the pull strategy, but many concepts in lean production are changed in lean supply chain [6]. For example, lean
supply chain must be implemented along the whole supply chain, as opposed to lean production that is a single
company’s aspiration. Also, each lean initiative in the supply chain must be beneficial to all supply chain members
[7]. It is also clear that a lean supply chain can only be introduced if all supply chain members are already lean [6].
The construction industry is in some countries considered as the backbone of their economy. This large sector
with a highly traditional business approach is closely interlinked with the rest of the economy [8]. In Sweden,
60.000 companies compete in the industry with a total turnover of approximately EUR 32 billion and 450.000
employees [9]. The construction industry is basically a project based industry. Every construction site is considered
as a project and many projects are performed simultaneously. The productivity development in the construction
industry is slow compared to other industries [10]. Much of the blame when it comes to the high cost levels in the
industry goes to the supply chain [10] and its involvement of many subcontractors and both local and global
suppliers.
Supply chains in the construction industry can be viewed as consisting of two parts. First there is the supply
logistic system that transports materials to the construction site. The other part is the on site logistic system that
constitutes the internal logistics of the site (which can cover a large area) [11]. Vrijhoef and Koskela [10] propose
four roles of supply chain management in the construction industry covering the supply logistic part of the chain. To
some extent their model has provided useful information regarding coordination between supply chain and
construction site but the model is limited to supply chains and does not cover supply networks. Vidalakis and
Tookey [12] use simulation to study a supply chain in the construction industry. They draw on the similarities
between a manufacturing supply chain and a construction supply chain. Differences are functional and located at the
end of the supply chains; otherwise they find no major parts where the two supply chains differ.
This paper presents an extension to the SCOR model that will aid companies to develop a Lean supply chain. In
the SCOR model, all processes, metrics and best practices that are to be considered as lean has been listed and
highlighted. The idea is to create a tool for supply chain improvements (as the SCOR model already is) with the
focus on lean principles. The extended SCOR model is used in a case study in the construction industry where lean
initiatives are welcome. As part of the Brains & Bricks project, this work has the aim to improve the operations of
construction logistics (supply chains in the construction industry).
2. LEAN SCOR
This section presents the Lean SCOR initiative. In the SCOR model, all processes, metrics and best practices
that are in any way connected to Lean manufacturing is listed and highlighted to be used as a guideline when
operating the Lean supply chain.
2.1. THE SCOR MODEL
The SCOR model is a reference model with standardized terminology and processes [13]. The SCOR model is
made up of three parts, (i) a modeling tool that utilizes standardized processes as building blocks, (ii) a set of key
performance indicators (KPIs), and (iii) a benchmarking tool where companies can compare their KPIs to other
companies. The SCOR model is also a methodology for improvements of a company’s supply chain. The SCOR
model is being developed by the Supply Chain Council [3]. The SCOR model version 8 is used throughout this
paper. The SCOR model also includes a glossary of common supply chain terminology. Common definitions of key
metrics ensure that companies that work with SCOR uses the same definitions and thus, talk the same language. The
SCOR model consists of processes in three hierarchical levels. Level 1 – process definitions – consists of the five
different process types: Source, Make, Deliver, and Return for the information flow and physical flow, and Plan to
coordinate the other four [2]. The process Source contains the procurement of goods and services to meet the
demand of raw material, components, and other services needed in production. The Make process contains the
activities that transform products to a finished state. The Deliver process contains the transportation and distribution
of finished products to the company’s customers. The process Return is associated with the returning product to
suppliers and receiving returned products from customers. The Plan process balances the demand and supply of
products and resources in the other processes. At level 2 – the process type level – more details are introduced in the
SCOR model. At level 2, the model distinguishes between make-to-stock (MTS) products, make-to-order (MTO)
products, and engineer-to-order (ETO) products. Each level 1 process is divided into subcategories depending on
the product. The Make process (M) e.g. is divided into Make-to-stock (M1), Make-to-order (M2), and Engineer-to-
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order (M3). Source and Deliver follows the same terminology, with an extra process; Deliver retail products (D4)
in the latter. The Plan process contains the overall process Plan supply chain (P1) and one planning process for
each of the other level 1 processes Source, Make, Deliver, and Return. The Return process is actually two processes;
Source Return and Deliver Return. These two processes are divided into three sub processes; return of defective
products, return of MRO (maintenance, repair and overhaul) products, and return of excess products. Together with
all of these level 2 processes, the complete SCOR model also includes the enabling processes. Enabling processes
are supporting the other processes and defines most of the methodologies and define planning and control policies.
Level 3 – process category – describes the underlying processes of level 2. It is implied by the SCOR model that the
level 3 processes are generic for all companies. As an example, the level 2 process Source stocked product (S1)
consists of the sub processes; Schedule product deliveries (S1.1), Receive product (S1.2), Verify product (S1.3),
Transfer product (S1.4), Authorize supplier payment (S1.5). The SCOR model defines two types of performance
attributes. The customer-facing performance attributes are divided into reliability, responsiveness, and flexibility
and the internal-facing attributes are cost and assets. Each of the performance attributes contains a set of metrics. As
an example, the customer facing attribute named Flexibility is measured by the three metrics Upside Supply Chain
Flexibility, Upside Supply Chain Adaptability, and Downside Supply Chain Adaptability. Upside refers to an
increase in delivered quantities in the supply chain while downside refers to a decrease in deliveries. Flexibility is
defined as the number of days required achieving an unplanned sustainable 20% increase in delivered quantities
whereas adaptability is defied as the maximum sustainable percentage increase in delivered quantities that can be
achieved in 30 days [2]. Each metric can be broken down to the lower levels (levels 2 and 3) and aggregated from
the lower levels up to the top level (level 1). The customer facing metric Perfect Order can work as an example.
The level 1 metric Perfect Order consists of a number of Perfect Order Lines in level 2 which in turn consists of the
level 3 metrics Product, Quantity, Date, Customer, Documentation, and Condition. Each process in level 1, 2 and 3
contains a set of metrics that can be used for process evaluation. Each process also contains a list of best practices
that can be used in order to improve the metrics. Best practices are the methods and techniques used in the best
performing companies in that segment. The SCOR model also provides level 1 metric data to be used for
benchmarking purposes [3]. With this benchmarking database it is possible to map a company’s performance
against other companies. The suggested methodology to implement a SCOR based working environment consists of
four steps [13]. (i) Analyze the basis of competition, (ii) Configure the supply chain, (iii) Align performance levels,
practices and systems, and (iv) implement supply chain processes and systems. The second step (ii) Configure the
supply chain, refers to the modeling using the standardized processes defined by the modeling tool in the SCOR
model. This modeling is done from the top and down, increasing the level of detail for each level of the SCOR
model. Modeling is only done for level 1 and 2 whereas level 3 is generic and left untouched. The SCOR model has
been used as a tool for supply chain improvements since it first was defined in 1996. Since then, several more
companies than the original around 70 companies have adopted the SCOR model and methodology. The SCOR
model has been highlighted in Sweden during the last couple of years and several companies now adopt the SCOR
model in their operations, see [3] for a list of member companies.
2.2. THE EXTENDED LEAN SCOR MODEL
In this section the focus is on linking lean thinking with the contents of the SCOR model. The SCOR model was
selected for mapping lean supply chains because it integrates key concepts like business process reengineering,
benchmarking and process measurement [2]. For every level 3 process elements there is a set of best practices
stated. The focus here is to highlight what is explicitly lean in the SCOR model. And further, the focus is also on
agile characteristics possessed by the SCOR model. In preparing this extended SCOR model all level 3 process
elements of level 2 process categories were analyzed. These level 3 elements are further divided into two groups as
having lean or agile characteristics.
A lean supply chain involves less cost and delivers products faster (with shorter lead time) when compared to a
supply chain lacking lean concepts. Although the focus is mainly on lean concepts, many supply chain possess agile
characteristics. The SCOR model can be used for mapping lean supply chains by identifying process elements in the
SCOR model that supports lean characteristics. This means identifying those characteristics that has a potential of
reducing cost or cutting time.
The extended Lean-SCOR model is presented in level 2 of the SCOR model. This section will discuss how lean
characteristics were identified, and explain the criteria for identifying lean and agile characteristics. In this paper we
considered the manufacturing strategy metrics as defined by Hill [14] as criteria for differentiating lean and agile
supply chains. For lean supply chains the market winning criteria is cost and market qualifiers are lead time, service
level and quality. Where as in case of agile supply chain, service level is the market winner and the remaining others
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are only order qualifiers. Based on these, both the leanness and agility are defined below and they are the standard
definitions for leanness and agility throughout this paper [15].
For the construction industry, the market winner is cost and market qualifiers are lead time and quality. This
means that the emphasis must be mostly on lean supply chains rather than agile supply chains. Agile characteristics
will be discussed along with lean characteristics but the main focus will be on the lean supply chain. Based on the
above criteria, level 1 and level 2 of the SCOR model were analyzed and presented in the appendixes.
First, level 1 of the SCOR model which defines the scope and content for the SCOR model were examined. Here
all the process categories like source, make, deliver and return are planned. The planning phase is one of the
important phases in the supply chain as it builds a base for the whole supply chain operations. Planning involves
much waste with regard to time. Lean characteristics from level 1 were extracted and are listed in Appendix 1.
In level 2 of the SCOR model, all processes of the supply chain are configured according to product
characteristics. Generally these are configured as make-to-stock, make-to-order and engineer-to-order respectively.
All process categories are evaluated according to the type of the product. In case of the construction industry,
engineer-to-order is prevalent. Here, all the lean possibilities from all the process categories were extracted and are
listed in the appendixes 2 and 3. In the extended SCOR model the focus is on the make and the source processes as
construction industry involves making an end product by procuring material from several suppliers. Here the end
product is stable and the supply chain role is to transfer material to the construction site in the most efficient and
effective way possible. Whatever is saved in the sourcing operation will automatically reflect on the outcome of the
final product.
3. CASE STUDY
PEAB is a Swedish company in the construction industry. PEAB operates on the Nordic markets in Finland,
Norway, and Sweden. The supply chain in the case study has its origin in the generic supply chain for sourced
materials at PEAB.
3.1. THE SUPPLY CHAIN- AS IS
The supply chain in PEAB consists of an engineer-to-order process (M3) at the core. Since each project at
PEAB is unique, much of the sourced materials are also unique, but also much is off-the-shelf make-to-stock items.
PEAB sources all three types of materials, make-to-stock, make-to-order, and engineer-to-order. The delivery
process is adapted to the unique characteristics of the building (make) process and an engineer-to-order delivery
process (D3). On the side, a flow of bulk materials are sourced by PEAB but never touched by them. This flow of
bulk materials goes directly to the construction site. See figure 1 for a picture of the supply chain using the SCOR
model processes.
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Figure 1: The AS-IS thread diagram using the SCOR model
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3.2. THE SUPPLY CHAIN- TO BE LEAN
The above supply chain is a very a common type of supply chain in the construction industry. In the above
supply chain, the core element is M3 produced at PEAB which requires M1, M2, and M3 products. The major focus
should be on the M1 products required for the M3 process. As M1 is make-to-stock products, which are dependent
on the demand for the M3 products at PEAB, production of the M1 products should be scheduled according to the
schedule of the M3 processes from the suppliers. If the M1 products arrive earlier than M3 and M2, the M1
products will be kept in inventory which in turn increases overall costs. Also, the M2 and M3 products from their
suppliers should be produced according to the demand of the M3 products at the construction site. The lean
possibilities for PEAB in this case are the S1, S2, and S3 processes. Products should be sourced according to the
demand and lead time for the M3 product for the construction site. PEAB has to announce their total demand for all
products based on the demand for M3 products which can be estimated easily. See table 1 for details on the lean
possibilities of the case study.
Next, the supply chain for bulk material is very important. These are make-to-stock type of products and may be
common for several project sites. The best solution is to order them in high quantities to be distributed in bulk
quantities to all project sites. If they are transported in smaller quantities, the transportation cost will increase. It is
also possible to get discounts when buying large volumes.
Table 1: Lean possibilities in the PEAB case

Process element
S1, S2, S3

M1, M2, M3
S1
M3(at PEAB)

D1, D2, D3

Lean possibility
− Sourcing should be done according to the sourcing plans of S2, S3.
− Maximum orders received in time.
− Fewer errors in products received.
− Maximum fill rate.
− Orders should arrive simultaneously.
− Multiple suppliers for emergency requirements
− Produced depending on Demand for M3 at construction site.
− Less defects.
− Less Engineering Changes (M2, M3).
− Lot Purchasing is appreciable.
− Selected so that can be for multiple projects.
− Scheduled according to the demand at construction site.
− Less defects.
− Less engineering changes results in less changes in machinery setups.
− Producing at a time for the whole demand for the construction site is
appreciable.
− Minimal delivery errors in case of M1.
− Less costs for delivery.
− Merge in transit is better solution.

While selecting designs for the M2 and M3 processes, it is also appreciable if it involves few changes. And
when selecting suppliers, the lead time for production activities should also be considered so that future problems
can be avoided.
3.3. PGS AT PEAB
PGS is PEAB’s system for a standardized way of building houses. PGS stands for Common System Concept at
PEAB (translated from Swedish). A few years back, PEAB initiated a shift from being a traditional construction
company towards a more industrialized house building process [16]. PGS is part of that process and a way of
standardize the work processes at the construction site. The SCOR model does the same but with processes in the
supply chain.
PGS is a system that standardizes building blocks used in construction. The interconnections between blocks are
standardized to allow for flexible assembly on site. The standardization also allows for more prefabrication to be
carried out throughout the whole of PEAB. PGS is a prerequisite to a lean supply chain since a standardized product
allows for simpler planning with fewer different end products in stock at the site.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Supply chain operations are in many cases the key to a profitable business. The SCOR model contains many
functions that can be part of an improvement program for a supply chain. Best practices together with a generic set
of metrics (with a database of benchmark data) can be useful tools to improve operations. This paper has introduced
the concept of lean principles into the SCOR model. The lean principles are already part of the SCOR model (as
defined by the Supply Chain Council) but are here identified and highlighted. What drives this work is the aim to
facilitate the implementation of lean principles in a supply chain. One part of lean implementation in a
manufacturing system or supply chain is standardization. The SCOR model is in itself a way to standardize
processes in a supply chain, and to work with the SCOR model is not to oppose lean principles in any way, it is to
embrace standardized processes as a basis for lean supply chain.
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APPENDIX 1
Process element
P1
Plan supply chain

P2
Plan source

P3
Plan make
P4
Plan deliver
P5
Plan return

Lean characteristics
- Forecast accuracy
- Less planning time
- Faster communication flows
- Planning according to resources
- Avoiding disturbances
- Less inventory days of supply
- Using past data
- Less time for planning sourcing.
- Reducing time for identification of
suppliers.
- Closer supplier network
- Less players in SC network
- Synchronizing production capacity
and supply chain efficiency.
- Balanced inventory.
- Forecast accuracy
- Location of warehouse.
- Maximum fill rate in less time.
- Planning closest location.
- Past experience as bench mark

Agile characteristics
- Lead time flexibility
- Flexible supply chain plans

Lean characteristics
- Less time and cost for scheduling.
- Less days for engineering and
schedule changes.
- Deliveries according to the project
scheduling.
- Maximum percentage of orders/lines
completed.
- Direct shipment to project site may
reduce costs and time delays.
- Maximum orders/lines received in
time.
- Less cost and time for verifying
products.
- Maximum percentage of products
transferred on time.
- Maximum fill rate and maximum
inventory days of supply.
- Less returns and transaction errors.
- Less time for supplier
selection.(ETO)
- Faster negotiations and selecting
good suppliers. (ETO)

Agile characteristics
- Multiple sourcing options.
- Flexible lead times.

APPENDIX 2
Process element
S1
Source make-to-stock
S2
Source make-to-order
S3
Source engineer-to-order
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APPENDIX 3
Process element
M1
Make to Stock
M2
Make to order
M3
Engineer to order.

Lean characteristics
- Maximum capacity utilization of
supply chain.
- Less time and cost for scheduling.
- Maximum percentage of schedule
achieved.
- Managing inventory.
- JIT is best suitable for reducing
inventory costs.
- Maximum capacity utilization.
- Maximum yield and less yield
variability.
- Less return costs due to
manufacturing defects.
- Fast forecasting and labeling.
- Less time in staging is appreciable.
- Direct shipment to the warehouse.
- Fast delivery of products.
- Lime time and cost for ECO cost.
- Making standardized models.
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Agile characteristics
- Flexibility in capacity planning.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this work is to present the stages, the obtained results, and the difficulties faced during the
implementation of value stream mapping (VSM) in a medium-sized manufacturing company, which produces
customer-ordered pieces of equipment. VSM is a tool that represents, through the drawing of the flow of
materials and information, all the places visited by the product/service, enabling the identification of waste
spots, and suggestion of improvements, and the proposal of an action plan to achieve the ideal situation. In
this work, the mapped product is composed of assemblies and subassemblies that are manufactured in the
time suggested by the production planning and control area of the company, and the product elements meet
in the assembly line, forming the final product. For the accomplishment of MFV, a team was formed in order
to analyze all the components of the equipment, from the beginning to the end of its manufacture. That
activity lead to the conclusion that the equipment being manufactured moved for 23,396 meters during its
manufacture, which is a significant waste, resulting in unnecessary expenses with people, fuel and time.
Parts in long process queues were also detected. Many rework processes were identified, and they were
eliminated immediately. In total, the manufactured equipment took 18 days to be manufactured, and it is
predicted that the same equipment can be manufactured in 7 days. In that context, this work seeks to
contribute with the companies that wish to migrate to lean production, describing the stages and factors that
should be taken into account in the implementation of value stream mapping.

1. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of lean production in manufacturing companies has been constantly performed,
eliminating a significant amount of the problems and wastes commonly found in manufacturing systems,
leading to highly motivating results [1,2]. In this way, the organizations have been spending considerable efforts
and resources toward promoting the continuous improvement of the manufacturing process and thus achieving a
good position in the market [3,4].
This paper presents the results obtained with Value Stream Mapping (VSM) [5,6], which was used as a first
step toward the implementation of lean production in a medium-sized manufacturing company. This work
presents the current state map, the future state map, and it is also presented an improvement implemented in the
company.
This work seeks to achieve two objectives. One of them consists of helping the analyzed company to
produce in a lean manner. The second objective is to provide the use of VSM in companies that have products
with a wide range of parts, which undergo several manufacturing processes. So, it is intended to contribute with
companies seeking to spread the lean production philosophy.
2. VALUE STREAM MAPPING
VSM is a tool that seeks to assist in the visualization of the company’s manufacturing processes. A value
stream is every action (adding value or not) necessary to be executed on a product seeking its complete
manufacture. In this way, the prospect of the value stream means to take into account the widest scenario (that
is, including materials and information), not just the individual value-added processes, aiming at improving the
whole production flow, from the raw material to the costumer [5].
With this tool, it is possible, in a simple way, to visualize the value stream, which is composed by the
process, material, and information flows, helping to identify waste, as well as its sources. Once implemented,
VSM helps to make decisions based on the represented stream, seeking to make it more logical and simpler,
applying lean concepts and techniques [5].
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2.1. CURRENT STATE MAPPING
For the execution of the current state mapping, a group of symbols is used to represent the processes and the
flows. The first step is to draw the current state through the verification and collection of data from the mapped
activities. Once the current state mapping is accomplished, the future state mapping activity is started.
2.2. FUTURE STATE MAPPING
The future state map is the second phase of VSM, and it represents how the system should work in an ideal
state, containing all the suggestions of improvements that can be implemented within a certain period of time,
pointing to potential improvements, based on the observations carried out during the current state mapping. The
final step consists of the elaboration of an implementation plan that describes, on a page, how to achieve the
future state in a certain period [5].
3. VALUE STREAM MAPPING IN THE ANALYSED MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3.1. WORK METHODOLOGY
The product mapped in the considered company is an equipment composed by approximately one hundred
components, the great majority of which is manufactured in the company itself, whereas the plastic and melted
components are all manufactured by third party companies. These components form seven subassemblies,
which compose the equipment. VSM was carried out for all the parts manufactured in-house, and later for each
subassembly and final assembly, from the start of the production order to the finished product.
Along the product’s manufacturing process, VSM was carried out by five collaborators who participate
directly in the process. Initially, due to the large amount of components, for a strategic reason, the people
responsible for verifying the activities were allocated for tracking the parts in the areas responsible for the
primary manufacturing processes. Later, as long as the components left the primary processes toward the other
processes, the verification was performed directly on each component and its subassemblies.
In order to obtain the data, each collaborator has spreadsheets for the registration of the information related
to each component, which were logged in the factory immediately after the part was transformed by some
process. The pieces of information logged in the spreadsheet are: the cycle times for the manufacture of each
component, setup times, wait times, and distance traveled among sections. Other types of information could also
be logged, such as information on rework in certain components. When some rework occurred, this was written
down in the spreadsheet, and this problem was immediately discussed with the person responsible for the area,
and also with the person responsible for the design, so that the problem could be solved as soon as possible. This
spreadsheet contains information on the elements of the process, and they include: inventory, internal
movement, processing, idleness, inspection, setup of machines, and cycle times. Some of these elements are
described below:
• Raw material Inventory: the amount of raw material inventory regarding the product to be mapped should be
informed.
• Movement: it indicates any movement of parts or raw material before, during or after the operation.
• Transformation Operation: it indicates the transformation operation made on the product.
• Idleness of the Process: it indicates when a batch is awaiting to be move to the following operation. This
idleness occurs when there is more than one batch to be processed, and so a waiting queue is formed. The
total waiting time and the batch size should be informed.
• Inspection: it indicates when there is an inspection or any activity linked with quality verification. The type of
inspection and the time spent performing this inspection should be informed.
3.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES AT THE ANALYSED COMPANY
In this section it is presented briefly the company’s manufacturing process, so that the current state map can
be better understood. The company’s manufacturing system has a functional layout (i.e. job shop), producing
under order.
Before the manufacturing process begins, Production Planning and Control (PPC) issues production orders
for manufacturing and assembly of the items. In the manufacturing process, initially the raw material is supplied
to the primary processes, which include sawing, oxicutting, plasma cutting, and guillotine cutting. Then, the
parts obtained through oxicutting are sent to the finishing area for removing the burrs generated by the
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oxicutting process. On the other hand, for the parts obtained through sawing, guillotine cutting and plasma
cutting proceed to the machining or welding areas. In the machining area, the parts may undergo turning,
milling, drilling, boring, and grinding, depending on the process required based on the design of the part.
After the machining process, the parts proceed to the welding area, but those parts that do not require
welding proceed directly to the assembly area. In the welding area subassemblies are formed through the union
of the manufactured components, and then such subassemblies undergo a finishing process, which is performed
by the welder himself with a manual grinder.
During the welding process, the developed weld has a significant width and thickness, and thus, after the
finishing process of the weld, the welded subassemblies are moved to an oven, where they remain for a certain
period for the relief of the tensions created during the welding process. After the end of this period necessary for
relieving the tensions, the subassembly is moved to the painting area, where it goes through the washing, drying,
and painting cabins. Finally, the finished assembly is placed on a pallet for subsequent transport to the final
assembly area.
In the final assembly area, initially some components (for instance, hydraulic hoses and screws) are mounted
on each subassembly. Then, the subassemblies are united to form the final product. The equipment is tested and
later loaded on the truck responsible for transporting it. One of the mapped subassemblies, called “arm assembly
2”, can be seen in figure 1.

Figure 1: Drawing of the arm 2 assembly of the mapped product

In this way, the manufacturing processes of the mapped product can be summarized in the following way:
the primary manufacturing processes supply the machining and welding areas. In the welding area, initially the
components called “arm assembly 1” and “arm assembly 2” are pre-assembled and welded, receiving a finish
operation after welding. Then, both are moved to the oven for relieving tensions, and then to the painting area,
proceeding then to the final assembly area. After the arms leave the welding area, the welding process of the
spin assembly begins, and these items are called “spin assembly 1” and “spin assembly 2” in the current state
map, which undergo the same processes executed on the arms. These assemblies are also mounted one to the
other in the final assembly area. Later, the assembly composed by the arm assemblies 1 and 2 and the one
formed by the spin assembly 1 and 2 are mounted, forming the final product. Finally, the product is tested and
moved to the expediting area, which is responsible for shipping the product to the customer.
3.3. RESULTS
After collecting the data from the factory, for a better visualization of the information about the
manufacturing conditions of the product, an outline was developed, which corresponds to the current state map
for the product. Since the product has a large number of components and different manufacturing conditions, it
becomes unviable to draw a map to represent the current situation of each component or subassembly, as it is
usually done in VSM activities, where many times the mapped product is composed by few components. A map
for each component or process of the product considered in this paper would generate dozens of stream value
maps. However, this tool is adaptable for each case, and thus the outline to be presented in this work is
considered as the best solution to represent the current state map for the manufacture of the considered product,
as well as the flow of their components and subassemblies.
In the current state map, which represents the summary of the manufacturing processes of the analyzed
company, the processing times are presented in seconds whereas the waiting times are presented in days. All of
the times involved in the different manufacturing processes (primary processes, machining, welding, tension
relief, and painting) as well as the waiting times for processing the different parts in the assemblies, were added
and included in the current state map adjacent to the assemblies to which they belong, which appear as
“assembly arm 1”, “assembly arm 2”, “spin assembly 1” and “spin assembly 2”. The assembly times were
presented separately. The number of products manufactured a month were not revealed by the company, nor the
takt time and the number of parts manufactured on each day. Figure 2 shows the current state map of the
company.
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It is important to point out that the setup times shown in the current state map, adjacent to the elements that
represent the manufacturing processes of each initial assembly, correspond to the times in the welding area,
which have the longest setup times among the manufacturing processes observed.

Figure 2: Current state map

3.3.1. TIME DEDICATED TO EACH PROCESS IN THE FINAL ASSEMBLY AREA
For the final assembly area, a graph was drawn to present the elements of the process with their respective
times, which it is shown in figure 3. In this graph, the waiting elements were separated into process waiting time
and batch waiting time, and the latter means that parts await the end of processing of a whole batch and then are
transported to a certain place. It is noticed in this figure that when the components arrive at the final assembly
area, almost the whole time is spent in the assembly and inspection of the product. In this area, there is almost
no transportation activity, and so these times are virtually equal to zero.

Figure 3: Elements of the process in the final assembly area
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3.3.2. TRANSPORT AND MOVIMENTATION
The transport involves the moving of parts among areas, executed through forklifts and a material
transporter. These movements are carried out by the operators to move parts to a bench for a certain activity, or
to leave them at an appropriate place for subsequent transport. Based on the collected data, a significantly high
transportation time was verified. As it can be seen in figure 4, all the components, subassemblies and final
assembly traveled 23,396 meters overall during their manufacture. This high value is considered waste, since the
expense with transport involves machines, people, fuels, and time, not adding any value to the product.

Figure 4: Total transport and movement distances traveled by the equipment and its components

3.4. THE FUTURE STATE MAP
As pointed out previously, the subsequent step to the drawing of the current state map is the elaboration of
the future state map, which correspond to the desired ideal situation, and it can be reached based on a plan of
improvements. Figure 5 represents the future state map of the company, and with its implementation it is
considered that the product, which takes approximately 18 days to reach the expediting area (figure 2), can be
manufactured in approximately 7 days, leading to a very significant time reduction. In order to achieve that
reduction of time, some modifications and improvements in the manufacturing process should be carried out.

Figure 5: Future state map
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For the company to reduce the amount of waste significantly, some ideas were suggested (see figure 5),
which were:
• To implement two welding cells, one to weld the arms and another to weld the spin assemblies. In this way,
the primary and machining processes would supply the cells, where the parts would be supplied as long as
they were used (through Kanban).
• To implement a FIFO system (first in first out) in the painting, final assembly, and expediting processes. In
this way, the priority would be given to the assemblies that arrive first. By doing that, the processes can be
more easily synchronized, avoiding the accumulation of parts/assemblies in waiting queues.
• To reduce the setup times in some machines along the primary, machining and welding processes;
• To optimize the drying process of the paint after painting the assemblies. In the current state, drying is carried
out when the quantity of parts fill the drying greenhouse. In the future state, it was suggested that the
greenhouse is used for drying the assemblies at the same time, avoiding waiting, leading the assemblies to
arrive at the same time in the final assembly area.
4. IMPROVEMENT PLAN
The plan of improvements is the following step after drawing the future state map. In this way, it is pointed
out in this section the improvements that were planned and implemented, aiming at reducing the manufacturing
time of the mapped product, helping to reach the planned future state. The improvement described in this paper
corresponds to the reduction of the setup time of a milling machine.
4.1 SETUP TIME REDUCTION
An improvement work developed during the value stream mapping was the reduction of the setup time of a
milling machine, whose setup time was high, according to the current state map.
In this activity, the setup, which was wholly accomplished with the milling machine turned off, was divided
into external setup and internal setup [7], so that the external setup could be accomplished while the machine
was in operation and producing some component. By doing that, a significant setup time reduction was
immediately attained, as can be seen in table 1 and in figure 6. Besides the separation between internal and
external setups, the following improvements were suggested:
• To keep an empty pallet beside the machine tool, avoiding that the operator makes unnecessary searches of
pallets in the factory;
• To standardize supporting wedges for the parts, and to label them adjacent to the manufacturing drawing,
indicating that, for the manufacture of that specific part, there is a supporting device for it;
• To organize the area where the machine tool is located, positioning screws, supporting wedges, belts for part
handling, and fixturing devices in places of easy access;
• To manufacture a centering device so that the positioning of the parts is made quickly.

Figure 6: Graph comparing process elements before and after the modifications were carried out

With the implementation of these improvements, a reduction in the setup time from 46.83 minutes to 19.85
minutes was achieved (see figure 6). The main reason for such improvements was the inclusion of another
person to carry out the external setup, which was accomplished previously by the operator of the milling
machine himself.
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Events

Table 1: Chronological order for performing equipment setup

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Description of events

Time

Placed previous part on the pallet
Released tool
Moved tool to magazine
Returned and held carver
Held belt
Mounted carver on the machine’s part
Unscrewed carver in the lamp
Placed carver in the parts
Removed and cleaned the wedges
Placed belts in less parts
Raised and placed the initial parts on the pallet
Released belts, returned to the machine, raised part
Moved and lowered part to the pallet
Removed the belt and put it away
Held carver
Put drawing away
Fetched movement cart
Left cart in the corridor
Fetched pallet with parts to be machined
Put away movement cart
Put away wedges and clean bench
Loosed screws
Removed hoses
Rolled hoses
Fetched tool – Allen key
Loosed screws
Gathered screws, screwed rings
Fetched carver
Raised vice 01, placing it on the cart
Raised vice 02, placing it on the cart
Put cart away, and fastened carver
Cleaned table
Got drawing, but it was not in its place
Got tool to be used, removed damaged inserts, called the
person responsible for the tools
Prepared chain and carver to raise part
Fetched the drawing, checked, put supporting wedges on
the machine table
Placed first part
Fastened first part
Registered production order and moved back
Placed new inserts in the machine
Installed tool on the machine; adjusted RPM
Placed tool, adjusting measurement
Releasedfirst part
Got pallet, removed part from the machine
Moved table back, cleaned table, put second part in the
machine
Fastened second part
Total Time

00:00.00
00:14.06
00:08.18
00:24.86
00:07.05
00:28.06
00:16.79
00:06.02
00:10.08
01:16.04
00:59.07
00:35.86
00:20.02
00:50.06
00:10.87
00:27.19
00:20.97
01:23.86
01:01.15
00:10.89
00:39.92
00:47.17
00:19.90
00:55.13
00:16.93
00:22.96
01:06.99
00:32.14
00:45.93
00:50.01
00:38.87
02:32.99
01:13.08

Internal
Setup

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

00:55.05

X
X

01:02.03
00:49.97

X

00:34.95
02:51.93
00:53.20
03:55.90
00:27.97
09:45.99
00:35.01
01:45.05

X
X

01:21.85

X
X

01:18.20
46:50.20

External
Setup

X
X
X
X
X
X

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, it was noticed how valuable the VSM tool can be for the analyzed company, since its
application enabled the detection of several waste spots in the manufacturing chain, which were not known
before the implementation of VSM, and therefore there was no knowledge of the extent of the existing wastes.
As it was already pointed out in this paper, this work focused on state mapping (current and future), as well as
on the implementation of some improvements. An important detail in this work was the adaptation of VSM for
the analyzed company due to the great diversity of manufactured items. Thus, some adjustments were
accomplished in the way the VSM tool is applied, which were described in this work.
With this work, the objectives considered initially were reached, helping the company to identify its value
flows, and the corresponding wastes. And the proposed VSM implementation can also be used by other
companies to solve similar problems.
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Finally, it is important to point out that some data of the analyzed company were not revealed due to
confidentiality, and these data include the following: the detailed times, quantity of manufactured products per
month, detailed and schematic drawings, images of the company, etc.
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ABSTRACT
Owing to global competition, manufacturing industries are constantly facing the challenges of reducing product
cost, customer lead-time, manufacturing cycle time etc. Lean manufacturing principles are widely used in a
variety of industries to meet these challenges through the reduction of waste. Lean principles are not only being
applied in manufacturing industries, but also in other areas and service providing organisations such as
healthcare, office, construction, government, software & IT etc. First, focusing on theory and wider industry
literature, the paper attempts to demonstrate what “lean” is and how and why it should be applied. Then it
highlights why manufacturing is important for the UK and argues the justification of adopting lean principles in
UK industries. The principal objective of the current work is to assess the implementation of lean manufacturing
methods in a major cutting tool (Bandsaw) manufacturing industry with the help of case studies. Reviewing the
case study in question, the paper then discusses the benefits of lean implementation in action towards improving
productivity. It then puts forward a series of recommendations for improving the current implementation process
and for becoming a successful lean organisation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s globalised economy, companies are increasingly forced to compete for the share of world market.
Irrespective of manufacturing environments, there is a constant pressure on the companies in developed countries to
increase productivity responsiveness and to decrease lead times and manufacturing costs, while maintaining and
improving the quality level. This places companies based in the developed world in a precarious position. As a
result, companies are being forced to search and adopt new manufacturing methods to ensure competitiveness. In
the traditional business models, products could be manufactured and sold in a stable marketplace using strategic
production and marketing plans. However, in today’s volatile and ever-changing marketplace, companies must be
able to rapidly sense what customers want and respond to their needs quickly. Recently, lean manufacturing
philosophy has caught the attention of both academia and manufacturing industries around the world to meet the
challenges of improving manufacturing performance and to gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Although the lean concept has been developed for automotive manufacturing industries, over time it has been
established that the lean concept is transferable to a variety of other industries and organisations such as
administration, construction, software & IT, service industries, logistics, military etc. [1-5].
The purpose of this investigation is to examine the lean implementation process in a cutting tool manufacturing
industry and to assess the benefits by reviewing its application across the factory shop floor through a case-based
approach. Owing to confidentiality, the manufacturing plant in question will be referred to as “Company”
throughout the paper.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: 0044(0)1912273663; Fax: 0044(0)1912273854; E-mail: mohammed.sarwar@unn.ac.uk
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2. INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY
First the study was focused on the theoretical principles of lean manufacturing and the necessary tools and
techniques for successful implementation. This was particularly useful in developing a foundation for conducting
further studies. The study then examined the current status of manufacturing industries in the UK and the reasons
for moving towards lean manufacturing. Primary data from official sources were used to demonstrate the
justification for adopting lean principles in UK manufacturing. Empirical evidences (collected from various
important websites on Lean Manufacturing) in the form of case studies were studied. Each stage of manufacturing
process was closely studied to gain in depth knowledge of the Company. The lean manufacturing tools and
techniques applied in the milling section of the Company were investigated to gather the results of practical benefits
and sustainability of lean. The senior managers, who were directly involved in the lean programme, were also
interviewed to have their comments on the beneficial outcomes of lean events. The findings of which were intended
to form the basis of the recommendations for lean implementation.
3. LEAN MANUFACTURING CONCEPT, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
‘Lean manufacturing’ has evolved from the widely adopted Japanese manufacturing concepts such as “Just-inTime” or “Toyota Production System”. Lean manufacturing differs from the traditional mass manufacturing concept
in a way that products should be produced at the rate of customer demand, not keeping the workers or machines
busy. The term “Lean” was popularized by James Womack’s revolutionary book “The machine that changed the
world” published in 1990 [6]. According to Womack and Jones, “Lean thinking is a way to do more and more with
less and less – less effort, less time and less space” [7]. Targeted and accurate analysis of existing operations,
prioritisation of areas for improvement and working in a smarter way are key to the development of an efficient lean
manufacturing operation. The essence of the lean process is to continuously identify and eliminate any waste, which
consumes resources, but creates no value to the product and to provide what costumers actually want. The lean
process typically focuses on eliminating seven forms of waste as shown in Figure 1. More recently, failure to utilise
untapped human potential is also recognised as an eighth form of waste.

Doing more work than
is necessary

Producing more
than is needed
before it is needed

Overprocessing

Correction

Over
production

Wasted effort to
transport materials,
Transportation parts, or finished goods
into or out of storage, or
between processes

WASTE

Maintaining excess
inventory of raw
materials, parts in
process, or finished
goods

Repair or rework

Inventory
Motion
Any wasted motion to pick up
parts or stack parts

Waiting
Any non-work time waiting for
tools, supplies, parts, etc.

Under-utilised
people

Figure 1: The common forms of waste from lean manufacturing point of view
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Over the years a number of lean manufacturing tools and techniques have been developed to implement the lean
philosophy with the goal of reducing process cycle times, improving delivery performance and reducing cost of
operations. The most commonly used lean tools and techniques are Value Stream mapping, 6S, Kaizen, One piece
flow, Cellular production, Pull production, Poka Yoke, Quick changeover or Single Minute Exchange of Die
(SMED), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), Supply Chain Management, Visual management, Work
standardization, Factory layout etc. Lean delivers what companies really need in today's highly competitive world:
shorter lead time, improved productivity, reduced work-in-process (WIP), effective saving of floor space, better
customer service, improved quality, increased profit etc. The main challenges of lean manufacturing are process
incapability and instability, fluctuation in demand and people issues such as cultivating lean through the quick
attitude change of management. There is no defined end point in lean manufacturing, but it points to the direction of
pursuing continuous perfection through endless improvement.
4. MANUFACTURING IN UK AND LEAN PRACTICE
UK manufacturing employs 3.6 million people, accounts for approximately 17% of national GDP, and
contributes to half of all UK exports, but when financial, supply-chain and manufacturing-related services are taken
into account, many more UK jobs depend on it. Manufacturing is also a key driver of innovation and technology
advancement as it accounts for 80% of research and development [8]. Manufacturing is, therefore, important for UK
both in terms of its impact on productivity and competitive advantage. However, it is recognised that there is a
substantial productivity gap between UK manufacturers and their overseas competitors particularly France,
Germany and USA [9-10]. Furthermore, UK continues to face relentless competitive pressures to reduce the
manufacturing cost from around the globe, particularly from the emerging economies of China and India. In
addressing this productivity gap and higher product cost, there is a clear rationale to support the UK manufacturing
sector for improving the competitive position of the national economy.
The UK’s main weakness in terms of manufacturing can be contributed to a number of factors such as lack of
investment in capital equipment, spending less on research and development, ineffectiveness of business in utilising
capital and lower skills levels compared to its close competitors. In order to address these weaknesses, the UK
Government launched a Manufacturing Strategy in 2002 [11], which set out seven ‘pillars’ necessary to help in
building a successful knowledge-intensive manufacturing sector. Amongst the priorities for action the government
established the Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) aimed at raising productivity and competitiveness through
best practice methods particularly through the application of lean manufacturing tools and techniques to the
manufacturing processes. Obviously the relatively high wage rates in UK will not allow it to compete effectively in
many sectors particularly in sectors that rely on mass manufacturing and labour intensive manufacturing. Therefore,
in order to win in the face of low cost competitions the companies in UK will have to introduce new methods that
will allow them to focus on more knowledge intensive and quality products and services at a relatively low cost.
Adopting a lean manufacturing strategy is clearly the step forward to revitalise UK’s declining productivity. While
lean is now a way of life for many large manufacturers such as automotive and aerospace industries in UK, it is
much less well practiced in the smaller companies than across Europe.
5. BACKGROUND OF THE COMPANY AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
The Company in question is one of the world’s largest bandsaw manufacturers expanding its business in every
corner of the world. Bandsaw is a multipoint cutting tool used for cutting off raw materials into customer ordered
pieces preferably used by steel industries and steel stockholders. Analysis of information obtained from official
sources (The Company, Department of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, UK and National Statistics,
UK), it has been found that in terms of performance, the Company profitability and manufacturing added value per
production employee are well above the average UK companies [8, 12]. Despite these obvious strengths in
performance, the Company still needs to improve its relatively low stock turns and slightly higher scrap rate
compared to the average UK companies. While the Company profitability outpaces that of the UK, in comparison to
the European average its profitability is about average. Therefore, there remains room for improvement across many
areas of the manufacturing processes in the Company.
The focus of this study is on bimetal (HSS tooth tip and spring steel backing material) bandsaw manufacturing
through milling process. Specialist milling machines are employed to manufacture over 30 different bandsaw tooth
forms. The manufacturing of bandsaws is a batch and queue process, which involves sharp tooth formation in
bimetal band strips by milling operation, bandsaw tooth setting, heat treatment, tempering and shot blasting (Figure
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2). More than 85% of all bandsaws are manufactured through milling process both for production cutting and
general-purpose cutting and the Company needs to increase its productivity for coping with the increased demand.
Therefore, it is the prime importance to improve the operating performance of the milling process.
Right set

Left set

Band strip

Tooth
formation

Tooth
Setting

Heat
treatment

Tempering

Shot
blasting

Figure 2: Bimetal bandsaw manufacturing cycle by milling process

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAN TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES-CASE STUDIES
The Company initiated lean manufacturing programme in 2003 by mapping out manufacturing processes of
bandsaws and implementing lean tools and techniques in the manufacturing operations through “Lean Event”. A
team consisting of machine operators, maintenance technician, team leader, engineer and manager took part in the
lean events. In this paper, the main focus is on Value Stream Mapping (VSM), Set-up reduction, 6S, Layout
modification, Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) and Material & Information flow.
6.1. VALUE STREAM MAPPING (VSM)
Current value stream map was drawn for the bandsaw manufacturing through milling operation by analysing all
the activities from raw material (bimetal band strip) to finished bandsaw. From the current value stream map, value
adding and non-value adding activities (waste) were identified and wastes were eliminated where possible to draw
the future and ideal state maps. The value stream map also helped to further analyse the material and information
flow. Owing to the Company confidentially, the maps are not presented here.
6.2. 6S
6S is a shop floor exercise designed to create an efficient workplace by securing safety, sorting, simplifying,
sweeping, standardizing and sustaining. A neat and clean factory has higher productivity, fewer defects, more
machine uptime, and is a better and safer place to work. Being a bandsaw manufacturer the shop floor of the
Company was generally surrounded by sharp cutting edges, therefore it was the utmost importance to organise the
working areas around the milling machine for safety of the employees. In addition, the operating condition around
the milling machine was poor with dirt, sludge, improperly stacked materials, slippery floors, blocked vision, no
labeling in the shop floor, insufficient labeling in the machine etc.
The 6S exercise started with the preparation of a standard checklist for the activities in the milling machine.
Managers, team leaders and machine operators were interviewed on the 6S checklist to get the 6S score before and
after the lean event. To implement 6S tools, walkways and work areas were clearly defined, neat and safe storage
areas were defined, floor around the machine was cleaned and labeled highlighting the danger zone, unnecessary
tools were removed and the location of each tool was clearly marked on the tool board and the tool board was
positioned for easy access. After the lean event 6S score was improved by 81%, which was higher than the initial
target (75%) as shown in Figure 3. 6S made subsequent set-up reduction event more effective. The 6S activities
were concentrated around one of the milling machines and other milling machines will follow the same procedure.
The 6S philosophy has been an ongoing activity in the Company.
6.3. SET-UP REDUCTION
Set-up time is defined as the time between the last good piece off the current run and the first good piece off the
next run. At a first glance, reducing set-up time does not appear to provide a significant payback as set-up time
might represent only few percentage of total processing time. Capacity and flexibility are indeed the important
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reasons for improving set-up time. However, reducing set-up times gives the opportunity for lead-time reduction,
better use of resources (e.g., people, equipments etc.) and increased responsiveness to customers. The most
significant payback of a set-up reduction programme enables to set a platform for effectively implementing other
lean tools and techniques such as batch size reduction, work-in-process (WIP) reduction, JIT, Kanban, total quality
management, pull systems, waste elimination etc.

90
80

6S score (%)

70
60

81% Improvement

50
40
30
20
10
0
Target

Before

After

Figure 3: 6S scores before and after applying the 6S tools

Owing to the increasing demand of milled bandsaw products every year, the Company needed more
manufacturing capacity and more flexibility in the range of products. The milling operation, being a batch
operation, has a long set-up time, which needs to be shortened both for improving the manufacturing capacity and
accommodating product variation. Prior to commencing the set-up reduction programme, the video of a standard
set-up procedure was analysed to identify the scope of potential time saving. The activities performed to reduce the
set-up time were rearranging of raw material for easy loading, increasing manpower, reduction of manual operation,
design of smarter tools and equipments for easy changeover, tool standardization etc. Standard work procedure was
established after taking set-up reduction measures. Achieving substantial reduction in set-up times of milling
operation in the Company seemed like a daunting task when the initiative began with an ambitious target of 80%
reduction. However, it was realised that no target was impossible when the set-up time was reduced by 88% through
coordinated team effort and innovative ideas (Figure 4).
6.4. LAYOUT MODIFICATION
The layout modification of the milling section was carried out to generate more floor space for future
manufacturing lines. Three different layout modifications were proposed in the milling section: First level layout,
Intermediate layout and Ideal or Dream layout. First level layout was carried out with the modifications, which
could be performed with minimum effort and cost while the Intermediate layout was designed to carry out major rearrangement of the milling machines and associated equipments. Rearrangement of the machines and equipments
will facilitate more space between machines, will ensure easy access to the machines and will create a safe working
environment.
The proposed Ideal layout was designed to establish the continuous one-piece flow of material from milling to
setting and from setting to heat treatment sections avoiding the current queuing process. The one piece flow of
material could be facilitated by using a simple, compact, easy to set-up machines for tooth formation (e.g., laser
machining) instead of heavy and complicated milling machines. This continuous flow of operation was aimed to
decrease the work-in-process (WIP), lead-time, manual handling time between processes and to improve
ergonomics. Some modifications according to the First level layout have been completed already, which created
some extra floor space and a safer working environment and others modifications will be followed in the time to
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come. An estimation of floor space savings could be made by revisiting the Company in near future when all the
layout modifications will be completed.
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Figure 4: Set-up time before and after applying the set-up reduction approach

6.5. TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE (TPM)
Increasing demand of bandsaw products forced the Company to reduce machine downtime and to improve
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). One of the milling machines was targeted for total productive maintenance
work and similar work will be performed subsequently in other milling machines. Before the lean event, there were
no structured TPM system, no accurate OEE calculation, very little space around the milling machines, dirty
machines, poor swarf disposal system etc. The work started with cleaning of the machine and surrounding areas,
replacement of steel guard with light guard, moving ancillary equipments to a separate location, devising a new
swarf collection bin etc., which created a clean and easy to access machine. Detail analysis of past manufacturing
record sheets and discussions with milling operators and managers it was identified that quality checking, batch setup, cutter grinding, machine breakdown and uncategorized non-production times were the main cause of the
machine down time. Manufacturing data were also used to calculate Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). As the
machine breakdown time and uncategorised non-production time were responsible for major share of the total
machine downtime, therefore efforts were primarily focused on reducing them.
Regular maintenance (daily, weekly and monthly) was scheduled for the machine to be carried out by the
maintenance department and this would reduce the chance of unexpected machine breakdown. Since operators were
closest to the machines, they were also included in maintenance and monitoring activities in order to prevent and
provide warning of malfunctions. One operator was assigned to the milling machine for the daily preventative
maintenance work and this would give the operator a sense of responsibility to the machine. New operators were
also appointed in the milling section to reduce the level of uncatergorised non-productive time. Computerised
production monitoring system was implemented in the milling machine for accurate calculation of OEE and the
causes of machine downtime could be analysed for further improvement in the OEE. In addition, the new set-up
procedure established after the set-up reduction event would be helpful in reducing machine downtime. After the
lean event OEE was improved by 21% as shown in Figure 5. It was suggested to conduct a sustainable TPM
program across the whole factory by measuring OEE regularly and taking necessary actions.
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Figure 5: Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) before and after the lean event

6.6. MATERIAL AND INFORMATION FLOW
With the increased demand and product mix variation both the materials as well as the information flow in the
Company needed to be improved to reduce lead times and service level requirements. After going through the value
stream map, a number of areas were identified where improvement in material and information flow was required.
Extra handling of raw material boxes due to irregular arrangement during shipment to the company caused waste of
time and effort. Raw material supplier was directed to arrange the boxes in a certain order to avoid unnecessary
handling. Unnecessary movements of raw materials from stores to material preparation area and from there to
milling machines were minimised by relocating material preparation area closer to the materials store.
Difficult to find packing notes attached with raw material boxes were put in bright coloured envelope to avoid
wasting time in searching for them. Labels were also attached at each end of raw material box (printed on white
paper) to read them easily. Production planning control board was redesigned to accommodate detail information
about the production in milling. Introduction of a Kanban card system was proposed to order the raw material
according to the requirement. The raw material supplier will also be involved to give them a better understanding of
any changing requirements as and when required. Computer controlled production monitoring system was
integrated with all milling machines to display real time production status (machine running or machine stopped for
a certain period of time). This visual information alerts employees and delivers actionable information from plant
floor to the top floor. Methods or procedures have been established for better material and information flow and
work are in progress.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMENDATIONS
The paper reviewed the lean implementation process in a major cutting tool manufacturing industry. It was
demonstrated that several lean techniques such as 6S, Set-up reduction, Floor layout, Total Preventative
Maintenance (TPM), Visual control etc. could be implemented with great success. The core benefits achieved from
the lean implementation were significant reduction of set-up time, increased manufacturing capacity, increased
overall equipment effectiveness, easy-to-work and safer working environment and, improved material &
information flow. All these activities contributed to direct and indirect improvements in the productivity of the
Company. Some of the lean implementation processes required a much longer-term analysis. Revisiting the
Company some time in the future could draw a more conclusive picture. Lean implementation in the Company is a
continuous process, and the years to come will be the true challenge to prove that results are sustainable. However,
what is evident is that if the Company continues to implement the principles of lean manufacturing throughout the
factory it can successfully improve the productivity.
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The Company should develop a strategic lean roadmap and continuously measure the improvements to sustain
the lean culture, which does not happen over night. The Company should target for becoming as a lean organisation
by implementing lean principles in all processes of bandsaw manufacturing, supply chain management etc. in the
time to come. Training of shop floor operators and employees is essential to motivate them for working towards
improvement. Since the shop floor worker making the product, so the work must begin with developing the people
first. Despite having a well-organised quality management system in the Company, integration of Six Sigma
approach into the Lean approach would ensure further reliability in the manufacturing processes and product
quality.
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ABSTRACT
Automatic Identification and Data Collection (AIDC) technologies have been used extensively to reduce nonvalue adding activities across the supply chain. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an AIDC technology
that promises to revolutionize the global supply chain by enabling products to automatically identify their
movement and location. Large organizations in the US and Europe have been piloting the technology, as the
potential cost savings through this increased visibility are high. However, the required investment on the
technology can be expensive and of high risk. This may be particularly true for Small Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) with limited financial resource available for research and development. This paper will present a
methodology for assessing the value and calculating the ROI of AIDC and RFID within SMEs based on process
improvement and elimination of non-value adding activities. The methodology was applied in a discrete process
within a UK manufacturing SME. The process improvements were correlated to company data to calculate the
ROI of the technology. The results of this case study may be generalised and used by potential adopters to assess
the value of the technology in their operations.

1. INTRODUCTION
In modern global economy, large and small businesses need to work closely together while taking advantage of
technology in order to create a more productive supply chain [1]. Automatic identification technologies such as
barcodes have been used extensively with management information systems to provide accurate and timely data and
facilitate better decision making [2]-[3]. Yao et al [4] argue that the ability to determine product status during the
numerous logistic transactions within operations is crucial for company success. Tracking an object from the
moment it arrives at the plant until it leaves as a finished product can dramatically reduce transaction time, offer real
time visibility of stock, help make more accurate production plans and improve the efficiency of ERP systems [5].
Despite the obvious benefits of AIDC systems, many companies especially SMEs have yet to adopt such
systems in their operations mainly because of their reluctance in investing in IT technologies. Radio Frequency
Identification is a technology that has been available since the Second World War [6]-[9]. Despite this fact, RFID
has recently become the focus of supply chain improvement initiatives, since its potential uses in the supply chain
have been realised [10]-[13]. RFID is an automatic identification and data collection technology quite different from
traditional AIDC, as it does not require a line of sight and human intervention. The technology promises to create
significant changes in modern business environments by providing the means to identify the location and movement
of individual items in real-time, transforming supply chains into demand chains [14] –[16].
The adoption of a new technology can be lengthy, expensive and complex [17] and the implementation of RFID
is no different. There are four different scenarios for RFID deployment; discrete process, intra-company, intercompany and synchronization [18]. Calculations of costs and benefits resulting from possible usage of RFID may
vary significantly depending on the application and the scale of the implementation [19], as for example
manufacturers obliged to conform to an RFID mandate may assume the majority of costs such as tags and tagging
labour, and they will benefit less from their investment in the technology than their supply chain partners [20].

* Corresponding author: Tel.: +44 1642 342482; Fax: +44 1642 342401; E-mail: f.nabhani@tees.ac.uk
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To help organisations not familiar with RFID technology evaluate the benefits of the technology within their
organisation, the Auto-ID centre has produced a Return-On-Investment calculator [21]. Albeit a significant step
towards understanding potential benefits of the technology, the calculator has certain limitations which may be
attributed to the development team of end-user sponsors of the centre [22]. Indicatively, the value of the tagged
items may not exceed the threshold of £3,200 therefore the calculator cannot be applied in low-volume high-value
organisations.
The aim of this paper is to propose a universal methodology for assessing the value of AIDC systems in
organisations based on process improvement and waste elimination. With the majority of current research focusing
on retail and supply chain applications, it is anticipated that the results of this study will assist potential adopters
(SMEs) of AIDC systems to assess the value of the technology in their operations, quantifying the benefits and
return on investment. The applicability of the methodology is also supported by a cost benefit analysis of RFID
deployment within a low-volume, high-value manufacturing SME.

2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology presented in this paper is based on the fundamental concept of lean of eliminating waste. By
definition, all activities that are not directly involved with the product are considered as waste or Non Value Adding
(NVA). While it is appreciated that some of these activities are necessary for supporting the value adding activities
in a process, any elimination or reduction in NVA activities can yield significant improvement.
The first step of the methodology involves the observation and understanding of the entire process. During this
step the facilitator is required to observe and collect the necessary information about the process while developing
an accurate description of the steps and factors that constitute and influence the process. The process mapping
exercise may be conducted through a variety of methods [23], however a combination of process flow analysis and
process activity mapping is more appropriate for identifying and distinguishing the steps in value adding or not.
The second step of the methodology is to assess which steps may be eliminated or reduced through the
application of AIDC systems. This step must take into account the people involved with the process and must
question each step of the process in order to identify the areas where AIDC can create value. The completion of this
step will result in the future, improved state of the process.
The third step of the methodology considers the implementation costs as well as the anticipated benefits of the
future state. During this step all hardware, software and training costs for the future state are calculated and are
contrasted to the anticipated benefits in respect to the initial process. Finally, the costs and benefits are used to
calculate the ROI and create the momentum for moving forward with the implementation of AIDC. The
methodology is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.

Map Current State

Investigate current process
Identify areas need improvement
Combine process mapping with process activity
mapping
Distinguish value adding from non-value adding
activities.

Visualise Future State

Assess which steps may be eliminated or reduced
through the application of AIDC systems.
Involve people familiar with the process
Question each step of the process to identify the areas
where AIDC can create value.
Document future state

Calculate costs and
benefits of Future State

Calculate implementation costs to achieve future state
including hardware and software development
Calculate benefits from the future state

Build business case

Use the costs and benefits to calculate ROI
Obtain management commitment

Figure 1: Steps in determining AIDC value
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3. APPLICATION
The practical implications of the methodology are presented through the following case study, which involves a
UK manufacturing SME specialising in the manufacturing and provision of engineering services for mechanical
joint integrity. The company has two main sites, located in the North East of England and in Scotland. The
company’s headquarters, manufacturing facility and distribution of products are based in the North East of England,
whilst the provision of engineering services is conducted from both the North East and Scotland.

Hydraulic Torque Wrenches

Hydraulic Bolt Tensioners

Figure 2: Company Products

The methodology was applied in two discrete processes within the company, sales and provision of engineering
services and all intermediate stages from obtaining an order to dispatching the product were examined.

3.1. MAP CURRENT STATE
The first step of the methodology aims to examine how and why the processes are currently carried out, based
on actual process observation rather than relying on previous process descriptions. Through direct observation,
collecting live data from the shop floor and auditing the people involved in the process, a deep understanding of the
environment and process was acquired. The completion of the process activity map resulted in a well-documented
description of the process, along with the consisting steps, time required to complete each step and distinction of
each step as operational, transportation, delay, storage and inspection. Figure 3, illustrates the steps constituting the
current sales process and their allocation across the company’s departments.

Figure 3. Cross-functional flowchart

The ERP system currently in place failed to work at its full potential due to the lack of real time data entry and
errors due to the manual input of information. The manual inputs of data were critical for the information flow but
were bottlenecks to the process as a whole. They often were not performed on time resulting in errors which
affected the operations across departments. For example, there were instances where employees working in the
stores did not input the correct quantities or serial numbers as listed on the picking list, resulting in inaccurate stock
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levels. The errors in inventory visibility were further enhanced by delays in processing the documentation
transferred around the plant in hard copies. For example, there were cases where an assembly was physically
available at the stores, but it was not available on the system either because the production card had not been
transferred to the production office to be historically cost or because it had not been properly filled in. This caused
erroneous quotations and lost sales, fluctuations in demand and upset in production. The process was also
overwhelmed with an unnecessary paper trail. Activities such as printing out picking lists and manual transfer to the
relative departments were non value adding and took a substantial amount of time in the process. Similarly, in the
“Engineering Services process” manual data input was highlighted as a major waste in the process. Employees
responsible for physically managing the tools in this process were also responsible for the creation of the dispatch
documentation. There were cases where due to increased volume of orders increased workload and time pressure, a
delivery note was not dispatched with the order. Instead, a copy of the picking list was dispatched while all
paperwork was postponed creating a backlog. Significant errors were also observed in recording the correct serial
numbers when the tools returned from the customer due to the off-hire condition of the tools.

3.2. VISUALISING FUTURE STATE
By looking very closely at the processes performed within the company, steps that could be eliminated through
increased accuracy and utilisation of AIDC were considered. The aim was to design a more efficient and simplified
process. Having verified the descriptive flowcharts for accuracy and completeness with the respective employees,
the authors embarked to analyze the current state of each process to locate bottlenecks and wasteful activities that
could be improved or eliminated through the use of an Automatic Identification System. In respect to the processes
studied the minimum requirements which the future state should meet, were to increase process efficiency by
eliminating manual data input and physical documentation transfer, through the utilisation of an appropriate AIDC
technology compatible with the company’s existing ERP system. In addition, the technology should exploit wireless
handheld devices and should be applicable on the assets’ metallic surfaces without compromising the equipments’
integrity.
These requirements were “translated” into project milestones and formed the basis for the future processes.
Upon the receipt of an order, a project would be created in the ERP system while the sales order picking list would
be digitally transferred to a Portable Digital Assistant (PDA) using wireless technology. The PDA would enable the
employee at the stores to select a digital picking list through a selection of pending orders. During the picking
process, tagged items with suitable AIDC technology would be deleted from the picking list while the selection of
the last item would invoke the creation of invoice and dispatch documentation. Similarly, in the event of any of the
components on the picking list not being available, then the respective department would receive notification that
the item is unavailable. A schematic of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Future state schematic
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3.3. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Using process activity mapping, it was possible to distinguish between the value adding and non value adding
activities in the process for a more detailed design and evaluation of a process [24]. The flow and the activities’
duration in the process were documented using this more analytical method of process mapping to identify the
different types of activities and facilitate a comparison between the current state of the process and the proposed
future state [25]. The various steps in the existing process were documented by examining the activity as it took
place.
Twenty-three steps were documented as the activities constituting the sales process. Three were identified as
operational, seven transportation, one inspection, eleven delay and one as storage. The total time required for the
completion of this process based on an average order of 5 tools was 2610 seconds, i.e. 43.5 minutes. The future
process consisted of eight steps in total which were distinguished as three operational, two as delay, one as
inspection, one transportation and one as storage. Although the operational, inspection and storage steps in the
process remained unaltered, there was a significant reduction in delay and transportation steps. With the utilization
of AIDC, the process would be reduced to eight steps by the elimination of non-value adding activities. The
duration of the future process could be reduced to 23 minutes.
The engineering services process map consisted of two processes, booking out and booking in. Although each
process was examined separately, the process activity map considered both processes to illustrate the potential of
improvement. The booking out process consisted of eleven steps and the booking in of seven. The total number of
steps that were documented as the constituting activities in the hire process was eighteen; six were identified as
operational, two as transportation, two as inspection, seven as delay and one as storage. The total time required for
the completion of this process based on an average order of 5 tools was 1620 seconds, i.e. 35.5 minutes. The future
process consisted of nine steps in total of which six were distinguished as operational, two as inspection and one as
storage while the duration of the process could be reduced to 16 minutes. The current steps of the process are
contrasted to the future steps in Figure 5.
SALES PROCESS (Current State)
Task Title

Task Description

Activity

Time (S)

1. Obtain Order

Raise Project in XAL and
communicate purchase order

120

2. Check availability in XAL

Check all part codes are available.

60

3. Parts Not Available: Generate picking list
hard copy
4. Outstanding order commitment
5. Request to build

Create picking list quoting part-codes
and quantities and pass to Purchase
office
Invoke Purchase from external
supplier or production of parts
missing
Create request to build list quoting
part-codes and quantities

30
30
30

6. Forward request to build to Production
Office

Forward request to build hard copy to
production

60

7. Create production route card

Create production route card hard
copy

30

8. Forward production card to production

Manual transfer of production route
card

60

9. Record machining time

Manual record machining time on
production route card

30

10. Return production card to production
11. Manual input of part availability
12. Produced Items are taken to stores

Return competed production card to
production
Produced components are marked
against system availability. Invoke
assembly

60
300

Put items to designated locations

60

Production card is tranfered to
assembly area for the components
serials to be recorded
14. Record serial numbers of parts going into Components serial numbers are
assembly
recorded manually on production card
Completed card is transferred to
15. Return production card to production
production office for the assembly to
be historically cost
13. Transfer production card to assembly

60
120
60

16. Assembly goes to stores

Physical assembly is moved to stores

60

17. Assembly is historically cost

Recorded components numbers are
logged against the assembly serial

300

18. Physical collection of items

Once the assembly is historically cost
it is available for picking

300

19. Manual input of assembly serial numbers

Manually mark serial numbers against
purchase order

120

20. Return Picking list to admin

Return completed picking list back to
admin

60

21.Raise dispatch documentation

Create delivery note, certification and
tools manual

300

22. Generate invoice

Create invoice

60

23. Pack and dispatch items

Equipment is put into cases along
with respective documentation and is
dispatched

300

Total

3

7

1

11

1

2610

(a) Sales Process Activity Mapping

(b) Engineering Service Process Activity Mapping
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(c) Sales Process Activity Mapping (Future State)

(d) Engineering Service Process Activity Mapping
(Future State)

Figure 5: Current vs. Future state process activity mapping

To quantify the value of an investment in AIDC, cost and productivity data had to be incorporated into the
process analysis. For the processes studied the data of Table 1 were obtained from the company and were used to
calculate the benefits from reduction of inventory, stock taking time and efficiency improvement.
Table 1: Company data

Annual sales (units)
Annual revenue

931
£4,387,44
9
£ 4,713

Average tool sales price
Inventory value (£)
Carrying cost (%)
Safety stock (%)
Times a physical count is performed
Time to complete a physical count
Average number of SO handled per week by the
process
Average labour cost (£/h))

£650,000
20%
5%
2
120 hours
30
14

In most operations, a significant amount of money is tied up as safety stock. The use of an AIDC system can
provide 99.9% accuracy and eliminate the need for safety stock [26]. The potential savings from the reduction in
inventory may be calculated from formula (1).
Carrying Cost% x Total Inventory Value x Safety Cost%

(1)

Using the data of Table 2, the savings due to reduction of inventory are:
Savings = 20% x 5% x 650,000 = £6,500
It is also reported that inventory count time may be reduced by 80% using AIDC [26]. The savings from reduced
inventory count time may be calculated from formula (2):
Times a physical count is performed x Time to complete physical count x Average cost labor hour x 80%
(2)
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The physical count in the company took place over a period of 10 months (February to November). Each month
12 two-hour counts were performed; rising the physical count time to 480 hours including reconciliation.
Savings = 480 x 14 x 80% = £5,376
The savings from increasing process efficiency may be calculated by simply subtracting the future process cost
from the current process cost, which is given from formula (3):
Process duration x Average number of Sales Order x Average labour cost

(3)

The calculated savings are summarised in Table 2 and are contrasted to the future state implementation costs which
have been calculated previously by the authors [27].
Table 2: Future state implementation costs

Description
(A)
System
Implementation
Costs
Hardware Costs

Software Costs

Cost of tags
Cost of tagging items
included)
Integration Development
Wi-Fi Access Point
Wireless Survey
PDA Reader cost
Total

Cost

(labour

£1
£15,000
£ 22,500
£500
£700
£2,000
£40,700

(B) Annual Benefits
Reduction in inventory
Time reduction in stock takes
Efficiency improvement
Total benefits

£6,500
£5,376
£14,768
£26,644

Return on investment (B/A)
Payback period

65.5%
18 months

3.4 BUILD BUSINESS CASE
The final step of the methodology was to use the above metrics to present the value of an investment in the system.
Although the future state had significantly less steps than the initial process, it was necessary to provide
management with an acceptable ROI and payback period within 2 years, as designated by the company’s policy.
The company’s policy in capital expenditure required a return on investment within a 2-year period. Considering the
initial implementation cost of £25,700, the return on investment (ROI) is given from equation (4):

ROI =

Savings
Cost _ of _ Investment

(4)

The ROI ratio is positive, suggesting a positive return from this implementation. The payback period is well
within the payback period designated by the company; therefore it is reasonable to invest in an AIDC system.
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4. SUMMARY
The application of the methodology in the company of this case study suggests that the use of AIDC technology
may create value for this organization on two accounts. Firstly, the application of RFID tags can solve the assettracking problem due to the harsh offshore environment rendering the use of RFID as an adding value element for
the engineering service function of the business.
The results of the research also suggest that the use of AIDC systems in a discrete process can improve the
accuracy and timeliness of information and facilitate JIT practices through inventory and process cost reduction. In
addition the adoption of AIDC yields a positive ROI and a short term payback period, ensuring even greater returns
over 5 year timescale as hardware costs will decrease.
Although this case study involved a particular organizational environment, the methodology may be applied in
other SMEs wishing to adopt the technology. Through the approach presented, areas in which AIDC may create
value may be identified, enabling organisations to rethink their processes whilst assessing the actual ROI for their
needs. Successful implementation of AIDC technologies will require management commitment as without adequate
resource the project will fail. The perceived benefits of the technology must be discussed and communicated
throughout the team and a solid business case must be made based on actual company data considering all hardware
and integration costs to avoid unnecessary costs.
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ABSTRACT
This paper considers a multi-objective supply chain design problem. The traditional supply chain design
problem involves making location and allocation decisions to support the required flow in a supply chain. The
location variables are binary integer whereas the allocation (flow) variables are real and continuous. The
traditional objective is to minimize the sum of fixed and variable costs. We consider an extension of the supply
chain design problem which models uncertain flows through scenarios. The problem is modeled in a two-stage
framework where the location decisions are made in the first stage. The flows are then revealed in the second
stage. Allocation decisions to support these flows are essentially the recourse variables. We consider the
traditional total cost objective along with two additional minimization objectives: financial risk in the supply
chain modeled by the probability of exceeding a given budget and the variance of flows across scenarios. To
solve the problem, we use multi-objective simulated annealing and contrast it with the popular goal attainment
technique for multi-objective optimization. Numerical results show that multi-objective simulated annealing is a
very practical solution technique.

1. INTRODUCTION
Simchi-Levi et al. [1] define supply chain management as a set of approaches to integrate elements of a supply
chain to minimize total system cost while maintaining adequate service levels. In their definition, the supply chain
itself consists of suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and so on. Supply chain systems are also known as
production-distribution or logistics networks. It is well recognized that there are operational, tactical, and strategic
levels in supply chain management (see Chopra and Meindl [2]). In this paper, we focus on the strategic level of
supply chain management. At this level, decisions are made on the number and location of facilities, sourcing
strategies for these facilities, their storage and handling technology, means of transportation, and decisions on
subcontracting (Martel [3]). An interesting high-level problem at the strategic level is the multi-commodity
distribution system design problem also now commonly referred to as the basic supply chain design problem. It was
first proposed by Geoffrion and Graves [4] in 1974. The authors use Bender’s decomposition to solve the problem.
Many extensions to this problem have been considered (Martel [3], Martel and Venkatadri [5], Vidal and
Goetschalckx [6]) and many versions have been solved in practice (Arntzen et al. [7] and Shapiro et al. [8]).
In this paper, we discuss an extension of the basic supply chain design problem which considers two aspects:
1.
2.

The multi-objective nature of the problem.
Stochasticity in the supply chain modeled by scenarios which can take into account supplier reliability
or production uncertainty.

This extension was first proposed by Azaron et al. [9] who use the goal attainment method to solve a formulation
of the extended problem. In their approach, a two-stage stochastic model is presented take into account the effects of
uncertainty. The network configuration (0/1) decision variables are used for the facility location aspect of the
problem and are the first-stage variables. These variables are decided at the design stage at which point t is assumed
that the uncertain parameters (supply, demand, etc.) are revealed. At this point, the flow decisions in the supply
chain, the second-stage variables, are taken.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +1 (902) 494-3987; Fax: +1 (902) 420-0728; E-mail: Uday.Venkatadri@dal.ca
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There have been some attempts in the literature to model stochastic aspects of the supply chain. These are
usually modeled as two-stage stochastic optimization problems. In the first stage, strategic decisions are made
(which facilities to open) and in the second stage tactical decisions are made (flow volumes from suppliers to the
network, flow volumes within the network, and flow volumes to customers). For example, MirHassani et al. [10]
present a two-stage multi-period stochastic model and solve their problem using Bender’s decomposition. Other
papers that use the two-stage approach include Tsiakis et al. [11] and Santoso et al. [12]. However, they are all
single-objective in nature with the view of minimizing cost.
In the formulation proposed by Azaron et al. [9], three different objective functions are considered: the first is the
traditional total cost objective function which is the total of first-stage (investment) and expected second-stage (flow
and expansion) costs. The second objective function minimizes the variance of the total costs to favour stable
networks. The third objective function considers financial risk modeled as the probability of not meeting a total first
and second stage cost level. The goal attainment technique is proposed by Azaron et al. [9] to solve the problem. In
this paper, we present some preliminary results to the same model using the multi-objective simulated annealing
meta-heuristic (see Suppaptinarm et al. [13]).
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The sets used to formulate the problem under consideration are as follows:
L: Set of scenarios.
N: Set of all nodes. This set consists of supplier, intermediate and demand nodes in the supply chain.
S: Set of all supply nodes.
D: Set of all demand nodes.
I: Set of all intermediate (production or warehouse) nodes.
K: Set of products in the supply chain.
A i : Set of all nodes diverging from node i ∈ I .

Bi : Set of all nodes converging into node i ∈ I .
We now define various the parameters and variables used for the model formulation. The parameters are:

mi : Capacity of node i ∈ I , if it is built.
ci : Fixed cost for node i ∈ I .
ri k : Unit processing requirement at node i ∈ I for product k ∈ K .

p l : Probability of occurrence of scenario l ∈ L .
h ilk : Unit shortage cost for node i ∈ D in scenario l ∈ L for product k ∈ K .
f ilk : Unit cost of expansion for node i ∈ I in scenario l ∈ L for product k ∈ K .

qijlk : Unit sum of transportation and production costs for the pair of nodes (i, j) ∈ N &
i ≠ j , in scenario l ∈ L for product k ∈ K .

Ωl : Available budget in scenario l ∈ L .
d ilk : Demand (in units) at node i ∈ D in scenario l ∈ L for product k ∈ K .
silk : Supply (in units) for product k ∈ K at node i ∈ S in scenario l ∈ L .

oi : Limiting expansion capacity (in units) for node i ∈ I .
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V: Limiting budget (a very large positive value).
The model variables are:

yi = 1, if the node i ∈ I is built,
0, otherwise.

x ijlk : Flow (in units) from node i ∈ N to node i ∈ N , in scenario l ∈ L for the product k ∈ K .
zilk : Shortage (in units) at node i ∈ D for scenario l ∈ L for the product k ∈ K .
eilk : Expansion of node i ∈ I in scenario l ∈ L for the product k ∈ K .

u l = 1, if total cost in scenario l ∈ L is greater than Ωl .
0, otherwise.

u 'l= 1, if total cost in scenario l ∈ L is less than Ωl .
0, otherwise.
The three objectives to be minimized are as follows:
Objective1: Total cost represented by expression 0.1.

i∈I

ci yi +

k∈K

i∈N j∈N l∈L

pl (qijlk xijlk + hilk zilk + filk eilk )

(0.1)

Objective2: Variance represented by expression 0.2
2

k∈K

i∈N j∈N l∈L

k
ijl

pl ( A −

k∈K

i∈N j∈N l∈L

k
ijl

pl A )

(0.2)

Where,

qijlk xijlk + hilk zilk + filk eilk = Aijlk
Objective3: Financial Risk represented by expression 0.3.

pl ul

(0.3)

l∈L

The set of constraints for our model is as follows:

xijlk −
i∈B j

x kjpl = 0 ∀ j ∈ I , l ∈ L & k ∈ K

(1)

p∈ A j

xijlk + z kjl ≥ d kjl ∀ j ∈ D , l ∈ L & k ∈ K
i∈B j
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xijlk ≤ silk ∀ i ∈ S , l ∈ L & k ∈ K

(3)

j∈Ai

ri k (

xijlk ) ≤ mi yi + eilk ∀ i ∈ I , l ∈ L & k ∈ K

(4)

j∈Ai

eilk ≤ oi yi ∀ i ∈ I , l ∈ L & k ∈ K .

i∈I

i∈I

ci yi +
ci yi +

k∈K

k∈K

i∈N j∈N

i∈N j∈N

(5)

(qijlk + xijlk + hilk zilk + f ilk eilk ) − Ωl ≤ Vul ∀ l ∈ L

(6)

(qijlk + xijlk + hilk zilk + f ilk eilk ) − Ωl ≥ Vul' ∀ l ∈ L

(7)

ul + ul'≤ 1 ∀ l ∈ L

(8)

xijlk ≥ 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ N , l ∈ L & k ∈ K

(9)

zilk ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ D , l ∈ L & k ∈ K

(10)

yi ∈ {0,1} ∀ i ∈ I

(11)

ul ∈ {0,1} ∀ l ∈ L

(12)

ul'∈ {0,1} ∀ l ∈ L

(13)

In the above model, objective 0.1 is the minimization of total expected investment, shortage and operational costs
for the supply chain. Objective 0.2 minimizes the variance of expected total variable costs for all possible scenarios
in the supply chain. Finally, objective 0.3 is the minimization of the associated financial risk in the design of the
supply chain.
Constraint 1 balances the flow of the product k for each intermediate (processing) node j. Constraint 2 ensures
that for a particular scenario l the total flow and the corresponding shortage of product k to a demand (customer)
node j is greater than or equal to the demand of that product in node j. Constraint 3 states that in a particular scenario
l the total flow of product k from a supply node i is less than or equal to the supply of that product from the node j.
Constraint 4 enforces the capacity limit on the intermediate nodes whereas constraint 5 limits the expansion capacity
for an intermediate node. Constraints 6, 7, and 8 limit the amount by which the total expected cost can exceed the
allotted budget. Finally, constraints 9-13 are non-negativity constraints which also define whether the variables are
binary or continuous.
3. SOLUTION STRAGEGY
3.1. SINGLE OBJECTIVE SOLUTION
If each objective is treated separately, the problems with objectives 0.1 and 0.3 are binary-integer programs. In
these cases, small problems may be directly solved using mixed integer solvers such as Cplex and Lindo. For bigger
problems, the alternatives are to use either exact methods such as decompositions or approximate methods such as
Simulated Annealing (SA) or TABU search. The single objective problem with objective 0.2 is non-linear. It may
be solved using a non-linear solver such as Lingo or Minos. This becomes a challenge for larger problems because
of the binary integer variables. Once again, meta-heuristics such as SA or TABU search may help.
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3.2. MULTI- OBJECTIVE SOLUTION USING GOAL ATTAINMENT
We are really interested in finding the Pareto frontier for the problem across the three objectives. Azaron et al.
[9] propose a method called Goal-Attainment. The details of this method may be seen in their paper. The main idea
with goal attainment is to set goals and weights, bj and gj ( g j ≥ 0 ) for j=1,2,3, for the three objective functions.
Weight gj is the relative under-attainment of goal bj. For under-attainment of the goals, a smaller gj is associated with
a more important objective. When gj approaches 0, then the associated objective function should be fully satisfied or
the corresponding objective function value should be less than or equal its goal bj. gj, j=1,2,3, are generally
normalized so that

3

g j = 1 . Using this method, smaller problems can be solved using Lingo assuming that a goal

j =1

and weight has been specified for each value. It is our computational experience that Lingo does not work well for
large problems because of the binary-integer variables. Another problem with goal attainment is that the designer
has to solve several problems with different goals and weights in order to develop the Pareto frontier for the
problem. This can be quite cumbersome. Writing a general search algorithm is possible, but even so, the solution
time even for smaller problems is prohibitive.
3.2. MULTI- OBJECTIVE SOLUTION USING MULTI-OBJECTIVE SIMULATED ANNEALING
In order to overcome the problems we faced with goal attainment, we propose using the multi-objective simulated
annealing (MOSA) algorithm to solve the problem. MOSA works similarly to SA but is designed for problems with
multiple objectives and automatically return an approximation to the Pareto frontier. It is computationally less
complex, though it does not promise to yield the Pareto frontier.
MOSA was first proposed by Suppaptinarm et al. [13]. For lack of space, the reader is referred to his paper for
the details on MOSA. The multi-objective simulated annealing methodology maintains an archive of mutually nondominated solutions As found during the course of the search process. The algorithm starts with a single solution
with high individual temperatures assigned to each of the objectives. A new solution is then generated by performing
a neighbourhood search. In our case, the neighbourhood is defined by a string of predetermined binary integer
variables for the problem. Once the binary integer variables are set to either 0 or 1, we solve the constraint set for
each of the three separate objectives. The problem with objectives 1 and 3 in this case are simply linear programs
that can be solved easily for very large cases using commercial packages such as Cplex or Lindo. For the second
objective, we use Lingo to solve the non-linear problem with linear constraints. We found that this approach was
feasible for fairly large problems. The three objective function values for each predetermined string of 0/1 variables
(first-stage decision variables) is the solution for the string. A neighbouring string has one 0 value set to 1 or vice
versa. The solution generated is archived in As if it is not dominated by any of the solutions in As . However, if the
solution is not archived then it is accepted with probability P , where

P is defined as given below.

k

P = min 1,Π exp( −∆ i / Ti )

(14)

i =1

In the above equation, the probability of acceptance of the solution for dominated solutions is dependent on the
difference of the current and the new solution objective function values ( ∆ i ), and on the current temperature of the
objectives (Ti). As in SA, the temperature is slowly brought down. MOSA has temperature updates and return-tobase procedures similar to SA.
4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We solved three problems using MOSA and goal attainment (GA). The first problem was a small scale problem
representing a three tier supply chain with 3 supply, 4 intermediate, and 3 demand nodes. The second problem was
an intermediate scale problem representing a three tier supply chain with 10 supply, 10 intermediate, and 9 demand
nodes. The largest problem we solved was a three tier supply chain with 24 supply, 28 intermediate, and 27 demand
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nodes. All problems were solved using the Lingo 10.0 solver. The computational results are tabulated in Table 1
below.
Table 1: Summary of Results

Problem

Pareto-Frontier Solution Time (minutes)

Goal Attainment (GA)

Multi-objective SA
(MOSA)

Small

3

6

Intermediate

14

105

Large

658

As can be seen in Table 1, for a particular setting of goals and weights, GA took on an average 3 minutes to solve
the small problem. However, GA needs to be repeated for a number of different weight and goal combinations. It
took nearly 6 minutes to build the Pareto frontier for the problem with MOSA (10 runs of 15 iterations per run),
though the final non-dominated solution set was obtained in the 3rd iteration of run 1 itself.
For the intermediate problem, for a particular setting of goals and weights, GA took on an average 14 minutes to
solve the problem. It took nearly 105 minutes to solve the problem with MOSA (i.e., 10 runs of 15 iterations per
run). The final non-dominated solution set was obtained in the 3rd iteration of the 6th run, approximately 60 minutes
from start.
For the large problem, Lingo was unable to return a solution using the GA method due to the increased
complexity of the binary-integer non-linear problem due to the non-linearity in the second objective 0.2. The
program resulted in an error. Nevertheless, with the MOSA algorithm, we were able to get a good non-dominated
solution set by the 9th iteration of the 2nd run (658 minutes from start). When MOSA was run longer, it too had to
abort due to a memory overflow error caused by Lingo.
It must be noted that for all problems, even though GA yields a solution quicker than MOSA, GA would have to
be run 50-150 times for each combination of goals weights making it much more time consuming.
For the large problem, GA is unable to even provide a solution. However, we get a reasonably good solution using
MOSA even though it takes close to 10 hours.
5. SUMMARY
In conclusion, multi-objective simulated annealing is a practical method to solve multi-objective supply chain
design problems. It can be easily implemented in a commercial supply chain design package offered by companies
such as SAP, i2, Manugistics, and Infor. An off-the shelf package such as Lingo is need to solve the non-linear
version of the problem that includes a variance objective. However, if only linear or binary-integer objectives are
used, packages such as Cplex, Frontline Systems Solver, COIN, Dash, etc. could also be used.
We are working on more comparisons between the goal attainment and multi-objective simulated annealing. Our
hope is that MOSA can provide a supply chain designer with a non-dominated solution set in relatively quick time so
as to allow for decision making in practice.
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ABSTRACT
The last decades a new type of business environments has evolved characterized by rapid and volatile demand
changes, short product life cycles, and high levels of customized products. The competitiveness of a business in
these environments is mostly determined by its responsiveness. This is characterized by the ability to quickly
scale up or down the production volume, the presence of an innovative and fast product development, and a
quick incorporation of consumer requirements into the product development. This paper employs a descriptive
case study approach to illustrate how product development and commercialization can be integrated into a
product management flow to realize innovative and faster product development. Case study findings reveal that
the case company has during a five year period increased the number of successful product introductions.
Furthermore, the studied approach proves to be successful in this mature business environment where it is
essential to develop products based on the consumer need and behaviour and to differentiate the product
assortment. Based on our case study we also recognize that the product management flow does not concern
supply chain management (SCM) to some extent in the case company – this indicates that further development is
needed in SCM applications to support product life-cycle based managerial processes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Supply chains are supposed to satisfy the demand of customers or groups of customers, i.e. market segments [1].
This implies that the nature of markets – or business environments – is the point of departure in Supply Chain
Management (SCM). One of the important business processes in SCM is product development [2-4], without new
products, market acceptance and value added packages, an efficient supply chain is worthless, producing the wrong
products efficiently. Final product markets are always in a constant state of change and adaptation. This implies that
business models that have served us well in the past are at great risk not to serve us even moderately in the nearby
future [5]. During the last decades a new type of business environments – characterised by rapid and volatile demand
changes, short product life cycles, and high levels of customized products – have evolved [6].
In this new business environment innovative and fast product development is extremely important. Shorter
product life cycles, more rapidly emerging products obsolete, and the increasing intensity of global competition have
driven firms to strive for a more rapid introduction of new products [7]. The ability to reduce cycle time in new
product development and commercialization is increasingly viewed as a key to innovation success and profitability
[8-11]. First-to-market products may command higher initial prices and then gain a dominant market share and
customer loyalty [12]. Significant cost benefits can also accrue from compressing the new product development
process [12]. Shorter product life cycles also implies that the product development process needs to be integrated
with sales in order to successfully introduce products on the market and to ensure that the product assortment is
updated accordingly to product life cycles and that obsolete products are properly out-phased [13].
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Nowadays product development is also required to focus on customer needs rather than only on technology
improvements. This implies that successful product development requires profound knowledge of customers and
their needs. Many companies wish or claim to be customer oriented, however, customer-driven product development
is a demanding and difficult task [14]. The voice of the customer must be taken into account in all the phases of
product development, both in definition and design phases [15]. In this paper we use a descriptive case study
approach to illustrate how product development and commercialization can be integrated into a customer-oriented
product management flow to realize an innovative, predictable, and effective product development. Our aim in this
research work is in the understanding of how product development and product life-cycles are connected into SCM.
Instead of using a SCM perspective , we try to outline how the product development and commercialization is being
executed in an international manufacturing company, which is operating in white goods business. So, our research
work is mostly descriptive, and aims to shed more light on how SCM and a formalized new product development
could be connected. The research question is: “What effect will new requirements of a new product development
process have on SCM?”
This paper is structured as follows: First we present a literature review of the product development process in
Section 2. Thereafter, Section 3 presents and discusses research approach and data collection. Section 4 presents
case study findings. In the Final section research is discussed and concluded, and further research avenues are
proposed.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Supply chain management is increasingly being recognized as the integration of key business processes across the
supply chain [2]. One of these important business processes is product development and commercialization [3]. The
Product Development and Commercialization (PDC) process provides the structure for developing and bringing to
market new products at best jointly with customers and suppliers [13]. Effective implementation of the process not
only enables management to coordinate the efficient flow of new products across the supply chain, but also assists to
support ramp-up of manufacturing, logistics, marketing and other related activities to support the commercialization
of the product.
Developing products rapidly and moving them into the marketplace efficiently is important for long-term
corporate success [16]. In many markets, 40 percent or more of revenues come from products introduced in the prior
year [17]. The ability to reduce the time-to-market is key to innovation success and profitability [12] as well as the
most critical objective of the process [18]. As product life cycles shorten, the right products must be developed and
successfully launched in ever shorter time frames in order to remain competitive [19] and achieve differentiation in
market place. One stream of product development research consists of analytic models to determine the trade-off
between overall product quality and time-to-market [see e.g. 26-29]. Another stream of research has focused on
identifying specific mechanisms whereby a firm can improve the new product development process [see e.g. 30-34].
While a considerable body of research has focused on the time-to-market and process improvement problems in
isolation, consideration of both design and production (or logistics) decisions to support bringing new products to
market has remained relatively unexplored [20]. In their review of the product development literature, Krishnan and
Ulrich [21] comment that the literature addressing production ramp-up and product-design decision-making is
relatively sparse, though notable exceptions exist [see e.g. 22-25]. For example, Bayus [25] formulates a dynamic
model of innovation whereby investments in both product and process are considered.
Numerous researchers have proposed product development models with 5 to 10 phases for product development
[see e.g. 35-38]. In their review of the product development literature, Karkkainen [14] argue that the product
development process consists of three interconnected phases: (1) strategic planning, (2) customer need assessment,
and (3) product development [see e.g. 14]. The objective with the strategic planning is to ensure clear identification
and prioritization of different product development areas by set specific goals for product development. The goals
define the starting point for customer need assessment and product development [14]. The strategic planning builds
on current business strategies (e.g. product innovation strategy and brand and design strategy). The purpose is to
have clear goals known before initiating the customer need assessment and product development phases to avoid the
danger of performing wrong activities [14]. All the people involved in the development activities need to understand
the goals clearly and similarly and to keep them in mind during the whole development process. The objective with
the customer need assessment is to clarify customers’ needs as well as the competitive situation for the company
[14]. Customer-driven product development requires proper customer need assessment. Need assessment is a
systematic activity of gathering and clarifying customer needs, determining product characteristics based on the
clarified needs and ensuring that all the important needs will be fulfilled [14]. Careful, systematic need assessment
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helps to focus development efforts and reduce the need for future design changes. Many commonly used need
assessment methods have originated from statistics and market research. Urban and Hauser [35] describe how
different market research methods can be utilized in product development. In spite of the importance of need
assessment for product development, need assessment is often implemented in an unsystematic and unorganized way
in companies [14]. This is partly a consequence of a lack of proper tools and lack of information about how to use
them According to Holt et al. [39] methods for need assessment are poorly developed compared to more technical
tools for product design.

3. RESEARCH APPROACH AND DATA COLLECTION
In this paper we use a descriptive case study approach to illustrate how product development and
commercialization can be integrated – into a product management flow – to realize innovative and faster product
development. It is an embedded case study from the Swedish appliance industry [40], and the case company is
Electrolux. Empirical data were collected from several types of sources to enhance understanding by examining the
research object from various perspectives. The study builds on primary data based on in-depth interview with a key
person representing customer innovation program in the case company. In addition a number of industry reports were
examined in order to get information on both the industry and case company backgrounds. Furthermore a vast
amount of PR-material (e.g. press releases, annual reports presentations produced by the company) was also
included. The collected data has been analyzed primarily using the principles of pattern-matching and explanationbuilding [41].

4. CASE STUDY: ELECTROLUX
Electrolux is a global leader in home appliances and appliances for professional use. They sell more than 40
million products every year to consumers and professionals in 150 countries. The largest markets are in Europe and
North America and the strongest market position is in Europe. In 2006, they had sales of SEK 104 billion and 59,500
employees [42]. The product range includes refrigerators, dishwashers, washing machines, vacuum cleaners and
cookers. The products are sold under several brands – such as Electrolux, AEG-Electrolux, Zanussi, Eureka and
Frigidaire – but the major share of products is sold under the Electrolux brand.
The case company is nowadays working in an increasingly competitive industry characterized by intense
competition, increased global product standardization, and shorter product life cycles. To survive in this new
environment firms’ needs to create a truly consumer-driven organisation by focusing on consumer-oriented product
development (to create an efficient and effective product flow), branding (to develop a strong global brand) and
supply materials and products on demand (to create an efficient and effective demand flow). Thus, Electrolux has
defined Brand, Product Flow, and Demand flow as their major business processes. All these processes are currently
in-house but Electrolux regards the brand and product flow process as more important then the demand flow process,
which in theory could be outsourced in the future. In order for this to happen, the brand needs to be strong and the
product flow process needs to be very efficient and effective.
The case company have launched several cost reduction programs to free capital to invest in product
development and in the Electrolux brand. Firstly, they have started a restructuring program in 2004 aimed at creating
a competitive production structure in the long term. The costs of this program are estimated at approximately SEK 8
billion [42]. When it is completed in 2010, more than half of the products will originate from low-cost countries, and
savings will amount to approximately SEK 3 billion annually from 2010 [42]. Secondly, the case company is
implementing a global program for more efficient production, the Electrolux Manufacturing System (EMS). It is
based on proven methods for improving production that have been developed both in-house and externally. EMS has
been implemented with great success in plants that manufacture kitchen and laundry products. In 2007, it will be
implemented in facilities for production of vacuum cleaners and professional products. Finally, Electrolux has started
to purchase more materials from suppliers in low-cost countries in order to additionally reduce costs. Cost for
purchased goods and services represents about 70% of cost of goods sold [42]. It is therefore obviously very critical
to manage these costs in the most efficient way. The share of purchases from low-cost countries has risen from
approximately 30 percent in 2004 to 40 percent in 2006 [42]. Another priority is to engage the purchasing function at
an earlier phase of product development. In 2006, the case company achieved savings in purchasing of
approximately SEK 1.9 billion [42]. In the next section the product flow process will be described in more detail.
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4.1. THE PRODUCT FLOW PROCESS
Products are the very core of Electrolux business and success in this area is closely linked to the amount of
resources as well as methods and tools to ensure that they develop the right products, based on consumer insight, to
lowest possible cost at the right time. In order to realize this, the case company have developed a process for
consumer-focused product development entitled Product Management Flow (PMF). PMF is a global and holistic
process for managing products – from the cradle to the grave – and it describes all areas of creating and selling
products. As the project director, Antony Ford puts it: “the PMF first identifies what kind of mines there exists and
then in which mines the chance of finding diamonds are highest. Finally the diamonds are polished and put on the
market.”
Identifying global consumer trends and segmenting consumers enables them to offer products with more relevant
and attractive design, on the basis of fewer product platforms. The goal is to create products that are adapted to local
needs together with products that can be sold world-wide on the basis of common global needs. Employees from
many functions are involved, at this time there are no logisticians. Furthermore the PMF includes a structured
working method, with check and decision points to make sure that no steps are omitted.
The PMF is run by the product line manager with support from the consumer innovation program. It was
introduced in 2004 and over the next couple of years it will be implemented in all product lines. It consists of three
sub-processes the: (1) strategic market plan, (2) product creation process, and (3) commercial launch process (Figure
1).
Product Creation Process

Primary
development
Strategic
market plan

Product
development

Consumer
opportunities

Launch
execution
Concept
development

Range

Phase out

management

Commercial
launch
preparation

Commercial Launch Process

Intent

Figure 1: Product Management Flow - the Electrolux way of taking products to market

The objective with the strategic market plan is to ensure clear identification and prioritization of opportunity
areas and express this in a strategic road map and a corresponding product generation plan. The strategic market plan
is built on corporate prerequisites, e.g. product innovation strategy, brand and design strategy and global needs. The
strategic market plan also includes well-defined tools that together with the above mentioned analysis allow the
product line manager to set priorities and take strategic decisions and translate these into a strategic road map and a
corresponding product generation plan. It ensures a good frontloading of the product development as well as ensures
clear directions for product development and market communication. Examples of question that are interesting in
this phase are: (1) ‘On which areas should we focus our innovation work?’, (2) ‘Which changes in consumer
behaviour can create business opportunities?’, (3) ‘Where are the growth markets?’, and (4) ‘What can we do that
our competitors have not done?’
The objective with the product creation process is to define and develop consumer relevant and innovative
products addressing well-understood consumer needs. It involves four steps: (1) consumer opportunities, (2) concept
development, (3) primary development, and (4) product development. During the consumer opportunity phase an
understanding of consumer needs in prioritized areas is developed. The consumer understanding and insight is the
foundation for a successful concept and product development, as well as for the commercial launch. Through the
concept development phase a feasible product idea addressing the identified consumer needs is developed, with a
distinct positioning, consumer value based pricing and a solid business case. The consumer opportunity and the
concept development phases constitute what Electrolux calls the spark process (Figure 2). Project director, Antony
Ford thinks that ”Double Diamond” is illustrative name for the spark-process since it first goes wide then narrow,
then wide and narrow again. It has always an anchor in the target group. The first activity in the spark-process is to
identify consumer opportunities by exploring a chosen target group. The case company have developed a need based
segment model based on the finding that all their customers purchase products according to four different underlying
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demand patterns. Nowadays products are developed to meet needs that have been identified within a specific target
group within the segmentation model. When a consumer opportunity is identified the next step is to gather consumer
insight regarding the identified opportunity. To gather consumer insights they use several techniques like
observations, surveys and evaluations. However, they prefer observation because observed behaviour is richer then
described behaviour. The case company are in touch with tens of thousands of consumers’ world-wide every year
[42]. After some insights are identified the next step is to group them into a few product concepts. Some insights
perhaps originates from the same problem or in some other way belongs together and therefore could be satisfied
with the same solution. Next the identified product concepts are analysed and prioritized resulting in a winning
product concept. Then different product prototypes are developed based on the product concept and later tested on
the target group leading to a winning product idea/concept. Finally they make a decision regarding if the product
idea/concept is good enough to continue with or not, and whether it should go to the primary and/or product
development phase. All the activities in the spark process are conducted from a market strategic perspective and one
important output is a business case describing how to ensure long-term profitability by answering the following
questions: (1) ‘What to sell?’, (2) ‘Where to sell?’, and ‘How to sell?’.
In primary development technical solutions within targeted innovation themes are developed producing verified
ideas or hardware solutions that can be applied to relevant concepts in product development. The objective of the
product development phase is to cost efficiently specify, design and verify the product idea and prepare for launch on
the market.
The objective of the commercial launch process is to ensure that developed products are properly introduced on
the market with a consistent and consumer relevant message – as identified earlier during concept development –
based on a true consumer needs or problems. Another objective of the commercial launch process is to ensure that
the product assortment is updated accordingly to products life cycles and that obsolete products are properly outphased. Both these objectives rely on a consistent follow-up period.
Explore chosen target group to find consumer opportunities
- What to sell?

Consumer opportunities in
target group X

- Where to sell?
- How to sell?

Identify consumer insights and group them into product concepts

B(30%)

C(5%)

D(5%)

E(5%)

Analyse and prioritize
product concept

Winning product concept

CONCEPT

BUSINESS CASE

A(60%)

Develop prototypes

Test prototypes on target group

Winning product idea/concept

- Continue or put down?
- Continue to primary and/or product development?

Figure 2: The Spark process

A considerable share of investment is devoted to the early phases of the PMF, prior to large investments in
production, in order to ensure that the product is successful. The number of new products created through consumerfocused product development is increasing rapidly and leading to a better product offering, and thus to an increasing
number of more successful launches [42]. During a five year period the case company have increased the number of
successful product introductions from one per year to five per year. In 2006, products that had been launched during
the two previous years accounted for more than 40 percent of sales [42].The increased investment in product
development based on consumer insight is thus generating positive results
Since 2002, investments in product development have increased from approximately 1 percent of sales to 1.8
percent in 2006 [42]. At the same time, development has become more efficient through global cooperation and
coordination of launches between different product categories. The focus is on developing products in profitable
segments and high-growth areas, simultaneously making launches more accurate. It was interesting to note that
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Electrolux’s new product development follows classical “closed and internally accomplished new product
development process”, but this will most probably face challenges in the near future, since already nowadays leading
international companies are forced to apply model of “open innovation” (like in Philips has demonstrated in Europe,
see more [43-44]). This new approach in product development means that companies are trying to manage increasing
product development expenditure (due to productivity concerns) with rigid in- and out-licensing as well as through
strategic alliances and collaboration with other stakeholders (like universities, research institutes, communities etc.).
Also mergers and acquisitions are one form of open innovation approach, e.g. Cisco is arguing to have substituted
“research” with “acquisitions”, due to the reason that basic research is costly and contains great deal of uncertainty
(e.g. dealt within [45-46]).

5. DISCUSSION
Research shows that it is not enough to think about the customer, firms have to create a truly customer-driven
organisation in order to survive in mature markets. This is achieved by focusing on customer-oriented product
development (to create an efficient and effective product flow), branding (to develop a strong global brand) and
supply materials and products on demand (to create an efficient and effective demand flow). An efficient SC
producing the wrong products compared with actual customer demand will not be successful. In other words, firms
need to be transformed from a too production-focused company to an innovative, market-driven company that
develops and markets innovative products and services – based on extensive customer insight – that customers’ are
willing to pay a premium for. For SCM this means that we should make shift from overall volumes and static
observations into product life-cycle based management. Current methods need to be changed in this new
environment, but there exist a great demand for workable applications. As a performance improvement challenge we
see, how SCM and product development should be integrated in order to support these new demands.
Case study findings reveal that an integration of the product development and commercialization processes for a
truly customer-oriented product management flow can facilitate an innovative and faster product development
necessary in a mature business environment. Here it is essential to develop products based on customer needs and
behaviour and differentiate the product assortment. The case company has during a five year period increased the
number of successful product introductions from one per year to five per year. However, we could assume that
increasing amounts of new product introductions and phase-outs of already being offered products increase the
significance of SCM in the overall picture.
The product management flow highlights that successful product development requires a holistic view from
strategy to product introduction. Furthermore it highlights that successful product development requires profound
knowledge of customers and their needs. Many firms claim to be customer oriented, however customer-driven
product development is a demanding and difficult task. The voice of the customer must be taken into account in all
the phases of product development, both in definition and design phases.
The literature review highlights that the PMF process not only enables management to coordinate the efficient
introduction and flow of new products across the supply chain, but could also support ramp-up of manufacturing,
logistics, marketing and other related activities to support the commercialization of the product. The case study
shows an applied example of integration between product development and commercialization, but no integration
between product development and manufacturing or logistics. However, possible and crucial linkages between the
PMF and manufacturing and logistics does exist. From our perspective where and how to sell products (output of
spark process) is clearly connected to logistics and supply chain management. However, today these kinds of
analysis are made by marketing people. If logisticians where involved the case company could probably define and
develop more efficient and effective supply chain solutions faster, which would imply shorter time-to-market.
Secondly, it is not only important to carefully specify, design and verify new products, but also the production and
logistics systems or processes since some of the new products could require new systems or processes. To shorten
the time-to-market manufacturing and logistics representatives should be involved early in the product development
phase. Finally, to successfully launch new products on the market requires logistics capabilities. The commercial
launch process ensures that the developed products are properly introduced on the market with a consistent and
consumer relevant message; however, if not the right products are delivered in the right quantities, at the right place
and time, in a cost-effective way, these properly introduced products are of little value.
Product innovation is critical for success in the marketplace which requires new product features based on
consumer needs. Since many products are combinations of products and services companies are increasingly
realising the service that their products bring, e.g. a car provides means of transportation and status. We argue that
the idea of innovation being restricted to the products is unnecessarily limiting; it should also be applied in other
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areas, such as e.g. customer service and logistics. Firms offer customers more than just a product, they offer a
service. When gathering information regarding needs of new products or product features, firms also should collect
information regarding service needs and they should consider integrating manufacturing and logistics in order to
identify the most appropriate supply chain strategy for each customer or group of customers.

6. SUMMARY
In this paper we show how product development and commercialization can be integrated into a customeroriented product management flow to realize innovative and faster product development. The studied approach has
during a five year period increased the number of successful product introductions from one per year to five per year.
Furthermore, the studied approach is successful in mature business environment – characterised by high market
penetration – where it is essential to develop products based on customer needs and behaviour and differentiate the
product assortment. One could argue that the performance of a company to supply and deliver products depends on
several factors of which some are established in the product development process. An interesting aspect for further
research is to study how logisticians can be involved in the product development processes. When SCM knowledge
is increasingly needed in this process and at what moment the whole responsibility is handed to them? Or is logistics
in this new environment just an outsourced task to be carried out by different actors?
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ABSTRACT
Supply chains satisfy customers by striving for delivering the right products to the right place at the right time, at
the right quality and at the right quantity within an increasingly faster pace and lower cost. One implication that
can be made from this is that the nature of markets is the point of departure in both supply chain design and
operations. Given that organizations usually offer a wide range of products and services with different supply
and demand characteristics, one could argue that organizations conduct business in various types of noncoherent business environments. There has been a recognition that ‘one-size-fits-all’ supply chain strategies only
satisfies a limited number of business environments, and that it is increasingly necessary to develop several
differentiated supply chain strategies to satisfy all major business environments in a better way. This paper
employs a descriptive case study approach to illustrate how a case company develops differentiated supply
chains based on customer insights. Case study findings reveal that one efficient way to develop differentiated
supply chain strategies is to combine different supply and delivery methods into supply chain solutions. By
combining relatively few supply and delivery methods it is possible to develop several differentiated supply chain
strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a recognition that the traditional ‘one-size-fits-all’ supply chain strategies only
satisfies a limited number of customers or business environments since firms usually offer a wide range of products
and services with different supply and demand characteristics [1-2], and that this also opens new avenues for
competitive advantage for firms. It is consequently of growing importance to develop several differentiated supply
chain strategies to stay competitive and satisfy several major customers/business environments in a more
accommodating way.
One concept for determining supply chain strategies is the concept of “market qualifiers” and “market winners”
[3]. It is important to understand what the basis is for entering into a competitive area since this constitutes the
“market qualifiers”. Moreover, to obtain an order requires specific capabilities; the “market winners”. Consequently
the definition of market qualifiers and market winners logically defines the specification of the appropriate supply
chain strategy [4]. Lean supply strategies are most powerful when cost is the market winner, whilst agile supply
strategies are most powerful when service and customer value are the market winners [5]. Although lean and agile
approaches are often discussed as opposing paradigms, they share a common objective: meeting customer demand at
the least total cost [6]. It is in terms of the characteristics of this demand and the basis of meeting customer demand
that the two approaches differ.
Researchers have in recent years suggested that the two approaches may be integrated in a variety of ways to
create so-called “leagile” strategies [7-9]. This research uses descriptive case study approach to illustrate how a case
company has developed differentiated supply chains mainly based on customer insights. Our research objective is to
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provide an increased understanding to the following questions: (1) ‘How customers influence the configuration of
operations in an international manufacturing company?’, and (2) ‘How different delivery methods (make-to-stock,
assembly-to-order, engineering-to-order) are used in contemporary manufacturing related supply chains?’
This paper is structured as follows: First we present a literature review of supply chain strategies in Section 2.
Thereafter, Section 3 presents and discusses research approach and data collection. Section 4 presents case study
findings which reveal an efficient way to develop differentiated supply chain strategies by combining different
supply and delivery methods into supply chain strategies. In the final Section 5 research is discussed and concluded,
and further research avenues are proposed.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGIES
Fisher [10] discussed two types of supply chain strategies: efficient supply (i.e. lean supply) and responsive
supply (i.e. agile supply).There is an essential difference between lean supply chains that focus primarily on
efficiency (i.e. costs and productivity) and agile supply chains that focus primarily on effectiveness (i.e.
responsiveness). Supply chains emphasizing efficiency create a risk that production does not meet customer demand
if it is not responsive enough, while supply chains emphasizing effectiveness create risk of low production efficiency
[10]. Helo [11] identified efficiency and flexibility as components of productivity, but if markets do not appreciate
high variety and low lot sizes, product mix flexibility is worthless.
If the supply chain is ineffective there is an impending risk that when e.g. the customer wants to buy a specific
high fashion garment the shelf in the shop is empty, which leads to lost sales and lower customer satisfaction. On the
other hand, if the supply chain is not responsive to fashion changes, there is a huge risk for a high level of unsold
goods that have to be sold at reduced prices with lower margins (also possibly leading to increased customer stocks
at home, cannibalizing future season sales; see [12-13]).
An important concept for determining manufacturing strategies is the concept of “order qualifiers” and “order
winners” [12]. It is important for every organisation to understand what the basis for entering into a competitive area
is since this constitutes the “order qualifiers”. Moreover, to obtain an order requires specific capabilities which have
been termed “order winners” by Hill. Consequently the definition of order qualifiers and order winners logically
defines the specification of the appropriate manufacturing strategy. Several authors have borrowed these ideas to
develop a wider supply chain oriented concept of “market qualifiers” and “market winners” to which they connect
the lean and agile supply paradigms (e.g., [4, 14]). The lean paradigm is most powerful when cost is the market
winner, while the agile paradigm is most powerful when service and customer value are the market winners.
The common objective of lean and agile is meeting customer demands at the least total cost [6] and the differing
objectives of the two approaches are the characteristics of this demand and the basis of meeting customer demands
[15]. Researchers have in recent years suggested that the two approaches may be integrated in a variety of ways to
create so-called “leagile” approaches (see e.g. [15-18]). In the following sections, the three supply chain strategies:
lean, agile and leagile are described in more detail
2.1 LEAN SUPPLY
Lean Manufacturing has attracted a major interest in recent years which also extends to the wider concepts of the
“Lean Enterprise” [19-20]. The increase of interest in lean principles can be traced to the Toyota Production System
(TPS) with its focus on the reduction of waste, or muda [23]. “Leanness means developing a value stream to
eliminate all waste, including time, and to enable a level schedule.” [7]. Christopher [5] argues that lean principles
are applicable in environments where demand is relatively stable and therefore predictable and where variety is low.
Towill et al. [22] argue that the concept of leanness in a supply chain environment follows proven rules for
simplifying materials flow. This similarity between the concept of leanness and “rules for” excellent materials flow
has earlier been noted by Womack & Jones [20]. Consequently, the focus of improvement efforts, in terms of the
lean approach is planning, development, coordination, organization, integration, control and review of the materials
flow across the supply chain. The objective is to get the right product, at the right time, to the customer with
minimum of handling and buffering. It includes reduction of inventories, reduction of lot-size, reduction of the
supplier base, evaluating suppliers based on quality and delivery performance, establishing long-term contracts with
suppliers, and elimination of paperwork [21].
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2.2 AGILE SUPPLY
According to Christopher lean principles are applicable in environments where demand is relatively stable and
therefore predictable and where variety is low [5]. On the contrary, in those environments where demand is volatile
and customer requirement for variety is high, a much higher level of agility is required. “Agility means using market
knowledge and a virtual corporation to exploit profitable opportunities in a volatile marketplace.” [7]. This implies
that the constraints of the market must be known in order to identify the best starting point for development of an
effective and efficient supply chain strategy. Only when the possibilities of the market are known and understood can
an organization attempt to develop strategies that will meet the requirements of both efficiency and effectiveness [10,
17].
Christopher [5] described agility as “a business-wide capability that embraces organisational structures,
information systems, logistics processes and in particular, mindsets”. A key characteristic of an agile organisation is
flexibility [5]. In that respect, the origins of agility as a business concept lie partly in flexible manufacturing systems
(FMS), which through automation (i.e. reduced set-up times) tries to enable rapid changeovers and as a result create
responsiveness to changes in product mix and volume [17]. This idea of manufacturing flexibility has later been
extended into the concept of agility as an organizational orientation [24]. Gunasekaran defined agility as the ability
to respond to market changes in a cost effective and profitable manner [25].
The focus of improvement efforts in the agile approach is on integrating the information flow across the supply
chain with the objective of creating a market-responsive supply chain that responds quickly to unpredictable
demands to minimize lost sales, forced markdowns and obsolete inventory [9, 26]. A market-responsive supply chain
emphasizes market mediation to a greater degree than the role of ensuring efficient physical supply of the product
[21]. This requires reduction of process and information lead times throughout the supply chain [26]. It includes
coordinated planning, improved communication, and increased access to demand information throughout the entire
supply chain [21].
2.3 LEAGILE SUPPLY
Naylor et al. [7] created the term “leagile” to refer to hybrids of the lean and agile approaches. Based on this
merged strategy Christopher & Towill [17] visualized three distinct lean-agile hybrids.
The first lean-agile hybrid is founded on the Pareto Rule, recognizing that 80% of a firm’s revenue is generated
from 20% of products It is suggested that the dominant 20% of the product assortment can be managed in a lean
make-to-stock manner – given that demand is relatively stable for these items and that efficient replenishment is the
appropriate objective – while the remaining 80% can be managed in an agile manner [6].
The second lean-agile hybrid is founded on the principle of base and surge demand, recognizing that most
companies experience a base level of demand over the course of the year. It is suggested that the base demand can be
managed in a lean manner while demand peaks over the course of peak seasons or heavy promotion periods can be
managed in an agile manner [6].
The third lean-agile hybrid is founded on the principle of form postponement [6]. Form postponement refers to
delaying the final form of a product until an order is received from customers dictating the quantity and qualities of
the products demanded [27-30]. It was suggested that the production of generic, semi-finished product can be
managed in a lean manner, while the customization process requires agile principles [4].

3. RESEARCH APPROACH AND DATA COLLECTION
This paper employs a descriptive case study approach to illustrate how product development and
commercialization can be integrated, into a product management flow, to realize innovative and faster product
development. It is an embedded case study from the Swedish appliance industry [31] the case company is Electrolux.
Empirical data was collected from several sources to enhance understanding by examining the research object from
several perspectives. The study is based mainly on data gained from in-depth interviews with a key person
representing senior management at the case company. In addition a number of industry reports were examined in
order to get information on both the industry and case company backgrounds. Furthermore a vast amount of PRmaterial (e.g. press releases, annual reports presentations produced by the company) was also included. The
collected data has been analyzed by primarily using the principles of pattern-matching and explanation-building [31].
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4. CASE STUDY FINDINGS
Electrolux is a global leader in home appliances and appliances for professional use. They sell more than 40
million products every year to consumers and professionals in 150 countries. The largest markets are in Europe and
North America and the strongest market position is in Europe. In 2006, they had sales of SEK 104 billion and 59,500
employees [33]. The product range includes refrigerators, dishwashers, washing machines, vacuum cleaners and
cookers. The products are sold under several brands – such as Electrolux, AEG-Electrolux, Zanussi, Eureka and
Frigidaire – but the major share of products is sold under the Electrolux brand.
The case company is nowadays working in an increasingly competitive industry characterized by intense
competition, increased global product standardization, and shorter product life cycles. To survive in this new
environment firms’ needs to create a truly consumer-driven organisation by focusing on consumer-oriented product
development (to create an efficient and effective product flow), branding (to develop a strong global brand) and
supply materials and products on demand (to create an efficient and effective demand flow).
Electrolux regard these three focus areas as the most important areas to create a consumer-driven organisation.
Hence, they have defined Brand, Product Flow, and Demand flow as their major business processes. All these
processes are currently in-house but they regards the brand and product flow process as more important then the
demand flow process, which in theory could be outsourced in the future. In order for this to happen, the brand needs
to be strong and the product flow process needs to be very efficient and effective.
The case company company’s view is that increased investment in consumer-focused product development and in
the Electrolux brand will give them an opportunity to maintain and improve sustainable margins and provide for topline growth (Figure 1). Increased knowledge regarding the needs of consumers as well as how they think, feel and act
when they use the products will enable the case company to develop products that the consumers really desires and
are willing to pay a premium for, which in turn raises sales and margins. In addition, a strong brand with a leading
position that stands for quality and innovative products can justify a higher price and provide an incentive for
repeated buying, and also contribute to a higher profitability. It is therefore of great importance for the case company
to focus on consumer-oriented product development and to make their brand strong, global and in the lead. The
investments in product development and in the brand will be funded by cost reductions in the production, purchasing
and supply.
The case company have launched several cost reduction programs to free capital to invest in product
development and in the Electrolux brand. Firstly, they have started a restructuring program in 2004 aimed at creating
a competitive production structure in the long term. The costs of this program are estimated at approximately SEK 8
billion [33]. When it is completed in 2010, more than half of the products will originate from low-cost countries, and
savings will amount to approximately SEK 3 billion annually from 2010 [33]. Secondly, the case company is
implementing a global program for more efficient production, the Electrolux Manufacturing System (EMS). It is
based on proven methods for improving production that have been developed both in-house and externally. EMS has
been implemented with great success in plants that manufacture kitchen and laundry products. In 2007, it will be
implemented in facilities for production of vacuum cleaners and professional products.
Finally, Electrolux has started to purchase more materials from suppliers in low-cost countries in order to
additionally reduce costs. Cost for purchased goods and services represents about 70% of cost of goods sold [33]. It
is therefore obviously very critical to manage these costs in the most efficient way. The share of purchases from lowcost countries has risen from approximately 30 percent in 2004 to 40 percent in 2006 [33]. The figure for 2008 is
expected to be approximately 50 percent. Another priority is to engage the purchasing function at an earlier phase of
product development. In 2006, the case company achieved savings in purchasing of approximately SEK 1.9 billion
[33]. In the next section the demand flow process will be described in more detail.
4.1. THE DEMAND FLOW PROCESS
Electrolux has no business without consumers purchasing their products. The single most important factor for
success is keeping the consumer and retailer needs in focus, it is therefore vital that the total supply chain, both
production and distribution, is managed in a competitive way. To a large extent, success depends on whether the case
company and their supply chain are as good as or better than the competitors. This requires collaboration, first
internally then with the retailers and suppliers.
In order to realize this, the case company have created a Demand Flow Process (DFP) with common goals and
principles. The DFP has three major aims, first of all it is supposed to make sure that they deliver on time, as the first
priority, however, it is also important to reduce unnecessary time which leads to Deliver On Time - In Less Time.
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Secondly, the DFP is supposed to contribute significantly towards improving value creation. For example it aims to
increase sales by making products available on time and to decrease costs and waste in the supply chain. Finally,
innovation is critical to the success of new products, without new features based on consumer needs they will not be
in a position to succeed in the marketplace. However, innovation should not only be restricted to the products, it
should also be applied to customer service, the case company offer retailers products and service the DFP is
supposed to give an edge over their competitors in that regard.
The DFP can be separated into two sub-processes (i.e. supply chain design and supply chain operation) and
focuses on meeting consumer needs while minimizing both the capital tied up in operations and the cost required to
fulfill consumer demand. In other words, the DFP concerns development and management of supply chains. Below
the supply chain design part of DFP will be described in more detail.
The supply chain design step is planning activity consisting of three steps, firstly the case company identify how
their consumers via retailers would like to acquire their products (i.e. understand the market they serve). This is
achieved through consumer insight where major information that can affect their service to the retailers is collected.
Retailers have a number of characteristics that need to be considered before deciding how to serve them, such as:







Product Range: which products does the retailer purchase?
Lead-Times: which lead-times does the retailer require for the demanded products?
Sales Channel: can the retailer be grouped together with other retailers into a sales channel that describe
their approach to business to business and in turn affect demand patters?
Delivery Location: where does the retailer want us to deliver the demanded products?
Volumes: how much of the demanded product does the retailer purchase?
Shared Data and Collaboration: is the retailer willing and able to share data and collaborate?

Secondly, they have to understand their capabilities to serve the retailers (i.e. the market) regarding their
production and delivery system capabilities to produce according to demand. This includes the capability of the
suppliers to supply the production system, it is also important to appreciate the capability of the distribution system
to deliver the output from the factories (i.e. production system).
Finally, when those steps have been completed the case company can design various approaches to serve the
consumers via the retailers, commonly referred to as Supply Chain Solutions (SCS). They may even have more than
one SCS for each retailer, for example in the case of supplying both their own branded products and the retailers
branded products (also known as OEM products or ‘private labels’). Furthermore, SCS with retailers will evolve
over time and as trust and cooperation increase, the SCS will become more advanced and mutually beneficial.
A SCS is a combination of a Supply Method (SM) reflecting the production system capabilities, and a Delivery
Method (DM) reflecting the delivery system capabilities. Combining a supply method and a delivery method into a
specific SCS creates freedom of choice while at the same time maintaining the efficiency of operations in the
production and delivery system, Figure 1 illustrates some possible combinations.
Supply Method
(Decoupling points)

Supply Method
Delivery Method

Delivery Method
(Physical flow)

MTS MTO VMI
Factory direct

X

Bulk

X

Small Drop

X

Self collect

X

Home Delivery

X

X

X

Figure 1: Supply Chain Solutions
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One applied SCS within Electrolux combines the supply method Make-To-Stock (MTS) with the delivery
method self collect. This implies that the case company produces in advance according to a demand plan and stockkeeping until the retailer collects the goods themselves from one of their factories or Regional Distribution Centres
(RDC). Self-collection needs to be implemented carefully to maintain loading efficiency in the RDCs. Another
employed SCS combines the supply method Make-To-Order (MTO) with the delivery method factory direct. This
SCS is used when retailers order a number of weeks in advance, which enables the case company to produce and
deliver to a specified date and time. Orders are normally in the form of full truckloads dispatched direct from the
factory to a retailer (i.e. deliver method factory direct). Another utilized SCS combines the supply method MTS with
the delivery method home delivery. This SCS implies that Electrolux on the retailers request physical bypass of their
distribution network and deliver direct to the consumer’s home. This delivery method is normally combined with
other services such as installation and removal of old products. One more applied SCS combines the supply method
VMI with the delivery method of factory delivery. This implies that the case company is responsible for the
inventory of their products within the retailer’s warehouses i.e. responsible for calculation of delivery dates and
quantities. Deliveries are normally in the form of full truckloads dispatched direct from the factory to a retailer (i.e.
deliver method factory direct). It is an advanced SCS that involves a great deal of close partnering and collaboration,
including total sharing of data and regular communication.
Each SCS has different cost implications for the case company and the retailer. One solution might be more
expensive for them, but cheaper for the retailer and vice versa. It is also important to appreciate the cost to serve for
a particular retailer when judging its profitability.

5. DISCUSSION
During the last decades a new type of market with rapid and volatile demand changes, short product life cycles,
and high levels of customized products has evolved. Competitiveness of the business is mostly determined by
responsiveness characterized by the ability to scale up or down quickly, fast product development of innovative
products, and quick incorporation of consumer requirements into the product development. Firms have to create a
truly customer-driven organisation in order to survive. This can be achieved by focusing on customer-oriented
product development (to create an efficient and effective product flow), branding (to develop a strong global brand)
and supply materials and products on demand (to create an efficient and effective demand flow).
There has been a recognition that ‘one-size-fits-all’ supply chain strategies is not enough to create an efficient
and effective flow of products and materials. It is increasingly necessary to develop several differentiated supply
chain strategies to satisfy all major markets in a better way. The case study reveal that differentiated supply chain
strategies can be developed through the following four steps:
1.

Developing a segmentation model

2.

Understanding the market we serve

3.

Understanding the capabilities to serve the market

4.

Developing necessary supply chain strategies to satisfy all major customers

In the first step the firm needs to find out what kind of segmentation factors that affect the selection of the most
efficient and effective SCS and then developing a segmentation model. First a preliminary segmentation model has to
be developed based on company knowledge. Later on this may need to be altered according to customer
requirements. Example of segmentation factors are type of product, type of customer, geographical location, and
means of communication. One way could be to identify major product categories by clustering similar products into
product categories. Similar products imply comparable demand and supply characteristics. Customers could however
acquire products from several product categories. This implies that one customer could be supplied in several ways
(supplied by different SCS). If this is undesirable the starting point, instead of the product assortment, could be
customers. In this case the firm has to identify how their customers would like to acquire the product, irrespective of
product type. It is also possible to combine both these parameters along with e. g. geographical location. In the
second step the firm needs to find out what kind of SCS their customers prefer? In other words, identify how their
customers would like to acquire products from them within the identified segmentation categories. The customers
perhaps prefer “one-size fit all” SCS that handle all products in a similar way, i.e. according to a few SCS, or
different SCS depending on segmentation category. For example, standards products supplied and delivered
according to one SCS whilst customized products are supplied and delivered according to another SCS. In the third
step the firm needs to find out what kind of SCS they can provide, both existing and possible. In other words,
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identify their capabilities to serve the customers, i.e. the market, which implies definition of their production system
and delivery system capabilities. In the final step the firm needs to find out what kind of SCS they should provide to
satisfy all major customers, and to what price. To satisfy all customers it could be necessary to develop a number of
SCS in each segmentation category, however, each SCS could be used in several segmentation categories.
This research has also showed that different order fulfillment are needed to be used concurrently in international
supply chains – as was discussed earlier, segments, customers and cost efficiency requires to act accordingly. In our
case study organization seems to decide either to select make-to-order (MTO) mode, or make-to-stock (MTS). Based
on the literature, especially from electronics industry [34-37], we would expect to see assembly-to-order (ATO)
approach to take some ground, even in Electrolux’s business environment. It is interesting to note, however, that
instead of ATO approach, case company had developed VMI approach, which surely contains interesting further
avenues to follow in research side.

6. SUMMARY
In this paper we show that one efficient way to develop differentiated supply chain strategies is to combine
different supply and delivery methods into supply chain solutions. By combining relatively few supply and delivery
methods one could develop several differentiated supply chain strategies. Furthermore, the case study findings reveal
that this approach is effective in a mature business environment characterised by high market penetration where it is
essential to supply and deliver products and services based on consumer requirement. In this mature business
environment it is necessary to identify several differentiated supply chain strategies to satisfy all major customers.
An interesting aspect for further research would be to study the delivery performance and customer satisfaction
before and after implementing differentiated supply chain strategies. Another interesting aspect for further research is
to study how logisticians can be involved in the product development processes since the delivery of product
depends on several factors of which some are established in the product development. For example, successful use of
ATO and VMI strategies demands collaboration between logistics as well as product development, and there is
therefore a need for knowledge in working principles in this new environment. This surely includes questions related
to outsourcing, its scale and scope, in all of the operational areas.
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ABSTRACT
Procurement is always a risky process due to uncertain market demand and price fluctuation of input materials.
Certain risk management approaches have been proposed to address risks of different nature. These include,
amongst others, long-term contract for price risk, options for inventory risk and spot procurement. Inspired by the
Portfolio approach in finance market, this paper describes a portfolio procurement strategy that employs several
supply sources, such as long term contract, option contract and spot procurement for the effective hedging of the
various procurement risks. Given the structure of a general portfolio procurement framework, an optimal
multi-stages replenishment policy for this portfolio procurement strategy has been developed to exploit the various
forms of supply sources. Monte Carlo simulation is used to model the asset price dynamics in the spot market in
multiple stages. A stochastic program is then adopted as the experimental approach to solve these sequential
decision-making procurement problems under uncertainty. Finally, numerical experiments are designed to study
the sensitivity of demand and price fluctuations in this procurement portfolio model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Procurement is always prone to various kinds of risks due to human factor faults or the uncertain external
environment. Such as the credit risk which may be caused by the suppliers, the exchange rate risk which widely exist
in international trade, the inventory risk since the difficult in matching the fluctuating demand with supply, the price
risk caused by the fluctuating prices in spot market. These risks can be categorized into two mainly controllable risks:
the inventory risk and price risk. To address these two procurement risks which could be quantified, many researchers
and practisers seek risk hedging techniques in finance domain to effectively manage them. Some manage procurement
risk using commodity futures [1], some resort to supply contracts with options [2]. It is known in finance area, the
portfolio return is equal to the sum of its parts and the portfolio risk is less than the sum of its parts. Inspired by the
portfolio characterisation in finance market, this report proposed a portfolio procurement strategy to hedge the various
procurement risks of different nature. That is exactly a combination of several supply sources, such as traditional
option contracts, long-term contracts and so on. At the same time, to design such a procurement portfolio, the spot
market based on e-commerce has been taken into account since it is also a common source of supply for commodity
products.
Before given the structure of this general portfolio procurement framework, the portfolio composition need be
efficiently designed. To guide the effects toward making a selection of appropriate supply sources for the portfolio,
the first step is to identify individual characteristics of the supply sources which are widely employed by the buyer.
* ShiYuan: Tel.: (852) 6487-5290; Fax: (852) 2858-6535; E-mail: blessingsun@hotmail.com
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Various supply contracts for effective procurement may be the most extensively employed and studied procurement
strategies. There are huge types of supply contracts, which range from the classical long-term contract (Goldberg and
Erikson [3] 1987), quantity discount contracts (Li and Huang [4] 1995) to the recent option contracts (Barnes-Schuster
and Bassok [5] , 2002), and revenue-sharing contracts (Cachon and Lariviere [6], 2005). Bassok and Anupindi [7]
(1997) focused on a type of quantity flexible supply contract with periodic commitments and with flexibility to update
the required quantities. Chen and Krass [8] (2001) extended the model of Bassok and Anupindito for a more general
situation characterized by the non-stationary demand distribution and changing prices. And Supply contracts with
option framework have e been actively researched by, for example, Tsay and Lovejoy [9] (1999), Sethi [10] (2004),
Barnes-Schuster[11](2002), Ch.van Delf and J.-Ph.Vial [12](2002), who dealt with a quantitative analysis of option
contracts.
More and more buyers resort to purchase different types of contracts and depend on the spot market for flexibility
and risk hedging. Yuksel [13](2003) investigated the optimal procurement planning problem for a manufacture
through the use of quantity commitment contracts in the presence of spot markets in a two-period setting.
Martinez-de-Albeniz and Simchi-Levi [14] (2003) formulated a dynamic program to obtain the optimal portfolio
contract and the replenishment strategy for general contracts to maximize the expected profit of manufacturer.
However, their work has focused on convex supply contracts with convex spot market costs and convex inventory
holding costs. Their portfolio selection problem is a concave maximization problem and a theorem is developed to
provide a closed form equation that characterizes the amount of options to be purchased by the manufacturer in an
optimal portfolio. Unfortunately, their model has failed to explicitly consider the possible risks involved. This study
extends their portfolio in two ways. First, it considers both the maximization of the expected profit as well as the
hedging of procurement risks, which are represented by the device conditional value-at-risk (CVaR). Second,
numerical simulation by means of stochastic programming is employed to obtain optimum solutions. For this type of
sequential decision-making problem under uncertainty, stochastic programming is found to be particular effective. It
also offers major advantage over dynamic programming in that the state and decision/control variables need not be
discredited.
This study is also based on the work of Xu [15] (2006) and Chan [16] (2007). The former developed a systematic
research for procurement risk management with commodity futures and constructed a research framework in the
procurement risk management. The latter used the supply contracts with options to provide the buyer desired
flexibility during a procurement process. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the multi-periodic
portfolio procurement strategy model. In section 3, the dynamic procurement prices in the spot market over the
studied finite horizon interval are simulated. Section 4 deals with the modelling of the event tree which is associated
with the discretization of the continuous stochastic demand process of the end customer. Section 5 reports on the final
results of the portfolio procurement framework, such as the expected profits and conditional value at risk, then
compares the results of the portfolio procurement strategy with other procurement strategies, and analyzes the
sensitivity of the results with different parameters, such as the demand and price volatility. Finally, in Section 6 the
current research was summarized, and then the limitation of current research and future avenues of research was
pointed out.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
This study focuses on the situation that the supply chain consists of a single buyer and multiple suppliers
(including the suppliers in the spot market based on e-market).
Consider the classical periodic review inventory problem with a finite horizon demand. Let T be the horizon, i.e.
the number of periods involved in the contract. The sequence of events and actions taken by the buyers can be
described as follows: At the beginning of the first stage, the buyer orders L0,t units to be delivered in period t ,

t ∈ {1,..., T } at a unit wholesale p , which are regulated in the long-term contract. In addition to this rigid
purchasing process, the buyer has a limited flexibility to purchase options at a unit option price o from this kind of
supplier. These options give the buyer the right to purchase additional units later by paying an exercise price e . It is
assumed that one option gives the buyer a right to purchase one unit. Formally, at the initial period the buyer
purchases M 0,t options, with the bound Mmax2 . Then in period t , after observing demand value D (t ) and the
product price S (t ) in spot market, the buyer chooses to exercise
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unit price of

mt , t +1 , mt , t +1 ≤ M 0,t and at the same time , the buyer choose to buy Q t product directly from the spot

market.
In each period, excess demand is assumed to be backlogged and excess inventory is carried to the next period. In
time period t , the unit holding cost is ht and the unit shortage cost is v .
The main problem in the purchase process of the buyer is to find the right balance among the different contracts:
how many to commit from the long-term contract？ How much capacity to buy and how much to exercise from the
option contract? And, how much supply leave to obtain directly from the spot market?
Based on above background, the model parameters in the portfolio contract are introduced as follows:
Decision variables:

for t=2,...,T

L1, t ≥ 0 : Firm order of products decided in the long-term contract at stage 1, and will be delivered at stage t
Q t ≥ 0 : Quantity of items bought in the spot market in period t
for t =2,...,T-1

M1,t ≥ 0 : Number of options bought at stage 1, which will be delivered at stage t
mt , t +1 ≤ Mmax2 : Number of options exercised in period t and to be delivered at stage t + 1
State variables:

for t=2,...,T
I t : Finished goods inventory at the end of stage t

I t + : Physical finished goods inventory at the end of stage t
I t − : Backorder of finished goods inventory at the end of stage t
Uncertainty:

for t=2,...,T
D(t ) : Demand of finished goods at time point t
S (t ) : Spot price at time point t
Parameters
Mmax1 : Bound on the amount of products can be bought by buyer in long-term contracts at the first stage

Mmax2 : Bound on the number of options that can be bought by the buyer at each stage
r : Unit selling price of finished product on the end market in period t
p : Unit purchasing cost of the product from supplier in the long-term contract
o : Unit price for an option which can be exercised at stage t
e : Unit price of exercising an already bought option
s : Unit shortage cost for finished goods
h : Unit period holding cost for finished goods in period t
v : Unit salvage value of finished goods
μ : Mean of the market demand

σ

: Variability coefficient of market demand

rho : Demand correlation between stages
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CVaR(α ) : Conditional value at risk of buyer
L : Loss incurred by the buyer
S : A maximum bound on loss incurred by the buyer

α : Risk level of buyer

To formulate the objective function, we define revenues and expenses separately. The revenue ℜ has three terms:
T

ℜ( I − , I + ) = r1 ( D1 − I1− ) + ∑ rt ( Dt + I − t −1 − I t − ) + ν IT +

(2-1)

t =2

The middle term is the revenues accumulated from the effective sales in the period t=2,...,T ; the first term
represents the sales in the first period (for which there is no backlog from a previous period) and the last term is the
salvage value of the left-over inventory at the end of the horizon.
The expenditure ℑ is characterized with two sums, since there are no available options for the last period T ,
T −1

T

t =1

t =1

ℑ( I − , I + , m, M , L, Q) = ∑ (et mt ,t +1 + ot M 0,t ) + ∑ (ht I t + + sI t − + pt L0,t + St Qt )
T −1

∑o M
t =1

0,t

t

(2-2)

: Expense in buying the number of options from stage 1 to stage T − 1 ,stage T is not included since it is

the last period, extra units of goods are not possible to deliver in T+1 stage.
T −1

∑e m
t =1

t , t +1

t

: Expense in exercising the options bought from stage 1 to stage T − 1 and exercised ，from stage 2 to

stage T.
T

∑pL

0, t

t

t =1

: Expense in purchasing goods from the supplier in the long-term contract at a unit cost

pt and quantity

L0,t for the whole contract period.
T

∑ S Q : Expense in purchasing goods from the spot market at a unit cost S
t =1

t

t

t

and quantity

Qt for the whole contract

period
T

∑h I
t =1
T

∑ sI
t =1

+

t

−
t

t

: Inventory holding cost of purchasing finished goods for the whole contract period

: Shortage cost generated by the unmet stochastic demand for the whole contract period

The profit and Loss functions:

P = ℜ−ε
L = ε −ℜ

(2-3)
(2-4)

Risk management
Let ξ be the set of scenarios that present uncertainty in a stochastic program, and x to be the vector of the decision
variables, L( x, ξ ) is denoted as the loss associated with
variables,

ξ

x . Since ξ is itself a representation of random

L( x, ξ ) is also a random variable that can be represented by the outcomes of the loss.

ψ ( x, S ) = P {ξ L( x, ξ ) ≤ S } .

For a certain confidential level α , the VaR loss can be defined as:

Sα ( x) = min {S ψ ( x, S ) ≥ 1 − α }

Let

and

(2-5)

Pi be the probability of a scenario represented by ξi , at confidential level α , the CVaR of mean excess loss

associated with decision can be defined as:
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CVaRα ( x ) = E ⎡⎣ L ( x , ξ ) L ( x , ξ ) ≥ S α ( x ) ⎤⎦
⎞
1⎛
= ⎜
L ( x , ξ i ) Pi ⎟
∑
⎟
α ⎜⎝ ξ i L ( x ,ξ i ) ≥ Sα ( x )
⎠

(2-6)

As discussed by Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000; 2001), the definition of the CVaR in the above equations cannot be
suitably applied to a discrete distribution due to the discontinuity or jump in VaR. Therefore, they have proposed an
alternative definition of CVaR for applications in stochastic programming optimization using scenarios. This is
defined as:

⎞
⎞
1⎛
1⎛
Pi + α − 1⎟ Sα ( x) + ⎜
L( x, ξi ) Pi ⎟
(2-7)
⎜⎜
∑
∑
⎟
⎟
⎜ ξ L ( x ,ξ )≥ S ( x )
α ⎝ ξi L ( x ,ξi )≤ Sα ( x )
α
i
α
⎠
⎠
⎝ i
Rockafellar and Uryasev have also proved that the optimal CVaR at a confidential level α can be obtained from
CVaRα ( x) =

the objective of the following optimization problem:

min Sα ( x) + E[max( L( x, ξi ) − Sα ( x), 0)]/ α
(2-8)
For a stochastic program that minimize the loss L (Schultz and Tiedemann 2005), a second component, θ CVaR ,
can be added to the objective function. Here, θ is a weight factor with small value which will not perturb too much
the original objective of minimizing the total loss. Consequently, considered the risk management in this portfolio
procurement strategy process, the procurement problem can be reformulated as the stochastic programming problem
as follows:
(2-9)
min ε − ℜ + θ CVaR
T

s.t. ℜ( I − , I + ) = r1 ( D1 − I1− ) + ∑ rt ( Dt + I − t −1 − I t − ) + ν IT +

(2-10)

t =2

T −1

T

t =1

t =1

ℑ( I − , I + , m, M , L, Q) = ∑ (et mt ,t +1 + ot M 0,t ) + ∑ (ht I t + + sI t − + pt L0,t + St Qt )

I t = I t + − I t − , t ∈ {2,..., T }
I1 = L0, 1 + Q1 − D1

(2-11)
(2-12)
(2-13)

I t = I t −1 + L0, t + Qt + mt −1, t − Dt ,t=2,...,T

(2-14)

0 ≤ mt , t+1 ≤ M 1, t , t=2,...,T-1,
z ≥ L − VaR
VaR + E[ z ] / α ≤ CVaR,
CVaR ≤ V ,
L0, t , Qt , I t + , I t − ≥ 0

(2-15)
(2-16)
(2-17)
(2-18)
(2-19)

Equations (2-9) to (2-19) formulate a multi-period stochastic program for the buyer’s procurement planning and
risk management. The objective function (2-9) of the problem aims at minimizing the expected value of the total
profit loss and procurement risk. Equations (2-10) and (2-11) define revenues and expenses of the buyer separately.
The inventory balance constraints at stages are in equation (2-12) and the inventory balance constraints across stages
are in equation (2-13) and (2-14). Equation (2-15) restricts that the number of options exercised in period t will not
exceed the number of options bought at stage 0 and delivered at stage t . Constraints on CVaR are given in equation
(2-16), (2-17), and (2-18). In the stochastic programming model above, the demand Dt and the spot purchasing price
St (t ∈ {2 ,...,T }) are assumed to be discrete stochastic processes.
Before scenario generation for multistage stochastic programming, a sample path of the asset prices need to be
generated for simulating the stochastic process of the product prices in the spot market, and it is not generated for
forecasting real future prices. For simplicity, the growth rate of the product price is assumed to be dependent solely on
time and that the volatility of the commodity price is constant, and then the risk-neural process-Brownian motion
model is chosen for the product price dS = μ Sdt + σ Sdz
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3. STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING MODELLING IN XPRESS SP
Stochastic programming is a mathematical (i.e. linear, integer, mixed-integer, nonlinear) programming but with a
stochastic element present in the data. Stochastic programming therefore deals with situations where the uncertainty
presents. In real world, mathematical problems almost consistently include some unknown parameters. The goal of
stochastic programming is to take advantage of probability distribution which governs the uncertain factor and find
some policy that is feasible for all possible data and maximize the expected values of decision variables or the
objective function. At the same time, stochastic programming could also provide an overall optimization solution to
the problems involved in maximizing revenue and minimizing risk exposure.
4. SCENARIO FORMING IN XPRESS SP SOFTWARE
As mentioned by many researchers, stochastic programming is a powerful analytical approach to solve the
sequential decision-making problem under uncertainty. And in this study, Xpress SP is a stochastic programming tool
used for solving the dynamic optimization problem with stochastic elements. The major advantage of this software is
that it simplifies the modeling process by integrating the stochastic programming modeling facilities into Xpress IVE,
Which provides an integrated visual environment for developing and debugging stochastic programming models.
More over, Xpress SP allows users to create scenario tree in a structured and flexible way.
If the Xpress SP program runs, the scenario tree will be generated and can be show in the form of lists, pie and
block view separately. Here, the Blocks view of scenario tree is present in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Blocks view of scenario tree and the results generated in Xpress SP

In this study, symmetric scenario tree is used so the size of node is the same in this case; actually the size of the
node is proportional to the cumulative probability of the node in asymmetric scenario tree. Users can click on a node to
see the path to it, its stage number and node number. The realized values of sprands , conditional and unconditional
probability are also shown in the scenario tree if the node has been clicked. As shown in the green box of the figure 4.1,
the conditional probability is 22.9366% and unconditional probability is 0.276769% for stage 5 of node 5456. Users
can also double click on the node to see the path of going to that node and observe the values of each of the sprands ,
these are represented in the yellow box in figure 4.1.
As shown in the blue box of figure 4.1, for the spvar value, such as m(2) the number of the exercised options
in stage 2, the minimum value is zero, which is reasonable since no negative options amount will be allowed. Its
maximum value is 339 which is equal to M (2) , the amount of options bought in stage 1 for stage 2. It is also
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reasonable since constraint 2-15 limited the number of option exercised in each stage cannot be greater than the
number of options bought in advance.

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR THE PROCUREMENT RISK MANAGEMENT MODEL
In this section, numerical results of the stochastic programming model using portfolio procurement strategy will be
shown. There are five stages in our base model. The cost and price parameters data are set mainly the same as the
parameters in the paper of Ch. van Delft. The cost and price parameters are set as: c = 3, r = 12, p = 8, o = 1.5,
e = 8, h = 0.5, s = 6, v = 4 For the evaluation of the procurement planning and risk management models, some
quantity analysis of the portfolio procurement model have been studied.
5.1. COMPARE THE PORTFOLIO APPROACH WITH OTHER PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES
A good test of whether the procurement framework has the right number of supply source is to analyze what
impact deleting or adding a supplier will have.
5.1.1 Results of the portfolio procurement strategy with the impact of demand variability
When the demand fluctuating is increasing, presented by the variability coefficient of market demand from 130 to
530, the basic results of the numerical experiments was summarized in table 5.1. As the figures show, under this
portfolio procurement strategy, expected profit of the buyer drops gradually from 14141 to 7453 and the CVaR loss
is increasing from -33859 to -40547 when demand variability coefficient varies form 8.67% of the demand to 35.33%
of the demand. These trends are all reasonable since increasing demand variability increases the probability of the
disparity between demand and supply, which will increase the risks of excess inventory or demand shortage. So, the
expected profit and CVaR loss will be negatively affected. When the demand variability is higher, the buyer orders
fewer products through the long-term contract and more products form the spot market and option contract.
Table 5.1: Impact of market demand volatility the results from the portfolio approach

variability
coefficient

σ
σ
σ
σ
σ

L1, t

M1,t

mt , t +1

Qt

P

= 130

1821

753

377

1839

14141

-33859

= 230

1684

1331

665

1714

12478

-35520

= 330

1546

1910

955

1590

10819

-37181

= 430

1266

2493

1234

1645

9149

-38850

= 530

921

3024

1494

1795

7453

-40547

CVaR

5.1.2 Compared with results from certain single procurement strategy
It is clearly shown in these tables, No matter how the demand fluctuates, the profits generated by the portfolio
procurement strategy are largely surpass the profit generated by any other single procurement strategy. Such as,
Compared with long-term contact, the profit difference is increasing from 880 to 2630 according to the demand
vibration severity is increasing from 8.67% to 35.33%; Compared with spot market procurement, the profit difference
is also increasing from 987 to 2750. Moreover, the profit difference compared with option is huger, which is from
7900 to 6992. Then some analyses are given out:
Firstly, If the transaction costs have not been considered, No matter measured by final expected profit or
potential CVaR faced by the buyer, the portfolio procurement strategy is much better than any other procurement
strategy employed individually. This conclusion testified the efficiency and predominance of this portfolio
procurement strategy.
Secondly, if the transaction cost does not be considered, the single option contract will be the most inefficient
procurement strategy comparatively. The phenomenon happened to be consistent with an assumption in finance
market that is in an economy without frictions, such as transaction costs, options are redundant instruments, since their
payoffs can be replicated by dynamic portfolio strategies with trading only in underlying stock and risk less bonds.
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Thirdly, compared with the long-term contract and spot procurement, when the demand market fluctuates
drastically, the advantage of the portfolio procurement strategy will be more obvious. These results testified again that
these three different supply sources show separate advantages in hedging certain risks, since the greater violability of
demand will incur larger inventory risk. By employing a long-term contract, the buyer bears no price risk but the
downside is that it has to take on the risk on inventory. Spot procurement also provides a means to achieve quantity
flexibility than option contract.
Table 5.2 Numerical results from the long-term contract procurement with different market volatility

variability
coefficient

σ
σ
σ
σ
σ

L1, t

M1,t

= 130

4137

= 230

Profit

CVaR

difference

difference

mt , t +1

Qt

P

0

0

0

13261

-34738

880

879

4244

0

0

0

11155

-36845

1323

1325

= 330

4350

0

0

0

9049

-38951

1770

1770

= 430

4455

0

0

0

6943

-41057

2206

2207

= 530

4592

0

0

0

4823

-43176

2630

2629

CVaR

5.1.3 Compared with numerical results from multiple combined procurement strategies
In the assumption of without transaction cost, compared with these combined procurement strategy, the numerical
experiments shows that in the assumption of without transaction costs the portfolio procurement strategy still
performs best which earns more expected profit and suffers less procurement risk.
Although it is difficult to give the exactly transaction costs, the results here could help define the numerical range
of them under the condition that the portfolio procurement strategy performs best. The numerical values show that the
portfolio procurement strategy could bring more than 300 unit expected profits than the multiple procurement strategy
with long term contract and option contract. So if the transaction cost of the spot procurement does not exceed 300, the
procurement manager will consider adding the spot procurement and employ the portfolio procurement strategy. To
analyze in the same logic, the portfolio procurement strategy should be employed under the condition that the
transaction cost of spot procurement does not exceed 300, the long term contract transaction cost does not exceed 79 to
301 based on different demand variability, and the option contract cost does not exceed 568 to 2270 coarsely.
5.2. IMPACT OF PRICES IN SPOT MARKET
As shown in the table 5.8, when the average value of the spot market prices increase from 6.7 to 9.1, the buyer will
resort to buy more products from the long-term contract and purchase less from the spot market since the commodity
prices are becoming higher. At the same time, the buyer will buy more options to hedge the high prices risk in the spot
market. The total expected profit has dropped gradually and the CVaR loss has increased step by step due to the price
rise in the spot market.
Compared these seven different procurement strategies, the efficiency of portfolio procurement strategy in
different price paths has been testified. There are in total seven types of procurement strategies. The first procurement
strategy in row 1 is the portfolio procurement strategy; row 2 means the long term contract procurement strategy; row
3 show the results form the option contract procurement; row 4 show the results form spot procurement; row 5 show
the results form the combined long term con ct and option contract; row 6 show the results form the combined option
contract and spot procurement; row 7 show the results from the combined long term contract and spot procurement.
The results in the table 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 demonstrate the numerical results of those seven different procurement
strategies separately when the input prices in the spot market are [7.8, 8.1, 8.3, 7.9]，[8.4, 7.6, 7.2, 8.9] and [8.3, 7.9,
8.1, 7.8]. From the numerical results in the tables below, it is clear that no matter how the prices in the spot market
fluctuates, the portfolio procurement strategy performs much better than any other procurement strategies if the
transaction costs are not considered.
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6. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, between 50 and 70 percent of the spending at a manufacturer is through procurement, compared to
only about 20 percent several decades ago. It is generally accepted that about 80 percent of the cost of a purchased part
is fixed during the design stage. This paper describes a portfolio procurement strategy for the hedging of various
procurement risks while at the same time maximizing the expected profits of the buyer. Effective procurement
strategy plays an important role in reducing costs and reducing risks. This is especially important when the customer
demand is highly uncertain which will suffer more risks.
Identifying effective procurement strategy is a complex and important process since the buyer commonly has a
number of options to choose from: many suppliers willing to sign long-term or option contracts as well as spot market
purchasing. Thus, portfolio contracts may be appreciate as they provide more flexibility over long-term contracts, and
increase expected profit by effectively employing the option contracts taking into account uncertainty in the spot
market.
This paper studies a general framework for the design of portfolio procurement strategy in a multiple period’s
environment. This framework is also suited for the analysis of another portfolio strategy of other different options.
Such as a new portfolio procurement strategy with quantity flexibility contracts, spot procurement and so on. The
adequate supply components of the portfolio composition will be suited for different practical industries.
An important limitation of our model is that the effectiveness of the portfolio procurement strategy has been
demonstrated in the assumption of without transaction costs. In this study, the value of transaction costs could get its
upper boundary under the restriction that the portfolio procurement strategy still performs best with transaction costs
taken into account. If the numerical values of transaction costs have be known in advance which may be related with
the transaction times, the procurement model may be adjusted to be more dynamic to optimize the decision process.
Finally, this study calls for another nature extension. This model is only based on the profit of buyer but not
considered the profit of the supplier. Since the supplier is better positioned to handle demand uncertainty due to the
risk pooling effect, integrating the supplier into the design phase allows the manufacturer to focus on the system
integration, resulting in a higher quality product at lower cost. Is it possible to develop a model that allows suppliers
to offer an optimal menu of options so that the suppliers and buyers profit are all maximized. Another on-going area of
research could consider how to establish a portfolio procurement strategy that could provide the desired flexibility of
sourcing and risks hedging mechanism for both parties (the supplier and the buyer) to respond to market changes in
multiple periods. The coordination for the buyer-supplier channel with the portfolio procurement strategy is the
subject of a forthcoming paper.
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ABSTRACT
In order to achieve optimisation of performance, an enterprise needs to define indicators to measure the
complete enterprise supply chain: sourcing, procurement, logistics, transport, distribution, etc. It implies
improving each domain of this supply chain. Nowadays enterprise modelling appears the best method to detect
the inconsistencies of an enterprise and to correct them in order to improve this enterprise. GRAI Methodology is
one of the three main approaches (with PERA and CIMOSA) of enterprise modelling. The concepts of this
methodology and particularly GRAIPROGI, one of its modules, allows to solve the problem of the choice and the
implementation of a supply chain management tool in an enterprise. For supporting GRAI Methodology, much
research has been carried out on computer aided diagnosis and design and a tool is being developed: e-Magim.
GRAISUC is a module of e-Magim, which is being developed for the choice and the implementation of a supply
chain management tool. After presenting GRAIPROGI we will focus on the architecture of the new supply chain
management supporting tool. We will use real cases according to supply chain domain to illustrate the new
concepts developed with a view to improve enterprise performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
The GRAI methodology is one of the three main approaches, (with PERA and CIMOSA) of enterprise
modelling [3]. The GRAI methodological tree is composed of five domains as clearly shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: the GRAI methodology tree
* Corresponding author: Tel.: +33 (0) 251477070; Fax: +33 (0) 251477079; E-mail: paul-eric.dossou@groupe-icam.fr
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Each domain contains modules used for modelling, analysing and improving enterprises. GRAPROGI is one of
its modules (figure 1). This paper presents how GRAIPROGI can be translated in a software form, thereby, enabling
enterprises to select the tools necessary for the optimization of the supply chain.
Globalization has meant that now all companies need to have an efficient supply chain tool to remain
competitive. This software seeks to enable the company to select the most appropriate tool. Originally, only
multinational and large companies were primarily concerned, but with accelerating globalization this need has
spread to all SMEs (Small and Medium Size Enterprises).
First we will look at the GRAIPROGI approach followed by a presentation of its new software application
GRAISUC. The concepts and the architecture this tool will be outlined. Then, a case study will be given to illustrate
the practical application of this innovative software.
2. GRAIPROGI APPROACH
This method is essentially used to choose and implement a computer tool (Supply Chain management and ERP)
which meets the real market needs (globalisation, relocation, capacity to be proactive, cost optimisation, lead time,
quality, flexibility, etc….).
The ‘AS IS’ models describe the existing system (figure 2). The components of the system are already known,
described and formalised. It is therefore possible to easily understand the system and pinpoint the strengths and
weaknesses.
The ‘TO BE’ corresponds to models for the future originating from the design phase of the GIM (GRAI
Integrated Methodology) approach.
In the GRAIPROGI approach the ‘SHOULD BE’ illustrates the ‘vision’ of the future system and is considered
as a key goal in the trajectory of the development of the company. The elaboration of ‘SHOULD BE’ consists in
defining a very long term business plan including strategic objectives, from which development actions would be
established.
Because the environment of the enterprise is in constant evolution it is necessary to regularly update the
‘SHOULD BE’ in order to ensure the coherence of the development process. The definition of ‘SHOULD BE’ must
allow to determine the key factors for the success of the enterprise. It is precisely these elements which will enable
the enterprise to achieve its global objectives.

Figure 2: Use of enterprise modelling for choosing an SCM tool
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The ‘AS IS’ and ‘TO BE’ models have the same structures (physical decisional, informational, functional and
process models) ; The ‘TO BE’ model is therefore the result of a combination of the ambitions of the enterprise, the
constraints of the existing system and the realistic aspirations taking into consideration the economic environment.
An action plan is defined. The next stage is the execution of the action plan over the short, medium and long
terms. At the same time the ‘TO BE’ models are transformed into the specifications needed to obtain the road book
on the one hand to reorganise the enterprise and in order to improve performance and on the other hand to select
the most suitable tool.
From the specifications we deduce:
The global architecture contains the computer features desired (client/server architecture, data base SQL
server…). This architecture can lead to the development of SCM software. Most frequently, however, enterprises
normally choose an already existing software.
An action plan determines the evolution of the project with the choice and implementation of software. The
specifications should also consider social, technical and human factors.
The design phase is where the future solutions corresponding to the global architecture and the different projects
are constructed (development) whereas the implementation phase is where the solutions are integrated into the
system.
Finally the exploitation phase is where the system is exploited with its new components. During this period it is
important to pay attention to the performance of the system.
To determine the future architecture GRAIPROGI propose the transformation of the existing architecture of the
enterprise into specifications. This would lead to a new architecture for the enterprise and also development in the
computer domain. At present no single solution exists to represent the architecture. However the performance of the
future tool is closely linked to the choice of architecture.
The ‘TO BE’ is used to define the specifications, allowing to take into account all the functionalities of the
enterprise. The action plan classifies in terms of time the different simultaneous and sequential actions (potential
solutions).This makes it possible to clearly identify the future architecture and its functionalities (see fig.3).The
different functionalities are presented in questionnaire form to the enterprise developing the software so that the
software most adapted to the future functionalities of the system can be selected. The implementation stage is done
in project form and leads to progressive use of the chosen software. There is cohabitation between the old software
and the new architecture. At this stage the system of performance indicators must also be implemented in order to
follow the development of the system and correct any deviations.
The exploitation phase refers to the putting into operation of the software and the correction of any difficulties
met during use. This enables to define a number of points crucial for the future evolution of the system (i.e. access
to the future installation of the aid to decision making – Data Mining.).

Action
Actions
Plan
Specifications

Choice
Choix
ofdu aprogiciel
tool

Implementation
Implantation

Architectures

Figure 3: Choice of a SCM software
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3. THE CONCEPTS OF GRAISUC
The development of a module to help in the choice and implementation of a supply chain tool necessitates the
acquisition of specialist knowledge. Some concepts developed for the expert system GRAIXPERT are used for this
new module [7].
We define knowledge as the process which transforms the whole set of known information Ci (stable state) into
another Ci+1. Knowledge Ci+1 can be therefore defined as a sum of disjointed information or as a progressive
improvement of the whole - C1 implying a restructuring of already acquired information. How does a child obtain
understanding of the world around him? He integrates the new element with his already acquired knowledge and he
structures his learning by employing actively what he has just experienced.
Both cases correspond to a refinement of knowledge by the addition of distinct (new) knowledge or the
improvement of existing knowledge [5]. There are therefore used during the different phases leading to the choice
and the implementation of a SCM tool.
We use this concept to define three modes of knowledge representation. These are used in the new GRAISUC
module. The reference modules show the standard for a given sector of activity. They allow to define an ideal for
each sector of activity, which can be used as a reference in the elaboration of the future model (TO BE). The case
studies are capitalized in order to enrich the knowledge capitalization module GRAIXPERT with the objective
being to improve the use the use of CBR (Case Based Reasoning). The specifications elaborated at this stage are
also capitalized in a sub-module of GRAISUC for possible re-exploitation in another study. These rules are used
throughout the different phases of the operation of GRAI methodology. Not only do they serve to elaborate the
modules concerning the existing situation of the enterprise (AS IS) but also to detect the malfunctions of the
enterprise and establish its strengths and weaknesses and finally during the design phase of the future system(TO
BE).
The elaboration of future enterprise models needs the use of a design process. This process must be used
respecting the order for the different designs. Firstly the functional view is done because it gives the basic structure
in terms of function which represents the basic representation. It allows to detect the absence of important functions
for an enterprise.
Then the decisional and physical functions are done. However there will be a time lag between the two due to
the fact that you have to know what you are piloting before defining how to pilot. The design of the process view
follows and the last stage is that of the design of the informational module. Let us look at the elaboration of this
system. We can define within this sub-phase five macro–stages. The first four lead to the design of the global
decisional module and the final one to the local decisional model (figure 4).
Design
Objectives

Reference grid

Choice of the
Reference Grid

Reference
Grid chosen

Dmf<0.25

Evaluation

Results of
Modelling/Analysis
phase

Dmf<0.75

Reference
GRAInets

Detailed Design

Final Grid
GRAInet Design
Dmf>0.75

Final
GRAInets

Figure 4: Design of Decisional System
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We can compare a reference table of the enterprise domain with the results from the modelling/diagnostic. If the
total of modifications is inferior to 0.25 we can go directly to the detailed design of the decisional system (figure 4).
Otherwise, a preliminary design is carried out [5]. If the total is higher to 0.75 we can go directly to the stage of
design of the GRAI networks-the final sub-stage.
This design process is managed by the interaction between GRAIXPERT and the kernel EMAGIM.
Several reasoning mechanisms [5], [11] are used throughout this approach: CBR, the reasoning of
decomposition and transformation, direct correspondence. The general process of problem resolution integrates
these different mechanisms and allows a structured management of the different modules of E-MAGIM.
4. THE ARCHITECTURE OF GRAISUC
The GRAI approach is used for modelling, analysing and designing enterprises in order to obtain the target
desired. This target corresponds to how the enterprise will be in the future. It means we have to elaborate action
plans, performance indicators, in order to improve continuously the enterprise. Then the specifications could be
elaborated from the target model and the road book containing the specifications could be written and sent by the
SCM Editors (by using GRAIPROGI).
For supporting GRAI Methodology, much research has been carried out on computer aided diagnosis and design
and a tool is being developed: e-MAGIM [2], [12], [1], [8], [10], [6], [7]. E-MAGIM is composed of a kernel which
is a base and some modules in interaction with this kernel (figure 3). For example, for enterprise reorganisation,
GRAIXPERT a hybrid expert system tool has been developed.
The architecture of the new supporting tool GRAISUC is also presented (figure 5). In this architecture we have a
Management Module (MM), a Work Base (WB), a Transfer Interface (TI), Specifications Management Module
(SMM) and a Specifications Capitalisation Module (SpCM). The cooperation of different modules is possible
because of the same data base and the same formalisms [9].
The Management Module will be used for organising the different interactions of the tool with the expert
system (GRAIXPERT) and the kernel of e-MAGIM. The Work Base is being elaborated for managing and
capitalising knowledge about the studied case. The Transfer Interface is used for putting the new case in
GRAIXPERT in order to improve its Cases Base. The reference model elaborated for each enterprise domain will
be improved by the acquisition of new model in GRAIXPERT. The Specification Management Module is also
being developed for obtaining the adapted ERP Tool of the enterprise. The different specifications obtained by
analysing enterprises in order to choose ERP tool will be capitalised in the Specification Capitalisation Module.

Figure 5 : The architecture of GRAISUC
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5. EXAMPLE
TUE is a company specialised in industrial joinery. Its main sectors of activity are aluminium, PVC and wood.
The objective is by using the GRAI methodology (and in particular GRAIPROGI) to make a model of the enterprise
TUE. We can then propose a new reorganisation of its computer system to improve the global performance of its
supply chain.
The company designs and manufactures products in aluminium, PVC and wood. It manufactures and markets its
aluminium products. For PVC it is a partner of one of the market leaders in France installs and guarantees aftersales service for its products. As far as wood is concerned, it works with several small local carpenters in the Pays
de la Loire region on various building sites. Its turnover is growing steadily and was 5.3M Euros for the year 20052006 with a workforce of 45 employees.
This diversity of products imposes an optimisation of the logistics chain. So the company decided to invest in a
supply chain tool. The study presented was based on concepts which were defined higher up in order to resolve the
problem.
The first stage corresponds to knowing the precise context of the enterprise and was managed by the module EMAGIM Kernel. The modelling was done using the same module. The models ‘AS IS’ of the enterprise are
obtained by using the knowledge of the employees (interviews). This is done by following a clearly defined
procedure for the interviews in order to be able to exploit the information to obtain the GRAI models. They are then
analysed according to the rules contained in GRAIXPERT. For example for the decisional model we obtained a
model which showed that the enterprise had a bad decisional structure in order to be efficient on the market (figure
Function
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Figure 6 : Coordination existing decisional grid

This grid is analysed by using GRAI Rules contained in the knowledge base of GRAIXPERT. From this we can
notice the lack of:
-

resources management in the enterprise,

-

sales management in the medium and long terms,

-

external information for sales management

-

quality management and specially SQA (Suppliers Quality Assurance) in order to guarantee the quality of
raw materials,

-

maintenance management,
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-

purchasing strategy and management,

-

transport and distribution management,

-

production planning in medium term

-

financial management in medium and long terms

The procurement function does not show stock management. It appears that the stock levels need to be managed
by using traditional management tools (FIFO (First In First Out), capitalisation of data according to raw materials
…). A new organisation of the stock management is also required for separating raw materials, products, and
consumables.
From these points to improve and figure 3 we can easily observe that the degree of modifying required exceeds
0.75. The reference grid of the wood manufacturing domain is proposed to the enterprise (preliminary grid). It is for
the project management group of the enterprise to decide how to adapt this grid and obtain the corresponding ‘TO
BE’ decisional model (figure7). The same reasoning allows to elaborate the other ‘TO BE’ models (coordination
models and specific models of the enterprise sectors).
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The Work Base contains the ‘To Be’ Models. These models are used to elaborate the necessary functionalities
for the choice of a SCM tool. For example the Management Module allows to translate a ‘TO BE’ model of the
Work Base into specifications of the Specifications Management Module. Simultaneously, an action plan is defined
for improving the enterprise in coherence with the ‘TO BE’ models and the future SCM tool chosen.
Table 1: Selection of SCM Tools
PRODUCTS
DIVALTO
AGENA 3000
CEGID
COMPIERE
SAGEX3
AGIPROD
JEEVES
INTEGRIX
CLIPPER
DIAPASON
NAVISION

EDITORS
IO SYS
GENACOD
CEGID
AUDAXIS
SAGE
AGIPROD
EURIWARE
ATLANTE
CLIPINDUSTRIE
ISIA
ABYSS

TURNOVER (M€)
NC
7.5
228
4.26
1.3
3.7
13,3
6
NC
2.6
NC
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UNIT COST (K€)
168
NC
96
NC
125
NC
87
77
NC
NC
NC
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MOVEX M3
ERP PROGINOV

PROGI OUEST
PROGINOV

750
12

191
102

The handbook obtained is used for selecting SCM tools in the Specifications Capitalisation Module (table 1).
Then this handbook is sent to different editors in order to choose those which are adapted to the needs of the
enterprise.
The final SCM Management tool is chosen because of the difficulty of the enterprise to manage its supply chain
(specially sourcing, procurement, purchasing, transport and distribution). An action plan is elaborated for improving
these functions of the enterprise (by using supply chain improvements methods) [4]. The new organisation allows to
facilitate this management and the chosen tool aims to greatly improve performance.
6. CONCLUSION
Designing enterprise systems is a very complex task. To deal with such complexity with the help of computer
tools, a hybrid problem solving method has been proposed which combines various reasoning techniques. This
method is similar to the observed reasoning process of experts of GRAI methodology i.e. it better reflects their
experiences when they design production systems using GRAI methodology.
This paper presents GRAISUC a tool for choosing and implementing SCM in enterprise, which is being
developed. Due to the restriction of the number of pages, only the global architecture of the tool is presented. The
example illustrated the use of GRAIPROGI for improving an enterprise (the different steps are not described in
detail).
A continuous refinement is used for EMAGIM. The modularity of EMAGIM also allows to develop other
modules like GRAIQUAL destined for quality system management in the enterprise. With increasing globalisation
enterprise modelling is much needed to allow enterprises to improve their performance in different domains (supply
chain, quality, …).
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ABSTRACT
In the last decade many authors dealt with the capacitated multi-facility location problem as well as the Supply
Chain Network (SCN) design problem through both evolutionary techniques and hybrid approaches. In this
context Genetic Algorithms confirmed their goodness for solving this kind of problems but contemporarily
emerged as they are strongly affected by the encoding-decoding procedure connected to the problem
representation. In this paper a new encoding, namely “permutational encoding”, has been presented in order to
optimize the total logistic cost for a three-level, single-product, capacitated SCN design problem. The proposed
encoding-decoding procedure has been compared with two well-known different encodings developed by the
recent literature. This comparison has been performed on the basis of the quality of solutions and computational
times provided by the same genetic algorithms equipped with the different encodings. Numerical results based on
a rich dataset confirmed as the proposed encoding widely outperforms the other encodings both by the total cost
reduction and by the convergence rapidity viewpoint. A statistical analysis has been also performed on numerical
results to better support the final assessments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Supply Chain Management (SCM) design problems has been widely discussed by literature, mostly due to the
variety of aspects that may be investigated to cope with market competitiveness and customer service levels. A
supply chain may be defined as an integrated process wherein a number of various business entities (i.e. suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors, retailers) work together in an effort to: (1) acquire raw materials, (2) convert this raw
materials into specified final products, and (3) deliver these final products to retailers [1]. Moreover, in Supply
Chain design different kinds of performance measures may be considered, both by a quantitative and a qualitative
viewpoint. Facility location, stocking location, production policy (make-to-order or make-to stock), production
capacity (quantity and flexibility), transportation modes management and inventory management represent some
decisional factors that can affect such supply chain performance. Facility location problem is a key factor in
strategic logistics planning and, as a consequence, in supply chain network (SCN) design problem so that frequently
both logistic managers and supply chain designer may ask the following questions [2]: in which plant and in which
country is it most profitable to manufacture a specific product? What transportation modes best serve the customer
points of demand (located worldwide)? What is the optimal location and storage capacity of a Distribution Center?
The problem of facility location as well as supply chain network configuration can be traditionally classified into
one of the following definitions:
−

Single facility location problem. Optimal location of a single facility designed to fulfil a set of
customers.

−

Multiple facility location problems (MFLP). Grouping multiple facilities in order to find the
optimum site for each facility able to serve customers in different or in the same ways. Traditional
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examples of MFLPs are: the uncapacitated facility location problem (UFLP) [3] and the capacitated
facility location problem (CFLP) [4]. Capacitated facility location problems may be also constrained
with respect to the maximum number of resources to be opened.
−

Facility location allocation problem (LAP). The problem is to find out the optimal location for
some new facilities and the optimal selection of existing facilities [5] so that all problem
requirements are satisfied and demand points simultaneously are allocated to their suppliers. In
general the number of new facilities to be located may be limited or not.

Multi facility location problems has been demonstrated to be a NP-hard problem which often combine the
multiple choice knapsack problem with the capacitated location problem. Several authors presented some
approaches for solving the proposed Capacitated Multi-Facility Location problem CMFL. Syarif et al. [6] proposed
a spanning tree-based Genetic Algorithm (GA) by using Prüfer number encoding. They proposed a comprehensive
mathematical model where the logistic network problem has been formulated as a 0-1 mixed integer linear
programming model. On the basis of some numerical examples, the spanning-tree based GA has been successfully
compared with a traditional matrix-based GA and with a commercial linear programming tool. Jayaraman and Ross
[7] studied the applicability of Simulated Annealing (SA) for solving the supply chain network design problem
while minimizing the cost to operate on open warehouses and cross-docks, costs to transport multiple shipments of
products from warehouses to cross-docks and costs to supply products based on customer demands. Starting form
the mathematical model of the multi-product, multi-echelon problem, the authors obtained optimal solutions by
using the LINGO software for small datasets and near-optimal solution by using the proposed CROSS-SA,
opportunely set in terms of control parameters. Yeh [8] introduced a new “flow conservative” based mathematical
model and developed a hybrid heuristic algorithm for solving the capacitated multi-facility location problem which
combines a greedy method with linear programming technique and three local search methods that work
sequentially in order to improve the starting solution step by step. One year later Yeh [9] introduced a weakly
different procedure based on a memetic algorithm combined with genetic algorithms, multi-greedy heuristics, local
search methods and linear programming techniques to minimize the total cost of the physical distribution flow
connected with a multi-level supply chain network. A combination of a genetic algorithm and mixed integer
programming has been also utilized by Truong and Azadivar [10] in order to optimize quantitative and qualitative
variables for configuring a supply chain. Without loss of generality, a heuristic methodology based on a genetic
algorithm has been also implemented for managing order distribution within a demand driven collaborative supply
chain [11]. The aforementioned literary overview confirms as heuristic methodologies represent a popular and
powerful tool to cope with the multi-level supply chain network design problems. Traditionally, heuristic algorithms
performance (especially as regards constrained combinatorial problems) has been demonstrated to be strongly
dependent on the problem encoding which also affects exploration of solution neighbourhoods and generation of
unfeasible solutions. Gen et al. [12] dealt with the two-stage transportation problem to minimize the total logistic
cost by a priority-based Genetic algorithm whose solution quality and computational times were compared with
another GA approach based on a different encoding-decoding method. The priority based encoding was also
implemented to optimize a multi-objective supply chain network design problem based on a case study [13].
In this paper a new encoding-decoding procedure for solving the capacitated multi-facility location problem has
been studied. Thus, a three-level, single-product, capacitated supply chain network design problem has been
analyzed, in order to investigate the efficiency of a new “permutational encoding” which aims to enhance the
performance of heuristic procedures for this kind of combinatorial-constrained problems. The proposed encoding
has been integrated within a proper genetic algorithm and then a wide number of datasets have been arranged in
order to compare the proposed encoding and two more well-known encodings each others. The encodings’
performance comparison has been performed on the basis of the total network distribution cost and through the
same genetic algorithm platform.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
As reported in previous sections, a well-known issue in supply chain network design regards the facility location
problem which consists of seeking a distribution network optimal configuration, able to minimize the overall cost of
the physical distribution flow. In fact, given a set of locations where plants and Distribution Centers (DCs) may be
built, a company needs to select a set of suppliers and determine the subsets of plants and DCs to be opened so that
customers’ demand can be satisfied with minimum cost. In this context, network configuration and distribution
strategy have also to be designed taking into account capacity constraints peculiar to the network facilities. The
following assumptions have been considered for the proposed model: (1) the number of suppliers and customers and
their respective capacities and demand are known, (2) the number of potential plants and DCs also including their
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respective maximum capacities are known, (3) each customers is supplied by a single DC (no customer demand
splitting is admitted). The main indices, parameters, variables also including the related objective function are
reported in the following paragraphs:
Indices: I is the number of customers (i = 1,2,…, I), J is the number of potential DCs (j = 1,2,…, J), K is the
number of potential plants (k = 1,2,…, K), S is the number of suppliers (s = 1,2,…, S).
Parameters: di is the demand for the product at customer i, Wj is the maximum annual throughput at DC j, Dk is
the maximum capacity of plant k, sups is the maximum capacity of supplier s for raw material, vj is the annual fixed
cost for operating a DC j, cji is the unit transportation cost for the product from DC j to customer i, gk is the annual
fixed cost for operating a plant k, akj is the unit transportation cost for the product from plant k to DC j, tsk is the unit
transportation and purchasing cost for raw material from supplier s to plant k.
Variables: bsk is the quantity of raw material shipped from supplier s to plant k, fkj is the quantity of the product
shipped from plant k to DC j, qji is the quantity of product shipped from DC j to customer I,
⎧1 if DC j is open
zj =⎨
⎩0 otherwise

⎧1 if DC j serves customer i
yj = ⎨
⎩0 otherwise

⎧1 if plant k is open
pk = ⎨
⎩0 otherwise

Objective function: f is the total cost of SCN. It includes the fixed costs of operating and opening plants and
DCs, the variable transportation costs of raw material from suppliers to plants and the product transportation cost
from plants to customers through DCs.
min f =

∑g
k

k

pk +

∑ v z + ∑∑ t
j j

j

s

k

sk ⋅bsk

+

∑∑ a
k

kj ⋅ f kj

+

j

∑∑ c
j

ji ⋅q ji

(1)

i

Equation (1) gives the objective function, i.e. the total cost of the SCN. Moreover, it is worth to point out that no
limitations have to be considered on number of plants and DCs to be opened, as long as they are respectively lower
than K and J.

3. THE PERMUTATIONAL ENCODING
Problem representation in terms of chromosome encoding is a key factor that affects the performance of
heuristic algorithms. The first application of GAs to transportation/distribution problems was carried out by
Michalewicz, et al. [14]. They used a matrix-based encoding to represent transportation tree. Although it is a direct
representation of the transportation tree, it needs not only excessive memory on the computer environment, but also
special genetic operators to obtain feasible solutions.
Another representation for transportation tree was based on Prüfer number. It belongs to vertex-based encoding
and needs only |K| + |J|-2 digits to represent a transportation tree with K sources and J depots. Although Prüfer
number has been successfully applied to transportation problem by Syarif et al. [6], and confirmed its efficiency and
efficacy with respect to the matrix-based representation, some structural drawbacks came out. The way as the Prüfer
number-based encoding was applied to decode a three level supply chain network provides a five stages
chromosome, i.e. a chromosome composed of five sub-strings. The first and second strings are based on binary
digits representing opened/closed plants and DCs, respectively. The last three sub-strings are Prüfer numbers that
allow defining the transportation tree along the SCN. First and second sub-string may need a proper repairing
algorithm due to the fact that plants and DCs selected as opened may not fulfil the overall demand flow. The
remaining three sub-strings again may need further repairing actions which aims to correct distribution flows among
closed facilities each other or among closed DCs and customers. These numerous repairing procedures, necessary to
overcome unfeasibility problems deriving from the adopted representation put in evidence the weakness related to
the Prüfer number-based encoding. Moreover, due to the typical structure of the Prüfer number encoding, a single
customer demand may be allocated to multiple DCs. It is worthy to note that for a three level SCN design problem,
the Prüfer number-based encoding needs a string length equal to K+J+(S+K-2)+(K+J-2)+(J+I-2) digits. Another
best-known representation for solving logistic network distribution problems was based on the priority-based
encoding. A recent application of this encoding structure was performed by Gen et al. [12] to a single product
transportation problem and its extension to design a multi-product, multi-stage SCN design problem has been
carried out by Altiparmak et al. [13]. As it is known, a gene in a chromosome is characterized by two factors: locus,
the position of the gene within the structure of chromosome, and allele, the value the gene takes. In priority-based
encoding, the position of a gene is used to represent a node (source/depot in transportation network), and the value
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is used to represent the priority of corresponding node for constructing a tree among candidates. For a three-level
SCN problem, a priority based encoding chromosome consists of three sub-strings. The priority-based encoding had
been used on the first and second stages. Since each customer has to be assigned only to one DC (no demand
splitting is allowed), on the last stage an integer encoding was used to allocate a customer to a DC. Thus, the length
of the last segment on a chromosome matches the number of customers on the SCN. It is worthy note that decisions
about which DCs and plants will be opened are given during the decoding of the third and second segment of the
chromosome. Moreover, since total capacity of sources is greater than total demands of depots for each stage, the
priority-based encoding operates by introducing a dummy depot on each segment of the chromosome, so that each
source bidding surplus can be allocated. Lastly, the priority-based encoding, as the Prüfer-based one, needs some
repairing procedures to modify chromosomes that generate unfeasible solutions. For a three-level SCN design
problem the Priority-based encoding needs a string length equal to (S+K) + (K+J) digits.
Procedure 1: customer allocation to depots
Step 0
Initialize di, ∀i∈I; Wj, ∀j∈J; qji, ∀j∈J, ∀i∈I; v2(t), (t = K+1,…,K+J),
αj = 0, ∀j∈J; amount of units processed by depot j;
Step 1
j* ← arg max{v2(j)|v2(j)≠0, j ∈ J}; Select a depot j* with the highest priority in the 2nd part of the
chromosome;
Step 2
i* ← arg min{cj*i, i ∈ I}; Select the customer i* with the lowest transportation cost cj*i;
Step 3
if (di* ≤Wj AND di* ≠ 0) then
qj*i* ← di* assign a customer demand to a depot;
αj* = αj* + qj*i*; update the amount of units to be processed by depot j*;
di* ← 0; set customer i* demand as satisfied;
Wj*← Wj* - qj*i* update availability on depot j*;
if Wj* < di ∀i ∈ I then v(K+j*) ← 0; no more customers can be allocated to Wj*
if di = 0 ∀i ∈ I then exit; no more customer demands have to be allocated;
Goto Step 2 and look for another customer to be allocated;
else goto Step 1; since no customer demand splitting is admitted, seek a new depot with the subsequent highest
priority.
Procedure 2: depot allocation to plants
Step 0
Initialize Dk, ∀k∈K; fkj, ∀j∈J, ∀k∈K; v(t) (t = 1,2,…,K+J);
βk = 0, ∀k∈K; amount of units to be processed by plant k;
Step 1
Open the plants having high priorities until their total capacity overcomes total customer demand;
Step 2
Set the priorities of the closed plants to 0 and keep the current priorities on v(t) for the opened plants;
Step 3
l ← arg max{v(t), t ∈ (K+J)} select a gene with the highest priority;
if l∈K then k* ← l select an open plant;
j* ← arg min{ak*j, j ∈ J}; Select the depot j* with the lowest transportation cost ak*j;
else j* ← l select an open depot;
k* ← arg min{akj*, k ∈ K}; Select the plant k* with the lowest transportation cost akj*;
Step 4
fk*j* ← min{Dk*, αj*}, i.e. assign available amount of unit (accept demand splitting);
Step 5
Dk* =Dk* - fk*j*, αj* = αj* - fk*j*, update availabilities on plant k* and depot j*;
βk* = βk* + fk*j*; update the amount of units to be processed by plant k*;
Step 6
if Dk* = 0 then v(k*)=0; if αj* = 0 then v(j*) = 0;
Step 7
if v(K+j) = 0 ∀j ∈J then exit, else goto Step 3;
Procedure 3: plant allocation to suppliers
Step 0
Initialize sups, ∀s∈S; bsk, ∀s∈S, ∀k∈K; v1(t) (t = 1, …,K);
Step 1
k* ← arg max{v1(k), k ∈ K}; Select a plant k* with the highest priority in the 1st part of the chromosome;
Step 2
s* ← arg min{tsk*, s ∈ S}; Select the supplier s* with the lowest transportation cost tsk*;
Step 3
bs*k* ← min{sups*, Dk*} i.e. assign available amount of unit (accept demand splitting);
Step 4
sups* = sups* - bs*k*, Dk* = Dk* - bs*k*, update availabilities on supplier s* and plant k*;
Step 5
if v1(k) = 0 ∀k ∈K then exit else goto Step 1.
Figure 1: Chromosome decoding algorithm for permutational encoding

As mentioned before, performance of evolutionary techniques in terms of quality of solutions and convergence
time rapidity, are strongly affected by the encoding-decoding procedure connected to the problem representation.
Indeed, the encoding-decoding procedure assumes a strategic role as much as the problem complexity to be
represented increases, especially in terms of constraints. The previous encoding procedures highlight a series of
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drawbacks that gave us space to further investigations and improvements. The main aspects which characterized the
devising of a new encoding were the followings:
-

to reduce the chromosome dimension for decreasing computational times and memory exploitation;
to introduce a permutational string (with no heterogeneous sub-strings) so that operators for solution space
exploration (e.g. cross-over, mutation) can be applied to the entire chromosome once and for all, avoiding to be
applied to each sub-string one by one;
to eliminate repairing actions on the chromosome also to speed up the overall procedure convergence;
to ensure the “flow conservation”, i.e. to avoid introduction of “dummy” depots for balancing the bidding
surplus which arise from sources.

Afterwards, a new encoding-decoding procedure, defined as “permutational encoding”, which fulfils all the
above reported remarks is described. First of all, it consists of a string v(t) (see Figure 2) whose length is equal only
to J+K digits and that can be considered as a combination of two dummy sub-strings, respectively v1(t) and v2(t).
Thus, chromosome v(t) is composed by K+J genes whose values can vary from 1 to K+J; for this reason the
chromosome assumes a “permutational” configuration. As a consequence, traditional evolutionary exploring
operators may be applied regardless the chromosome sectioning. Each dummy sub-string has a double decoding role
and the overall chromosome has to be decoded on the backward direction. Firstly, transportation tree between
opened DCs and customers is obtained with decoding the last sub-string v2(t). The DC with the highest priority will
be opened and customer whose transportation cost is lower then others will be allocated to that DC. This procedure
will be repeated until the selected DC capacity results enough to receive further demand, otherwise another
overriding DC will be open. It is worthy remembering that each customer demand has to be assigned to a single DC.
In the second step, v1(t) and v2(t) will be considered together for constructing a transportation tree between plants
and opened DCs, through a traditional priority-based rule.
Finally, the third part of the proposed encoding exploits the first sub-string v1(t) for drawing the transportation
tree between suppliers and opened plants. A plant with the highest priority will be selected and then the supplier
with the lower transportation cost will be allocated to that plant. The decoding algorithm of the proposed encoding
is given in Figure 1. In order to better explain the computational procedure adopted for the proposed decoding
algorithm a clarifying example of SCN transportation tree has been given is Figure 2. It consists of a five customers,
four DCs, four plants and three suppliers SCN whose transportation tree is encoded by the chromosome
v(t)=(7,2,3,8|1,5,6,4). Since the proposed permutational encoding-decoding can be considered as a combination of 3
different procedures (see Figure 1), Tables 1, 2 and 3 represent the decoding procedures respectively necessary to
construct the 3rd level (customer allocation to DCs), the 2nd level (opened DCs allocation to plants), and the 1st level
(open plants allocation to suppliers) transportation tree.
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1
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7

2

3

8

1

5

6

4

s

v1(t)

v2(t)

(420)

⎡4
⎢
3
akj = ⎢
⎢4
⎢
⎣8

(620)

(580)

⎡7
⎢
9
cji = ⎢
⎢6
⎢
⎣7

5 5 5⎤
⎥
6 7 8⎥
4 4 3⎥
⎥
3 6 3⎦
4 7 7 6⎤
⎥
4 3 8 9⎥
7 3 8 3⎥
⎥
7 9 7 9⎦

⎡ 6 5 6 7⎤
⎥
⎢
bsk = ⎢4 5 7 6⎥
⎣⎢4 3 7 4⎥⎦
⎡ 900 ⎤
⎢1050⎥
⎥
vj = ⎢
⎢1300⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣1100⎦

Figure 2: An example of Supply Chain Network and its transportation tree
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Table 1: Customer allocation to depots - procedure 1

1
2
3
4
5

v(t) = (v1|v2)
(7,2,3,8|1,5,6,4)
(7,2,3,8|1,5,0,4)
(7,2,3,8|1,0,0,4)

j*
3
3
2
4
4

i*
3
5
2
1
4

qj*i*
150
100
250
200
300

αj*
150
250
250
200
500

Wj*
290
190
70
470
170

d
d3=0
d5=0
d2=0
d1=0
d4=0

Table 2: Depot allocation to plants - procedure 2

1
2
3
4
5

v(t) = (v1|v2)
(7,0,3,8|0,5,6,4)
(7,0,3,8|0,0,6,4)
(7,0,3,0|0,0,6,4)
(7,0,3,0|0,0,0,4)
(0,0,3,0|0,0,0,4)

k
4
4
1
1
3

j*
2
4
3
4
4

fk*j*
250
130
250
70
300

βk*
250
380
250
320
300

αj*

Dk*
130
0
70
0
200

0
370
0
300
0

Table 3: Plant allocation to suppliers - procedure 3

1
2
5

v(t) = (v1|v2)
(7,0,3,8|0,5,6,4)
(7,0,3,0|0,5,6,4)
(0,0,3,0|0,5,6,4)

s*
3
2
1

k
4
1
3

ts*k*
380
320
300

sups*
200
300
120

Dk*
0
0
0

4. OVERVIEW ON THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Within the wide range of evolutionary algorithms, the genetic algorithms received great attention by the
scientific literature mostly due to their undeniable efficacy to optimize combinatorial problems [15]. Genetic
algorithm is known as a problem-independent approach; however, the chromosome representation is one of critical
issues, when applying it to some optimization problems [6]. During the last ten years various encoding methods
have been created for particular problems to provide effective implementation of GAs. As discussed in section 3,
matrix-based encoding, Prüfer number-based encoding and priority-based encoding represented the most popular
encoding procedures integrated within GAs for solving SCN design problems. Although in the course of last
decades GAs confirmed their potential, their integration with the above reported encodings for solving the
capacitated facility location problems put in evidence some shortcomings, both by the efficacy and by the efficiency
viewpoint. For example, empirical investigations confirm that Prüfer number coding is a poor choice in
evolutionary algorithms and should be avoided [8]. Later, hybrid heuristic algorithms which combine GAs, greedy
heuristics, local search methods and linear programming techniques [9] reached better performances. However,
hybrid heuristic algorithms highlight a further weakness arising from the variety of different algorithms to be
integrated and interfaced each other.
The proposed genetic algorithm starts by a randomly generated initial population composed by a number of
chromosomes that goes from 250 to 400, depending on the SCN problem dimension. In order to provide a powerful
exploration of the solution space, a position-based cross-over [16] has been utilized, whose probability of execution
(pc) has been settled equal to 0.25. A mutation operator (mutation rate pm = 0.01) has been configured as a swapping
procedure which select two genes within a chromosome at random and then inverts their positions. Evaluation and
selection operators have been configured as usual in traditional GAs and a proper elitist strategy rule has been also
taken into account within the proposed GA.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND RESULTS
To investigate the effectiveness of the developed GA with the new permutational encoding method (PRM) a
comparison with two GAs equipped respectively with the priority-based encoding (PRT) and with the Prüfer
number-based encoding (PRF) has been carried out. Each encoding has been implemented on the same GA just for
assessing the encodings performance only; as a consequence, crossover and mutation operators have been adapted
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to the particular structure of each encoding. Four different classes of problems were considered which gather the
following problem sizes. Class I: S = 10, K = 10, J = 10, I = 21. Class II: S = 20, K = 15, J = 12, I = 50. Class III: S
= 10, K = 6, J = 8, I = 100. Class IV: S = 20, K = 15, J = 12, I = 100. Each class includes 10 instances and for each
instance 5 replications with different random seeds have been performed: totally 200 runs were executed.
Transportation costs and facilities capacity were randomly generated according to the same statement of the bestknown literary problems. The following parameters, similarly being done by Altiparmak et al. [13], have been
settled for the genetic algorithm: number of iterations [2500; 6000], population size [250; 400]. Table 4 reports for
each class the average values of total cost (f(ave)) provided by each encoding and the corresponding percentage
improving (Δf%ave) between the different encodings. The average total cost reduction obtained through the
permutational encoding goes form a minimum of -0,64% for the first class to a maximum of -5,24% for the last
class of problems. For each class, the computed results in terms of total cost (means and standard deviations) were
useful to carry out a statistical analysis. In fact, the effect of the different encodings on the algorithm performance
have been investigated by developing a one tailed statistical t-test with a confidence level α=95% on the mean μc of
the total cost. The corresponding average p-values (p-value (ave)) of the t-test for each class are presented in Table
4 and statistically confirm the efficacy of the proposed permutational encoding. In order assess the goodness of the
parameters settled for the proposed genetic algorithm, a proper “index of variation” has been considered as the ratio
between the average standard deviation and the mean of the total cost related to the five replications pertaining to
each example. The average index of variation (VCave) computed for each class of problems and for each encoding
confirms as performance variability of the proposed algorithms is weakly-dependent, on the average, on the
different replications. In particular, the lowest levels of VCave for each class, showed by Table 4, highlight as the
permutational encoding, by considering of different replications, also ensure better solution stability. Lastly, Table 4
reports for each class the average values of computational time (T(ave)) provided by each encoding and the
corresponding percentage improving (ΔT%ave) between the different encodings. Genetic algorithm based
permutational encoding outperforms the other encodings also in terms of computational time for each class of
problem except for class IV wherein the total cost improvement is more relevant.
Table 4: Numerical results

Class

PRF
65534,6

f(ave)
PRT
65075,6

PRT/PRF

PRM

PRT/PRF

PRM/PRF

PRM/PRT

0,002

-64%

-82%

-44%

p-value (ave)
PRT
PRM
0,0019
0,0055

PRF
3177

T (ave)
PRT
853

PRM
671

PRM

PRT/PRF

PRM/PRF

PRM/PRT

0,003

-73%

-79%

-21%

p-value (ave)
PRT
PRM
0,2206
0,0015

PRF
8500

T (ave)
PRT
542

PRM
310

PRM

PRT/PRF

PRM/PRF

PRM/PRT

0,000

-94%

-96%

-42%

p-value (ave)
PRT
PRM
0,0001
0,0028

PRF
11578

T (ave)
PRT
1820

PRM
2343

PRM

PRT/PRF

PRM/PRF

PRM/PRT

0,003

-84%

-89%

+29%

PRM/PRT

PRF

PRT

-0,69%

-1,32%

-0,64%

0,009

0,006

PRF
151199,4

f(ave)
PRT
148783,4

PRM
146061,6

PRF
0,2263

PRT/PRF

PRM/PRF

PRM/PRT

PRF

PRT

-1,57%

-3,40%

-1,84%

0,008

0,004

PRF
334142,6

f(ave)
PRT
343228,6

PRM
330896

PRF
0,0522

PRT/PRF

PRM/PRF

PRM/PRT

PRF

PRT

+2,77%

-0,96%

-3,54%

0,006

0,005

PRF
314243,4

f(ave)
PRT
316737,2

PRM
300052,6

PRF
0,1603

PRT/PRF

PRM/PRF

PRM/PRT

PRF

PRT

+0,83%

-4,50%

-5,24%

0,007

0,010

Δf%ave

VCave

Δf%ave

III

Class

T (ave)
PRT
220

PRM/PRF

II

Class

PRF
605

PRF
0,295

I

Class

p-value (ave)
PRT
PRM
0,061
0,246

PRM
64665,0

IV

ΔT %ave

VCave

Δf%ave

ΔT %ave

VCave

Δf%ave

ΔT %ave

VCave
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PRM
111

ΔT %ave
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In the last 10 years a lot of research faced capacitated multi-facility location problems as well as supply chain
network design problems. In fact, has been demonstrated that facility location problems can be considered as one of
the key issues pertaining to the SCN design problem. Since this kind of problem is classified as NP-hard, several
techniques, mostly of them based on evolutionary algorithms, have been developed in the last decade. However,
evolutionary algorithms performance, especially for constrained combinatorial problems, results to be strongly
affected by the encoding adopted to represent the problem. In this paper, a new encoding for solving the
capacitated, multi-facility location problem consisting of a three-level SCN, with no limitation on the total number
of facilities (DCs and plants) has been developed. The proposed encoding, namely “permutational encoding”, was
compared with two well-known different encodings recently presented in literature. This comparison has been
performed through a wide dataset. Numerical results, also by a proper statistical analysis, confirmed the
effectiveness of the proposed encoding both by the solution quality and by the computational time point of view.
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ABSTRACT
A supply chain refers to a network of entities such as suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers and
customers. Managing the entire supply chain becomes a key factor for the successful business. Issues like
uncertainties and risks, sharing of benefits among partners and trade off among conflicting objectives in the
presence of variety of available policies and alternatives need to be critically evaluated. In this paper, a Multi
Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) algorithm is developed for a supply chain distribution network
involving the allocation of customers to available warehouses. Shipping cost and transit time between the
warehouses and their customers are considered as the performance criteria. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is validated for a test problem from the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION
In highly competitive business environment it becomes necessary for the organizations to reduce the product
cost and to improve the customer service. Individual firms are limited in success and that leads to the evolution of a
new form of organizations called extended enterprises or supply chain. A supply chain is a network of facilities and
distribution options that performs the function of procurement of materials, transformation of these materials into
intermediate and finished products, and distribution of these finished products to customers. Many of the companies
are trying to achieve maximization of customer satisfaction and profits by more effectively planning and managing
their supply chain. In supply chain, distribution refers to the flow of materials and goods between an organization
and its suppliers, customers. Distribution planning is one of the most important activities in supply chain as it
directly impacts both the supply chain costs and customer experience [1]. Good distribution can be used to achieve a
variety of supply chain objectives ranging from low cost to high responsiveness. A poor logistics arrangement will
increase the complexity of the network which will negatively influence the delivery performance. At the strategic
level, performance of a distribution network should be evaluated considering customer needs that are met and cost
of meeting customer needs. Minimizing operating cost and maximizing customer service level are important for
companies to make profit and being competitive. Customer service level can be measured by customer response
time, accuracy of order fulfillment rate, delivery lead time, etc. Among these, delivery lead time is one of the most
critical factor [2]. Goal of achieving higher customer service conflicts with the goal of reducing logistics cost. For
example shorter lead time may win customer orders. However, it may induce higher operating cost, such as over
time working hours, and higher safety stock level, etc. On the other hand minimization of distribution cost can lead
to minimization of safety stocks and choice of cheaper mode of transportation. This leads to a lower level of
customer service. These types of problems with conflicting objectives are solved through Multi Objective
Programming (MOP). The goal of MOP methods is to find a set of trade off solutions known as Pareto optimal
solutions. Traditional MOP techniques combine multiple objectives into a single scalar objective and generate one
Pareto optimal solution at a time or a restrictive set of Pareto optimal solutions. Evolutionary algorithms are proved
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to be efficient in finding set of Pareto optimal solutions for MOP. Application of evolutionary algorithms for multi
objective supply chain models needs attention.
2. MULTI OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
With out loss of generality, a multi objective minimization problem with m objectives can be described by an
objective vector f and a corresponding set of decision variables x as shown in equation (1).
Minimize { f1(x), f2(x) ...f m (x)}, subject to x ∈ X,

(1)

where X refers to the set of feasible constraints. A feasible solution x* is called Pareto-optimal, if there exists no
feasible solution x such that,
fi (x) ≤ fi(x*) ∀i ∈{1, 2...m},
fi(x) < fi(x*)

for at least one i ∈{1, 2...m}.

Figure 1 shows the set of Pareto front obtained for a two objective minimization problem. The goal of MOP is to
find all Pareto optimal solutions and enable the decision maker to evaluate a greater number of alternatives.

Figure 1: Pareto front for a multi objective problem

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Distribution network design has attracted the attention of many researchers. Various models and tools have been
developed for Supply Chain Network (SCN) design and planning and are limited with single objective such as
minimizing cost or maximizing profit. Pirkul and Jayaraman [3] studied two-echelon distribution problems with
multiple plants and multiple capacitated distribution centres. The objective is to decide the product flow quantity
from plants to distribution centres and from distribution centres to customers in order to minimize the system’s
overall cost. Park [4] proposed a heuristic to highlight the effectiveness of integrated production distribution
planning approach over a decoupled approach in a two-stage production distribution system. Syarif et. al, [5]
studied the choice of facilities to be opened and the distribution network design to satisfy the customer demand with
minimum cost using a spanning tree-based Genetic Algorithm(GA). Kumanan et.al, [6] compared the performance
of GA and PSO for a three stage distribution network model with the objective of minimizing the total cost. The use
of single performance measure for a supply chain network design is attractive because of its simplicity but it is
generally inadequate as it ignores the interactions among important supply chain characteristics, inconsistent with
strategic goals of organization and do not consider the effect of uncertainty[7]. Single objective supply chain models
are not realistic when viewed from a systems optimization perspective which involves multiple and conflicting
objectives. Hence, supply chain models are to be developed considering more than one objective. Zhou et.al, [8]
proposed a mathematical model and a weight based GA for the bi-criteria allocation problem involving multiple
warehouses with different capacities. Shipping cost and transit time were considered as performance criteria. Chan
and Chung [2] combined analytical hierarchy processes with GA for solving distribution network problem in supply
chain with system cost, delivery days and capacity utilization ratio as the performance criteria. Guillen et.al, [9]
solved a stochastic supply chain with maximizing net present value, maximizing demand satisfaction and
minimizing financial risks as objectives. Altiparmak et.al, [10] presented a mixed integer non linear programming
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and a GA for SCN design with cost, demand fill rate and capacity utilization ratio as objectives. Farahania and
Elahipanah [11] developed a mixed integer programming model for a multi period, multi product and multi channel
network considering cost and service level (JIT distribution) as objectives and proposed a GA. Most of the above
reviewed articles utilized GA as the solution methodology. In this paper, a new solution procedure based on Multi
Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) algorithm is developed for a supply chain distribution network
involving allocation of customers to available warehouses and the performance is exemplified.
3.1. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION [PSO]
PSO was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [12]. The PSO is inspired by the social behavior of a flock of
migrating birds trying to reach an unknown destination. In PSO, each solution is a ‘bird’ in the flock and is referred
to as a ‘particle’. Each bird looks in a specific direction, and then when communicating together, they identify the
bird that is in the best location. Accordingly, each bird speeds towards the best bird using a velocity that depends on
its current position. Each bird, then, investigates the search space from its new local position, and the process
repeats until the flock reaches a desired destination. The search process involves both social interaction and
intelligence so that birds learn from their own experience (local search) and also from the experience of others
around them (global search).
The pseudo code of PSO algorithm is as follows:
For each particle i
Initialize particle
END
Do
For each particle
Calculate fitness value
If the fitness value is better than the best fitness value (pBest) in history
Set current value as the new pBest
END
Choose the particle with the best fitness value of all the particles as the gBest
For each particle
Calculate particle velocity
Velocityi [t+1] = w * Velocityi [t] + C1 * r1 ( ) * (pBesti [t] - presenti [t]) +
C2 * r2 ( ) * (gBesti [t] - presenti [t]) (2)
Update particle position
Presenti [t+1] = Present i[t] + Velocity i[t+1]
(3)
END
While maximum iterations (t) or minimum error criteria is not attained.
where, C1 and C2 are two positive constants, r1 () and r2 () are two random functions in the range [0, 1]. w is an
inertia weight employed as an improvement proposed by Shi and Eberhart [13] to control the impact of the previous
history of velocities on the current velocity. The operator w plays the role of balancing the global search and the
local search. The second term in equation (2) represents cognition or the private thinking of the particle when
comparing its current position to its own best and the third term represents the social collaboration among the
particles, which compares a particle’s current position to that of the best particle. Once the new position of a particle
is calculated, the particle, then, flies towards it.
3.2. MULTI OBJECTIVE PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION [MOPSO]
In the MOPSO algorithm the performances of different particles are always compared in terms of their
dominance relations [14]. The algorithm starts by generating an initial population. All the particles of this
population are compared to each other and the non dominated particles are stored in the external repository. The
particles positions will be subsequently updated. In MOPSO there is no such thing as the best position vector
(gBest) as in the standard PSO. There are several equally good non dominated solutions stored in the external
repository. To update the velocity of each particle using equation (2), the algorithm has to select one of the position
vectors stored in the repository. Previous MOPSO implementations have all used metrics such as adaptive grid,
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clustering based approaches, roulette wheel selection and Crowded Distance (CD) operator in objective space in the
selection of guides. Among these, the CD operator was able to produce the better distributions of non dominated
solutions [15]. Tripathi et.al, [16], proposed a Time Variant (TV) inertia weight and acceleration coefficients in a
MOPSO that enables to explore the search space more efficiently. In this paper, a new MOPSO approach
incorporating CD mechanism with TV inertia weight and acceleration coefficients is proposed. The steps of TVMOPSO-CD are detailed below.
For i = 1 to N (N is the population size)
Initialize
P[i] randomly (P is the population of particles)
V[i] = 0 (V is the speed of each particle)
Evaluate P[i]
Initialize the personal best of each particle pBests[i] = P[i]
Store the non dominated vectors found in P into A (A is the external archive that stores non dominated
solutions found in P)
End For
Initialize the iteration counter t = 0
Repeat

Compute the CD values of each non dominated solution in the archive A. Sort the non dominated solutions
in A in descending CD values
For i = 1 to N
Randomly select the global best guide for P[i]from a specified top portion (e.g. top 20%) of the sorted
archive A and store its position to gBest.
Compute the new velocity: Vi [t+1] = wt x Vi[t] +R1 x C1t (pBestsi[t] – Pi[t]) + R2 x C2t (A [gBest]i – Pi [t])
wt = ( w1 - w2 ) (max_it – t / max_it ) + w2 ; The value of wt is allowed to decrease linearly with iteration
from w1 to w2 . R1 and R2 are random numbers in the range [0, 1];
C1t = (C1f - C1i) (t / max_it) + C1i ; C1t has been allowed to decrease from its initial value of C1i to C1f.
C2t = (C2f - C2i) (t / max_it) + C2i; C2t has been allowed to increase from its initial value of C2i to C2f.
Calculate the new position of Pi [t+1]= Pi [t] + Vi [t+1]
If P[i] goes beyond the boundaries, then it is reintegrated by having the decision variable take the
value of its corresponding lower or upper boundary and its velocity is multiplied by -1 so that it
searches in the opposite direction.
Evaluate P[i]
End For
Insert all new non dominated solution in P into A if they are not dominated by any of the stored solutions. All
dominated solutions in the archive by the new solution are removed from the archive. If the archive is full, the
solution to be replaced is determined by the following steps:
Compute the crowding distance values of each non dominated solution in the archive A
Sort the non dominated solutions in A in descending crowding distance values
Randomly select a particle from a specified bottom portion (e.g. lower 10%) which comprise the most
crowded particles in the archive then replace it with the new solution. Update the personal best solution of
each particle in P if the current pBests dominates the position in memory.
Increment iteration counter t
Until maximum number of iterations (max_it) is reached.
4. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this research a multi objective decision analysis for distribution network involving allocation of customers to
available warehouses is considered. Shipping cost and delivery lead time between warehouses and their customers
are considered as the performance criteria. These two criteria determine logistics cost and order cycle time
respectively. Goal of reducing order cycle time conflicts with the goal of reducing logistics cost because faster
delivery of products requires more frequent, smaller shipments that are more expensive than consolidated
shipments. The mathematical model is formulated as:
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Assumptions
Single product, two-echelon system.
Demands at market zones are deterministic.
Number of warehouses and their location, capacities are known.
Delivery lead-time is known with certainty for transportation of products from warehouses to customers.
Each customer for the product is assigned to only one warehouse.
Warehouse capacity varies from one to another
Indices
i
j

No. of customers, i = 1, 2… m;
No. of warehouses, j = 1, 2… r;

Parameters
C ij
t ij
Vi
qj

Unit shipping cost from j to i;
Transit time from j to i;
Demand from customer i;
Capacity of warehouse j ;

Variables
X ij = 1,
0,

if customer i is allocated to warehouse j
otherwise

Objective Function
Minimize shipping cost f1 (x) = Σ Σ Vi C ij X ij
Minimize transit time f2 (x) = Σ Σ t ij X ij

(4)
(5)

5. PROPOSED ALGORITHM [TV-MOPSO-CD]
The proposed algorithm [TV-MOPSO-CD] is developed using Matlab 7. The algorithm is coded in such a way that
it can accommodate i customers and j warehouses. The parameters of the proposed algorithm are population size,
maximum number of iterations, inertia weights, acceleration coefficients and random parameters.
5.1 REPRESENTATION OF CHROMOSOMES
Each chromosome represents a potential solution that indicates the allocation of customers to warehouses. A
chromosome composed of genes. Each gene contains a value. Integer encoding is used in this algorithm, since each
customer has to be assigned to only one warehouse. The value of the gene represents the warehouse number and
position of the gene represents the customer number. The chromosomes are validated for feasibility once they are
created randomly. Table1 shows a sample of chromosome structure for 3 warehouses and 6 customers.
Table1: A sample of chromosome structure
Customer number (Gene location)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Warehouse number (Gene value)

3

1

2

2

3

2

5.2. FITNESS EVALUATION
Fitness evaluation determines the relative strength of each chromosome in the population. The chromosome
representation is decoded into a candidate solution for evaluating the fitness. In the proposed model both the
objectives are of minimization and the entire population is subjected to dominance check. The non dominated
solutions are stored into an external archive. Crowding distance value of solutions is computed and the non
dominated solutions are sorted in descending crowding distance value. From the top 30% of this solution the global
best guide is selected randomly. The best position vector of particle i, Pi, is initially set equal to the initial position
of particle i. In the subsequent iterations, the best position vector is updated in the following way: (i) if the current
Pi (t) dominates the new position xi(t+1) then Pi(t+1) = Pi (t), (ii) if the new position xi(t+1) dominates Pi (t) then
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Pi(t+1)) = xi(t+1) or (iii) if no one dominates the other then one of them is randomly selected to be the Pi(t+1).
Infeasible individuals generated during iteration are penalized with a positive factor greater than one and it is less
likely to be chosen in the next generation due to its greater fitness value. The maximum number of generations is
considered as a termination criterion.
6. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION
To test the performance of the proposed algorithm the data used in [8] is considered. A firm produces and
distributes chain link fences and their related hardware items to a total of twenty-one customers (i). The firm plans
to move its current warehouses, to a new location and seven candidate sites (j) were considered. Among these seven
sites, a decision maker can choose any arbitrary number of warehouses. All unit shipping costs (in dollars), transit
time (in hours, shown in bracket) between these warehouses and their customers and demand are shown in Table 2.
The warehouse capacity is set in such a way that warehouse 2 is approximately 10% larger than warehouse 1 and
warehouse 3 is 10% larger than warehouse 2.
Table2: Unit shipping cost, transit time and demand
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
2.9[ 4.48]
3.9[15.91]
3.5[10.86]
3.5[11.65]
3.3[9.13]
3.3[9.41]
3.1[6.48]
2.5[0]
3.2[8.25]
4.0[17.50]
3.1[7.10]
3.1[7.23]
2.8[3.13]
3.0[5.36]
3.1[6.40]
3.2[3.23]
2.7[1.66]
2.9[3.83]
3.5[10.96]
2.7[2.48]
3.6[12.48]

2
3.2[5.83]
4.0[14.75]
3.6 [9.70]
3.6[10.48]
3.4[7.96]
3.4[8.25]
3.3[7.40]
2.9[1.26]
3.3[7.08]
4.1[16.33]
3.3[6.26]
3.4[8.15]
3.0[3.58]
3.2[5.93]
3.2[5.23]
3.3[4.13]
3.0[2.90]
3.0[2.66]
3.6[9.95]
3.0[2.81]
3.7[11.31]

3
3.5[7.90]
4.3[12.23]
3.5[7.33]
3.6[8.11]
3.0[4.85]
3.1[5.30]
3.8[9.91]
3.0[4.38]
3.0[4.73]
4.6[13.98]
3.4[6.98]
4.0[10.66]
3.2[6.11]
3.6[8.45]
2.6[2.11]
2.8[6.65]
3.1[5.40]
2.4[1.01]
3.5[7.91]
3.2[5.78]
3.8[8.95]

j
4
3.14[7.33]
3.62[12.21]
3.14[7.15]
3.19[7.93]
2.99[5.73]
3.04[6.18]
3.31[9.33]
2.83[3.86]
2.88[4.55]
3.76[13.78]
3.10[7.30]
3.38[10.10]
2.95[5.53]
3.18[7.70]
2.74[3.00]
2.88[6.08]
2.92[4.83]
2.47[0]
3.30[8.80]
2.96[5.41]
3.28[8.76]

5
3.15[8.08]
3.60[12.03]
3.12[6.98]
3.17[7.76]
3.07[6.58]
3.13[7.11]
3.28[8.73]
3.00[5.78]
2.86[4.36]
3.74[13.61]
3.28[9.23]
3.24[9.35]
3.04[6.13]
3.03[5.96]
2.82[3.78]
2.97[6.91]
3.05[6.53]
2.65[2.11]
3.38[9.73]
3.14[7.33]
3.27[8.60]

6
3.0[4.18]
4.1[15.26]
3.6[10.21]
3.6[11.00]
3.4[8.58]
3.5[9.01]
3.2[6.20]
2.7[1.30]
3.3[7.60]
4.2[16.85]
3.3[7.51]
3.2[6.95]
2.8[2.40]
3.0[4.75]
3.2[5.83]
3.3[2.95]
2.8[1.73]
2.9[3.18]
3.7[11.18]
3.0[3.78]
3.7[11.83]

7
2.1[2.11]
5.8[19.23
4.8[15.45]
4.9[16.23]
4.6[14.61]
4.7[15.06]
1.8[0]
3.0[6.43]
4.1[12.83]
6.1[18.68]
4.4[13.46]
2.0[1.35]
2.5[4.11]
2.3[2.86]
4.1[11.88]
4.4[3.25]
2.7[4.96]
3.5[9.23]
5.2[17.23]
3.5[8.85]
5.1[17.06]

Demand
(units)
113,644
25,360
82,507
80,159
75,274
116,064
329,263
162,106
51,417
40,833
97,758
63,643
367,379
276,387
85,180
79,662
122,560
106,198
57,305
119,524
60,096

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The parameters of the proposed algorithm TV-MOPSO-CD are; population size=500, maximum number of
iterations=150, C1i=1.0, C1f =0.1, C2i =0.3, C2f =1.6 w1 =1.8, w2 =0.2. These parameters are set after several trials.
The Pareto optimal solutions obtained using TV-MOPSO-CD are shown in table 3. These solutions are compared
with the solutions reported in the literature [8] that are shown in table 4. The differentials in total shipping cost and
total transit time shown in table 3 are high as compared to the results shown in table 4 and also the average number
of Pareto optimal solutions obtained is slightly higher than the number of solutions reported in the literature.
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Table 3: Pareto optimal solutions using proposed algorithm
Pareto
solutions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TV-MOPSO-CD
Total shipping cost Total transit time
7180123.47
136.68
7496143.96
116.99
7266683.58
119.77
7234348.06
128.11
7262003.96
127.63
7217616.88
130.72
7227622.32
130.39
7421442.58
118.94
7423409.18
118.34
7197419.27
132.19

Table 4: Pareto optimal solutions reported in [8]
Pareto
solutions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Weight based GA
Total shipping cost
Total transit time
7957179.50
128.56
7963368.50
127.62
7967323.50
124.88
7973512.50
123.94
7987740.00
122.53
7993929.50
121.59
8036369.50
118.52

Figure 2 shows the Pareto frontier obtained using the proposed algorithm. The results show that the proposed
algorithm is able to generate better solutions close to the true Pareto front. The reasons for the better performance of
the proposed algorithm can be attributed to its use of an archive for the non dominated solutions, use of crowding
distance mechanism in the selection of gBest solution and time variant inertia weight and acceleration coefficient
that ensures a good balance between the exploration and exploitation of the search space.

Figure 2: Pareto front obtained using TV-MOPSO-CD

8. CONCLUSION
Distribution planning is one of the most important activities in supply chain. At the strategic level, both logistics
cost and customer service are considered as performance criteria. These two objectives are conflicting with each
other hence multi objective programming approach is used to find a set of Pareto optimal solutions. Population
based evolutionary algorithms are proved to be efficient in finding set of Pareto optimal solutions for multi
objective programming. In this paper, a new solution procedure, called TV-MOPSO-CD is proposed for a supply
chain distribution network involving allocation of customers to available warehouses considering shipping cost and
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transit time as performance criteria. The proposed algorithm incorporates crowding distance mechanism with time
variant inertia weight and acceleration coefficient. To test the performance of the proposed algorithm the data
reported in [8] is used. From the results it is found that the proposed algorithm is efficient in finding solutions closer
to the true Pareto front. The future scope of this work is to incorporate a mutation operator with the proposed
algorithm to maintain the diversity of non dominated solutions and to avoid premature convergence. Also the
application of the proposed algorithm can be extended to multi-echelon and multi-item model with more than two
objectives.
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ABSTRACT
The emergence of global enterprises and markets offers opportunities to increase sales, lower costs, and adopt
risk mitigation strategies. However, a wide spectrum of political, social, economic, and cultural challenges
are also encountered. This leads to a complex strategic decision for multi-national companies regarding
where to locate facilities. In this paper we investigate multiple strategies for location of the fabrication,
assembly, and distribution stages for enterprises with global markets and multiple product lines. Product
types are assumed to be assembled from multiple component modules. Both module fabrication and final
assembly facilities are assumed to have potential cost advantages from economies of scale. We explore the
tradeoffs between production economies and distribution costs subject to local market demands and trade
regulations. The choice of optimal supply chain configuration strategy is determined under various
combinations of transportation prices, local production costs, economies of scale, national content laws, and
demand variability. Results indicate the sensitivity of optimal system design to levels of each of the factors.

1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of global enterprises and markets offers opportunities to increase sales and adopt risk
mitigation and cost-saving strategies. However, multinationals also face a wide spectrum of political, social,
economic, and cultural differences which do not exist in the domestic environment. For commodity items, and
through employing delayed differentiation strategies for customized products, larger markets may also allow
producers to exploit opportunities in economies of scale. Production and logistics costs may depend significantly
on the location of production facilities and their distance from consumer markets. Varying labor, land, utility, and
tax rates also affect location decisions. This leads to a complex strategic decision for multi-national companies
regarding where to locate facilities. Once the facilities are established, it is important to make operational decisions
that optimally utilize available capacity.
In this paper we investigate multiple strategies for location of the fabrication, assembly, and distribution
stages for enterprises with global markets and multiple product lines. Product types are assumed to be assembled
from multiple component modules. Both module fabrication and final assembly facilities are assumed to have
potential cost advantages from economies of scale. We assume feasible candidate sites have been identified in
multiple countries for each stage of production. While issues such as environmental sustainability and quality of
life often play an important role in actual decisions, for the purposes of this study, we restrict attention to the
objective of maximizing profit. We explore the tradeoffs between production economies and distribution costs
subject to local market demands and trade regulations. A basic profit function is employed to evaluate each system
design strategy. The choice of optimal supply chain configuration is determined under various combinations of
transportation prices, local production costs, economies of scale, national content laws, and demand variability. For
each combination of factors we evaluate the objective for each possible configuration of the integrated supply chain
assuming local access to raw materials. Results indicate the sensitivity of optimal system design to levels of each of
the factors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to supply chain
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (480) 965-3185; Fax: (480) 965-8692; E-mail: ron.askin@asu.edu
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management and a review of the literature of past research in global facility location. Section 3 describes the
specific problem environment considered in this paper. We also formulate the objective used in our calculations and
describe the supply chain design polices considered. Section 4 contains a detailed description of the designed
experiment and statistical results. Section 5 presents a summary and conclusions.

2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Ganeshan and Harrison [1] define supply chain as, “supply chain is a network of facilities and distribution
options that performs the functions of procurement of materials, transformation of these materials into intermediate
and finished products, and the distribution of these finished products to customers.” Supply chain management
(SCM) decisions can be broadly categorized into the three levels, strategic, tactical and operational. Strategic
decisions are made over a longer time horizon (yearly) and are linked to corporate strategy. Tactical and operational
decisions are made for medium term (quarterly/monthly) and short term (weekly/daily). SCM decisions can also be
classified as one of four types: location, production, inventory and transportation (distribution). Each decision type
may have elements at each level. For instance transportation has the strategic issue of what modes to use, the
tactical issue of what routes and carriers to use and the operational decisions of timing and executing a specific
move.
Facility location decisions have a far-reaching impact on a supply chain’s performance, since they define a longterm commitment of resources. Once the location, size and number of these facilities is determined, so are the
possible paths by which the product flows through to the final customer. Different methodologies are used to model
a facility location problem. Uncu et al [2] examine the limitations and advantages of the current methodologies for
international plant location selections. Badri [3] uses the analytic hierarchy process and multi-objective goal
programming methodology to incorporate qualitative factors like political situation of a country, government
regulations, global competition and survival and economic factors, in making facility location-allocation decisions.
Schniederjans [4] explains in detail a scaling/scoring/ranking method where users are required to first identify
selection criteria that will help to achieve specific international operation objectives the company may be pursuing,
and then rate how well each of the possible acquisitions or locations under consideration will aid in satisfying the
selection criteria. Canel and Khumawala [5] develop and test heuristic procedures for solving an uncapacitated
multi-period international facilities location problem. Syam [6] proposes a model and an efficient heuristic solution
methodology for an extended capacitated facility location problem which includes limits on the total number of
open facilities and the availability of a number of capacity options at each location.
Many mathematical models have been formulated for strategic supply chain design. Modeling global supply
chains requires consideration of several complex, random, dynamic, and nonlinear factors making solution difficult.
The inclusion of different taxes and duties, differential exchange rates, trade barriers, transfer prices, and duty
drawbacks is fundamental for a model to accurately represent the real system. The computational hurdle posed by
complex facility location formulations has, until recently, limited most research in this area to static, deterministic
problems where all inputs (like demands, distances, and travel times) are taken as known quantities and outputs are
specified as one-time decision values ([7]). A majority of supply chains are modeled as Mixed-Integer Programming
(MIP) models that attempt to accurately capture most of the important decision options, constraints and objectives
of a supply chain problem. Vidal and Goetschalckx [8] refer to these as ‘strategic production-distribution’ models.
They also note that there ‘exists a lack of research on MIP models for the strategic design of global supply chain
systems’ and that ‘most models do not include single sourcing, inventory costs, and BOM (Bill of Materials)
constraints’. Aikens [9] presents an early review of the main facility location models, starting from the least
complex, such as the simple uncapacitated model, and progressing to the more complex, such as the single-echelon
multi-commodity capacitated model. Geoffrian and Graves [10] present an algorithm based on Bender’s
decomposition to solve a multi-commodity single period production-distribution problem. Huang [11] presents a
multi-period MIP facility location model that incorporates factors such as political risk and threat of expropriation,
host-nation incentives and regulations, labor characteristics and training grants, technology and experience effects,
and parts and sourcing. Hodder and Dincer [12] present an international plant location problem where the resulting
model is a large-scale nonlinear MIP, which is difficult to solve. Their formulation considers exchange rate
fluctuations, market prices, international interest rates, and fixed costs in a stochastic environment. Cohen et al. [13]
present the main features that differentiate an international supply chain model from a single-country model. They
formulate a normative model that is a dynamic, nonlinear MIP model. The model’s constraints include facility
capacity, regional demand requirements, material balance and government offset regulations. Arntzen et al. [14]
present a multi-period, multi-commodity MIP model to optimize a global supply chain. Their model minimizes cost
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or weighted cumulative production and distribution times or both subject to meeting estimated demand and
restrictions on local content, offset trade, and joint capacity for multiple products, echelons, and time periods. Canel
and Khumawala [15] formulate a MIP model for both the capacitated and uncapacitated multi-period international
facility location problem and go on to provide an application of both these formulations to an actual multinational
chemical company case. Canel and Das [16] present a mathematical model for global facility location model that
integrates marketing and manufacturing decisions in a global context. The costs incorporated in the objective
function include investment, fixed, transfer, marketing, shortage and inventory holding costs for the corresponding
facilities over many time periods. Santoso et al. [17] propose a stochastic programming model for incorporating
scenarios in system design.
3. PROBLEM ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we describe the supply chain scenario used for analysis. The experimental enterprise under
consideration manufactures and sells four product types to four different countries (market regions). The product
structure is such that each product type j (j = A, B, C, D) is assembled from four product-specific components,
( α j , β j , δ j , θ j ). However, the components of the same type ( α ' s, β ' s, δ ' s, or θ ' s ) have manufacturing similarities
and thus may be able to take advantage of group technology concepts and economies of scale. The company
potentially has a manufacturing plant and distribution center in each of the four countries. The distribution center is
co-located at the manufacturing plant. Demand exists for all the products in all the market regions and is met in
every period. The total production capacities of the countries are assumed to be equal to the total demand in all
countries for each time period and hence inventory costs are not considered. The fabrication cost per component is
assumed to be constant for all component types. The assembly cost per product is assumed to be similar for all
product types. A common currency is used. Raw material is assumed to be available in every market region.
The planning horizon consists of 20 periods. The objective is to calculate the overall net global profit (NGP)
earned by the company for each of the design policy options considered. The overall global net profit is calculated
by subtracting the total costs incurred at all four plants from the total revenues earned from all four plants. The
overall global net profits are based on the following components.
1. Total revenues derived from the sales of finished products in each market region.
2. Total fixed costs for fabrication and assembly capacity at plants that are built.
3. Total variable costs of fabrication and assembly at plants.
4. Total transportation costs from shipping components and products to other market regions.
5. Total costs due to duties imposed on components and products shipped between markets (countries).
3.1. NOTATION
The following notation is used in the model:
Indices:
C = Set of components { α a , α b , α c , α d , β a , βb , β c , β d , δ a , δ b , δ c , δ d ,θ a ,θb ,θ c ,θ d }
J= set of products {1,2,3,4}
F = set of facilties {1,2,3,4}
M = set of markets {1,2,3,4}
Model Parameters:
CcftF = Fixed fabrication cost incurred for component ‘c’ capacity at facility in country ‘f’ in period ‘t’.
C jftA = Fixed assembly cost incurred for product ‘j’ capacity at facility in country ‘f’ in period ‘t’.
CAjft = Variable assembly cost per unit of product ‘j’ at facility ‘f’ in period ‘t’.
CFcft = Variable fabrication cost per unit of component ‘c’ at facility ‘f’ in period ‘t’.
D jmt = Demand for product ‘j’ in market ‘m’ in period ‘t’.
DUTYcfmt = Duty incurred per component ‘c’ when shipped from facility ‘f’ to market ‘m’ in period ‘t’.
DUTY jfmt = Duty incurred per product ‘j’ when shipped from facility ‘f’ to market ‘m’ in period ‘t’.
R jmt = Selling price of product ‘j’ in market region ‘m’ in period ‘t’.
Qcft = Quantity of component ‘c’ fabricated in facility ‘f’’ in period ‘t’.
Q jft = Quantity of product ‘j’ assembled at facility ‘f’’ in period ‘t’.
S cfmt = Quantity of component ‘c’ shipped from facility ‘f’’ to market region ‘m’ in period ‘t’.
S jfmt = Quantity of product ‘j’ shipped from facility ‘f’’ to market region ‘m’ in period ‘t’.
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Tcfmt = Transportation cost per unit of component ‘c’ shipped from facility ‘f’ to market region ‘m’ in period ‘t’.
T jfmt = Transportation cost per unit of product ‘j’ shipped from facility ‘f’ to market region ‘m’ in period ‘t’.

The objective function is to maximize net global profit (NGP) computed as:
⎡
⎛
⎞⎤
NGP = ∑ ⎢ ∑∑ ( R jmt ⋅ D jmt ) − ∑ ⎜ ∑ Qcft ⋅ ( CcftF + CFcft ) + ∑ Q jft ⋅ ( C jftA + CAjft ) ⎟ ⎥
t ⎢
f ⎝ c
j
⎠ ⎥⎦
⎣ j m
(1)
⎡ ⎛ ⎛
⎞ ⎞⎤
−∑ ⎢ ∑ ⎜ ∑ ⎜ ∑ Scfmt ⋅ (Tcfmt + DUTYcfmt ) + ∑ S jfmt ⋅ (T jfmt + DUTY jfmt ) ⎟ ⎟ ⎥
⎜
⎟
t ⎢
j
⎠ ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎣ f ⎝ m ⎝ c
The objective function accumulates revenue from sales and then subtracts fixed and variable cost of component
fabrication, fixed and variable cost of assembly, shipping and duty cost of component transfers and shipping and
duty costs for finished products. All costs are computed based on the decision variables determined by the
fabrication and assembly policy selected as described below.

(

(

)

)

(

(

)

)

3.2. POLICY OPTIONS
Five basic policies are considered for location of manufacturing facilities. The policies were culled from
examination of the literature and an attempt to span the possible options. The following policies are considered.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Product Manufacturing: Component manufacturing and assembly are integrated in a single facility
dedicated to a single product. All units of a single end product are produced at a single plant and shipped
to all market regions. All four components required for that product are also fabricated in the plant. For this
study, it is assumed that each country produces a separate product. Thus for instance, country one
produces all units of components α a , β a , δ a ,θ a and product A. Final product A’s are then shipped from this
facility to meet demand in market regions 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Group Manufacturing with Centralized Assembly: Components are grouped as part families in
fabrication plants. Each of the four countries has a fabrication plant that produces all versions of its
component. Thus, the facility in country one produces α a , α b , α c , α d units. Country two produces all β i
units. All components are shipped to a single assembly plant that assembles all units of all four products.
The single assembly plant then ships products to all four regions.
Group Manufacturing with Market Assembly: As in the previous case, components are grouped as part
families with each component type being fabricated in a separate country. Components are then shipped to
each country. Each country then assembles all four types of products to meet demand in its own region.
Centralized Manufacturing: All manufacturing and assembly is done in a single facility housed in one of
the countries. Final products are shipped from this facility to all market regions. This option maximally
exploits economies of scale and group technology but may suffer from market distances and import duties.
Distributed Manufacturing: In this scenario, all production activity is local. Each country houses
component manufacturing and assembly plants. There is no distribution across international boundaries.

3.3 COST STRUCTURE
Many industries experience economies of scale. Capacity costs and variable production costs are concave in
quantity. In the absence of labor, space or material shortages, costs would be at most linear, otherwise, we would
simply replicate facilities. We assume that when the capacity doubles, the fixed cost increases by 60% ([18]). The
values for fixed capacity costs corresponding to fabrication capacity and assembly capacity are as shown in Table 1.
In order to calculate total variable fabrication and assembly costs, learning curves are used. The learning curves
represent typical experience and serve as a surrogate for increasing returns to scale. The fabrication cost of the first
unit is C1 . The fabrication cost of the Xth unit is given as cx = C1 X − a where a is a constant representing the learning
rate. We assume a value of a = 0.415, which corresponds to a 75 % learning curve ([18]). The nominal fabrication
cost for the first component is assumed to be $20.00. In calculating the fabrication costs for each policy option the
fixed capacity costs were included on the basis of the number of component types being fabricated. For example, in
the ‘Product manufacturing’ policy option, each country fabricates all four component types and hence the fixed
capacity costs were included for all four component types, whereas in the ‘Group manufacturing’ policy options,
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each country fabricates one component type and hence fixed capacity cost for only that component type was
included. Assembly cost was computed in a similar manner with the assumption that the first unit of product
assembled costs $10.00.
Table 1: Fabrication and Assembly Capacity vs. Fixed Capacity Cost
Fabrication capacity, Q
(Number of units)
2000 < Q <= 4000
4000 < Q <= 8000
8000 < Q <= 16000
16000 < Q < =32000
32000 < Q < =64000
Q > 64000

Fixed cost incurred
($)
10000
16000
25600
40960
65540
104864

Assembly capacity, Q
(Number of units)
Q <= 1000
1000 < Q <= 2000
2000 < Q <= 4000
4000 < Q < =8000
8000 < Q < =16000
Q > 16000

Fixed cost incurred
($)
5000
8000
12800
20480
32768
52429

Transportation costs were set proportional to product cost. From the above assumptions, fabrication cost
averages $4 per unit. The transportation cost per unit of product is assumed to be four times the transportation cost
per unit for components. For a high level of transportation cost we assume 40% of the value equal to $1.60 per
component and for a low level of transportation cost we assume 20% of the value equal to $0.80 per unit. These
values for transportation costs per component and per product were kept constant for all policy options.
4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
An empirical study was conducted to evaluate the relative merits of each system design policy. A description
of the study and the results follow.
4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Five factors are studied: ‘Policy option’, ‘Demand’, ‘Selling price’, ‘Transportation cost’, and ‘Duty’.
Combinations of the levels of these factors are used to build a design for analysis. In addition to the five policies,
four demand levels and two levels each of selling price, transportation cost and duties are included. Values are
shown in Table 2. The duty is calculated as a percentage of the production cost of the number of units that are
shipped between countries. Duty is charged whenever a component or product is shipped into a country.
Table 2. Experimental Factors and Levels
Factor
Policy

Demand
Selling price
Interfacility Transportation Cost
Duty

Level
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
Low
High
Low
High
Low
Medium
High

Description
Product Manufacturing
Group Manufacturing - Centralized Assembly
Group Manufacturing – Market Assembly
Centralized Manufacturing
Distributed Manufacturing
Constant – 1,000 units per country per product per period
Random – Normal with mean 1,000 units and std. dev. 100
Diverse – Djmt = 400m (i.e. demand varies by country)
Diverse Random – Normal with diverse mean and std. dev. 100
$150/unit
$250/unit
$0.80/component; $3.20/product unit
$1.60/component; $6.40/product unit
0% duty applied
5% duty applied
50% duty applied
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Each full replicate of the factors generates 240 combinations of the factor levels. A total of 20 replicates were
designed and calculated for each policy option by generating 20 different demand realizations for ‘Random
demand’ and ‘Diverse random demand’’. NGP were computed using Equation (1) and averaged over the 20
replicates for each policy option. The general full factorial design was analyzed using ANOVA.
Table 3 contains the best policy for each combination of factors. Since the choice of best policy did not depend
on selling price, this factor is omitted. Figure 1 shows the main effect plots for the factors. NGP averages are
provided in Figure 2. The six values in each cluster are the three duty levels at low transport cost followed by high
costs. Overall, centralized manufacturing proved best and dominated in 36 of 48 cases. As duties, randomness and
transportation costs increased, distributed manufacturing became more desirable and dominated when at least two of
those factors were present. Group manufacturing of components with centralized assembly of products provided a
viable option and was the second most profitable when transportation costs were low and duties were at the low or
moderate level.
Table 3. Profit Maximizing Policy by Design Point
Demand
Transportatio
n
Low

High

Duty

Constant

Random

Diverse

Diverse Random

Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Distributed Mfg.

Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Distributed Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Distributed Mfg.

Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Distributed Mfg.

Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Distributed Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Centralized Mfg.
Distributed Mfg.

In general, interactions were mildly significant. The profitability of distributed manufacturing was least
sensitive to changes in factor settings while Group Manufacturing with Market Assembly was most sensitive. A
typical example of this phenomenon is shown in the interaction plots of Figure 3.
Sensitivity analyses can indicate the impact of the factor settings. For instance, if the experiment is repeated
with learning curve rates of 90% and fixed costs increasing by 80% as capacity is doubled, then centralized
manufacturing remains the optimal strategy overall, but just barely exceeds Group Manufacturing with Market
Assembly in profitability. Distributed manufacturing is third best overall in that case.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study compares various global supply chain design policies as a function of cost structures. Economies of
scale, logistics costs, demand profiles and import duties are considered. Our results indicate that economies of scale
are significant and potentially dominant unless significant import duties exist. Centralized manufacturing is a viable
strategy. This may encourage manufacturing to locate large facilities in countries with the most restrictive import
duties. However, under high import duties and transportation costs, exploiting group technology principles and
developing local production facilities may be preferable.
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ABSTRACT
This paper treats the Customer Service process within Supply Chain Management Dynamics (SCM). It
emphasizes the interest of an integrated approach to consider the customer service performance in an efficient
way. This study is based on semi-directive interviews with companies’ personnel members and direct observation
in the Telecom Industry case study (Alpha-Beta). The objective of this empirical study is to emerge the customer
service concept dimensions. These dimensions allow drawing up framework actions to improve the customers’
service performance evaluation within the Telecom Industry Supply Chain Management. The results indicate that
the customer service evaluation analyses according to multicriterion and multidimensional approach is perceived
in a positive way.

Key words: Supply Chain Management, Customers Service Performance, Telecom Industry Case Study.

1. INTRODUCTION
The changes of behaviour of the worldwide market require an agile answer from the company and its partners in
the supply chain. A true competitive advantage is obtained when the organization can uniformly reply to customer
requirements with more precision and reactivity. The past was characterized by standard products, mass-produced
for expected demands. Currently, the customers require more customized products in small quantities with a degree
higher of uncertainty [1]. The organizations, which in the past felt were protected from foreign competition at low
prices, must create value for their customers at a lower price [1]. The customers are the first concern of any firm,
which seeks to be competitive. From now on, the logistics of operation with the customer forms an integral part of
the customer’s needs and their perception of the firm’s performance [2].
Nowadays, the companies’ campaigns in the various markets are about services, which integrate fast delivery
and friendly contacts with their customers. The cost strategies became easily imitable options by their competitors,
so they do not represent differentiation for the customers [3], [4], [5]. From this point of view, the observers are
increasingly numerous to stress that the products offer few competing advantages in themselves and, that in fact,
service provides a major differentiation [6]. The importance attached to customer service also finds justification in
strong competitive pressures, which are translated, in particular, by the increased customer requirements on the
capacity of the company to coordinate matters and information flows, from raw materials acquisition to afterguarantee policy, after-sales service and maintenance [7]. Customer service takes support on logistics. In other
words, the capacity of the company to coordinate matters and information flows, from raw materials acquisition to
after-sales service. For the managers, the customer service appears from now on as one of the competing advantage
sources, which the companies can offer; which, moreover, explains its place in the new concerns of the logistic
function [8]. Indeed, if the service quality offered to the customers was long enough associated, naturally, with the
marketing function concerns; it constitutes more and more one of the stakes of the logistic step. In this direction, the
managers must ensure themselves of the indicators coherence [9]. Before such tendencies, the customer service
performance evaluation problems take on a new dimension. Several questions are open. In particular, it is necessary
∗
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to define what the concept of customer service covers and under which angles the performance of the company can
be evaluated from this point of view. From there rises the central question, which we are trying to answer: Which
are the explanatory variables of customer service performance in particular in an internal supply chain approach?
This paper provides answers to these questions. Indeed, this document is articulated around six-sections. The three
first ones are devoted to the theoretical delimitation of the supply chain management concept, customer service
concept and the logic of the customer service performance measurement. Then, in the methodology section we
outline how analysis of the case studies was conducted. The results highlight a number of consistent themes across
all concepts which are discussed and some customer service performance key indicators (KPI) are provided. The
conclusion argues that future research should increasingly embrace the multi-criterion and multidimensional
approach to the analysis of customer service performance evaluation.
2. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT: AS AN ORGANIZING CONCEPT
Defining SCM Approach: Many definitions of the SCM are presented in the literature. Several academic research
studies highlight the role-played by logistics, judged as being at the origin of the step SCM [10]. Reference [11]
proposed SCM as systemic, strategic coordination and the tactical management of the actions within the departments
of a particular organization, as well as businesses carried out inside the chain of provisioning of the organizations as
a whole.
The strategic and integrating role of the supply chain: The network of the organizations which requires, through
bonds upstream and downstream and in various processes and activities to produce value in the products and
services held in the hands of the ultimate customer [12]. According to the author, it is initially by the "4p" model
that the emergence of SCM is explained. The product, the price and the promotion, while the fourth element,
described by the right product, in the right place, the right time, concerns a logistic dynamic. Reference [13] Added
to this approach three competitive advantage factors: [Reliability, Responsiveness, Relationship]. The reliability of
an organization is dependent on the need for guaranteeing a delivery complete and on time; then, the sensitivity
(upon request) evaluates the capacity to answer within the shortest possible time, with the largest flexibility; finally,
the relationship factor stresses the importance of partnerships in the implementation of continuous improvement as
regards quality, innovation, reduction of costs and adjustment of the delivery logs. In the same way, every company
sensitive must proceed to a major reorientation of its management system [14]. Thus, it must modify its
organizational diagram according to four points: - To change from a system in terms of functions to logic in terms of
process. This means that the company must regard the horizontal character of the structure as a unit of interfunctional processes based on the requirements of the customer; - To change from a profit concept to a performance
concept. This point underlines the obligation to provide the financial and non-financial indicators; - To change from
products management to customer management: because the satisfaction of the customers must be the ultimate
objective of any commercial organization, it is imperative that the structures of management and the systems of
measurement are also reflected [14].
The World Class Logistics model: The model provides a nomenclature in four key dimensions. Initially, strategic
positioning selects the strategic and structural approaches, which guide the logistic operations. At the second level,
integration establishes what is advisable to do and how to carry it out with reactivity. At the third level, the agility is
intended like the aptitude to obtain and maintain competitiveness as with obtaining the confidence of the customer.
The criteria of anticipation, adaptability and flexibility attempt to answer this field of performance. It is a question of
remaining vigilant of the customers’ unexpected requests, while being able to decrease the response time to the
exceptional requests. This highlights the adaptability of the structure at all unexpected circumstances. Finally, at the
forth level, the performance measurement evaluates the internal and external logistic chain. The company
determines choices of static and dynamic internal indicators enabling it to refine the process supply chain evaluation
by benchmarking techniques, which enrich and diversify the evaluation modes.
Supply Chain 2000 structure: As in [15] this structure proposes a sequential step, since the reasoning proposes
the relations and methodologies to apply to arrive step by step to coordination between the individuals and the
organizations involved in a SCM step. In the other words, from a methodological point of view the sample must
seek to gather internal and external actors who revolve around the same finality of product or a service design. This
structure seeks to clarify the comprehension of SCM as a step of strategic management. Other more recent works
specify certain features of SCM such as the role of information systems, confidence and power in the interorganisational exchanges.
Supply Chain Management typologies: Reference [16] proposed 4 SCM typologies: within the organization;
Dyadic relation; several external chains organizations for a vision a general direction. If SCM is appreciated, first of
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all, within an organization, Harland thinks seriously of applying an analysis in terms of inter-organisational
relations, which are involved to connect two units between them.
3. CUSTOMER SERVICE CONCEPT: AN OVERVIEW ISSUE
This section aims to better understand the customer service concept. The subject revolves around the following
axes: We present initially the definitional approach. At the second level, we present the various components of the
customer service (continuum).
Various definitional approaches: The customer service definition influences the way of the company
performance evaluation [17]. For that, it appears judicious to agree on the direction and contours of the customer’s
service concept. In the majority of the companies, customer service is defined in three different ways [18]: as an
activity (to put in an order, to manage litigation, invoicing); as a performance measurement (capacity to deliver 95%
of the orders in the 48 hours); as a philosophy and strategy company element, rather than activity or performance
measurement. The definition of customer service varied from one company to another. Generally, customer service
can be regarded as the means used by the logistic system to create the product time and space utility. Reference [18]
defines the customer service as a process, which takes seat between the purchaser, the salesman and the
intermediaries. This process leads to value added for the produced or exchanged service. This added value can arise
in the short run in a simple transaction or long-term like a contract of partnership. Thus, customer service is the
process by which significant advantages are reached in a value chain and in an effective way [18]. The
implementation of the marketing concepts involves being able to keep customers by increasing their satisfaction.
That makes it possible for the company to invest in the long term in acquisition of new customers. In this direction,
customer service is the capacity of the company to answer the customer order starting from stock available. If the
order is not satisfied, a rupture results from it [19]. It is the supply chain (logistic integrated), which takes part in the
total product definition.
Component of the customer service: This continuum returns to a process made up of three activities levels: pretransaction, transaction and post-transaction [17].
Pre-transaction elements: Concerns the means by which the company effectively offers a service to customers.
It is about the structural design and the piloting systems, which ensure the progression, related to the customer
service operations. The customer will never be aware of these elements, but a bad proportioning of each one of them
can have significant consequences on the two other levels of transaction. Customer service policy statement: This
written engagement of the customer service policy statement is based on the analysis of needs and the definition of
standards; it determines the customer service performance measurement and according to which frequency, so that
this written engagement can become operational. Diffusion near the customers: A written engagement reduces the
probability that the customer expects unrealistic performances; but it also provides them the means of
communicating with the company if the levels of performances specified are not reached. The organisational
structure: Although there is not any typical organisational structure for each customer service policy statement, the
selected structure must facilitate the communications and the co-operation between the functions involved in
customer service written engagement. Moreover, the company should provide to its customers the individuals names
and phone numbers of services designated specifically to satisfy their information needs. The people who manage
the customer service components must be invested with responsibility and authority (empowerment), financially
compensated in manner such that they are actively encouraged to manage the interfaces between the various
functions of the company (reward system). Flexibility and services: System flexibility is necessary to answer nonanticipated events such as strikes, snowstorms or shortage of supply. Training and meetings will make it possible for
the company to improve integrated management of customer service. The whole of these elements constitutes an
essential component of the logistic strategy.
Transaction elements: are those, which link the exchanges between the customer and the organization. It is on
this level that the customer starts to evaluate the company service performance. Normally, these elements are
directly associated to the traditional customers service concept. Out-of-stock level: is a direct measurement of the
product availability. In the case of shortage of stock, the satisfaction of the customer can be safeguarded either by
offering a substitute product higher in conformity with a very attractive price, or by dispatching the product with a
delay compensated by an advantage. The role of the strategic stock in the supply chain: The strategic stock is the
stock which one must maintain in order to satisfy any higher request than the quantity scheduled for a given period.
This variation is frequent in many situations because the forecasts are rarely right. The inventory control system
must face hazards of several natures [19]. Service function: Commercial function aims to ensure the customer an
immediate delivery [19]. This function is present in the retail stores as in the factories, which deliver standard
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articles to a distribution network. When the delivery period is lower than the product production of procurement
lead-time, it is necessary to anticipate the customer order. Information on the order: It is a question communicating
to the customer in a fast and precise way, the stock levels, the progress report of orders, the dispatching and delivery
dates and the follow-up of orders. The management of the back-order and a total order cycle time constitute an
essential performance measure of the logistic system. Order cycle: Is the total time necessary between the order
initialisation and the complete delivery, to the customer. The components of order cycle are the order reception,
implementation, handling, packing, sending and information flow. But the customers being mainly concerned by the
total order cycle time, it is essential to have a data-processing follow-up making it possible to locate any variation in
the components defined. Expedition: Although the expenses of fast (sending) shipping are higher, it is particularly
significant to identify the customers who will have to profit from this specific service: it is logistic management role
to define a coherent policy, to permit the customers contributing to the rapid expansion. Systems precision: The
precision of the product quantities and categories is as significant as the invoicing precision. Errors can be very
expensive, as well in terms of litigation or the quality customer relations. The gaps must be the subject of a report.
Product substitution: Substitution can improve customer service. It takes place when a product must be replaced by
another in order to bring a higher satisfaction or equivalent to the customer. To develop a policy of coherent
substitution, the company must maintain good relations with the customer to inform them and gain their consent. It
should keep a trace of the market products in substitution in order to manage the performance and to try of it to
improve it. The key element of this policy remains a good communication with the customer.
Post-transaction elements: relate to the company capacity to support customer, once they have bought the
product. Installation, guarantee, and repair: These elements can make up a key factor of purchase; they should be
evaluated with the same care as the elements of customer service during the transaction. It is necessary to provide
assistance in the installation of the product or, at the very least, to check its correct operation before the consumer
uses it; an availability of repairers and replacement parts; documentation and handbooks ensuring the repairers
performance; an administrative office, which manages the guarantees. Complaints and Returns: Policies and
procedures should thus specify how to manage the possible requests complaints and returns. The company should
conserve the information relating to these aspects, which can help better developing the products and their logistics.
Replacement of the Product: In certain circumstances, a product can be replaced temporarily for a customer who
waits for an order delivery; a replacement product can also be provided during repair, as an element of customer
service. These elements belong to the customer service support after the sale of a product.
4. CUSTOMER SERVICE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION : AN OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUE
Performance Polysemous Concept: Traditionally, the performance is considered from a financial point of view
where the satisfaction of the shareholders, as a recipient, is privileged [20]. However, more and more research
conceives a multicriterion and multidimensional evaluation in which the interests of all the actors are integrated
[21].
Performance Piloting: The subjacent assumption of the piloting performance approaches the problems of the
formulation of operational and strategic measurements according to a multidimensional vision as in [22], [23], [24]
and [25]. The manager must face other groups of actors (in addition to the shareholders) in the organization. Those
represent the authorities, the investors, the political groups, the customers, the suppliers, the communities, the
employees and the property owners' organization [24]. This relationship is obvious when the customers appreciate
products of quality and are ready to guarantee the safeguard of the ecosystem. In literature to the performance, the
presence of the statement of a series of indicators is omnipresent. The indicator can be appreciated under several
angles. First, it undergoes a classification. References [22], [26] refer to the financial and non-financial indicators.
The financial indicators relate to the countable system of costs and the non-financial indicators put forward a
countable management of the objective and to get a support of decision to the strategic actions and training [26]. In
addition, the indicator is qualitative and quantitative. For example, reference [27] isolate eight qualitative topics
from non-financial indicators which are respectively: The quality of the product and the processes; Satisfaction of
the Customer; Cycle Time [lead times, delivery, etc]; Human Resources; Productivity; Inventory control;
Innovation; Flexibility.
Performance Measurement Pyramid Model: Performance measurements are attached to the company vision. In
fact, they are useful first of all for measuring the reach of the strategy objective in order to concretise the company
vision. Each sector of the company, each function and each action must ideally be based on this strategy. The
customer service, a fortiori by its strategic character, does not escape this rule. It must thus be evaluated from every
angle necessary.
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Efficiency and Effectiveness Concept Appreciation: To develop the distribution between the external
effectiveness (example: improvement of quality, better management of delivery times) and internal efficiency
(example: reduction in the cycle times and the costs of operation). This point takes a basis of reflection the
argumentations formulated in the performances pyramid of [22]. By preserving the framework of reference proposed
in [22], it is possible to propose a group of indicators, which covers the multidimensional nature of the customer
service. It is obvious; accordingly, that the customer service quality offered is the result of the quality of service of
the actors intervening throughout the logistic chain. By nature the performance of an organization, or the
performance resulting from relations between several organizations, requires evaluation starting from
multidimensional and multi-criterion measurements able to respond to expectations of each actor. In the literature
review, fortunately, a growing number of models propose management tools taking account of this reality. It is thus
significant that the companies can measure the quality of their customer service but, also, that they can find in their
working procedure the explanation of their performance. In the other words, it is a question of operating a judicious
reading of the realization of the services, justified by the interdependences between all the components of the
logistic chain of the company. The recourse to a combination of indicators of process and result is then impossible to
circumvent [28]. The inherent advantage in such an approach is, certainly, to make it possible for the company to
judge in a relevant way the performance generated by its logistic process but, therefore, to locate this performance
compared to that of its competitors and to obtain means to improve it.
5. EMPIRICAL PART
METHODOLOGY
The case study is one of several ways of doing social science research. In general, case studies are the preferred
strategy when “how” or why” questions are being posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and
when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context. In order to discover certain
explanatory dimensions of the customer service performance within an internal SCM dynamics, the methodology
was qualitative, using semistructured interviews based on 19 respondents from “Alpha-Beta” company. First, I
approach, the methodological aspects of research. Second, I present the results of my analyses. Methodology is
approached through three points. Firstly, I present the “Alpha-Beta” company choice, then the discussion and
protocol used, and finally the principal elements relating to the content analysis.
Case Study presentation: “Alpha-Beta” is organized in five activity groups and four geographical areas.
Table 1: The “Alpah-Beta” Geographical Areas and Activities Segment
ACTIVITY GROUPS
Operator Segment : Mobile,
Fixed, Convergence
Services Segment
Companies Segment

ACTIVITY SEGMENTS ROLE
Operators:
Suppliers service need
Services:
Conceives, Deploys, Manage Network
Maintenance.
Companies:
Meeting the companies needs

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS
Europe and North
Europe and south
North America
Asia-Pacific

Research Participants: Before the professional data collection, I could have discussed my research with several
academic professors. The staff members questioned at the company were confronted with many corporate customers
during their professional experience within “Alpha-Beta”1. Those who were no longer in contact with the customers
have a thorough knowledge of them and they are interested in the SCM step. I asked “Alpha-Beta” company to
choose staff who were knowledgeable about SCM. They suggested other staff as well who could be useful in my
research.
Discussion and Protocol: For interview technical choice I use semistructured interviews. They were held starting
from a flexible interview guide, was prepared in advance. Several themes are approached. The use of a tape recorder
is necessary in order to allow the interviews re-transcription. The interlocutors2 were not reticent of the use of the
tape recorder (except only one, where I took notes) and analyzed them with the 48 hours following the interviews.
1
2

For the confidentiality this case study is called “Alpha-Beta”.
The information system team, Quality, SCM, Service Support, Operational and Reporting department.
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The interviews lasted one to two hours. All the interviews started with a general question. We let our respondents’
approach the questions freely, while including them to go further in potentially interesting points [29]. The objective
is to reveal the antecedent variables of the customer service performance within the “Alpha-Beta” SCM dynamics.
Finally, the interview guide is composed of questions determining the SCM concept; the customer service concept
and the performance notion.
Data Collection and Analysis: The “Alpha-Beta” data collection was completed in February 2007. I also
collected throughout the study various documents allowing me to increase my analyses. They were mainly the
studies of consultants, newsletters, and annual reports. This step is inspired by Miles and Huberman typological
analysis [30]. To condense me qualitative data, I coded the interviews. The analysis of interviews was done starting
from a categorical analysis set of themes on the sense units present in the interview guide. The categorical analysis
is a powerful device of data condensation, whose fundamental principal is similar objects regrouped under a
common title or class [31].

RESULTS
In this section, I examine the research results of SCM, the dimensions were already selected. In answer to the first
question: What we are talking about, when we talk about SCM? Several visions arise from the respondent’s
comments.

SCM Concept finding:
The "Alpha-Beta" SCM: A recent Awarenesse
In the "Alpha-Beta" case, two levels of SCM show through clearly. Indeed, the appreciation of the respondents
questioned appreciations are slightly different. According to the internal actors of the organization,, the need to
highlight a clear and targeted definition of what one understands by SCM is evident. For example, SCM is
understood by some much like stocks and transport, by others as a whole set of processes that integrate men,
organization and environment.

The "Alpha-Beta" SCM: basic and extended definition:
For some respondents, SCM covers the flow and activities of the organization. - It is about a broader perception
of SCM. - An extended relation from beginning to end. - The upstream to the downstream Management: since raw
material flows to the customers. Interview Extract: "SCM is the whole of the operations, physical flows, products,
administrative flows, orders, catalogues, pricing, configuration, support to the customers, information toward the
customers" (Information System Responsible).

SCM: As Total Transverse Processes
SCM is perceived as a total transverse process from customer offers (like taking orders), until customer
satisfaction. These processes include information, financial and physical flows of products which make up
footbridges between each process. In this way, the process is defined like a series of tasks and activities connected
between them, continuous and managed so that they contribute step by step to the achievement of an objective and
obtaining a concrete result proof [18]. Interview Extract: “For me, SCM is a total process. The whole of the
organization which will manage to deliver and ensure customer satisfaction in hour, time, cost and quality. SCM is
not limited to the logistic process. When we talk about SCM, it is the whole of the processes and the men behind”
(Planning Responsible).
Interview extract: “SCM is all the processes of management from the reception of the suppliers parts to the use:
to order, to prepare, to play the role of intermediary between the manufacturer and the supplier, to ensure the routing
of the follow-up of the parts to the right place at the right moment”. The literature review stages, in the same way, as
a process has a starting point and no result; it acts in this case of functional integration. Interview extract: “SCM is a
process whose base is punctuality, the right place and the right moment”. This extract confirms the integrating and
strategic role of the supply chain insofar as punctuality concerns dynamic logistics [12].
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SCM: As a College of Experts and a Human Collective Operation
When talking about SCM, it is by nature the internal and external actors role. Indeed, a good coordination trade
and the reinforcement of the bonds prove to be necessary for several reasons: - There is a common denominator for
actors which is the customer (Deliver); - The customers requests on a total visibility of the orders and the adjustment
modes in the event of problem. - A great diversity of subcontractors due to the externalisation phenomenon. The
organization does not manufacture anything, which explains an additional degree of technicality and complexity; The large problems of activity concentration at the end of the quarter. Interview Extract: “SCM is the operation of
college of experts which makes it possible to deliver to our customers in time. There are many partners today, you
probably know that we do not manufacture anything, for example, in our division all the products are bought,
certain are bought and stored and others are manufactured with the customer order. Therefore that added, not a
complexity but, an additional degree of technicality of SCM” (Reporting Operational).
Figure 1: “Alha-Beta” Supply Chain Management Processes
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Supply Chain
Planning

Order
Processing

Sourcing &
Material
Management

Make

Deliver

Billing &
Invoice
Management

Source : Interview Extract (SCM Responsible)

SCM: As a relation between organization and external actors: For others, SCM is perceived through relations,
which are established between the organization and the customer.
SCM as a wide relation upstream downstream: For some finally, SCM is perceived through wide relation energy
of the upstream (raw material supplier or suppliers of services, intellectual services) towards the downstream
(customer). Interview extract: SCM is to optimise, to ensure the departure of the goods from the point of origin up to
the point of arrival, the delivery to the customer.
In this context, we finds the elements of Michigan State University model (supply chain 2000) relational context
(to improve management of the relations between partners and with the final customers), context operational (to
integrate the operational processes of logistics like the Customer Relationship Management), customer relations
management including the processes of forecast.

Customer Service Performance findings:
A wide coordination of the men and machines: The analysis of the question: For you, what is the performance of
customer service? Highlights two complementary elements: The role of the internal and external actors is significant
in any reflection engaged on the performance of the customer’s service; The quality of the information systems
support the dynamics of the relations between the various fascinating parts. Each one of these points will be
specified quickly.
The role of the actors: For the respondents, in a step of the SCM types, the customer service performance
involving the relations between actors will be reinforced gradually. Relations seen from both an internal and external
point of view to the organization. The reinforcement of links is necessary where there are pressing demands on
behalf of the customers on a total visibility of the orders and the modes of adjustment in the event of risks. Interview
Extract: “If “Alpha-Beta” company obtains on average 80% service rate on an operation, behind there are various
actors. “Alpha-Beta” concretely uses cost and lead time compared to process time. There are several functional
actors (the developer, test program ...). Our objective is that one respects their engagements and all actors try to keep
to their commitments and in each project there are tops and bottoms”.
The role of the information systems: To speak about customer service in a step SCM, it is by nature to speak of
the information systems role insofar as technical support plays an essential role. For certain respondents, success
with the customers depends on its use and coherence. Two points were approached, concerning the tool on the one
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hand, and the communication with the internal actors and the customer on the other hand. Interview extract:
Obviously these tools are significant; the success of a project-customer depends on the exchange of information
(Engineer networks). In this way, we meet the analytical context (information system allowing the real connection
and the sharing of all information necessary among the participants of the SCM).
Internal flows of communications: Interview extract: There are information processing systems, data exchanges
by e-mail, telephone, weekly or monthly physical meetings according to progress report of the project. Interview
extract: An example, a person who already worked on problem x, if one is to confront the same problems, it is very
significant to be in contact with this person and all the in-house personnel works on the same project to share our
experiment on the project etc. Therefore the two most significant points are the communication and the exchanges of
information (Engineer networks). As affirms [18], without good control of flows of information within the company
and between the company and customers, the customer service is generally relegated to the simple statistical row
and to the reaction to particular problems. For a question, if you must define 5 or 10 key indicators of the customer
service performance, what might they be?. The following synthesis is proposed.
Table 2: Proposed Measurement and Customers Service Performance Criteria Evaluation
Traditional Indicators : Sold piece number, products quality; deliver informatics
rate (95%); Projects range (less than 15 days);
Inventory level; Service rate;
Realizations number (contracts number); Turnover, Projects date ; Planning and
Projects respect; Faillure rate; Systems unavailability ; Make delay ; Deliver delay;
Cost price in comparison to competitors; Machine Performance KPI: Stress test (to
reduce computing costs) ; Order number on average by day (to size machines) ;
Customer survey: Delay response Customer complaints; Customers Deliver rate;
Customers
“Alpha-Beta” scoring by customers; author Suppliers scoring by customers (to
Satisfaction
compare); Reactivity; (required time to adapt a change, example: rapid servicing
Indicators /Cycle
invoicing and error); Reply time/time delivery; Duration and objectives: (contractual
time
on-time rate); Average time orders processing; Customer satisfaction /survey.
Relational Indicators Confidence; Evaluation meeting with salesmen, Business lunch...); ECR: Efficient
Consumer Response; Commitment Respect; To improve customer service quality
(commercial policy). KPI performance resources human: System repair time;
Informatics operations time; communication with partners time (interface computer).
Appropriateness to Customer delivery: to compare the theoretical date (customer demand) and arrival date;
Customer orders number; Delivery date respect; To damage; Orders exactitude
Delivery/others
(Consignment Good Product); Delivery on time and in good condition (Performance).
Indicators
Service Quality
Indicators

Table 3. Alpha-Beta Customer Service Performance Relevent Indicators: Description, Objective and Users.

AREA
Centre de
Réparation

Customer

Transport

Spare Parts
Services (SPS)
Technical Support
Services (TSS)

OBJECTIVE
DESCRIPTION
RTL: Repair lead-time/
Repair Center, No Fault
To Follow-up repair quality
Found rate, 2nd return Rate,
volumes. Repair Center
Backlog
Customer Backlog Follow-up Customers delay analysis
OTSR: On-Time Service
Increase opportunity repair
Delivery for Repair

3PLs (for warehousing &
transport activity): Time
measurement: customs
clearance, expedition to
Repair center, Recording,
Packing, delay to have the
response from the customer
to have the green light .
TRT : Taux de service

Follow-up the 3PLs
performance and litigation
analysis.

TL9000 : OTD
FRT (Rate On Time)

Commitments Respect

Key Indicator (supreme)
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USERS
BD
Sourcing Manager
Operational follow-up

BD
Contract Manager
Sourcing Manager
Operational follow-up
Sourcing Manager
Operational follow-up

Service manager
Datawarehouse
Telecom Specific
measure system
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Table 4. Alpha-Beta KPI and Principal Axes.

PRINCIPAL AXES

AXIS 1 : TOP MANAGEMENT

AXIS 2 : MIDDLE MANAGEMENT

AXIS 3 : USERS

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPI)
Turnover ; Orders Book ; Fulffillment time
OTD (On Time Delivery)/Customer; OTD/Business
Division, Critical Incidents Number/Customer
(Business Impact); % errors ; % Customers
satisfaction; Forecasting (accuracy); Seminars
salesmen; Benchmark (to justify salesmen).
Turnover Execution at the end of the quarter; Relation
between sales and Invoices (how to increase the
results). Book Order Number ; Backlog ; Backlog
consolidated by customer ; Customer Inventory ;
Operation of rate (to give a synthesis from the order to
the payment).
Accountants, Financial, Purchases (…): Delivery
report ; % offrers; % achievements ; Rotation
inventory rate ; % Delivery .

An exhaustive list of criteria evaluation is not provided but these proposals would have helped to improve
customer service measurement to reach the following Business objectives: Improve communication with the
customer (operational reporting for customer follow-up); Improve operational reporting (Internal KPIs, Quality
report, repair information); Improve invoice control and KPIs follow-up with Repair Center; Improve cost
management (End-to-end margin analysis per customer contract).
6. SUMMARY
This paper has the aim of leading a qualitative analysis next to internal actors of the company. The summary of
the results obtained can be articulated by two principal objectives: - the prime objective relates to the apprehension
of the SCM concept by various internal actors questioned. The given answers and remarks confirm that a clear
definition and supplement stakes attached to SCM constitutes an essential antecedent. Indeed, this type of project led
to a significant change within an organization, which requires a continuous effort of clarification - the second
objective relates to the interpretation and the representation with the various actors of the topics suggested. The
results obtained are of two types. On the one hand, the analysis of the customer service performance according to
multi-criterion and multidimensional approach is perceived in a positive way. At the end of this paper, several strong
ideas emerged. The successful installation of SCM rests on the aptitude to evolve the behaviours of the organization
on all the levels. The organization is reconsidered in-house and in its relations with the customers, the suppliers and
the people receiving benefits. The company must be proactive before the cultural change that SCM implies and
accept the decompartmentalization. It must share its resources and its information with its partners, under penalty of
desynchronising the rest of the chain and to create bottlenecks. All the functions will be concerned: related purchase,
commercial, production, logistics and functions, data processing, finance (which will provide indicators to measure
the performance and the effectiveness) and human resources which will become a true added value. SCM is thus the
search for an excellent total performance in a chain made up of companies, independent but bound by a common
objective: the satisfaction of the final customer.
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ABSTRACT
The Global market changed the concept of competitiveness. Competition no longer applies for individual
businesses, but for complete supply chains (SC). This fact implies that collaboration among the enterprises of a
SC is becoming a competitive strategy. The growth, the innovation and the productivity of the SC is limited by
several aspects which are related to the sector itself and the morphology of the enterprises which interact in it.
This paper tries to set up a common understanding about the concepts which should be taken into account for
building a competitive SC based on a collaborative strategy. A two step methodology is proposed in order to
facilitate the analysis and the estimation of the potential impact of the collaborative performance in the SC.
Firstly, the methodology analyses the sector in which the SC operates. In this respect, the demand and supplier
condition, the context for firms strategies as well as related and supporting industries are considered. Secondly,
the enterprises morphology are studied, i.e. the management structure, the enterprise information systems, the
value chain and the role in the SC will be analysed. The knowledge of both sector and enterprise features allow
the development of a common awareness about the conditions of the SC framework.

1. INTRODUCTION
The search of business strategies to answer the final customer demand or needs is becoming one of the main
concerns of many enterprises. The competitive position of a product has traditionally been determined by its
features, however, products increasingly compete on the supply chains (SC) that deliver them [1]. Business is a
dynamic and complex field, therefore SCs should dynamically respond to the customer constantly changing wants
and needs [2]. The competitiveness concept has changed. Competition no longer applies for individual businesses,
but for complete SCs. Where isolated companies competed against each other, nowadays complete SCs assume the
role for getting a market share. If a SC is able to deliver the best value to their final customers, it will generate
strong demand and builds customer loyalty to its products and services. SC Collaboration is increasingly seen as a
source of competitive advantage instead of a mere source of cost reduction [3]. The potential benefits gained
through a collaborative strategy improve the SC performance in different areas, such as customer service, revenue
enhancement, operational efficiencies and flexibility, and cost reduction [4] [5] [6]. In spite of the popularity of the
term, there are not many SCs that succeed in the implementation of collaborative strategies [7]. Further investigation
is needed to understand its practical value even though the SC Collaboration seems to have great potential [8].
The lack of understanding of what collaboration means and what it implies is one of the main problems related
to Supply Chain Collaboration [9]. For instance, one of the major barriers to the development of CPFR
(Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment) initiatives was a lack of attention to developing front end
agreements as to specifically what organisations were going to collaborate over [10]. In order to succeed in the
implementation of a collaborative strategy a common understanding is needed about what collaboration means,
which the starting points of the SC members are and where the SC wants to go.
A collaborative strategy should be driven by the improvement of the value offered to the final customer.
Previously to the decision making about with whom the enterprise should collaborate or about what activities are
the focus of collaboration there is an analysis which should be carried out. A company needs to know the sector in
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+34) 944 13 90 00; Fax: (+34) 944 13 91 01; E-mail: acalle@eside.deusto.es
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which it operates and might understand the role it plays in the SC of the market it serves. The knowledge of both
sector and enterprise features allow the development of a common awareness about the SC framework.
This paper tries to answer these questions by means of explaining the concepts which should be taken into
account for building a competitive SC based on a collaborative strategy and through the proposal of a methodology
which facilitates the analysis and the estimation of the potential impact of a collaborative performance in the SC.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews relevant literature about SC and Collaboration.
Section 3 focuses on the proposed methodology, explaining its two steps. Finally, Section 4 gathers the conclusions.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The traditional purchasing, logistics and operations management terms evolved to a more integrated concept
named Supply Chain in the beginning of the 90’s. The Global Supply Chain Forum defined in 1998 Supply Chain
Management (SCM) as the integration of key businesses processes from end user through original suppliers that
provide products, services and information that add value for customers and other stakeholders. One of the main
characteristics of the SCM is the holistic perspective [11]. It was already considered by Khandwalla [12], who
formulated that the optimization of isolated elements is not enough for having a deep impact on performance, but
also the harmony among these elements. Furthermore, Cooper [13] proved the importance of collaboration saying
that sub-optimization occurs when each organization in the SC attempts to optimize its own results rather than
integrating its goals and activities with other organizations to optimize the result of the whole chain.
Collaboration has been examined from different disciplines including sociology, psychology, marketing,
management, clusters and SCM. In this paper, collaboration deals with the development of a collaborative strategy
within a SC. Collaboration is defined as two or more companies sharing the responsibility of exchanging common
planning, management, execution and performance measurement information [14]. The demand uncertainty and
global risks have been faced by enterprises through collaboration, i.e. SCORE (Supplier Cost Reduction Effort)
programme launched by Chrysler in 1989 or CPFR process model developed by VICS (Voluntary Inter-industry
Commerce Standards Association) in the late 1990s. There are mutual benefits gained from collaborating with SC
members. Companies are interested in implementing collaborative strategies since collaboration is seen as an
opportunity to develop competitive advantages, such as cost reductions or/and operational flexibility. The objective
is to secure higher performance than would be achieved by operating individually [15].
Some authors [3] [9] gathered the concepts which should be considered for understanding what collaboration
means:
•

A collaborative culture: Currently, enterprises still organise their internal structures following a
functional thinking rather than in SC mind [16]. The desire to maintain the bargaining power of each
department arises from this mentality. Externally the fear of small enterprises of being taken over by
larger companies of the SC appears. There is a lack of collaborative culture.

•

Trust: Both internal and external trust is required to succeed in collaborative strategies.

•

Mutuality: Collaborative Strategy is based on the fact that an isolated company cannot easily compete if
the final customer valorisation is not in the product itself but in the rest of the offered product
characteristics, i.e. lead time, post-sell service and so on. Collaboration has no sense if the collaborative
strategy partners do not assume mutual risk sharing and obtaining a mutual benefit from the
relationship.

•

Information exchange: Successful collaboration requires a change of mind related to information
exchange [17]. It is not only the lack of connectivity or the lack of a common platform for information
exchange but also the idea that free exchange of data, production schedules and financial information is
needed to gain the full benefits of collaboration [18].

Going through these concepts, an appropriate collaborative strategy could be launched and maintained.
However, there are other issues which should necessarily be considered in parallel. These aspects deal with the
sector itself, defining its main characteristics that determine the state of competition of the sector and also the
morphology of the enterprises interested in collaborating. Following Michael Porter competitiveness model, the
state of competition in an industry sector depends on five basic forces. The collective strengths of these forces
determinate the ultimate profit potential of an industry [19]. Demand analysis is also present in this sector analysis.
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Some authors [20] explained that as a SC includes all the value chain processes from suppliers to end customers, it
is vital that each SC participant adds value from the perspective of the end customer.
On the other hand, as companies move toward collaborative strategies an analysis of the structure and processes
of the companies should be developed [21]. For most companies, the collaboration process begins with recognizing
fundamental relationships between activities each functional area performs. But in order to maximize collaboration
effectiveness, it must evolve into a holistic vision that captures all of the interactions and interdependencies among
development activities [22].
The growth, innovation and the productivity of a SC could be favoured by a collaborative strategy, but the
strategy should be based on a deep analysis of the sector and the enterprise features.
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Once a common collaborative strategy concept is shared by the SC members, the focus should be fixed in the
environment in which the enterprise develops its activities and in the structure and elements the enterprise compete
with. A Collaborative Strategy goes further collaboration among suppliers and customers from the logistics point of
view. A company, its suppliers and customers could build a competitive advantage from the exploitation of the
linkages between them not only for saving costs but also for differentiating from the rest of supply chains. A
collaborative strategy is also related to a long-term relationship but in order to succeed in its development and
implementation, some knowledge about the conditions that affect the sector, and the current situation of each SC
member is needed. The final objective of the proposed methodology is to facilitate the analysis and the estimation of
the potential impact of the collaborative performance on the SC. A collaborative strategy should be based on the
alignment between the sector needs and the enterprise strengths and opportunities identified in this process.
The methodology is structured into two basic steps. The first one deals with the analysis of the sector in which
the SC is operating, and the second step focuses on the enterprise features.
Through the sector analysis, some business opportunities could be identified. The final objective of the first step
is to increase the knowledge about the market which the company serves in order to estimate the role it plays in the
sector and in the SC. In addition to the demand and supplier analysis, the related and supporting industries and the
sector global characteristics (barriers to entry, threat of substitutes, supplier and buyer power) might be studied.
Following the sector analysis, the enterprise should be analysed from two technical and organizational
approaches. The technical analysis is related to the concept of value chain [23] in which two kinds of activities are
defined, i.e. Value and Support activities. Value activities are those which are involved in the physical creation of
the product/service while Support activities provide the resources needed to execute the value activities. Regarding
these support activities, a deep analysis of the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure is necessary. For example,
how data management systems are, or how the company shares and manages the knowledge are questions that
should be answered. On the other hand, the organizational point of view should answer questions about the
enterprise management, how information flows from one level to the other of the enterprise hierarchy, whether
collaboration is embedded in the organization culture, how linkages among functional areas are managed, etc. Both
technical and organisational analysis helps to understand the willingness and the motivation of the enterprise to the
collaboration process.
Some studies [24] were focused on a concept that joins together both technical and organisational perspectives:
the Competitive cells. The Competitive-cells are smallest autonomous business units, directly linked, and based on
customer orientation. They consist of personnel, competences and resources (technological equipment). This
organisation facilitates the interaction between different enterprises which in fact is a starting point for developing
collaborative strategies.
3.1. STEP 1
This phase of the methodology consists of understanding the kind of SC in which the enterprise works. A SC is
defined by the characteristics of the sector in which it is operating. The sector analysis requires taking into account
all the aspects that influence it. Michael Porter described five forces as the drivers of the state of competition in a
sector [23]:
•

Threat of new entrants: Identification of the barriers to enter the sector, i.e. Economies of scale, product
differentiation, government policies, capital requirements and so on.
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•

Bargaining power of suppliers and customers: The suppliers or customer bargaining power could
squeeze the margins obtained by an enterprise.

•

Threat of substitute products or services: Substitute products or services limit the potential of an
industry.

•

Jockeying for position: Firms strategy, structure and rivalry are analysed. This rivalry concept deals
with the identification of the companies strategies for competing in the sector: price competition,
differentiation, product or processes innovations, and so on.

In addition to the analysis of the five forces which determines the ultimate profit potential of a sector, it is
necessary to add three more studies (please see figure 1):
•

Demand Conditions: The bargaining power of customers has been analysed, but the main demand
characteristics have not been identified yet. The predictability of the demand establishes a singular
configuration of the SC. The configuration of the SC influences the way a collaborative strategy could
be built. With a predictable demand environment the most appropriate SC configuration should be
focused on physically efficient processes, whereas with an unpredictable demand a market-responsiveprocess configuration fits better [5].

•

Supplier Conditions: The bargaining power of suppliers has also been analysed. However, the
conditions of these players have not been revised yet. Some questions should be answered through this
study: Which are the main characteristics of the suppliers? How are Information Technologies
integrated in suppliers businesses? What kind of services do they offer in addition to the order itself?

•

Related and supporting industries: Not only enterprises competing in the same sector are potential
collaborative partners. As an enterprise is usually engaged in more than a single SC from the same or
different sectors, the range of potential collaborators is enlarged. This fact adds complexity to the
decision making of a collaborative strategy. Procter & Gamble, for example, developed a new model
for innovation changing the concept from Research & Development to Connect & Development [25].
This collaborative strategy is open to every interested people, whatever the sector in which it operates.
Threat of
entrants

Bargaining
power of
suppliers

Jockeying for position
among current
competitors

Bargaining
power of
customers

Demand Conditions
Supplier Conditions
Related and Supporting industries

Threat of substitute
products or services

Figure 1: The sector analysis (modified from Porter, 1985)

All possible uncertainties should be taken into account in order to build a solid basis for a collaborative strategy.
In addition to the uncertainty originated from the demand and supplier side [26], the analysis of related and
supporting industries is proposed. Through this step, enterprises will be able to map the environment where they are
playing and identify possible threats and opportunities.
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3.2. STEP 2
An enterprise is competing in an industry sector through its value chain but a SC involves a complex system of
interconnected value chains. This means that the value chain for a company in a particular sector is embedded in a
large stream of activities called the “Value System” [23]. Each enterprise might know what value it adds to the final
product and how it is done. Apart from the activities that constitute the value chain, the way linkages among
activities are managed is also important. The internal analysis should be carried out from two complementary points
of view: Technical and Organizational approaches.
•

Technical Approach: The know-how and the way the enterprise develops it should be analysed. The
enterprise adds value through some activities to the products purchased to its suppliers with the aim of
satisfying the needs and requirements of its customers. Besides there are other activities which support
the value activities. Both activities converge in the value chain concept: Value and Support Activities.
The enterprise might understand what kind of resources it is using for adding value to the final product.
One of the main points that should be considered is the IT infrastructure and IT systems such as
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and so on. One of
the terms that explain collaboration is information exchange. In this sense, an understanding about how
the enterprise collects and exploits data and how it shares them among the enterprise activities is very
important.

•

Organizational Approach: The enterprise organizational culture must be examined. Since an enterprise
is a system of interdependent activities connected by linkages, a requirement of coordination among
them is necessary. In fact, some enterprises obtain their competitive advantage from an accurate
management of these linkages. Most of the times a collaborative strategy requires a change of mind, i.e.
an adaptation to a new way of doing things. Whether the enterprise is able to assume changes quickly
enough, could become into one of the major barriers to succeed in the Collaborative Strategy. A very
fixed hierarchy could difficult the success of a collaborative strategy. On the other hand, an
unstructured organization would have problems to involve all its personnel into the strategy. The
knowledge about how the enterprise manages changing situations is a key factor to diminish the change
risk.

Figure 2: The value chain and the organizational culture. Step 2.

The aim of the second step is to understand the ability and capability of the enterprise as well as to identify its
strengths and weaknesses.
3.2. STEP 1 & STEP 2
The idea of launching a collaborative strategy could come from different situations e.g. an identified need that an
enterprise could not afford alone, an opportunity detected by a customer or supplier, etc. An enterprise usually
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analyses a collaboration offer through a benefit-losses analysis to know whether the project is interesting. This
methodology tries to go beyond that analysis asking for a global reflection. If each enterprise of the SC makes its
best efforts in order to develop the best product for its customer, it does not mean that the SC is developing a
competitive advantage as a whole. If the search of the optimization is done from the perspective of isolated parts of
the SC, the collaborative strategy has no sense. In order to consider the complexity of the system in which the
enterprise interacts, a holistic perspective is needed.
The complete sector analysis, activities and enterprise management reinforce the knowledge about the
environment in which the company is competing. Through this analysis and from a common understanding about
what collaboration means, the basis for the strategy will be set up. In spite of the fashion of the term
“collaboration”, it is easy to fail if one of its ingredients is missing or is not commonly understood. The
methodology helps to identify the starting point from which the enterprise is going to assume the collaborative
strategy.
SC strategies and operations should be anchored around an in-depth understanding of “buyer behavior” [27],
that is why the analysis of the demand side is present in the first step. But also the knowledge about suppliers’
conditions affects the SC configuration. Related and supporting industries are other players that should be
considered despite the fact that they are in principle out of the sector. These agents could be integrated in a
collaborative strategy because of their knowledge or know-how.
After developing the first step of the methodology, the enterprise needs to understand where it fits on the SC of
the market that it serves. The value chain and the organizational approaches help to understand the position of the
enterprise in the complex value system of the SC. This reflection supports the identification of the competitive
advantages already developed by the enterprise. However, some weaknesses could also arise in this analysis.
The methodology goes through most of the aspects that support the success of a collaborative strategy [9]:
managing change, cross-functional activities, process alignment, joint decision making and SC metrics. Thanks to
the sector knowledge, the value chain and the organizational culture, an enterprise will be able to firstly evaluate the
potential impact of implementing a collaborative strategy.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A collaborative strategy should come from a commitment of the interested partners about the design,
development and implementation of the strategy for achieving the established objectives. The more knowledge
about each other and the sector is shared, the easier to define the objectives of the collaborative strategy is. This idea
conceptualizes at least three of the concepts that define Collaboration:
•

Collaborative Culture: it is the context where a collaboration strategy might be designed, developed,
implemented and measured.

•

Mutuality: Objectives should be shared among all the partners involved in the strategy.

•

Trust: As more information is shared inside the team, the success probability is higher.

•

Information exchange: the decision making processes are based on information. It is needed for setting
up objectives and to measure results obtained. Information exchange is a key aspect in the
Collaborative Strategy but it is also important how that information will be exploited.

The roots of a collaborative strategy should be solid. Many enterprises have made attempts to establish a
collaborative strategy but did not succeed. A deep knowledge about the constraints that influence the sector and the
enterprise should be promoted. Knowledge would be used to identify aspects of interesting collaboration and to
establish common objectives for building a collaborative strategy.
A methodology was proposed in order to set up a common knowledge based on the sector and on the enterprise
strengths and opportunities. The alignment between the enterprise features and the final customers’ needs and
desires should be the pillars for developing a collaborative strategy. The sector analysis will facilitate the estimation
of the collaborative strategy potentiality. The enterprise analysis will allow the identification of what the company
could offer and what could be obtained from the collaboration. As described in the previous paragraph, the
mutuality principle should be the driver of the strategy.
This paper proposed a methodology which should be validated. An interesting analysis could be the comparison
between those Collaborative Strategies which succeeded in achieving a competitive advantage and those which
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failed. The basis used by enterprises to build a Collaborative Strategy might be analysed to prove the interest of this
methodology.
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ABSTRACT
Carrying out value adding processes within networked organisation structures has gained importance over the
last few years. The reasons for that development are mainly financial advantages of all participants, a higher
degree of flexibility and the expansion on potential markets. However, enterprise-spanning cooperations cannot
always be carried out without frictions. Thus, questions concerning the distribution of the generated profit need
to be answered, the performed services of the partners need to be evaluated and new partners must be found for
lacking value adding process steps. In addition, the confidence of the partners among each other needs to be
analysed. This paper deals with the aforementioned problem fields and shows possible solutions for the problem
of profit distribution, incentive design and sanction calculation integrated in one comprehensive network
controlling approach called FRIDA. That concept is based on the micro-economic oriented approach of the New
Institutional Economics. Within that scope, especially the specific behaviour assumptions of the actors in this
theory as well as the principal-agent theory as a major approach are considered. Thereby, specific problem
fields of client-contractor relationships can be identified and analysed. Mechanisms for the maximisation of the
network generated success are derived by the means of a harmonised model.

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The current economic situation is characterised by the requirement for a flexible and customer-oriented
production of goods. As one reaction in order to bear that challenge, many enterprises intensify their engagement in
collaborative structures. In order to stabilise the management and controlling of networked production structures a
specific concept has been developed. The current state of that approach which is called FRIDA is described in this
publication. FRIDA is the abbreviation of “Framework for the Reduction of Information which is distributed
asymmetrically”.
In context of the Principal Agent Theory asymmetrically distributed information between principal (here the
representative of an enterprise cooperation) and agents (here the value-adding enterprises of the cooperation) is one
of the main reasons that in most cases the global success (success of the entire cooperation) can not be realised.
Because of the assumption of an asymmetrical distribution of information within the cooperation it is expected that
every participant of the cooperation will act in favour of its own maximisation of utility. However for the success of
the entire cooperation the maximisation of the cooperation-oriented utility must be aimed at. Therefore suitable
incentive and sanction mechanisms for the cooperating enterprises are necessary to be applied in order to manage
the problems caused by these behaviour patterns. Within the FRIDA-model an approach for the automated
distribution of profit under consideration of incentive and sanction mechanisms as a part of the operative
cooperation controlling serves as the base. Thereby the calculation and distribution of profit is realised
automatically by the ICT by the applications of pre-defined calculation rules. This is reasoned by the target of
harmonising the objective of maximising the profit of single enterprises with the maximisation of profit of the entire
cooperation. Thereby the profit is oriented on the participation and contribution to the value adding process of every
participating enterprise and on the individual profit expectation of the enterprises as well. Based on that approach,
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (0371) 531-34149; Fax: (0371) 531-26289; E-mail: hendrik.jaehn@wirtschaft.tu-chemnitz.de
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quantitatively orientated incentive mechanisms for the participation in collaborative structures are introduced in case
core competencies are missing for a considered value adding process. For example it can be imagined that the profit
of the entire cooperation can be increased in case one specified enterprise can be engaged which under regular
conditions would not take part in the network. For that case a monetary oriented incentive mechanism has to be
quantified and implemented. A further important influencing factor for the calculation of profit shares after the
completion of a value adding process is the analysis of the realised performance of the cooperation participants
based on selected performance parameters. The compliance information can be considered for the process of profit
calculation and distribution in terms of sanction mechanisms. This means that in case an enterprise has not kept the
delivery promises of its offer, it is liable for the consequences. This leads to shortages of the profit shares
(sanctions). In order to calculate possible sanctions, a comprehensive model for the value-adding process specific
performance analysis has been elaborated. That approach includes both mechanisms for the measurement and
evaluation of performances of participating enterprises. The consideration of incentive and sanction mechanisms
within the calculation of profit shares for participants of the cooperation describes an innovative approach of the
operative controlling of enterprise cooperations.
2. BASIC FRAMEWORK OF RESEARCH FROM THE ECONOMIC POINT OF VIEW
2.1. NETWORK THEORY
Especially over the last twenty years, more and more enterprise-spanning cooperations have been realised in
practise and an increasing number of theoretical perspectives have focussed the topic. Thereby, a kind of network
theory has been developed within the scope of several works which, however, is marked often by a often lacking
harmonisation of approaches and terms as well as numerous individual approaches, see for example [1],[2],[3],[4],
[5]. Nevertheless, there are also common ideas. In general, it is assumed that the base of all the networks is
represented by a so-called static enterprise network or pool of resources. This network consists of all enterprises
which are ready and willing to cooperate. The enterprises, which offer their specific core competences, unite for a
certain value adding process using several methods in order to manufacture the required product. This construct is
typically called virtual enterprise or dynamic network. It is dissolved after a value adding process has been finished.
Now, the claim arises for the possibility of managing such networks. Therefore, there are numerous approaches
which, however, usually comprise at least one focal enterprise. As opposed to that, the Extended Value Chain
Management (EVCM)-concept was developed which aims at a possibly and efficiently automated procedure and
thus, generates a primarily flat hierarchy within the network.
2.2. EXTENDED VALUE CHAIN MANAGEMENT
The EVCM by Teich [6] is a comprehensive operation, coordination and management concept for value adding
enterprise networks which offers the possibility – especially for small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) – to
participate in value adding processes that are directed towards the individual needs of the customer according to
their specific core competences. Thereby, all network participants remain legally and economically independent and
dispose of equal rights. Nevertheless, if their qualification is equal, they compete for orders within the static
network.
A temporary network disposing of the necessary competences is formed for processing a concrete customer
order. Therefore, some preconditions need to be fulfilled and several processes must be carried out. From a processtheoretical perspective, the so-called phase model of the EVCM represents the conceptual frame whereby the ideal
life cycle of the temporary network is represented within the scope of nine different phases [7]. A concrete customer
enquiry represents the base for the process organisation of the EVCM. It is the first step to find the SME that are
suitable for the required value adding process from the point of view of core competences. Therefore, the value
adding process is decomposed into single process steps. At least one suitable enterprise must be picked from the
pool of resources for every process step. Therefore, the SME disposing of the required competences are enquired by
the EVCM. If the enquired SME have sufficient free resources, they prepare corresponding offers. The capacity
situation of the enquired SME is taken into consideration at this stage. If the enquired performance can be described
in detail, sub-enquiries are sent. In the ideal case, several network configurations are developed as an intermediary
result which is evaluated in the following. Finally, several offers result by aggregating the single offers of the
enquired and high-capacity SME which are recorded within a ranking.
The next step comprises the inclusion of soft-facts [9] which are also considered within the decision process.
The preferred network configuration now is able to prepare a concrete offer including terms of payment and
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delivery for the customer via the EVCM. This procedure makes it possible for the EVCM to prepare offers that are
adapted to the customer’s needs. However, additional negotiations might be required under certain circumstances.
For this case, the EVCM provides a rule-based negotiation concept [10] for schematically searching for suitable
alternatives. After the final decision for a network configuration, the order is released and the value adding process
can be started. After the final product has been delivered, the performances of the participating SME are evaluated
[11]. Thereby, selected planned and realised performance parameters are compared. In addition, the generated profit
is distributed whereby corresponding incentive and sanction mechanisms are integrated. Finally, the production
networks dissolves formally.
2.3. NEW INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMICS
The New Institutional Economics (NIE) is a micro-economic oriented approach which is marked by practiserelevant assumptions. That theory consists of the different approaches transaction cost theory, principal-agenttheory and theory of property rights. The four central assumptions include the asymmetrical distributed information
distribution among the actors, individual maximisation of utility, opportunistic behaviour and limited rationality
[12].
When focussing on information and its transfer, it seems obvious that usually not all the actors dispose of the
same kind of information or the same type. Thus, a contractor (principal) in most cases disposes of a better
knowledge with regard to its efficiency and willingness to work than a client (agent). The reason for that situation is
that the corresponding actor will always be better able to describe itself than another actor. Because this situation
represents a deficit, the question about the possibility of reducing or abandoning of these informational asymmetries
arises. This will be explained later in a more detailed manner.
As opposed to neo-classicism, the NIE stresses the limited rationality in the actions of the actors. The reason for
that is the subjective (actor-related) existence of incomplete knowledge. Therefore, the actors are not fully
transparent for the market as it was propagated within the neo-classic theory. Thus, the actors usually are only able
to act with regard to their subjective (but incomplete) level of information. A further characteristic assumption of
the NIE consists in the assumption that the actors are focussed on the maximisation of their own utility. Individual
utility maximisation means that every actor aims at fulfilling its own needs and interests. Under the given,
subjectively perceived preferences, every actor will choose the action alternative that promises the highest
efficiency for itself. Related to enterprise networks, this assumption allows important and far reaching conclusions.
In a network, several partners compete for the selection for a value-adding process. Assuming the individual
maximisation of utility, it might be understood that every actor in the network tries to maximise its own utility, also
at the costs of others. Consequently, the sum of the maximised utility rates of all the actors does not correspond to
the possible maximum utility of the entire network. This means that the global (network-specific) maximum cannot
be achieved under this condition, but only local (individual) maxima are achievable. This problem has to be solved
using specific mechanisms. The assumption of the individual maximisation of utility also gains importance within
the scope of the utility theory and is relevant for the performance measurement and analysis and profit distribution
within the dynamic network.
The assumption of opportunistic behaviour is closely related to the assumption of the individual maximisation of
utility. Thus, economic actors are directed towards their own interest in their actions. Thereby, it is assumed that
also negative consequences for other actors are taken into account if the individual efficiency of an actor can be
maximised. It is also imaginable that moral limits are overshot. This causes the danger that networks might collapse
sooner or later because the confidence culture among the actors which is necessary for the establishment and
operation of networks is disturbed considerably.
2.4. PRINCIPAL-AGENT-THEORY
The Principal Agent Theory (PAT) deals with the economic analysis of client-contractor-relations under
consideration of the marginal conditions and assumptions of the New Institutional Economics. Thereby, two kinds
of actors are strictly classified: principal(s) and agent(s). Thus, according to Ross, there is an agency relation among
two or more actors if a party (called agent) completes a task of another party (principal) [13]. According to Jensen
and Meckling, a principal agent relation is defined as contract by which one or more people engage another person
for completing a certain task. Thereby, they hand over a certain permission of decision [14]. Furthermore, it is
stressed here that in case both groups of actors are utility maximisers, there is a good reason to believe that the agent
might not act in the interest of the principal in any case. In the context of the network, the networked value adding
units are interpreted as agents. The management concept EVCM that has been modelled in a largely automated way
is the principal in this case. The innovative point of this perspective is that the principal is not predominantly
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assumed to be human. In contrast, this role can also be taken over by an automated ICT-based instance. This
modelling also represents the base for the further explanations within the scope of this contribution. Several
different types of problems might occur which principal-agent-relations have to deal with. This includes hidden
characteristics, hidden action, hidden information as well as hidden intention [15]. Thereby, especially the first two
mentioned problems are highly relevant and shall be explained in further detail in the following. In figure 1 the
interdependencies of the terms are illustrated.

Informational asymmetries
ex-ante

ex-post

Hidden
Characteristics

Hidden
Action

Hidden
Information

Hidden
Intention

Adverse
Selection

Moral hazard
/ Shirking

Moral Hazard

Hold up

Signalling,
Screening,
Self-Selection

Control Systems Control Systems,
(Monitoring),
Incentives,
Incentives
Self-Selection

Harmonising of
Interests

Reduction / Elimination of that problem field

Figure 1: Interdependencies of the terms concerning informational asymmetries

Hidden characteristics thereby refer to the problems which are caused by the fact that the quality characteristics
of the performances of a contractual partner are not known before concluding a contract. This results in the
possibility of the better informed party to hide their features. Therefore, the worse informed party can only evaluate
the performance of a contractual partner or its product insufficiently. In case of hidden characteristics, there already
is an informational asymmetry before the conclusion of a contract, i.e. ex-ante. Therefore, a problem arises when
establishing a business relationship. However, the principal is not able to estimate this problem due to his
information deficit. This problem causes the danger of adverse selection. This trend can be anticipated by
developing mechanisms for the reduction of the informational asymmetries such as signalling, screening and selfselection.
In case of hidden action, the worse informed party is not able to observe or at least (objectively) estimate the
efforts or actions. Thus, the activities remain unclear with regard to their evaluation which leads to a lower plasticity
of resources. Such informational asymmetries result ex-post and thus after the conclusion of a contract between the
client and contractor. The problem which might arise from hidden action focuses on the behaviour and performance
evaluation of the contractual partner(s). Thereby, there is the danger of moral hazard. Solution approaches for that
problem are for example instruments of interest harmonisation as well as measures for the reduction of
informational asymmetries. This includes approaches of monitoring, which means the supervision of the better
informed party by suitable monitoring systems (performance evaluation) as well as incentive systems. These
mechanisms will be focused in detail in a later section of this contribution.
In order clarify the different mechanisms for the reduction or abolishment of tendencies towards moral hazard,
possible solution approaches can be named here. Thereby, it does not matter whether there are hidden actions or
information. In order to achieve a balance between the interests of the principal and the agent(s), suitable incentive
mechanisms have to be implemented. This means that an actor is given a certain share of the expected success if it
behaves compliantly. On the other hand, an abolishment of the information asymmetries has to be aimed at.
Therefore, monitoring systems, for example a performance evaluation, present themselves. On the one hand, the
supervision gives information to the worse informed party which would not be released otherwise. On the other
hand, non-compliant behaviour can be recognised. As a consequence, suitable sanction mechanisms should be
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applied. Figure 2 illustrates the different possibilities for coping with moral hazard regarding possible possibilities
for its implementation as well.

Mechanisms for the Management of Moral Hazard

Harmonising of Interests

Reduction / Elimination of
informational Asymmetries

Compensations

Supervision Systems
(Monitoring)

Incentive Mechansims

Sanction Mechanisms

Mechanisms primarily of monetary nature

Figure 2: Mechasisms for the management of moral hazard

The aforementioned solution approaches are taken up again in the following sections and in that context they are
proved by using models that are suitable for networks. The base for that are approaches for the value adding related
distribution of profit.
3. COMPREHENSIVE MODELLING APPROACH “FRIDA”
3.1. PROFIT DISTRIBUTION
In this case, the profit is assumed of being the difference between the product sales prices of the network and the
costs that arose for manufacturing that product by individual enterprises. Thus, it is a value-adding related
parameter. The economic-theoretical models start here. Hereby, a range of approaches is available for the
distribution of profit. Those approaches consider the characteristics of a value-adding specific configured
production network by the application of the EVCM-concept. Thereby, the maximisation of utility of the entire
network is regarded as more important than that of single SME. In order to realise an efficient integration of the
profit distribution approach(es) into the EVCM, some preconditions need to be considered. Thereby, the most
important one is the requirement of a high degree of automation. That means that manual interruptions of the
procedure shall be avoided as far as possible. The modelling was carried out on a economic-mathematical
perspective within the scope of a rule-based environment. Thus, it has to be expected that solely mathematically
founded procedures meet the requirement of a high level of automation. However, it thereby is important that the
calculation rules remain clear, concise and easily comprehensible. When applying centrally controlled and
automated approaches for the distribution of profit, it is efficient to allow the corresponding actors a voice in order
to reduce the potential conflicts. A high – ideally 100% - acceptance rate helps to avoid conflicts a priori.
The profit distribution models consider a minimum of two and a maximum of three influence parameters. In
addition to a value-adding independent (fixed) and a value-adding dependent (variable) share, a profit expectation
dependent component is also considered. The latter represents an important influence parameter for the
ascertainment of the individual profit shares of the single SME. The individual profit expectation thereby belongs to
the initial parameters of the model that are assumed as pre-determined.
Several possibilities of variation result for the further modelling due to the consideration of the three
components. In addition, several possibilities of component integration result for the calculation of profit shares
under consideration of three components. Thus, the profit shares might for example be calculated by the profit
expectation and, if there is a remaining profit, it can be distributed under consideration of further components. The
introduction of weights for each of these components is a further possibility. In principle, the calculation of the
network profit that is calculated within an offer depends on the individual profit expectations of the enterprises.
However, the case that the paid out profit expectation dependent profit share does not correspond to the complete
distributable profit is also imaginable. This undistributed remaining profit is negative if a too high amount of money
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has been paid out whereas it is positive if there is a remaining profit. In both cases, measures need to be taken in
order to exactly distribute the generated profit. Therefore, either a corresponding revaluation or devaluation using a
standardisation parameter or the consideration of the two remaining components, would be imaginable. A further
variation consists in the introduction of a corresponding weighting for every influence parameter which would
avoid the problem of undistributed remaining money. For the determination of weights different approaches can be
applied [16].
3.2. INCENTIVE MECHANISMS
First of all, incentive mechanisms serve for the harmonisation of the interests of the network and the SME as its
participants. Therefore, several possibilities of application can be considered. Two out of them will be introduced in
the following in a brief manner. Both situations are based on the assumption that one or more SME renounce a
participation in a value-adding process for certain reasons although their corresponding core competence is required
for manufacturing the enquired product. Thus, it is on the one hand imaginable that they do not participate for
reasons of (production) capacity. That means they cannot include an order into the production process schedule due
to lacking personnel or machine capacities. On the other hand, the order might not seem to be lucrative from the
financial point of view.
However, a non-participation in the network might have far-reaching consequences for the existence and the
success of the entire network. Thus, it first of all has to be differentiated if the enquired core competence of the
SME which refuses a participation can be performed by another enterprise from the pool of resources. If so, it is
likely that the competing SME gets the job which then can be completed. The situation is much more complicating
if there is no other enterprise which disposes of the corresponding core competence. In this case, either an external
partner needs to be found or the SME, which so far was not willing to participate in the value-adding process, must
be convinced to finally participate. This can be done by applying incentive mechanisms. However, the
circumstances of the (previous) non-participation need to be taken into consideration when calculating the incentive.
In case an enterprise refuses its participation in a value-adding process for reasons of lacking capacity, it is possible
to refund the costs the SME has to pay for creating the required capacity. This would then correspond to an
incentive payment.
If an enterprise refuses the participation in a network because the order does not seem lucrative although its core
competences are required and the capacities would be sufficient, other solutions need to be found. Within the scope
of specific assumptions, two approaches were formulated for solving this problem. The first of them plans a
modelling if the profit shares are equal and includes a multi-level solution algorithm as a rule-based model. A
further approach takes into consideration the individual profit shares of the single enterprises according to the profit
distribution model and it is drafted as a comprehensive calculation scheme. Thereby, the efforts taken to reach an
optimal solution for all the actors within the scope of the given restrictions (e.g. potentially distributable profit,
minimum profit claims of the SME stand in the focus of interest. This makes it possible to carry out the valueadding process and thus, to maximise the utility (profit) of the network.
3.3. SANCTION MECHANISMS
Sanction mechanisms represent an instrument for reducing or clearing informational asymmetries (cf. fig. 2).
However, the quantification of sanctions needs to be based on a corresponding approach. Thereby, the analysis of
the performed tasks of the SME is carried out in the present situation. Thus, in case the performance has been
completed as agreed in the contract, the full profit share has to be granted whereas it is reduced in case of deficits in
the performance or an insufficient completion of the tasks. This would be equal to a sanction payment. The concept
of an approach for the performance analysis for enterprises in value-adding specifically configured networks within
the scope of the EVCM, which has been elaborated under those marginal conditions, will be introduced next.
Thereby, performance analysis does not only refer to the performed task of an SME, but also comprises the
performance measurement and evaluation including the derivation of possible consequences.
The approach provides a comprehensive concept for the value-adding process related performance analysis of
enterprises in networks. Thereby, it has to be stressed that the specific concept allows a high level of automation and
thus a self-responsible procedure of the value-adding. Furthermore, it has to be emphasised that the value-adding
process related focus closes a gap which established Performance Measurement systems had not been able to fill
before. That means that specific approaches for the ICT-based performance evaluation has been developed in a
detailed manner.
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For structuring the approach, a classification has been made into value-adding process neutral phases and valueadding process specific phases [11]. The neutral phases include especially the processes of determining the
performance parameters, the parameters, the evaluation functions and the weights. They need to be carried out from
time to time - but not regularly before every value-adding process – by suitable instances. The value-adding process
specific approaches especially include the processes of measuring and evaluating the performed tasks, the weighting
of the single performances as well as the calculation of an aggregated measure that is based on the aforementioned
parameters. Based on those figures, it can be derived whether sanctions need to be paid by specific enterprises and
how much they need to pay. In order to achieve a high level of automation, all performance parameters are
evaluated with regard to their degree of fulfilment and based on mathematical functions. Finally, they are
aggregated as a complete value. A coherence between the degree of fulfilment and possible sanctions is also
developed by applying a mathematical function. Those are processes which have to be carried out for every valueadding process based on pre-defined algorithms.
The approach was realised by applying the balanced scorecard-approach for deriving the relevant performance
parameters as well as an adapted value benefit analysis [16],[17] under consideration of the claim for a high level of
automation. The approved trade-off-procedure [18] is proposed for determining the weights of the single
performance parameters. Because - in addition to hard facts - also soft facts should be considered for a
comprehensive performance analysis, an approach had to be found for quantifying those soft facts. This is realised
using the Repertory Grid-methodology [19] that is based on the Role Construct Theory which has been developed
by Kelly [20].
Within the scope of modelling the approach, suitable parameters are formulated for the hard facts price, date of
delivery and response time, the factor quality as a mixed fact and the facts cooperation and confidence as soft facts.
Based on that modelling, evaluation functions are constructed which thus represent the precondition for the valueadding process related performance analysis. In the following, possibilities of carrying out the performance analysis
will be shown and possible consequences will be formulated. Those consequences for example include the
aforementioned sanction payments if the performance has been insufficient or bonus if the performances of single
SME are extraordinarily good.
It could be proved that it is possible to develop an approach for the value-adding process specific performance
analysis in networks that makes possible an almost completely automated procedure. Thereby, the ascertainment of
the input information for the soft facts within the scope of the Repertory Grid is the only exception. The introduced
approach focuses on the value-adding process related performance analysis of enterprises in networks and thus
closes a gap that previous Performance Measurement systems. During the performance analysis, which, in addition
to measurement, also includes the evaluation and the quantification of consequences, soft facts and hard facts are
taken into consideration in order to receive an expressive result for the measurement of the sanctions.
3.4. AGGREGATION
The models for the quantification of incentives and sanctions are combined by the models for the profit
distribution in networks. Thus, incentives are payments to SME and sanctions are payments from SME that can be
balanced with the SME-specific profit shares. In this way, it would be possible to finance incentive payments by
sanction payments. However, thereby a balance must be achieved which should exceed the single value adding
process because incentive payments are paid out before and sanctions are paid after a value adding process.

Incentive
mechanisms
Harmonising
of
interests

Basic model for
the distribution
of profit

Sanction
mechanisms
Measurement
and evaluation of
performances

Comprehensive model for the
distribution of profit in networks
Figure 3: General structure of the model
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4. SUMMARY
The comprehensive model for distributing profit to network participants on a operative perspective including
incentive and sanction mechanisms introduced in this paper represent a new approach of operative network
controlling due to the possibility of combining them individually using simple interfaces. The success of all actors
involved can be maximised by harmonising the interests of the network (represented by the EVCM) and the SME
using incentive mechanisms and the reduction of information asymmetries based on a control system.
That concept has been developed on a theoretic base because it was included in a more general research project
focusing on regional flat-hierarchical production networks. In order to prove the applicability in practice an
empirical study considering the visions of potential network participants is planned.
In order to improve that concept permanently it is necessary to implement decision rules to select the most
suitable distribution model dependently from the network configuration. Besides this further performance
parameters can be introduced into the performance analysis model in order to get a wider variety of performance
parameters. However the limitation of six parameters supports the transparency which represents an advantage for
acceptance of the approach.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to formulate a framework for describing how demand changes come across in the
long run for the best assembly layout set-up. Companies increase production when demand grows but, even in
the best companies, production volumes decrease when the total market goes down. How a company survives in
such a situation is directly connected to the company’s profitability over the cycle. Conventional assembly system
comparison assumes that demand is stable over time. But this is rare in real business. The assembly system has to
be re-configurative in order to adapt to external changes in the market. In this paper, the advantages and
disadvantages of three alternative assembly layouts are compared in a changing market. The layouts in the paper
are bench assembly, assembly cell and line assembly. The paper is based on a business case. The assembly of
heavy (1000 kg to 2000 kg) structures, which demand 15 – 30 hours of assembly time, is studied. The products
have been assembled in several locations with different assembly layouts. The main scientific value of the aspects
of this paper relates to the way the demand change is considered when choosing between different assembly
layouts.

1. INTRODUCTION
In an agile market, a company needs agile production that can adapt to demand change without delays. When
demand goes up, the company has to be able to increase production output. When the market goes down, the
company has to be able to decrease production output. Both movements have to be feasible. In agile manufacturing,
some extra capacity is usually reserved inside the production system. This extra capacity can be in the current
production system or it can be a potential to make fast changes to the production system.
The purpose of this study is to estimate what the framework for different assembly layouts is when production is
going up or down. The theoretical aspects of the study are illustrated by means of an industrial example from the
real world. Scientific and industrial assembly system research has focused mainly on stabilising demand and gaining
maximum output from the current situation.
The situation in production is different for small local companies and for global companies like car
manufacturers. A small company might have just a few men assembling mainly project-type assemblies in bench
assembly. If the demand for a small company’s products changes, its assembly workers work longer or shorter days.
Car manufacturers open or close lines and factories according to demand. This study is focused on mid-sized
companies or factories that have from 50 to 250 workers.
Line assembly is productive when there is stable demand and low variation of products. Changes in line
production output need line redesign and rebuilding. This redesign can be a major investment. Craft assembly needs
high investment and, because there is no specialization, productivity is low. Craft assembly is highly flexible. Cell
assembly is in every respect between line and craft assembly in terms of flexibility.
The scientifically aspects of this study relate to its taking into account the total demand change when comparing
different assembly systems and their total economic output over the cycle.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Assembly research has recently been mainly assembly-line balancing research [1]. Such research studies how to
gain maximum output from a current layout and how to gain current output with minimum effort. Many papers exist
concerning car assembly. In the car industry, flexible lines that can make several different models are built. This
approach helps the line survive when demand for one car model goes up and moderates for others. Other papers
have been written to optimize work-cell layouts, for example [2].
In craft assembly, assemblers are generalists, while, in line assembly, they are specialists. There are cases that lie
between line and craft assembly. In the assembly line, workers can be organized into “Bucket Brigades”, or
according to the walking worker method. Assemblers can also be organized into smaller groups inside assembly
lines. A case study where assembly of industrial tractors has been changed to bucket-brigade steered-line-type
assembly is described in [3]. The problem in walking-worker or bucket brigades compared to fixed workers is that
the assemblers lose time when walking. In bucket-brigade studies, this time might be assumed to be insignificant
[4].
Different overall and assembly layouts help a system to cope with labour turnover. Munoz and Villabosy [5]
show by simulation that a bucket-brigade system is better in every situation, even when the labour turnover rate is
zero. When worker turnover is high, as in the neighbourhood of the border between Mexico and USA, changing the
company to become lean could be disastrous. When turnover is high, production can be made flexible by a pull-type
production system when possible [6].
According to [7], cellular production outperforms line assembly in most cases. In some cases, line assembly
outperforms cellular assembly due to specialization in work. In other cases, where teams lose to line assembly, work
groups are more inefficient than individuals. Manufacturing companies have recently faced customers demanding
shorter lead times and also the product life cycle has shortened. In the study in [8], different layouts have been
simulated and, after simulation, an estimated increase in output of 50 to 60 percent is found after moving from
assembly line to cellular assembly. The time benefits are due to lower set-up time in the cell and less worker
moving.
3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ASSEMBLY SYSTEM LAYOUTS IN CHANGING DEMAND
In previous research into assembly system layouts, the main focus has been on the question of how to optimize a
current steady situation or a situation in which demand is going up. In this study, we study how to construct a
framework with which to identify and compare the circumstances in which craft assembly, cell assembly or line
assembly are the most feasible solutions under variable demand. A company can organize its production into craft,
cell or line assemblies or have a mix of assembly layouts.
3.1. ASSEMBLY SYSTEM LAYOUTS
In this study, craft, cell and line assemblies, i.e. the three base cases for assembly system layouts, are compared.
The difference between these systems is the number of times a product is moved during the assembly from location
to location. An assembly can also be organized as a combination of these layouts. The base cases are shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: A – line assembly, B – cell assembly, C – craft assembly. A square represents one assembly location, while a line
between squares represents movement routes.
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3.1.1. LINE ASSEMBLY
An assembly system is called a line assembly when the assembly is made in eight or more specialized locations
[9]. The specialization can be in, for example, assembler training and tooling. Assemblers can be specialized to
make a small detail in the assembly so that they can work faster than an assembler without specialization. In tooling
specialization, there is in every assembly location a task-specific tool that can make the assembly faster than those
with universal tooling.
Line assembly is efficient when the system is balanced so that assemblers can assemble all the time. Opposite to
the balanced line is the situation where assemblers wait for work from a previous operation. Assembly line produces
one product per takt time. Forced control can keep every worker in the takt time. Line design involves a lot of
engineering. When the takt time changes, the total line needs a set-up change.
Line balancing and control have impact on line productivity. There is not just one type of line assembly control.
Workers can be fixed or moving. In the traditional assembly line, workers were all the time in a fixed position,
while in modern versions, such as bucket-brigade or walking-worker assemblies, workers move between assembly
stations. In the bucket-brigade assembly, workers move after they have finished their task to the previous station. In
the walking-worker method, assemblers move along the line from beginning to end with one product and each
assembler has to be able to do all the operations, as in bench assembly. The walking-worker method does not
provide benefits in training compared to craft assembly, because workers perform the same operations in both
systems. Benefits of walking-worker line assembly compared to bench assembly are that there is less need for
special tools, less material handling and a formal takt time.
3.1.2. CELL ASSEMBLY
The assembly cell is a shorter version of the assembly line. In the assembly line, there are at least eight locations,
while in the cell there are less than eight operations. The tack time in the assembly cell is longer than in the
assembly line. For output the same as that in longer line assembly, a company needs more than one assembly cell.
There can be several equal cells in a production system. As in the line assembly, different control methods can be
used in an assembly cell. For example, there can be more work stations than assemblers in the cell and workers can
move around in the cell. Cell assembly is a mix between craft and line assembly. The system is more efficient than
craft assembly – there are less storage locations and the workers specialize in smaller entities. There are still some
multiplied tools, unlike in a line, but fewer than in craft assembly. The system is more flexible than a line, but
building one cell changes the total volume more than building one craft assembly station.
3.1.3. CRAFT ASSEMBLY
In craft assembly, the product is made in one location from beginning to end. There can be more than one
assembler at a time in a location, which speeds up production. In craft assembly, production volume is flexible.
Craft assembly locations need more floor space, more tools and more experienced workers than the other
arrangements.
3.2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ASSEMBLY SYSTEM LAYOUTS IN AGILE MARKET
The assembly cost is the sum of the cost of labour (direct and indirect), cost of warehousing, cost of floor space
and cost of tooling and other equipment. Production management’s task is to minimize this cost per product while
making the correct quantity of products. This quantity changes over time in the market. The production system has
to be redesigned to meet new targets over time. This redesign might require some investments. Flexible systems can
be changed to meet the target with less effort than inflexible systems.
Assembly system feasibility over the cycle is based on total cost and total production over the cycle. A short
period with high production does not give good feasibility if converting the system to meet the next demand level
costs too much. And a system with low productivity does not bring good results even if it were cheap to convert
according to demand changes.
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Figure 2: Comparing line, cell and craft assembly. Craft assembly and line assembly are in contrast and cell assembly is average
good / bad in every respect.

The three different assembly systems have different characteristics. Differences between systems are not fixed.
Assemblies can be a mix between craft, cell and line assemblies. The difference between line and cell is the number
of work locations; lines are cells if there are less than eight locations. Craft assembly can be converted to cell style if
there are several specialized workers working with their special tooling around the structure. Figure 2 compares the
characteristics of the different layout arrangements. The axes in the figure are relative and have different scales. For
example, design cost and investment may be different even if they are the same size in the figure.
3.2.1. INVESTMENT
The cost of an assembly location is mainly formed by cost of tools, assembly benches and fixtures, and floor
space. Some assembly tools are common and some task and product specific. In line assembly tasks, specific tools
have to be in just one location, whereas in other layouts they can be in more than one location. The total investment
is highest in the craft assembly. In this, all the tools have to be in every assembly location, whereas, in line
assembly, tools have to be only in the only point of use. Total investment in line assembly is lower than in other
systems because there are less multiplied tools. Thus, highly specialized tools may cost many times more than
universal tools used in craft assembly. The line assembly one-time investment is higher than in the other assembly
systems, but, for the same output volume, the total investment is lower.
When a company invests in production, the investment is always made to meet expected future demand. Future
demand can be expected to be the same as on the day of investment, but mainly growth is expected. Future
forecasting is difficult and there is always the risk that the forecasting goes wrong. This forecast error can cause the
investment to become obsolete after a short period.
3.2.2. FLEXIBILITY
Flexibility is the ability to adapt to different circumstances. In assembly, these different circumstances can be,
for example, different products or changes in production output demand.
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Figure 3: Fixed position line and craft assembly in time of changing demand. Steps in line assembly are: L1=add one shift to
line, L2=redesign line for one shift, C1 / C2 build more assembly locations or add to some location more working shifts,
C3=remove shifts or leave some locations empty.

In Figure 3, a simplified fictitious example of how line and craft assembly can adapt to change is shown. The
changes in craft assembly are smaller than in line assembly. When production is under the demand line, the
company loses money when it cannot sell every product possible. When production capacity is higher than demand,
the company loses money because it has more labour than needed.
When demand increases, assembly line production management in a fixed worker line can either add one shift to
production or redesign the line. Adding (or removing) one shift has a high impact on production rate. For example,
when changing assembly shifts from one to two, the production rate is doubled. Line-redesign impact can be
decided when planning the new line. In a walking-worker or bucket-brigade assembly line, a production rate
decrease can be made by cutting down the number of workers.
When demand increases in craft assembly, production management can increase shifts in some craft-assembly
locations or build new locations. These changes have only a small impact on total production output. For example,
turning one of the twelve locations to two shifts increases production output eight percent. Cell assembly is a
compromise between line and craft assembly. Changes in output are larger than in craft assembly but smaller than
those in line assembly.
3.2.3. DESIGN COST
In this paper, design cost includes the engineering work required to redesign the production system. Engineering
time can be consumed by engineers, management and direct workers. This redesigning time costs time and is away
from the daily production output.
Line production is based on takt time. A new product is completed by the line each takt time. When a company
wants to produce more products it has to reduce the takt time. Lines are designed to have the same takt time in every
assembly location. When takt time has to be changed, changes take place in every assembly location. This
engineering work can be a major project in a company with high costs.
Craft assembly production can be based on how many products are completed in one assembly location in some
period of time, for example, a week. When the company wants to increase production, the engineering has to take
into account how many assembly locations are needed; this does not take a lot of time. New assembly locations can
be straight copies of existing assembly locations, so they do not have to be redesigned.
3.2.4. PRODUCTIVITY
Production is efficient when it produces maximum output with minimum cost per unit of output. There are
several ways to measure efficiency, the most common of which is productivity. Productivity measures the
relationship between process input and output. Most commonly, input is working hours and output products. In this
paper, productivity is considered to be the relationship between production output and working hours.
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The difference between the productivity of the three assembly layouts is not fixed. There are several studies that
present case-based studies from industry cases. A common phenomenon in this kind of study comparing layout
changes is that the second layout is always better than the first. The reason might be that some development has
taken place in the system. Also, it is often found in practice that, after management starts to measure assembly
productivity, production personnel start to work harder.
The line assembly with specialized workers is more productive than the other two systems. Workers repeat their
task once every takt time. For example, on a line with 12 operations, line workers repeat their tasks 12 times more
often than a craft assembly worker. This high repetition rate redirects the learning curve of workers towards more
efficiency. Assembly line workers can also perform their task faster, because they can have material all the time in
hand and use specialized tools.
Line assembly is more productive in indirect work, such as material handling, also. Compared to craft assembly,
there are less warehouse locations. Material handling personnel can have one warehouse location for each
component type near the line. In craft assembly, a component that is used in line on one location is used in several
locations in craft assembly. This generates more material handling operations. Material handling operations have a
high impact on total productivity, as these operations can generate up to 30 percent of total hours spent in
production.
3.3. ASSEMBLY OUTPUT IN DEMAND CHANGES
When a company has to increase production it can outsource it, increase production hours of the current system
or increase productivity. Increasing the running hours of the current system means that the number of assemblers
has to be increased or the current people have to work more hours. When a company has to decrease production it
has to cut hours from the production process.
In western companies, workers cost more when they work overtime or in more than in one shift. When a
company is working only a one-day shift, the labour costs less and it is easier to have new workers and keep the
current workers in house. In Finland, Sunday night costs for the employer is three times greater than the day shift
during the week.
A company can make in-house assembly in different assembly layouts and in a combination of assembly layouts.
These layouts have different characteristics when demand is increasing and decreasing. Specialization, simpler
material handling and forced control make line assembly most efficient where it can be used. Increasing running
hours adds to line output dramatically if more shifts are used. A great deal of engineering is involved when more
assembly stations are added to the line.
Craft assembly consumes more production hours than cell or line assembly because there is no specialization,
and because material handling is more complex. Craft assembly is the most flexible system; production can be
increased or decreased with smaller steps than in line assembly. A step can be realized by building one more
assembly location or changing the working shifts of one location. Cell assembly is in every respect a compromise
between craft and line assembly. In most cases, when cell assembly is the correct size, it is almost as productive as
line assembly, but still more flexible.
4. CASE: PRODUCTION OUTPUT IN LINE AND CELL ASSEMBLIES WHEN DEMAND CHANGES
The case company produces capital goods in several European branches. The company has divided its
production between factories by the size of groups. Products have a similar structure and they can be assembled in
several locations. The product market of the company can go up or down in cycles.
4.1. LINE ASSEMBLY
Production in the first case factory makes use of line assembly and produces about 4000 units annually. The
factory employs 36 direct assembly workers, who work 8 hours a day, 221 days a year. This averages 16 hours
assembly time per product and 27 minutes takt time. Real takt time is lower when production is running between
coffee and lunch breaks. At the end of the line is testing, which has double the takt time of the main line and some
side flows, which have the same or multiples of the takt time of the main line. Figure 4 shows the line structure.
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Figure 4: Process chart of current assembly line. M = Main line, S = Subassembly, F = Final assembly, T = Testing. One box
employs one assembler; system produces one product every 25 minutes.

The current main line has 17 direct workers. There are several subassemblies that employee another 19 persons.
The subassembly times are up to four times the line takt time. Only testing is undertaken on in a special testing
bench. Other assembly operations could be performed on a table under a light-bridge crane. Every operation could
be performed by a single person.
The company also manufactures similar products in another factory with a similar type of layout. The difference
between factories is that the second factory has a longer line and runs in two shifts. The line has more operations,
but every operation is not fully manned all the time. This system operates in the main line in the bucket-brigade
style and at the end of the line with fixed workers. The factory consumes with this longer line an average of 31
hours per product, which is almost double the rate of the other factory’s shorter line. The difference between these
two factories is not the product. Factories even exchange some products yearly according to the demand. There is a
large difference between the output of the factories, but without any obvious reason. This matter has not been
studied in this paper any further.
4.2. CELL ASSEMBLY
In the third factory, the assembly is made in a cellular layout. The third factory produces similar types of
products as the two previous factories with line assembly, thus there are some differences between the products. The
end products of the third factory are less modular than the products of the factories with line assembly. Dividing
production into short takt times has been found impossible. The assembly cell has three main operations and two
subassemblies, see Figure 5. In the cell, there are more assembly locations than assemblers. The product is pulled
from the last operation through the assembly. For example, after the operator has finished operation T2, operator
moves to help with finishing operation F1. The cell control operates in the bucket-brigade manner.

Figure 5: Process chart of the assembly cell

The assembly cell operates on an average of six hours takt time. This equals an average assembly time of 24
hours per product. The takt time could be reduced and the production management is studying how such a reduction
could be achieved. Management has made studies that indicate that one main operation can be performed in four
hours.
Over time, the assemblers have learned all the tasks in the cell and become multi-skilled. The company gives no
orders on how they want the work to be organized or who should do which operations. This gives assemblers some
freedom to choose how to do their work. For example, during sick leaves, the cell still works with similar
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efficiency. Three persons assemble one product in an average of eight hours takt time, which gives 24 hours total
assembly time as in four-person production.
4.3 LINE AND CELL ASSEMBLY IN TIMES OF CHANGING DEMAND
During our study, the market was growing. Factories with line and cell assembly invested in order to increase
production rate. The other line was redesigned and fully renovated to realize this increase. The line project was time
consuming and needed new investment for equipment. The factory with cell assembly was building more cells equal
to the existing ones with almost no engineering.
When the market is contracting the next time, the company has to readjust its production again. In the line
assembly with fixed workers, decreasing production is hard. In the walking-worker and other multi-task assembly
lines, decreasing production is easier, as the factory can cut down the number of assemblers. In the fixed worker
assembly line, the takt time has to be increased. Increasing takt time involves redesigning the whole assembly line.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Companies that assemble products have to choose between craft, cell and line assembly. The assembly system
can be a mix between different systems and include subassemblies. The basic layout is always one of the three
options. When the demand goes up or down, the company has to increase or decrease the production rate. The three
different assembly layouts adapt to changes in different ways.
Craft assembly is the most flexible in adapting to changes in demand. The problem in the craft assembly is the
high total investment required, and there is no specialization in the system. The line assembly is in contrast to craft
assembly in every respect. A line needs low investment and the labour force specializes in its work. The problem in
line assembly is the inflexibility in production output. It produces one component every takt time. For increasing or
decreasing production output, the complete line has to be redesigned. Cell assembly is between craft and line
assembly in terms of advantages and disadvantages.
When choosing the assembly system, a company has to estimate the future changes in demand. In an agile
market, the re-configurative manufacturing systems like cell and craft assembly are assets. When demand is stable, a
company should build a line assembly. This gives more production with lower investment and is insensitive to a
higher labour turnover rate.
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ERP System implementations: The role of critical success and
failure factors in development of a pre-implementation diagnostic.
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Ireland
ABSTRACT
The consequences of failed enterprise software implementations in terms of time, cost, customer relationship and
corporate image are grave. The literature reveals that problematic implementations are the norm as opposed to
the exception and that 90% of implementations are late or over budget. Rates of implementation success have not
improved and it is posited that a new and revised approach to software implementations is timely.This research
seeks to frame a model to be applied prior to implementation which has been adapted from software
engineering/architecture and sociotechnical design. It also seeks to merge this with evidence from literature on
resistance to change and motivation. Results of the analysis from these disparate disciplines are then used in
conjunction with the results from an empirical analysis on critical success and failure factors in Enterprise
software implementations to construct a pre implementation diagnostic for use prior to ERP deployment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Much research has been conducted into the critical success factors associated with Enterprise Resource planning
systems. Software firms are moving towards tailoring packages to suit small to medium type enterprises looking to
achieve competitive advantage in environments that incorporate narrowing profit margins and escalating labour
rates. ERP packages are seen as a means of creating sustainable competitive advantage through its capacity for
integrating functions, reducing inventory and increasing visibility of functions. Reports however estimate that up to
40% of Enterprise Planning Software projects fail and up to 20% are shelved in their entirety at a later stage in the
implementation [1]. This paper describes research undertaken to determine what the critical factors in successful
implementations are, drawing on as broad an interprative scope as possible to include: software architecture and
design, sociotechnical research, business press reviewed critical success factors, case studies but also results from
empirically based analysis. The overall aim being to develop a robust pre implementation diagnostic that is solidly
underpinned from these four separate ontological realms that can be applied prior to implementation of an ERP
system.
2. METHODS IN ERP ARCHITECTURE AND SOFTWARE DESIGN.
Since the onset of the 1990’s when developments in software and hardware facilitated full software integration,
the question of how to go about designing and forming architecture has been asked. Why investigate the art of
enterprise modeling, and where dos it fit in within the scope of development of a pre implementation
diagnostic?Enterprise modeling can be defined as: “the art of developing models which accurately represent the
structure and behaviour of a business entity” [4]. This focus on modeling is to lend support to the supposition that
the enterprise software must accurately capture and process business functions as a prerequisite to successful system
deployment. Thus, methods for enterprise architecture and software design necessitated review. Although the
* Author and Corresponding author: Tel.: (+353) 61-234313; E-mail: maeve.fitzpatrick@ul.ie
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definition and concept of enterprise modeling are both concise, the practical application of the theory is in fact
fraught. Despite comprehensive modeling architectures [5] being developed such as Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Open Systems Architecture or CIMOSA’ was initiated in1986 and continued in development until
1999 with input from researchers and practitioners alike. It was brought under the umbrella of “The European
strategic program for research and development, ESPRIT” to define reference architectures [7]. The method has
been validated in industrial applications including machine tool manufacturer, Traub and Fiat automotive [8] yet
research was unable to find any further practical applications in industry.
Other architectural tools available were synopsised and include IDEF[9] proposed by the Gintic Institute of
Manufacturing Technology, Singapore.Integrated Enterprise Modeling, IEM by IPK, Berlin. WfMC Metamodel by
the workflow management coalition, Business Process Modeling Language proposed by a consortium of software
vendors including SAP, and also Project Specification Language(PSL) supported by NIST. As is supported by the
literature referenced, the list of possible architectures and methods that a development can be chosen from is
substantial, providing a solid substrate from which to start a pre implementation diagnostic.
Although methods to develop enterprise architectures are fully formed and comprehensive, they do not provide a
means of accurately describing events at the instance level. Enterprise architectures are comprehensive in their
facilitation of a full and accurate description of the organisation but are still no guarantee of success in the
implementation stage. Software development methods must be used in conjunction with enterprise architectures.
This includes a suite of methods and tools for putting the ‘flesh’ on the frame provided by the architecture. These
methodologies allow for translation of high level specifications of manufacturing system function into a detailed
design of a manufacturing system controller [10].The primary method for software design is still Object Orientated
programming in that it logically represents the way systems and humans interact as individual entities with
associated relationships and is intuitive. The same applies for agent or holon based design systems[11]Each
enterprise is a unique entity and that factors such as the combination of time, resources and financial constraints will
be specific to each individual company but a gap exists between the theory and practice of manufacturing system
design. [12]. A framework is suggested that incorporates the entire design process from the setting of objectives to
the detailed design stages and the specification of the implementation activities. This brings the level of abstraction
espoused in CIMOSA up and out another level to incorporate the management and strategic direction of the
enterprise.
As is evident from the preceding paragraphs there are multiple methods of comprehensively structuring and
capturing business procedures. There is a choice of architectures and a choice of methods in developing the
software which runs the respective business functions that sit within the architecture. What is also evident however
is the lack of an industry standard. A possible cause for lack of uptake of modeling architectures and some of the
more procedural software development methods is due to “perceived complexity of modeling overhead in terms of
time and capital which can be prohibitive [29] A second more compelling reason is the way in which enterprises
tend to install their enterprise software. The ‘Big Bang’ method or installing an Enterprise Resource Planning
system in its entirety is rare. Enterprises will tend to install a function at a time which renders the benefits of using
an enterprise architecture less apparent in the short term. A third and key reason is the availability of commercial of
the shelf packages with architectures and software largely predefined. Reviewing the state of the art in enterprise
architecture and software development allowed for the realisation that there was a proliferation of proven and tested
methods of enterprise software design that have been proven to accurately and comprehensively identify existing
business processes. An architecture and software even with attendant issues aforementioned is still a key part of an
implementation diagnostic. Given the availability of these robust software and architectures design methods, it is
difficult to understand the regular allocation of blame for ERP failure solely at the foot of the software. While key
factors as identified by the enterprise and software literature will be incorporated into a diagnostic, what is left is the
possibility that factors for success are indeed attributable to much wider range of factors that can be related to much
more than just the technical capabilities of the software being implemented. The review of software models
provided a firm base from which to proceed, secure in the knowledge that the capability to capture how the
organisation operates is available, it was possible to proceed to investigate other possible mitigating factors in
successful ERP implementation, namely that social and cultural factors affect how people may adopt and use ERP
systems [12], [13]. The concept of closely linking enterprise strategy with manufacturing information system design
is further developed and differs from previous approaches in that it identifies and provides a framework to
incorporate environmental threats and opportunities to the business and “related marketing, organisational design,
information systems development strategies and broad strategic directions” [13]. A first foray into factors that
incorporate some of the ‘soft’ or organisational issues associated with implementations is via sociotechnical
systems.
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3. SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
While the software and architectural analysis of systems provides for the technical analysis element of the
diagnostic, the development of a Sociotechnical type system necessitates looking at the design of systems from both
a technical and a social perspective. The sociotechnical system is comprised of three subsystems incorporating the
technical, social and environmental subsystems [14]. Although the concept of sociotechnical design had been
espoused since the 1950’s a formal rule set for application of the methodology wasn’t developed until 1976 [15],
Sociotechnical design was acknowledgement that social factors could play a significant role in the design of any
type of business process or information system while retaining the end goal of forming a well functioning system.
Having determined that sociotechnical design incorporates sociological and technical design, the next stage in
the process was to determine how far the theory had been applied in industrial settings and what the resulting effects
were.
Sociotechnical systems espouse principles of user involvement with respect to the ‘breaking down’ and
reorganisation of tasks into complete functions and emphasizes autonomous work groups, group based reward
systems,performance feedback loops, information sharing, flexible responses and parallel learning techniques[14],
thus a formal method of incorporating end users into the system design.A procedure directly linked to software
development was “Effective Technical and Human Implementation of Computer Based Systems or ‘ETHICS’ was
constructed, [16] developing the concept that user participation was a major success factor in the implementation of
any computer based system. This proceduralisation allowed application of the theory in case studies, with mixed
results however still indicating that sociotechnical systems did not provide a panacea for successful implementation
The nature of change programs and success factors with respect to implementation seems to be highly context
specific as was evident from case studies reviewed [20], [14], and [24].This analysis bears out comparing case study
analysis of factors considered prerequisites to success [3], [17], [18], [23]Possible reasons for the context specific
nature of these elements are synopsised [19] and include; “people do not always use rational methods to make
decisions, they view their world metaphorically, symbolically as well as literally, they will not always so what they
are told to do, they can be very creative in sabotaging structuresand processes they fear or dislike and the formal
organisation chart inadequately describes how organisation members conduct their business.”The question then is
what is the capability of socio-technical theory to provide a diagnostic for the context specific nature of
implementation problems emerging from the review of literature?
The strengths of socio-technical theory are in its provision of an effective framework to allow consideration of
social constructs while capturing a systems design requirement. It allows for a high level of user participation,
supports communication while retaining the notion that the end deliverable must be a sound and functioning system.
It makes tentative steps in crossing the divide between social and systems design theory but interestingly does not
borrow on any established theory or schools of thought from either discipline. It is an important toolset in the
capture of systems requirements. As a tool however, socio-technical theory still has a number of limitations. It is
still subject to the vagaries of lack of support, whether in terms of time, resources or commitment. It requires an
extremely perceptive and able practitioner to deploy correctly and requires a large amount of resources. It should
also be realised that ‘the notion that participation is always beneficial is arguable’ and detail concerning the
operationalisation of the theory are scant as are those regarding implementation of a completed system. [20] The
ramifications of this is that there is no allowance made for dealing with an adverse political climate, poor realisation
of strategic imperatives and/or consequences of a poor analysis of on the three constituent subsystems.
Sociotechnical theory fails to account for many values, norms, relations and their structures [30] the argument
being, that as a means of analysis of social structures or indeed personal interaction, a significant level of further
development is needed. Nowhere in the literature was the concept of a pre implementation diagnostic considered. In
conclusion while sociotechnics makes allusion to involvement and participation, no formal model to provide for this
is provisioned. At this juncture it was deemed an analysis of business based critical success factors would provide
an direct source of information as to what reasons for success or failure may have been and that these could be used
in tandem with an academic analysis of success and failure factors to determine if any common themes emerge and
to incorporate these as part of a pre implementation diagnostic.
4. BUSINESS BASED CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS.
The focus of this section of the literature review is to introduce a review of the business based literature that is
available under the heading of ‘Critical success factors for ERP implementation’. The reasoning behind selecting
this domain was to establish;
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a) The state of the art in industrial applications.
b) The perceived critical success factors with respect to implementation.
c) A datum against which academically constructed CSF’s could be compared.
d) A comprehensive of list common factors in Erp failures.
The following is an account of what was yielded from the business research.The business literature is
predominantly focused on reporting ERP failures, assessments of why the implementations may not have been
successful but also recommendations collated as a result of problem ERP projects. The analysis yielded very similar
results from reports recounted in the business press with respect to ERP implementations. An indicator of the
current state of Enterprise software’s rates of success was issued by Meta Group reporting; ‘that the average ERP
implementation takes 23 months, has a total cost of ownership of$15 million and ‘rewards’ the business with an
average negative net value of $1.5 million. In order to determine if there is a divergence of opinion as to causes of
failure within the business tables were constructed to give a comparative view as to the firms reasoning for failure
or issues with respect to the ERP system along with consultant’s view of the same issue if available.The nature of
the business, the expenditure in time and capital on the ERP system and the ‘consulting partners’ and net business
effect are also included where available.
What was noted from the results was that namely that ERP implementation issues do not appear to be specific to
business type, size, location, software package, consultant used, size or business environment. Judging from the
range of perspectives from both the company itself and third parties, no single or even few factors emerge as having
determined the failure of these systems, although there is a tendency on behalf of the firm to lay blame at the
doorstep of the ability of the software to complete the function expected of it in the manner it is expected to execute.
[31], [27]. As was determined in the literature review there is no shortage in robust and logical methods of capturing
business function requirements via means of architecture and software design. The means or methods of deploying
these methods may be in question, not the tools in themselves.However where blame for failure has not been
attributed to ‘software issues’ there is still no over riding ‘set’ of factors definable. Each case study exhibits
characteristics that are specific to that particular implementation of the Enterprise software. It was noted however
that actual end users perspective was noticeably and consistently absent. Secondly, what was not made clear from
the reports was whether the ‘software not functioning as planned’ was as a result of the software itself or whether it
was due to lack of comprehension of new procedures necessitated by the change in software. In third party or the
view of the associated consultant, the tendency is to lean towards ‘software implementation’ issues, not the software
itself. As a result the next step in the research was to review critical success factors as noted by a party external to
the organisation with no vested interests in the relative success or failure of the system for inclusion in a diagnostic,
those which have been independently assessed.
5. EMPIRICALLY ASSESSED CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS.
To review if there were characteristics repeatedly featured across successful ERP implementations, literature
where critical success factors were empirically assessed were reviewed. The research revealed a number of different
methods for determining what the salient features to a successful and unsuccessful implementations were. Included
in the review were reviews from individual case studies, questionnaires conducted across similar roles and across
similar size companies. Examples from case studies in public institutions as well as private are included. The
purpose of this was to compare and contrast the results of the review and collect those features deemed ‘critical’.
Business literature critical success factors can then be compared with the empirically based assessments.
While the size, scope and justifications of an ERP project change from firm to firm, a baseline for comparing
factors can be established under the two broad headings of ‘system based’ and ‘organisational’ issues.Using a
framework suggested [21] these headings can be further subdivided into the following classifications of;
a) Factors that influence goal congruency,
b) Factors that are project team related,
c) Acceptance of the project and its results and
d) Implementation process.
On first review of critical success factors, the concept of committed top management support is immediately
evident as being a recurring theme. This was elaborated stating ‘managerial issues from planning to implementation,
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present major barriers to the effective adoption of ERP systems.’ [3] What can also be observed is that this factor
reoccurs from private enterprise to public enterprise. Research into the implementation of ERP in third level
institutions in the United Kingdom denoted the management of organisational change as key [23]. This stand is
corroborated repeatedly [32], [33]. Elaboration of the concept and how management commitment and support are
pivotal. Research on project failures shows that cancellations occur when senior management is not committed to
supporting the project and delegates responsibility for completion of the ERP project.
A second dominant theme which emerged was that firms must understand exactly where the new software was
situated within the strategic plan of the firm and that ‘clear definitions of goals, expectations and deliverables and
that the firm must carefully define why the ERP system is being implemented and what critical business needs the
system will address [2] , That the correct motivation was in place for implementation of the ERP was in situ and that
it was part of an overall strategic plan was a prerequisite to system success. Sharing of the vision with the workforce
was instrumental[22] The reason why may best perhaps be explained by the fact that majority of implementations
exceed the original targets for budget and for project completion time, thus significant management and employee
commitment is required to see the project through to the end.
Under the classification of ‘project acceptance’ concepts such as analysis of organisational culture [23] and an
experienced project implementer are common across the reviews. Project acceptance, although a broad term, is
accepted across the board from business literature, sociotechnical reviews, system design and architecture
methodologies as being received wisdom but also corroborated. Instances of failure to win project acceptance and
its corresponding effects are well detailed in numerous case studies both in journals[22], [3], [23]and also in
business press[31] This focus on failure to accept the system leads into the research domain of resistance to change
and motivation to adopt new systems, namely organisational behaviour.Combining the research from these domains
of research allowed for construction of a comprehensive set of prerequisites for inclusion in a diagnostic prior to
any software implementation. Assuming this set of prerequisites are met, then the remaining dependency for
successful application of the software rests with an end user who is motivated to adopt and use the ERP system as
opposed to actively resisting it, a topic left undealt with within these domain researched, hence the subsequent step
of researching literature in the domain of organisational behaviour, namely resistance to change and motivation.
6. RESISTANCE TO CHANGE AND MOTIVATION TO ADOPT NEW SOFTWARE
‘’Most people who have worked with information systems encounter at least mild resistance by those who are
designated to input data or use the output to improve the way they do their jobs’’ [22]. Methods for implementation
of IS and ERP based systems have been wide and varied in their techniques and applications but there is yet much
variance in results of their use. Results of the literature review suggest that a departure from current methods of
implementations is long overdue. Immediately apparent as a result of the prescriptiveness and ubiquitous level of
the models suggested is the lack of feedback. A feedback loop that is sensitive to changes required in
implementation strategy is key.‘One size fits all’ programs have failed time after time as a consequence of lack of
responsiveness.
Brushstroke steps such as ‘overcoming resistance by participation’ while not untrue per se can vary hugely in
interpretation from practitioner to practitioner and although all models of change are subject to interpretation, it
appears to be particularly the case with respect to ERP implementations. The scope for misinterpretation is very
wide but it is acknowledgement that describing in detail a model to cater for all eventualities would render any
model unwieldy for use in the field. The concept of linking performance orientation has not been expanded past
ensuring the system is congruent with the organisations overall long term strategy is also missing. This must be an
explicit part of the stated intention of the system.
With respect to determining what factors elicit individual commitment and motivation to use a system, a review
of cognitive and behavioural theories of motivation was conducted to construct an empirically based, robust
heuristic for implementations at the individual or group level as this has not been hitherto aggregated into a user
orientated method of implementation. Cognitive and behavioural areas of research were chosen for two reasons,
namely;
a) Extrinsic theories of resistance to ERP resistance do not explain how even when the erp system is closely aligned
to its operational set up, systems still fail.
b) The authors own bias in implementation if IS systems indicated that factors intrinsic to the individual had far
greater bearing on whether there was acceptance or not.
c) Interaction theories of motivation although useful in bridging work have not made a contribution to
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implementations at the level of the individual.
d) There is room for improvement of sensitivity to perceptions and acknowledgement of individual’s preferences
and dislikes with respect to the how their role will change with the advent of and ERP type system.
The psychological contract was chosen as a vehicle for eliciting what employee’s expectations. The theory states
‘beliefs, based upon promises expressed or implied, regarding an exchange agreement between an individual and, in
organisations, the employing firm and its agents’ [35]. The implication being that it is incumbent on the organisation
to elicit from the end user not only their spoken expectations as would be catered for in sociotechnical theory but
also their unspoken expectations. The reasoning being that if the employer is able to elicit from the end user the full
range of their expectations, it places both the organisation and the end user in an ideal position to negotiate a
considered and genuine adoption and use of the new software. It must be remembered however that the contract is
reciprocal and that the organisation must also necessarily be explicit in its expectations from both the employee and
the ERP software.Results were then analysed to construct a robust means of developing psychological contract for
each end user of the system. In particular the critical end users upon which the success of the system would be
dependant. The means used to comprise the organisational side of the contract was derived from determination of
the organisations key performance indicators. Thus in combination with the review of a solid technical base for the
pre diagnostic by virtue of the enterprise architecture and software analysis, a listing of key factors gleaned from
sociotechnical theory, critical success and failure factors, business and academic to be considered for the main body
of the pre implementation diagnostic and use of the psychological contract for a feedback loop which up until now
has not been catered for. A preliminary model for testing is presented in figure 01.
7. DISCUSSION
There are a significant number of advantages to adopting an implementation procedure that necessitates the
employee and the organisation negotiating to both of their desired outcomes from an ERP implementation. Use of
the psychological contract necessitates that the organisation itself is very clear in its motives for implementing ERP.
This in turn facilitates a clear set of objectives that can be made clear to end users so there is no ambiguity. From an
employee perspective it ensures that there is a full and complete understanding, but also acceptance of what is
expected of them with respect to the new ERP system and how their roles will change as a result of its
implementation. It is critical however that the terms and timescale for negotiation of the contract are agreed at the
outset but also trigger points for the renegotiation of the contract are critical. The system cannot be enforced on end
users, to allow full and dedicated acceptance of the system it must also be within the power of the employee to be
able to reject the system. Points where disagreement or lack of understanding about the system will become
apparent at a time when the negotiations begin. Thus the organisation can actively determine early in the process
where there are possible issues with the system or in how end users roles may change as a result of using the
system.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH.
The drawback to use of the psychological contract is in the initial upfront investment in time required by both
the organisation and the employee to subscribe to the process but it is posited that the benefits outweigh the cost of
the initial organisational time and resources. The model suggested is preliminary in nature and would need to be
further refined by applying the method in case studies across different organisation types and environments to
validate the framework, thus providing data to further streamline the model. A second point to note is that an initial
investment is required by the organisation to educate the workforce in the reasoning behind use of the psychological
contract and procedures and methods for negotiation. In addition, organisations and the end user must also accept
that once a psychological contract has been agreed, breach of the contract will considerably damage the relationship
between the employee and the organisation so it is vital that both parties to the agreement strive to adhere to the
contract agreed and that trigger points for renegotiation cater for as many eventualities as is reasonable.
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Figure 01: Employee and Organisational Side Contract Loop for pre implementation Diagnostic.
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ABSTRACT
The automotive industry is continuously challenged by the growing need for customization of cars and trucks,
resulting in increasing demand on flexibility, quality and efficiency. Much investigation and development is
carried out in the field of automation of processes. However, in manual assembly this automation approach
might not be suitable when the flexibility that human operators contribute with is to be retained. In such manual
assembly environments the presentation of information becomes essential to succeed with an assembly task. This
paper focuses on supporting manual assembly workers in their information seeking behaviour which is a key
factor to respond to the issues of quality, efficiency and customization. It addresses potentially important issues
in information design that will allow workers to find, translate, and act on information sources in a demanding
situation, for instance under time pressure. The approach will take its base in controlled and automatic human
information processes and the demands this creates on information presentation in terms of identifying and
acting on information sources. A pilot study in Swedish industry has been performed within the scope of the EUproject myCar, which provides much data for this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
The automotive industry with its current assembly process is constantly moving towards a higher demand for
customization and efficiency. To meet the growing needs and demands of its customers, the automotive industry
must constantly improve quality while, at the same time, there is a need to produce more variants and remain costeffective. There are several approaches to meet these demands and whereas some of the more obvious approaches
relate to mainly technical solutions and tools such as robots and other automation systems, this paper’s focus is on
information design.
As technology advances, robots take over more and more of the work that used to require human operators,
resulting in better quality and productivity. However, a robot cannot provide the flexibility of assembly to the extent
that a human actor can and therefore robots might not be usable within certain work contexts [1, 2]
The way in which information is presented in a manual assembly domain can have a large impact on both
quality and efficiency. It is also conceivable that it could have a positive effect on work satisfaction. Many of the
information systems used in assembly today have shortcomings with respect to aspects of human factors, primarily
regarding usability. The term usability, as it is used here, is not limited to the user interface but takes into account
how, what, when and where information is presented. A problem that relates to all of these questions is that often
information is presented in ways where the worker is expected to perform various degrees of unnecessary mental
processing and actively retrieve information. This can be argued to be the result of a poor understanding of
automatic information processing (automatism) and an unnecessary need for translation of data into information. It
is the aim of this paper to provide an introduction to automatism, and show how these processes can be controlled
for increased productivity, flexibility and quality. This can be done by providing the operator with properly
designed and placed information carriers or triggers and also by supporting the users’ decision processes.
* Corresponding author: Tel.: (+46) 500-448543; Fax: (+46) 500-448599; E-mail: peter.thorvald@his.se
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An unfortunate development, which has been identified in previous studies, is that technology often determines
the terms of work [3, 4]. In contrast, in human-computer interaction (HCI), the normative aim is to put the human in
the centre and develop tools that support human behaviour and limitations. However, in manufacturing domains,
this is rarely the case. Instead, one tends to force users to work in accordance with the technological tool provided.
Technology is allowed to have demands on quality, productivity and so forth, and not vice versa. Figure 1 shows an
illustration of both normative and descriptive views of this.

Productivity

Productivity

User

User

Information system

Information system

Quality report

Quality report

Descriptive

Normative

Figure 1. Descriptive and normative views of the role of technology.

The approach in this paper is both normative and descriptive. It is descriptive from a user perspective in the
sense that certain human behaviours are described and it is normative from a technology perspective where the aim
is to outline some basic guidelines on the demands that controlled and automatic human information processing
make on technology. The outline of the paper consists of describing automatism and the types of errors that arise
from this phenomenon. Suggestions are made, primarily regarding triggers and decision point support, which will
relate to how technology can be used to either support or control the automatic processes. Triggers can be viewed in
two ways; either as simple attention getters, designed to merely snap the subject out of passive attention and into an
active information seeking mode or as an integrated part of the information system where the trigger itself carries
information. The latter view can be implemented by using picking indicators or to some extent, triggers that are
related to their referents. For example, if an item is to be chosen, a pick indicator in the form of a light indicates
both that something is to be picked and also, by its geographical position, what is to be picked.
2. HUMAN AUTOMATIC INFORMATION PROCESSING
It is widely accepted in the scientific community that humans continuously strive towards less effort in their
everyday lives [5-7], within both physical and mental aspects of work. As a result of this, recurring tasks often
become automated processes and naturally coincide with a passive attention mode. Consider the task of driving a
car. As you are learning to drive, it takes all the attention you can procure to keep the car on the road, switch gears
and to keep track of the road signs. Later on, when you have become an experienced driver, all these things seem to
have become automatic. They are done without a thought at times, passively. As early as the 19th century, William
James described the distinction between active and passive attention [8]. He described active attention as a state
where humans actively seek information whereas passive attention is when humans are passively awaiting a
situation where active attention is required. Another key difference between the two is the fact that, while in passive
attention, a stronger, immediate stimulus is required for something to be noticed. In active attention, this is not
required as a stimulus or a chunk of information can be derived from previous mental processing.
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Shiffrin and Schneider [6, 9] investigated the role of automatism in the 1970s and discovered that tasks that
require a reasonable amount of cognitive processing, sooner or later become automated in the sense that they are
performed while in a passive attention state, such as in the case of driving a car. After a task has recurred several
times, it is eventually performed without conscious processing. In the case of assembly personnel it might be that
the subject is so automated in the assembly behaviour that he or she passively performs the work, leading to
potential problems. Pilot studies performed in Swedish industry within the EU Integrated Project myCar have
shown that workers, depending on the information system, have problems noticing changes to the information while
in an automated behaviour mode as the nature of automatism also implies that these modes are very hard to break as
the subject is in passive attention mode, resulting in different types of errors.
2.1. HUMAN ERROR
There are several ways to classify the errors we, as humans, make each day. Relevant approaches to human error
might be to classify them as intentional or unintentional [10], to use a simple dichotomy between errors of
commission or errors of omission [7], to consider errors in problem detection or errors in problem diagnosis. Certain
classifications of errors have been performed, focusing on mistakes, slips, lapses and mode errors [5, 11] and the
particular focus of this paper lie on slips, which are errors where the correct intention is incorrectly carried out. Slips
are often caused by attention limitations, associations etc., things closely related to automatic information
processing. Norman [11] describes several kinds of slips; capture errors, description errors, data-driven errors,
associative activation errors and loss-of-activation errors. A few of these slips and how they can relate to quality
risks in manual assembly are discussed below.
When making a capture error, a frequently or recently performed action captures the one intended. As an
example we can consider a man who every day before work, drives his children to day care. Close by where he
drops them off is the supermarket where he frequently buys his groceries and every now and then, when he is to
drop off his children, he ends up at the supermarket, and vice versa. An error of this type appears when two
different actions begin with the same sequence [11]. In manual assembly, a similar error occurs when two work
sequences overlap or have a large degree of common ground. Consider a work sequence of A, B, C, and D. In a
high volume scenario, this sequence quickly becomes automated, resulting in less mental operation and higher
productivity as the work is carried out by routine. The sequence also becomes hard to divert from and when the
sequence is disturbed, by for example, adding a fifth task in the middle of it or replacing a task with another, the
task result would more be inclined to be a capture error. The pilot studies carried out have shown that this is not an
uncommon situation. When a part is replaced or a new part is introduced due to customization, the task of mounting
is occasionally placed in the middle of a sequence or in direct relation to it, resulting in capture errors.
In a description error, the intended action might fit several possibilities. The action might be performed
correctly but with the wrong object. This might be trying to change TV channel with the wrong remote control or as
in an example that Norman uses where a student intends to throw a t-shirt in the laundry basket but throws it in the
toilet bowl instead. Although not extremely obvious, the laundry basket and the toilet bowl do share several traits.
They are both containers with a hole on top for instance and this might be sufficient to make this error [11]. Pilot
studies have revealed quality issues that could be traced to such an error. When mounting a particular part, there
might be several appropriate hole patterns and the wrong choice in a stressed situation can be said to be a
description error.
A very common slip that many probably can relate to is simply forgetting to do something, a loss-of-activation
error. Who hasn’t walked into a room, finding that you cannot remember why you went there? What is very
interesting about these kinds of slips is that it is only the goal that is forgotten, not the action sequence. These slips
occur when there is no continuous activation of the goal [5, 11]. In assembly scenarios, this error relates closely to
the available information sources. These systems are very often designed as discrete information carriers, requiring
an explicit action from the operator to gather the information. They can be said to be discrete in the sense that they
are often only attended to once and while the information might be continuously presented, to be able to perform a
task, attention needs to be focused elsewhere, preferably on the performing of the actual task. They also require an
explicit action to gather the information they carry and are lacking in the intrusiveness that attracts attention
passively instead of actively.
Figure 2 illustrates all three of these slips. It shows the critical common ground of a capture error before a
decision point that might cause the operator to choose 3a instead of 3b, due to their similar origins. In this case, it
could be argued that it is not the decision point that is causing us problems but the common ground that precedes it.
When making a description error, tasks 3a and b show how the same action could be performed with different
objects. Differing from a capture error when the wrong task might be performed, in a description error, the task is
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correctly performed but with the wrong object. For example, assembling valve a instead of valve b is a description
error and assembling valve a instead of a bracket is a capture error. There is an anecdote about a pop band that can
be said to reflect both a capture error and a description error. The band announced a particular song but the guitarist
started playing another song. The two songs started with the same chord and when the guitarist started playing the
wrong song by the second chord, the rest of the band followed. This illustrates how vulnerable these task sequences
are. A loss-of-activation error in figure two could be seen as the inability to provide adequate support at the decision
point before 3a or 3b, resulting in the operator selecting the wrong part to assemble due to poor information
presentation or even the absence of information.
Task 3a

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Task 3b

Figure 2. Illustration of a work sequence that can lead to various types of slips.

To make concrete suggestions regarding how to remedy these problems in the complex environments that are
dealt with here is very difficult. The errors relate both to the actual decision points as well as to the work sequence
that precedes it. However, even though it might not always be the decision point that is causing the problem but
rather the work sequence, it is possible to reduce the likelihood of these errors by supporting the operator through
properly designed triggers.
3. USING TRIGGERS TO AID AUTOMATISM
A trigger, in its most basic form, is “something that prompts an activity, something that tells you that you need
to do something” [12, p. 2111, emphasis in original], and by using well-designed triggers we could provide better
support at the decision point [12-14]. The fashion in which one might approach the surprisingly large concept of
triggers might differ from a fairly object/subject driven view of a trigger’s basic properties, i.e. its visibility,
intrusiveness, and importance [14], to a more temporal view where the when and how a trigger is presented is in
focus [13, 15, 16]. Although both of these views might be crucial to good trigger design, the former requires a more
case-based approach where the quality of a trigger is very subjective and context dependent, whereas the latter is
easier to view off-line due to its objective nature. The object/subject driven view relies heavily on a subject defining
what is intrusive and important while the temporal view might be considered without it as we consider the trigger in
relation to events, not subjects [13]. Relating to the descriptive vs. normative discussion earlier, the information
system, of which the triggers are part, are often determining the way that operators work. A problem that has been
identified in the pilot studies is that triggers are often placed in such a way that the operator has to search for them,
thus negating the whole idea of a trigger. Instead these triggers should be placed so that they are accessible from
where the operator is physically located in relation to the work being performed.
Looking at the issues discussed in the previous section, there are two aspects of the trigger that need to be
considered. These are the spatial and temporal perspectives. To place a trigger correctly, we need to start
considering the work piece and the task. A trigger placed in relation to its referent might lead to a better continuous
activation of the goal, and thus, we could remedy the description errors that might arise otherwise. The operator
would have a well-placed reminder of what part is to be assembled. The capture errors and the loss-of-activation
errors could be attended to in a slightly similar way but with a focus on the temporal aspects. To clarify, let us
consider a system that is used in one of the plants where initial research within the myCar project has been
performed. In this information system, critical assembly actions are marked in the information system by a coloured
symbol, this is to draw attention to it for further investigation of the information. When the operator is to commence
work on the work piece, the information system is attended to and the trigger (the coloured symbol) is noticed.
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However, without a continuous activation of this trigger and if the operator is prevented from acting on the trigger
at once, it is very likely to be forgotten. Dix et al. [13] describe this as a stimulus-response gap where the gap
between information and action is critical. If a subject is unable to act on the information at once, the response will
get affected. There are two ways to remedy this problem. One is to simply allow the operator to act upon critical
information as soon as it is received, and another is to allow the operator to continuously attend the information or
the trigger. Today, the coloured symbol is generally attended to once due to its placement. The operator relies on
memory to perform the correct actions and naturally, this fails regularly. Probably, the operator goes back into the
automated behaviour and passive attention that the trigger is meant to break. But what if there was a way to allow
the operator to continuously attend the trigger implicitly, instead of explicitly which is the case today where the
operator actively has to find the trigger? This could be achieved through using a trigger which responds more to
temporal aspects and provides more intrusiveness. The key is to allow the operator to receive information
independently of spatial positioning. Using flashing lights or sound could provide such opportunities as their range
is greater in comparison to the existing way of presenting text and symbols on a screen. Another example of this is
pick-light systems where the shelves are equipped with LED’s that indicate what item is to be picked. In this case it
is not necessarily the range of light or the nature of the medium that facilitate an easier information gathering but
rather the geographical positioning of the trigger. An information carrier placed in close reference to the target item
allows for a simpler stimulus-response mode of work and thus the operator can act on information as it is required
and from a relevant geographical position. The stimulus-response conception can be seen as an action where the
subject is able to act (respond) directly upon incoming information (stimulus) with little or no mental processing
required. After all, the information is not needed until it is time to choose the item and presenting information
before it is needed only contributes to a larger stimulus-response gap. There is also the issue of what constitutes
information here. In the case where the operator has to receive information from a screen or something similar, it is
really data that is being presented. The operator then has to translate this into information about what item is to be
picked. In the case of a pick indicator system, there is no need for this translation or one might even argue that the
translation into a geographical position already has been made by the system. Figure 3 shows how an operator has
to store and translate information mentally before being able to act on it. Using picking indicators on the shelves
eliminates this mental processing and the operator can act directly on perceived triggers. Today’s system view is
illustrated on the left where the operator is to act upon and process data. To the right the operator acts on a trigger in
the form of a picking indicator.

Information system

Information system

Workpiece
Workpiece

Figure 3. Today’s systems to the left where the operator is to act upon and process data. To the right the operator acts on a trigger
in the form of a picking indicator.

4. THE ADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATISM
From what has been discussed so far in this paper, one might conclude that automatic information processing is
a bad thing. However, this is not by far the case. The reasons why these processes can cause problems are the same
reasons why they can contribute to a better product quality. The fact that they are very hard to break when moving
from a high volume scenario to a low level scenario can work as an advantage in a strictly high volume scenario.
They allow the operator to work on a routine basis and the risk for slips becomes significantly lower [6]. Another
major advantage of allowing for a certain degree of automatism is the fact that it also allows for a higher degree of
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parallel processing. Due to the low level of attention in an automatic processing mode, resources are freed to be
reallocated elsewhere [9]. Naturally this is also restrained by physical limitations of the human body but an example
of this reallocation of mental capacity might be when a user is able to perform one action while at the same time
preparing for the next. If a task requires little or no attention, one can use unallocated resources to plan future work.
Another recurring example, perhaps easier to relate to, is the task of driving of a car. It has already been clarified
how, when the task becomes automated, it can be performed with less explicit focus. Many use these resources to
perform other tasks while driving. One might fiddle with the stereo, talk to a passenger or talk on the phone. There
are even examples of people having breakfast and using electric razors while driving. An interesting effect has been
identified on several occasions where the driver stops talking to the passenger or on the phone when something
occurs in traffic that requires the driver’s full attention.
5. FUTURE WORK
An important aspect that has not been discussed in this paper but which will be further investigated in future
work is what information is to be presented. Among other things, future work will focus on minimalism in
information design where, similarly to lean manufacturing, one strives towards presenting as little information as
possible to better amplify what is truly important. For example, if an operator at a work station has two valves to
choose from depending on the work piece, and these are both mounted using the same bolts, then perhaps
presenting the bolts on the information system is unnecessary. What the operator needs to know is what valve is to
be chosen and if information about the bolts is required, this should be covered in the training phase or perhaps it
could be made available through explicit search for more information. Minimalist design, which is frequently
employed within HCI [17], allows for a significant reduction of noise within the interface. The operator is only
presented the information that is needed when it is needed, which also results in a more easily navigated interface.
In future studies, among other things, a range of different information systems will be investigated. The screenbased systems of today are generally limiting the operator to be positioned in a certain way to be able to read the
screen. Using flashing lights or even sound instructions would probably increase the range of information and
would allow the user to move away from the information source and still receive information. To investigate this,
and also to gain a greater understanding of the effects of controlling automated processes, studies will take place
both in labs and in live assembly domains. Furthermore, a case study will be carried in an assembly factory where
the focus will lie on the existing information context and how it is designed in terms of cognitive capacity
limitations.
A very relevant issue that has not been handled here is the information value of a trigger. As stated, triggers can
be seen both as simple attention getters and as actual information carriers. When discussing the information value
of different objects, it is unavoidable to consider the affordances or semantics of a product [18, 19]. This will be an
important part of future studies in information design and should be a factor when evaluating new and existing
information mediums.
6. SUMMARY
One of the most critical points in information presentation in manual assembly is the question of how to catch
the users’ attention and keeping it. As we have discussed, it is the nature of human attention to generate its own
extinction in that all repeated actions sooner or later become automated [6, 8]. This automated information
behaviour can be seen from two sides, it can be viewed as an opportunity in high volume scenarios where the
operator can be argued to be less prone for error due to the fact that he acts on reflex and performs the same action
over and over again. On the other hand, when we introduce a low volume scenario where a work piece is to be
assembled in a different way, the automated information behaviour becomes a liability. In these scenarios we need
to support the operator in a way that allows breaking away from the automated behaviours. This can be done, as
described, by giving support, not only at decision points, but during the entire work sequence. This mainly includes
allowing the operator to receive information without necessarily having to employ an active information search but
rather receiving the information implicitly and independent of the operator’s position relative to the work piece.
Pilot studies have shown that a large amount of current focus is on what information should be presented. However,
as discussed, the temporal and geographical factors are just as important. It is not enough to consider what
information is to be conveyed to the operator but for increased quality, when and where information is presented is
equally important to be able to break automatic processes when appropriate and support the operator’s work.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the concept of the Temporal Think TankTM (T3TM), a temporary in-house research center, based on case
studies with a highly automated global manufacturer and in various SME’s. The T3TM brings individuals from across the
organization together in a team setting in which they are charged to look at the future, develop their decision-making skills, and
use entrepreneurial thinking to incubate new processes, products, or processes. After an appropriate time in the Temporal Think
TankTM, the individuals return to their regular position to implement the best practices and best ideas, thus spurring the
organization forward. At intervals, the Temporal Think TanksTM can be reconvened, or reconstituted with new participants.
This approach prepares technology champions for the SME, who can return to the organization with a fresh outlook and
renewed energy to keep the enterprise at the peak of efficiency and effectiveness.

1. INTRODUCTION
A company at the peak of its efficiency in the modern manufacturing world is only as good as its last new
product or process innovation. As more and more companies “Lean Out” their engineering staffs to maintain their
productivity between design phases, they do so at the cost of creative time. The remaining staff members are
charged with many day-to-day tasks that are not conducive to reflection, planning, or strategic thinking.
Consider what may be a typical day for an engineer in a technical small or medium sized manufacturing
enterprise (SME). Upon arriving in the morning, a review of the previous day’s quality reports lead to decisions for
managing the process for the day’s production; these must be communicated (often in person) to the production
managers, foremen, and line workers. Next, a review of material reports frequently requires following up with
personnel in purchasing or directly with suppliers. Sales requests, field reports, or problem reports may require the
engineer to deal with personnel in marketing, field representatives, or customers. Meetings with other engineers,
managers, and staff can take several hours. Every day is very full with reviewing and reporting, which leaves little,
if any, time to consider future technical directions, competitors’ products, or what and how to make improvements.
How can an organization, and the engineer, maintain peak performance and compete in this fast paced and dynamic
environment when their days are spent putting out brush fires that require immediate response?
Now imagine that day last June … The technical manager (an engineer) for ABC Linkages is driving to work
listening to his favorite business broadcast. Just as he approaches the office he hears that Bouncer Linkages, a
chief competitor, has just introduced a revolutionary new suspension system that all of the OEM auto manufacturers
are raving about: “It will change the way cars work” says one; another says, “If only our supplier had come up with
this ‘trick’, but they didn’t so we really have no choice but to change vendors.” And ABC Linkages is this
“supplier.” With a heavy heart the manager enters the building wondering how his lean team is going to catch up.
Everyone’s plate is full – and those empty desks once used by the old design team are not helping either. If only he
and a few key people could be withdrawn from their daily schedules to get to work on new product designs like in
the old days when the engineering staff was “fat”.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: (218) 726-7947; Fax: (218) 726-8596; E-mail: rlindek1@d.umn.edu
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A company like ABC Linkages represents so many companies dotting the landscape in our rapidly changing
manufacturing, and service, environment. Many times, when this scenario is played out, the company, even with its
lean attitude and philosophy, just can not pull its resources together quickly enough to survive this kind of shock.
Sure “ABC” was customer-focused, was keeping control of its value stream, was investing in the latest technology,
but even so, they found themselves with no answer in this sea change and thus they will likely flounder, perhaps
even sinking completely. What could they have done to have avoided this shocking Black Friday?
In this paper we will explore a reasonable approach that can, and should, be taken by any company, regardless
of size. This approach is one where management works closely with their staff to identify persons of vision, from
all functional areas, and temporarily sets them aside from their day-to-day responsibilities to work toward the future
survival of the organization. This idea we call the Temporal Think Tank (T3™). Through this work, new ideas are
germinated, cultivated, inspected for soundness, then planted within the operation of the organization by their
“champions.” These champions are the very people who worked apart for some time (the “Temporal” measured in
weeks, months, or perhaps even a year or two) in the T3™ incubating new ideas for product or process. They
become the idea champion when they return to “line operations.” Once they resume their old job, they are further
charged with inserting their newly developed ideas into the fabric of the company.
In this paper, “traditional” approaches to innovation are explored through literature research; case studies of
several successful applications of T3™-like activities in SME’s and large manufacturers are presented. Then drawn
from these case studies, we propose a generally applicable protocol, perhaps representing a full paradigm shift, for
developing and maintaining a T3™ with lessons for management and a map to success.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: TRADITIONAL INNOVATION TECHNIQUES
The critical role that sustained innovation plays in companies for long-term survival has been discussed by
numerous researchers [1]. In fact, the management of innovation and change has been regarded as the most vital of
management’s tasks [2]. Creative ideas that spark innovation may come in part by chance, but without an
environment that contains all the essential elements for change and a mind to recognize the possibility of change,
value of those ideas will never be realized through innovation and soon the ideas will drain out [3]. To create an
open environment that encourages creativity and innovation, different strategies have been proposed, ranging from
management and leadership issues to the design of a physical space that facilitates information flow and support for
innovation at different stages [4].
In general, it is recommended that top management recognize the need for change and address innovation
systematically: make innovation an integral part of the business; set widely shared goals and directions; develop
strong leadership that guides, inspires, and directs innovation; define innovation strategies, design innovation
portfolios, and encourage value creation; match innovation to the business strategy; align metrics and rewards
mechanism with the innovation strategy; address reluctance to change within the organization [5, 6, 7].
Specific solutions to inspire organizational innovation offered by world class innovators and researchers include
[7, 8]:
•

Confront people about what or how they are doing their job and persuade them that the way they work has
room for improvement

•

Broaden employers’ perspectives by helping them see through others’ eyes and recognize different types of
innovation, especially those ones missed out by other companies and promote risk taking, train people not
to be afraid of failure, and experiment like crazy

•

Hire people with diverse skills, talents, and scientific background, sometimes outside of the company’s
industry, to help the company challenge the status quo and bring different frames of reference toward a
problem, build a culture that welcomes all kinds of ideas, and screen and select ideas efficiently

•

Mandate information sharing. Create an environment that is collaborative, not competitive, and build
conviction, make people’s work visible and meaningful to unleash their energy and enthusiasm

•

Allocate just the right time and money to a project: enough for the researchers/innovators to explore new
ideas and ask “what if” questions, but tight enough to create the pressure that heightens creativity and to
enforce quick and viable solutions

•

Recognize and reward creative efforts

2
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When studied as a whole, it seems that the consultant as innovator, a person with the ability to look in on the
organization, would have a major role to play in traditional innovation efforts. But in a Lean Organization, can not
those struggling day-to-day be a resource for change, innovation and improvement?
To make organizations successful innovators, it is also suggested that they focus on improving their weakest link
in their innovation value chain be it idea generation, idea conversion, or idea diffusion, since it is this weakest link
that limits the organization’s innovation capacity. Bringing individuals from across units to brainstorm issues and
tapping external partners for ideas generation both contribute at the idea generation stage. Strong screening and
funding mechanisms are needed at the conversion level to select innovative ideas that can be turned into revenuegenerating products, services, and processes. The use of Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)
analysis should also be conducted as we convert ideas into action. At the last stage, having relevant constituencies
in the organization is necessary to support the diffusion of innovation to various departments, desirable geographic
locations, channels and customer groups [9].
As part of the emerging trends in innovation management, adopting basic research ideas and early-stage applied
research from outside researchers and outsourcing advanced development and product innovation have been
proposed as a new engine of growth to keep companies at the frontier of their industry [10]. Companies also need
to watch for freely revealed user innovations, especially those by lead users, and be ready to adapt to the usercentric innovation system by: selling users a platform for innovation, selling user innovations as commercial
products, and selling complementary products related to user innovations [11].
In many industries, outsourcing basic research to universities has long provided fundamental knowledge for new
product streams and process improvement, and has become an industry standard practice [10]. Such collaborative
effort among higher education institutions and industry was developed in the 1990’s, with funding assistance
through the American federal government. As an example, the Manufacturing Improvement Process (MIP) Program
was in place in Minnesota, USA, and concentrated on helping small and medium enterprises to learn, adapt to
radically changing market conditions, and seek improvements throughout the organization by starting with
manufacturing operations. The MIP program was developed with the close guidance and cooperation of a Fortune
100 manufacturing company, which had used a similar practice within its various divisions and understood the
value in increasing the capabilities of SME’s, several of which were or could become suppliers to this firm.
Essentially, the MIP model concentrated on problem identification and root cause analysis, which led to generation
of potential solutions, that were then evaluated, tested, and implemented. A critical part was the identification of
future issues and a plan in which they could also be addressed [12].
Critical elements needed to be present in SME’s in order for the MIP program to have a reasonable likelihood of
success. The most important of these was having an executive sponsor of the program, a history of successful
implementation of technologies in the firm, support of the managers, clearly articulated goals of the organization,
alignment of MIP goals with the goals of the organization, ability to capitalize on capacity improvements by
increasing throughput, and a corporate culture where employees have respect and influence. Five case studies were
presented in which program success was related to these factors [13]. Results from the projects that focused on
firms with fewer than 50 employees are summarized by Wyrick [14]. The MIP project led to greater
competitiveness of the companies and resulted in growth in the number of jobs, findings relevant to regional
economic development, were presented in Sweden [15].
Even though there are many general rules, no “one-size-fits-all” model exists to help different types of
organizations gain innovation capability. Rather than copying the best practices, a tailored approach should be
adopted to address an organization’s innovation value chain based on its structure and characteristics [9]. For most
process-focused companies with an inflexible organizational structure, literature suggests a negative impact on their
organizational creativity [16]. In such an environment, the emphasis is on the explicit command-and-control side of
the organization and the structure to get things done, which, as noted by Brown and Duguid [17], runs at the risk of
losing organizational creativity if no innovation practice exists. As innovation has no reliable templates, rules,
processes, or even measures of success [7], the challenge is to involve the employees in changes and innovations
without affecting the everyday operations. To address this issue, practices observed at the operational level, to
improve internal innovation capability for process-focused organizations, will be discussed in the next section.
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3. PARTICIPATORY CASE STUDIES--TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL CHANGE
In this section, cases studies exploring methods to achieve process and product innovation will be detailed.
These cases, participated in by the authors, provide the seeds for the full paradigm shift in innovation techniques
represented by the T3™ that are first introduced here in this manuscript.
3.1. CASE OF THE SME’S: THE HEMPAC PROGRAM
The Manufacturing Improvement Process (MIP) program, as introduced in the preceding literature review, was
run through the Higher Education Manufacturing Process Applications Consortium (HEMPAC). HEMPAC
consisted of several regional universities and colleges in Minnesota. A typical MIP project team was placed in a
participating SME with the aim of radically improving manufacturing operations and transforming the corporate
culture to embrace change. The MIP team consisted of a faculty team leader, two key employees selected by senior
management of the participating firm with input from the project leader, and two student interns (typically at least
one engineering major and sometimes a business or technology major). Projects tended to run for six months, with
all team members dedicated to the project for at least the first three months, followed by at least half-time on the
project for the rest of the project; employees assumed the role of project leaders on additional projects during the
second three months of the program. Teams had a room dedicated for their activities to prevent distractions.
Training and team building were important elements in each project.
As a project leader with four firms of very small size, fewer than 50 employees, one of the authors was in a
position to directly observe the varying degrees of success of these projects. The goal for all of the MIP projects,
regardless of their size, was really the same: to transform the firm into a learning organization. This was only
possible by having a team with employees sequestered from their normal job for a long period of time. The MIP
process was about changing the culture of the organization, and it required key people to be assigned to the MIP
team and the trust of their managers that it was the right thing to do.
The MIP process first clearly identified and articulated the problem to be addressed; this ranged from “It takes
too long for us to ship orders to our customers,” to “We can’t explain how we make our product, we just do it.” The
team would assess the current situation as it actually existed, not as how people wish it were or how they thought
management wanted it to look; this frequently led to “moments of truth” for the owners and managers as problem
areas were identified and presented to them, often for the first time. Managers and owners were kept apprised of
findings throughout the project, so there were no surprises during the major presentations. In addition to problem
identification and root cause analysis, the teams would present recommended solutions at the baseline review. The
success of the MIP team, and evolution of the firm, relied on the attitude and actions of the managers and owners at
these meetings. For owners who recognized that they had opportunities to significantly enhance their competitive
position, they typically greeted the recommendations of the team with great enthusiasm and encouraged the team to
continue to develop the skills of the employees on the team and spread future projects out to include and develop
other employees; these firms tended to improve their competitive positions and grew in revenues and in persons
employed. For owners who interpreted the team presentation as a negative analysis of their managerial ability, the
projects tended to receive only token further support and the firm ultimately reverted to its old status quo.
The most successful MIP projects occurred in organizations that had in place all of the critical success factors
identified in Section 2 [13]. What led to the success of these teams, ultimately, was the ability of key employees to
be removed from the day-to-day “firefighting” of their normal jobs so they could join a team of individuals with
very different backgrounds and have the time and peace to take a high-level approach to the project. When the MIP
teams were finished at the organization, these employees continued to serve as role models and mentors to others in
the firm. It should be noted that years later, a number of owners have expressed their desire to be able to bring the
HEMPAC people back together and pursue another MIP program.
3.2. CASE OF THE HIGHLY AUTOMATED LEAN ORGANIZATION
One of the authors has spent a significant amount of time working (1992-94, 1997-99, 2003-05) with a major
manufacturing organization (the company) that uses an innovation development lab approach to envisioning and
proving new manufacturing technologies. This company often appeared to reward its most promising and
innovative young engineers with a transfer to a staff position at this concept development “lab”, taking them out of
the grind of a production-focused line job. This lab had an independent budget and was free to study many ideas
that would be considered radical in the regular manufacturing plant. Some of the author’s early work focused on
advanced machining processes in alloys not often used by the company. During this research effort, the company
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had a young manufacturing engineer who was temporarily assigned to the lab; he was interested in bringing the
author’s new technology into his organization and was able to provide development funds to this end [18].
Later, while working with this same company on a different technical problem, this author again interfaced with
the development lab, now using a different name and a completely different staff. The person who was the author’s
contact earlier was no longer there. He had returned to his original manufacturing organization and responsibilities
where he had worked to “commission” several ideas from the studies conducted during his time at the development
lab. Later still, the author had business with the company on another project and found that while the concept lab
was very much alive, it had again morphed into an organization fundamentally different from the one in his earlier
relationships. It became obvious that this company had developed a method for growing innovation by using its
own people in a different lab environment than one often encounters in large organizations where the research
division is an independent operation working on projects of its own interest, hopefully coinciding with the parent’s
goals, but not one charged with delivering a timely and ready payback to the rest of the organization.
This manufacturing organization had learned great lessons from its in-house development lab and saw the need
to grow this concept in other far reaching divisions of its business organization. One was built in an international
division. It was charged with generating revolutionary ideas to keep the divisions’ manufacturing processes at the
leading edge of technology within its highly competitive industry sector [19]. This center was studying many very
innovative material usage and assembly ideas, with a carefully selected resident engineer managing several. These
included a fundamentally new way to weld assemblies together, a method that showed great promise for consumers
everywhere. They also were experimenting with a virtual reality system to aid in final assembly and maintenance
troubleshooting by providing drawings and work instructions in real time to assembly workers and maintenance
specialists as they performed their tasks. Additionally, they were studying alternative methods for the rapid
construction of tools and dies using robotic welders to lay up hard materials, a state of the art in robotic weld control
idea. Many of the ideas that were being studied showed great promise. The company, unfortunately, was forced to
dissolve the organization during a difficult economic downturn. The resident engineers were distributed back into
production departments where it was hoped that they could bring back many of the ideas under study for immediate
implementation. The dissolution of the center was quite sudden and most of the ideas were never implemented
since an orderly transition back to the line was not conducted. To the credit of the company, the engineers were
reassigned to areas that may have been ready to incorporate the ideas. But the job of growing them, without
mentors and supervisors knowledgeable about their work or even colleagues in their former lab whom they could
consult when technical difficulties arose, doomed most of the ideas. Additionally, several of the most promising
young research engineers decided to leave the organization.
When examined after the fact, the use of an in-house innovation lab proved to be a valuable resource for this
company, but it was often the orderly transition back to work that made the most sense, and economic benefit, for
the company. The most successful innovations came when the engineers moved back to where they originated and
there into the hands of trusted supervisors and colleagues familiar with their strengths, and weakness as well.
3.3. CASE OF THE KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION: THE UNIVERSITY SABBATICAL
Universities have long recognized the value in periodically releasing its faculty members so they can pursue a
new research direction, gain experience in a different setting (perhaps in industry or in a different country), and
return with a new sense of purpose and vitality. The sabbatical leave in North America typically allows faculty to
take either a semester off at full pay or an academic year at half-pay. The faculty member thus has an option to take
a longer period of time (which may require finding an employer or grant to supplement the half-pay) or to take a
shorter amount of time but feel free to concentrate on their own projects.
The sabbatical promotes faculty to continue learning in order to improve his or her teaching and research.
Universities look at the sabbatical as an important investment in their human capital. The obvious up front cost is to
pay a professor their salary, even though that faculty member is not teaching or doing service at the institution
during that time; in addition, the university has to pay another person to do the teaching, and possibly the service,
that the person on sabbatical is not doing. The university recognizes that the value to be gained, perhaps in
publications, research contacts and contracts, and enhanced networking and visibility for the university, far exceeds
the initial costs.
From the viewpoint of the university, the “best” sabbatical is when a faculty member returns refreshed, vibrant
with new energy, has developed on-going working relationships with researchers at another institution, and has the
ability to bring new resources and opportunities to the university. The fundamental element is that the faculty
member be allowed to have the substantial time needed to become part of a team outside what could normally occur.
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4. A NEW APPROACH: THE TEMPORAL THINK TANK™ (T3™), AN IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
In this section, drawn from lessons learned in the case studies, the concept of the Temporal Think Tank™
(T3™) and issues to be considered before and during the implementation process are discussed. While these T3™
centers may often be operated within an organization, they can also be an ex-organizational innovation tools shared
among several small companies.
4.1. STAFFING CONSIDERATIONS
As a company contemplates the development of their own T3™, many questions have to be addressed. What
will we do to “pick up the slack” if we dispatch some of our top people to temporary duty away from their job?
Will we get any return if we place a person in this environment? Who of our staff will be the best choice for this
assignment? Are we really in need of doing this assignment? All are legitimate questions, most are nearly
impossible to answer. As a company performs its annual SWOT analysis, many of the issues often raised, like those
here, are automatically answered. Surely it is through opportunity and threat that the T3™ mission evolves. The
T3™ organization should be headed by the highest level of management and be staffed in collaboration with the
managers of finance, marketing, technical design, and operations. It is, after all, a tool of the strategic thinkers at a
company. In Figure 1, which is a road map to operation of the T3™, we see that each of the functional arms of the
company/organization nominates a member for assignment to the T3™. These persons are evaluated by top
management and elected to membership after they present their ideas. This presentation should include ideas they
wish to explore and how they see these ideas moving the company ahead when SWOT issues are considered. The
candidates for replacement can be narrowed, once a steady state has been achieved in the T3™; however,
acceptability will involve fitness with the current membership of the T3™ and balance with the evolving
organizational mission and the focused mission of the T3™.
Before a candidate can assume their role in the T3™, their home department will require them to detail their
“regular job”, by writing a standard operating practice or job description. This will rank current tasks, indicating
level of completion and plans for handoff to fellow workers. This will assure that no tasks are dropped when the
person takes the temporary position, which may last up to 12 months or longer. Once there, new members will be
teamed with current members as a study buddy. The buddy should be a member who is nearing completion of their
tenure on the T3™ team. New members are encouraged to contact vendors, research centers and even competitors
to discuss collaboration and finalize ideas they will try to develop. After the first month, they are required to make
a short presentation of their findings. These progress reports are used as a focusing tool.

Figure 1: The T3™ organization is departmentally driven, nominations are made
through company needs identified during SWOT analysis and chosen individuals
are expected to return to their home departments upon completion of their assignment
Due to the temporary nature of staff appointments, for the T3™ to be a success, a professional manager will
likely be needed. This could be a highly placed manager from (marketing, design or operations) within the
organization whose time is split between their “day job” and the T3™ or a dedicated manager if the organization is
large enough to carry the overhead. This manager conducts the regular review sessions, chairs the selection
committee and acts as a guide and mentor to new members are they cycle in and ultimately out of the center.
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4.2 BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS
The T3™ is clearly driven through management by functional, departmental control. As such, when a
department nominates a member to the T3™ they are expected to contribute to the operation of the T3™. Using this
source of funding, and a healthy stipend from corporate marketing and research budgets, should provide adequate
funding to maintain the T3™. A successfully operating T3™ should also be in position to seek external funding
from various agencies to explore state of the art ideas. An example of this type of funding was observed by one of
the authors during a sabbatical leave where the organization he was affiliated with had joined a robotic control
development consortium funded by a governmental agency [20].
The funding for the T3™ should be used to provide liberal travel budgets to the incumbents. Members should be
encouraged to travel to trade shows, conferences in their fields of interest, to vendors, customers and even
competitors’ operations. Here they should be encouraged to present their ideas and conduct dialog with peers as
they struggle with innovation. Parochialism must be discouraged!
Other uses for the funds would be to obtain design and prototyping tools, including both software and hardware,
conduct training seminars using recognized experts, and even work toward the development of a pilot plant and/or
model shop. Clearly, the occasional retreat for teambuilding might be a beneficial use of T3™ funding, typically
after successful times when many of old members have returned to their department and new members are just
arriving. Wise use of the budget, to expand the capabilities of the members to envision a wider solution, will
provide lasting benefits to the company as a whole.
4.3 IMPLEMENTING THE T3™: ROLLING OUT CHANGE AND INNOVATION
For any new idea to become “the way business is done” it must either be so overwhelmingly outstanding as to
render all past ideas meaningless or it has to be sold to an organization in parts and proved to be better than what
was “the norm” before. Rarely would one expect the overwhelming idea to come along. Perhaps the use of the
assembly line for automotive manufacture as developed in the early 1900’s could be considered one. But even that
overwhelming idea did not instantly become the norm for all automotive manufacturing operations. Assembly line
methods required a lot of time and “selling” to be adopted by rival manufactures after Ford’s revolution. While the
use of the business computer and the internet for purchasing, and sales, is the norm in nearly all businesses now, it
was not too many years ago when the first e-tailers were considered revolutionaries, and perhaps just a passing fad.
Now, of course, nearly all main stream retail companies have their internet stores.
How, then, can we expect to integrate a new product, process or service methodology into the basic fabric of an
organization? Typically it is accomplished through the efforts of champions. The champion as a process
improvement specialist is not a new concept. It has been part of the equation for six sigma and quality engineering
for many years. However, here we are not talking about a person who is the touch point and leader for process
improvement, within the existing environment, but one who is charged by management to bring about “sea
changes” in either the processes or products that form the basic health of the organization. This champion is the
person who labored in the T3™ researching, testing and ultimately perfecting a brand new way to do the company’s
business. These sea changes may take the form of revolutionary business tactics, like the early e-tailers, or the form
of a radical manufacturing process like the assembly line. The difficulty for many companies is to determine when
to cut the innovation champion loose from the “safe environment” of the T3™, where idea incubation is the goal,
and return them, as a champion, to the hectic environment of the company’s day-to-day business schedule.
As we saw in our case reviews, the timing of the dissolution of a T3™ can lead to problems. If the organization
is in crisis when the T3™ is split up, many of the best ideas that are not completely ready for implementation can
languish. Additionally, some of the T3™ team will leave the organization, feeling the pressure of the return to the
bustle of their regular job and the added burden required to sell their nearly ready sea changing ideas to an already
overwhelmed staff. The authors suggest that membership turnover be part of the orderly operation of the T3™. We
feel that the best transition is through the efforts of management and the members of the T3™. The T3™ should
conduct regular staff seminars followed by decisions on which ideas are the closest to implementation, and reflect
the most promise to drive the company forward. These ideas are the ones whose champions are returned to regular
duty, hopefully along with a significant bonus. This way, returning to the regular staff carries an incentive in both
pride of a job well done and a monetary reward for taking on the extra responsibility of implementation.
Implementation actions must be a key part of the champion’s job after return to regular duty. They will need to
complete an implementation checklist and perform weekly progress briefings to management and the T3™. This
feedback loop will help get the ideas quickly into the normal business operations, and help to focus the efforts of the
T3™ in selecting the next ideas ripe for implementation.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: EXPECTED RESULTS AND RETURNS OF T3™
As noted by Ronald T. Kadish, a former director of the Missile Defense Agency in the U.S. DoD, reorganizing
people into a new structure stimulates them to rethink what they are doing on a day-to-day basis and helps them to
complete their work more innovatively [7]. The T3™ is such a mechanism. It takes employees away from their
routine work for a while and gets their minds refreshed with new idea generation and implementation exercises. As
it is organized, and taking the long view, the T3™ must be considered a synergic tool that will eventually cement
mid- to upper-management of the company as it looks to its future. Persons, who have worked cooperatively in a
new product/process innovation team sometime during their career, will better understand and respect each other as
the company evolves. This means a company that will remain competitive through upheavals in the marketplace,
and its own industry, as it is strengthened as a whole by the internal trust that each former T3™ member has in the
others’ abilities to identify problems and solve them.
We can conclude that many organizations have become so lean that they cannot afford to stand back to take a
strategic look at their competitive situation. To address this, we recommend that T3™ teams be implemented to
address the key technical and business issues facing the firm using the implementation techniques detailed here.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose selected flexibility measures, which can quantify flexibility and eventually integrate it
into the change management processes of manufacturing organizations, aiming to increase effectiveness and
competitiveness of the European industry. These measures can be utilized either stand-alone or integrated into a
change management system to influence the change direction. A classification model supporting flexibility related
aspects is also discussed. A case study presenting a recommended integration of flexibility into a change
management process is described. Additionally, a service-oriented architecture on IT level that can be adopted in
order to combine the flexibility calculation with the change management is presented. The final objective is to
investigate the integration of quantified flexibility indicators into the change management processes of a
manufacturing organization.

1. INTRODUCTION
For many decades, cost and production rates were the most important performance criteria in manufacturing, and
manufacturers relied on dedicated mass production systems in order to achieve economies of scale [1]. Nowadays,
manufacturing organizations understand that these criteria have been diversified. The competition has increased and
the customer base is more mature. Cost and production rates are not considered adequate criteria anymore.
Chryssolouris comments: “As living standards improve, it is increasingly evident that the era of mass production
is being replaced by the era of market niches. The key to creating products that can meet the demands of a
diversified customer base, is a short development cycle yielding low cost, high quality goods in sufficient quantities
to meet demand. This makes flexibility an increasingly important attribute to manufacturing” [1].
The turbulent market environments dictate frequent reconfigurations to adapt to emerging demands. In order to
efficiently adapt, the manufacturing systems, in question, have to be flexible. Flexibility has to be considered in the
“change decisions” of the stakeholders. However, in order to consider flexibility, companies must have a way of
evaluating flexibility quantitatively [1].
2. FLEXIBILITY CLASSIFICATION OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
High flexibility or low sensitivity to a change provides a manufacturing system with three principal advantages.
It is convenient to think of these advantages as arising from the various types of flexibility that can be summarized
in three main categories as in Chryssolouris [1]:
• Product flexibility enables a manufacturing system to make a variety of part types using the same equipment.
Over the short term, this means that the system has the capability of economically using small lot sizes to
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adapt to the changing demands for various products (this is often referred to as production-mix flexibility).
Over the long term, this means that the system’s equipment can be used across multiple product life cycles,
increasing investment efficiency.
• Capacity flexibility allows a manufacturing system to vary the production volumes of different products to
accommodate changes in the volume demand, while remaining profitable. It reflects the ability of the
manufacturing system to contract or expand easily. It has been traditionally seen as being critical for maketo-order systems, but is also very important in mass production, especially for high-value products such as
automobiles.
• Operation flexibility refers to the ability to produce a set of products using different machines, materials,
operations, and sequences of operations. It results from the flexibility of individual processes and machines,
that of product designs, as well as the flexibility of the structure of the manufacturing system itself. It
provides breakdown tolerance – the ability to maintain a sufficient production level even when machines
break down or humans are absent.
Furthermore, in order to classify manufacturing systems, based on their flexibility related aspects, an appropriate
classification model needs to be identified. The aim is not only to study flexibility at a machine level but also at
other levels of the enterprise. Thus, to examine the possibility of an indirect aggregation of flexibility indicators,
starting from machine level and ranging up to a production network, a classification model has to be utilized, in
order to view the manufacturing organization in a hierarchy mode.
The following coherent classification model is provided in [1]):
•

Resource Level

•

Work Center Level

•

Job Shop Level

•

Factory Level

The highest level in hierarchy, the factory, corresponds to the system as a whole. A factory can be divided into
job shops, which are sets of work centers commonly producing a family of products. A work center consists of
resources capable of performing similar manufacturing processes. For example, a turning work center may include
some or all of the lathes of a job shop. It should be noted at this point that there is no need for all individual
resources to be at the same location in the factory, since a work center is only a logical grouping of resources. A
resource is an individual production unit such as a machine, a human worker or a manufacturing cell (a group of
machines and auxiliary devices (e.g. robots) that work together to perform an operation).
However, when it comes to flexibility, the need for the supply and manufacturing chain perspective of the
enterprise to be addressed, can also be identified. Therefore, another level should be added, that of the network.
This level addresses the production network of the enterprise and the outside partners of the enterprise, namely
suppliers and subcontractors. Additionally, since the flexibility aspects of resource and work center (group of
similar resources) could similarly be perceived, we arrive at the following classification model of four hierarchy
levels:
•

Level 1: Resource Level (Workplace-Machine)

•

Level 2: Job Shop Level ( Production Line)

•

Level 3: Factory Level (Factory)

•

Level 4: Network Level (Network)

According to this model, the various production levels of the enterprise can be classified based on the flexibility
type that is more significant at each level (Figure 1). This provides engineers with a quick overview of which
flexibility types should be monitored and eventually enhanced at each production level of their enterprise. Figure 1,
provides an example of this correlation utilizing different flexibility types and the classification model proposed
previously. It can also be noted, that as it can be seen from this picture, the three flexibility types which are on the
main focus (product, capacity and operation flexibility as discussed previously), appear in all four production levels.
The classification scheme presented here, may of course differ, since modifications are frequently required to adapt
to the classification scheme, according to the particularities of the manufacturing organization under study, however,
the proposed approach can be used as a basis for the process.
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Figure 1: Correlation of production levels with flexibility types

In the second paradigm, another classification scheme is proposed. In this case, the various manufacturing
elements are classified according to their flexibility and the previously defined classification model (Figure 2). This
enables a quantifiable taxonomy, which requires that the flexibility of the production systems within the enterprise
has been quantitatively assessed. This can also be extended to a network level, where supply chain flexibility may
be incorporated. The following figure provides the general concept of these arguments. In this figure, each resource,
job shop, factory, supplier and subcontractor can be positioned according to its evaluated flexibility.
This way, the engineer can have a thorough overview of the flexibility that is demonstrated by the various
internal and external elements of the manufacturing enterprise. Moreover, by examining this classification, the
engineer can assess how the various elements of the production enterprise can respond to emerging demands and
properly decide as to which elements need to be upgraded. This can also apply to the network level where, by
selecting the more flexible suppliers and subcontractors, the engineer is able to indirectly enhance the flexibility of
the company.

Figure 2: Example of classification based on quantitative flexibility evaluation
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3. FLEXIBILITY EVALUATION
However, in order to consider flexibility, companies must have a way of evaluating flexibility quantitatively [1].
This will enable the integration of flexibility to decision making procedures and taxonomies as proposed in the
previous chapter. In order for this to be achieved , the flexibility evaluation toolbox developed in [2] can be utilized.
Five individual flexibility measures compose the flexibility evaluation toolbox: The POC [3][4][5], the ζ-analogy
method [4][6], the Desyma [7][8], the FLEXIMAC [9] and the reaction-time analogy [10]. Short descriptions for
each of the five flexibility measures are provided in [2] and are repeated hereafter:
• Penalty of Change (POC). POC is a generic measure since it can be applied to different flexibility types and
combines both technological and economical terms.
• DESYMA (Design of Systems for Manufacture) is based on measuring flexibility with the help of demand
probabilities.
• The ‘ζ-analogy’ method. This method makes use of an analogy between a manufacturing and a mechanical
system.
• FLEXIMAC can be valuable for comparing different production systems when they have been exposed to a
similar excitation of the external environment.
• The ‘Reaction-Time’ analogy method is an approach to modeling and analysis of the dynamic behaviour of
manufacturing systems.
The flexibility evaluation toolbox provides the means of addressing a wide range of cases at different enterprise
levels. Additionally, another advantage of the flexibility evaluation toolbox is that the hosted measures can be
appropriately selected in order to readily exploit simple data available from the installed IT systems of the company.
The main attainment is that depending upon the case, under study, the responsible stakeholder is able to select the
most appropriate measure from the flexibility evaluation toolbox in order to quantitatively measure flexibility.
4. FLEXIBILITY AND RECONFIGURATION OF PRODUCTION LINES
In this section, the integration of flexibility evaluation in a change management procedure is investigated.
Production firms usually divide their workshop floor into a number of separated production lines that are
specifically assigned to the production of one model or a specific model range. According to the specific objectives
of the company, often in terms of production to demand ratio, each model is allocated to a specific production line.
However, manufacturing enterprises, in strong competitive environments, frequently have to consider the
reconfiguration of their production lines to adapt to emerging demands.
In this case, the reconfiguration of the production lines in a factory is examined from the time point of the initial
change triggers until the final implementation. This process has been divided into four basic phases; the change
definition phase, the detail planning phase, the decision making phase and the final implementation phase. As
expected, during these basic phases, secondary activities take place as shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 3, it is indicated where Flexibility Evaluation (FE) should take place in order to support the
reconfiguration and direct it towards better results. Both flexibility evaluation and system lifecycle change
management activities are addressed. Flexibility evaluation takes place in order for the final decision of the new
factory layout plan to be supported. According to the produced flexibility indicators, a reconsideration of the final
plan may take place. Additionally, during the final assessment of the implemented reconfiguration, the flexibility
evaluation can inform the engineer about the flexibility of the new production layout being available and indicate
any existing bottlenecks.
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Figure 3: Reconfiguration phases
Figure 4, provides more details for each phase concerning the specific case that has been studied. The related
timeframe and the exploitation of flexibility evaluation are also indicated. The flexibility evaluation supports the
decisions of the stakeholders being responsible by indicating the most flexible solution that may be applied. In other
cases, flexibility evaluation may also support investment decisions. Practical approaches and examples of flexibility
evaluation have been provided among others in [3][4][5][7].

Figure 4: Reconfiguration of production lines
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5. IT INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT
In this section, we shortly describe a software platform that can be utilized in order for flexibility evaluation and
change management to be integrated. The platform architecture is provided in Figure 5.
The main components of the proposed platform are the Flexibility Evaluation Toolbox (FET), the Change
Management Component (CMC) and the Application Controller [12]. The Flexibility Evaluation Toolbox (FET)
was previously discussed in this paper. Short descriptions of the other components are provided hereafter.
The Change Management Component handles the functionalities related to the change management processes
such as:
• The modelling functionality for the Cross-Organisational process modelling
• The mapping of company internal processes into cross-organisational process-flows
The Application Controller is responsible for the following tasks:
• Integration of results from the monitoring and measurement of the system flexibility into the change
processes
• Orchestration of all necessary services
• User management and security issues
Furthermore, the external systems that may be served include:
• ERP, PPC and other applications that can deliver data required for the flexibility measurement.
• BPM or PDM systems, which focus on the process view, deliver the required input data for the Change
Management Component.

GUI

Business Layer
Application Controller

Flexibility Evaluation
Toolbox

Change Management
Component

Data Integration

Legacy systems

PPC/ERP systems

PDM/BPM systems

Figure 5: Platform Architecture [11]

6. CONCLUSIONS
This work aims to introduce the benefits of integrating flexibility considerations into the change management of
manufacturing systems. The quantification of flexibility enables this integration. It can be used for supporting the
engineers in their decisions, to help them evaluate their decisions and final plans as well as to evaluate the
responsiveness of manufacturing systems to any disturbances. Integrated use of this information is expected to
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improve the responsiveness of the factory at all levels, since it will provide an overview on the performance of the
various departments when the needs for changes arise.
Further to this work, the exploitation of flexibility evaluation as an identifier of bottlenecks and as a trigger for
change actions has to be explored. This aims to provide engineers with a picture as to which activity or station
needs improvement in order to proactively increase the factory’s responsiveness to unexpected events.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines potential opportunities at two SMEs (small to medium-sized enterprises) to improve the
decision making process for change in their manufacturing organizations. Present procedures of the decision
making process for manufacturing system development have been studied by applying feedback systems thinking.
A framework for systemic change management is proposed utilizing a bottom-up perspective to acknowledge
individual competence and creativity. In conclusion applying system principles facilitates an environment for
proactive developments towards a learning organization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Development of a manufacturing organization (MO) has become a complex undertaking. Although the physical
structures of the MO can be manageable, the complexity will continue to arise from that there are people involved.
People act in, maintain and develop the MO; they might also have different and conflicting attitudes, perceptions,
and objectives with their actions. This will continue to challenge development for manufacturers and has to be
acknowledged in the daily procedures. Utilizing systemic procedures are required and it is management’s
responsibility that it is applied and maintained.
The approach of this paper is based on systems thinking [1], [2], [3] and [4]. The focus has been on change
management (CM) applied in the MO. CM is presented in different ways through methods and models and in this
paper is a model used that is based upon the principles of organizational cybernetics. It fits the manufacturing
context well and acknowledges the increase in knowledge through CM, project management, system descriptions and
operational parameters.
For management it is important to have a clear understanding of how to make changes to the manufacturing
system from a strategy point of view; otherwise could the business goal be overlooked [5]. Therefore is a
manufacturing strategy of importance. Often in SMEs is a manufacturing strategy not stated, instead is a business
strategy used [6], which in turn may consist of several different policies that are too general to put into practice.
The case study has been conducted at two Swedish SMEs. The study has concerned the procedures of the
decision making process for manufacturing system development. The research objectives have been to examine the
potential opportunities for improving the decision making for change in MOs. Empirical data have been interviews
with management and analysis has applied different systems thinking principles. The result is a framework that
applies systems thinking principles with a bottom-up perspective for CM to acknowledge individual competence and
creativity.

* Corresponding author: Tel.: +46-10-4507550; Fax: +46-512-53437; E-mail:daniel.karlsson@componenta.com
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2. CASE STUDY
Purpose with the case study has been to obtain a comprehensive picture of how the CM at the two manufacturers
is performed. Focus has been to understand how manufacturing system changes are managed and identify how and
where in the organization decisions are made; what initiate them and what requirements exists for them to take place.
Objective has been to find potentials to improve the CM decision-making process concerning the manufacturing
system using a systems thinking perspective. The method to obtain this has been:
• Personal interviews with management, an open direct style has been used to enable gathering of qualitative
information where the respondents got deeper into issues of the interviewers interest.
• Analysis related to systems thinking theory, both to enable applied systems thinking during the analysis and
suggests on change into a more systematic approach for CM.
2.1 INTERVIEWS
The interview questions addressed have regarded: how the decision process is formed in the organization,
especially when developing the manufacturing system, how it is structured and if it can be regarded in a reactive or
proactive manner. Of interest has been to find how the company vision is connected to the strategy, how knowledge
is created and how risks are analysed when changes are to be made. Finally, what kind of constrains affect the
decision-making process and what could be improved was included in the interviews.
A summary of the respondents answers give that: Decisions concerning changes of the manufacturing system are
often made when new requirement or products are introduced. These requirements can be environmental, logistic,
safety or new technology. Decisions on changes of the manufacturing system are either internal or external initiated
and is realized in two ways; implementing new equipment or modifying present equipment. Internally initiated
changes are more frequent than implementations of new technology and thereby most decisions concerns
development of present equipment. From the management point of view changes are initiated reactively when there
are red figures in the economy or when there is a need for manufacturing space. From the operation point of view
extensive changes can be initiated but are rarely presented to management, and may be so because they have to be
well prepared. Changes initiated from external bodies are due to requirements from customers and ISO-standards; a
requirement is either responded to when it is a demand or before it becomes a demand. The proactive manner is
strived for to reach these requirements at the companies. Pay-off calculations and decisions made form sound facts
are the guiding tools on which decisions to take. Most companies have a sales strategy in order to win customers to
support the business strategy which says how the company will reach its goals and missions. A manufacturing
strategy for changes and development to support the sales strategy is also vital [6]. None of the companies for the
study had a strategy for how manufacturing should develop to achieve the sales strategy. Creating knowledge and
learning in the organizations through structured procedures, feedback and evaluations from projects is generally low.
However in cross-functional projects a wide coverage of risks is present and the working environment at the factories
is well monitored. FMEA (failure mode effect analysis) is a method used for risk management for process changes.
The answers that regarded constrains for development and improvements were further: Insufficient information to
make decisions. Low level of knowledge distribution, delegation, and influence in the product development
processes. A continuous chase of time that results in reduced time for training and development resulting in inertia in
the will to change. When no requirements from external bodies are present less proactive work and reflection is
conducted. Decisions are taken too fast and lack of time for thorough work is commonly. Fear for change. No
present routines to prove that a certain change will lead to better economical figures. It is not known what kind of
information or facts that are needed to enable a decision. Knowledge to perform proactive thinking and structured
work is reduced when company plans your day.
Responses on what could be improved included: Increase understanding for the work needed at different
functions to enhance ability to seeing the wholes. Structured work would improve if time would be used for thinking
through ones work. Use existing methods. Create understanding of people’s roles within the organization. Give
responsibility together with authority. Improve analysis work for changes and move the focus on red figures into
examine the potentials for development. Maintain achieved changes.
What the respondents thought was very good were: The ability to implement quick fixes. High knowledge of the
processes. They are fast when to produce and have flexible organizations with good ability in the industrialization of
new products. A near history of a high change rate is seen as an ability to achieve changes and involving people.
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2.2 SYSTEMS THINKING
This section briefly presents systems thinking principles that have been used in the case study. The systems
thinking view enhances “identifying, observing and understanding the complex emergent behaviors arising from the
dynamic interactions of multiple systems in operation” [1]. It is the opposite of conventional reductionism which
breaks down the whole into parts to manage them in isolation. In organizational and social science the reductionist
view lacks in providing results since “it misunderstands the nature of human beings” [2]. In this section is it also
found examples of systematic models of how an organization should be organized and perform CM.
Organizational learning can be achieved if systems thinking is used [3]. People use mental models to understand
things, complex as simple, the structure of systems are often the cause to faced problems. For example may people in
different distribution levels be unaware of total system behaviour because of delays and lacking communication
which thereby repeatedly cause problems, despite good intentions. Order more ahead to assure receiving the orders is
a good example and probably are other actors doing the same resulting in even longer delivery times. To enhance
organizational learning could archetypes be used, they are the common language to describe a systems feedback.
One example is shown in figure 1, the archetype of limits to growth, the left loop is reinforcing and the right is
balancing. In profound change are there at least three reinforcing processes that are needed to achieve growth:
enhancing personal results, developing networks of committed people, and improving business results [7].

Figure 1: Limits to Growth archetype [3].

Figure 2: A Generic Cybernetic System [1].

Cybernetics use feedback to control physical systems, such generic system is shown in figure 2. “A Control
Element regulates a Controlled Element. The Controlled Element produces Effect. A Measurement Element
measures the effect and provides Feedback to the Control Element. The Control Element compares the current effect
with a Threshold value that it uses in deciding upon further regulation of the Controlled Element” [1].

Figure 3: The VSM (Viable Systems Model) [9].

Figure 5: Change Management System model [1].

Organizational cybernetics has evolved from cybernetics and was in the 1950s referred to the structure of organic
systems [8]. In the 1980s it entered the name VSM (Viable Systems Model), shown in figure 3. O is called system 1
and is the Operational unit, can be several and is structured recursively; O carries out the primary activities. M is the
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Meta-system that ensures a systemic view of the whole and is composed of system: “2, Conflict resolution, stability”,
“3, Internal regulation, Optimization, Synergy”, “4, Adaptation, dealing with a changing environment, forward
planning”, “5, Ultimate authority, policy, ground rules, identity”. E is the environment. The three elements M, O, and
E are in continuous interaction as in the generic cybernetic system in figure 2. [9]
The CM system model [1] in figure 4 is an example of how systematic CM can be performed. The model
operates in interaction with feedback as the generic cybernetic system and VSM. The CM box in the model operates
through the OODA-loop (Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act) and compared to figure 2 this box is the Control
Element. Knowledge represents Feedback. Purpose, goals, missions, policy, rules and regulations represent the
Threshold values. The output from the CM box is changes and is performed directly on operational parameters by
the line organization or through Project Management (PM). Knowledge is the source of wisdom continuously adding
learning to the elements of the model. It increases by produced Effect in the elements by information relevant to
store. The OODA and PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) in the CM and PM boxes respectively interact in an elegant
systematic procedure. Act in OODA forward appropriate action to take into Plan in PDCA, and when Act in PDCA
is achieved the results are reported back to Observe. CM can by these means evaluate if correct action is taken.
The recursive structure in the VSM model can also be utilized in organization thinking, as in Russel Ackoff’s
circular organization [2]. This systematic arrangement increases participation for people in co-defining of their
organizations. Applying this “participatory structure” in practise contributes to a democratic organization. Every
person that has a position that includes authority will be a member of a board that they chair [2]. If the principles of a
circular organization and the CM model are combined it would result in that on a board, n represented by a Metasystem box in figure 3, are decisions taken according to the OODA-loop, depending on the aspect of the decision it
is forwarded to PDCA or else directly performed.

4. ANALYSIS
The analysis applies feedback systems thinking, through processing interview data into cause effect diagrams are
opportunities for improvement analysed. In order to develop the MO there has to be the right preconditions and the
analysis will focus on how to achieve that. Status of proactive procedures at the companies shows that it is limited to
achieve the requirements from external bodies and in new investments. It is the reactive procedures that govern every
day work. This is underlined by the view of the respondents that the ability to perform quick fixes is a valuable asset.
When reactive procedures are valued it generates reduced opportunities for proactive procedures. If this behaviour
could be replaced the present growth rates would be stronger than the already large rates. The archetype of “limits to
growth” from figure 1 has been applied to visualize the feedbacks identified that cause present behaviour.
In the feedback model, limits to develop a manufacturing system in figure 6 are the reinforcing and balancing
aspects on Proactive Actions included, represented by proactive and reactive procedures respectively. Proactive
Actions are reinforced by Development Projects that utilize system principles (FMEA and PDCA project plans)
when new technology is acquired. The effect of reinforcement is balanced out by everyday reactive procedures. Lack
of time is mentioned as a restraint to development, it could be fixed by hiring more staff but that would not last in the
long term. It is identified as the slowing action (see figure 1), Time to Think and Act Proactive. Lack of time leads to
less Proactive Actions, less Actual Development on Manufacturing System more Breakdowns and results in an
increase of Fire Fighting abilities and the Reactive Manner identified in the interviews. This also results in
decreased ability to think proactive. The Limiting Condition is Systematic Procedures, applying systematic
procedures in everyday work eliminates reprocessing and is a precondition for Proactive Actions.

Figure 6: Limits to develop a manufacturing system.
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The feedback model, maintain development in figure 7 show how to maintain status of development from
Development Projects. This is especially important for smaller projects which are part of daily procedures, not as
much in the larger Development Projects in figure 6. It is the daily procedures that set the status of Proactive
Actions. Utilizing a recursive Organization Structure that creates Clear Levels of Decisions enforces the
organization in Maintaining Development abilities. Following a Project Structure maintains Project Speed. Projects
that can show improvements on time are receiving Resources and are in Priority. If there is a poor Project Structure,
projects are delayed in achieving results and become less prioritized. There is a poor Project Structure for smaller
projects which implicate on that the balancing loop is setting the condition of the model.

Figure 7: Maintain development.

Figure 8: Desired environment for good development.

The feedback model, desired environment for good development in figure 8 is concluding upon the analysis
results: Proactive Actions and Maintaining Development reinforce Desired Environment for Good Development.

5. APPLYING SYSTEMS THINKING IN PRACTICE
This section presents how to connect practise with theory to create a proactive environment for improving the
decision making for change in MOs. The result is a framework for bottom-up CM that applies system principles.
The principles of the CM model in figure 4 combined with the principles of a recursive organization structure
could be applied to reduce the limiting condition Systemic Procedures in figure 6. It facilitates a structured
communication between management and people in the organization. At the management team level at the two
companies are procedures in principle the same as in the CM model, but there are lacks. Knowledge for example,
exists at management level but due to that evaluation and feedback is made at a low level, knowledge does not reach
management to a satisfying level. At best is knowledge created and stored at the unit it was achieved, but it is not
expected to since it is not part of daily procedures. Daily procedures are instead occupied with eliminating problems
applying fix solutions. A box, Prepared Material and Analysis could be added in figure 5 to represent this
communication between management and people in the organization.

Figure 9: The proposed framework model for the CM function down the manufacturing organization.

The framework for bottom-up CM in figure 9 is a model of how development procedures down the organization
could be performed to achieve a clear structure. Utilizing systematic procedures in development is important; each
individual should know what he or she can affect in the organization. To achieve this are the principles of a recursive
organization suggested. On a board, n (the Meta-system box in the Operational unit in figure 9 related to a crossfunctional team at the manufacturers) the CM model principles is applied. On Decision in the OODA-loop is
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feedback systems thinking applied (as the examples displayed previously in paper). These interventions allow people
to learn from each others mental models in mutual encouragement to move forward towards achievement of the task
at hand [4]. Applying feedback thinking also acknowledges consequences from changes in other parts of the
organization. The Decision is a proposal to the management team or is executed depending on authority. Act in
OODA initiates a PDCA plan that is applied when measure is taken. This provides management with a prepared
material and sound facts for decision. Employment of the procedures in the framework provides with a creative
structure that involves people to develop the manufacturing system and increases the capacities of the MO. Lack of
structure for development prevents involvement. If it is fuzzy how decisions are taken the result is following instead
of leading (reactive). The “boards” or “units” have to be defined to fit the concerned organization. The systems
thinking perspective emphasizes the gain from understanding the whole of a system or organization and point on the
need of clear structures for stakeholders. It is management’s responsibility to assure that the precondition for
systemic procedures exists and to ensure that it is maintained. To empower development of the manufacturing system
should the prepared material and analyses forwarded to management come from people in the organization.

CONCLUSION
Systems thinking offer’s a systemic view of systems/organizations/problems and acknowledge that the sum of the
parts in a context is more than the total. The study has been conducted at two Swedish SMEs and applies system
principles to enable a proactive attitude in the organizations. Potential opportunities to improve the manufacturing
organization (MO) decision making process at SMEs are seen from a systems thinking approach. The focus is on
CM (Changed Management) applied on the MO to move forward towards a learning organization. The analysis and
result part applies feedback systems thinking and systemic principles respectively in order to understand the current
execution of CM and identifying how proactive change could be achieved. It is acknowledging the importance of
creating an environment of proactive procedures as well as maintaining the achieved level, thus reducing the need for
quick fixes. A framework that applies systems thinking principles with a bottom-up perspective for CM is proposed.
It acknowledges individual competence and creativity through interventions where present perceptions of people can
be mutually confronted. The framework supports CM through structured feedback communication to the
management level increasing knowledge awareness where change is performed, which is a prerequisite for
communicating the level on which CM actions are decided upon.
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ABSTRACT
It would be difficult to find an industry sector in which the management of environmental
sustainability is not of significant relevance. It is unfortunate that engineering and cognate areas of
education, has for the most part ignored these vital issues. It is therefore essential, that all facets
of engineering, design and manufacturing take action on environmental sustainability concerns
through appropriate strategies, and endeavour to implement standards such as the ISO 14001 EMS
(Environmental Management Systems) or EMAS (Eco-Management and Audit Scheme), as a
foundation for sustainable engineering and manufacturing. It is vital that these issues are seriously
addressed in engineering education. The environmental sustainability intervention at the University
of Limerick, has been two-pronged in that, (a) number of self-paced tutorials have been designed,
which are intended for use in a number of European Union Universities as well as for Small to
Medium sized Industries (SMEs), and (b) an undergraduate module entitled “Design for
Environmental Sustainability” has been devised and implemented in several engineering and
cognate programmes. It is in the context of engineering education that this paper discusses the
strategies used and the initial impact of the introductory programme intended for SMEs and
Universities, and the introduction and evaluation of the undergraduate sustainability module.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the debate on global warming, climate change, fossil fuels and CO2 emissions continues, it becomes
necessary to take a measured and informed approach to sustainable engineering. An accepted definition
of sustainability which is generally adopted is: "meeting the needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission on the
Environment and Development 1987. Brundtland report1). The EU MDG7 (Millennium Development
Goals -7) report, describes environmental sustainability is defined as: “...meeting current human needs
without undermining the capacity of the environment to provide for those needs over the long term…”
(UN 2005a). Over the past decade public concern about sustainable development has profoundly
transformed the competitive field. A sustainable approach to design and engineering involves evaluating
where a product or system has the greatest environmental impact and then focusing on ways to reduce
that. Engineering education needs to incorporate, in the core of courses of study, specific tutorial
intervention strategies aimed at providing the participants with an understanding of issues, case studies
and possible best-practice solutions to environmental sustainability problems.

2. THE EU INTERREG IIIC MODULES
These self-paced intervention units make up a suite of PowerPoint presentations, which were designed as
a result of collaboration, between four regions of the EU representing industrial development agencies
and Universities in each of four countries. These included Ireland, Greece, Germany and Finland. The
EU funded research project was entitled Towards a Sustainable Future - Design Quality and Environment
(DQE). As part of SME intervention, an intensive study revealed where knowledge deficits existed and it
was decided to design a suite of tutorial units, which would help redress this deficit. Some of the units,
according to the strengths of the academics involved, would be developed in all four regions and would
combine to comprise the complete suite. Figure 1 shows a sample slide, on product life cycle
management, the slides have teaching notes attached. Table 1 shows the module titles decided on by the
design team. It was decided that these would be tested initially in the home universities of the design
team, and would later be made available to other registered EU universities, as well as SMEs.
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Figure 1 – Typical tutorial slide from DQE Project (Product Life Cycle)

The slide above is from the module entitled Product Life Cycle Management. Each module contains an
average of about 35 slides with accompanying teaching eNotes. The Learning outcomes for one of the
units, Design for Sustainability, are shown in the slide (Figure 2) below.

Figure 2 – The learning outcomes for the ‘Design for Sustainability’ DQE Unit

The units were initially designed for presentation by tutors, but it was later decided to add teaching notes
to the slides, so that they could provide a fundamental understanding of the areas addressed, in a selfteach context.
Table 1: The Suite of Tutorial Units

The Eleven DQE Tutorial Modules
Lecture 1: DQE and Competitive Advantage
Lecture 2: Environmental sustainability
Lecture 3: Territorial Issues
Lecture 4: LCA and management
Lecture 5: Design for sustainability
Lecture 6: Concurrent product development

Lecture 7: DQE based Marketing and customer
trend analysis
Lecture 8: Integration of management systems 1.
Lecture 9: Integration of management systems 2.
Lecture 10: Strategy: Sustainability through DQE
Lecture 11: What is DQE?
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The modules were not designed for an eLearning environment. Each learning module was initially
interrogated and criticised by the design peers and refined until all felt happy with the overall package.
The tutorial suite was tested by a number of potential users, using an agreed set of criteria. Table 2 shows
the resulting scores for each module for one of the test centers. Modifications were made on the basis of
these scores and on specific recommendations from the evaluators. Some of the evaluators had previous
expert knowledge in the areas, while for the others they were induction modules. The evaluators were
colour coded, so that they could were not identified. The table below reflects the evaluation of four
individual users.
As can be seen from the Table 2, there is a clustering of scores in the good to excellent scoring
categories. While some elements were seen to be poor, these have since been corrected. It can also be
seen that the third evaluator (Red) was less favourable overall; however, this is to be expected in relation
to individual differences. All four evaluators found the modules to be interesting and learnable, but not
entirely suitable for self-paced learning i.e. they found the presentations very good but, full benefit could
only be achieved when presented by a tutor. The tutorial suite was not evaluated as an eLearning
instrument. The numbers refer to the individual units, numbered one to eleven.
Just over half the module units were applicable to sustainability in the context of engineering,
technology, product design, manufacturing undergraduates. These were made available on the public
folders to the entire universities communities, and were used as part of the taught undergraduate module
on Design for Environmental Sustainability.
Table 2 Evaluation matrix from one centre
Material Fits
with DQE Aims

Appropriateness
of Objectives

Are Learning
Outcomes clear?

Is the level
pitched
appropriately?
Is the Unit
Cohesive?

Is the Unit
Fluent?

Volume of
Material
In the Unit
Are the teaching
notes effective?

Additional
reference
material
Quality of
Individual Slides

Overall Quality
of the Unit

Poor
8,11
5,6
3,6
3,6
3
8
3
3,6
3,7,9
3,11
3,11
3
5,6
6
-

Satisfactory
1,2,3,4
10
2,3,5,6,8,9
3
11
10
2,3,5,6,8,9
10
3,7,9
3,8,9
9,10
3
1,3,5,6,8,9
9,10
3,5,8,9
2,5,8,10
10
3,8,9
2,5,8,10,11
8,9,10
11
2,3,5,7,9
2,3,5,6,8,11
11
5
2,5,8,10
6
4
3,10
2,6,9
9
1,3,8
8
3,11
3,5,8
3

Good
5,6,7,10
3,6
1,4,7,10
1,5,6,7,8,9,10
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9
1,3,6,10
1,4,10
2,3,8,9,11
5
1,3,6,10
1,2,10,11
1,2,3,4,6,8,11
1,4,5,7,8,10,11
2,3,6,7,9,10
2,7,10
1,3,4,6,7,11
1,2,4,5,7,8,10,11
2,3,6,7,9,10
1,4,7,9
3,8,9,11
2,4,5,7,10,11
2,3,6,7,9,10
1,4,7,9
1,3,5,11
1,4,6,8
4,8,10
1,4,7,9,10
1,2,3,6,7,8,10
6,7,10
2,3,7,8,9,10,11
1,7,9
2,10,11
1,5,6,8,9
2,4,6,8,9,11
1,2,5,6,7,8,10
1,4,5,7,11
1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11
2,3,5,7,10,11
7,9,10,11
1,3,5,7,9,10
1,2,4,6,7,8,9,10
2,3,6,7,9,10
1,7,9,10,11
2,7,8,10
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Excellent
8,9,11
1,2,4,5,7,8,9,11
11
2,4,11
5,10
2,4,5,7,8,9,11
11,7
1,2,4,5,6
1,2,4,6,10
2,4,5,7,8,9,11
4,7
5,7
2,6,9
1,4,5,8,11
4
2,5,8
6
1,4,5,8,11
11
1,2,4,5,6,7
1,6
1,4,5,8,11
2,4,6,7
2,5,7,9,10
6,11
4,5,8,9,11
1,2,4,5,8,9
1,4,6
4,11
1,4,5,8
2,7,10
1,5,7
4,9
8,10
6
1,4,6,8
2,4
2,4,6,11
1,4,5,8,11
2,4
1,4,5,6,9,11
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As can be seen from the Table 2, there is a clustering of scores in the good to excellent scoring
categories. While some elements were seen to be poor, these have since been corrected. It can also be
seen that the third evaluator (Red) was less favourable overall; however, this is to be expected in relation
to individual differences. All four evaluators found the modules to be interesting and learnable, but not
entirely suitable for self-paced learning i.e. they found the presentations very good but, full benefit could
only be achieved when presented by a tutor. The tutorial suite was not evaluated as an eLearning
instrument. The numbers refer to the individual units.
Just over half the module units were applicable to sustainability in the context of engineering,
technology, product design, manufacturing undergraduates. These were made available on the public
folders to the entire universities communities, and were used as part of the taught undergraduate module
on Design for Environmental Sustainability.
One unit ‘Territorial Issues’ (3), i.e. issues relating to state-specific legislation etc., appeared too often in
the poor/satisfactory score categories, and this needed some reworking. This was not because this unit
lacked quality, but because of its complexity. It addresses the implementation strategies in the context of
regional legislation, policy, and culture. The teaching/explanatory notes were found to be quite
beneficial, but for some modules needed to be expanded. Overall the modules received very positive
evaluations, across the four EU regions. These will shortly be made available to SME and Universities
who wish to avail of them across the EU, along with the other elements of the project.

3 THE UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING MODULE
3.1 RATIONALE AND MODULE AIMS/OBJECTIVES
The module “Design for Environmental Sustainability” was initially designed for a cohort of product
design and technology undergraduates. While the issues relating to environmental sustainability were to
some extent permeating a number of the taught modules on the course, it was felt that as its importance
grew it merited a full and separate module. This would allow students to explore in greater depth the
issues relating to sustainability. In the process of moving through the academic structures, a number of
other Course Directors felt that this module would be of particular benefit to their students. As a result
four additional programmes, with the agreement of their Course teams, requested to be included in the
teaching of the module. These included an engineering science course, two courses in technology
education and a new course in enterprise engineering. The delivery of the course would then need to take
into account these variations. The complete cohort would benefit from the lecture series (two per week),
and the follow-on tutorials would address specific applications and concerns of the groups. The specific
interests of the different groups would also find expression through module assignments. The aims and
objectives were as follows:
Aims:
¾
¾

To provide students with an understanding and of how the principles of sustainability must be
considered at all stages of design activity, production processes, and throughout the life cycle
of any product.
To encourage creativity and innovation in the context of design for sustainability (DfS), as well
as creative problem-solving and to apply ‘first principles’ strategies to design problem
definitions and solutions.

Objectives:
¾ To familiarise students with issues relating to energy consumption, resource depletion and waste
generation and management, as well as obsolescence, ‘disposables’, and over-consumption.
¾ To equip students with appropriate environmental assessment and analysis tools and with the
ability to critically appraise contemporary trends and practices in design and engineering.
¾ To equip students with abilities to perform environmental evaluations on products (life cycle
analysis – LCA) and processes.
¾ To outline relevant legislative requirements relating to environmental aspects of products and
processes.
¾ To provide an understanding of how sustainable design considerations and strategies must be
inherent at the concept design stages of a product as well as throughout its life cycle.
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Learning Outcomes
Students will be able to:
¾ Explain the impacts of products and processes in the context of sustainability.
¾ Display an understanding of issues relating to sustainable design and production practices.
¾ Use evaluation tools relating to design and manufacture of sustainable products.
¾ Produce a core study report on the environmental sustainability of a selected product.
¾ Explain the role of the designer in sustainable practices and development
¾ Reflect through prescribed project activity, an understanding of materials selection, processes,
embodied energy, waste minimisation, reuse, and recycling.
The syllabus for the module endeavours to broadly address the principle issues of environmental
sustainability. The rationale for the Module was ‘to familiarise engineering/technology/design students
with Environmental Sustainability issues and tools’.

3.2 THE SYLLABUS
Fossil fuels and global warming. The environmental, social and economic impacts of materials and
processes. Land use and environmental impact. Optimisation of the lifetime of products – shifting
towards a cradle-to-cradle concept, combined with a Product Lifecycle Analysis (PLA). Packaging
design and analysis. Redesign and reengineering to minimise parts and fasteners. Transport, distribution
and reverse logistics. Renewable materials and energy, repair, reuse and recycling. The ‘triple bottom
line’ and sustainability stakeholders. Materials selection for sustainability.
Irish Legislation covering packaging, extended producer responsibility, waste, and EU
directives covering, accumulators, waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE), Energy using
Products (EuP). Environmental Management Systems (EMS), product considerations in EMSs, and
environmental auditing, all as outlined in the ISO 14000 family of environmental standards. Pedagogic
considerations for teaching cohorts. Case studies in designing, processing, and manufacturing for
sustainability.
Table 3 shows the lecture series. For some elements, such as legislation, an expert visiting Lecturer was
invited. The tutorials/workshops were conducted by individuals with particular expertise.
Table 3 Lecture Series

Lecture series “Design for Environmental Sustainability
1. The Earth is One System
12. Design for Disassembly and Reuse
2. Mankind’s Impact – Eco foot-printing
13. Sustainability Tools and Instruments
3. Rainforest Ecology
14. Cultivating Sustainability Cultures
4. Climate Change/Global Warming
15. Product Case Studies – Lessons Learned
5. Fossil Energy – Oil and Coal
16. Stake Holders and Behavioural
6. Fossil Energy – Gas and Atomic
17. Environmental Legislation in the EU
7. Alternative Energy Sources and Strategies
18. Environmental Legislation in Practice
8. Fresh Water Sustainability
19. ISO 14001 and Environmental Audits
9. Company Case Studies – Lessons Learned
20. Manufacturing Made Miniature
10. Design for Sustainability 1
21. Sustainability and Reverse Logistics
11. Design for Sustainability 2
22. Sustainability – Quo Vadis?

3.3 EARLY COHORT EVALUATION
In the lead-in to the module it was decide to evaluate the attitudes and eco-literacy of the entire cohort.
Earlier research appeared to indicate that age and education are factors in both attitudes and eco-literacy.
The eco-literacy scores for the undergraduates at the beginning of the module demonstrated the low level
of general ecological knowledge (Figure 2). Only 2.4 percent scored an A1 (>85%), in this survey, this
had risen to 16.3 percent during the last quarter of the module.
The eco-footprint of the undergraduate cohort was calculated as part of a lab exercise during their course
work. The average footprint recorded with the undergraduates was 9.65 global hectares, with females
fairing better than the males with an average footprint of 7.39 global hectares compared to 9.91 global
hectares recorded for boys. The current “fair earth share” is 1.8global hectares per person; the average
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Irish footprint is currently 5.4 global hectares2. It was obvious from the student cohort survey that there
was great scope for improvement. A general survey of the participants in the course revealed that the
majority of them had changed their thinking and behavior, as consumers of goods and services, in energy
management as well as waste reduction and recycling.
Ecoliteracy before intervention
30%
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20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
0%

8% 15% 23% 31% 38% 46% 54% 62% 69% 77% 85% 92%

100
%
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0%

0%

0%

0%

Male

0%

0%

0%

0% 4.7% 1.2% 5.9% 18.8 27.1 25.9 14.1 1.2% 1.2% 0%

0%

13.3

0%

26.7 26.7 6.7% 26.7

0%

0%

Figure 3 Eco-literacy test scores at the beginning of the module

The course was run for the second time in the 2007/08 academic year and some refinements were made,
resulting from the experience the previous year and from student feedback. More time was devoted to
environmental auditing and to case studies in engineering manufacturing companies. Of interest in the
context of companies who had implemented an EMS (environmental management system), and qualified
for ISO 14001 certification, was the impact on the workforce within the company. Employees took
‘ownership’ of the initiative and continually worked hard to improve its effectiveness. There was a sense
of pride in the achievements, and a willingness to aim constant refinements and improvements. The
workforce in such companies felt a sense of achievement and satisfaction in their involvement. While the
impact of this new-found pride, was not measured against improved productivity, it does nevertheless
indicate that a more satisfied workforce is likely to be much more productive.
Where particular expertise was required, invited experts delivered the lectures. An example of this was in
the area of environmental legislation. Where there was a choice of using a person from the Law Faculty
in UL or a practitioner in the field we opted for the advisor to companies in the Limerick area. An
example of the topics discussed is show in the sample slide (Figure 3) below.

Figure 4 – Sample slide on Environmental Legislation – invited speaker.
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3.4 COURSEWORK ASSIGNMENTS AND EVALUATION
The evaluation of the module consisted of a terminal test and two coursework assignments, each having a
weighting of 25 percent. Course evaluation methodology and assignment specifications were published
to the students at the first lecture. The two assignments are seen below, and are timed to follow the
appropriate lecture series, all elements of the coursework are compulsory.
Assignment 1:

Weighting 25%

Submission Friday week 8

Product Life-Cycles Analysis
Each tutorial group will be given a product to analyse and disassemble in the lab. A thorough
analysis of the product will be conducted (from packaging to internal components).
Using the tools (LCA software, Checklists, and Analysis strategies), which you have been
introduced to in the labs and lectures, perform a life-cycle analysis of the product. From the
information gleaned through this analysis you are asked to recommend design changes so as to
improve the environmental performance and ecological impact of the product over its entire
lifecycle.
Deliverables:
• Results from the LCA studies
• Analysis of the LCA findings
• Your design recommendations outlined and discussed
• Sketches, graphs and charts are to accompany the written report and additional supportmaterial should be included appendices.
Note: the report, excluding the appendix should be 2000 to 2500 words.
Assignment 2:

Weighting 25%

Submission Friday week 12

Engineering for Sustainability in Manufacturing
You are required to undertake and encompass the following steps and approaches in completing this
“Engineering Sustainability in Manufacturing” project.
• Select a fictitious company (not less than 50 employees) of your choice and devise an
Environmental Policy, which will be used in obtaining ISO 14001 certification.
• Identify the main acts of legislation, which come into effect as a result of the company and its
activities, and give a description as to why each act is mandatory with respect to each activity.
• Choose one product that the fictional company manufactures, outline all of the processes
involved, and complete a process map for each process.
• Prepare and detail all aspects, steps and approaches of a complete company audit you would
carry out to prepare the previous fictional company for ISO 14001 certification.
•

Finally prepare a concise report to be given to Top Management, outlining all previous
information/steps from above, along with suitable and realistic Objectives, Targets and an ISO
14001 time plan with appropriate milestones and outcomes.

The examination was divided in two parts. Part one was compulsory and was designed to examine the
students across the module, so as to allow them to demonstrate their understanding of the broader issues,
practices, and strategies. The question had sixteen sub elements, and students had to attempt twelve. Each
of these elements could be answered in bullet-point and essay format, and about 200 words were required
to discuss each topic. The answer should express/describe the principle elements for consideration.
Examples of this type of ‘short answer’ question are:
¾ ‘In the context of Huppert’s Peak predictions, discuss the peak oil concept and it’s implications
for future energy usage’.
¾ ‘Describe the stages of a life cycle assessment method (qualitative or quantitative)’.
Students could choose two from five in-depth questions, an example of one of these questions, which always
attempted to be topical, was:
¾ ‘The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently published ‘Climate Change
2007’ – Summary Report for Policy Makers. It stated: ‘Warming of the climate system is now
unequivocal, as it is now evident from observations of increase in global average air and ocean
temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising global mean sea level.’ In Ireland,
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in the context of ‘picking the low apples first’, if you were advising the policy-makers, which
three areas would you suggest should be addressed first and why? And what do you see as their
likely impacts’.
In 2007/08 the weighting in the examination was increased and a single assignment with a marks
weighting of 40% was given to all participants. The assignment was aimed at designing a strategy to
implement and develop, ten sustainability principles (of their choice and rank), in a workplace/company
and to design a guidance package which would be motivational and user-friendly, and devise a strategy
for the integration ‘these principles into their specific everyday practice and identify the direct impact
they will have on their ‘professional’ lives’. This approach worked quite successfully and will inform the
assessment of the Module in the nest academic year.
4. STUDENT PROGRESS
In the coursework assignments the students achieved a ‘B’ average; some of the project responses were
excellent to the level of ‘exemplary’. They are now in a position to make informed decisions on
ecological and environmental issues. This applies to whichever discipline the students belong. With
many, the popularity/importance/impact of this area of study is such that many of the participants are
opting to explore sustainability topics further, through major final year projects. These projects can have
a weighting of between two and eight modules. The latter being the weighting for the product design and
technology cohort – two-thirds of the final year marks.
5. DISCUSSION
In the context of the IPCC and other reports, as well as seeing our own responsibility to the planet, it is
imperative that this area of study is incorporated into all engineering and cognate areas of education.
When we speak of corporate responsibility in relation to industry, and environmental sustainability, how
much more so should this apply to the education of our future engineers, and designers. It is recognized
that eighty percent of the impact on energy usage, and product life cycle, including environmental
impacts, is decided upon at the design stage of any product. Can we influence eighty percent of the
sustainability activities in the design of engineering and other courses, as well as the mindset of future
engineers and manufacturing practitioners? Intelligent Manufacturing requires professionals who can
cater for the problems which arise now, but need to be able to see the impact of their engineering
decisions on the environmental and ecological systems. Sustainable engineering is no longer the preserve
of a few specialist trained professionals, but needs to be at the core of all engineering education courses.
The series of lectures and laboratories and associated activities at UL, appear to benefit the participants a
great deal, and there is evidence that it has a positive influence in their approach to other subjects and
course tasks. Influencing the entire cohort of the engineering students internationally, may be seen as an
enormous task, however, each individual can do their part, as in the spirit of the Chinese proverb: “it is
better to light a candle than to sit and curse the dark”
At the University of Limerick, the module on ‘Design for Environmental Sustainability’ is offered to four
different courses in the Faculty of Engineering, and other course directors are requesting that it be
included in their programmes. Further sustainability modules are being devised, and a Masters Course is
under consideration in the Science and Engineering Faculty, in collaboration with the Business Faculty.
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